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INTRODUCTION 
This io the third compilation of Community research formats to be 
produced by the Commission. 
The formats have nowbeen assembled in the order of the revised 
·classification system agreed at the fifth plenary meeting of 
Working Group No. 2 on Light Water Reactor Safety (Research) of 
the European Community, held in Brussels in January 1976. Research 
projects on pressure tube type reactors can now be included. 
It has been requested by some contributors of these formats that 
if the information is distributed outside the European Community 
then the originator of the format should be informed of the 
destination. 
·' 
I f'.. C' (/ (G : t;' I 
Classification system 
1. Blowdown and emergency core cooling 
1.1 Phenomena prior to ECCS initiation 
1.1.1 D.ynamio effects of depreasuriaatioa (e.g. effects on 
pressure circuit internals, on tuel, iuternal stress 
in fuel) 
1.1.2 Thermo-hydraulio aspects 
1.1.3 Reactivity effects 
1.1.4 Decay heat 
1.2 Performance of ECCS 
1.3 Behaviour and influence of fUel-elements specifically related 
to blowdown and ECCS 
2. Core meltdown 
2.1 Molten material behaviour 
2.2 Fuel/coolant interaction 
2.3 Effects of molten material on structures 
3• External influences 
3.1 Seismica effects 
3· 2 Missiles 
3·3 Explosions 
3·4 Fire 
3·5 Hurricanes and tornadoes 
4• Power transients 
4.1 Reactivity insertion• 
4.2 Secondary system effects 
4·3 Instability 
5• Behaviour, transport and release of radioactive substances 
5.1 Release from fuel-elements in normal operation 
5.2 Release from overheated fUel-elements (in accident conditions, 
including LOCA) 
5.3 Retention (e.g. plate out, wash-out, filtration) 
5.4 Environmental effects 
5·5 Detection and measur9ment 
5.6 Doses emanating from reJ~s-d Aoti'ri.ti~~~ 
·' 
6. Faults and accident combinations 
7• Containment and associated systems (for material and mechanical 
problems : see section ll) 
7.1 D.ynamic loading (e.g. pressures, pressure differential, 
pressure waves, jet forces, internal missiles) and tempe-
rature loading 
7.2 Pressure suppression 
7.3 Hydro~n production and limitation 
7.4 Leak tightness assurance 
8. Instrumentation, control and computerized protection 
9· other safeguards 
10. Core and primary circuit in steaQy state conditions 
10.1 Physico chemical and materials properties and their effects on 
I fuel elements, core 
circuit components 
internals, control mechanisms and primary 
10.2 Reactor physics 
10.3 Thermohydraulics 
10.4 Mechanical effects (e.g. Vibration) 
11. Materials and mechanical problems in normal and accident conditions 
(e.g. load following, turbine trip, blowdown, etc.) 
ll.l.Fuel elements and core (e.g. fuel densification, fuel pin 
\ 
distortion, cladding ballooning, cladding oxidation, cladding 
embrittlement, cladding water reaction, rupture) 
11.2 Steel pressure vessel, pres.ure vessel internals and pri-
mary circuit 
11.2.1 Material properties 
11.2.2 Stress-strain analysis 
11.2.3 Non destructive testing, inspection, surveillance 
11.2.4 Destructive testing 
11.3 Prestressed concrete pressure vessel· 
idem 11.2 
11.4 Containment 
11.4.1 Concrete structures 
idem 11.2 
11.4.2 Steel structures 
11.5 Coolant channels 
12. Quality assurance · 
12.1 Formulation of ~lity assurance system 
12.2 Fabrication methods 
12.3 Non destructive testing, inspection, surveillance (for 
pressure structures and componants : see under relevant 
sections 7 and 11) 
12.4 Human factors 
13. Systems optimisation, standardination, now concepts 
(e.g. integrated primary circuit, new containment concepts) 
14. Probabilistic methods of safety analysis 
15. Interrelation between reactor plant and oEerating Eersonnel 
15.1 Behaviour of personnel (under normal and accident conditions) 
I 
15.2 Training of personnel ·' 
16. Environmental protection 
16.1 Preparation for emergencies 
16.2 Emergency equipment 
11. Nuclear accident recovery and decommissioning 
17.1 Decontamination 
17.2 Removal of accident consequences 
17.3 Deoommissioning 
18. Fuel cycle 
(e.g. fuel production, fuel and waste transport, reprocessing) 
19. Economics of safety 
1. BLOWDOWN AND ENERGENCY CORE COOLING 

. ' 
Classification 1 
Ti tlc 1 
Title 2 
NORUAV - RHC a core heat-up computer program 
Initiated: November 1971 Completed: 
§1~: progressing I,ast updntin[d: 
1. GC>ncr«l aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZNI.'lON 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
Aksel Olsen 
Scient) sts: 
Jens Andcrsen 
H. Abel-Larsen 
Preben Hansen 
Development of a multirod core heat-up computer program, including 
spray cooling and flooding. 
2. Particular objectives 
RIIC calculates the temperature transient of the fuel and. 
coolant in a multirod cluster geometry evaluating the influence of 
the emergency core cooling. The program is based on a separate dcocri~~ 
tion of the water and steam phase in. the primary ·system and a de-
tailed description of the radiation heat transfer between the fuel 
rods and the shroud including multiple reflection. The latter in-
volves a determination of the absorption of thermal rqdiation in 
the two-phase mixture in the fuel element. Furthermore, d~cay heat, 
metal-water reactions, heat transfer due to convection and conduc-
tion, creation and propagation of water films on the shroud and the 
individual fuel rods. The program also takes into account the in-
fluence of the primary system. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
' 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to dAte 
A version of the program 
for production use. 
2 •. Essential results 
5· Next steps 
with spray cooling is available 
Development of a flooding version of RHC. · 
6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to t·he present core heat-u.p program the NORHAV 
project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional blow down computer program for reactor systems 
under development at IFA, Norway. 
b) The Danish subchannel blow down computer pro8ram DANBLOW under 
development at AEC, Ris0. 
·' 
c) Updating of COBRA 3-C and RELAP 3 by STF,Finland ·and AE, Sweden. 
d) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment by Ai, 
Sweden. 
7. Reference documents 
Jens Andersen: 
. -
REMI/HEAT COOL. A I1odel f~r Evaluation of Core Heat-up and 
Emergency.Core Spray Cooling Sys~em Performance for Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors • 
. Ris0 Report No. 296, September 1973• 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis. 
i· 
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-
DSN/SETS 
Computer codes for the LOCA studies (P.W.R.) 1-l.COHOLINSKI 
. 
Scientists : 
lniti.atP.d (date) ëomEletcd . (date) • 
1972 
(date) .. · Laat updati.ne_ S't.:~.tus . progressing . 
. 
codes en cours de tests janvier 1975 
1 
1. Dut gén~ral 
·' 
Hi se au point dè 1 1 ensemble des codes permettant de! calculer 1 1 évolution de la · 
temp~raturP. maximale de gaine pendant l'accident de. perte du caloportcur des 
rê.lctcurs P. \L R. 
. •. 
2. Objectifs particuliers 
Prévisi.on des essais hors pile et en pile. Ajustement des codes sur ces essais. 
Utilisation des code~ pour les r6acteurs de puissance. 
3. Installations expérimentales et prop,rammes 
4. Etat du prolet 
· a) F~~!=-~~~~~~2~f!=!!!2~ 
Thermohydraulique du circuit primaire calculée ·par DANAIDES 
.Echauffement dù coeur calculé par THETA 1 B (qui uti.lise les résultats 
de DANAIDES comme conditions aux limites du canal). 
·.b) E~~!=~-2~_!2~E!f!!28~-=~-2~~!~~2l~&! 
The~mohydraulique du circuit primaire' calculée par CERES 
Echauffement du coeur calculée par le code CORINTHE : calcul de la tem-
pérature maximale de gaine dans le plan du poi~t chaud en u~ilisant les 
résultats.de CERES et les corrélations FLECHT. 
S. Prochaines 6tapes 
. . .... 
•.· : .. 
Remplacement de CORINTHE par FLIRA 2. 
Ajustement sur les essaiS PHEBUS. 
Utilisation pour les réacteurs de puissance • 
. .... / ... 
.... 
' 
1 
1 
f 
1 
1 
. 
.. 
6. Relation avec d'nutre~ proj~ts 
Programmcsde calcul pour la phase de decompression DANAIDES et 
code utilisant la oethode des caracteristiques. . 
Programmes de calcul pour la phase de renoyage CERES et FLIRA let 2. 
7. Documents de reference 
Programmes de calcul pour l'etude de l 1accident de perte du caloporteur 
des reacteurs P.W.R. 
Rapport SETS n° :n par M.GOHOLINSKl, D.NENESSIER, N.TELLIER 
(dis.ponible) 
(Version anglaise du rapport presentc au seminaire sur les programmes 
de calcul de sOrete des reacteurs thermiques - ISPRA 23-25 octobre 1974). 
·' 
() 
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Etud~ en pile de 1 'accident de pgrte da c:aloporteur (P.\{.R.) sro-:-:sou. : C. ~:.A. 
- --
.. . . 
- ORGANIZA'riOU 
Ç.E.A. 
-
'ritlP '- (cnglish) -rroject leader 
CEA/D5N/SETS 
In pile study of the loss of coolant accident (P.l.J.R.) MmnxZE~Uf.R. -~c.i;_s~:.t-;.;.)..')~ : 
lllitinted (date) Coml'lctcd . (date) HxxDEJ:.xUEGR1a • 
1972 (début projet) 1'1. DEL NEGRO 
Stntus . progressing . La sr: updnti.nz (date) Mme TELLIER • . 
début de construction janvier .1975 
1. .But général 
Etude en pile de l'accident de perte du caioporteur ainsi que de l 1effioa• 
cité du refroidissement de secours. 
2. Obje~tifs 2articuliers 
S'ajoutant à des essais fragmentaires et plus fondam\mtaux portant. sur la 
décompression, le renoyage ct le débit critique.ces essais doivent permettre 
d'ajuster les programmes de calcul au d~roulement 'r.tobal de l'accident y 
compris l'intervention de refroidissement de secours. D'une façon plu3 spé-
cifique ces essais permettront d'étudier le comportement thermo7mécanique 
des 'léments combustibles ainsi que l'influence de l'irradiation. 
3. Installations exp~rimentales 
Réacteur ~tEBUS (C~ntre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache). 
Boucle d'essais placée au sein d'un réacteur type piscine. 
Principales caractéristiques de·ta boucle 
4. Etat du 2ro1et 
nombre de barreaux 
hauteur fissile 
puissance linéique maximale 
pression 
Construction commencée en aout 1974 
S. Prochaines éta2es 
Début des essais vers la fin de 1976 
. 
r 29 (géorndtrie 17x17) 
o,a0m 
500 l~/cm (environ) 
· 160 b~rs 
Les essais devront co,mporter des expériences sur l crayon ·puis sur une 
grappe de 29 barreaux. 
. .. / ..... 
t 
JO 
Etude des conditions de refroidissement pendant la phase de decompression 
(ONEGA) 
Etude experim~ntale de rcfroidissernent de secours (ERSEC) 
Mise au point d~ l'instrum~ntation pour les etudes de decompression 
Programmes de cnlcul pour l'ctude de la depressurisation 
Prograr.nnes de calcul pour l'etude du renoyage. 
Progra~ncs de calcul pour l'etude de l'accident de perte de caloporteur-eau 
d' un P. t.f. R . 
7. Documents de reference 
Etude du comporternent des elements combustibles des reacteurs l eau 
en cas d'accident de depressurisation. Programme PHEBUS 
par j.FONTERAY - L.ROCHE - H.VIDAL 
Presente au CSNI Specialist Neeting - 22-24 octobrc 1973 - Saelay/irance 
·' 
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Toutes ctudC'r. cxpcrimentalcs de twpport du programme franc;ais, 
IV - PROJECT STATUS 
L'~criture clu programme est tcrmltH'c, T.'cns<>mhle tourncra de 
fa~on satisfaisante et pourra atrc utilisfi pour trailer des probl~m~s 
physiques au milieu de 1975, 
4,2 - EssPntial RPsults 
V ... NEXT STEPS 
- tests glohaux i partir du milieu de 1975, 
~ calagc du code, sur des exp~rimcntations particuliires. 
VI - RELATION WTTH OTHER PROJECTS 
Toutcs ~tudcs exp6rimcntalcs et th~oriques mcn6es en France 
relativement aux consequences de l'accidcnt de pcrte du caloporteur. 
VII - RgFERENCE DOCmtENTS 
Neant. 
VIII - DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
·' 
A partir de 1976, des etudes appliquees pourront faire t•objct 
de ~ontrats cas par cas. 
'·' ...,t, f. l, 
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/ 
Country FRANCE 
.: 
Title 1 Sponsor . 
: Orgap(sation G.A.A.A. 
, 
Title 2 Project Leadet: : 
: 
KAPCOR . A blowdown code JC. MEGNIN . 
I 
Initiated . July !971 . 
•' 
/ 
Completed . January 1973 . 
Status . Last updating . ... ,.: . . / 
, 
I 
1. GENERAL AIM 
• 
Development of a ··multinode blowdown code simult'ing specially the 
core of a water cooled reactor. 
This code was initially developped for pressure tubes reactors • 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The geometric description of the circuit includes a lower and up-
per plenum connected by several channels. Each channel can simula-
te a core assembly, the by pass and if desired a downcomer line 
including an heat exchanger and a pump. 
·' 
The core itself, can be simulated with hot, average and cold chan-
nels. The boundary conditions, flows and enthalpies entering or lea-
ving the lower and upper plenum ar~ input data versus time. 
Heat transfer regimes and heat transfer c'oefficients between the 
cladding and the coolant are determined fonction of the thermody-
namic conditions of the coolant (nucleate boiling, film boiling). 
Heat diffusion within the fuel and the clad ~& calculated using the 
finite difference. equations approach. 
. .. / ... 
. 
• 
,' .·\ 
I' , .r 
Special attention has been paid to obtain a code economical to run, easy 
to modify or complete and using improved numerical methods, integration 
procedures, automatic choice of time steps. • -
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES ·.·. 
~ Comparison between calculations and experimental/data were done at the 
technology division of the CCR Ispra with the DHTI loop. 
4. PROJECT STATUS : Complete 
5. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
DHTI loop in Ispra. 
6. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
• G. FRIZ, W. RIEBOLD, JC •. MEGNIN, A. RAYNAUD 
A comparison between code calcul-ation and blowdown experiments si-
mulating a loss of coolant accident in a pressurized water reacto~, 
Nuclear Engineering and Design 25 (1973) 193-206 
• G. FRIZ, W. RIEDOLD, D. LANGE, JC. MEGNIN 
Calculations compared with experiments simulating different blow-
downs, 
European Nuclear Conference, April 21 - '25, 1975 - Paris 
• .A~ 
G.A.A.A., code, descriptions and user's manual (internal reports); 
7. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
To be discussed. 
. ' 
Classification 1, 7.1, 7.2 
Title 
Calculations of the consequences of pipe 
breaks in reactor systems 
Status progressing Last updating 1975 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherland$ 
Organization 
KEMA 
Project leader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientists 
Kloeg 
Oppentocht 
Talens 
To evaluate the general design and the design of components of 
reactor systems in the case of pipe breaks in the system. 
2. Particular objectives 
A - Critical flow rates 
- Pressure decrease in the primary sys~em 
- Steam water separation 
- Heat transfer in the core 
- Behaviour of the cladding (ballooning temperatures) 
- Initiation and behaviour of core cooling systems 
B Forces on internals in the vessel during blow down 
C - Pressure and temperature response in containment syste·ms 
(including pressure suppression) 
- Long term behaviour of the containment .system. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
- Participation in the Marviken project 
- Main computer 
slow ·down 
core heat up: 
containment 
forces 
programmes,: 
BRVIS, RELAP 
CHEMLOC-5, BUBBLE 
RIS, DRUKSTUK, ZOCCO 
MARC 
I '::J 
4. Project status 
- Progress to date: operational 
- Essential results: complete ECCS analysis of the Dodewaard 
reactor (BWR). 
5. Next steps 
Calculation of Marviken I and II results 
- Small break analyses in PWR. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Not applicable. 
7. Reference documents 
Internal KEMA reports. 
8. Degree of availability 
Free on basis of exchange with other programmes and results. 
\ ... 
Classification 1.1 
Title 1 
Ti ile 2 
DINO - Core heat-up during blow down 
Initiated: Completed: 
February 1971 September 1972 
Status: Last updatin13: 
1. General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
II. Abel-J.arsen 
Scientists: 
H. Abcl-Larsen 
M. Lolk Lursen 
Development of a computer programme for the calculation of 
transient temperatures in a fuel rod during a postulated loss-of-
coolant accident. 
2. Particular objectives 
DINO calculates the transient temperatures in a fuel element 
rod during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. The geometric 
model is cylindrical. The considered rod is concentric sur-
rounded with an equivalent coolant channel and a shroud of fuel 
' 
and canning consisting of and equivalent to the surrounding 
rods and possible fuel elem~nt box. The equivalent geometry is 
calculated from the assumption of the same hydraulic diameter. 
DINO is a finite difference program, two-dimensional· in the 
·' 
fuel system and one-dimensional in the coolant channel. The program 
contains a steady state option to calculate the initial temperatures. 
The integration technique used is Peaceman and Rachford's method, 
the ADI-method. Gas-gap between fuel and canning, different 
materials, radiation etc. may be taken into account using a cal-
culated equivalent heat conductivity. Temperature dependence of 
the physical properties is taken into account. 
'' Experimental fncilitiee and programme 
4. Project status 
Completed 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
The DINO program is part of an integrated procedure for 
calculation of fuel temperature transients fturing loss-of-coolant 
accidents. Besides the DINO program, the procedure consists of 
RHC .and a blow down program which calculates the hydraulic 
conditions during the accident. At present the German program 
BRUCH-S is used for the blow down calculations. 
i 7~ Reference documents 
H. Abel-Larsen and M. Lolk Larsen 
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under transient conditions. 
Part I. 
Heat conductipn program. RIS0-M-1391 (1971) 
H. Abel-Larsen and M. Lolk Larsen 
Heating in a reactor fuel element rod under transient 
conditions. Part II. 
Ris0-M-1533 (1972) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available l 
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Title 1 
Title 2 
NORHAV - P(B)WR core blow down computer 
pro~ram (DANBLOW) 
Initiated: 1973. Completed: 
StRtus: progressing Last updatjng: 
1. General Aim 
·Classification 1.1 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
Aksel Olsen 
Scientists: 
Peter Sten Andersen 
Niels Bech 
Marilyn Eget 
·' 
Development of a 3-dlmensional P(B)WR core·blow down computer 
program. 
2. Particular objectives 
Calculation of the spatial and temporal distributions of 
coolant mass, -flow, -enthalpy and pressure as well as fuel rod 
temperature, cladding deformation and rupture in a P(B)WR core 
during the blow down phase of a loss-of-coolant accident. The model 
·which is based on the subchannel approach includes slip and thermal 
non-equilibrium between steam and water. Opposite flow directions 
within a single channel (as well as different channels)are handled 
by the program. 
3. Experimental facilities and rirogramme 
+. ~roject status 
1. Progress to date 
The physical equati6ns have been formulated and partly te~ted. 
Some basic numerical problems (stability and opposite flow 
directions) have been solved. At present the hydraulic part of 
the program is being programmed. A fuel- and cladding failure 
model ia undor development 
2. Essential results 
5· Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
In addition to the present blow down program: the 
NORHAV project includes: 
a) A one-dimensional reactor system blow down model under 
development at IFA, Norway 
b) The Danish core heat-up programme RHC under development 
at AEC, Ris0 
c) Updating of COBRA 3-C and· RELAP 3 by STF, Finland and 
AE, Sweden 
d) A 64-rod (electrically heated) core heat-up experiment carried 
out by AE, Sweden 
7. Reference documents 
) 8. Degree of availability 
Available on exchange basis when completed 
·' 
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C~t.t!H~i f1c:H.ietn' _____ ........_... 1.1" l . F • ' ... .....-..... • • 
titlP 1 (original lansuc.ec) COU:~'IR \' : . _......,_.... __ . FRA~ CE 
. 
~tude .expêri•entalc des débits c:d.tiqucs . 
• sro~~SOl'. CEA/E'DF 
. 
. . 
-
. .. . . .. .. ... 
. . . ORG/..NI v:nON . 
. . C.E.A . 
.. 
Titlc 2 (cnglish) Proïect leat!~r 
Expérimental St~dy o~ critical flows CEN/DTCE/STT M. COURTAUD 
• . 
. Scientists • . 
J.nitiated (dato) i:omeleted • (date) • 
. 
1968 
. 
pr'ogro.ssing Last updat f.ng (date) Statue • • 
• Janvier 1975 . 
. 
.. 
' 
. :t. But g~n~'I'R 1 
.. 
· Dltermination des débits critiques et étude des écoulements l fort )~radient 
de pression • 
. . 
2 •. ObJectifs earticulie~s 
Mise en évidence du déséquilibre pOUyant existe~ entre les phases d'un 
écoulement eau-vapeur, d~s4quil~bre qui a une influence prépondérante au-.: 
la valeur du débit critique. · 
. 
3. Installations expérimentales 
.. 
. 
Boucle Moby Dick· (Cen~re d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble) 
. . 
.. ltlre pha;pe : tube de 2 cm de di~tre,. pl'ession maximale de 2 bars. et 
titre maximal de 0,8%. 
,;. 2~ma pl:iase ! tube . de 14. lllll de diaÈtre permettant âvec la mlme in$tallâ.;.. 
· '. tion que pr4cédellâllent· cl'attendre des pressions ete 10 bara.· 
4 .. Etat .du pro1et 
Essais de la l~re phase réalisés et interprétés. 
Démarrage des essais de la 2ème ~hase. 
S. yrochaines étaees 
" 
.Essais·sur l'installation permettant d'atteindre lQ bara ···~···· 
. Dêbit.s critiques avec ~s mélanges eau-air ••••••••••••••• • •••• 
Extension de la gamme .de titre {jusqu'à 20'%.). ·•••••••••••······•· 
Influence de la géométrie élargissement brusque ••••••••••••••••• 
début 1975 
fev.mars 75 
j~in 7 S•Juin11 
Juin 75 
. . ·effet de coude ................ .. 
A l'~tude : boucle SuPer Moby Die~ de 3 1-1\V p~rmettant d·iexplorer 
les régions .l forte pression (llO bat's) ·et faibles. titres et 
moyennes pression (20 bars) et fort titres. 
. ...... / .. ~ .. 
juin 76 
Etude des conditions de rcfroidisscment pendant la phase de decompres-
s ion ( O:·I.I~GA). 
Nise au point de 1 1 instrumentation par lcs etudes de decompression. 
Program:nes de calcul pour l'etude de la decompression. 
7. Documents de r6f~rences 
.. Th~se de H. REOCREUX : Contr.ibution a l'etude des debits critique~[! 
cn·ecoulem~nt diphasique eau-vapeur-
Grenoble 1974. 
• Choking flows and propag~tion of disturbances 
European two -phase flow ,group meeting :.. Brussels June 4-7 (1973) 
t 
par J. BOURE - A. FRITTE - M. GLOT - M. REOCREUX 
- Etude experimantale des debits critiques en ccoulcment diphasique 
eau-vapeur a faible titre dans un canal avec divergent de 7 degres.' 
par :· M. REOCREUX - G. BARRIERE - B. VER.~AY 
CEN/G rapport interne rTT/15 (1973) 
22 
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\:l.r- tc~l. !:!:r:t•~; ::1!'t LL ________ , .. ____ ··-
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• r t+- . ..... ~ .. ,. ................ _.. .......... .-.---
vrw;;l ... (orlt;ih-al l;·~r•n"t ~\·o) 
. 
COUi.:·rl~"! !.iJ:..h"....l • \; ...... «.'"' 
• 
P.rogr:.t~e de calcul pour. l'étude de . la dapressurisatiôn 
C.E.A •.. ,. sr":' r.o 1~ .. . 
.• • 
. 
- --ORC/\1: I 1.A 'riOt-l' 
. 
. 
.. C.E.A • 
. 
. .. 
Ti:tl.e 2 (english) Projcct leader 
. 
C. E.A./DStt/SETS 
Blow-down computer codes D •• 1ENESSIER 
' .. Scicntists • • 
. 
· ln~.tiatcd (date) ,Çom~lct.cd : (date) 
1972 . 
'Statu! • • 
Codes a 
. 
1. 
2. 
progressing Laat updating (date) . 
: . 
l'itat'de tests et d'amélioration J'an vier 1975 
. 
But g,n,ral 
Mise au point de programmes 
lorç de l'accident de perte 
ObJectifs 2nrticuliers 
de 
de 
.. 
calcul pour étudier la phase de décompression 
caloporteur d'un P.W.R. 
• . l .. 
Mise au point du code ~~AIDES qui. 'tudie la thermohydraulique du circuit . 
primaire pendant la phase de d4compression • 
Mise au point d1,un codé traitant un ~anal par la ·méthode. ~es caractéri3tiqües. 
Ajustement de. ces codêa sur dea essais.bors-pilo et en pU.e.·Applic:&tion a\a 
calaul·de l'A~D.R. des rêacteurs do puissance. 
3. Inatallationa ex~rimentales et programmes 
. . a . 
4. ·Etat du 2ro1et 
a) code DANAIDES ....... ________ _ 
Le code existe sous plusieurs versions 
DANAIDES H : traite une boucle d'es:lais sans calculs de thermiqué 
(le flux· de chpleur d4livrê au flu~de est. une donn6e). 
DANAIDES T : traite une boucle d'essais avec calcula de thermique 
DM'AIDES R : v~rsion rêacteur de pui~sance • 
. Une forme simplifiêe ~u code (DABBOUS) traite la dêcompressioft d'un 
réservoir~ 
b) code utilisant la mêthode des car•ctêristiques 
-~-~-~---~----~----~---"-~----~-~-~----~-~----Première version eq cours de·· tests. 
. .. / ... 
Arncliorat ion des mode les physiques des diverses versions de DANA1DES 
Amelioration de la methode numerique afin de diminuer lcs temps de 
calcul ...................... . 
Poursuite des tests du code des caracte'ristiques .............. 
Depouil1ement des essais O}ffiGA 
Depouil1ement des essais ~IEBUS 
6. Relation avec d'~utres projets 
Essais sur la boucle O!~GA 
Decompression du dispositif CANON 
Essais sur la boucle }~BY-DICK 
Essais sur la boucle PHEBUS 
7. Documents de r~fcrence 
...................... 
...................... 
·' 
Programmes de calcul pour 1'etude de 1 1accident de perte du caloporteur 
des reacteurs P.W.R. 
Rapport SETS n° 31 par N. GONOLINSKI, D.'HENESSIER, N.TELLtER 
(disponible) 
(Version anglaise du rapport presentee au scminairc sur les prCigr<lr:uaes 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1978 
de calcul de sQrete des rcacteurs thermiques - ISPRA 23-25 octobre 1974), 
. 
• I 
• .. 
. . 
.. l.l 
·. 
Tltt? t t~rlg~n~l 
___...... .. _... ... 
lang~.1ge)_ 
.. 
CO\n\TR"{: Fit.~ CE 
Hi.se au point de 11 instrumentatio·n pour les étuclea • SfONSOtU C.E. A. 
de d4eompresaion. 
OR6A.'l1ZAT~OM: 
i 
. C.E. A .. 
. 
Tftte 2 (english). i>roject leader 
Instrumentation development for blow-down studies C.E.A.-D'J:CE/ST't 1-t.RICQUE 
. 
Scienttsts • • 
Initiated (date) ,Com;elet"ed : (date) 
1974. . 
(date) . Statua . progressing '!*ast updat:ing • 
Janvier 1975 
. 
· 1. But g4néral 
Mise au point e~ 4talonnage des moyens de mesure -destin4s aux 4tudes dè 
d4cômpre.ss ion. 
. . 
. . 
2. Ob·tec-tifs .particuliers 
Mise au })9int et 4talonnage sur le dispositif DEDIF ~e d4bi:tdtres dipha.si- . 
ques (mouLinet, Venturi ) et mesure de .taux de vide. 
1 . 
Amélioration des mesures de pression'en transitoire sur ·le·dispositif CANON: 
Mise au ~int sur le m!me dispositif d.'une mesure ~e taux de vide par neu-
tronographie. 
3. Installations exp,rimentales 
CANON 
DEDIF 
: r4servoir contenant de l'eau à 30 bars et 220°C (soit lêg~rement 
·.au s:lessus -de la saturation). · · 
G4om4trie : 1 • 3m tS 10 cm. 
: boucle eau-argon squs pression (92 bars) simulant le m4lange 
eau-vapeur à lSS bars. 
4. Etat du pro,et 
t 
1 
: la premi~re campagne d'essais est terminée. Les mesures de pression 
par capteur pi4zo4lectrique decroissent trop lentement au cours d.-t 
la dépressurisatio~. Il a 4t4 montré que le. transitoire de tempé~ 
rature sur la· face sen1$ible des compteurs pouvait fausser la m~sure 
la tech11lque de mesure de pression avec d-as capteurs à aaembrane' 
effleurante d1lvra atre abando~née. 
.j 
... /· .... 
-~;~t·:· 
·.· 
DEDIF en cours d'eosais pour les mesurcs de taux de vide par absorption 
de rayons X et les mesures par debitmetre A turbine A paliers et 
butees fluidas. 
5 •. Prochaines 'tapes 
Extension de CANON ( P = 155 bars environ) 
Poursuite des essais sur DEDIF 
6. Relations avcc d'autr~s projets 
Essais sur la boucle ONECA 
Essais sur la boucle RiEBUS. 
.. -------~---
·' 
. i. 
A 
u 
•• <:: 
....... 
,. 
., 
Classi:t'ica:tion 1 .1 
Title .1 
.I~vost~eatio~ of the transient 
: · .· no\~ response in a D'l/n cor~. 
Titlo 2 
-----------------------------------------------------4 Ini tinted 1:1:74 gomplc"'~c:d ·.noc: 75 
i 
. Status progJ."essing Lust upd:xtinL; Sop~. 7 4 
1 •. Gol'lOl'"tll. 0.ii:1 
C O .. ,~:l.s.., .. ~, '-- ..,_,, 
It:A.l ... r 
. tl 
SJ20l'lsor 
4 
Or,. ..• ~ .. ; ,..r,"· .: , .. ,1 • )'-"Ww4-...., .• 1.1- .,. 
CllEJ:.r-CISB 
P . ,J.. 1 ~ ro J cc .. . c~.c:~or:::: 
V. r.:~.l."ij,lClli lt . .. 
E:<perili1Cll"¥al validation of o.. computer c. ode ror t!te c:\lculc.tion 
~f'·thG Ollsot of the CIIJ.P \Ulder· LOO.:\ conditiolts: 
? : P::tl~ticulc.r o'bj.ec·tives . · 
· · Vo.licl:J.·tion of tho thorma.1-hydrn.l.U.io rooponse of tho ooc1o b;; r.1c;-;.1:J 
of r.1c.os hold-"..lp no::.suromol'lts· duril'lC tr~J.noionts silJ\D.t>.tin[; LCC.\. 
'!i'-.,.,,c.,.,.ir,on..l·r·l · ·:"~cJ.'liti o ....... .,d. .... I .. O""" .... .,..,....e 
... .,.~ ... , ""' .... u..... - •• • . - ...., '· -~.. l,J ,.,. '""'•""'"' 
M :ea. .Jui-or.lOl'r11iO '!f Ll:J.:'JO hold-up dw:·inz trrt:noicnts or inlo·t 
stop:pn.t:;e a.t COllo·tc....·•rl; powor Oll~1 prooouro and inlet ;.:l.m·1 
nnd PO\*/OX" uecc.y c.t cons·tan·t proasttre will bo to.!:el'l Oll :;. 
r ~ ; . DWn -'.;eat roc~~iOJ.1. 12 ft long; thQ ~lo:nt· ucou i~ :rnTI-III 
t~1J • ·. 4·.: ·Pro-tnc.s.. """' ... ""'~· ... · · 
~"'_;opp::> . .:;c 
16 rod 
(CI:E): 
-. __ ., . . si ~ " ,;_, \1 · ... u 1,.\.~ 
! . 
1. The cOr.ll>u·ter code, no.ruod DOT .. CE has bee11 developcu :?.nu s~"~iof.:.­
ctol":t ro::ml ts ho.vo. been oo t:::.r ~bta.inoa f()~ the prod~.ctioriz 
of ·tro.nciol'l:~ C!Ili'. in a. n·.·m du.rillG LOdA o.ntl other ·~rn.l'ltdcntc. 
. . 
The ·nu:r.so .. hold~up .. m~3s~om$ntc have boon ini t~atod: 
2: Doth Eulel .. icn o.nd La.gr3l1Gian methods used in tho !10LC:3 coll~ 
give reo.sonn.bly aood roo'Ul·!;s in the ovaluntion of tro.:noierit c;::-• 
. ·7 ~.· ,Referoi.'lce cloctul~Gl'lts 
DO::JC3. ccr.1pi.r!:or .code, CN!:l-T Internal n~:port. Under pubblicu.ticl~ 
C.pon · 
·,. ' .. 
-~ __;,:.,,/;t,t;t;,';·J./~ .. ·. -~~----· .. : .. · t' . 
Title 1 
Investigation o-r -£lo\~ blockage e-£-£ects in a sub-
channel array. 
Title 2 
Initiated June 73 
Status pro~ressing 
1. General aim 
Completed Dec. 74 
Last updatin{'j End 73 
Classi.rication 
1.1 
Country 
Italy 
Sponsor 
CNB~ 
Oreanii'Hl ti..on 
C~I!;N-A.B.Atom­
enere;i. {S\HH.leJt) 
Project 16arlt•rs 
.( 
V. Harinelli 
Study the -£low redistribution o£ the coolant in blocked 
subchannels. 
2. Particulnr ob.jP-ctives 
Validnte the theoretical methods as LJWCIPPO, CODRA, in their 
ability to predict the £low distribution in blocked subchannols 
by extensive comparison \~ith experimental data. 
3· Experimental facilities anrt procramme 
Single phase £low is completed in a test section of l1xlt rods 
2.5 m long \~here the blockat.;E:s ore installnd. Ncasurements of 
the three components of the velocity are. taken, by means of n 
special 5 Pito~tubes probe, as well as radial •nd axial pre~sure 
drops. The blockages consist in 100~ and 70~ obstructions within 
the center.subchannel, in a laree blockage o£ one hal£ test section, 
and also in balloonin~ type blockat.;e of -£our rods. 
4. Projects status 
1. Procrcss to date 
The measurements have been completed at 90~ 
2. Essential results 
Preliminary indications show the existence·or long relaxation 
( 50 D) length before the normal flow redistribution is obtained 
downstream a blockaee• 
5· Next steps 
Analitycal work will be done to reduce the rlata and to compare 
them with the subchannel code predictions. 
0 
c 
6. Relntion \dth ,other projPct!'l 
None 
7• Re.fercncc documents 
None 
·8, DeGrAe of availability 
Burl4et 
40 M/lit / Personnel: 36 MM 
I~ ·' 
-
--
Title 1 
Classi.Pic:ation 
1 .1. 
(1.2.) 
Experimentelle Untersuchungen des Ein£lusses der 
D\VR-Umw~nzschlei£en au£ den Blowdown 
Title 2 
Experimental Inv~stigation of the Influence of 
PWR-Loops or.. Blowdown 
Initiated : December 1973 
Status : progressing 
1) General aim 
Completed ·' : 
December 1977 (BMFT part A) 
Last updating: : 
; 
March 1975 
. 
... 
. -· 
Country : JRC 
Sponsors: 
BHFT-Bonn, CEC 
Organization : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Project leader: 
1·l. Riebold 
·' 
Design and construction of a rather large blowdovm loop system. 
Performance of loss o£ coolant experiments by simulating tube 
ruptures within a model PWR primary cooling circuit system. 
2) Particular objectives 
Experimental investigation o£ the role of the different compo-· 
nents o£ a model P~m primary cooling circuit system during a 
blowdo\vn by the measurement of .the main thermohydraulic quanti-
ties at all important positions in the loop. The experimental 
results will. be used for the checking and development o£ blo"tr-
do\vn codes and associated theories used in Lvffi safety assessment. 
3) Exnerimental facilities and programm~ 
A 4-loop primary cooling circuit of a 1300 }rn(e) P\1R reference 
plant vdll be simulated by a 2-loop experimental system, one 
loop representing the three "intact" reactor loop.s and the 
\ 
~ I 
·~ 
Other representing the "broken" reactor loop. Both experimental 
loops contain pumps and steam generators. Tube ruptures (double-
ended and smaller) will be simulated at three different positions 
in the "broken" loop. 
Applying a scaling factor with respect to the reference plant of 
about 1/700 for the thermal power, mass flow rate and volume led 
to a 5 NW' power input to a 64 heater rod bundle simulation of the 
reactor core. 
The distribution around the loop of pressure drop, fluid tempe~a-· 
ture and compon~nt volumes will be carefully matched to the same 
distributions in the real PWR circuit. 
The relative heights of the components and the lengths of the 
heat transfer regions (core rod bundle, steam·generator tubes) 
will also be the same as in the real· circuit. Size reductions ·' 
will· be made under the constraint that the power to volume ra.tio 
is maintained equal to that of the real system. 
Two different experimental programmes are envisaged : 
Proqramme A specified by the BMFT-Bonn, is concerned with the 
investigation of the influence on the blowdown of the rupture 
size at three different positions, the pumps characteristics in 
both loops, the initial power level, the time dependence of the 
heat input, the strength of the heat sink (steam generator se-
condary side), the do,vncomer resistance and the ECC water in-
jection positions. 
?roaramme B formulated by the CEC, is mainly concerned with 
studies.of variations of geometry and components. These studies 
foresee the modification of certain components ru1d certain aspects 
of loop geometry (shape and component height). This programme will 
take certain reference tests from progra~~e A (in fact they will 
be repeated) so that the consequences of the loop variations can 
be· assessed in a clear·manner. Seven loop variations have been 
agreed on for programme B : 
- variation of the depth of the loop seal (U-tube between 
steam generator and pump) within the intact loop; 
' .·-·. 
- variation o£ the steam gene~ator height in the intact 
loop; 
- variation o£ the volume o£. the lower plenUm (higher 1/d 
ratio); 
- two separate accumulators, one £or each loop, instead o£ 
. one accumulator for both loops; 
-.primary tube rupture within the steam generator (o£ the 
·· intact loop) ; 
- small rupture within the lower plenum; 
- ECC water.injection into the upper plenum. 
4) Project stat~s 
I~ 
The.project work started in January 1974 with the revision o£ 
the preliminary loop design and will be completed at the be-
ginning of 1975. 
·' 
The work involved in this revision became more extensive because 
of two major modifications in the concept of the loop. The first 
modification resulted from the change.of the reference plant from 
a 600 IDl( e) to a 1300 MW( e) P\·TR :which necessi ta.ted· the provision 
of one steam generator for each loop instead of one common steam 
generator for both loops and a more appropriate design for the 
. double-ended rupture device. The second modification was concerned 
with the design of the do\vncomer as an annulus instead o£ the preN· 
v~·ously conceived circular tube. 
The final loop design was conclu9ed in November 1974 and the cor-
responding orders for construction are being· placed in 1975·. Three 
pumps of the same type and performance have been ordered. Two of 
them will be directly delivered to Ispra and will be operated at 
different speeds in the two loops so as to account for the different 
loop mass flow rates. The third will be used for establishing the 
two-phase ·pump characteristics in the framework of a separate R&D-
contract of the BMFT-Bonn; thereafter it will be available as a 
spare pump. 
/ 
The specifications o£ the electrical power· supply and the 
loop regulating and control systems as well as those of the 
data acquisition systems have been completed and the orders 
for all these systems are being placed. 
Extensive theoretical work has been necessary in the loop 
design and for the specifications of the different auxiliary 
systems. This has been done partially by the project froup 
itself and partially by the LRA-Garching using the BRUCH-D 
blowdown code. . . ( 
5) Next stens ; Orders for all parts of the loop are being placed 
and preparations for the mounting of the loop are being made 
during 1975. Prototypes of signal transducers and measuring·' 
chains will be tested and calibration facilities will be pre-
. pared. 
The final specification of the instrumentation system will be 
made in the near future, tak.ing into consider~tion the philo-
sophy adopted for the Se~iscale and LOFT instrumentation. 
Progra~~es for the digital minicomputer will be set up for the 
different process control, the data acquisition and evalnation 
tasks. 
Pre-prediction blowdovm calculations will be carried out with 
the BRUCH-D and the RELAP-4 codes .for the programme A version 
of the test rig, and wi t.h RELAP-3 anq RELAP-4 codes .for the 
programme B version (with several component modifications). 
6) Relation with other nroiects : 
There is a close.relation with the following B!1FT contr'-cts(RS): 
RS- 16/2 
RS- 36 
Investigation of decompression phenomena of L'I.VR' s. 
Model tests with a steel vessel with core internals. 
Emergency cooling program.ne - low pressure tests of 
core refilling of Lt,'lR 1 s after HCA : 
. ., 
s:tr.g""e an.: 
rod bundle 
· ..
36/2 :·Refill ~ests with primary loop influences 
RS- 37 
37/1 
: Emergency cooling programme - high pressure tests : 
: . 
: Investigation o£ phenomena within the core during 
loss o£ cooling and emergency co0ling 
37/2 : Determina~ion o£ heat transFer coefFicients 
RS- 48 .: Theoretical and experimental investigations on 
scaling laws £or transient heat transFer conditions 
in L\olR-ECC 
RS- 50 : Investigation o£ phenomena in a widely subdivided con-
tainment in cooling tube rupture accidents of L'Y.R's. 
RS- 62 : Tube experiments for setting up a theory for re-
·' 
wetting o£ Fuel rods heated up to high temperatures 
• 
-RS- 77 : Investigation o£ the thermohydraulic non-equilibrium 
RS- 81 · : Mixing phenomena in parallel £low channels 
RS-111 : Investigation o£ reactor pump behaviour during 
RS-144 
RS- 64 
blowdO\'ffi 
: Investigation o£ RS-109 experimen~al pump behaviour 
during blowdown 
: Investigations o£ steady-state and transient CHFs with 
multiple rod bundles o£ PWRs and B~ms with R 12 as 
model fluid 
RS : Development o£ measuring techniques £or density and 
.mass £low rate in water-vapour two-phase £low 
7) Reference documents : 
1. Tender to the BHFT-Bonn £or the execution oF the project 
"Experimental Investigation o£ the Influence o£ the PvlR-Loops 
on Blowdown" in the EURATOH JRC at Ispra, elaborated by the 
Technology Division o£ the JRC, May 1973 
2. I. Trimestrial Report' 1974, IRS - F - 20 (July 1974) 
3. II.Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS - F 21 
I • 
8) 
9) 
) 
10) 
11) 
) 
· .. 
~~ III. Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS - F 
5. IV. Trimestrial Report 1974, IRS - F 
22 (December 1974) 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974 
pegree of availability : 
The references mentioned above are available form 
Glockengasse 2. 
Budget : 
I 
I , 
the LS-KOln, 
I 
Provisional estimates of the total costs (manpower and invest-
, 
rnents) considered in the contract BMFT/CEC are as follows : ~ 
. 
BHFT : about 4 MUA 
CEC : about 4 MUA 
Pers·onnel • .
m 1FT • 10 men/year . 
CEC :. 15 men/year 
Additional information . . 
-
The time schedule of whole the project according to the planning 
made during the elaboration of the tender for the BMFT-Bonn is as 
follows : 
Project phase I : Elaboration of the preliminary project and 
of the tender for the Br1FT-Bonn for the exe-
cution of t~is project at the.Ispra Establish~ 
rnent of the JRC : 
Nov. 197?. -April 1973 
Project phase II : Revision of the preliminary project, request 
f6r confirmation of existing offers and for 
. new offers, placing of orders : 
January 1974 - s·eptember 1974 
.. 
Project phase III : Construction and mounting of the loop; 
prepara~ion of computer programmes for 
process control, data acquisition and 
evaluation; prototype testing and pre-
paration of calibration facilities for 
instrumentation; pre-prediction calculations 
with different blowdown computer codes : 
October 1974- December 1975 
Project phase IV-1: Commissioning o£ the loop with all auxiliary 
systems; performance of preliminary tests : 
January 1976 - December 1976 
Project phase IV-2: Execution of .. tests for the experimental ·' · 
programme A : 
January 197 7 - December 1 977 
Project phase V : Execution or tests for the experimental 
programme B : 
Time slippa.ges 
accumulated • • 
January 1978 - December 1978 
Because o£ extensive project revision (see 
§ 4) and nevr delivery times, especially of 
those parts determining the critical path 
of the planning, .the beginning of the_ project 
phase IV-1 will certainly be delayed by 
10 months. 
Classification: 1 .1.1 
Title 1 (Ori9:inal Lansua9:e) : Unler;:;uchu:1g der Vore)ingc COUN'l'HY: 
bed Druckentlastung wa::;::.;ergekUhl tcr Reaktoren. Modell- BRD 
versuche mit eincm 11,2 m hohen Stahlbehalter SPONSOH: (HS 0016 B - 1.1.1., J alwe::.>ucr·icht A 75) b/11•''1 
<LRGJ\N lZl\TIO:'-i: 
at t, u 11 c - J n ~; t . 
Frankfurt1:'·1a:i.n 
Title 2 (en~)i ph) : Inve..> 1.-iga tiott into the Phenomena P1:ojcct Le~: 
Involved ln lne Depressurization of Water Cooled B. Holzer 
Reactors. Experiments Using a Steel Vessel 11.2 m in 
Height with Internals 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
15th July, 19'72 30th April, 1979 
Status: Last Updating (Date): I 
·' 
continuing December 1975 
1. Gen·eral Aim 
The aim of this project is to investigate by means of large-scale 
experiments the loads on reactor vessel internals of pressurized and 
boiling-water reactors occurring in the case of rupture of the primary 
cooling circuit. 
All experimental results will be compared with the results of model-
calculations to show the applicability of the computer codes used and, 
it possible, to improve them. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The loads on reactor vessel internals under BWR and PWR conditions 
and the phenomena in the discharge nozzle during the initial phase of 
blowdown is to be investigated. By means of comparirg the results of 
the preliminary experiments without internals with the data of t'he 
main tests the influence of the internals on the discharge process 
shall be obtained. 
).1. Experimental Facilities 
The experimental 1acilities are described in the previou~ annual re-
port IRS-F-2Ll. In t!1e planned BWR experiments only the e.lectrical 
power of the heater will chaMge from nominally 350 kW to 600 kW. 
.~. nAseftreh Pro~rftm 
Simultttion of the maximum credible accident under mm. and PlvH. con-
ditions without and with internals. 
- The preliminary program includes four experiments without inter-
nals, 
The PWR program is concerned with the investigation of the in-
fluence on the blow"dOl\'11 of 
-- cross-section and site of rupture 
--.time of rupture 
break of inlet or outlet nozzle ("cold" or"hot" leg) 
type of internals ("rigid" or "flexible") 
L/D ratio of the discharge nozzle 
initial thermal stratification. 
I 
.\ 
The B\YR program is concerned with the investigation of the in-
fluence on the blowdown of 
type of rupture (steam line, feed-water line) 
cross-section of rupture 
time of rupture 
--. initial '~at er level. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to Date 
The first five of 18 PWR experiments have been performed. The varia-
tion in the parameters and the initial conditions are shown in the 
following table: 
P\YR1 P\YR2 P\ffi) PWR4 P\VR5 
Cross-section of rupture 50 100 145 145 145 
(dia/mm) 
Rupture time (ms) .....,) ..,) 
-110 -)0 .... ) 
Length of discharge nozzle (mm) 550 550 920 920 )50 
Initial temperature (oC) 285 
Initial pressure (bar) 141 141 141 1)8 142 
All experimental data are recorded on computef tapes. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The experimental results co~pared well with the results of the cal-
culations, but the magnitude of the measu.red stresses on the inter-
nals was generally lower than calculated. 
The magnitudes o£ tl1e measured stres~es re£lect thc.di££erent cross-
sections o£ rupture (results o£ P\ffi 1, Plffi2, P\ffi5) and show the in-
fluence o£ rupture time ( PHR3, P\{Hll:, P\vR5). 
In particular the experimental results o£ the mass £low-rate showed 
a signi£icant in£luence o£ the internals on the discharge process. 
The maximum peal< of the mass £lmv-rate l\"as higher in the P\VR ex-
periments with internals but occured later than in experiments with-
out internals. 
5. Next Steps 
Evaluation of the results of the per£ormed experiments will be con-
tinued and a report will be prepared. 
·' 
\Vhen the instrumentation of the "DIVR internals" and the final pre-
paration for the B\VR experiments are £inished, eight B\VR experiments 
with internals will be carried out. Three of them will simulate a 
steam-line breru<, £ive a break o£ a £eed-water line. 
6. Relation to other projects 
RS 0123A Safety Investigations performed at the decommissioned 
HDR plant. 
7. Re£erence Documents 
(1-4) Quarterly reports in the series "I~S-Forschungsberichte" 
(in German) 
IRS-F-25 
IRS-F-26 
IRS-F-27 
IRS-F-28 
January to March 1975 
April to June 1975 
July to September 1975 
October to D~cember 1975 
(5) IRS-F-24 Research Reports (Annual Reports) (in English) 
(6) Tcchnischer Bericht RS16/2 
Versuchsergebnisse vom Druckentlastungsvorgang im Druckbe-
hal ter mi t flexiblen DlVR-Einbauten· 
(Versuche K\VR01, KlVR02, D\vl11, D\VR2) 
April/Hai 1975 
(7) Technischer Dericht RS16/2 
Versuchsergebnisse vom"Druckentlastungsvorgang im Druckbe-
hiil ter rni t flexiblen DlVR-Einbauten. 
Versuch 0\VRJ 
Juli 1975 
(8) Tochniachor Dericht ns16/2 
Versuchsergebnissc vom Druckcntl~stungsvorgang jm Druckbe-
hl:il ter mi t f'lexiblen D\VR-Einbauten. 
Versuch Dlffil! 
August 1975 
(9) Technischer Bcricht RS16/B 
Versuchsergebnissc vo~ Druckcntlastungvorgang im Druckboh~lter 
mit f'lexiblen DWR-Einbauten 
Versuch DIVR.5 
August 1975 
(10) Technischer Bcricht RS16/B 
Versuchsergebnissc vom Druckentlastungsvorgang im Drucl<behalter· 
mi t f'lexiblen 0\VR-Einbauten. 
Versuchs,dederholung D\VR2 
September 1975 
B. Degree of' Availability 
Documents are available through the 
Institut f'ur Reaktorsicherheit 
Forschungsbetreuung 
Glockengasse 2, 5000 Koln 1 
Documents (6) to (tO) are available under special agreement. 
,-
·' 
,.:· 
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~--------------------------------------r-----------------------PROJECT TITLE CLASSIF'I ..;AT ION 
Experimental bl0\'1-down tests by PIPER , 
facility 1.1.1 
:--------------------------------------------+-------------------------~ SPONSORING COUNTRY 
ITALY 
ORGANISb.TION : 
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
! 
I 
I 
DATE INITI.A'l'ED 
I DAT! COMPLETED 
1972 
1976 
PROJECT LEADER 
P. VIGNI I 
.L 
. 
·'. 
, •t •oi•,•, I 
·' 
Researc:Jl prop.;rall}: --------· .. ·-··-· 
Goals are: to acquire speci fie knm'lledg12,s an basic b 1 0\'1- down 
problems; to analyse causes· of possible di~agreement between experi-
mental results and RELAP-3 calculations, with special reference to 
model data transfer to full scale plants. Up to date a set of 18 blO\·!-
-down experiments were carried out. Test pressure was varied fror:"l 20 up 
2 . 
to 70 Kg/cm ; blow-down was _operated from either water or steam zone 
through openings of SO and·lS mm diameter. 
'In the next future structures will be located into the vessel to si 
mulate geometry of BWR internals; blo~.,r-dol..rn tests which ·will be sche-
duled will have the purpose of studying pressure transients and fluid 
forces on these structures. 
Facilities: 
41 
PIPER apparatus which is·a pressure ve~iel, equipped with electrical 
heating device, rupture disks and instrumentation for pressure and tem 
perature transient measurements. Five measurement points arc allowable 
along the height of the vessel. 
Design features of the vessel are: 
_pressure 110 Kg/cm2 
·---·----·---
temperature ~10 °C 
internal height: two values can be used: 1,8 m and 3 m 
internal diameter: 0,194 m 
outlet nozzles: two, both of which have diameter of ·so mm and 
lenght of 400 mm 
Reference documents: 
1. P. VIGNI et alii 
41. 
Esperienze preliminari sull'efflusso rapjdo di miscela acqua-vapore, 
inizialmcntc allo state saturo (P.I.P.E.R.). 
Istituto di Impianti Nucleari, RL 149(73). 
2." N. CERULLO et alii 
I 
Analisi dell'incidente di pcrdita di refrigerante nel circuito nri-
mario di un reattore nucleare. Ricerca tcorica e sperirncntale sul 
transitorio di efflusso rapido di misccle acqua-vapore inizinlmente 
allo stato saturo. 
th Paper presented at the 29 Congresso .ATI - Firenze 25-27 Sept. 1974. 
3. N. CERULLO et alii 
Blolv-down Activity Performed at the Scalbatraio Center of the Pisn 
University, Comparison between Experimental Results and REI.AP-3 
Calculations. 
Meeting on Computer Programs for the analysis of certain problems 
~"' in thermal reactors safety. NEA CPL- ISPRA- 23-25 October 1974. 
Related Qrojects: 
7. 2 
Remark: 
Up to date financial support was given by C.N.R. and C.N.E.N. 
I 
I· 
·l 
Title 1 
Classification 
1.1.1. (1.1.2.) 
· .. 
Country : JRC 
Untersuchung des thermodynami.schen Ung-leicl'l.gewichts SEonsor : 
Title 2 
Investigation o~ the thermodynamic non-equilibrium 
1 .12.1972 Completed : 31 • 12.1 975 Initiated 
Status : progressing Last updating : March 1975 
1) General aim 
BHFT and CEC 
Orgari,ization : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Project leader : 
G. F-t>iz 
To provide experimental data .f'or theoretical models describing 
the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium of the water-vapour 
mixture in a primary P\VR-circui t duril').g a blowdown. 
2) Particular obiectives 
Measurement of the deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium 
between the phases caused by : 
- a sudden expansion o£ water 
- a periodic volume variation 
- injection o£ cold water in a vappur atmosphere. 
The deviation is obtained by observing the time behaviour of 
pressure. 
3) Experimental facilities and programme 
The ex?erimental programme consists o£ : 
- 44 tests with a sudden e)..-pansion. Parameters are : temperature, 
initial pressure step and 1initial void and water quality, 
- 25 tests with periodic volume variation, new parameter q:requenc::: 
'1'1 
- 36 tests with eold water injeetion, parameters : injection 
quantity, state of the vapour atmosphere {pressure and 
temperature). 
4) Project status 
. \ 
A series of about 20 flashing tests at 200, 250, 280, 300, 
has been carried out. The main results are : I 
.. 
- The measured half-value times th of return to equilib~ium 
a stepwise yolume increase lie between 20 and 80 ms. 
after 
The pressure time curves fit well with the theoretical calcu-
. . 
lations. T'ne experiments indicate bubble numb~rs from N=10 to 
N= 1000 bubbles per cm3 • 
' 
-The dependence of th on· the· initial pressure step and the 
'temperature follows quite well the theoretical curves. The 
theory describes quite well the return to the equilibrium 
pressure. 
·' 
5) Next steps : Completation o£ the flashing test series. Preparation 
o£ the injection tests. 
6) Relation with other proiects : 
RS 36 : "Experiments on Refilling and Emergency 
Cooling of the Reactor ~ore o£ light '·later 
Cooled Power Reactors after an MCA" (SIEHENS-
K\olU) 
RS 37 and RS 37/1: "Investigations of the Events within the 
Reactor Core under Loss of Coolant.and 
Emergency Cooling Conditions, High Pressure 
Experiments" 
(AEG-K\VU) 
At T·85 a • "Emergency cooling-theoretical studies in . 
connection with a pressure fall in e1e 
primary system (blowdown)" 
' (LRA-Garching) 
RS 109 . "Experimental Investigation of the Influence . 
of Pt·TR-Loop s on Bl owd·own" 
.F'l 
l 
· 7) RoE~r~rtos doeum~nt' 
G.Friz, w. Riebold 
Pressure history during £.lashing caused by a sudden 
expansion 
EUR 5039.e. 
Quarterly reports (German) and annual report (English) 
in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte IRS F 15 to IRS F 22. 
8) 
9) 
10) 
11) 
I 
... 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974. 
Dearee o£ availability : Freely available 
Budqet . Total investment and running costs a:t'e • . • 
BMFT • 13660 UA ·' . ' . 
CEC • 21000 UA . 
Personnel . 2. 5 men/year . 
Additional inflormation • • 
... . 
_c_l~_s_s_·i_fi~~ 1.1.2 
--~ 
Tltla 1 (ori~innl language) coUN·rnY : FRANCK 
-·---:---- . .. 
Etud; dea aondLttoHI do ~~~~oLdLoaement \'Uin\d•nt 1a' pba·ee dtt SFONSOR ':· C.~.A. d-1compression 'd 1\H\ •ccidcmt· de perte du caloporteur dJun 
réacteur ? . lJ. R. !Joucle ONEGA. . 
. 
. 
ORGANI?.A!IOl1: C.E.A 
. 
. 
Titlc 2 (cnglish) . !,roject leader 
f .. 
Study of t~1e cooling c;onditions duri.ng tha blow-down phase C.E~A. :-DTCE/STT M:RICQUE of a LOCA for a ~~ ~ OMEGA loop. 
• Scientists • • . 
lnitlatcd (date) Comeletcd . (date) • 
. 
Septembre 1974 
. progressing Last updating (date) Status . • 
Janvier 1975 
... 
1. But g~néral .. 
Etude 'des conditions do refroidissement pendant· la phase de d~compression ··. 
lors d'un accident de perte de caloporteur d'un P.W.R. · · 
2. Objecttfs particuliers 
1 
Etablir des corr~lations de coefficients d'4cbange ài~fi que de burn-out 
dans les conditioas de dépressurisation • 
. 
3. Installations ex?érirn~ntales et ~roçramme 
Bouè le hors-pUe OMEGA (au Centre d'Etudes Nucl~aires cie C~eqoble) 
4·. Etat du proiet 
puissance 4léctrique 
pression 
d4~it 
nombre.de barreaux 
'hauteuzo ,. chauffante 
• 
• 4,5 MW 
.: ·170 bars 
: 0,2 l' 18. kg/a 
: l l 36 
: 3,6.5 Da. 
Dêmarrage de l'installation fin 191.4 .sur des essais ~ rêgime. nominal. 
• S. 'Prochaines êtapes 
.. 
Essais de dêpressurisation sur un tubé refrodi int4rieurement 
Essais sur une grappe. 
6. Relations avoc d'autres proiets 
Essais d'instrumentation sur CANON et DEDIF 
·Essais de débits uitiques. sur MOBY DICK 
Essais en pile PU:!BUS · 
Mise au point des p~ogramme~ de calcul.DANAIDES 
·~~J.~'f.;;· . 
~ ·.·:_/, 
.... / ...... 
• 4 
i 
1 
1 
Î 
1 
1 
t 
·j 
1 
l 
.. ! 
1 
1 
1 
' 
\ ..... .,. 
- D~pressurisation et rcfroidissemcnt de secours 
(boucles Oi-lliGA at Pl!EBUS) par NN. FO~Tf.RAY, COURTAUD, PELTIER, BA!LLY 
presentees au colloquc AIEA des 5-9 fevrier 1973- Julich (R.F.A.) 
(disponiblc) 
·' 
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Introduction tlea contbea caract~r!.:;tif'uP.~ f!r.::J .. Oift!"C"J dnn1J ic.!:;. 
codes "du cnlcul d*acc.ittcnt de ruitu!-t'· d.t- tu:,-:iut~r!.é ~r.i.tt!"ire. 
•': 
.• 
Obtention dcê courbes car:-lci.:f!riittitiue:: ;J~' .. ~O~"t-B ~-:!'ltn:;r(•\l 
en !onet~on des !Mt'nr.!èt':'P.:J ~âcanit!uas et tbentod:!.nnmi.'!tl(!·, c~éa~l:6r~::·-",l' 
leur t.ronçt iotinemet1t • .· •. 
.Toua lns. r.ss:ti.:r seront effectués· fi'n r6~~me otntionnnhc ~l~ . 
· c:on!lortcmt dr.s ·!'hases s·uivttntct'l :' 
1 - ........ ...._. ~ 
a) 1:-~ssnis-Â~~r m:tttut'ttës· ''froi~es''t ,.tate-forme· d'css.ftia ~or.l!Jco·':urbinM · 
dt• CK\':OU. f.n 1M'!UtÙ:tt.~ rit! tjlne 92i D d'.lcheUc ~:!or.Y.!t:~i·~ur. !/1,2 ~P.!':t 
f~tit.c en. 1975 par !·~~~~~~·--:J:~UC!. 't.;;p~ ess~in ~t't·nnt A~~rrtWi:i <',, · 
I"'nonho~iquc ttau ; t:taPl~Ue~& <_milnin c:ot'1_?lt'~~~entnlre:; en émul:i~ur. a~t .. C'.1u 
seront tlctit être' tlX~~c:utén. T.ous h•a. flomaincs ne f,,;cdoinu~w.cnf: r.c:h~rt i:; · 
dnno tes 4 cu:Jctrartt:s sero~tt cxnlotlis. · . . . . 
. . . .. .· . 
. ,: .; 
b) !~osais Bill" r•à(!liattes . 'dl:tUtÏ~s·t. Bot1ëir nr..·~J. CC!A;~~u .• Ceo br.':;;!Î:; ùtt!vr~"t 
t'l!S!Je.ctt'r 1 '~Vf)tut.io" dNJ nhnscui .;t'ndmtt ln· trnvcr.tdc de ltt Mcbin.;- · 
tnnt: en tilrt! .«ttà.'en rt~~~trÜ1·J.bt1 ·tlc.•s.·p.tt:Jt;t:a. Ca:"tt t'ortM t!on'l 5tant 
ineomptt!:ihh~u.' dt-.f.IX t:•f"rlr. d'é_loit:i.s.'. çoÏt\.,l::ir.:c·u.t,t.i.::-~: ot)t•.t cn•.';.a~t:;.!:#. 
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J.n.nmqu(•l.tc, d'echelle r,comctrique 1/1~', pcrmettro d'cffC'ctucr les 
csnais rcsp~ctant 1'6volution de la rh~~e gazcuRe, Si possibl~, c~tle 
mcme maquelt.e S!:'ra uti.li SC\1 pour cffectucr les t'SSais n(.ct•ssilnnt lE' 
respect d~ la r6partition spntiale dt's phaRes, Cependnnt, il Pst 
t'O\'iSngi!, si neccssaire, Ulle m"QUCtte d I CChellc gcomcatrique J/6, 
IV - PRO.JF.CT STATUS 
4. I - f.!:2.G,!C'S!': to date 
Haquette froide :. plans acquis. },'rogramme d'essais en preparation. 
Hnqu~tte chaude etude complcmentairc de similitude en tours. 
·' 
4.2 -Essential Result~ 
V - NEXT STEPS 
Reception maquettc froide . milieu 1975 
Fin. des essais mnquette froide ler semestre 1976 
Reception maquctte chaude lcr semestre 1976 
Essats maquette chaude 1976 - 1977, 
(j VI - RELATION l~ITit OTHER PROJECTS 
Code CLYSTER£. 
VII - REF[RENCE DOCUMENTS 
Neant. 
V Il I - ~'-~·..;;.E_O.::..F;... • ..:.:A;.;.VJ;.;.\I;;:.;;L:;;;.:A~D:;..::.tt::.;' l::;.;:T;..:.Y 
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lè\r~ phase en cour~ 
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·'tt\a.,ture d'une canalioatioft ·du "circul"t primaire, 6tude du la 
d~preafntrisat.ion dt' Ja cuve. 
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Classification ~ 1.1.2 7.1 
-----------------------------------------------------··----------------------------~ 
Title 1 (original language) 
AQUITAINE 2 PROGRAM. 
Title 2 (english) 
Dynamic studies of the mechanical and thermal 
effects which occur on primary piping during 
a LOCA. 
Initiated (date) Completed (date) 
JANUARY 1975 JUNE 1977 
Status Last updating (date) 
PROGRESSING JUNE 1975 
1. OBJECTIVES 
Country : FRANCE 
Sponsor FRAMATOME CEA 
Organization· 
FRAMATOME 
CEA 
Project leader: 
M. CAMPAN CEA 
M. TAOUBLE FRA ' 
Scientists : ·' 
The objectives of this test program consist of studying on reduced scale model 
under dynamic conditions the mechanical effects which happen at the 
level of primary piping and on surrounding structures in a case of.LOCA. 
The following effects will be studied :· 
(i) Measurement of reaction leads and pipe whip 
(ii) Study of plastic hinge of an elbow 
(iii) Study of cond~tions resulting from impact between a pipe and 
rigid structure 
(iiii) Study of plastic deflection of a straight pipe.in the e~ent 
of a lateral break 
, 
(iiiii) Measurement of impact forces and jet thrust on surrounding 
structures 
The results obtained will permit the calibration of computer programs 
which deal with problems related to the behavior of structures. 
The test facility will further be apt to be used as testing stand for 
the calibration of fast transient two phase flow instrumentation. 
2 • Pr«>JECT STATUS 
A theoritical study for sizing the pressurised capacity has been done 
by FRAMATOME. The loop will represent a 3 loop PWR and the similitude 
ratio will be 1/10 of the full scale. 
Preliminary studies of the instrumentation of the test section have 
been carried out jointly between.c.E.A and FRAMATOME• 
The explosive techniques used in the Space will be used for initia-
ting break in a very short time. 
3 • NEAR TERM PLANNING 
The construction of the test facility and the procurement of long 
delivery items will start in Fall 1975. In parallel some qualifi-
cation tests of both instrumentation and explosive system will be 
carried out on a simplified loop •. 
The test program will start Mid 1976. 
4. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
NONE 
S. AVAILABlLITY OF "RESULTS" 
Joint property of CEA and FRAMATOME. 
·' 
. . 
Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
DRD 
Notkiihlprogramm-Hochdruckverauche SPONSOR: 
Teilvorhaben: DWR-Post DNB Hauptversuche mit einem BMFT 
25-Stabbiindel ORGAN IZATlON: 
(RS 003? C- 1.1.2, Jahresbericht A 75)· KW, Erlangen 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Lo~: 
Emergency Core Cooling Program - PWR Post DNB Dr. Schad 
Experiments with a bundle of 25 fuel rods 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1. 1. 75 31. 3· ?6 
Last Updating ~Date): ' Status: 
·' 
Continuing 31· 12. 1975 
General Aim 
The thermohydraulic and heat transfer behaviour during instationary 
blow down processes have to be studied. Characteristic are two 
phases of transients after large leaks: .in the first seconds of a 
postulated rupture in the primary coolant system, steep transients 
of pressure, mass flow in the core and heat flux density of the fuel 
rods occur; in the later part of the blowdown a phase of flat· gradients 
follows. 
Particular Objectives 
In order to reach sufficient high accuracy of the measurements, 
the region of flat pressure gradients has to be investigated 
seperately from the initial phase of large pressure gradients; of 
special interest is the heat trans~er during high pressure 
gradients (begin of_the blowdown). The experimental investigations 
) (hot channel conditions) require special adaption of the test 
facility. 
Experimental Facilities 
The experimental f~cilities are described under "test equipment for 
controlled bundle measurements (BET)", Project RS 37, 37/1 and 3?/2 
1.2.2, Annual Reports No. A 74. 
The facility was modified by adjusting a cold water injection system 
down stream of the bundle. T.hus fast transients could be achieved at 
the beginning of the blowdown with hot channel conditions. 
In addition the volume upstream of the test section was reduced, 
which means less flashing volume. 
Research Program 
The research.program is divided into·two parts: in the first part 
D~B-tests will be run, which investigate the problem of DNB delay. 
The second part contains DNB tests for the determination of the 
heat transfer in the Post DNB reg~.on. 
Project Status/ Progress to Date 
A computer program was developed and tested, which calculates 
the control and drive values of the testloop. 
The first part of the program has been completed, 21 DNB-tests 
were run under 11 different conditions, corresponding to primary 
coolant system ruptures between RPV and steam generator or steam 
generator $nd pump. 
·' 
Before the tests started the stationary initial values were 
evaluated. The heat power, the pressure, the lifting of the 
feedwater valve and the inlet area of the control valve were 
determined as a function of time. The blowdown tests were started 
automatically and the run was computer controlled. 
During 40 sec the computer had to store data from 140 instrumented 
spots. The maximum frequency was 100 Hz per channel. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The first tests yielded experimental data of 
a) the DNB delay time 
b) the DNB position 
c) the shorttime Post-DNB-phase 
The electrical power of the b:undle was ·simulated corresponding to 
hot channel conditions in the reactor. The pressure drop in the 
bundle was reduced from 141 bar to 116 bar within 0,3 sec. All 
values were in good agreement with the specified ones. 
Next ?teps 
Longtime DNB-tests will be performed. The adaption of the test 
loop has already been started. The computer program must be 
,modified with respect to the prediction of some control data. 
Relation with Other Projects 
See RS 37 - A 74 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
Classification: 1 .1. 2 
'l'itlc 1 (Ori~inal Lantuage): !he~retis~he .. und ~xpe~:imentelle COUNTRl.': 
Ontersucflungen tibcr l·lode1 gesetze fur Hlstat1onare Warmeubergangs- BRD 
bedingungen in wassergekUhlten Reaktoren bei NotkUhlung ~~f-1NSOR: (RS 48- 1.1.1 •• Jahresbericht A 75) 
ORGANIZATION: 
I TU-Hannover 
•ritle 2 (english): Theoretical and Experimental Investigations 
on Model Laws for Instationary Heat Transfer Conditions in \~ater 
l?.roject Leader: 
Prof. Or. MaYTOQer 
Cooled Reactors under Emergency Cooling Conditions 
. 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
1970 1975 
(Date): I Status: Last UJ2dating: 
·' 
finished i March 1975 
1 • Genera 1 aim 
The general aim of these activities was to evaluate scaling laws for the transient · 
behaviour in reactors under loss of coolant conditions by experimental and theore-
tical investigations. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main problems were the investigations of burnout delay ti~e, heat transfer 
mechanism in the post burnout region and flowpattern under blowdown conditions. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
Two loops had been available for the experimental part of this investigation. The 
different aggregates of the circuit and the used measuring techniques had already 
been described in detail in the reports IRS-F-12 and IRS-F-18. 
The test program during the whole period was separated into parts: 
1. Tests for investigating dryout delay and post-DNB-heat transfer. The 
corresponding parameter ranges had been given in the last report A74 • 
. 
2. Model experiments corresponding to conducted water tests, e.g. by 
KWU /1/.-. 
3. Tests for investigating ·the influence of loop components on the heat 
transfer behaviour in the heated section. 
4. Visual and X-ray-tests to investigate the flow patterns during blowdown. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
I 
6o 
Within this report period the investigations had been finished. The evaluated calcu-
lation models for the onset of dryout and the post-DNB heat -transfer had been veri-
fied and improved, especially the dryout delay model. From these models the scaling 
laws for translating the experimental results to original water conditions had been 
deducted. 
Based.on these scaling laws the final model blowdown tests had been carried out 
corresponding to original water blowdown tests with an inside cooled tube and a 
four-rod-bundle conducted .by KWU /1 ,2/. 
All test results as well the own model experiments as the corresponding water tests 
had been recalculated with the developed theoretical models. A good agreement'~~t­
ween measured and calculated values as well for model tests as for original ones . 
could be recognized. 
4.2 Essential results 
The dryout delay model • roughly described in the report A74 - started from a mass 
and energy balance for the two-phase flow within a heated channel. Combining both 
balances one gets an equation for the cross ·section of the liquid film A' in depen-
dance of energy input 4<z.) · uh ~·· r· A"-+ • evaporation because of pressure decrease 
1 () , 
-· £i..,. 9' i)-1 
..!.. ( .£ . a(• - dt' ) 
,.. f' 8[' df 
and of entering and escaping mass flows 
entrained droplets .in the gas core (AE). 
in ~he film (A'}. and 
p•.l.!h')= 0 
~, .r. at 
this equation can be integrated by neglecting the length-dependance of the film 
thickness. Then .. only the mass flow rates at the exit of the heated section are un-
known, while all other values like pressure decrease, heat flux and entrance mass 
flow rate must be given by experimental· results or by a thermohydraulic ·code li~e 
Relap or Bruch. 
The mass flow rates in the film and the droplets may be calculated by the defini-
tions: 
M'·= P'·A .(1-£)·(1-e)·w' ges , · 
ME r.: p • • A • ( 1 - t) • e ·w 
. .. ges · E 
where the phase velocities may be calculated from the transient pressure drop. 
The cross 
number· 
w' = (££) ~ ( ,_ £) dz · t '·P ' . 
. 2ph 
lAges (Ages-A')'.(~) • 2 ·dh 
A - 75 A' dz 2 h t"Pri ges . p 
w" = 
section of the area covered by dropl~ts may be gained by a dimensionll!ss 
. ·. [ ~·"fA'" .n] 
= AE(L,O)· 1+C·( dz ) . 
. p '· wz 
. , . E . 
61 
With these substitutions the first equation can be solved by a computer program. 
Within the solution the constant and the exponent for calculating transient entrain-
ment have to be fit to measurements. 
By introducing characteristic values for pressures, lengths time and velocities, the 
·initial equation may be given in a dimensionless form, from which the scaling num-
bers for modelling the dryout delay can be taken. Applying all numbers as well for 
model as for or·iginal conditions one gets the necessary ratios of the system descri-
bing parameters to conduct model tests: 
. A . . " 
. (.\p . p M .Q 
. • flp ·C P" 
. 0 M 
. (~)0 . (~)2 · 
(pn-) . mo . P' M . .·. 
'·(ao'"). 
= p. M. ap- 0 
p',o (~) 
. ap M 
' ... 
oder 
(·~r ) rM. ao o 
ro .(l!:...) 
ap M. 
61 
The post-ONB heot transfer model had already been presented in the report A74. From 
this model the scaling laws for model tests.are: 
, 
k., • Nu K, ~ • ~. 
. 'lll 
Kt Re I Ks t dYv • 
k3 • Pr' k, • £ 
In the fig. - 4 four examples for the agreement between experimental and theore-
tical results are given. A comparison of measured and calculated dryout-delay times 
· in dependance of variied steady state heat flux shows a deviation of less thpn 20% 
for a hot leg break and less than 25 % for a cold leg break. The same agreement can 
be recognized for a comparison of water blowdown. tests by KWU /1/ in fig. 3. ? 
The comparison of the post-ONB heat transfer model with experimental results, given 
in fig. 4, shows a good accuracy for the developed model (I.f.V.), but also for the 
model of Dougall-Rohsenow /3/ used in t~e thermohydraulic codes. 
References 
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, 5. Next steps 
The investigations had finished in March 1975. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 37, RS 37-1 and RS 37-2 
"Investigations of the Events within the Reactor Core under loss of Coolant and 
Emergency Cooling Conditions, High Pressure Experiments" at KWU, GroBwelzheim. 
RS 64: "Investigations of the steady and transient Critical. Heat Flux of Multirod 
Bundles for PWRs and BWRs with Freon as Model Fluid". 
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Classification:1.1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language) : . COUNTRY: 
BRD Experimentelle und theoretische Untersuchungen zum thermohydrauli 
SPONSOR: schen Verhalten des Cores in der ersten Blowdownphase 
(RS 163- 1.1.1., Jahresbericht A 75) I>MFT 
~RGJ\N I ZATION: U Hannover · 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Le~: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on Thermo- and Prof. Dr.-Ing. 
Fluiddynamic Behaviour of the Reactor Core during· the First F. May1nger 
Blowdown Phase 
Initiated {Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1975 1979 
Status: Last Updating (Date): ' 
·' continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The general aim of these investigations is to predict the thermo- and hydrodyna· 
mic behaviour in the first blowdown period during the loss of coolant accident and 
the following emergency cooling phase. 
2. Particular objectives 
The main problems are the experimental and theoretical investigations of dryout-
delay-time under consideration of entrainment- and mixing processes. Furthermore, 
the influence of loop components on the heat transfer behaviour in the test section 
during LOCA-conditions must be tested. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
During this period an entrainment- and a mixing-test-section was constructed . 
. 
The entrainment-test-section is an inside cooled tube with a heated length of 5 m 
(16,4 ft). At the end of the heated length there is a slit-device, which separates 
the liquid film at the inside of the tube wall ·and the liquid droplets flying in 
the gas-core of a two-phase annular-flow (fig. 1). Through a glass-window at the 
top of the slit-device, pictures can be taken from the droplets.with a miniature 
camera and with a hi.gh-speed camera. In the first tests, the entrainment behaviour 
of a steady state annular flow has been investigated. Parameter range for steady 
state entrainment investigations are: 
,. 
initial mass flow rate 200 ... 900 kg/m2 sec 
system pressure 
t 
8 ... 14 bar 
(system pressure reduced with p 't 
cr1 0,2 ... 0,33 
initial subcooling 5 15 K 
heat flux 6 8 KW 
At the mixing-test-section the transverse-exchange between two parallel subchannels 
with equal and different mass flow has been tested by measuring the dimming of a 
coloured single phase water flow with aid of a photoelectric diode. First investi-
gations about the transverse exchange ~ith air water mixtures has been conducted. 
During the last period of this report, a second mixing-test~section for Freon-12 · 
tests has Leen constructed. 
Furthermore, the computer program COBRA 
computer at the RRZ Hannover. · 
4. Project status 
11 was accomodated to the CDC-Cyber 76 
The following investigations had been carried out during this report period: 
1. Construction of a special entrainment test-section 
2. Entrainment experiments at steady state with a miniature camera and 
with a high speed camera 
3. Analyse of the test results 
4. Tests to take pictures of an annular flow with liquid entrainment 
with aid of a glass fibre optic 
5. Evaluation of dimensionless numbers to describe the entrainment 
behaviour at steady state 
6. Construction of a 16-rod-bundle test-section 
7. Mixing investigations at parallel subchannels 
·' 
After testing the photo-technique to take pictures of the droplets in direction of 
the flow on air-water mixture, quantitative measurements with the modelfluid Freon 
12 had been taken. The test parameters are systematically variied in the range 
described in chapter 3. 
For the entrai~ment investigations in the rod bundle a· new photographic method was 
tested parallel. With a glass fibre optic, as shown in fig. 2, photographic investi-
gations even in complicated subcharlnels of rod bundles.can be carried out. 
During the analysis of the test results, four din1ensionless numbers were evaluated 
to describe the steady-state entrainment behaviour. of a two-phase annular flow. A· 
momentum balance at a differential part of a wavy annular flow surface was applyied 
in direction of the flow as well as cross to it. A comparison of the forces which 
attack the wave at the surface of the liquid film lead to an equation which includes 
four dimensionless numbers. These numbers are appropriate to describe the entrain-
m~nt behaviour of a steady state annular two-phase.fl9w. 
'. 
4.2 Essenti~l results 
An entrainment photo gained in the first tests is shown in fig. 3 at the end of this 
report. By measuring and counting the droplets we find e.g. a decreasing entrained 
mass flow with increasing total mass flow (fig. 4). But even at steady state condi· 
I 
tions the entrainment mass flow has no constant value. We found fluctuation aboijt 
60% related to the calculated average value. Fig. 5 shows the oscillations of the 
entrainment mass flow as a function of time: 30 minutes after reaching the stea-
dy state conditions, 36 photos were taken with a frequency of 3 pictures/sec. 
The photo technique with the fibre optic was tested in tube geometries applying 
different illumination techniques. The results of these tests are shown in fig. 6. 
In the theoretical part of this work the following dimensionless numbers were 
evaluated: 
1T, = ~. _9. __ : --(1- t-J 
mlo(. inlet r, 
• 
.. 
77: :. 
' 
. MriiTR 
M,, fot 
: £ 
considers the influence of mass flow 
considers the influence of test sec-
tion ge~metrie and the most important 
physical properties of the flui~. 
considers the influence of heat flux 
and initial subcooling 
Fig. 7 and 8 show the experimental results of Bennet et al (ref. 2) carri-ed out at 
a heated test'section as a function of ~1~ zr2' nr3 and ~4. 
6 r 
5. Next steps 
I 
The next steps will be steady state. entrainment investigations at higher .mass flow 
rates (BWR-conditions: 1800 kg/m2sec). Entrainment and mixing tests under blowdown 
conditions simulated at the inside cooled tube will follow. The photo technique with 
the glass fibre optic must be optimated till the end of the construction of the 
. . 
16-rod bundle. 
6. Relations with other projects 
RS 37; 37-1; 37-2 
Investigations of the events within the reactor core under loss of coolant and 
emergency cooling conditions at KWU, GroBwelzheim 
RS 48 
~ 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations on Model laws for Instationary Heat 
Transfer Conditions in Water Cooled Reactors under Emergency Cooling Conditions 
:RS 64 
Investigations of the steady and transient Critical Heat Flux of Multirod Bundles 
for PWR's and BWR's with Freon as Model Fluid 
RS 179 -~ 
Phaseseparation 
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delay time; European Two-Phase Flow Group Meeting, Harwell, June 3-7, 1974 
/3/ Quarterly reports BMFT-RS 163 V 75/2, V 75/4 in ~he series IRS-Forschungs-
berichte 
8. Degree of availability 
The annular reports, BMFT-FB and the IRS-Forschungsberichte are.available by IRS, 
the other ones are free. 
'• 9. Budget • 
1 year {10 month) OM 284.600.00 
. .
I 10. Personell 
References 
/1/ Arnold C., Hewitt G.F.: Further developments in the photography of two-phase 
gas-liquid flow; AERE-R 5318 {1967) 
/2/.Hewitt G.F., Bennet A.W.: Studies on burnout in a uniformly·heated round tube 
AERE·R 5072 (1966) 
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Cl as si f ica.E,..!.2!'!: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Orisinal Langua2e) : COUN'£RY: 
EntwickJun~ von MeBverfahren Bestimmung transiente1 DRD zur 
Massenstrome (Dampf/Wasser) durch Signalkorrelation SPONSOR: 
(HS 135·- 1.1.1., Jahresbericht A 75) l\rfl.Wl' 
ORGANIZATION: 
. TU Berlin 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Le~: 
Development of Methods for Measuring Transient Two- Prof. Dr. 
Phase Mass Flows (Steam/Water) by Signal Correlation u. Wesser 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
January 1, 1975 December 31, 1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date): • 
·' 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
The purpose of this project is the accurate measurement of the cross 
section average mass flow of a steam-water mixture flowing in a pipe 
: 
as a function of time during blow-down experiments. The investigations_ 
ar~ part of experiments in the field of loss-of-coolant accidents in 
nuclear reactor power plants. 
2. Particular objectives 
To detect the cross section average mass flow of a steam-water mixture 
it is necessary to measure either the average density of the fluid or 
its average velocity in the pipe. 
The measurement of the cross section average fluid density is based on 
the attenuation of multiple gamma or x-ray beams. 
The determination of the fluid velocity is based on measuring the 
transit time of variations in fluid tem~erature between fixed points 
along the direction of flow. The transit time is determined by using 
tJ 
·t 
cross correlation techniques, while the temperature fluctuations are J 
detected by thermocouples. 
An alternative method to measure the fluid velocity is the use of the 
.signals due to density fluctuations detected at two points along the 
flow path. 
~ Experimental facilities and program 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
There is a one- and two-phase-flow water loop for low fluid velocities 
up to 5 m/s which is used to study. and calibrate the measurement ~p­
paratus. 
A small blowdown facility (50 bar) w~s built up and used first for 
mechanical testing of the thermocouple probes and ·second to run the 
apparatus under real blow-down conditions. 
3.2 Research Program 
The estimated schedul~ and the envisaged developments are shown in 
figure 1. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to date 
4.11 Density Measurement 
A theoretical analysis was made to calculate the estimated measure-
ment errors of the multi-beam and scattered beam methods. These two 
densitometer principles were analysed under different fluid satura-
.tion pressures with beam energies from 10 keV up to 1.3 MeV and dif-
ferent numbers and angles of the beams. 
To verify these theoretical approaches 'mock up' measurements were 
made with Cs-137-, Co-60-beams and 30 keV x-rays. 
4.12 Velocity Measurement 
Fluid velocity transients with velocity ratios of 1:10:1 within a 
time greater one second were recorded at the two-phase flow water 
loop and then computed with a Time-Data time series analyser. The re-
sult of this computation is the plot of the f~nction of fluid veloci-
ty versus time without any operator interaction. 
4.2 Essential Results 
4.21 Density Measurement 
In the lower beam energy regime the 'scattered beam technique' seems 
to be more accurate than multi-beam systems (result of theoretical 
analysis). The possibility of using x-ray tubes is advantageous be-
cause of less problems with shielding and other security aspects. 
4.22 Velocity Measurement· 
The cross correlation technique applied to the signals due to natural 
temperature fluctuations measured at two fixed points along the flow 
path proves to be a successful method for determi.nin·g fluid veloci-
ty in a pipe. 
s. Next Steps 
Velocity measurements will be made in two-phase flows with phase 
change during the velocity transient in·the next future. These expe-
riments especially emphasite the possibility of s~parating the two 
peaks in the cross-correlation function (probably due to the two dif-
ferent velocities of phases) to determine the phase slip. Later the 
experiments are continued under blow-down conditions. 
·' 
6. Relations with other Projects 
It is intended to test the developed mass-flow-meter under nuclear 
reactor conditions at.the two-phase flow loop at GfK-Karlsruhe. The 
purpose is to install the mass-flow-meter in the LOCA-Loop at 
EURATOM-Ispra. 
7. References 
1.) D. LUbbesmeyer; Wesser, u.: Theoretische Untersuchungen von 
DichtemeBmethoden mit Gamma-Strahlung. TUBIK 45, Report of the 
Institut fUr Kerntechnik, TU Berlin (Oct. 1975) 
8. Degree of availability 
1.) free 
I" 
Classification: 1.1. 2 
' 
Title 1 (Original LanguageJ : COUNTRY: 
DRD 
Entwiclclung einer Massendurchsatz-Me.Bmethode fur 
SPONSOR: 
transiente Zweiphascn-Stromungszustando mittels der Bf-fii'T 
magn. Kernspinresonanz OHGANIZATION: 
(RS 136 + 161 
- I.1.1, Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
-
Development of a Method for the Determination of 
Transient Two-Phase-Massflo~ by Means of NMR-Technique s F. Winkler 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
1. 8. 1974 30. 9. 1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): I 
.• 
Completed 31. 12. 1975 
General Aim 
A study was conducted on the feasibility for developing a method 
for the determination of coherent flow velocity spectra of quasi-
a 
stationary and transient fast two-phase flows with speeds Up to 
about 104 cm/s and under conditions approaching the critical point 
of water. This should be practicable by presently available NMR-
techniques and magnet technology. 
particular Objectives 
It was proposed to observe the spin-echo-time-series resulting from 
the discharge of a magnetically labled amount of fluid leaving the 
I 
16 
measuring coil. From its envelope the velocity spectrum may be derived 
by an integral transform. This spectrum describes the -distribution o£ 
the mass and their state of phase as function of their velocity. 
Integration with respect to the velocity yields the mass-flow rate. 
This measuring technique was derived theoretically in a first order 
approximation. 
Experimental Facilities(Research Program 
In preparation of flow experiments in conjunction with the derivation 
of the transform, the longitudinal and transversal relaxation times 
as well as the diffusion coefficients of water and especially steam 
have to be determined with appropriate precision. The development 
of a prototype flow-spectrometer o£ 50 mm ID was described as well 
as measuring problems discussed at simultaneous operation with a 
hydro- and thermodynamic experimental facility like the blow-down 
experiment RS 109 at Euratom-CCR at Ispra. 
Project Status 
The possibilities of different NMR me'thods were discussed and 
analyzed in cooperation with Prof. Dr. R. Kosfeld and his 
coworkers from the RWTH Aachen and with Mr. B. Knuttel from 
Bruker-Physik Compan.y. Pre~iminary tests were conducted. The 
1t 
influence on the NMR-signal of the relaxation time and of temperature-
and .velocity transients in the fl9w were estimated.as well as the 
transmitter-frequency and the S/N ratio determined.· The influenc~ of the 
nonuniform high frequency field on the signal was derived and 
(1 calculated for test conditions. The magnetic shielding for a 
prototype-flow-spectrometer at the test-facility RS ~09 was 
calculated. 
froject Status/Essential Results 
,, 
A study on the development of a mass-flow rate measuring technique 
for two-phase flows applying NMR-techniques was worked out and 
presented to the "AG MeBmethoden". It demonstrated the development 
of NMR-Methods for the observation of the hydrodynamics of 
stationary and transient two-phase flows to be promising. 
rext SteEs 
The development of this measirung technique has been proposed under 
the auspices of Prof. Kosfeld, RWTH Aachen. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 36: Emergency Core Cooling Program - Low Pressure Experiments 
RS 109: Influence of the PWR Loops on the Blowdown 
RS 93: Impingement Forces on Structures Caused by a Two-Phase Jet 
RS 16: 
RS 50: 
Dynamic Effects on Internals of Pressure Vessels 
Phenomena Occurring within a Containment during Blowdown 
Reference Documents/Degreo of Availability 
W.H. Bergmann "Studie zur Entwicklung einer Massendurchsatz-MeEmetho-
de fur transiente Zweiphasen-Stromungszustande unter Anwendung der . 
magnetischcn Kernspinresonanz (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)n 
AbschluBbericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BHFT RS 136 + 161 
KWU-Erlangen (Okt. 1975) 
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Gemeinsamer Versuchsstand zum Testen und Kalibrieren BRD 
verschiedener Zweiphasen-Massenstromme~verfahren SPONSOR: 
(RS 145, PNS 4215 - I.l.L, Jahresbericht A 75) HMF'l' 
ORGANIZATION: 
.._) GfK, Karlsruhe . 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Le~: 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different J. Reimann 
Methods of Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date~ :. · 
1.10.1974 31.12.1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): , 
.. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
On behalf of the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, the 
Institute of Reactor Components (IRB) is building a test rig which 
will be used for testing and calibrating different methods for 
·measuring unsteady-state two-phase mass flows. 
2. Particular objectives 
The accuracy of the different measuring methods will be dependant 
on the flow regime. Therefore, it is necessary to have a method to 
identify the flow pattern. Two methods will be used : 
an optical technique (sapphire windows and high speed photo-
graphy) 
an impedance probe 
. 
;. Experimental facilities and prosram 
The test(rig is designed forth~ generation of a steady-state steam-
water flow with a,quality between 1 and 0 and a maximum pressure of 
160 ata. Depending on the quality, the'mass flow wi~l reach a 
maximum level of 10 to 20 t/h. The test section has a total length 
of 8 m and consists or exchangeable tube sections. The tube diameters 
I 
are 20,50 and 80 mm. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The most components li~·-c valves, pipes, fittines and the components 
of the control-and ... ._o.suring-system are delivered. The mounting of 
the control-and measuring-system has been started, the mounting of 
the pipes has been nearly finished. 
~.2 Essential results 
----------------
To develop the electronic equipment for the impedance probe and to 
I 
compare the two methods of flow regime identification a water-air. 
loop had been built up. Experiments have shown that the signal of 
the impedance probe is excellent suited ·also in flow regimes in 
which the visualization technique gives results which are difficult 
to interprete. 
5. Next steps 
After the completion of the loop some time will be necessary for the 
setting in operation. The ·begin of the experiments is expected to be 
in April 1976. 
Conceptional work is started to extend the test-facility for unsteady-
state conditions. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 1~7 
RS 146 
(PNS 4214) 
RS 136 
Improvement of a Drag aody for the Mass Flow Measure-
ment in Blowdown Experiments, 
BATTELLE-Institut, Frankfurt, 1974-1975 
Development of a Radionuclide Method of Mass Flo\'; 
Measurement in Unsteady-State Multiphase Flows, 
GfK-LIT, Kar~sruhe, 1974-1979 
Development of a Method for the Determination of 
Transient Two-Phase-Mass-Flow by Means of Nuclear 
1\Iagnetic Resonance Techniques,KWU-Erlangen, 197~-1975 · , . . 
RS 135 Development of a Metl1od of Mass Flow Measurement by Means 
of Temperature-Signal-Corl'elatio~;, 
TU-Berlin, planned in 19'l~ 
RS 1o9 E~perimcntal Investicatic~ of the Influence of PWR-Loops 
on Blowdown, 
Euratom-Ispra 
7. Reference documents 
. Report KFK 213o (1974) p. '163 (German) 
Report KFK 2:i.)~ (1975~ .. 18o (Jerman) 
KFK-Nachrichten 3 I 1:; :·~. p. 22 (Cerma.n) 
Reports in the series IRS-FORSCllUNGSBERICHTE 
Quarterly reports: 
Report period 
Annllal report 
Sept.-Dec. 1974 IRS-F-23 
Jan.-March 1975 IRS-F-25 
npr.-June 1975 IRS-F-25 
.:.·an.-Dec. 1974 IRS-F-24 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
.. 
(German) 
(German) 
(German) 
(English) 
r--
Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Orig:inal Langua~c) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung eines Radionul<:l iritucf.>verfahren5 zur Ma.ssenstrommessung BRD 
in instationl:iren Merhphasenstromungen SPONSOR: 
(RS 146, PNS 112111 - 1.1.1, Jahresbcricht i\ 75) BJ'vWT 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : P.roject Le~: 
Development of a Radionuclide Method of Mass Flow Measurement in R. U>ffel 
Non-S~eady State Multiphase Flows 
Initiated. (Date) : ComLileted (Date) : 
1974 1979 
Status: Last UJ2dating {Date): ' 
continuing December 1975 
.• 
1~ General Aim 
A radionuclide technique is presently developed which allows to detennine the 
mass now or non-steady-state two-phase nows I This is done by measl.U"ements ·of the 
- velocity of the gas phase ) using a radiotracer technique, 
- velocity of the liquid phase) 
-density or the two-phase mixture, using a ~-absorption method. 
It is. intended to measure simultaneously altho\l@jl separately the velocities of the 
two phase by means or two different radiotracers 1 Moreover, the method wil:i be 
cont>ined with ·an absorption density measurement'. The method is to attain a very 
I 
hiett time resolution (better than 100 msec) arid shall be also applicable above all 
at pressures between 1 and 160 bar and tenperatures from 20 to 350 °C. Besides, 
efforts nust be rmde to ·keep the measuring sections as short as . possible so that 
the method can also be used for short tubes (e.g. the rupture pipes ot the area-
. welzh~im. Supemeat. Rea~tor HPff) I 
2. Particular Objectives 
' 
2.1 ~~b29..2L~!P-o!:!:!9~r-Y~!Qci~L~!~~me..n~ 
Based .on the .familiar tir..~of-fi:i:@'lt method a ineasuring technique is being 
deveJ8peci·Which is suitat..:.e for studying steady-state and non-steady-state two-
~~:'f.iows also in tUbes of larger dimensions. Having passed an initial section, 
.. 
the radioactive t:rncer jnjf'.:-1-ed into the flow is rc~co~ed by an activity distribu-
tion plot at two mc:"t:::1•:.-: .·: :-·,·.1!1ts pln(:t'!d in a sta["["('red a:rranrement alonr: the tube. 
the now rate is 1i~tern. ·:: c,t"; :l:"orn th'. .: :stance between the two measuring points and 
the tine-of-fiir)·J:. t.lS:3< : vf the ra6lotracer. Periodic injection allows also a 
'quasi-continuous obse:"'Va.tion of the non-steady-state flows. 'l'he short-lived 
radionuclides Ar-la (gas phase) and Mn-56 (liquid phase) are used to nerk the 
two gas/liquid phases. 
2.2 Q~~~2EE~!2~-~~~i~~-~~~~~D~-~£hU!SY~ 
The gamma-absorption density measuring technique is coupled with the measure-
ment technique for determination of radiotracer velocities such that the density 
and velocity are measured with the same accuracy and time resolution. Since both 
, 
direct and scattered radiations are emitted from the Ar-41 and Mn-56 ra.diotracers 
i.nj ected into the now, the scattered radiation must· be eleminateid in the energy 
. 
range of th~ gamna-absorption dens:i:ty measurement selected to allow. proper 
measurement of densities. 
3.1 ~!e~r~n~~-F:!£il!~!~ 
A composition of a 12-detector velocity measuring system has been completed • 
.i A water-air test facility was built up and conmissioned in mid-June. For tes.tinp: ,, 
the injection techniques for the liquid and gaseous phase in the rartge of blowdowns . 
a hi~ pressure autoclave ·facility of Gf'K-IRB has been used as well as the RS 50 
containment facility of the Battelle Institut during the C7 blowdown experiment. 
'-· 3.2 ~~££~~~-
Measurements or. gas velocity in the blowdown chamel duri.ng the MARVIKEN MX-II CRr 
experiments. Testing the radionuclide method by measurinp: gas- and water velocities, 
. . 
respectively, in the MARVIKEN top pipe. Preparation of the method for the ISPRA 
blOWdown experiments, and for the HDR-e:xperiments, 
4. Project Status 
· 4.1 fr2m~!L~2J2~~~ 
Preliminary experiments on a hi@tl pressure autocla'Ve facility have been started. 
. . 
Tracing and injection .techniques shOuld be studied for the liquid and gas phases 
. in the range of higp pressures ana tenperatures. Additionly J the . injection system 
.... f;;"i~: tested on· the RS 50 containment facility or the Battelle Institute duri.np' 
'. ':/... . . . ~ . 
· · the C7 blOWdown test of March 26. · · 
•. 
'. 
4.2 Essential Results 
-----------------With a view 1fo develop and test the radionuclide method of two-phase nass now 
measurements a watex-air test section was set up and progress has already been 
made· regarding the separation of energies and time resolution, viz. , 
- perfect recording of the Ar-41 and Mn-56 radiotracers; 
- decisive inprovement of time resolution of the m"'thod fror. ~ sec to 20 msec 
by increasing the injection frequency f'l~)m 1 Hz to 50 .Hz for liquid and gas 
injections. 
5. Next Steps 
In 1976 the method will undergp final testing m1der conditions resembling bldw-
down. Ttle tests will be perfonned at the "Joint Test Bench for Testing 8nd 
.. 
6ft. 
Calibrating Differenz Two-phase Mass'Flow Measuring Techniques" (PNS 4215, RS 145). 
. . 
Further applications of the radionuclide method are planned for the MARVIKEN II 
experiments ~n 1976 and t: .. :: HDR blowdown experiments from 1977 until 1980. 
· 6. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 33 Joint. Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station of Marv:i.ken; · 
SWeden 
•, 
RS 1115 
(Pm 4215) 
eKSS, Geesthacht, 1971 - 1977 
. . 
Investigation of the Phenomena ()ccurring witbin a Multiconparted 
Containment after R.tpture of the ·Prinary Cooling Circuit in Water-
Cooled Reactors 
Battelle-Inst it ut, Frankfurt, 1971 - 1976 
Joint Test Rig for Tests and Calibration of Different Methods of · 
, 
Two-Phase Mass Flow Measurement 
GfK-IRB, Karlsruhe, 1974 - 1976 
1. Reference l):)ctnnents 
Report KFK 1859 (1973) (Genren) 
Peport KFK 2050 (1974) (German) 
Report KFK 2130 (1975). (Gei'liBll) 
Report KF.K 2195 (1975) (German) 
\ . 
Reports in the IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICffi'E series 
Quarterly reports: 
Report period Jan. - March 1975 IRS-F-25 (Germ:m) 
April - June t975 IRS-F-26 (German) 
Semiannual report: 
Report period July - Dec. 1975 'IRS-F.:.28 (Gennan) 
8. De~e of Availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
J5 
. 
Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
WeiterentwicklunG eines Drag-body fUr die Mar;senstrom-
messung bei Blowdown-Untersuchungcn des Vorhabens SPONSOR: 
RS 109 BMF'l' 
(RS 147 - !.1.1., Jahre~; ber icht A '( 5) ORGANIZATION: Battelle-Inst. 
. Frankfurt/M • 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Le~: 
Improvement of a Drag Body for the Mass Flow rJieasure- G. Hampel 
ment on Blowdown Experiments of the Research ProJect 
RS 109 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
September 15, 1974 May 31, 1976 
Status: Last U;edating ~Date>; I 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
For measuring the discharge rate of a transient two-phase £low, a 
measuring method has been developed at Battelle which combines 
momentum measurement ( sw2 ) using a drag body and den~ity measure• 
ment (g). This mass flow measuring method has already been used 
in the blowdown experiments of the research projects RS 16/2 and 
RS .50. 
The RS 147 project is aimed in particular at optimising the design 
of the drag body used for the mass flow measurements within re-
search project RS 109, i.e., at adapting it to the specific condi-
1 
· tions of these experiments in which the effect o£ the PWR loops on 
blowdown are to be investigated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
In addition to the optimisation of the design data. for the drag 
body with regard to measuring range and dynamic behaviour, an 
estimate is to be made of the range o£ application of the drag 
body as a mean for measuring the momentum in an unsteady two-phase 
'. 
flow. These inves~igations will include 
- a theoretical determination of the magnitude of the drag 
coefficient characteristic of the drag body in 
an accelerated incompressible and 
a (steady) compressible 
flow medium, and 
- an analysis of' the effect of' the drag body on the thermodynamic 
state of' flow. 
3.1. Experimental Facilities 
A'laboratory-scale test apparatus was built for investigating the 
transient behaviour of the drag body. The firmly clamped drag body 
is deflected by means of an eccenter and then suddenly released. 
The signal of the strain gauges is stored on an oscillograph. The 
damping coefficient of the drag body can be determined from the 
curves of the measured values. 
3.2. Research Program 
The transient behaviour of the drag body as a function of the 
deflection was determined in water and in air. 
4. Project ·status 
4.1. Progress to Date 
a) The differential equation which de.scribes the oscillation 
behaviour of a drag body was programmed so that the optimum 
design data of a drag body with respect to measurement range, 
sensitivity and frequency response characteristics can be 
calculated by means of a digital computer. The modular programme 
system consists of' several modules and allows rough calculations 
of the design data taking into account geometry and flow condi-
tions, as well as calculations and plottings of the eigenfre-
1 
quency, the vibrational mode the transient process for a defined 
deflection, the extension of the strain gauges and the frequency 
response curve. 
The transient behaviour of an existing drag body (which is being 
used in other research projects) for different initial deflec-
tions in water and air was investigated.with the above described 
laboratory test apparatus. The damping coefficient was deter-
mined. 
Calculations were made for two drag bodies to be used in tho two 
experimental loops of project RS 109 with a ndMinal diameter of 
%5 mm (ND 45) and 75 mm (ND 75) respectively. 
t 
0 • 
Construction of one drag body was completed. 
b) The drag coefficient of a flat plate - the drag body - exposed 
. ' 
to incompressible unsteady flow normal to the plate was deter-
mined theoretically using a modified computational model based 
on potential flow theory. This model t.akes into account the 
greater separation velocity (relative to the free stream velo--
city) at the edges'of the plate and the variable shape o£ the 
~ake pest the plate associated with the velocity. 
c) The analysis of the effect of the drag body on the thermodynamic 
state of the flow, and the theoretical determination .of the drag 
coefficient of the drag body in compressible steady flow have 
been started. 
4.2. Essential Results 
a) A comparison of the calculations with the transient oscillation 
experiments shows that calculating the drag body, one can assume 
as a first approximation that the damping effect is proportional 
to the flow velocity. A variation in the damping coefficient by 
a factor of ten has no substantial influence on the frequency 
response curve i~ the frequency range of interest (0-1 kHz £or 
.the drag body £or ND 45). 
The frequency range of the drag body for ND ~5 shown in Fig. 1, 
that of the drag body £or ND 75 in Fig. 2. 
b) The drag coefficient £or an accelerated flow agai~st the plate 
is composed of the value for steady £low and an unsteady com-
ponent. The difference from the steady flow value grows with 
increasing acceleration and decreasing velocity. Example: With 
a £low velocity of 10 to 100 m/a and an acceleration of 100 to 
2 . 
1000 m/a (typical condt'tions for the inital phase o£ blow down), 
the drag coefficient for accelerated flow deviates from that for 
steady flow by less than 1 ~. 
81 
~ . 
c) It was found, based on a literature survoy, that the drag coeffi-
cient must be expected to ~ise in compressible flow if.the flow 
velocity reaches the velocity of sound. The increase in the drag 
coefficient depends on the computational anodel chosen for calcu• 
lating the sound velocity of the two-phase flow. The density 
variations in the flow around the drag body must be taken into 
account. 
5· ~ext Steps 
One model each of the drag body versions-for ND 45 and ND 75 will be 
built. 
The theoretical investigations will be continued. 
A subsequent agreement provides for an extension of the RS-project 
the development of an additional drag body for use in the lower 
plenum of the experimental facility of RS 109 and of another one 
for bidirectional mea•urements. 
. . 
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Fig. 1: Frequency response curve of the drag body 
for ND 45 (deflection at the end of the 
plate) 
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Fig. 2: Frequency response curv~ of the drag body 
for ND 75 (deflection ~t the end of the 
plate) 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lan2ua~e): COUNTRY: 
Phasenseparation BRD 
{RS 179- 1.1.1., Jahresbericht A 75} SPONSOR: 
RMfT 
ORGANIZi\'l'ION: 
TU Hannover 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Phaseseparation Prof. Or.- Ing. 
. F. Mayinger 
Initiated (Date): CornEleted (Date): 
1975 1978 I 
Status: Last UEd~ting: ~Date): ' 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
Because of the great uncertainty in giving a detailed prediction of flow pattern 
void fraction and phase velocity of liquid and steam during blowdown conditions in 
the pressure vessel and in the core it is necessary to investigate the phase sepa-
ration in a two-phase flow. This is valid especially at the end of blowdown and 
for the reflood and refilling period. Special interest has to be given to the 
mutual influence of gas and liquid phase in void fraction ranges of about 0,4 to 
0,6, s'ince there exist only a few empirical models which have to be adapted to the 
original conditions by use of a number of empirical parameters. For the intended 
investigations reported here the general aim is to develop a theoretical phase-
separation-model which is able to describe the hydrodynamic conditions in the 
reactor pressure vessel for most of the expected flow regimes. Therefore it is 
necessary to investigate the behaviour of slip ratio depending upon quality, mass 
flow rate, phase velocity of steam and liquid and pressure. Experimental analysis 
has to be done with different geometries. These experiments are performed with 
t~e model fluid R 12 (CF2cl 2). 
2. Particular objectives· 
The main problems are the investigations of mass discharge out of the reactor 
vessel during LOCA, the liquid level settlement and the separating mechanisms of 
liquid and steam in a two-phase mixture. These investigations have to be performed 
,. . 
for two different geometrical conditions such as an pressure vessel firstly with-
Cif I 
out core structure and a free liquid surface and secondly including a rod bundle 
simulating the reactor core. Two different ·separation·model$·have to be developed 
considering the different geometries. Additional to these investigations Freon-
water scaling laws have to evaluated because of the model fluid R 12 {CF2Clz)used. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Within the experimental part of these investigations phase separation in a two-phase 
mixture and droplet entrainment from a liquid surface have to be determined by an 
optical measuring method. With aid of the higrr speed kinematographie fluid behaviour 
in the pressure vessel can be investigated directly. So it is possible to get de-
tailed informations about droplet entrainment by counting and planimetering the 
recorded droplets from the pictures. From a single photo liquid hold up can be got. 
' By comparing two following high speed photos it is possible to calculate droplet 
velocity. Additionally an X-ray equipment and a gamma ray-source will be used to 
determine the void fraction. Furthermore to determine the mass flow rate out of the 
pressure vessel a so-called True Mass Flow Meter /1/ is planned to be placed be-
hind the outlet pipe. 
For realizing the provided investigations it is necessary to construct two testing 
devices: a small test section where the measuring techniques can be tested and a 
bigger one which reproduces geometrical reactor conditions in a better way. The two 
test sections differ only in their size. The small one is a 28:1 and the bigger one 
• a 7:1 scaled-down version of a reactor pressure vessel. 
The loops feeding the test sections consist in their main parts of an evaporator, 
an superheater, a steam injector, a condenser, a pressurizer and a pump. Additio-
nally a junction from the outlet of the test section to a cold trap has to be pro-
vided to simulate blowdown conditions. 
3.2 Research program 
After successful testing the kinematographic·m~thods and techniques at the small 
loop first experiments will be conducted. Based on the received results a second 
test circuit will be designed in a bigger manner to give better agreement to reac~or 
conditions. For these investigations all essential conditions can be realized even 
at the small loop, which are developing a residual liquid volume in the reactor 
vessel and also conditions which are necessary to simulate liquid entrainment from 
the upper grid plate during spray cooling. In ·the bigger one small flow rates will 
be simulated instead of the quiet liquid surface in the small one. Furthermore a 
. 
• 
4-rod-bundle representing a section of the reactor cqre will be. installed to in~ , 
.vestigate water dhcharge out of a ring s1ot, and phase separation during reflood ' 
and refilling period. 
The test program for the investigations of phase-separation, mass discharge and 
liquid level settlement will be conducted by a systematical variation of those 
conditions which are expected to have a strong·influence. 
Variied conditions resp. parameters: 
quiet liquid surface - small changed flow rates 
heated or adiabatic conditions 
inJected void rate 
initial liquid volume in the· vessel 
• initial subcooling of liquid - initial overheating of ste~m 
saturation pressure 
steady state - blowdown conditions 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
Within this report period starting in August 1975 the following investigations were 
conducted. 
1. Studies of the relevant literature 
2. Design and assemblage of the small test facility 
3. Theoretical investigations and comparison of up to date published phase separa-
tion models. 
for testing the measurement techniques and to start with first steady experiments 
the small 28:1 scaled-down version of the pressure vessel has been designed. Because 
of the used modelling fluid Freon 12 system pressure simulating reactor conditions 
can be kept below 10 bar. So it was possible to use a glass tube for the simulated 
reactor vessel, to allow a visuel observation of the phase interface and the fluid 
behaviour in the whole pressure vessel. The loop consists of the equipment described 
in 3.1. The arrangement of these components is shown in fig. 1 placed below. 
Besides constructing the experimental circuit, ·the appropr.iate 1 Herature was exa-
mined of available phase separation models. There are four possible models distin-
guishable to their region of validity. 
- Totally phase separation, i.e. only saturated steam rises above the phase inter-
·face because of pressure release. This model may only realize small leaks with 
. ( 
small pressure charges versus time. ,.. 
Fig. of 
Schem• of 
Tesl Circuit 
. ·: . 
·1 Evoporotor .. 
2 Overheoter 
3 Steam injector 
4 Test uction 
5 Condenser 
6 Pressurinr 
?Pump 
8Cold trap 
T• ThermttCoupl e •· 
p-Pressure gouge 
. _._ .. _____ ........ -
- A homogeneous model as critical case of phase separation described by W.H. Rettig 
at a 1 /2/. 
At sudden release of pressure the whale volume starts to flash and a homogeneous 
mixture may be formed filling up the whole pressure vessel. _This model may be 
relevant for a 2 A-break in the primary circuit with expected great pressure 
gradients. 
- Phase separation following the bubble rising model by J.C. Wilson et al /3/. 
Void fraction € at the interface is calculated as a function of the terminal 
velocity of steam bubbles rising through saturated water ·and void velocity above 
the interface.following the equation: 
E: ~: R • V, A 
VB = terminal veloci_ty of the bubble 
v5 = velocity of steam above the two-phase interface 
A = total liquid surface area 
By this equation void flow at the interface is determinable. Measuring the mass 
flow leaving the pressure vessel and local q~ality. phase separation at the inter-
face and in the upper plenum can be recalculated. 
• A semi-empirical phase separation model used in RELAP-3 described by W.H. Rettig 
et al /2/. The quantities ne!essary to describe phase separation are a measured 
' \. 
local void velocity and the partial density of steam bubbles in the wh9le two-
phase mixture. The shape of that partial density curve is approximated to in-
crease linearly within height of the mixture by use of an empirical parameter. 
Connecting a constant bubble rising velocity given by experimental results and the 
partial density curve, void flow rate containe~ in the mixture can be got from a 
., 
differential equation considering post-evaporation of entrained drople.ts from re-
sults of outlet mass flow. 
Furthermore by knowledge of the partial density at the interface a local void flow 
rate is determinable. 
4.2 Results 
• The work was started in August 1975. First. results are expected in March 1976 •.• 
j 5. Next steps 
I 
., The test-loop will be set to work to test the measuring techniques and to perform 
first steady-state·experiments. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 48, RS 48/1 
Freon-water scaling laws (T.U. Hannover) 
RS 163 
Theoretical and experimental investigations on thermohydra~lic behaviour in reactor 
cores during the first blowdown phase 
RS 147 
· Two-Phase Measurements - Drag body - (Battelle Institute Frankfurt) 
7. Reference documents , 
(1/ Class, G.: True Mass Flow Meter (TMFM) - Entwicklung von Verfahren ·zur Massen-
stromessung instationarer zwe·iphasenstriimung, Reaktortagung,. NUrnberg 1975, 
paper no. 347 
/2/ Rettig, W.H. et al: Relap-3 A Computer program for r~actor· blowdown analysis 
IN 1321 June 1970 
/3/ Wilson, John F., Grenda, Ronald J., Patterson, John F.: The velocity of r;sing 
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Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen Uber das Verhalton von HauptkUhl- BRD 
A mittelpumpen bei KUhlmittelverluststBrfallen Phase SPONSOR: BNFT (RS ·111 
- !.1.1, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english): P.toject Le~: 
. 
Investigations of the Behaviour of Main Coolant 
Pumps. under MCA Conditions (Phase A) Dr. Riedle 
Initiated (Date) : Com1)leted (Date): 
8f3ptember 1974 December 1976 
' Status: Last Uedating (Date): • 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
During blowdown the flowrate through the core and the temperature 
of the fuel rods depend on the behaviour of the main coolant pumps. 
The behaviour of the pumps under two phase flow conditions will be 
studied, in order to improve the theoretical'and experimental 
knowledge and to dismantle r~ther conservative assumptions, which 
are used in the safety analysis. 
Particular Objectives 
Using the experimental results of pump tests under simulated MCA 
conditions, the physical models of the pump behaviour will be 
improved in order to replace the existing assumptions of the 
blowdown calculations. 
ExPerimental Facilities /'Research Program 
Two model pumps ·will be built in the scale 1 : 4 and 1 : 5 of the 
main coolant pumps of GKN. The singlephase characteristic will be 
measured by the manufacturer. 
9l 
A testloop at C-E will be rebuilt .in. o.rder.to measure the interesting 
parameter variations of pressure, flowrate and vapour content. 
After this, the two model pumps will be installe~ and about 390 
stationary points will be recorded in the twophase region. Finally 
with 10 blowdown tests the extent of the results on the transient 
blowdown process will be'checked. 
Project Status I Progress .to Date 
For the transient tests precalculations were conducted with the 
C-E code FLASH; the proper loop operation under steep gradients 
was assured. The data recording and evaluation was planne~. 
The instrumentation had to be improved: .transducers, drag discs 
and turbine flow meters were installed. First loop-tests were run 
at 30 bar pressure. Slug flow conditions ~ere observed, which 
will be investigated. Other problems were associated with the 
control of some components. 
A small testloop was built, which simulates well defined, quickly 
changing conditions in order to test the.time behaviour of the 
instrumentation. 
The model pump manufacturer has designed details of the pump casing 
and bearings. The auxilary systems for the oil and seal water 
provision have been worked out. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
The blowdown calculations have shown, that the test loop is well 
suited for simulation of the transients·, which allow extent 
of the stationary results on transient reactor MCA-conditions. 
The testloop is ready for use, the necessary mass steam for 
stationary tests can be reached. The instrumentation has been 
tested successfully. 
l 
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Next Steps 
First tests will be conducted during the first quarter 1976. 
Relation with Other Projects 
See RS 111 A 74. 
Reference Documents { Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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Classification: 1. 1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
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EinfluB der DWR-Umwalzschleifen auf den Blowdown SPONSOR: 
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Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
LOBI (Loop Blowdown Investigation~ Riebold 
Influe.nce of PWR Primary Loops on Blowdown 
Initiated (Date) : Coml">leted (Date) : 
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Status: Last UJ2datins ~Date): 
' 
continuing December 1975 • 
1 • General aim 
Design and construction o£ a large scale blowdown loop system.· 
Performance o£ loss o£ coolant experiments by simulating tube ruptures 
within a PWR primary cooling circuit system. 
2. Particular objectives 
Experimental investigation o£ the role o£ the diverse components o£ 
a PWR primary cooling circuit system during a blowdown by measuring 
the main thermal hydraulic quantities which are influencing the core 
cooling, in particular the fluid flow situation, the heat transfer 
and the pressure differences. 
The .experimental results will be applied £or the checking an impro-
ving o£ the blowdown computer codes and associated.theories used £or 
the safety analysis o£ LWRs. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
A 4-loop primary cooling circuit system o£ a 13oo MWe PWR reference 
plant is simulated by a 2-loop experimental system, one loop repre-
senting three intact "reactor" 1bops and the other one representing 
the broken "reactor" loop. Both experimental loops are active loops 
containing pumps and steam generators. 
Tube ruptures o£ various rupture sections are~to be simulated at three 
· different positions within·the broken loop. 
lOO 
The scaling factor of 712 for power, mass flow and volume led to 5 MW 
heating power input to a 64 heater rod bundle as reactor core simula-
tor. 
The loop system and component design has been done for 16o bar ·and 
325° c operating pressure and temperature respectively, maintaining 
- the power to volume ratio for the size reduction 
- the pressure drop and fluid temperature distribution along 'the 
flow paths 
th~ volu.ne ratios among, .and the elevations of the components 
- the lengths of the heat transfer surfaces (core rod bundle, steam 
generator) 
equal to the corresponding reactor values. 
IO, 
Two different accumulators (6o bar and ~o° C operating pressure and 
temperature respectively) of a 1 : 3 volume content for the two loops, 
are providing ECC water for both separate and combined cold leg and 
hot leg injection into both loops. 
3.2 Research programme 
Two different experimental programmes are to be performed with this 
test facility: 
~~~~~~~-~· defined by the BMFT;Bonn and to be performed in the frame-
work for the R&D contract RS-1o9/143-73-PIHOD, concluded between the 
BMFT-Bonn and the c.E.C., will be concerned with the investigation of 
_he influence on the blowdown of 
-rupture size and position 
- pumps performances 
-initial power level 
- power-time .function of the heat input 
- strength of heat sink (steam generator secondary side) 
- downcomer resistance and volume 
- ECC water injection positions. 
f!2~~~~~-~,still'to be defined by the C.E.C. and to be executed after 
conclusion of programme A, will be concerned with the 
- perf~rmance of component studies, to be done with this test rig, 
after modification of certain components, and aiming at the investi-
gation of the influence of the geometrical shape (volume) and/or the 
elevation of these components on blowdown 
- performance of some reference. tests (repeated. tests of programme A) 
holding at the same time·as reproducibility tests. 
The following seven component modifications have been chosen up to 
now: 
- variation of loop seal depth (U-tube between steam generator and 
pump) within the intact loop 
-.variation o£ the steam g~nerator elevation within the intact loop 
- variation o£ the lower plenum volume (higher L/d ratio) 
-two separate accumulators, one £or each loop, instead.o£ one ·accu-
mulator for both loops 
_,primary u-tube rupture within the steam generator o£ the broken · 
.. loop 
- small rupture within the lover plenum 
- ECC water injection into the upper plenum 
4. Project status 
During 1975 the project activities mainly delt with works o£ the last 
part o£ phase II and the first part of phase III o£ the project plan-
ning: 
After an extended revision o£ the preliminar project a few orders 
could already be placed during 1974 especially the order o£ the pumps 
having the greatest delivery time o£ all components and determining 
therefore the critical path o£ the time planning. Most o£ the orders 
£or the ·various test facility parts have been placed during 1975: 
I 
these were, in chronological sequence, the orders £or the mechanical 
loop componentsincluding the scaffolding, a time series analyzer £or 
the signal evaluation programs, the 5,5 MW rectifier plant, the reac-
tor-model consisting o£ the. pressure vessel with internals and o£ 
three heater rod bundles, the signal processing and data acquisition 
system, a first part o£ the measuring devices, the building with.two 
rooms £or housing the loop regulation and control instruments and pa-
nel and the signal processing and data acquisition system, the £oun- . 
dations for the loop system and the rectifier system, and the concrete 
bunkers £or the containment simulation. Only a £ev'orders have re-
mained £or being placed during the first months o£ 1976; th~are con-
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cerned with the rest o£ the measuring devices having rath~short de-
~ivery times, and with some further auxiliary materials. So, during 
1975, there has been a large overlapping of the placing of orders 
(phase II) and the construction of the last facility components 
(phase III). 
The rather comprehensive administrative work, required previous to 
placing orders and caused by heavy procedures, unfortunately has been 
incombent on the technical'project staff, too. 
4.1, 4.2 Progress to date and essential results 
These activities have been accompanied by technical and theoretical 
works concerned with further,and final details' o£ the design o£ the 
various systems and components of the test facility, which then fi-
nally has been agreed with the respectiv~ furnishers and manufacturers. 
The experimental investigation of the solubility o£ different ceramic 
materials in water under operation pressure and temperature conditions 
showed, that 99,7 % Al2o3 ceramic is the best suited material to be 
used for fillers and insulators within the reactor-model. Thermal 
shock test with annuli o£ the same material revealed, that only open 
annuli could be applied for the downcomer gap-widths variation by 
slipping them over the core barrel tube. 
Several absolute and differential pressure transducers, made available 
to us from different manufacturers, have been tested under operation 
conditions in order. to examine their steady-state performances, es-
pecially with respect to the measuring precision and to the overload 
capabilities. 
The experimental investigation of the flow resistance distribution 
within the downcomer region of the reactor pressure vessel, performed 
with a reactor mock-up by the rwu-Erlangen in the framework of a sub-
contract from Ispra, has been concluded; the results have been eva-
luated £or the downcomer design o£ the LOBI facility reactor-model. 
A special small-scale facility has been co&lstructed for testing and 
calibrating the pressure and temperature transducers in steady-state 
and transient conditions. 
Preparations have been completed £or an experimental investigation o£ 
the influence o£ the heater rod current and the magnetic fields on the 
temperature signals o£ the heater rod thermocouples:. the test will be 
started in January 1976. 
Theoretical.work was mainly concerned with calculations supporting 
the various loop systems and components design and specification work. 
Theoretical assessments showed that the influence o£ asymmetric £low 
towards the rupture section is negligible; the same. special inserts £or 
' . . 
~imulatihg 2-A (double-ende~) rupnures can therefore also be used £or 
simulating 1-A and smaller breaks. 
&ELAP4-code calculations have revealed that closing times o£ the in-
sulating valve between the two break branches o£ 1oo ms and less do 
not influence the blovdown time history during the first second. 
The influence o£ stored wall-heat release on the fluid enthalpy-time· 
history within the reactor-model has been determined to ·get a crite-
. rion £or the material choice £or the downcomer gap-width variation. 
fpecial heater rod calculations, done by. the· LRA-Garching yielded the 
time £unction· £or the electrical heat inp~t to the rod bundle during 
blovdown required £or simulating decay heat and stored £uel-heat re-
lease. To smooth the power-time curves,'. optimisation calculations 
I have been performed leading to some deviations £rom·exactly binary-
graded power subgroups o£ the 5 MW rectifier system. 
Blowdovn calculations with the BRUCH-D-code (done by LRA-Garching 
£or the reference reactor) and with RELAP4-code (done by the project 
sta££ £or the LOBI facility) yielded the variation range and the time ·! · 
gradients o£ the di££erent thermalhydraulic quantities to be measured 
and recorded at several position~ over the loop system during the 
I blowdown. These informations vere required £or specifying the appro-
priate performances o£ the various measuring devices with respect to 
their measuring range and dynamic behaviour (response time). 
Theoretical considerations .reveal.ed the rather strong in.Pluence o£ 
.the .Pluid velocity.and densi~ profiles on the readings o£ turbin• 
£low meters and hence on the volume llo• rate measurements • 
• 
. , 
From BERSAFE-code calculations the str~sses have been obtained, which 
are to be expected due to thermal and mechanical loads in the upper 
power connecting plate of the reactor-model; they do not exceed the 
admissible limit of Boo kp/cm2• 
By STRUDL-II-code calculations the magnitude and direction of dis-
placements at different loop positions have been determined which will 
occur due to thermal dilatation only. Preparative work is actually 
under way for similar calculations accounting £or combined thermal 
and mechanical loads. 
From DAPSY-code calculations by the LRA-Garching the mechanical loads 
on the pressure vessel internals during blowdown have been obtained; 
the time history of the pressure increase within the concrete bu~ers 
simulating the containment during blowdown has been determined by 
ZOCO-code calculations at the same institute. 
Several modifications have been applied to the RELAP4-code for rende-
ring it more flexible to various user needs. The most essential ones 
are concerned with the change to metrical units for the input and 
output data, with the improvement of the plot program and with a 
supplementary program allowing the redimension of'all variables in 
the 64 COMMON blocks • 
. 5. Next steps 
Completion o£ construction and starting of mounting works of the test 
facility: 
Mounting of loop and rectifier system after completion of the founda-
tions. 
Installation o£ data acquisition and loop regulation & control system 
in the computer and control rooms. Commissioning·o£ the test facility. 
6. Relation with 
RS 37/1: 
. _RS 36/1/2/3/A: 
RS 36 B: 
RS 77: 
; RS 81:. 
' RS 163: 
other projects 
Blowdown Heat Transfer and Evaluation 
Reflood Heat Transfer and Evaluation 
Reflood Thermohydraulics 
Thermodynamic Non-Equilibrium 
Boiling Mixing 
Blowdown Thermohydraulics with Freon 
.. 
RS 179: 
RS 111: 
RS· 1441 
Phase separation 
Pump behaviour 
Pump behaviour £or RS-1o9 pumps 
Semiscale Blowdown and ECC Project 
(ANC, Idaho, Falls, USA) 
Two-Phase Measurement Methods: 
RS 135: Temperature Noise Correlation 
RS 1 36: NMR-S tudy 
RS 145: Joint Test Rig. 
RS 146: 
RS 147: 
AtT o85 A: 
PNS 423o: 
Radiotracer Method 
Drag-body development 
Analysis Development 
Fuel Behaviour 
I 
7. Reference Documents 
Quarterly Reports o£ 1974 and 1975, IRS-F-2o-28 
: 8. Degree o£ availability 
,_, _________ _ 
.. 
All references are available £rom IRS-t6ln, Glockengasse 2, 5 t6ln 1 •. 
. , .... 
. ' 
"' 
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£.!!!.§El: f i eat ion: 1.1.2. 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Lansua~e): COUNTRY: 
I BRD GKSS-Pumpenuntersuchungen 
(RS 1~~ - 1.1.1., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMF'I' 
ORGANIZATION: 
GKSS, 
. Geesthacht 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Le~: 
GKSS-Pumptests for the Primary Pumos of RS 109 Katsaounis 
Initiated (Date): ~ompleted (Date) : 
_.11.1974 1977/78 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): ~ 
. 
continuing December 1975 
I. General aim 
The aim of these tests is to take up the complete working diagramm for single- and 
two-phase flow of the primary pumps for the bl~wdown facility, which is projected 
by EURATOM in ISPRA (see project RS 109). The pumps have a great influence on the 
blowdown process. Dependent on the position of rupture in loop, any operation point 
at 1, 11 and IV quadrant of pumps-characteristics by positive or negative speed 
IO"f 
is possible. Usually the pumps-characteristics are well known only by single-phase 
flow in !-quadrant. The behavior of pumps by two-phase flow (0' ~ ~ 1,0), different 
speeds (0,2 ~ nlnv~ 1,2), and by different operation pressures is until this day 
totally unknown. The influence of the pumps on the blowdown process can be estimated 
by experiment only. 
2. Particular Objectives 
' The following points are mentionend. The experiments for this project are unusual 
in pump tests, because 
. a) all operation-points of the testpump are .analysed by operation at varying,po-
sitive and negative speed and with normal and reverse flow (i.e. working 
points in each of the possible quadrants of the working field), 
b) the inlet flow of the pump is· not subcooled and of one phase, but a saturated 
two-pha.se flow with several qualities, 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Steam and water flow rates are seperately metered and then combined in a mixing 
device MK. The resultant slightly sub-cooled or net quality twc -phase mixture 
passes a vertical inlet-tube of 1,5 m length a~d enteres ·the test-pump (NW 65). 
~ 
·At the end of the inlet-tube on the suction-siije of the test pump an experimental 
chamber ist installed. Here are measured all parameters of the experiment, the 
differential pressure across the pump, the absolute pre~sure and temperature. The 
aim of the pressurizer is to stabilize the pressure on the upstream side of the 
pump. The mixing chamber is constructed for low pressure losses. 
According to the working conditions the test-pump increases or decreases the pres• 
sure of the steamwater mixture. 
After the test-pump themixture flows through an outlet tube of l.S m length (NW 65). 
Then the flow passes a·condensor with a power of 4.6 MW, where the steam part of 
the mixture is condensed. A cooler after the condenser with a power of 300 kW has 
to subcool the water for the circulation pump because of ita required NPSH. 
The condansed part of the mixture after the condenser passes the pressurizer and 
enteres to a storage tank (VB). 
·The pressure in the pressurizer is maintained by a regulated electrical heating and 
an injection cooling. 
The flow of water going to mixing chamber then passes the circulating pump UP. This 
pump is working if the test-pump is not able to compensate the pressure losses of 
the circuit. 
The characteristics of the circulating pump are: 
total head H 
up 
total flow ~ 
up 
connect load ~el 
• 245 m Fls 
• 250 m3/h 
• 315 kW 
After the circulating pump surplus water flows back regulated by a bypass to the 
cooler. The heat due to energy losses is also eliminated in this cooler and the 
required NPSH of the circulating pump is made ready. 
. ' 
The recirculating water flows are then separately controlled and measured before 
.entering a preheater. Here the water is preheated nearly to the saturation point. 
101 
) .. 
The required steam flow comes from the 1 pressure vessel of the "PVS" after passing 
through a superheater with a regulated connect load of 250 kW. The superheating 
of steam is nescessary on account of pressure losses in the orifice, valve etc. 
The pressure vessel has the function of a steam accumulator. There is installed 
an electric heating of 600 kW, in some test point there is needed a steam flow 
with a power out put of 8.5 MW. 
3.2 ·Research program 
The aim of the tests ~s to obtain the complete working diagram of the test pump for 
·stationary conditions with varied flow, including the reverse. By that way experi-
ments are represented by points in all possible quadrants of the so-calledQ-H-
, 
diagram (the third is excepted because the pump is a radial one). 
The tested field in Q-H-coordinates is limited by the conditions 1~ * H ~ +2HN 
-* t/1Vt6+2,sv, N n 
and, concerning the speed: 0.2 '1t' u tt I ,2 uN' 
where N indices nominal working conditions. The quality x is varied in the limits 
ottx~l. 
A test-series with suffic.iently subcooled water is planned. 
4.1 Progress to date 
I) The flow-sheet is concluded. The set-up disposition of the pressurier is a 
problem. In the selected set-up disposition of the pres~urizer the problem 
of instabilities obtained priority. A theoretical study on the dynamical 
behaved of the controlled system "mixing-chamber-pressurizer" is made of a 
esteemed industrial firm. 
2) A report of our possibilities in testing the pump is terminated. It still has 
to be written. 
3) A scedule of instrumentation for the normal operation conditions is finished. 
4) To eliminAte large fluctuations of pressure the steam /water~nixture is 
condensed inside the tubesr There are necessary many studies before ordering 
the c6ndenser with a capacity of 4.6 MW. (The condenser is ordered by Fa. 
Gessner). The pressure losses of the first of all provided horizontal cooler 
have been too large. The now provided version is a non-circulating water 
·cooler, a part of the pipe is integrated. The cooler is to be ordered. 
The prcheater was constructed alt,rnatively with a heating windings for direct 
heating or heating elements for indirect heating. 
5) The sketches of electrical supply give priority to the heating windings for 
directly heating. Several components of this plant are to be used for a gene• 
ral direct current electric plant. 
6) The high technical resources for the control system is nescessary because 
the installed heating power of.600 kW in our pressure vessel, which is used 
for. steam production, is less than the 8.5 MW needed for some experiments. The 
pressure vessel therefore is used as a steam-store. A~ the beginning 
of experiment the pressure will be lOS bar. During experiments with maximum 
required steam-flow the pressure of the pressure vessel decreases within ~ min. 
to 85 bar. 
The special design features of the controlling valve is the range of regulating 
7) The volume of the pressurizer and the volume of the remaining system is the 
same because of possible pressure gradients. The construction of the pressurizer 
is ready for inquiry. 
8) The layout of pipes is constructed. Some special· informations for the control 
system are given. Part lits are made for inquiry. 
9) The great problem is the mixing-chamber. GKSS has no experiences in this field 
and the informations of the avaible literature is very small. Ther fore only 
the information ~nd experiences of CE in USA can be used for construction. 
There will be butlt one mixing chamber with two replaceable insete for low a~d 
high steam qualities. The optimization of the replaceable inset8 has to be 
done during the time of beginning of operation. 
4.2 Essential Results 
Of the activities in the past year is the rough description of additional limits 
.. 
of the test program, resulting from: 
I) extrapolated graph, as was ca~culated by the characteristic of the pump up to 
' . the value of about V~ 1,2 V , 
n 
. 
, 
j 
; j' 
I 
i 
l 
l 
i• 
i 
i 
c 
I 
2) approach to velocity of sound, . 
3) limitation of power available, 
4) controllability of small vaporous and aqueous mass-flows. 
Concerning: 
1) This reason lies in the test model itself and does not mean a real limitation. 
2) Because the loop at ISPRA has the same widths as ou~s the same limit is to be 
expected there. 
3) By that, especially for low nominal pressures and for aqueous flow-test in 
a wide range cannot be performed.This limitation can be tolerated, as 
4) 
«) tests with single-phase-aqueous flow already will have been perfor~ed 
by the furnisher 
(J) the Slope of the ~raph in that region is not expected to change markedly, 
1> this limit with increasing nominal pressures is shifting to the border 
of the acquired test field. 
Those limitations result from economic reasons and mark only.a narrow region 
at both sides of the ordinate-axis. Every slight further minimization of 
this stripe would mean a mult~plication of prices for regulating apparatus 
and is regarded senseless. 
5.. Next steps 
6. 
1) Order of control-system. Preparation of special informations. 
2) Order of subcooler, superheater, pressurizer:., tubes and flanges. 
3) Concluding the construction of the mxing chamber. Order of the mxing 
chamber with two replaceable insets. 
4) Concluding the sketch of electrical supply. 
Inquiry and order of the components. 
5) Fixing the final test points in the possible field of experiments. 
6) Projecting the instrumentation for the research-program and order of 
the instrumentation. 
Relation with other projects 
The test of this project takes up the complete characteristics curves in 
single and two-phase flow at the primary pumps for the blowdown facility, 
which is,projected by EURATOM in ISPRA (RS 109) 
.U-4. 
-------------- -·" 
7. Reference documents f 
IRS annual report A 7~ (english) t 
IRS quarterly report V 751'1 (german) 
IRS quarterly report V 75/2 (german) 
IRS quarte·rly ~eport V 75/3 (german) 
. 
IRS quarterly report V 75/4 (german) 
8. Degree of availabilitl 
These reports are available by GKSS with permission or the IRS. 
.. 
£.!.!.~.:!1:i i cation: 1.1.2 
Tit:le 1 (Ori~inal Lan2ua~e): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchung des thcrmohydraulischen Ungleichgewichts BRD 
(RS 77 - I.1.1., Ja.hresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
. FWlF"f 
ORGANIZATION: 
CEC, Ispra. 
Ti.tle 2 (english): f:roject: Le~: 
Investigation of the Thermodynamic Non-Equilibrium G. Fritz 
w. Riebold 
Initiated (Date} : Com2leted (Date) : 
-.12.1972 31.12.1975 
rtatUS I Last U~dating (Date): , 
• 
. finished Decem~er 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim o.f the studies is to provide experimental data .for theoreti-
cal models describing the deviation .from thermodynamic equilibrium 
. 
o£ the water-vapour mixture in a primary PWR-circuit during a blow-
down. 
2. Particular objectives 
The deviation .from thermodynamic equilibrium between the phasescaused 
by: 
• a sudden expansion o.f water 
-injection o.f cold water in vapour atmosphere. 
The time behaviour o.f pressure is observed as indicator .for the devia~ 
tion .from thermodynamic equilibrium. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
Fig. 1 in the last Annual Report gives.an impression o.f the experimen-
tal device. By technical reasons the test-program had to be reduced 
to: ·' 
37 tests with .flashing by sudden expansion. Parameters: Tempera-
ture and initial pressure .step. 
-as tests with cold water injection. Parameters: injection quantity, 
state o.f the vapour atmosphere. 
--------
4. Project status 
The experiments are finished. 
s. Next steps 
Completation of the final report. 
Point 6., 7., 8. see A 74 
t 
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Classification: 1. 1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Untcrsuchungcn der stationaren und instationaren kritischen Heiz- BRD 
fHichenbelo.ntung an Vielstabblindeln von Druck- und Siedewasser- SPONSOR: 
rcaktoren mit Frigen als Modellfllissic:,keit RM~'T 
(RS 64- 11.1.3., Jahrcsbericht A 75) 
i ORGANIZATION: 
GKSS, Geesthacht 
' Title 2 (eng'lish)_: ~roject Leader: 
-
Investigation of the Steady and Transient Critical Heat Flux Katsaounis 
of Multi-Fed-Bundles for PWRs and BWRs with Freon. as Model Fluid 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1.9.1972 30.4.1978 
Status: Last Updating {Date): , 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of this research program is to conduct burnout experiments at steady 
state conditions and at massflow, power and pressure'transients for PWR and 
BWR using freon as model fluid. 
2. Particular objektives 
The experimen~l.program is divided into the following three parts, each part 
will be carried out for PWR and BWR: 
I - Burnout experiments at steady state conditions to obtain ~eference 
values for transient experiments, 
II - Burnout experiments (Burnout-time-delay) at massflow and or power 
transients 
, 
Ill - Burnout tests (time delay and heat transfer by filmboiling condition) 
during pressure transients (blow down). These experiments will be 
carried out in coordination and as supplement to the research program 
RS 37-
3.1 Experimetal facilities 
The experiments of part I and ·Il are carried out in a steady state Burnout-
,.. 
facility (Fig. 1). For the tests during pressure transients (blow down) the 
loop from fig.l is reconstruc·ted according to the facility for RS 37 research 
program (Fig.2). The extension and the conformity of the freon loop to the 
facility for RS 37 is necessary for the equivalence of the experimental results 
between freon and water. 
The calculation of the characteristics of the loop for blow dooo experiments 
was made using the computing program RELAP ~ At beginning of the blow down 
process the expansion valve S.l will open in less then 50 m sec. The fluid 
flows through the valves E, which simulate the area of fracture,to the conden-
sation vessel (Kuhlfalle). This vessel has a temperature less then -70 °C. The 
valve R J regulate the massflow at the inlet of the testsection according to a 
, 
given curve. 
The experiment canbe carried out for leaks in hot (Fig 2) an cold leg (Fig3) of 
reactor respectively. 
3.2 Research pro.gram 
For two different reactor types are provided two test sections for the core 
'configuration incl. the spacers of PWR and BWR respectively. Each test section 
has 7 x 7 rods with axial and radial non uniform heat flux distributions. 
The experiments have been started with the test section for PWR beginning with 
part I and II followed by BWR-bundle with essenti.ly the same experimental program. 
The research program is very extensive, so it is impossible to explain it 
completely here. In this program are incluted: 
Mixingmeasurements, Burnout experiments at different radial power distribution• 
pressure conditions, massflow rates and inlet subcooling at steady state condi-
tions, as well as at massflow-, power and pressure transients. The experiments 
at transient conditions will be carried out for different combinations of power 
massflowand pressure curves (dependent curves) according to the calculated re-
actor characteristies. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The project is approximately JO mon~sbehind shedule. The main reason for 
the delay is caused by difficulties with the electrical insulation of the 
original reactor spacer for the test·sections. The experiments type I and II 
had been started wfth the BWR-test section. 
The loop for the blow down experiments is laid out, and its construction is 
• 0 
finished (see Fig.2 and 3~. While waiting for the granting of the increased 
casts from the BMFT some calculations using the RELA~ 3 computing program 
had been made. 
4.2 Essential results 
a) Mixing experiments are measured for the PWR-test section using thermo-
couples, which are located at the outlet of the test section. Heated are 
only the 8 central rods of the test section. Fig.4 shows for two different 
powers the estimated subchannel temperatures. These mixing experiments are 
made under variation of the parameters pressure, massflow and inlet 
subcooling over a large range. 
~) Burnout experiments at steady state condition using the PWR- test section 
have been started. Fig.S and 6 show resp~ctively for two different pressures 
and three inlet subcouled temperatures the measured burnout-values vs 
I 
massflowrate. The position of the burnout accured at different places. ·' 
5. Next steps 
a) Finishing the experiments type I and II with the PWR-test section 
b) Carry-out the experiments type I and II with the BWR-test-section 
c) Ordering the components for the blow down loop, and finishing the calculation 
of the loop characteristics and specially defining the controlcurves for 
the regulating valves, which are very essential for an automation 
of the loop. 
6. Relations with other projects 
see.report IRS-F-24 
RS 164 
RS 176 
7. Reference documents 
I I I Internal GKSS-Note 12 05 AT C-03 (German) 
"Ergebnisse der Durchmischungsversuch~ (teilweise) Dl•JR/Phase I/RS 64., 
I 2 I lnt. GKSS-Note 72 05 AT C-04 (German) 
"Ergebnisse der Durchmischungsversuche (teilweise) DWR/Phase I/RS 64" 
I 3 I Int. GKSS-Note 72 05 AT c-os (German) 
"Ergebnisse der stationiren Referenzversuche (J .Abschnitt) DWR/Phase I/RS 64" 
I 4 I 3 d Annual report IRS-F,r24 (English) · 
Quart.erly report in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
Jan. - March 75 IRS ... F - 25 
• 
April- June 75 IRS - F - 26 
July - Sept. 75 IRS - F - 27 
Oct. - Dec. 75 IRS - F - 28 
8. Degree of availability 
All reports are available with the allowance of IRS department 
"Forschungsbetreuung" 
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PICT. 4 SUBCHANNEL EXIT TEMPERATURES (OEG C) 
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Classification: 1.1.2 
•' 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lan~ua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Stationare DNB-Messungen in.Frigen mit komplexer BRD 
Abstandshaltergeometrie SPONSOR: 
(RS 176 - II.1.·3., Jahresbericht A 75) RMF'T 
ORGANIZATION: 
GKSS, Geesthacht 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Le~: 
Steady DNB Measurements in Freon with Complex Spacer Fulfs 
Geome.try Katsaounis 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Com.eleted (Date) : 
1.9.1975 30.7.1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date): I 
• ' 
continuing December 1975 
J. General aim 
In addition to the research program RS 164 this program will be the basis for 
an experimenml study of the modelling laws between water and freon as for DNB-
measurements. 
2. Particular objectives 
The program is divided in the following three parts 
I cold flow pressure drop measurements 
II mixing experiments with power, measurements of subchannel 
exit temperature 
III O:itical heat flux measurements 
In addition ana supplement ~o the research program RS 164 these experiments will 
.be used for recalculating the results from research program RS 64 Part I and II 
PWR to water conditions. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
The geometry of the test section is squarely arrayed by 25 rods with a pitch 
of 14.3 · 10-:·3 m.· 16 ·of them are electrically-heated with a relative power of 
1.0 and 6 with a relative power of 1.2 while 3 are unheated. All heated rods 
are instrumented with thermocouples near the exit end of the heated length, 
-3 which is 2.985 m long. The outer diameter of the heated rods is 10.75 • 10 m, 
that of unheated rods I, 372 • 10 -lm. Wall spacing o'f the heated rods is 
-3 4.544 • 10 m, grid spacing is 0.534 m. 4 pressure taps give information about 
• 
inlet and ~utlet pressure and pressure drop across spacers. 
The experiments will be carried out at the steady state burnout-facility of 
GKSS research department, see also research program RS 64 in this report. 
3.2 Research program 
In order to check the condition of test section and the accuracy of methods 
for pressure drop prediction cold flow pressure drop measurements will be carried 
out. 
To get information about mixing effectiveness subchannel exit temperature 
measurements will be made at different levels of bundle power and inlet 
enthalpy. Critical heat flux tests will be carried out over a large range of 
inlet conditions e.g. massflow rate, inlet temperature, system pressure , , 
mostly valid for PWRs. For some aspects CHF-points at a pressure of 70 bar will 
be investigated. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The test section is under construction now and the mechanical and electrical 
components will be ordered soon. 
To assure that test conditions will be the same for RS 176 and RS 164 part of 
the CHF-tests of RS 164 at the high pressure water loop of Columbia University, 
.New York N.Y. had been joined as well as loop and test sectio~ been inspected. 
4.2 Essential results 
The program has started 4 month ago. Therefore no results are available. 
There is no delay in shedule but as the tests themselves will be run in 
between RS 64 • approximately at the end of 1976 - any delay from RS 64 will 
forward the shedule of RS 176. 
5. Next steps 
a) Complete ordering components· (mechanical and electrical) 
b) Set up of test conditions according to RS 164 
c) Investigation of present similarity laws freon-water 
• 
'0' ~ 
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• 
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• 
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6. Relation with other projects 
RS 64 
RS 164 
Investigation of the Steady md Transient Critical Heat Flux of Multi-Rod 
Bundl~s for PWRs and BWRs with Freon as Model Fluid. 
GKSS; 1972 - 1978 
Steady DNB-Measurements in Water'with Complex Spacer Geometry 
KWU-Erlangen; 1975 - 1976 
7. Reference documents 
No documents or reports till now. 
8. Degree of availability 
All future reports will be available with the allowence of IRS, department 
Forschungsbetreuung. 
·------~---~----- ··--·------------------------..... 
Classification: 1.1. 2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Stationare DNB-Messungen an Brennstabbllndeln mit kom- SPONSOR: 
piexer Abstandshalter-Geometrie in Wasser . BM.FT 
(RS 164 
- II.1. 3., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: .. 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : ' P.roject Le.!.5'!!£: 
Stationary DNB Experiments on Fuel Rods with Complex H. Ulrych 
Spacer Geometry in Water 
' 
Initiated (Date): Com.eleted (Date) : 
1. 3· 75 31. 8. 76 
Status: Last Updating ~Date): I 
' Continuing 31. 12. 75. 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The transferibility of DNB-measurements in freon as a model fluid 
to water will have to be investigated, especially for the complex 
geometry of KWU-spacers. With respect to an extended experimental 
test at GKSS with freon (RS 64) it will be essential to work out 
.. 
a statement, how the results can be transferred to water conditions 
and which accuracy can be reached. The comparative tests in water 
and freon will confirm the results of the transient test program 
at GKSS. 
~erimental Facilities 
a) 5.3 MW- Water loop at Columbia University, New York, N.Y., USA 
b) 1.1 MW- Freon loop at "Gesellschaft ffrr Kernenergieverwertung 
in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt", Geesthacht, Germany 
Research Program 
For two bundles with the same geometry in the freon loop at GKSS 
~ 176) and in the water loop of the Columbia-University (RS 164) 
measurements of the critical heat flux will be conducted. The inves-
,.. 
tigations will be carried out with a 5 x 5 bundle in PWR-geometry '· 
with KWU spacers and contro~~rod guide tubes; the bundle will be· 
h.eated unifQrmly in axial direction. 
-1. 
Project Status/Progress to Dnte/Esse~tial Results . 
Bundle 1 and bundle 2 were run in water for the specified data points. 
The critical bundle power differed only slightly·with respect to 
the spacers A and .B with different mixing grame orientations. 
Comparative calculations with the subchannel analysis code 
THERMOHYDRAULIK gave good agreement. 
Next Steps 
The .test runs will be evaluated. The results will be analysed 
carefully. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 64 Investigation of the Steady and Transient Critical 
Heat Flux of Multi-Rod Bundles for PWR's and BWR's 
with Freon as Model Fluid 
RS 1?6 Freon tests with the same bundle geometr,r 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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Heat trans~er during blowdown Thermal Hydra~lics 
COUNTRY UK 
--------~---------------
SPONSOR UK- Nil 
ORGANISATION 
Univ. of Manchester 
~--------------------------------------------~.~-----------------~~----- . 
PWR BLOCKAGE EXPERI~IENT: An 
investigat:i.on.into the effects 
on heat transfer of a region of 
swollen fuel 'cladding causing a 
partial flow blockage in the 
core of a Pressurised Water·Reactor 
(PWR) 
Initiated October 1975 
Status progressing 
• 
fr9jeet Learle~ 
Prof. w. B. Hall 
f 
Scientists 
J. T. Turner 
G. P. Ioannu 
I 
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1,2, General Aims and ParticulE Objectives 
.The objective is to provide experimental data to be useful 
in assessing the influence of' a region of' swollen f'uel-rod 
cladding on a loss of' coolant accident in a pressurised water 
:reactor. Particular attention will -be given to the temperat-
ure changes which might occur at the boundaries of' the swollen 
region. Detailed f'low and heat transfer data within the rod 
bundle will be obtained f'rom a scale model and airf'low f'acility. 
). Experimental f'aci. U. ties 
An airflow rig has been developed to permit the rneasurcmen~ of 
. 
heat transf'er and :flow behaviour within the :fuel rod bundle. 
The bundle consists o:f an 18xl8 rectangular array o:f 12.7 mm 
diameter rods pn a 17 mm pitch and a central 7x7 array of' 
swollen rods. Within this swollen region, there is a 5x5 array 
which can be heated electrically under conditions of' constant 
heat flux. 
Thermocouples placed on the heated rods permit the measurement 
· of' surface temperatures. Instrumentation has also been devel-
oped to enable flow velocity. and static pressure distributions 
within the rod bundle to be established. Data logging and 
digital computer methods are being employed so that changes 
in the extent of the blockage, the itt:fluence· of' Reynolds number 
and the heat transfer rates can be readily studied. 
4. Project Status 
The apparatus is now virtually completed and much of' the computer 
software has been developed. 
It is anticipated tltat detailed experimental work will commence 
shortly. 
• 
I 
contd. 
· S. Next steps 
Examination oC experimental data.Long-term development oC 
a prediction technique yielddng heat transfer behaviour 
under accident conditions. 
6. Relation with other projects 
' s. 
.Linked to range of research proJects on Reactor SaCety 
at the University. 
. • Reference documents None 
. 
Degree oC availabill.ty 
On application to the Nil when available 
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Heat transf'er during blowdown 
. 
Transition to f'ilm boiling induced 
pressure reduction 
. 
Initiated October 1974 
Status: progressing 
"'-· .......... 
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1.1.2 Thermal Hydraulics 
COUNTRY UK . 
SPONSOR UK- NII 
ORGANISATION 
Univ. of' J.lanches ter 
by a Project Lea& er • 
' 
Prof. w. B. Hall 
Scientists 
A. WATSON 
' 
H. v. ERSOZ 
' 
1. Gc.~~er11l aim 
Experimental mt;A'lsurement'e of heat tranefer f'rom a wire to 
water during a rapid depressurisation. 
2. Particular obJectives 
The :fluid used is water. Stage 1 of' the 
program fs to depressurise f'rom 20 bar and 18o0 c· to atmosphere. 
I .. 
Stage 2 is to depressurise :from 150 bar and ::JZ.0°C. 
'· Experimental :facilities and programme 
Stage 1. A pressure vessel o:f approx. 1 litre capacity is :fitted 
With a platinum wire 0.1 mm diameter~ 20 mm long, which is heated. 
at approximately con~tant uni:form heat flux. A double bursting 
disc arrangement is used to achieve'depressurisation f'rom a fi~ed 
• pressure within the vessel. An intermediate water :filled Chamber 
lies between the pressure vessel and the atmosphere and is separ-
ated :from each by a bursting disc. Increase in pressure in tbe 
interm~diate·chamber causes the· 'discs to burst in sequence, the 
. . 
outer one :first. Transient measurements of ~wer to the. wire• 
.. 
wi·re temperature and pressure are measured with a high ·speed 
digital system. 
Stage 2. No apparatus has yet been built. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date. The bursting disc technique has been dev-
eloped. Depressurisation times of·1 ms have been achieved using 
ambient temperature water at 20 bar. 
2. Essential results. l'lone . 
_5. Next steps 
Continuation with Stage 1. Selection of geometry and 
initial conditions required :for. Stage 2. · 
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6. Relation '"itb other projects 
Thermal boundary conditions like those. 
or a PWR·fuel element may be simulated. 
Ref. Simulation of the thermal dynamics of a heated surface (sodium contract) 
7. Reference-documents 
None 
8. Decree of availability 
On application to the Nil when available. 
·' 
1. Budget 
, 
£))58 
£2260 
Equipment + overheads 
Research student salary ( H. V. Ersoz) l 
Totals for 
2 yrs • 
. 2. Personnel 
Research student H. v. E:csoz 
Academic staf'f Prof. W.B. Hall, Dr. A. Watson 
Technicians 1, shared with other projects. 
). Additional inf'ormation 
Time schedule: . Stage 1 planned completion Oct 1976. 
Stage 2 Construction.during 1976. 
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The Thermal Dynamics of' a Heated Surface . 
I 
' I 
. 
. 
Initiated: October 1974 
Status: Progressing 
• 
COUNTRY UK 
SPONSOR UK- NII 
ORGANISATIO:ti 
Univ. of' •fanchester 
I 
PROJECT LEADER • 
Prof'. w. .B. Hall 
SCIENTISTS 
c. Tye 
J. o. Oyinloye 
, 
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1. General aim 
The development of an experimental technique to control the power 
of an electrically heated surface so that it simulates the 
behaviour o~ a reactor fuel element. 
2. Particular objective 
Simulating. the correct boundary condi tio:ns on a heat.er surface 
for experimental heat transfer studies during depressurisation 
and re-wetting. 
:J, Experlmental :facilities and programme 
A digital computer operating in real time is used to simulate 
I 
the dynamic behaviour of' a reactor fuel clement by numerical 
solution of' a one dimensional time dependent lteat conduction 
equation. The computed surface heat flux. is :fed to a control 
system that regulates tlJe power of heater (currently a thin 
platignum wire). The surface temperature of the heater is then 
. 
fed back to the digital computer as a boundary condition for 
the solution of' the conduction equation. Using this techni'que, 
fuel eleme~ts with a wide variety of' physical properties, 
temperature profiles, heat generation etc may be simulated .to 
provide more realistic boundary conditions in experimental heat 
transfer studies. 
4. Project Status 
(i) A control system has been developed to accurately regulate the 
I ... 
• / ': 
0 t ) •' ,' i ! I ' ; 1 ' . 
•: • I ' ' t f '. ! ' f ' I '\ ' 1' ~ l ' 1 • ; t f • 
4(:J.) contd. 
power in a thin plati~um etrip or wire and to give stable 
operation in convective, nucleate, transition and ~ilm boiling. 
Real time computer simulations o~ reactor ~uel ·elements have 
implemented on a Honeywell DDP516 Mini Cf)mpUter with 8K of' · 
meDJor.y•. 
(i{) Esseqtial results None 
s. Next steps 
To ~ully test the system against an experiment with well known 
heat trans~er properties. 
6. Relation with othe·r projects 
It is intended to use the experimental technique in the f'Pl·low-
ing areas: 
a) Transition to :filan boiling ·induced by a pressure reduction. 
b) Rewetting o:r a hot sur:face with a liquid coolant. 
7. Re~erence documents 
None 
8. Degree o~ availability 
On application to the.NII when available 
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PROJECT TITLE , CLASSIFICAT~ON 
. . 
' . 
i · InvestlgatlQn of the transient flow response 1.1. 2 
1n a BWR core 
i,-------1 SPONSORING COUN_T_R_Y--· ------------+-------~-------------~ 
Italy 
OTIGANISA.TION 
CNEN- CISF~ 
~--------------------------------------~-------------------------·--t l DATE INITIATED 1974 I 
l.~:.:_cor1.PJ,ETE~-: Dec. 1975 
pescri.P.tion 
1. General alm 
PROJECT LE.hDER : 
V. MarlneJ.ll (CNRN}• 
G.P. Gasparl(ClSE) 
Experimental valldaU.on of a computer code :lor the calculation of the onSP.t 
I 
of the CHF under LOCA condlttons. · . · 
2. Partlcul~z: objectives 
ValldaUon of the thermal-hydraullc response of the code by means of 
mass hol~-up measurements durlng transt~nt slmuJ.atlng LOCA. 
.3. E?g?erlmental facUlties an~rogra~ 
Measurements of mass hold-up durlng transients of Inlet flow stoppage 
at constant power and pressure and Inlet flow stoppage and power 
decay at constant .pressure wlll qe taken on a 16 rod BWR test sectfon 
12 ft long: the plant used ls IETI-111 (CISE). 
4. rroject status 
4. 1 Progress to date 
The computer code~ named DOLCE, has been developed and 
satisfactory results have been so far obtained for the predictions 
of tr~nslent CHF ln a BWR durlng LOCA and other transients. 
The mass hold-up measurements have been lnlttated. 
4. 2 Essential results 
Both Eulerlan and Lagranglan methods used tn the DOLCE code 
glve resonably good results 1n the evaluatlon of transient Cl IF. 
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5; Next StCJ:?~ 
· See Items 3, 4. 1 
6. RE1,l~Uon wlth othe~2jects 
1. l.. 2 (other programs) 
7. Reference documents 
> ; 
' • ~ ' l 
.. ,., 
•. . 
•• J, 
·~ . - .. 
DOLCE Computer Code, CNEN .Internal Report - Under publlc:a:!t-~::.. 
s. D~gree of a:vaHo.b1lltJ 
• 
To a llmltcd extent. 
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PROJECT TJ'.rLE : 
Invcstlgatlon of flow blockage effects !n a 
suhchannel array 
\ CLASSIFICATION 
I • 
1.1.2 
!;,___________ -------------+--------------~ SPONSORING COUNTRY : ORGANISATION : 1 
j · Italy .. CNEN . J I A. B. Atom energy (Sweden) i 
·~--------------·------------------------------4-------TE JNITIATED June 1973 PROJECT LEADER : 
V. Marb-tellt (C~TEN) 
TE COI1PLETED May 1976 B. Kjellen (Sweden) . ·'.1 
1.• General alm 
Study the flow redlstrlbuUon of the coolant ln blocked subchannels. 
2. ?articular objectives 
Valldate the theoretl.cal methods as LEUCIPPO, COBRA, ln thel.r 
abUlty to p~edlct the flow dlstrlbuUon ln blocked subchannels by 
extenslv~ comparison wlth experimental data~ 
3. E?CPerl~tal facUlties and programms 
Slngle phase flow Is completed ln a teRt section of 4x4 rods 2,5 m long 
where the blockages are Installed. M E:asurements of the three components 
of the velocity are taken, by means of a speclal 5 Plto-tubes probe, as 
well as radlal and axial pressure drops. The blockages consist ln 1 00%. 
· and 70o/o• obstructions wlthln the cent er subqhannel, ln a large blockage of 
one half test sectlon and also ln balloonlng tl'Pe blockage of four rods.~ 
4. Pro1ect statl!!_ 
4. 1 Progress to date 
The measurements have been completed. 
4.·2 Essential results 
Prellmlnary 1ndlcat1ons show the existence of long relaxation 
(50 D) length before the normal flow redlotrlbutlon lS obtained 
dovmstream a blockage. 
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. 5. N e>..i steP;? 
Analytical work wtll be done to reduce !he data and to compare them 
wlth the subr.haunel code predlcUons. 
\ 
6. Relation wlth other £!Ojccts 
1. 1. 2 (other programs) 
'1.· Reference documentt 
None 
8. Dcgre!; .£f..!..vaUabUlty 
To a llmltcd extent 
9. Budget 
40 M llt. Pers.onnel: 36 MM 
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PROJECT TITLE : Thermohydraulic transients .; CLASSICATION ' I in pressure tube reactors.during blowdown. 1.1.2. • i 
:rransitori termoidraulici in reattori a tu- • t 
• 
i 
bi in pressione durante lo svuotamento. 
-t 
I SPONSORING COUNTRY . ORGANISATION . 
t 
. . 
. 
Italy (mainly) and Canada CISE sponsored by CNEN I 
i (mainly) and AECL. i 
. 
' DATE INITIATED : 1968 PROJECT LEA;1ER : At prei 
qent under responsibi• j 
DATE COMPLETED . 1977 iity of UTM (CISE) ' . 
-"-
Status (latest updating): May 1975 
Descri_p:!::ion : 
1. General aim: to set up a reliable and verified calculation 
procedure to predict thermohydraulic transients in pressure 
tube reactors during blowdown. 
2. Particular objective: understanding of basis thermohydraulic 
phenomena involved in blowdown conditions in water reactors. 
3. Exp~rimental facilities and progr~ 
3.1. '~~Q~r!~~n!e1_f~s!!!!!~§ 
3.1.1. lETI-1: multi-purpose facility for scaled~~down ~xperiments; 
open circuit; flowrate: 0, 8 kg/ s; pre'ssure: 100 bar; 
preheating power 700 kW (AC); test section poto~er 
3. 1. 2 • ~IRCE 
3. 2 •. f!'28!'~!!1[1~ 
300 kW (DC). 
large-scale facility simulating in a closed circuit 
2 full-scale power channels; water flowrate: 22 kg/s; 
steam flowrat"' (from circulator·or boiler) 3 kg/s; 
test section power 12,5 MW (DC). 
3.2.1. scaled-down blowdown tests with simple geometries simula-
ting breaks both upstream and downstream of the power 
channel; 
I 
3.2.2. researches concerning single thermohydraulia phenomena in-
volved in blowdown; 
3.2.3. integr-ated blowdown tests simulating bl'eaks in different 
circuit locations with a full-scale geometry relevant to 
a single power channel; 
3.2.4. blowdown code development for thermohydraulic transient 
predictions. 
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4. Project status 
4.1. fE2iE~!~_!Q_g~!~ (with reference to the above programme) 
... ( 3. 2 .1. ) :. almost completed . 
- (3.2.2. ): tests regarding heat transfer crisis in transient 
( conditions completed and fully analyzed; prelimi-
nary results relevaht to post dryout heat transfe~ 
and hot surface rewetting obtained. 
\_, 
- (3.2.3.): 17 blowdown tests simulating inlet header failure 
ca1~ried out. 
- (3.2.~.): a prediction code (TILT) developed; a more sophi-
sticated version (RATT) in progress. 
4.2. ~22~n!!e!_r~2Y!!2 
- Set up of suitable experimental procedures and techniques 
for transient conditions. 
- Availibilit}w of substantial amount of experimental information 
relevant to blowdown transients, both in scaled-down and full-
scale conditions, in terms of mass, pressure and temperature. 
. . 
• A satisfactory understanding and prediction of heat transfer 
crisis in transient conditions; reliable predictions of steam-
water density and pressure drops; limited understanding of 
post dryout heat transfer and rewetting phenomena. 
-1 Availibili ty o-f a sufficient calculation model for transient 
· conditions. 
5. Next ste{>S 
• Further experiments and analysis of post dryout heat transfer 
and rewetting phenomena; starting of research.programmes about 
critical·two-phase flow, heat transfer crisis in stagnation 
and reverse flow, flow distribution in parallel channels during 
blowdown. 
Full-scale integrated tests under a wider range of parameters 
and conditions. 
Implementation of up-to-date physical models in prediction 
codes. 
6. ~eference documents (Main titles) 
1) A. Magni "TILT - a digital simulation pn..,gramme for the study 
of hydrodynamic processes and core heat-up of boiling water 
pressure tube reactor during transient conditions" Proceecing 
of the CREST Special~st Meeting on ECC for high water reactor. 
Munich (October 1972). ' 
2) A. Premoli, D. Di Francesco, A. Prina "Una correlazione adi-
meniionale per la determinazione della d~nsit~ di miscele 
bifasiche" LA TERMOTECNICA, n. 1, Januar>J 71. 
3) G.P. Gaspari, R. Granzini, A. Premoli, C. Sandri "Mass holclup, 
pressure and time to dryout predict~ons ~nder LOCA condi-
tions.Comparisons with scaled down experimental results" Pa-
per presented at the European Two-'Phase flow Group Meeting 
Harwell 3-5 June 197~ and ASME pubblioation 7~.WA/HT-~3 pre-
sented at the Winter Annual Meeting, New York, November 17-22, 
1974. 
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4) Baldassarre R., Gaspari G.P., Granzini R., Pagliari V. 
"Predictions of transient dryout by using TILT code and 
steady state CHF correlation" CISE Report to be published 
in 1975. 
5) A. Azzalin, A. Premoli, R. Ravetta, V. Tarzia, T.S. Thompson 
"An experimental investigation on blowdown in pressure tube 
reactor conditions" CISE R-342 (Nov. 1973). 
6) A. Azzalin, M. Dubbini, A. Premoli, B. Prevedini, V. Tarzia·, 
R. Ravetta "Experimental tests on CIRC& loop under typical 
conditions concerning DBA (Design Basic Accident) of CIRENE 
Reactor" paper presented at the '"Juice Meeting on Reactor 
Safety" Sheridan Park, Nov. 5-6, 1974. 
7) Agostini V., Premoli A., "Valvola di intercettazione rapida 
per impiego in acqua-vap9re" Energia Nucleare Vol. 10, 1, 
January 1971. 
B) Pierini G. , Sandri C. i'The RATT code under development at 
CISE in support· ·of the pressure tube reactor LOCA analysis" 
Meeting of European Two-Phase Flow Group, Haifa, June 1-5; 
1975. 
9) A. Premoli "An experimental investi-gation on voiding of 
power channels cooled by steam-water mixtures" Energia 
Nucleare, 16, (1969). 
7. Degree of availability: to a limited extent. 
i 
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Analy~is of pressures in a containment 
' 1. 1. 2. ; 
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I DATE l.NITIATED 1974 
() l?~T~ c_o_~u_~_JE_T_E_n ________ e_nd.--o~f-19_7_s ____________ ~----N-IRA __ . ~J· 
Scope of the work is ~he analysis of the pressure, and the pressure· 
dif!erential in a containment. Jet forces internal missiles are also 
ihvestigated. 
A code, PACO, has ·been developed !or the pressure transient and 
. 
p1·essure differential evaluation. 
The work is .. per!ormed in the_!ramework b! the contract awarded 
• 
from CNEN to')~IRA for the design of the CIRENE prototype Nuclear 
0 Island. 
Reference documents : 
NIRA Report 
"PACO-N • Codice per il c~lcolo di transitori .di pressione e'tempe ... 
ratura" 01300 - NT - 30 
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Title 1 .. r- Country : JRC 
·! Sponsor : CBC Blovdown code assessment 
·~ .Qraanization : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
fEoject leader : 
G. Forti 
Initiated : January 1974 Completed : ., · ·1980 
Status : progressing Last updating: : March 1975 
'~ ' 
1) Gen·eral aim 
' 
2) 
3) 
4) 
' To acquire a working knowledge o£ the scope and limitations ot 
the major accessible blovdown/ECC codes · 
- To compare the main codes with well defined experimental 
results to demonstrate their abilities to predict real 
situations 
- To implant fundamental improvements in the theory and 
rnin\erical methods used by the more promising o£ the codes, 
or develop a completely new code with the required capabi~ · 
lities 
Particular objectives 
.. 
Theoretical back-up o£ the.Ispra blowdown programme 
!xperimental facilities and Erogramme : -
Project status 
1. Progress to date : General study o£ theory and· codes.· 
Extensi~ tests o£ RELAP 3~ Tests· _,v.fth DANAIDES. 
Analysis and sensitivity study o£ THETA 1-B. Develop-
ment of the NICKY equilibrium blowdown code in progre~s • 
. 
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JRC Safety progr~~n~ pro~res~ report 1974. 
NICIY - A computer programme ior the analysis ol blovdovn 
. . 
.in nuclear power reactors in ~.equilibrium approximation 
. . 
by G. Forti, NEA meeting on.LOCA computer programmes Ispra 
Oct. 1974 (to be published) .. 
~)Degree oP availability.: Freely avai~abie 
9) Budaet : No investments, only computer .time~ 
10) Personn~ ·: 3 men/yea~·~ • ', ,• I 
11) Additional In.Pormation '• 
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Classification: 1.1. 4 
Title 1 (Original Langua~e): COUNTRY: 
Bestirnmung der Nachzerfallsw~rme von U-235 BRD 
(PNS 4234 - I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
( ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (en2lish) : ' Project Le~: 
Decay Heat Measurement of 235 u K. Baumung 
Initiated (Date): Completed (Date) : 
Sept. 1974 1977 
Status: Last Updating (Date): • 
continuing December ·' 1975 
1. General aim 
As present uncertainties of the 235 U decay heat data contribute 
one of the main uncertainties to the LOCA analysis, more accurate 
data shall be provided. 
2. Particular objectives 
Calorimetric measurements of the decay heat will be performed in 
the time period of 10 to '1000 ~econds: after irradiation with 
LWR-pellet-like samples of uo2 and uranium metal of corresponding 
· size. 
3. Experimental facilities and proqram 
The fuel samples will be irradiated in the thermal column of the 
FR2 reactor and then pneumatically trans~rted into a computer-
controlled adiabatic microcalorimeter. The time dependent 
temperature rise of the samples and energy lost due to y-ray-escape 
will be recorded and directly yield the total delayed power release. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Pro2ress to date 
After a study of the literature on decay heat determination the 
calorimetric method was assumed to be the most promising because 
it is the simplest one and directly yields the quantity of interest 
Therefore a computerized adiabatic microcalorimeter with a short 
time constant was drawn up by which it should be possible to 
extend the range of calorimetric measurements of the decay heat 
~ 
to cooling times as s~ort.as 10 seconds. 
The y-energy-flux escaping the samples will be measured by a 
Moxon-Rae-type detector. 
4.2. Essential results 
Fuel samples: 
Unlike the metallic samples the uo2 devices show.bad thermal 
conductivity. In order to avoid temperature gradients through 
. , the sample after the initial temperature profile due to the 
reactor irradiation had flattened, a suitable 23SU-enrichment 
could be determined. With this enrichment the slope of the. 
a- and y-enerqy absorbtion is just compensated by the activation 
profile due to selfshielding, thus providing a flat heat source 
distribution. 
y-escape measurement: 
Carrying away up to 40 \ of the total power released, the 
I 
y-energy-flux from the samples must'carefully be measured. As this 
flux is non-isotropic, a timedependet correction has to be 
provided. This correction which is based on measured delayed 
y-spectra and was computed wit~ a Monte-carlo-code, will be used 
to calculate th~ total energy loss by y•escape from the measured 
counting rates. 
. ' 
1 
5. Next steps 
In parallel to the construction of the equipment, the control 
programs will be provided. Then, after cold tests, the experiment 
will be installed at the reactor and measur~ments started. 
6. Relation with other projects 
I This experiment yields basic data for the LOCA analysis. 
7. Reference documents 
/1/ 1st PNS~·Semiannual Report 1975, KFK 2195 (Gennan with English abstracts) 
/2/ 2nd PNS-Semiannual Report 1975, KFK 2262 {Gennan with English abstracts) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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• p_~ scJ~.P.tion 
Cri ticnl hea·t flux for.· tubas_ wi t~1 very low flow rntes is· a 
very important J'roblcr.t for predicting Durn-out during blovt 
.dovm after the LOCA. The tent section for that experiment 
·· ·· a.llovts measurcr.1ent of the critical heat ·flux in two tubeo, 
... four meters long, 11.5 rmn ins'ido diameter.-, with an UJWtard 
or dovmVIard water flow at1d a specific mass velocity between 
1~0 and 1000 kc/m2 sec • 
.,. 
. The oxperimental. set up is a s. s. loop whose maximum power is 
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·SPOnSOR 
F.. U., ./ Sl~!'TJo!:t .,_ .. ___
ORGiaNii!A Tl ON 
C.E.~ • 
Pro jee_t Leader 
•.'. 
-
C.E. A ./DTCIU Sr: /l:.i: 
Setentl!!!! 
. 1975 C!!!Plet!!_ 1977 . 
M. ltOUDAYER 
, 
u.u.v. 
.Avant Projet d'In~tallation l:_ast updattns.a 20.01.1 M. POCHARD CEA · 
• 
tnjeeti~n de secours Plm • 
11 •· PARTlCtJl.A!t ODJECTIVt:S 
. •. ~-------
. Etude de .1' interaction téeanlque et tbermodyaamique dù d6bit · 
. d'eau froide provennnt de 1 'injeeticm d'eau de rdfri:;4tation' de 8*!'~0Urs 
(lors d~un accident de perte de r6f~isêraat primai~e) avec le ddbit 
.principal, en diphasique. 
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- EPIS I : expérience prêl!minaire eau··air l 1 '6cbelle. 1/11 destinûe à 
mettre en f!vidcnce les effets dynamiques a 1 'exclusion dei ·effets tht~noique 
(cc.,nd"nsation de ~a,,cur). · · · 
- EPIS.lT : exp~rience· préiiminai~e. eau~apeur· l.i'4ehelle· 1/25 destinée 
a mc·ttre en évidence 1' inportance d~s phénomènes d~ condènlation. 
- ~PlJLll! : ((t~euttiell<'~nt) exp4rienc-e ai r-ea~ ll t 'lcbèite. t/3 pour 
étudier l'effet d'éehella du point de we dyttamique. 
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ORGI.Nl ZA TIOit 
. C.E.A • 
Tit le 2 (cnglish) Project leader 
DSN/SETS 
Reflooding computer codes N.TELLIER 
. I 
Scienti~ta • . 
!nitiat~d (date) ComElctcd • (date) . 
1974 
Status . progressing ~ast UEdating {date) . 
·Programmes en cours de tests .et Janvier 75 d 1 amiHiorat'ion 
. 1. But· gen6ral 
Mise au point de programmes de calcul pour l'~tude de ·la phase de renoyage 
de l'accidcnt de perte du caloporteur d'un P.W.R. 
2. Objcctifs particulicrs 
Mise au point du code ~ERES pour l'~tude de la thermohydraulique du cir-
cuit primaire pendant la phase de renoyage. 
Mise au point du code FLIRA pour 1 1 ~tude du renoyage d'un canal. 
Ajustement des codes.sur les essais ERSEC 
Application aux calculs relatifs aux essais PHEBUS et aux calculs de' 
reacteurs de puissance. 
3. Installations exp~rimentales et programmes 
4. Etat du pro)et 
a).~~~~-~~~~ 
En cours de tests (les coefficients d'~change dans le eoeur 1ont calcul~s 
a l'aide des corr~lations FLECHT). 
b) code FL1RA 
l~re version en cours de test: la vitesse de mont~e do front de trempe 
est donnee par une corr~lation d6duite des expfriences ERSEC. 
5. Prochaincs etapes 
Mise au point de FLIRA. ·z ou la vitesse de· mont~e du front de trempe 
est calcul4e · . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1975 •: 
Interpretation des essais ERSEC 
Couplage avec CERES 
. . . 
.• 
... / ... 
6. Relation avec d'aut~es projets 
Essais su~ la boucle ERSEC 
Esslis sur la boucle PHEBUS 
7. Documents de references 
,• 
' ~ ,.,.._, ' • I .-_ ,.-1 • ~.ji 
. 
• PLIRA : Un mod~le de calcul de remouillage apr~s un accident de 
perte du fluide primaire 
• 
par M.CHABRILLAC et J.P.L'.HtRITEAU 
NEA-CPL Thermal Reactor Safety . Seminaire ISPRA 23-25 octobre 74. 
- Programme de calcul de renoyage de P.W.I. : Code CERBS 
pa~ LANGB et MEGNIN 
note G.A.A.A. • ETG~-73 195 
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1cH~~unco) COUNTnY :FRANCF. 
--
~tud~ exp~timentale du refroi<lissement de secours. des SPONSOR :C.E.A. 
reacteurs ~ eau. 
--
ORGANIZATION 
i C.E.A. 
~i'it 1.~ 2 (english) Project lcadP.r 
CEA/DTCE/STT 
Experimental study of the \later reactor safety cooling M.DERUAZ 
Scientists • • 
Initiated (date) Completed • (date) • 
StnttiS . progressing Last updat ins (date) . 
--
. 
Janvier 1975 
1. ·But general 
Etude du transfert de chaleur lors de la phase refroidissement de aecours 
de l'accident de perte de caloporteur. 
2. Objcctif particulier 
Essais sur un tube de refroidi interieurement sur gra~pes dans le "but de 
mettre au point des correlations de coefficient d'~change fonctions des 
parametres thermohydrauliques locaux. 
·3. Installations expArimentales 
Boucle ERSEC II - principales caracteristiques 
Pression •.•••••••..• 1 l 6 bars 
·. temperature initiate de paroi 400 l 900°C 
vitesse de renoyage •••••• 0,5 A 10 cm/a 
nombre de b<llrreaux • ..• • • . 1 l 64 
hauteur chauffante ••••.. 3,6Sm (3,20m pour les premiers 
essais sur 1 tube) 
4. Etat du projet 
Section tubulaire, hauteur 3,20 m, flux axial uniforme termini (nov.73-mars ~4) 
Groupe de 25 barreaux, hauteur 3,60m, g6om6trie 15xl5 flux cosintis 
en cours depuis mars 1974. 
!~~~!!?!~~!~!~~:. 
Cas du tube (coefficient d'echange en aval du front de trempe. mod~le 
'quil ibr' sans rayonnement) termin6. 
.. I . . .. . . . ... 
. . 
) 
5. Prochaines ~tapes 
Essais : 
------Grappe de 25 barreaux gfo~trie 15xlS fiux axial •••.• fin prfvue :juillet 75 
en cosinus. 
Grappe de 36 barreaux geomf~rie 17xl7 flux axial ••.•. Janvier 75 • Mars 76. et 
en cosinus. aept .. 75 • Novembre 75 
Debut de's easais sur B. w. R. 8 x 8 •••••••••.••••••••• Jamrier 76. 
6. Interpr,tation . 
Essais sur tube, mod~le de dfs,quilibre, rayonne-
ment pria en compte de fac;on aimplifi4e ••••••••••••• t>.!.cenabre 75' · • 
.. 
Application au cas des grappes •••••••••••••••••••••• Courant 76 
Coefficient d''change au niveau de la zone de 
transition ..................... . Juln 76 
6. Relation avec d'autres proiets 
I 
Essa'is sur la boucle PREBUS 
Programmes de calcul pour l'ftude du renoyage 
7. Documents de rfference 
Heat transfer during the reflooding of a tubular section 
. . 
by. D.ANDREONI, H.COURTAUD. R. DERUAZ 
European two -phase flow meeting 3•7 Juln 1974 - Harwell 
• 
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Classification 1.2 . . 1.1.1 
... 
Title 1 (original language) . country : FRANCE 
. Sponsor CEA . . FRAMATOME 
EVA PROGRAM Organization 
CEA 
FRAMATOME 
WESTINGHOUSE! 
Title 2 (English) Project leader: -
-
TWo-phase flow pump test program. Mr. DELAYRE CEA 
Joint R 1 D .program between FRAMATOME and CEA Mr. OOBOURG FRAMATONE 
with the WESTINGHOUSE Participation. 
·' 
Scientists . . 
Initiated (date) Completed (date) M:i:' • FAJEAU CEA' 
. 
JUNE 1974 DECEMBER 1976 Mr. MARINI FRAMATOf4E 
Status Last updating (date) 
PROGRESSING JULY 1975 
1. OBJECTIVES 
The dynamics of the reactor coolant pump play key role in determining 
the consequences of a hypothetical loss of coolant accident (LOCA). 
For a more accurate and refined representation of the pump model, the 
pump performance will be measured under the different conditions of 
pressure, two-phase flow, and spe~ that might occur during the LOCA. 
The "EVA" test loop is designed for testing a WESTINGHOUSE primary 
pump (1/3 scale model) in order to : 
-
. 
1/ Measure the pump characteristics durinq the conditions 1 simu1atinq 
the LOCA 
2/ Develop a correlation of these two~phase flow results with pump 
performances as measured in simple phase. 
The experiments will be perf~rmed with steady state steam water flow 
in homogenous and non homogenous conditions. 
2. PROJECT STATUS 
The EVA test facility is under construction at cadarache. The test 
facility is using as a source of steam, the steam supplied by PAT 
reactor. 
The main components of the loop such as the steam water mixer, the 
steam water separator, the circulation pumps and the measuring devices 
are near completion and the erection of the test loop·ia underway. 
The qualification tests of the instrumentation of the loop will 
start in August. 
3. PLANS FOR NEAR FUTUP.E 
The loop is supposed to be completed in October an~ the shakedown 
tests of the loop will be performed in November. 
The 1st test point will be run in December. 
About one thousand of test points will be run representing all flow 
· conditions and operatinq IIIOdes of the pump which may be anticipated 
durinq a los• of coolant accident. 
The test program will ·spread out on the. whole 1976 year. 
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4. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
EDP' Proqrams'. on Pumps in both simple phase and two phue ccnditions. 
5. AVAilABILITY OP' "RESULTS" 
Joint Property of CEA, FRAMATOME and WESTINGHOOSE • 
I 
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-Classification: 1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD DurchfUhrung theoretischer Arbeiten im Rahmen des SPONSOR: NotkUhlprogramms: Auswertung der Flutversuche am Ein- BMFT 
rohr und Stabbfrndel ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 0036 A- I.1.2; A 75) . KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : P.roject Le!.2!.!:: 
Theoretical Studies within the Framework of the 
Emergency Core Cooling Program; Evaluation of the Dr. Riedle 
Flooding Experiments with S~ngle Tubes and Rod 
Bundles 
Initiated (Date): com12leted (Date) : 
April 1972 March 1975 
Status: Last Updating (Date~ ' 
• 
Completed December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The experimental data recorded within the experimental pro~ect 
RS 36 on reflood heat transfer and hydraulic were interpreted to 
give information on core coolfng, quenching times and retlood water 
level rise. 
~erimental Facilities and Program 
The experimental program RS 36 on reactor reflood included three · 
experimental facilities, Monotube reflood, PWR bundle and BVR 
bundle. T.he tests were completed. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
The data evaluation of the BWR blowdown tests under·low pressure 
were continued (Type A, B, C). A recalculation of the swell levels 
and the local distribution of the steam was conducted with the corre-
lation for the steam bubble ascent velocity of YEH and CUNNINGHAM 
under various pressures and powers, in order to test the consistence 
with the measured data. 
Project Status/Essential.Results 
I 
The· calculated heat transfer c.oefficients were in good. agreement 
both from the difference of the measured tube and saturation 
temperature of the fluid and the va~ues: from the steam convection, 
as long as the steam was not overheated:, that means the axial 
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measuring position must not be too far away from the swell level. 
From the swell level at a certain time, when an axial measuring 
point was dried out, and the corresponding collapsed level some 
statements could be made about the upscuming of the water in 
the bundle containment. The swell level depended on water mass, 
pressure, steam input and the power. The results of the swell 
levels showed, that cooling and dry-out occur nearly at the same 
time over the whole bundle (in radial direction). 
Next Steps 
Work on this project has been completed. 
~elation with Other Projects 
RS 0037 0 Emergency Core Oooling Program - PWR Post DNB 
Experiments with a bundle of 25 fuel rods 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
, 
.• 
H.P. Gaul, K. Riedle, K. Ruthrof, J. Sarkar, H. Amm, G. Blank 
NotkUhlprogramm ND-Versuche: DWR-Wiederauffullversuche (2. Serie) 
Techn. Bericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 36 
Kra£twerk Union( August 1973) 
Dr. Riedle, H. Gaul, H. Sarkar, H. Amm 
NotkUhlprogramm - ND Versuche 
Ergebnis der 3. Serie der DWR-Flutversuche 
Fachbericht zum Forderungsvorhaben BHFT RS 36, RS' ~/1 
Kra£twerk Union( August 1973 J 
. .. 
Classification: 1.2 
.. 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Language~: COUN'l'RY: 
NotkUhlprog~amm - Niederdruckversuehe BRD 
SPONSOR: WiederauffUllversuche mit BerUcksichtigung 
der Primarkreislaufe . BI-t FT 
(RS 0036 B- 1.1.2, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: KWU, Erlangen 
. 
Title 2 (english): Project Le~: 
Emergency Core Cooling Program-Refilling Ruthrof Experiments with Simulation of the Circulation toop 
. 
Initiated (Date): COmJ2leted (Date) : 
January 1973 August 31, 1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating ~Date~ • 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
Experimental investigation of the feed back of the primary loops 
of a PWR on the reflood of the core. 
Particular Objectives 
Measuring of the thermohydraulic quantities which influence the 
cooling of the core, in particular flow pattern, h~at transfer 
coefficients, flooding rates, quenching times and pressqre 
differen'\ials. 
Experimental Facilities 
·' 
In order to investigate the reflood phase in a PWR including the 
feedback of the complete primary system, a test facility is being 
build. Beside a testbundle it includes three scaled down primary 
loops with.full height steam generator simulation. 
Using a test bundle with 340 electri.cally heated rods of 3,9· m 
heated length results in a scaling factor of 1 s 134 between 
experiment and the reference power plant Biblis B. While all 
heights are simulated full s~ze, the loop system is designed to 
have the same pressure drop as in the reactor. 
t. 
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The following tube portions have been welded and assembled: 
6 feed lines between ball valve and primary circuit line 
U-tube (d~wncomer) and pre-separator 
steam outlet of the lower ,Plenum leading to the U-tube 
-·separator vessel- containment line 
- .exhaust line for pressure control into the containment 
steam generator heating lines 
junction line between pre-separator and separator vessel 
feed pump up to the terminal box 
terminal box via orifices, control valves and ball valves 
ball valves via collector and reflood to the storage tank 
• 
Fabrication and assembly of the rod bundle container components 
has been continued: 
power supply sockets were provided with an Al2o3 layer 
. internal and insulation resistance of. the heating rods was 
measured 
assembly of the bundles completed 
welding of insulated ducts for two liquid level transducers 
double check of all thermo-couples in the bundle 
• installation of pressure balance lines for protective channel/ 
core container and core vessel/rod bundle container 
. - thermo-couples and current leads were hydrostatically tested 
- manufacture of cooling tube containing pressure lines for 
density measurement in the bundle 
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The ·following work pertaining to the instrumentation of the test 
·section was performed: 
obtain flow meter bids 
examination of thermo-couples and design of ducts 
fabrication of supporting structure to house the pressure 
meters for determination of the feed mass flow rates 
- ·designing of the insulation pieces for the liquid level 
transducer 
- . calculation, construction and fabrication of the orifices to 
determine steam mass flow rates in.the steam outlet out of 
the containment , 
The following plant components have been instrumented: 
- U-tube, p~p seals and primary circuit lines 
- containment and separator vessel 
.. 
The following measuring devices have been developed and/or tested: 
liquid level transducer 
flow meter for low flow rates 
device for density measurement in the rod bundle 
'Several minor tests have been conducted: 
- Tests performed on a plexi-glass model led to an optimization 
of the hot injection 
- Suitability test of a compressive pump for density measurement 
in the rod bundle. The pump works· a-t low backpressures and 
has to be tested at higher pressures (6 bar) 
- Examination of a the~o-couple radiation shield for the fluid 
temperature measurement in the bundle. Noticeable improvement, 
however, could not be achieved. Determination of power loss in 
the contact 
- Plate area depending on. the conduct! vi ty of the dem.ineralized· 
water. Results show that increase of the conductivity up.to 
10 ~S/em is permissible, 1. e. an inductive flow meter can be 
used. 
• 
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The instrumentation will provide information on heat transfer and 
water level rise in the bundle', temperatures and heat· transfer in 
the steam generator and flow conditions in the loops and at the 
break. The data acquisition system is capable of handling up to 
300 data channels at 1 Hz scanning rate. 
Research Program 
The .test program includes the following parametric variations: 
- Max. initial clad temperature: 500 to 800 °C 
- System pressure: 1 - 6 (40) bars 
- Max. decay heat flux: 4 to 8 W/cm2 
Time function of decay heat: const, ANS standard 
- Reflood rates: 6 - 60 cm/sec 
Split of reflo~d rates top/bottom: 0/1, 1/1, 2/1, 1/2 
- Time function of injection rates: Const, accumulator 
characteristic 
Break size: 0,25 to 2 F (double ended guillotine) · 
Break location: hot leg, cold leg, between SG- and pump 
Simulated pump resistance: locked rotor, free rotor 
Residual water: 0 to lower grid plate 
Loop seals: 0 to full 
Loop wall temperatures: 150 to 300 °C 
.Project Status I Progress to Date 
The high frequency generator-for soldering the heating rods was 
put into operation. 
100 heating rods were seal soldered on the upper end, leak tested 
with helium; the ceramic end caps were ·soldered into the lower 
rod ends and the internal resistance measured •. 
Project Status I Essential.Results 
Installation of the tube injection lines is nearly completed. In-
jection rate control which is.very much susceptible to oscillations 
was improved by interposing an evolution device and installing a 
new profilometer disc in the valve positioner. 
The elevation regulating scan can prtncipally be·used in the rod 
bundle.· 
The flow meter for low rates (transit time principle) provides 
signals which can be analysed. 
~or flow measurement ·at low rates (from 10.mm/sec upwards) the 
ultrasonic flow meter is suitable. 
Density measurement in th~ rod bundle container using nitrogen as 
flash gas has proved to .be workable; the injected nitrogen rate 
(3,6 x 10-1 m3/h) is unallowa~ly high for the refilling tests. 
This method will be pursued using water as ~ transmitting agent. 
Next Steps 
Assembly of the bundle in the container. 
Assembly of the current supply unit for. the 340 heating rods. 
Ducts for the thermo-couples and power lines in the pressure vessel. 
Testing and calibration of plant components (U-tube, separator 
vessel, steam generator etc.). 
Preparation of auxiliary programs in order to achieve a more 
' . 
effective shake down of various reactor operating sections. 
Completion of the main program "PKL 01" covering data storage,. 
control and plant control. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 36/2 A 74 .. 
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· Reference Documents I Degree of Avaj_labili ty 
H. ·Kremin, R. Mandl, Dr. K. Riedle, K. Ruthrof, J. Sarkar, H. Sc~idt 
"WiederauffUllversuche mit BerUcksichtigung der Primarkreislaufe 
PKL". 1. Technischer Fachberich~ Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 36/2 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft (Feb. 1975) 
Company Confidential. 
R. Mandl 
•wiederauffUllversuche mir BerUcksichtigung der Primarkreislaufe 
PKL, Instrumentierung der Versuchsanlage". 2. Technischer Bericht, 
Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 36 B, Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellsebaft 
(Jan. 1976) 
Company Confidential. 
. . 
Classification: 1.2 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Notklihlprogramm - Niederdruckversuche SPONSOR: 
SWR - 2.· Doppelblindel BMFT 
(RS 0036 C - I.1.2, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. KVU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (en51lish): P.roject Le!2!!: 
Emergency Core Cooling Program - Lo~ Pressure 
Dr. Riedle Experiments. BWR Second Cluster 
Initiated (Date) : Corn12leted (Date) : 
August 1974 September 1976 · 
Status: Last UPdating (Date): I 
.. 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
The project belongs to the tests, which were carried out under 
number RS 36. Investigations shall be executed on the behaviour 
of the BWR-core during emergency cooling after MCA. 
As results informations are expected on heat-transfer coefficients 
at flooding, spraying and coupled flooqiDg and spr~ing as a 
function of the initial temperature, pressure, power and injected 
flow rates. 
Particular Objectives 
Informations about rewetting velocity of shroud and tuel rod. 
Temperature behaviour at different water levels with and without 
steam injection. 
Long term cooling of the rods by spraying. 
I 
Experimental Facilities and Program , 
The research program RB 36 includes the 3 stepsa 
- Honotube reflood 
- PWR bundle reflood 
- BWR bundle reflood, bundle I 
Preliminary tests on reflood were carried out on a vertical inter-
nally cooled tube (Monotube) which·simulates ·a single reactor sub-
111 1 
I 
I 
i 
! 
channel. Besides having the same hydraulic diameter and height of 
PWR subchannel, a parallel unheated tube was added for dow.ncomer-
, ' 
simulation. 
Preliminary reflooding tests were ~arried out· on a single inter-
nally cooled tube .• In order to include the effects of multiehannel 
core geometry and radial distribution of power and flow a test fa-
cility for a 340-rod bundle was designed identical to those of 
KWU PWR's. Further tests were conducted on two parallel 7 x 7 rod 
bundles with BWR geometry. 
Spacer geometry, heated length (3500 mm), pitch (18,75 mm), rod 
I 
diameter (14,3 mm ) inlet or outlet grid plate are designed identi-
cal to those of KWU BWR's. 
The axial power distribution is approximated by a.chopped cosine. 
Project.Status/Progress to Date 
Experimental investigations of the series "A" were carried out, 
encircling the following parameters: 
Quantity of water spray/bundle: 0,48; 0,68; 1,02 m' /h 
System pressure: 
Initial Temperature: 
1, 5, 10 bar 
Tsaturated 
tn contrary to the normal test series the container, which simulates 
the RPV, was not flooded initially. The heated rods were cooled 
by spraying, when the power was ·increased by steps of 5 kW/ sec 
from 0 to 100 %. The test was cancelled when the temperature 
T approached Tsaturated + 50 °0. 
The test series "B" were carried out with the following parameters: 
System pressure: 
Initial temperature: 
Vapour quantity· 
Pressure drop: 
Power: 
Cooling level: 
· 1; 5; 10 bar 
T 500 °0 saturated an 
0,05; 0,1; 0,2 kg/sec 
0,01; 0,02; 0,03 bar/sec 
110/150 or 220/300 kW 
2450; 1985; 1370; 755 mm 
Some tests were carried out to determine correction. factors for the 
flooding height, when vapour was fed in or pressure was lowered, 
in order to determine c.,·! of the heater rods. The flooding height . 
was controlled by enforced inlet or outlet of water, the desired 
pressure was controlled by valves. 
The test series "0" were carried out with the following parametersa 
Initial Temperature: 
System pressure: 
Power: 
Flooding velocity: 
Spraying of one bundle: 
Goo 0 and aoo 0 c 
1 ; 5 and 10 bar 
300/220 k\1 
1; 1,5; 2; 3; 3,5; 5 cm/see 
0,68 and 1,03 m3 /h 
About 20 % of the sprayed water wetted the containment and not 
.. 
the bundle. The water level was kept constant about 300 mm beneath 
the heater rods. Two tests were carried out with ~oint spraying 
and flooding. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The test series "A" and "B" are completed. The results are plotted 
and stored. 
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The result of the tests on e,·f was lower than expected theoretically 
. ("' 5 %). 
The test series "C" are completed and evaluated. During sprqing 
the power was .decreased about 40~~ when a temperature of 925 °0 was· 
reached. The result was, that the heat transfer during sprQJ"ing 
is better at higher pressure load compared with 1 bar. 
Next Steps 
Additional tests as proposed b~ the 8K ~otkUhlung" 1 comparative 
tests, evaluation of heat transfer coefficients from the test 
results, investigation of parameter influences. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 36. 
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Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
E. Hicken, K. Riedle 
"Bubble rise velocity and heat' transfer in a vertical rod bundle" 
Paper presented at the Meeting of the "European Two-Phase Flow Group" 
at Haifa, June 2 - 6, 1975 
H.-P. Gaul, E~ Hicken 
H. Loser, K. Riedle 
K. Ruthrof, J. Sarkar 
"WarmeUbergang an stagnierendes Fluid in zwei SWR-l3Undeln 
unterschiedlicher Leistung" 
, 
Paper presented at Gemeinsame Fachtagung der Fachgruppen 11Reaktor-. 
sicherheit" und "Thermo- und Fluiddynamik 11 der Kerntechnischen 
Gesellschaft. 28. - 30. Januar 1975 
K. Riedle. 
"German reflood heat transfer program" 
Presented at the 3rd Water Reactor Safety Researc~ Meeting 
Gaithersburg, Md. Sept. 29, 1975 
Classification: 1.2 
I 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansuase>: I COUNTRY: 
' BRD Theoretische Untersuchungen zur Niederdruck- und Wie-
derauffUllphase der Kernnotklihlung SPONSOR: 
(ATT 085 A- I.1.2., Jahresbericht A 75) BMI ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Title 2 (enqlish) : Pxoject Le.!!!!£: 
Low Pressure and Refilling Phase of Emergency Core Dr. H. Karwat 
Cooli~g Dr. A.B. Wahba 
'I 
Initiated (Date) :. Completed (Date) : 
Status: La§t Updating (Date): , 
.. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
The general aim of this project is the development of computer codes 
to predict the thermal and hydraulic·response of wa~er.cooled reactors 
during the refilling phase of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). 
2. Particular Objectives 
One main objective is to develop a code which is able to simulate 
efficiently the flooding of the· core and the various physical phenom-
ena involved in this process. 
Besides this development the application of existing codes is con-
tinued in order to indicate which particular problem will need special 
consideration in the new code~ 
From the analytical verification of related experiments additional 
information i-s expected to support the analytical work. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant. 
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4. Project Status 
The activities during this year were concentrated on four points: 
-Application of the US-Code RELAP-4 /1/, to study the behaviour of a 
light water reactor during the final phase of blowdown. 
-Application of the KWU-Code .wAK-1, to study the influence of differ-
ent parameters on the refilling process. 
- Drafting the main features of a basic version of LRA-Code for the 
flooding of the core. 
- Evaluation of the rewetting experiments on a highly heated tube 
(RS 62). 
4.1 Progress to Date 
In order to study the physical phenomena during the final phase of 
blowdown of a pressurized water reactor, a nodalization of the whole 
primary loop had to be done. For an improved simulation of important 
components like steam generators, pressurizer, contalnment and emer-
gency core cooling injection devices a nodalization with 16 volumes 
and 21 junctions was chosen. Several computer runs were performed to 
test the performance of the actual RELAP-4 version with respect to: 
- Amount of water left in the loop after blowdown, comparing the 
separation model for the two phases with homogeneous assumptions. 
- Efficiency of core cooling injection into both hot and cold leg. 
- Response of the fluiddynamics in the primary loop on pre~sure 
increase in the containment near the end· of blowdbwn. 
Using the refill program WA~-1, the inf~uence of the following input 
parameters on the refilling time was studied: 
- The interaction between steam from the core and cold injected water 
in the upper plenum is accounted for by a condensation efficiency 
parameter. 
-The motion of the upper quench front is essentially dependent. on ·the 
input table for the axial distribution of the average ·surface tem-
perature and on the input value of the Leidenfrost temperature. 
,• 
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For the evaluation of the rewetting experiments of a heated tube, done· 
by the KWU (RS 62), program development was carried on. For example 
DATEBG was developed to determine and plot the experimental variables 
from the-'rneasured signals. From the measured fluid temperature at a 
certain axial position the history of the heat transfer coefficient 
was determined using the evaluation model;DIFARZ /2/. Other variables 
like the velocity of the quench front ·were also determined from the 
measured 9uantities. 
4.2 Essential Results 
Computation results of the 16 volume PWR example using RELAP-4/002 • 
Vers. 8 has shown: 
- The use of the separation model in the core region leads to strong 
oscillation in the flow rates. These oscillations caused a consid-
erable increase in computatlon time. 
.. 
- The simulation of hot injection into the volume representing the 
upper plenum resulted in an unreasonable increase in the water mass 
in this volume (Sandwich formation). 
The parameter study using the refilli~g program WAK-1 has shown that 
the flooding time of the core increases rapidly when'the condensation 
efficiency is decreased. 
J 
Most of the r~wetting experiments done by KWU on a highly heated tube 
were evaluated using the data reduction code DATABG and the evaluation 
model DIFARZ. The res~lts of this evaluation are given in /4/. An 
acceleration of the quench front due to an increase in the flooding 
velocity as well as due to an increase in the subcooling of the inlet 
water was observed. 
S. Next Steps 
- '1;he development of a refill· program is now concentrat·ed on the simu-
lation of the flooding process in the core. Detailed calculation of 
the transient thermal behaviour of an average pin should .accompany 
I ... t. 
.-. 
the flooding process. Accurate information of the transient cladding 
temperature together with the Leidenfrost criterion for.the re-
wetting of the clad will lead to the separation of the quench. front 
from the water front. Work is going on to simulate the different 
heat transfer regimes during the floodin~ process /3/. 
- Improvement of the evaluation model DIFARZ to generalize its appli-
cation to related experimental programs. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The work has strong relations with refilling and emergency core cool-
ing experiments of light water reactors carried out within the pro~ 
~ 
jects RS 36 and RS 62. 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
K.V. Moore, W.H. Rettig 
RELAP-4 - A Computer Program for Transient Thermal Hydraulic Analysis 
ANCR-1127, Rev. 1 
/2/ 
J. Simon-Weidner 
Beschreibung eines eindimensi6nalen Auswertungsprogramms DIFARZ zur 
Bestimmung von WarmeUbergangszahlen aus gemessenen Temperaturen. In-
terner Bericht 
MRR-I-31, Oktober 1974 
/3/ 
P. Schally, V. Teschendorff 
BESAM-2 - Ein Modell zur Berechnung der Temperaturverteilung in einem 
Reaktorbrennstab. Interner. Bericht 
MRR-I-55, Dezember 1975 
/4/ 
A. Berning, ·A.B. Wahba 
Versuche zur Wiederbenetzu~g hochaufgeheizter Rohre - Auswertung von 
Versuchsergebnissen. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-58, Dezember 1975 
/5/ 
Quarterly Reports in the Series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelunq und Anlaqensicherunq 
D-8046 Garching 
Federal Republic ·of· Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confidential and therefore normally not available. 
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Classification: 1.2 
-
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen zur Hydraulik des' Flutvorgangs und zu SPONSOR: bisher noch unberUcksichtigten EinfluBgroBen beim BMFT 
Wiederbenetzen ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 184- I.1.2; A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english): ~.reject Le~: 
Investigations on the Influence of the Hydraulic H. He in 
during Reflooding 
I 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
• 10. 75 ;o. 9. 77 
' Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
·' 
Continuing 31. 12. 1975 
General Aim 
In order to improve the reflooding model, the hydraulic effects 
J 
during reflooding will be studied in detail. 
Particular Objectives 
A detailed knowledge of the hydraulics in a channel during the 
reflooding and the resulting flow pattern shall improve the calculati-
on of heat transfer in the unwetted area. With the help of this 
experiment criteria will be worked out for the transition of vapour -
to fog flow and from fog flow ~ to film boiling in order to get more 
information of the extension of different heat transfer regions. 
The coupling of the rewetting model based on heat conduction in the 
wall with the hydraulics of the channel is a presupposition for a 
general applicability of theoretical calculations. 
Experimental Facilities 
ror these experiments the tes~rig used for the program RS 62 will be 
modified 'for getting more detailed information on the hydraulics 
during the reflood period. Also for these experiments constant inlet 
conditions will be focused. 
For special t·ests an annular test section with a quarz-glass tube for 
the outer wall will be used. 
. IKL 
Research Program 
For three different hydraulic diameters rewetting experiments will be 
carried out variing the parameters initial wall temperature, inlet 
subcooling, supply velocity and system pressure. Also the ratio 
stored heat to the water content within·the channel will be varied. 
With the annular test section a comparison will be made for the 
advancing of the rewetting front for Z~- and stairiless steel 
channings. 
To improve the rewetting model information is needed on the 
rewetting temperature and on the effects near the rewetting front. 
·' 
Project Status/Progress to Date ' 
Some discussions have been arranged in order to improve the 
instrumentation for measuring of local density and flow conditions 
for an inside flooded tube. 
For comparision of the rewetting of stainless steel and Zr,y tubes· 
the existing rig with an annular test section was extended and the 
test tubes were installed and instrumented. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
First results for rewetting experiments with the Zr,r- and the stain-
less steel tube showed that the rewetting front with the Zr,r canning 
is about twice faster than with the stainless steel tube. 
Next Steps 
A· literature study will be conducted concerning the hydraulics during 
reflooding, especially on the ·sub~ect in what kind the flow velocity, 
phase and density distribution and other parameters are considered in 
the existing codes. 
For the experimental investigations the most appropriate instrumen-
tation has to be selected~ .After this some reflooding tests will be 
run with tubes of different internal diameters. In the annular test 
11" • 
section the tests with Zry-tubes will be conducted. Finally the 
detailed investigations of the surroundings of the rewetting front 
will be prepared. 
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Relation with Other Projects 
RS 62 Experiments for the Establishment of a Theory of the 
Rewetting of Highly Heated-up Rods by Pipe Experiments 
Emergency Core Cooling Program - Low Pressure Experiments 
Reference Documonts/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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CLASSIFICATION 1.2 
Title 1 : L.O.C.A. Computations Title 2; 
Initiated: 1st January 1975 
Status: Progressing Last Updating: 1st January 1976 
Country; United Kingdom Sponsor: UK - NII 
Organisation: Strathclyde University 
Project Leaders: H C Simpson, D H Rooney 
General .Aims: 
To become familiar with RELAP computer codes and to check the 
sensitivity of the procedures and correlations contained therein. 
Particular Objectives: 
To check the codes against depressurisation and transient two-phase 
flow experiments carried out at Strathclyde. 
.. 
3. Experimental Facilities and PrQgramme: 
Three circulating test loops available 
(i) steam water, vertical tubes, pressures up to 70 bar 
(U) Freon 113, vertical and horizontal, transparent pipework, 
pressures just above atmospheric. 
Tube sizes 50 to 100 mm diameter. Data recorded indllde depressurisation 
rate, pressure differences, mass velocity and void fractions • Non 
equilibrium effects also being studied. 
4. Project Status: 
s. 
(1) Data available from steam-water rig. Re lap 4 code programmed for 
·test rig and preliminary results obtained. 
(2) Work started on modifying Relap 4 to operate with Freon liquid-
vapour mixtures. 
Next Ste2s: 
(i) Comparison of total data from steam water rig with Relap 4 predictions 
(ii) Comparison of data from Freon 113 test rigs with Relap 4 predictions 
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6. 
Clas1tfication 1.2 cont. 
Relation with Other ProJects 
Working in conjunction with projects at National Engineering Laboratory 
and Manchester University through N .1.1. 
7. Reference Documents: 
Reports pending 
Degree of Availability: 
i . 
' . 
B,y application to NII 
1. Budget: 
Around £10,000 per annum 
2. Personnel: 
Professor H C Simpson 
Dr D H Rooney 
Mr T M S Callander 
Mr R O'Mahoney 
- Academic Staff, Part-time on project 
-:Academic Staff, Part-time .on project 
- Academic Staff, Part-time on project 
- Research Fellow, Full-time on project 
Several Postgraduate Students 
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1. 
CLASSIFICATION 1 • 2 
Title 1; P. W. R. Refill Studies Title 2: 
Initiated: 1st November 1975 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last Updated: 
. 
Country: United Kingdom Sponsor: UK - NII 
Organisation: Strathclyde University 
Project Leaders : H C S1mpson, D H Rooney 
General Aims: 
To simulate the refill process in a P. W .R. downcomer and study its 
effectiveness. 
·' 
2. Particular Objectives: 
To produce a theoretical model, br correlation, defining the refill 
process enabling the limiting conditions to be predicted. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme: 
4. 
5 •. 
Work to be carried out in three phases. Phase 1 is developed annulus with 
tangential water injection. Phase 2 is developed annulus with normal 
water injection. Ph a se 3 is lll 0 scale model of P. W. R. downcomer. 
.All test sections transparent, fluids steam and water, pressures just above 
atmospheric. Measurements. to be taken include steam and water flowrates, 
pressures, temperature distributions. Cine photography to capture liquid 
bridging effects. 
ProJect Status: 
Phase 1 data being collected. 
Next Step_s: 
Production of theoretical model 
6. Relation with Other Project: · 
Similar in some respects to the Wall is work at Creare: 
,' 
I .1'/-
) 
. 
7. 
Cloasiftoatton 1.2 
PWR Refill Studies 
. . 
Reference Documents: 
Reports pending 
8 ~ Degree of Availability: 
B,y application to Nil 
1. Budget; 
£8700 
2. Personnel: 
Professor H C Simpson -Academic Staff, Part~time on project · 
Or D H Rooney -Academic Staff, Part-time on project 
Mr T Campbell (Ph.D. Student)- Full-time on project 
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PROJECT TITLE : Bottom flooding ECCS 
Sistema di raffreddamento di emergenza 
per allagamento dal basso,. 
SPONSORING COUNTRY : IV,.ly 
DATE Yl\TITIATED . 1971 . 
DATE COMPLETED : 1977 
CLASSIFICATION 
1. 2. 
ORGANISATION : 
CISE sponsored by CNEN 
-
PROJECT LEADER ; At prP. 
sent under responsi9i-
lity of UTM (CISE). 
' l '---· 
l 
1 
I 
' l 
I 
l 
1 
l 
I 
'j 
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I 
c._,· 
Status (latest updating): May 1975 
~scrip_tion : 
1. General aim: to predict the performance of bottom flooding 
ECCS 1n pressure tube reactors. 
2. Particular objective: understanding of basic phenomena in-
volved 1n bottom flooding ECCS in water reactors. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
3.1. ~~2~!i~~n~~!-f~s!!!!!~2 
- IETI-1: (see Nl.l.2)for scaled-down experiments 
- REM - for fu.ll-scale experiments; f] owrate 2,8 kg/s; 
pressure 10 bars; heating power 300 kW. 
3.2. Pr2gr~~~ 
3.2.1. Preliminary scaled-down tests relevant to tubular and 
annular geometry. 
3.2.2. Full-scale experiments adopting an indirectly heated 
19-rod bundle. 
3.2.3. Code development for fuel rod temperature predictions. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Pr2~!~22_!Q_9~!~ .<with reference to the above programme> 
- (3.2.1.): First set of tests completed; 
- (3.2.2.): Construction stage completed; 
- (3.2.3.): Preliminary code developed; a mor.e sophisticated 
version (2nd version) initiated. 
4.2. Essential results· 
-----------------
- basic understanding of the physical phenomena involved; 
- set up of the experimental procedures and techniques • 
. ·. 
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s. Next steps 
- Full-scale experiments 
- Further scaled-down experiments 
- Completion of the 2nd version code. 
6. Reference documents 
1) Martini R. , Premoli A.. "A simple model for predicting 
E.c.c. transients in bottom flooding conditions" CREST 
Meeting - Munich, October 18-20, 1972. · 
7. Degree of availability: to a limited extent 
_, 
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Title 1 
Classification. 
1.2 
Transient boiling beat transfer in emergency oore 
cooling conditions 
...._ .., __ ._ 
Initiated : 1974 .. . Completed"': December 1976 
Status : progressing Last updating : March 1975 
, . 
1.) General aim 
. 
..... 
countrz : JRC 
Sponsor .: CEC 
organizatio:r\: jR !S.t-kA 
Sstablishment 
Project leader: 
E. ··Burclc · 
. . 
• 
.• 
Investigation and visualisation of transie~t boiling conditions 
2~) rarticular objectives 
~ study the transient boiling conditions in the pr~ssure range 
1-20 bars for several quenching body shapes, .. inlet" suboooling 
conditions and initial temperatures between 200 and 800°C 
(which covers the whole interesting range for .fuel rod and · ·· 
pressure vessel flooding). 
3 1) Experimental facilities and programme 
Quenching facility with flooding and expansion vessel. The 
characteristics o£ this facility are : 
- flooding velocities 
- system pressure 
- cooling water tempera~ure. 
- initial surface temperature 
.. 
: 
• 
• 
• • 
'-37 cm/s 
1-20 bar 
2Q-210°C 
: 200-800°C 
• 
... -t1t I 
. . \ I . 
./ 
. . .
. ... 
· · · 4 .• ) Project status .. ·. 
1.) Progress to date : The construction of the Quenching 
· Facility has ·been comp.leted in 1974. 'J'he final instru-
mentation and calibration of the facility if foreseen 
for January - March 1975. 
·.2.) Essential results: The latest theoretical and experi-
mental literature in this field has been investigated 
in preparation Por the interpretation o£ the experimen-
tal results and the choice ~~ parameters to be investi-
gated. The problem of the determination of the transient 
surface .temperatures and heat fluxes vas overcome by 
applying inverse heat conduction analysis.vith temP,era-
ture dependent physical properties. :, 
,. 
5 .) Next steps : Experimental investigation of the different 
flooding conditions. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
! 
•• 
6,) Relation with other·projects : The programme has been planned 
so as to be comp.limentary to other work in the quenching field •. 
7·) Reference documents : 
.~ 
1' • j JRC safety programme progress report 1974. ! . 
I 
2. ) H. Lauer, Numerical solutions of the inverse one-dimen-
sional transient heat condution equation and their appli-
cation to transient boiling problems. Atke ~,(3),p.215, 
1974 3.1 E. Burck, w. Hufschmidt,' E.De Clercq, InstationMre W~rme­
Ubertragung beim Sieden von Wasser.an der senkrechten 
\-land eines ReaktordruckbehMlters ... Atke !!,·, (2), pp 127-135, 
1973. 
8.,) Degree of availability : Freely available 
9 .) ~udget : The expected total investment from the CBC ~s 
65 000 UA which includes the cost of the facility and the 
running costs. 
.. .,. 
.. 
. . 
'10.) Personnel·: 5 men/year 
11 .. ).Additional information.: -
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Classification: 1.2 
f Title....f Countrv 
'Briri-(u.s.A) I 
Level Swell Reflood Heat Transfer 
,. ' 
Title 2 
Sponsor 
~abcock and Wilcox 
Proprietary 
Organisation 
BBR Mamtbeim 
..,__ ______________________ ,_ ---------·--- -·---
Initiated: Jan. 1975 Completed: 
Status: Last updating:Dec.1975 
Pro.iect leaders 
Dr. B. E. Bingham 
R. T. Bailey 
--·-·---------'-·--------
1. General aim 
To determine reflood characteristics of a B & W "vent valve" 
plant and to evaluate the effectiveness of level swell cooling 
when the water inventory is insufficient to cover the core 
entirely with a two-phase froth. 
2. ParticUlar Objectives 
3. Experimental Facility and Programme 
~n 1975, reflood and level swell tests were conducted with an 
electrically heated 56 tube full length bundle with an axial 
power profile peaked at the ten foot elevation. 
Level swell experiments were· conducted in two modes: 
1) a constant water inventory is maintained by establishing a 
I 
make-up flow equal to the steaming rate; 
2) the water is· allowed to boil off, progressively uncovering 
the bundle. 
The ranges of system parameters covered by the investigation 
are: Average Linear Power, kw/ft 
Pressure,psia 
Inlet Subcooling, (hf·h)/Btu 
ID' 
0.1-0.3 
20 - 180 
.0 - 175 
/fl I 
Thirty forced flooding experiments were conducted using 
this facility covering the following ranges of _system 
parameters: 
Peak Linear Power, kw/ft 
Flooding Rate, in/sec 
Pressure, psia 
Inlet Subcooling, °F 
Maximum Initial Temperature, 
4. Project Statu~ 
4.1 Progress to date 
OF 
The experimental phase has been completed. 
Evaluation of the data is in progress. 
4.2 Essential results 
0.5-1.0 
1.0-3.0 
25-60 
0-140 
800-1400 
Level Swell: For a given core water inventory the swell 
.. 
level increases with power density and inlet enthalpy and 
decreases with pressure. Within the range of exp~rimental 
variables, the Wilson bubble rise model predicts reasonably 
accurate void distributions. The computer code FOAM2, used to 
calculate the swell level and steaming rates during the 
quiscent period of small break LOCA's; h~s been shown to be 
an accurate formulation of the phenomenon. 
Reflood: still under review. 
5. Next Steps 
During 1976, the level swell/reflood prpgram will be continued 
using a single tube. System parameters affecting the reflood 
and level swell phenomenon that will be investigated are: 
1) Hydraulic diameter of flow channel 
2) Power profile (uniform. symmetric, inlet 
and exit peaks) 
3) Chemical additives 
1. 
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6. Relation With Other Projects 
1. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Availability 
Proprietary 
(It is intended to publicly release the level swell 
results during the third quart~r of 1976). 
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Classification 
1.2 .. 
-· Title 1 . COUNTRY Belgium (USA) 
FLECHT - Low Flooding Rate Test 
Program (Full Length Emergency SPONSOR 
Cooling Heat Transfer) 
ORGANIZATION : Westin~housE 
, . Juol ear Dlrope ·• 
Title 2 PROJECT LEADER 
Initiated Completed SCIENTISTS 
May 1974 Nov, 1975 
-
Status Last u~ating: 
start testing Dec 12,1974 
Dec, 1974 
! 
) 
1. GENERAL AIM 
The general objective of the FLECHT test program is to obtain 
experimental data for use in evaluating the heat transfer 
capabilities of a PWR Emergency Core Cooling System during a 
postulated loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the tests to be conducted in the modified 
FLECHT test configuration are to supplement the parametric 
effects studied in the original FL~CHT program, and to pro-
..• 
vide heat transfer coefficient and entrainment data at flooding 
, . 
rates of 1 in/sec and below. The forced flooding tests will 
be conducted with rod bundles having a cosine and a skewed 
axial power profile. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
The FLECHT-SET test facility will be modified to conduct 
forced flooding tests as shown in Figure 1. 
The modified facility consists of : 
a) The original FLECHT test section housing with baffle 
installed in the upper plenum exhaust to improve liquid 
carryover separation. 
b) The 10 x 10 red bundle and related existing instrumentation 
including the ANC liquid level transmitter. 
c) The existing pressurized water supply accumulator and 
injection line with three rotameters injection rates from 
0.5 to 12 in/sec. 
) 
) 
lot 
d) A close coupled carryover tank connected to the test section 
upper plenum. 
e) A commercially available steam separator with a capacity 
of 2500 lbs/hr, and a liquid collection tank to collect 
liquid entrained in the exhaust steam. 
f) Exhaust piping with a system pressure control valve and 
an orifice plate flow meter to mesure steam flow rate. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
... 
a) Progress to-date : 
• 
Modifications to the test facility have been completed, 
and shakedown testing has been started with the cosine 
axial power profile rod bundle. 
b) Results : None 
5. NEXT STEPS 
Complete testing with a rod having a cosine axial power 
profile in April, 1975. 
Complete testing with a rod bundle having a skewed axial 
power profile in November 1975. 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program is related to all other Emergency Core Cooling 
System Test Programs such as : 
Delayed DNB 
UHI 
' 7 
\ 
. , 
Blowdown, Refill and Reflood 
FLECHT-SET 
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
a) WCAP-7665 - PWR FLECHT Final Report, April, 1971. 
~o3 
b) WCAP-7931 - PWR FLECHT Final Report Supplement, October 1972. 
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
Available upon request • 
LIQ. LEVEL 
CARRYOVER TANK 
~ ALL INSTRUMENTATION IS 
NOT SHOt"lN 
FLECHT LOW FLOODING RATE TEST CONFIGURATION __ 
TEST SECTION~ 
LIQ. LEVEL 
STEAM SEPARATOR_ 
ELEV. 
0-100 GPM 
0-18 GPM 
0-6 GPM 
ROTAMETERS 
PRESSURE 
CONTROL 
VALVE 
ORIFICE 
EXHAUST 
WATER 
SUPPLY 
FLOW 
CONTROL 
VALVE 
TURBINE METER 
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Classification 1.2 
. 
Title 1 COUNTRY Belgium (USA) 
FLECHT SET SPONSOR Full Length Emercency Cooling 
~ . Heat Transfer Systems Effect 
. ' Tests. ORGAN.IZATION : Westinghouse 
Nuclear Europe 
.Title 2 . PROJECT LEADER 
SCIENTISTS . . 
Initiated (date) ComEleted . . 
7/30/74 
Status . Last u~ating . 
. '
\ 
I 
I , 
FLECHT FLECHT-SET 
I (Full Length Emergency Cooling Heat Trans er 
System Effects Tests) 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Following a primary system loss-of-coolant accident, the 
. 
system would rapidly depressurize .. The loss of coolant 
~ay partially or wholly uncover the reactor core. The 
Emergency Core Cooling System is provided to rapidly reflood 
the reactor vessel under such conditions, and ensures that 
any damage to the core does not lead to any unacceptable 
consequences either in the plant or off-site. 
The original.FLECHT series of tests were designed as separate 
effects type tests to investigate the reflood heat transfer 
history of hot fuel rods in the core during the reflood 
phase of a LOCA. The reports of this series of tests are 
given in References 1-4. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
FLECHT-SET is a continuation of the FLECHT bottom flooding 
test except that the effects of the system volumes, 
resistances, elevations and other heat inputs are modeled 
to obtain the system feedback on the flooding rate and 
heat transfer. The program will consist of two phases. 
Each phase is intended to simuiate a 4 loop PWR with various 
degrees of sophistication. Details on each are included 
in subsequent sections. 
!db 
3. E~PERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Experimental facility is illustrated by figure 1 and is 
described in references 5 and 6. 
The program is divided in 2 steps : 
- PHASE A consisting of seeping tests (1 loop no steam 
generator) 
- PHASE B including a more complete systems effect 
simulation (2 loop steam generator simulation). 
: ~ 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
4.1. Programs to-date 
Phase A consisted of a set of early seeping tests employing 
a simplified 1 loop system simulation without a steam generator 
(long lead item) • The simplification (1 loop representing 
4 loops) is considered necessary ±n order to measure flood 
rate and particularly the test section effluent two phase flow 
rate. Without the steam generator producing single phase flow 
at its exit, this is not measurable with standard orifice 
measuring techniques. Hence a simple system devised which 
separates, collects, and measures test section liquid effluent, 
then heats the remaining steam to saturation or above, thereby 
allowing a meaningful single phase orifice flow measurement. 
The liquid carryover is separated and collected at a measured 
rate (at the steam generator location) prior to passing through 
the largest flow resistance of the loop. A high quality mix-
ture (x > .95) then enters a 24 ft. length of heated pipe where 
any remaining liquid is vaporized prior to passing through 
the loop orifice. Since the flow through the calibrated orifice 
is single phase, the flow rate can be determined by measuring 
the pressure drop and upstream temperature and pressure. A 
total effluent flow rate and quality can be calculated 
from the collection rate of liquid and the flow rate through 
the orifice. 
loK 
The test in this configuration are complete and a data/a~alysis 
report has been issued (reference 5) • The general result 
found from these tests was that the variable flow into t~e 
test assembly, caused by the system response during reflJoding, 
I yielded higher heat transfer than that which would be calculated 
. . 
using the FLECHT heat transfer correlation and the calculated 
flooding rate. 
Phase B is intended to be a more complete SY.Stems effect 
simulation of a PWR 4 loop plant and 1 broken loop and 3 
unbroken loops, including steam generator heat addition and 
elevation effects. Since the steam generators superheat the 
test section effluent, meaningful.orifice flow measurements 
can be made downstream of the steam generators using the loop 
orifice. The FLECHT-SET phase B loop drawing is given in 
Figure 1. The system is described in detail in reference 6. 
A total of 35 phase B tests have been completed including 
facility shakedown tests and repeat tests. Of these tests, 
20 will be reported in a data report and will be separately 
analyzed in a data evaluation report. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The same general trends observed in Phase A were also ob-
served in Phase B ; the variable bundle flooding rate re-
sulted in higher heat transfer than that calculated by the 
FLECHT correlation. 
Several questions have been raised on the scaling logic used 
to design the FLECHT-SET facility. The AEC critically 
reviewed the facility and has issued a task force report on 
the faciLity.. In general, they either agreed with the design 
or suggested modifications which would make the scaling logic 
more exact. The AEC was particularly concerned about the 
observed large oscillations which occurred at the beginning 
of reflood. The Phase A data indicated that the large oscil-
lations were caused by the rapid heat release from the test 
section housing. Since the rate of heat release could not 
be controlled from the housing, (although the time integral 
of the heat release could be controlled), the majority of 
the Phase B tests were conducted with the housing heated to 
the fluid saturation temperature such that the housing heat 
release was minimized. 
·~ 
5. NEXT STEPS 
With the issuance of the new ECCS cr±teria, the AEC has re-
evaluated its reflooding heat transfer requirements and has 
requested that the systems effects tests stop and that the 
FLECHT-SET facility be converted into a forced flooding heat 
transfer facility such that specific reflood heat transfer 
questions identified in the new criteria could be examined. 
The FLECHT-SET testing has stopped and the facility is being 
converted to a forced flooding mode of operation and tests 
in this configuration are scheduled to begin in December 1974. 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program was in the line of other ECCS programs on the 
post blowdown phenomena like FLECHT, STEAM WATER MIXING ..• 
\ 
..;,;; 
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8. Degree of availability 
Available upon request. 
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Title 1 COUNTRY Belgi urn (USA) 
Steam Water Mixing Tests. SPONSOR 
' 
., 
. 
ORGANIZATION . Westinghouse 
. ~ 
. 
Nuclear Europe. 
Title 2 PROJECT LEADER 
SCIENTISTS 
Initiated Completed 
Status Last. UEdating 
1. GENERAL AIM 
During a LOCA, the effects of venting steam with cold water 
accumulator and safety pump injection are not quantified. 
In order to calculate the steam flows vented through the 
cold leg, the effective resistances must be ·determined 
experimentally • 
. 2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
The AEC interim criteria states in part 
'ft 
1., "No steam flow shall be permitted in intact loops during 
the time period that accumulators are injecting". 
2. "All effects of cold injection water, in either a hot or 
cold leg, in steam flow (and A P) should be included in 
the calculation". 
The intent of the steam/water mixing program is to relax 
these overly conservative design criteria by obtaining 
pressure drop data during cold water injection for use in 
blowdown and reflood codes. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
Tests were conducted at approximate conditions expected to 
exist during and after blowdown. Table 1 presents a list 
of the important parameters and their ranges. 
The test sections represent scaled segments (length to 
diameter ratio is constant) of the piping between the reactor 
coolant pump and the reactor vessel. The full PWR primary 
coolant loop resistance is also simulated. 
liJ 
) 
Surge tanks at either end allow a constant pressure drop to 
be set across the loop, representing a fixed downcorner head. 
The steam flow resulting from this fixed driving force was 
measured. A typical test setup is pictured in Figure 1. 
The effect of scale was studied to extend the test results 
to a full scale PWR. Tests have been run at 1/14 and 1/3 . 
scale. Tests were also run with and without the full length 
cold leg extension pictured in Figure 1 for the 1/3 scale 
test section. 
Instrumentation included density me~surement·by a low energy 
X-ray attenuation technique, as well as temperatures, 
• 
pressures and pressure drops. 
This work was performed by Westinghouse at the Canadian 
Westinghouse Laboratories in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 
This program has been submitted to EPRI (Electrical Power 
Research Institute) for cooperative funding. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
·Progress to-date and essential results. 
A series of tests have been completed at 1/14 scale with 
injection angles of 90°, 60° and 45° in both the accumulator 
and SIS phase of reflood. Test section pressure drops in 
the accumulator range can be predicted reasonably well with 
a simple model based on one-dimensional momentum consid-
erations. For 90°, the effect of accumulator injection is 
to decrease test loop steam venting capability by 5 to 30% 
from the no-injection case. For 45° injection, the steam 
venting capability is increased due to the pumping action 
of the angled injection. For the SIS range of flow rates, 
I 
~ 
cold leg injection has a very ~inor effect on overall loop 
'resistance. 
The 1/14 scale simulated blowdown tests have been performed 
and the pressure drop data was found to agree reasonably well 
with the one-dimensional momentum prediction. Density 
measurements indicated that the two-phase flow was nearly 
homogeneous during the higher pressure blowdown tests. 
Density measurements have also been obtained for both the 
high ECC flow (accumulator) and low ECC flow ~pumped injection) 
portion of the reflood transient. ~he pressure oscillations 
which were observed on the pressure transducers was found 
to be caused by oscillating flow. The oscillating flow 
behaviour was observed on both the density and thermocouple 
readings. The 1/14 scale report shall be issued shortly. 
The 1/3 scale tests and data analysis is complete and the 
report is presently being published. The 1/3 scale tests 
showed similar behavior but more scatter as compared with 
the 1/14 scale data. The same model which was used to 
represent the steady cold leg pressure drop data for the 
1/14 scale tests will also represent the 1/3 scale data if 
the upper bound limit is increased to 1 psia. Scale effects 
were observed in the 1/3 scale tests, however, they can be 
included in the 1 psia upper bound on the data. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
EPRI has indicated that they would require additional testing, 
these requirements are now being determined. 
. ,, 
: ) 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
This program is related to all other ECCS programs that aim 
to a better understanding of the post blowdown transient 
such as FLECHT, FLECHT-SET .•• 
TABLE 1 
COLD LEG STEAM/WATER MIXING TESTS 
Parameter 
System Pressure 
Cold Leg Steam Velocity 
Cold Leg Steam Quality 
Water Injection Velocity 
Accumalator Water Temp. 
Water Injection Angle 
45 to 20 psia 
50 to 400 ft/sec 
60% - 300 psia to 
550°F - 20 psia 
1 to 90 ft/sec 
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Classification: 1.3 
'fi tle 1 (Orisinal Lansuase> : COUNTRY: 
Verhalten von Zry-4-Hullrohren unter 
BRD 
den bei Kiihl-
mittel-Verlust-Storfallen auftretenden Beanspruchun- SPONSOR: RI1FT 
gen (RS 107-I.1.3, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish} ·= Project Leader: 
Behaviour of Zry-4 Canning Tubes under Loss-of ... 
Coolant-Accident Conditions H.-J. Romeiser 
Initiated (Date): Cornl">leted (Date) : 
August 1973 June 1976 
Status: Last U;edating (Date): 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
Objective of this task is the investigation of the behaviour of 
fuel rod canning tubes with respect to loss-of-coolant-accident 
(LOCA) conditions. The investigations concern the inside burst 
test of fuel rod specimen at elevated transient temperatures to 
determine the diameter increase, the burst-pressure, and the burst-
temperatur. 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
The program is divided into three parts: 
a) The influence of different parameters on diameter increase and 
burst-rupture will be investigated by a parameter study. 
The following parameters will be regarded: 
- Heating rate 
- maximum temperatur Tmax 
- Internal pressure 
- material condition (oxidated, H2 content) 
- test-atmosphere (air, inertgas, steam) 
Tests will be run with direct resistivity-heating of fuel rod 
specimen filled with alumina!pellets and a distinct helium 
prepressure. Temperature-time-correlation will be simplified. 
b) The influence of the increasing gap between the fuel and the 
cladding during the heat-up phase on the diameter increase will 
be studied. Therefore special specimen must be developed with 
internal heaters and high heat capacity. 
c) To find the correlation between the conservative tests above 
and a realistic excursion of a LOCA, tests will be run with 
approximated temperature-time-correlations. 
Project Status/Progress to·nate 
The burst rupture tests on different Zry-fuel rod specimen were 
continued. The test conditions and parameters were: 
Zry-fuel rods with PWR-dimensions 
length of the specimen: 480 mm 
Medium internally/externally: air/air 
Direct heating 
Filling: Al2o3-pellets 
Filling rate: 75 % 
Material condition: 
a) hydrided samples with a hydrogen content of about 300 ppm 
(gaseous hydrided) 
b) artificially aged samples with oxide layers of }0 - 20 ;um 
and hydrogen contents of about 300 ppm (corrosion in a LiOH-
solution at 360 °C and about 200 bar) 
Burst rupture tests were performed in order to determine the oxygen 
content in the residual gas after the test with a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer. The test conditions and parameters were similar to 
the burst-tests. 
Burst rupture tests with indirectly (internal) heated specimen 
~~ . 
of Zry-4 fuel rods were conducted. The internal pressure was constant 
and varied from 10 - 110 bar, the heating ~elocity was about 100 °C/s. 
Transient tests on internally gas filled tubes were performed in 
order to investigate the tempe~ature effect on the wall when 
ballooning begins. 
The test for the simulation of the GaU with Biblis A data were 
continued. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The Zry-fuel rods with dif~erent material conditions showed 
following behaviour compared with as received samples: 
a) gaseous hydrided samples had nearly the same circumferencial 
elongation 
b) artificially aged samples had lower circumferencial elongations. 
The nitrogen/oxygen analysis of the internal pressure tests showed 
the following results: 
ar) 
) 
Temperature (°C) 
Internal pressure (b 
Preussure time (sec. 
Circumferencial elon 
-gation (%) 
Conditions on 
~he end of 
the tests 
p 
PN2 
Po2 
PN2fP 
bar 
bar 
bar 
02 
750 800 
80 50 
60 80 
70 12 
54,0 45,6 
49,1 43,7 
4,9 1,9 
10 23 
860 890 1000 
20 20 10 
280 60 30 
34 14 25 
13,5 17,8 8,8 
11,8 16,5 8,6 
1,7 1,3 0,2 
7 13 37 
The burst rupture tests with·internal heating gave lower circum-
ferencial elongations compared with direct heated samples. 
The GaU-burs~ tests showed that it was necessary to adapt the 
internal pressure, because otherwise in the begin of the test the 
full differential pressure will deform the samples during the 
first peak, resulting in an unrealistic behaviour during the 
second peak of the temperature. 
Next Steps 
Internal pressure tests will be conducted in a steam atmosphere 
with ~elium and uo2-filling. ~ 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 177: Preliminary empirical description of the fuel rod 
behaviour during LOCA 
Reference Documents/Degree.of Availability 
No reports available. 
Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lansua~e) : COUNTRY: 
·~orlaufige empirische Beschreibung BRD des Verhaltens von SPONSOR: 
Brennstaben bei hypothetischen Ktihlmittelverluststor- BMFT 
fallen ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 177 - !.1.3; Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Preliminary Empirical Description of the Fuel Rod Dr. vlunderl ich 
Behaviour during LOCA 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
;t 9. 19?5 31. 8. 1976 
... _atus: Last Updating (Date}: 
Continuing 31. 12. 1975 
General Aim 
Deformations of fuel rod tubes during LOCA are to be described 
empirically. Therefore the experimental data of the ballooning 
and burst tests gained from RS 107 will be used for the calibration 
of a material law, whic~ describes analytically the process of 
fuel rod ballooning during LOCA. 
Particular Objectives 
For ballooning the creep law derived by Norton has to be improved, 
__ cause constant Norton parameters are not applicable in the whole 
stress and temperature range during LOCA. 
!OCPerimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities are necessary. 
Research Program 
- development of the empirical material law 
- adjustment of the parameters to the data of the RS 107 burst tests· 
- modification of the parameters due to influences of indirect 
heating, oxidation and hydriding. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
From the experimental data of the directly heated ballooning and 
burst tests RS 107 the temperature dependence of the burst stress 
of KWU fuel rod tubes was determined and compared with data from 
.tl3 
the literature. 
Using the investigated burst stress data, the ballooning of two 
specimen from RS 107 was calculated and compared with the experimental 
data. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The literature study on the temperature dependence of burst stress 
data.showed a rather broad spectrum, resulting from different test 
conditions and evaluations·. 
The strain velocity during ballooning can be described by a modified 
Norton law, using a plastic correction factor, which containes a 
limiting stress value. The limiting stress value is assumed to be 
between the yield and the burst stress and to cor~espond during 
transient processes to the burst stress. 
By suitable selection of the burst stress value good agreement was 
obtained between experimental and calculated data for the cases of 
constant stress and strain- dependent stress. The burst stresses, 
as used in the calculations, were within the scatter range of the 
experimental data. Another result'was, that good agreement between 
calculated and measured values was obtained by suitable adjustment 
of the temperature dependence of the limiting stress value. Up to 30 
strain the influence of the limiting stress on the calculated strain 
value is greater than the influences of the cladding stress assump-
tions, because the calculated strain is the same for strain dependent 
or constant cladding stress. 
Next Stens 
Adjustment of the parameters .of the flow-creep law to the data of 
the RS 107 test. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 107: Behaviour of Zry-4 Canning Tubes under Loss-of-Coolant-
Accident Conditions 
Reference Documents/Degree of~Availability 
No reports available. 
Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansuase> : COUNTRY: 
Parameteruntersuchungen uber die Beeinflussung der BRD 
Hullrohre durch Nachbarstabe beim Killllmittelver- SPONSOR: 
luststorfall _BMl?IJl 
ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 185 
- I.1.3, 3ahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigations on the Influence of Neighbouring Fuel Romeiser 
Rods Durin€;; LOCA 
Initiated (Date) : com12leted (Date) : 
.... 10. ?5 31 • ?. ?? • 
oJtatus: Last UEdating (Date): 
Continuing • 31 • 12. 19?5 
General Aim 
The influence of neighbouring fuel rods on the ballooning and 
burst behaviour of a single fuel rod during LOCA and the mechanical 
and thermal forces are to be investigated. 
Particular Objectives 
The experimental tests shall give information, whether the results, 
obtained for a .. single fuel rod (parameter: differential pressure, 
~emperature, holding time) are changed by neighbouring fuel rods. 
~~ecially it will be investigated, what happens when the 
neighbouring rods are touched: change of diameter increase, time 
until burst and influence of burst on neighbouring rods. 
Experimental Facilities 
The test apparatus consists of the following equipments: five-zone-
oven with control equipment for the surrounding temperature.of the 
samples. 
Inside heating (heating transformer with control equipment) to 
adjust the higher temperature of the samples I or II. 
Pressure apparatus to adjust the inside pressure. 
Measuring and recording equipment to control and record the data. 
Sample arrangement consisting of 2 active and 6 passive samples. 
" 
ltf 
Research Pro~ram 
TwQ fuel rod specimen are surrounded by six dummies, made of compact 
rod material, arranged in. a 3 x 4 - 4 configuration. The influence 
of the ballooning and bursting on the neighbouring rods will be 
investigated with cooling (gas) and without cooling for the 
following cases: 
a) tests with equal temperatures: 
The arrangement shall guarante~, that besides ballooning the 
lateral displacement of the rods can be investigated. Of special 
interest are the ballooning of one specimen in a non-disturbed 
surrounding, the ballooning of a specimen towards another 
deformed specimen in a non-disturbed surrounding and tests with 
two ballooning rods. 
b) tests with different thermal load: 
The specimen are heated internally, resulting in higher 
temperatures compared with the surrounding dummies. Planned 
are· tests with one internally heated· specimen, two specimen with 
equal temperatures; and two specimen ~ith different temperatures 
The tests will be run under argon-atmosphere, the fuel rods will 
contain helium. This concept will be improved when the first results 
are available. 
Project Status/Progress to Date/Essential Results 
The test arrangement for isothermal investigations was designed and 
constructed. Some components of the equipment are built and assembled. 
The material for the specimen and dummies have been procured. 
The tests have not yet started, therefore no results are available. 
Next Steps 
The test apparatus will be completed, the specimen and other compo-
nents will be installed. Some pr~liminary isothermal tests with 
and without argon.cooling will be performed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 107 Behaviour of Zry-4 Canning Tubes under Loss-of-
Coolant-Accident Conditions 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports avail.able. 
I 
1 
- . 
Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Langua9e) : Notklihlung von LWR: Thee.:.. COUNTRY: 
retische und experimentelle Untersuchungen zum Brenn- BRD 
stabverhalten beim Klihlmittelverlustunfall und ATWS SPONSOR: 
und zur Auswirkung von Brennstabschaden auf die Wirk- BMFT 
samkeit der Kernnotklihlung ORGANIZATION: (PNS 4230 - 1.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (engU.sh) : Project Leader: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations of A. Fiege 
LWR-Fuel Rod Behaviour during LOCA and A'I'WS (coordination) 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1973 1979 
Status: Last U}2dating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
General·Aim 
The aim of this project is the development of verified analytical models for the 
response of U~ fuel rods to LOCA and ATWS conditions and the reliable description 
of failure mechanisms and their feedback to the effectivness of ECCS in a fuel 
behavior code system SSYST (PNS 4231). 
The detailed quantitative understanding incorporated in the fuel behavior code must 
be verified by representative experiments. 
The basic philosophy of the experimental Program of the Projekt Nukleare Sicherheit 
(PNS) is to investigate the failure mechanisms of zircaloy-clad fuel rods as a 
function of the main parameters (as differential pressure, temperature and material 
properties) systematically with a broad spectrum of out-of-pile experiments and to 
confirm these out-of-pile experiments with special in-pile investigations. 
The main tasks of this program are: 
- Investigations of the material properties of zircaloy at high temperatures 
(PNS 4235.1, 4235.2, 4235.3) 
- Out-of-pile loop experiments under reactor typical coolant conditions in 
different accident phases (PNS 4236, 4238, 4239) 
,. . 
- In-pile experiments in the steam contamination (DK)-loop of the FR2 reactor 
,. 
{PNS 4237.1, 4237.2) 
128 
In addition, a smaller experiment is perf?r~ed in the FR2 reactor 
to provide better data of the 235 U decay heat in the first 10 to 
1000 sec of a LOCA (PNS 4234) 
These different projects mentioned before are described in seperate 
reports. 
. 
Classification: 1.3 
'l'i tle 1 (Ori~inal Lan~ua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Theoretische Untersuchungen zum Brennstabverhalten BRD 
beim KUhlmittelverlustunfall und ATWS ~~RNSOR: 
(PNS 4231 - 1.1.3., Jahresbericht A 15) 11• 'I' 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
. Univ. Stuttg. (IKE) 
Title 2 {enslish) : Project Leader: 
Theoretical Investigation of LWR Fuel Rod Behavior R. Meyder 
during LOCA and ATWS H. Unger 
Initiated {Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
1973 1979 
Status: Last UJ2datin~ {Date):. 
continuing De.cember 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of this project is the development of a verified analytical 
model to describe the behavior of zircaloy clad fuel rods in differe~ 
reactor incidents as LO~A and ATWS. Especially the effect of balloon-
ing and its consequences are studied and described quantitatively. 
The theoretical studies are performed in close cooperation between 
GfK/IRE and the "Institut fiir Kernenergetik" (IKE),.Stuttgart. 
2. Particular objectives in 1975 
Further development of the modular code system SSYST which allows to 
simulate the interaction between heat conduction in a fuel rod, heat 
transfer in the gap, swelling and ballooning of fuel and clad, pres-
sure in coolant and fuel rod as well as the thermo- and fluid dynamic 
conditions in the coolant channel and the primary coolant system of a 
LWR. Improvement of some moduls which already exist and the integrat-
ion and improvement of a reflood code. 
Documentation of the first version of the code system, SSYST-Mod-1. 
Test of the interaction of SSYST moduls by means of various special 
. ~ 
problems and investigations, including complete primary coolant system 
analysis, employing all of the moduls. Performance of parametric stu-
l3o 
• 
·~' 
dies on 'the influence of expansion, resp. ballooning behavior of 
zircaloy~fuel rods, burnup, of the gap conductlvity, on the time be-
, 
havior of·heat transfer and temperature as well as geometrical data. 
Investigation··of .parameters which are important for the reflood phase 
of a LOCA~ such as heat inventory in the fuel rod, coolant tempera-
ture, vap·or production etc • 
3. Research program 
The development of the fuel rod b~havior model will be performed in 
three steps: 
1) Development of a single-rod model describing the fuel rod behavior 
during LOCA and ATWS, especially time, position and extent of the 
ballooning. 
2) Development of a bundle model describing the behavior of fuel rod 
clusters during LOCA including rod-to-rod interaction and failure 
propagation. 
3) Calculation of the effects of coolant channel blockages upon the 
effectiveness of emergency core cooling. 
4. Project status 
The progress achieved in 1975 can be summarized as follows: 
The modul STADEF simulating the two-dimensional clad deformation 
has been completed. 
The modul ZIRKOX, taking into account the clad oxidation has been 
established. · 
The program WAK of KWU, performing thermo- and fluiddynamic calcul-
ations o~ the coolant, e.g.~the water-level during the low-pressur~ 
LOCA-phase, for a coolant channel has been made available, im-
proved and integrated as a modul. 
A procedure describing the pressure-dependent solid-solid heat 
transfer between clad and fuel has been integrated into the modul 
WUEZ. 
The first version (SSYST-Mod-1) of the program system has been 
completed and documented /4/. It is available for the CDC 6600 
and the IBM 370/168. 
The IBM-version of the SSYST-kernel has been improved which result-
ed in a significant reduction of computer costs. 
Work has been done in order to describe the statistics of the 
ballooning. 
The work on improved description of zircaloy properties was con-
tinued with the verification of tensile and burst-tests of PNS 
4235.1 resp. PNS 4238 and in determining optimized constants in 
equations for diffusion coefficients in Zro2, a and B zircon ac-
cording to the resu~ts of oxidation experiments of PNS 4235.2. 
4.2 Essential results 
-----------------
All moduls for the first version of the p~ogram system, SSYST-Mod-1 
are completed, tests of the system have been perfor.med successfully. 
The system as well as its components have been improved and applied 
to various problems. In particular, the following results have been 
achieved: 
Within the framework of the German participation·in the calculation 
of "standard-problems" of the·usNRC (CASP-program), standarq problem 
2 has been carried out using RELAP3, resp. RELAP4 (emergency core 
cooling experiment 1011 at the "1 - 1/2 loop semiscale test facility 
of the ANC, Idaho). Using the modul STADEF and Norton's creep law, 
different ballooning experiments have been calculated. The cal-
culations showed that the results depend strongly upon the constants 
used in the creep law and confirm the importance of further material 
... investigations, such as performed in PNS 4235.1. 
Data for a 1200 MWe 1-PWR assuming a cold leg double-ended break have 
been worked out and used for SSYST calculations in order to analyse 
the LOCA behavior. The results are reported in /2/. Various sensiti-
vity studies employing especially different moduls lead to an improv-
ed understanding of the applicability-of the code system as well as 
the interaction and importance of different parameters during a LOCA, 
such as gap conductance, mechanical and metallurgical properties of 
the clad, fission product inventory (burnup) and decay heat, ~eat 
transfer problems during fast transients and the events during the 
reflood resp. rewetting phase. The influence of a temperature peak 
of 5 to 10 K on the ballooning e.g. corresponds to the influence 
caused by changes in clad thickness within the limits of the manu-
facturing tolerances. More results are given in /2/. 
5. Next steps 
The program system SSYST will be improved continuously with respect 
to the development of moduls as well as ~o the data-handling and nu-
merical methods used in the code. In general, the analytical work and 
the code development will be extended as follows: 
Investigation and improved simulation of the reflood phase of a 
LOCA. 
Extension of the single rod models in order to investigate failure 
propagation problems on the basis of simplified simulation of 
neighbouring subchannels. 
To improve information on whole core behavior during LOCA sequent-
ial single rod analysis will be done for a number of rods. These 
rods represent classes which differ in burnup and power. 
Supporting calcu~ations for the experimental program (PNS 4236-39). 
•- Verification of· experiments. 
~ Calculation of standard prohlems. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This project (PNS 4231) is part of the major project PNS 4230 and 
strongly connected to the experimental activities PNS 4235 - 4239. 
7. Reference documents 
/1/. 1st PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2195 (German with English 
abstracts) 
/2/ 2nd PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2262 (German wigh English 
abstracts) 
/3/ Gulden, W. et al. 
Dokumentation von SSYST-Mod-1. Ein Prograrnrnsystem zur Berechnung 
des Brennstabverhaltens bei einem Klihlmittelverlustunfall. 
PNS-Arbeitsbericht Nr.58/75, IKE-Bericht Nr.4-51 (German) 
/4/ R.Meyder, W.Gulden 
Die analytische Beschreibung des Brennstabverhaltens bei St6r-
f~llen. KFK-Nachrichten 3/1975 (German) 
8. Degree of availability 
KFK-reports: unrestricted distribution 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Orig:inal Lang:uag:e~: COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zum mechanischen Verhalten Zircaloy-Hullrohr- BRD von 
material beim Kuhlmittelverlustunfall SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4235.1 - I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. GfK, Karlsf.uhe 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : P.roject Leader: 
Investigation on the Mechanical Behavior of Zircaloy-Cladding M. Bocek 
Material at High Temperatures 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted (Date) : 
April 1972 1978/79 
Jtatus: Last UEdating (Date;. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
Investigation of the plastic behaviour of Zircaloy-4 during different reactor in-
cidents, especially LOCA-typical temperatures and stress transients and in a 
LOCA-typical environment •. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The main result desired is the determination of a mechanical equation of state, 
containing all the parameters which influence the plastic strain. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
To determine the particular dependencies extensive series of examinations are 
needed. For this purpose uniaxial strain tests seem more appropriate than multi-
axial deformation tests on tubes. A recalculation of the multiaxial stress condi-
tions existing in the cladding .to the uniaxial case corresponding to a simple 
strain test is necessary due to the strong anisotropy of Zircaloy. Thus a detailed 
knowledge about the influence of texture upon the plastic behaviour is indispen-
sable. 
It is expected that a lot of uncertainities will be inherent to the equation of 
state derived in this way. Therefore parallel burst tests on Zircaloy-tubes 
should be performed. These attenderid investigations may allow for the determina-
tion of the circumferential strain tate. 
t3r 
3.2 Research Program 
- Inve,tigation on texture at high temperatures 
- Investigation on the temperature- and strain-rate dependence of strain, stress 
and strain rate exponent. 
- Investigations on the influence of oxidation products.on plastic behavior 
- Investig~tions on phase tran&formation 
- Postexamination on irradiated material 
- Investigations on the behavior of the cladding under internal pressure 
- Determination of a constitutive equation for plastic deformation 
4. Project status 
4.i Progress to date 
Investigations were performed on: 
- The temperature dependence of the total elongation, the yield stress and the 
strain rate exponent for different sample orientations in air atmosphere. 
- The strain rate and temperature dependence of the strain rate ex~onent in the 
temperature range of 400- ll00°C in air atmosphere. 
- The deformation dependence of the strain rate exponent in alr atmosphere. 
- The influence of heat treatments on the deformation behaviour of the material. 
-The Metallography of the phase transformation a+ (a+B).· 
- Metallographic observations of the grain structure after deformation. 
- The macroscopic fracture behaviour 
- Isothermal burst tests at temperatures of 800°C and 900°C in vacuum. 
4.2 Essential Results 
- The total elongation shows a maximum at 850°C and decreases above 1050°C to 
very low values and ·is dependent on texture. The yield stress decreases with 
. . . 0 
temperature and is dependent up to 650 C on texture. The strain rate exponent 
. 
has shown to be very sensitive tQ sample orientation (angle y between the sample 
axis·and the rolling direction). Thus the superplastic behaviour is not only , 
determined by the temperature- and stress- (strain rate-) range, respectively 
but depends also on the texture. Samples with y • 45° show normalplastic be-
haviour. 
lJt 
- For normalplastic deformation the strain rate exponent is essentially indepen-
dent upon strain rate and temperature. The apparent activation energy and the 
constant of Norton's creep equation in this range were determined for tempe-
ratures between 400°C and 840°C. 
- When the material behaves superplastically a strong dependence of the strain 
rate exponent m upon strain is observed if the deformation is carried out 
in air atmosphere. 
- Heat treated samples (1000°C/1H/vacuum) revealed a considerable grain growth 
a~d subpressing superplasticjty. 
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- The phase change a+(a+e) was investigated metallographically. Occasionally small 
B-phase precipitates are observed inside the a-grains, however intensive preci-
pitation occours in the grain boundaries. 
-No stretched grains were observed on samples for which m·~ 0,3. 
- Samples deformed to fracture below 850°C failed by necking. No necking occured 
on specimens for which the strain rate exponent m~ 0,3. 
- Isothermal burst tests on Zircaloy-4-cladding were initiated at temperatures 
of 800°C and 900°C. Ev~n at times of exposure of 30 sec, i.e. high deformation 
rates at 900°C and an internal pressure of 35 [kp/cm2], circumferential strains 
of 80 % were obtained. 
5. Next steps 
The data obtained from tensile tests in air atmosphere and from creep tests in 
vacuum will be used for compiling a deformation code. 
Burst tests will continu~, the apparatus will be improved to allow for continuous 
measurement of circumferential strain. 
6. Relations to other projects 
PNS 4235.2 
PNS 4235.·3 
RS 107 
7. Reference documents 
1.st PNS-Sem.-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2195 (German with English abstracts) 
2 nd PNS-Sem.Annual Report 1975, KFK 2262 (German with English abstracts) 
M. Bo~ek, P. Hofmann, S. Leistikow, C. Petersen. 
Zum Materialverhalten von Zircaloy-HUllrohren beim Kuhlmittelverlustunfall. 
KFK-Nachrichten (34), 1 75 (German). 
M. Bo~ek, C. Petersen 
Das plastische Verhalten von Zircaloy-4 oberhalb 400°C 
Reaktortagung Nurnberg 8. - 11. April 1975 (German). 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
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Classificatio.n: 1.3 
Title 1 (Original Lansuage) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zur Hochtemperatur-Wasserdampf-Oxidation an BRD 
Zircaloy-HUllmaterial SsiM9~SOR: (PNS 4235.2- 1.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Investigation on the High Temperature Steam Oxidation of S. Leistikow 
Zircaloy Cladding Tubes 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted {Date) : 
1973 1978/79 
Jtatus: Last UEdating: (Date.): I continuing December 1975 
1.+2. General aim and particular objectives 
Studies of Zircaloy/Steam High Temperature Oxidation Kinetics. 
Behavior of Zircaloy 4 tubing under different 
ditions in steam. 
temperature/pressure-transient con-
3.1 Experimental facilities 
An induction heating system for program-controlled Loca-similar time-at-temperature 
steam exposure of tube sections and an experimental set-up for stress-rupture te-
sting of internally pressurized tube capsules under outer steam oxidation were ·in~ 
stalled and successfully operated. 
3.2 Research program 
To start the induction heating system as tool for routine experiments. the former 
experimental oxidations kinetic results at 1 - 15 min. 900 - 1300°C had to be re-
. . 
produced and confirmed. Then Loca-similar runs were performed under program con-
trolled time-at-temperature conditions to obta~n results of the oxygen take-up and 
its sensitivity to changing Loca conditions. Furthermore stress-rupture experiments 
to check in the influence of stress upon oxidation rate and of oxidation upon the 
mechanical properties were started. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The induction heated high-temperature oxidation experiments confinned quantitative-
ly the .. already known parabolic time/temperature rBlationships of total oxygen con-
sumption and penetration. Loca-similar experiments showed - compared to isothermal 
runs at maximum holding time - a reduction of oxygen consumption of about 25 - 30 %. 
4.2 Essential results 
Preliminary experirnents to test the mechanical (creep) properties of unoxidized 
tube capsules in argon provided the necessary hoop stress/time-to-rupture rela-
tionships and elongationsatruptureat 1000° Bnd 1100°C for internal pressures bet-
ween 2 and 10 at, 20 min and 20 sec. These data will be compared with those being 
presently measured under oxidizing steam conditions. After rupture circumferential 
elongations of the capsules of 75 - 101 % were measured. 
After other runs the morphological evaluation of combined burst-creep experiments 
under steam oxidation showed that fast creep tends to open-up cracks in the ZrD2-
scale, making the flanks to parts of the quickly oxidizing surface, combined with 
local wall-thinning, while slow creep favors only local increase of oxide scale 
thickness. 
A comparison between different oxidizing gases (steam, oxygen, air) showed that air 
is the most effective oxidizing medium (especially at temperatures above 1100°C), 
while steam is the most moderate one. In conse~utive runs a certain nitrogen con-
tent of the tube specimens stimulated, while hydrogen moderated oxygen consumption 
at 1000°C. 
5. Next steps 
Exposure of tube sections in metallic and preoxidized state to different Loca-si-
milar conditions. 
Exposure of tube capsules to steam under superimposed creep and comparison with 
mechanical data evaluated by creep testing in argon. 
Metallographic examination of reaction products to measure the extent of oxidation 
under superimposed creep. 
6. Relation with other projects 
These experiments belong to the Material Research on LWR-Fuel Behavior un-
der Loca conditions as part of the Project Nuc.lear Safety in the Nuclear Researc~ 
Canter of Karlsruhe. 
l "' 
7. Reference documents 
• 
/1/ M. Bo!ek, P. Hofmann, S, Leistikow, C. Petersen 
I 
"Zum Materialverhalten von Zircaloy-Hiillrohren beim Kiihlmittelverlustunfall" 
KFK-Nachrichten 7, Heft 3 1975 (34-44) (in German). 
/2/ 1st PNS-Semi-Anntial-Report 1975, KFK 2195 (German with English abstracts) 
/3/ 2nd PNS-Semi-Annual-Report 1975, KFK 2262 (German with English abstracts) 
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Classification: 1 • 3 
Title 1 (Original Language)·: COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zum Brennstabverhalten in der Blowdown- BRD 
phase eines Klihlmittelverlustunfalls SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4236 - I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Investigations of the Fuel Rod Behavior during the G. Class 
Blowdown-Phase of a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident K. Ha in 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1972 1977/78 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
~be aim of experiments is to provide information about the fai-
lUre limits of fuel rods under incident conditions. The improved 
knowledge of the fuel element behavior. in the blowdown phase of a 
loss~of-coolant accident as a result of the experiments is 
to be used in setting up a theoretical model. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Initially, the experiments will be carried out under blowdown con-
ditions typical of PWR's, later on under those typical of BWR's. 
The fuel rod behavior will be determined by measurement under the 
transient load including the heat remova~ from and the internal 
pressure of the fuel rod. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
A loop facility is being built for the experiments in which the 
initial steady state condition~ can be set with respect to rod po-
wer, coolant conpition and coolant flow. Blowdown transients can be 
initiated from this initial· (quasi) steady state phase. The experi-
mental pr~gram so far includes the simulation of hot and cold leg 
breaks with break sizes of lF and 2F. In each case experiments will 
be carried out at different rod powers and internal pressures. 
l 
lVJ 
4. Project Status and Essential Results 
Construction of the test facility has progressed far enough to allow 
a first water pressure test of the high pressure system. to be carried 
out. The first types of fuel rod simulator (750 W/cm max., design 
incorporating annular Al2o3 pellets) and test rod to be used in 
measuring heat transfer coefficients either have been completed or 
ar~ about to be completed in the very near future. 
With the exception of a few uni.ts, the measurement and control c~m­
ponents are being erected in situ. This includes special measuring 
techniques such as the true-mass-flow-meter and the optical measure-
ment of the cladding temperature. 
5. Next Steps 
All efforts are now being concentrated, on the one hand, on the com-
pletion and startup of the test facility together with the special 
measuring techniques and, on the other hand, on the completion of 
the evaluation compu~er programs. 
The startup of p~eliminary experiments is expected for the end of 
the 1st quarter of 1976. 
While work is going on to complete the experimental facility, 
possibilities are being studied to use annular Tho2 pellets to 
improve the quality of the simulation of the fuel rod simulator. 
6. Relations with Other Projects 
PNS 4231J 4237J 4238J 4?39 
7. Reference Documents 
1st PNS Semi-Annual-Report.1975J KFK 2195 (German with English 
abstracts) 
2nd PNS Semi-Annual Report 1975J KFK 2262 (German with English 
abstracts) 
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'Title 1 (Original Language): Untersuchungen zum Brenn- COUNTRY: 
stabversagen in der 2. Aufheizphase eines KUhlmittel- BRD 
verlustunfalles. In-pile-Versuche mit Einzelstaben im SPONSOR: Dampf-Kontamirtations-Loop (DK-Loop) des FR 2. BMFT 
(PNS 4237.1 - I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 {english) : Investigations of ~uel Rod Failure Project Leader: 
in the 2nd Heatup Phase of a LOCA. In-pile-Experiments E. Karb 
with Single Rods in the DK-Loop of the FR-2-Reactor L. Sepold 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted (Date) : 
April 1972 1979 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
continuing December 1979 
1. General Aim 
The aim of this project is to investigate the failure mechanisms of 
Zircaloy clad fuel rods in the 2nd heatup· phase of a loss-of-coolant 
accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The aim of the in-pile experiments is to investigate the influence 
exerting the mechanisms of fuel rod failure by nuclear parameters 
(thermal and mechanical fuel behaviour, influence of fission products, 
of irradiation and fission gas release from the fuel by temperature 
transients, generation of true decay heat) which cannot be simulated 
in out-of-pile tests. 
3.1 ExEerimental Facilities 
The DK-loop (~ampf-~ontamination = steam contamination) was designed 
for the in-pile operation of fuel rod specimens cooled by superheated 
steam. 
It is capable of transporting a coolant mass flow of 140 kg/h through 
' 0 the test section at a pressure ·of 160 bar and a temperature of 550 C 
(superheated steam) . 
A detailed description of the loop is given in SAR, Ref. /1/. The 
loop has been in operation for several years. 
3.2 Research Program 
According to present planning 42 in-pile tests will be performed 
with non-irradiated specimens and later on with fuel rods pre-
irradiated betwee~ 2500 and 3500 MWd/t of burnup. 
4. Project Status 
All test fuel rods are available. The loop is ready for operation. 
The hardware data transfer and test rod instrumentation are 
assembled. The first two in-pile tests were already performed. Pre-
irradiation has begun. 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The extensive preparations and the implementation of the first main 
tests with nuclear rods were the dominating activities in 1975. 
The specification for the nuclear specimens was terminated at the 
beginning of 1975. The last work required in this context was the 
design of the plenum. Then, the specimens were ordered in spring. 
They were delivered in ~arly August. 
The test loop has been changed above all to improve the accuracy 
of the measurements. Just in time before startup of the tests the 
nnection of ~he loop and specimen instrumentation with the CALAS 
aata acquisition system was completed. 
A thermocouple.specification was set up to measure the cladding 
temperature by means of thermocouples and a small series (for 
preliminary tests} was ordered, inspected and accepted which complied 
with this specification. 
The two tests were successfully performed in October 1975. Pre-
irradiation rigs were installed in FR-2. With the introduction of 
these rigs the pre-irradiation ·began'with the fuel specimens to attain 
the maximum target burnup. 
r 
Within the framework of activities relating to the safety report 
on in-pile experiments with pre-irradiated pins the radiological 
environment burden caused by the experiments is presently calculated 
for various boundary conditions. 
4.2 Essential Results 
The design of the plenum volume required calculation of the pressure 
as a function of time, which develops at the point of ballooning in 
the test rod as compared to the full length PWR rod. 
Satisfactory agreement was r-eached for the most important period of 
time of failure sequence, i.e. the time approximately 1 second after 
the onset of ballooning. The result is that the plenum of the test 
rod has the same volume as both PWR rod plena togethe~. The calculated 
results were supported by gas flow experiments with helium and argon 
performed under the anticipated pressure conditions in the rod. 
The differences between the test rod and the regular PWR rod are 
a shorter pellet stack length (test rod to PWR rod length-1/7), and 
the fact that the test rod has only one (upper) plenum whereas the 
PWR rod has the free gas volume divided into an upper and a lower 
plenum. 
In both tests the fuel specimens were exposed to internal pressures 
of 50 and 100 bar helium (at steady-state temperature) and subjected 
to the specific temperature transient in the DK-loop of FR-2. The 
first rod bursaat 50 bar and about 800° C of cladding temperature. 
This pair of values lies within the scattering band of out-of-pile 
results. 
5. Next Steps 
Measurement and further post examinatio~s of the two first rods are 
to be performed in the Hot Cells at the beginning of 1976. 
Particular attention will be paid in 1976 to the problem of thermo-
couple attachment to the irradiated fuel.rod specimens. 
Errors mus still be correctedrin data acquisition. Also some minor 
modifications at the test loop will be required in 1976. 
The safety report will have to be establi~h~d for the experiments 
with pre-irradiated specimens. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
This project is linked to the PNS 4230 group (emergency core cooling 
of LWRs). Close Connections to 4237.2. 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ RB Report No. 4/71 (July 71), safety report for the steam 
!I 
contamination loop (Project FR 2/55a) • 
/2/ 1st PNS Semi-Annual Report 197~ KFK 2195 (German with English 
abstracts) 
/3/ 2nd PNS Semi-Annual Report 1975 KFK 2262 (German with English 
abstracts) 
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Classification: 1.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Referenzversuche zu den in-pile-Experimenten PNS 4237.1 mit BRD 
elektrisch beheizten Brennstabsimulatoren (Einzelstabe) SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4237.2- I.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) BMI<,'r 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
. 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Leader: 
Reference Tests for PNS 4237.1. In-pile Experiments with B. Rapple 
Electrically Heated F'uel Rods (Single Rods) 
Initiated (Date) : ComJ2leted (Date) : 
1.1.1973 1979 
. 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
Investigations of the mechanisms and the extent of failure of Zircaloy clad fuel 
rods during the second heatup phase of an LWR loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
. 
Provision of experimental data by means of electrically heated fuel rod 
simulators as a basis of comparison with results of experiments obtained with 
fuel rods exposed to nuclear heating. (PNS 4237. J) 
3.1 ~xperimental Facilities 
The experiments are being performed in the in-pile loop of the FR2 Research 
Reactor. 
3. 2 Research Program 
Some 25 rods are exposed to transient operating conditions under the test 
program. The pressure differences. the temperature gradients and the power 
profiles at the specimen are assimilated to the conditions applicable to nuclear 
tests and the resulting points of failure are examined and evaluated. 
4. project Status 
Present activities relate to testing of the heater rod concept, the test rig and 
the measuring ·sys.tem. ·· · .. · · . . . · . 
4. 1 Progress to Dat~ 
Manufacturing was completed of a· first series of 5 heater rods to be used in 
preliminary in-pile tests. One of t?te rods was installed in a test rig together 
with A12o3 ring pellets and subjected to about 30 steady .. state and 3 transient 
tests in a first in-pile program. 
4. 2 Essential Results 
The tests had been essentially a success. Disturbances only occurred in the 
measurement of wall temperatures, which had a negative effect on axial 
temperature profile recording at the cladding tube. All the other test targets 
have been reached. They allowed to gather experience relative to 
- the gamma dose rate of the irradiated specimen, 
- the necessary setting times (electric heating, reactor, loop), 
- possible sources of error at the specir.1en, the instrumentation, the 
electric and the measurement' systems inclusive of data processing (GALAS), 
- the application of the methods allowing to determine the thermal and electric 
power, respectively, 
- processiilg of measured values in steady-state and non-steady-state operation. 
s. ~ext Stel?s 
It is planned to perform additional preliminary in-pile tests during the first 
half of 1976 aiming at the following targets: 
- Continued testing of the heater rod, the electric and measurement systems; 
error correction. 
- Determination and comparison of the power generated in the heater zone 
(electric, thermal, nuclear). 
-Determination of the gamma heat fraction in the aggregate thermal power. 
t is planned to install another three test rigs for this purpose. The 
prerequisite of these preliminary in-pile tests is the installation in the test 
rig of a new calibrated orifice. 
Work on specimen design and testing will be continued and evaluation will 
start of the preliminary in-pile tests. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The tests will alternate with the nuclear tests to be performed at the same test 
facility and in the same test position of FR-2. The results obtained in the 
preliminary in-pile tests will also be used in the nuclear power determination 
method ~under th_e PNS_ 42 3 7. 1 proje et. -_ 
The main tests planned for a later date are intended to yield reference data on 
the nuclear test paran;;eters of the ~ame project. 
1. Reference documents 
/1/ 1st. PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2195, (German with English abstracts) 
/2/ 2nd. PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2262, (German with English abstracts) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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Untersuchung zur Wechselwirkung zwischen aufblahenden BRD 
Zircaloy-Hlillen und einsetzender Kernnotklihlung SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4238 - 1.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) BM:b,T 
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Title 2 (enszlish) : Project Leader: 
Investigations of the Interaction between Ballooning K. Wiehr 
Zircaloy Claddings and the Reflooding Emergency eore 
Cooling Water 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
~anuary 1973 1979 
~tatus: Last Updating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of this project is to obtain experimental information for 
development and verification of the SSYST fuel rod behavior code 
with regard to the heat-up and reflooding phases of a LOCA. 
2. Particular objectives 
Important features of the experiments are the interaction between 
the ballooning mechanism and the emergency core cooling and the 
recording of the time-dependent ballooning process of the zircaloy 
cladding, 
Particu~ objectives are the investigations of: 
- time-dependent ballooning mechanism of single rods 
- interaction between ballooning and cooling 
- thermal and. mechanical effe'cts of the rod-to-rod interaction on 
failure beh~vior in rod bundles 
. 
- information on failure prQpagation 
- extent and distribution of flow blockage. 
' 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
The experiments will be carried out \1/'ith special fuel rod 
simulators with.·3.90 m heated length, axial power profile. and a 
total length of 5 m. The fuel rod simulators are assembled to a 5x5 
array and installed in the test section of the test rig. 
The.test rig is able to simulate the processes during the refill 
and re flooding phases of a LOCA •· The test rig is a closed loop system 
with steam and water circuits. The water circuit delivers thecooling 
water into the test section at different flooding rates and inlet -
temperatures. The electrical power control of the fuel rod simulators 
will be done by an automatic system which adjusts the power according 
to the decay heat. 
X-ray penetration with a camera will be used forobservation of the 
ballooning process. For temperature measurement of the ballooning 
cladding a radiamatic device with a two-colour pyrometer has been 
developed. The internal gas pressure in the ballooning zone will be 
measured by means of ~capillary with a micro-pressure gauge. 
The 130 experimental data are recorded by a fast recording system at a 
scanning frequency of 10 kHz and ten times per second. A fast data 
line with terminals and video displays is used to process the 
measured data by the CALAS-system. 
3.2 Research program 
The experiments begin with separate effect tests related to heat 
t·ransport inside the fuel rod simulator, to inner gas flow in the 
gap between cladding and pellets and to deformation mechanism of the 
cladding. With these tests performed on shortened fuel rod simulators 
and under simplified conditions the corresponding moduli of the 
SSYST-code· will.be developed and verified. 
The integral tests with a 5x5 rod array are concentrated, for the 
time being,on single rod tests in a steam atmosphere and under 
flooding conditions in order to investigate the detailed ballooning 
, 
mechanism. After sufficient un~erstanding of the single rod failure 
mechanism has been generated the tests will be extended to bundle 
tests for investigations of rod-to-rod interaction and possible 
failure propagation. 
The test parameters will 
- rod power 
- axial power profile 
- cladding temperature at 
beginning of flooding 
- pressure difference 
across cladding 
- system pressure 
flooding rate (cold) 
- water inlet-temperature 
4. Project status 
be varied in the following range: 
24 to 80 W/cm 
stepped profile and 
cosine-shaped profile 
600 to 900 0 c 
70 to 130 bar 
1 to 4.5 bar 
1 to 9 cm/s 
25 to 65 0 c 
The technical development of the experiments has been finished. 
Some separate effect tests have been performed with the fuel rod 
simulator. The status of the project allo\1/S the beginning of the 
integral experiments on the ballooning mechanism with full-length 
fuel rod simulators to be scheduled for the first quarter of 1976. 
4.1 Progress to date 
The development of the fuel rod simulators has been finished. Their 
thermo- and fluiddynarnic behavior is in good agreement with the 
nuclear fuel rod. Methods ot fabrication have been establiehed. A 
special explosive welding technique has been developed for \1/elding 
Inconel 600 and Zircaloy-4. A prototype fuel rod simulator was 
successfully tested ~t the full desi~n power of 30 kW and a cladding 
temperature of 1000 ° C. The instrumentation of the fuel rod 
simulators has been determined • 
... 
Construction of the test rig and the controllable electrical power 
supply has been completed. 
For recording the balloonine process. special measur-ing devices have 
been developed. The temperature measurement at the point of maximum 
claddinc deformation will be made by a contactless technique. A 
special two-colour pyrometer has been developed for this purpose. 
The lower limit of the measuring range could be lowered to about 
500 ° C. Transmission of the local ballooning pressure to a micro-
pressure gauge of 15 mm3 volume is made by a capillary of 0.36 mm 
diameter. Tests with this measuring sy~tem have shown a fast reponse 
time. The ballooning pres~ure can be calculated from the signal 
with adequate accuracy. For recording the time dependent ballooning 
of the zircaloy cladding a radiographic system with a camera was 
installed. ?irst pictures taken through 5 mm steel bave furnished 
good results. 
One and two dimensional heat conduction computer programs for 
thermal design and experimental verification of the fuel rod 
simulators have been finished. Work has been started on the adaptation 
and verification of some moduli of the SSYST fuel rod behavior code. 
First separate effect tests have been conducted on the gas flow in 
the gap and the deformation mechanism of zircaloy claddings. 
4.2 Essential results 
The development of the fuel rod simulators has been completed 
successfully. Calculations with one-dimensional transient heat 
conduction codes on the thermal behavior have shown good agreement 
between fuel-rod simulator and nuclear fuel rod. It has been 
established by means of tl'lo-dimensional calculations that the in-
fluence of the axial heat conduction is small and of importance only 
very close to stepwise variations of boundary conditions. 
Special measuring devices for recording·the transient deformation of 
the cladding have been tested (a two-colour pyrometer for con-
tactless temperature measurement~ a micro-pressure gauge with a 
capillary for the local ballooning pressure, and a radiographic 
system for the deformation of the zircaloy cladding), the results were 
very satisfactory. 
,. 
First experiments on the ballooning mechanism have resulted in data 
. ~ 
of the temperature and strain rate which are characteristic of 
normal plastic behavior. 
.. 
.. r . 
' 
', . 
. ·-' 
5. Next stens 
Important steps to be taken in the next fel'r months include the 
follo\'rint; aspecto: 
commissioning of the test rie 
- separate effect tests 
- tull-length single rod tests in a steam atmobphere and under 
~ flooding conditionD 
- adaptation and improvement of SSYST moduli 
6. ~ation with other prE)ects 
Other theoretical and experimental investigations on fuel rod be-
havior during a LOCA p~rfcrmed by GfK (PNS 4231, 4235, 4236, 4237, 
4239) and KWU (RS 1o7) and on transient evcnt1 in the reactor core 
and primary circuit in the low pressure phasL oi a LOCA, perform~d 
by KWU ( RS 36). 
7. Reference documents · 
/1/ 1st PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, . 
KFK 2195 (German with English abstracts) 
/2/ 2nd PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, 
KJ:t'K 2292 (German with English abstracts) 
8. Des.ree of availabilit~ 
Unrestricted distribution 
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2. CORE MEL TDOWN 
....... .11 
.a 
'. 
'1" 
Classification: 2.1 
Title 1 (Original Lan ~'!..CTJ:.l: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Auswertung von WASH 1'+00 bzgl. Enereiebilanzen SPONSOR: im deutschen Kernsch?;lelzprocrnr:1m Bl''!Ji'~ (RS 72 c 
-
I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGUHZATION: 
K\·TU' Erlangen 
Title 2 (en2lish) : l?xoject Leader: 
Evaluation of the WASH 1400 Report with Goetzmann Respect to Coremelting (Energy Balances) 
--Initiated (De ... te) : Completed (Date) : 
September 1975 March 1976 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
- -Study of the chapters of WASH-1400 dee.ling with coremel ting prob-
lems (Appendix VIII). 
Particular Objectives 
'. 
Comparison and assessment of the results; the main differences will 
be discussed. In particular, the accident will be analysed which 
was the basis of RS 72 a/b. 
Project Status I Progress to Date and Essential Results 
Study has started with Appendix V, VII and VIII of the Rasmussen-
report. 
Next Stens 
Work will be· .. finished during the first quarter 1976. 
-~ 

Relation with Other Projects 
RS 72 a and RS 72 b. Theoretical Determination of Energy Balan-
ces for Core Melting 
Reference Documents I Degree of Availibility 
No reports available. 
Classification: 2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Kernschmelzen: Theoretische Untersuchung der SPONSOR: Abschmelzphase Bi"iFT 
(RS 73- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Core Meltdown Program Goetzmann 
Theoretical Investigation of the Different 
Phases of ~he Meltdown Process 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
October 1972 March 1976 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The aim of this investigation is to develop a computer code which 
describes the different phases of the meltdown process including 
the blowdown and heat-up phase following a hypothetical loss-of-
coolant accident in a LWR. 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
For a hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident with ~elting down of 
the core several characteristic phases are defined: 
blowdown-ohase: characterized by the dropping of the water 
level with uncovering of the core and the corresponding 
temperature rise of the fuel rods. 
heat-up-phase: heating up of the rods due to the fission 
products decay heat and the chemical reaction of steam with 
t}le _ fw~l .c:lad~f..n.g ,_ ~.h~~ac:teri_zed by ballooning and perforation 
effects. 
mel tdo">·m-pho.se: temperature rise to the melting point of the 
different components of. the .core (fuel, cladding, spacers) 
leading to a slumping of the affected regions of the core; 
part of the molten material will move further dO\'ln the core 
to solidify again, part will fall to the bottom of the core, 
part will fall out of the core to the lower plenum of the 
reactor vessel. The mode in which the core is slumping and 
losingcontinuously its integrity is depending on many para-
meters as e. g. the thermal-physical properties of the molten 
material, the interaction between fuel and cladding and the 
amount of heat ge~erated. Thus, the model describing the core 
meltdown has to include all reasonable possibili~ies of 
geometric changes of the core and to evaluate the heat and 
mass transfer connected herewith. Important points in these 
analyses are the shifting and redistribution of the inherent 
heat sources, the interaction with the surrounding of the core, 
the generation of steam potentially increasing the metal-water-
reaction, and the conditions at which the supporting grid of 
the core loses its integrity causing a greater part of the 
melting core to fall into the lower regions of the vessel. 
The above mentioned physical processes are investigated in 
detail - first to find the important parameters and to 
establish the governing equations, second to combine the 
different investigations in a single computer code. 
Special attention to the slumping of the core, where in the 
first phase of investigation a "tree" of the different . 
possibilities of slumping shall be formulated. In a second 
step a reduc~.ion in the v~riety of the slumping models shall 
be performed due to adequate experimental and theoretical 
informations. The parameters with the highest probability of 
occuring during the melt-down-process shall then be substituted 
by a more·· detaiiecf "contemplation 'le.ading to sui table correlations 
• ' > ' • • " ' "' • ~ 
and evaluation formula respectively. 
Pro,ject Status I Progress to Date and Esecntial Reeul ts 
Documentation and Integra~ion of the individual modules have been 
continued. 
KOCH-2 
describes the heat up of the residual water. A one-dimensional 
heat transfer model has been integrated for the reactor pressure 
vessel. The analysis is finished and the module was tested 
(replaces BOIL-2). 
CHEBAS-2 
physics and input have been documented. The output was adjusted 
:to user's requirements. 
SLUMP-2 
documented by an intermediate report. 
SLUMP-3 
completed and integrated into MELSIM. 
NACHZRF 
GKSS transmitted final version of the NACHZRF module including 
documentation and input-date covering the test example. Preparation 
of the modifications required for the integration into MELSIM, 
completed thus the NACHZRF results can be integrated into the test 
example. 
KUMI 
GKSS transmitted a modified version of the KUM~ module together 
with a preliminary documentation. IKE provides the connecting link 
for MELSIM. 
In addition, data were collected for the test sample reactor. 
These data were used afterwards. to perfor.m comparative calculations 
betwe"en K.tiM! <and RELAP •. ~- " . . .. 
UMGEB 
The UMGEB module was extended, thus providing a detailed model for 
the radial core environment. The model consists of several con-
centric cylinders, coupled by radiation. 
Intermediate report 
An intermediate report was prepared and sent to the IRS. 
Next Steps 
Completion of work will be delayed for about three months, since 
rearrangements of the computer center at the Stuttgart University 
will result in a several weeks' outage of the computational 
facilities. Evaluation and documentation of the already calculated 
test example is scheduled for the first quarter 1976. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 73 A 74 
~eference Documents I Degree of Availability 
K. Hassmann, Dr. M. Peehs 
"Kernschmelzen- Theoretische Untersuchungen der Abschmelzphase". 
1. Technischer Bericht Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 73 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft (Nov. 1975) 
Company confidential. 
, 
Classification: 2.1 
' 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Un~ersuchungen therrnohydraulische'r Vorgange sowie SPONSOR: Warme- und Stoffaustausch in der Coresc~~elze B!.fFT 
'(RS 48/1 
- I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
TU-Hannover 
Title 2 (english) : P:roject Leader: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Prof. Dr. ~hermohydraulic Behaviour of a Molten Core at the Mayinger 
Bottom.of the Reactor Pressure Vessel 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
!May 1971 April 1975 
Status: Last UEdatins (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1 • General aim 
In this research ?roject the thermohydraulic behaviour of molten reactor 
core at the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel both theoretically and 
exp.erimentally had been studied. In the program different geometries and 
boundary conditions were- assumed and calculated. The experiments which 
had been made for verification the computer codes, had affirmed the 
numerical treatments. 
2. Particular objects 
Of particularinterestwas the determination of the heat flux density from 
the core debris to the wall of the reactor pressure vessel and at the 
surface of the molten core. In addition the temperature increase in the 
de~is and the convection behaviour were determined. This studies were 
not limited to the specific geometry of the reactor pressure vessel, but 
were also extended to horizontal fluid layers. This had to be done by 
experiments and numerical investigations. 
3.1 ExEerimental facilities 
The exper_iments:··wer·e. made -up- with the help of the holog_raphic inter-
, . . . ~ 
ferometry using water as modelling fluid. This optical method allows 
to make visible the whole temperature field in the fluid. This 
temperature field can be recorded and from it the local heat 
transfer coefficient can be determined. For these investigations 
two-dimensional models were used and the examined fluid had to 
be transparent. The volumetr~c heat sources were simulated by 
Joules' heat. More detailed information about this measuring 
technique can be found in /1/. 
3.2 Research program 
In the theoretical part of the project the computer code THEKAR 
was established, which describes the thermohydraulic behaviour 
and the heat transfer in.the molten core in different geometries. 
This includes a horizontal layer, the rotationally symmetrical 
case of a cylinder and a semisphere, which corresponds to the 
real conditions within a LWR-reactor. 
The experimental studies had the aim to verify the calculated 
situations in the rectangular and semicircular geometry, 
essentially the measurement of the heat transfer coefficient. 
In addition experimental investigations were performed using 
models in the shape of a segment of a circle, the height of the 
models was smaller than the radius of curvation. Using these 
models the situation"should be simulated when the bottom of the 
reactor vessel is only partially filled up. 
4. Projekt status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The research project run out at April 30th, 1975: The theoretical 
part had been finished some month before and the experimental 
work in thelastperiod had been done essentially with the inter-
pretation of the results, which we obtained before. In addition 
to our previous results we were able to establish some empirical 
correlations of heat transfer in the geometry of a segment of a 
circle. 
With this experimental.results, we could introduce a model for the 
turbulence-into the program-code THEKAR. With this model we were 
able to compute free convection at very hj.gh Rayleigh-nurnbers, 
which are expected for the molten core in the case of accident. 
The results of this research program are explained in the final 
report in all details (1). 
In addition to the equations we gave in earlier reports, we set 
up correlations for the heat transfer in a semispherical geometry. 
For the upper plane wall we obtained the equation 
Nu= 0.40 Ra• 0 •2 (1) 
and for the semispherical bottom the equation 
Nu= 0.55 Ra• 0 •2 
These equations are valid for the averaged Nussel~-numbers. 
Particularly at the bottom local values of the Nusselt-numbers 
differ from the averaged values with increasing Rayleigh-numbers. 
The maximum value lies closely to the upper wall in this case. 
5. Next steps 
The continuation of the work is now done in the project RS 166. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 73: Theoretical Core Meltdown Studies 
KWU Erlangen, IKE-Stuttgart 1.10.72- 31.12.75 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the series: IRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
Jan. 1975 - March 1975 IRS-F-25 
Apr. 1975 - Jan. 1976 IRS-F-26 
/1/ Untersuchung der thermohydraulischen Vorgange sowie Warmeaus-
tausch in der Kernschmelze 
BMFT-Forschungsvorhaben RS 48/1, AbschluBbericht 1975 (German) 
8. - ... __ Degree ·of availab"il.ity-
The ~eports·are ·available at. the iRs: 
., . 
. 
Classification: 2. 1 
Title 1 {Orisinal Lansuase>: Weiterflihrende Untersu- COUNTRY: 
chung des thermohydraulischen Verhaltens der Kern- BRD 
schmelze SPONSOR: (RS 166 - I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. TU, Hannover 
Title 2 {enslish) : Theoretical and Experimental Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Thermohydraulic Behaviour of a 
Molten Core in the Reactor Vessel and on Concrete of Prof. Dr. 
the Basement Mayinger 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
May 1975 Dec. 1978 
Status: Last UJ2datins (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of this research projectis to establish computer codes, which 
describe the thermal interactions of the molten core with various 
components of the react~r. In order to test the reliability of the codes 
some experiments with modelling fluids have to be done. 
2. Particular objectives 
Of particular interest is the heat transfer from the molten core 
_.taterial to the wall of the reactor pressure vessel, while the molten 
material is flowing into the bottom of the vessel. In addition we want 
to investigate, whether freezing or liquidation of the material at the 
wall occurs and how it effects the thermohydraulic behaviour and the 
heat flux distribution at the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel. 
The next important step is the investigation of the spread out of the 
molten core material on the concrete of the reactor containment and 
how this material penetrates into the concrete. 
In this case the heat-transfer from the melt to the concrete has to be 
found out by considering the influence of the molten concrete on the 
thermohydraulic behaviour of the molten material. 
-: , 
For the future an investigation of bulk boiling in the molten core 
is planned. In this case an estimation of the growth and rise of the 
pubbles is necessary. 
l 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
' For the reliability of the analytical investigations experiments are 
provided. Velocity fields have been measured with the Laser-Doppler-
' Anemometer, when the additional fluid is flowing into a layer, in 
which free convection occurs. A number of these experiments will be 
~arried out with flat, two-dimensional models. In comparison with 
the numerical calculations the experiments should help to establish 
a turbulence model in the computer codes. 
,. 
For the analytical description of the melting process from the beginning 
Of the melt-through of the RPV to the penetration of the concrete by 
thecore melt experiments are planned with material of low melting 
points. 
~.2 Research program 
The first step of the program is to establish a computer code, which 
describes the thermohydraulic behaviour of the molten core during 
the process of melting down, that means, when the molten material is 
flowing down continuousiy on to the bottom of the pressure vessel. It 
is planned to consider analytically also the time and local dependence 
t 
qf physical properties and the heat source density. Additionally 
tnvestigations of the behaviour of solid particles in the core melt 
and the freezing and liquefaction of material at the walls are to be 
made. 
The second point of the research program is the investigation of the 
formation of caverns within the concrete which is initiated by the 
~eat generation and convection of the molten core material. We are 
~orking at a computer code, which desc~ibes this process under 
consideration of chemical reduction of the destroyed concrete in the 
l 
rqelt. 
. -
Further analyses will describe the bulk boiling in the molten core 
~aterial. In this p~rt the growth and rising velocity of the bubbles 
shall be estimated. Additionally some calculations about the outcast 
Qf rnaterial.frorn the molten co~e due to the boiling process are to be 
~rformed. Finally studies about safety retention systems and the 
.:. 
q·ooling of the molten debris is planned. 
4. Progress status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The project was started by expanding the existent codes for describing 
the filling up of the vessel with molten material coming from the 
I 
slumping core. This code is finished in its first version and describes 
the time dependent thermohydraulic behaviour of the core melt at the 
bottom of the RPV beginning with the melt process of the core until 
the filling up of the vessel to its estimated maximum with molten core 
~ debris. The analyses show good results, which are discussed in part 
4.2. For the corresponding experiments the necessary models and the 
experiment~! set-up are constructed. 
To investigate the formation of caverns in the concre-te· a computer 
code was written, which describes the free convection in a layer of 
two liquid phases with different physical properties namely the 
molten core and the molten or dissolved concrete. First it was assumed, 
that the two phases do not diffusate into one another, but free 
convection will occur in the whole area. To avoid numerical mixing by 
the approximation schemes, it was necessary to treat the separation 
.. 
plane between the two phases like a border which is moved due to the 
convection. In this way we want to calculate the transport of the 
molten concrete, having lower density than the core material through 
the layer of the molten core. The properties of this transport will 
affect the local heat flux density at the bottem which is the most 
important parameter for the describing of the propagation of the 
melting front into the concrete. This code is already finished in a 
version, in which the moving of the phase border can be calculated 
correctly, however, the local heat flux density to the bottom is not 
computed up to now. 
4.2 Essential results 
Figure 1 shows an example of the results taken from the computer code 
mentioned in part 4.1. It shows the computed local heat flux at the 
bottom of the reactor pressure vessel during the process of filling 
up. The molte-n material· is assumed· flowing down exactly_ in the center 
of the . vessel. ,_ 
~he local heat flux density, shown in the figure 1, demonstrates 
~hat the heat flux is governed exclusively by the flowing down fluid 
stream. Only the increase of the local heat flux density near th~ 
~urface of the molten material shows,· that there is ·a small effect 
' of the free convection on the heat transfer. With increasing height 
of the melt, the simulated core melt flow falling down into the melt 
already at the bottom, is decelerated more. and more before reaching 
~he bottom of the vessel. For this reason the local heat flux density 
decreases with increasing fluid height. This strong effect of the 
fluid flowing down was already confirmed by some experiments. 
5. Next steps 
In the next steps of this project the prepared experiments for 
measuring the velocity fields shall be accomplished. Furtheron is 
planned to expand the computer code for the computations of filling 
up the process in a way, that takes into account the changes of the 
physical properties and heat source densi'ties during the melting 
process. To extend the code for the description of the destruction 
9f the concrete, it is planned to combine the calculated local heat 
fluxes at the bottom with the melting process of the concrete. 
' 
~· Relations with other projects 
RS 79: Theoretical core melt cown studies 
' 
IKE-Stuttgart 1.10.72- 31.12.75 
r 
~s 154: Investigation of the interaction between molten core material 
.nd concrete 
~wu Erlangen 1.2.75- 30.9.76 
1. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the series: IRS Forschungsberichte (German) 
~eport period: Apr. 1975 - June 1975 IRS-F-26 
8. 
July 1975 Sept.1975 ·IRS-F-27 
Oct. 1975 - Dec. 1975 IRS-F-28 
oesree of availability 
~he reports are available at the IRS. 
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Figure 1: Local heat flux density at the bottom of.the reactor 
pressure vessel 
Classification: 2.1 
'£'1 tle 1 (Orisinal Lansuase> : COUNTRY: 
Experimentelle Untersuchung der Abschmelzphase von BRD 
UO~-~ircaloy-Brennelementen bei versagender Notklihlung SPONSOR: 
(P s 4241 - I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Experimental Investigation of the Meltdown Phase of Dr. s. Hag en 
uo2-Zircaloy Fuel Rods under Condition of Failure of Emerge'ncy C0re Cooling 
Ini t"iated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
: 
1973 1978 
Status: Last UJ2datins (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
Investigation of the course of the melting process including the 
re-solidification of the melt on colder parts of single rods, single 
rods~with spacers, bund~es and bundles with ballooned cans. The 
influence on the melting process using different parameters like 
surrounding atmosphere and temperature gradients will be investigated. 
2. Particular objectives 
During the last year experiments were done with single rods and single 
rods with spacers in inert gas, air and steam-atmosphere. 
3. Experimental facilities and research prosram 
The decay-heat is simulated by electrically heating up a central 
tungsten rod of 6 mm. This rod is surrounded with uo2-ring-pellets 
which replaces the normal pellets. The details of the experimental 
arrangement and the program are given in earlier reports. 
4. Project .. status 
4.1 _ ·Progress to date : · 
In 1975 we have done experiments with single rods and single rods with 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
spacers in inert gas, air and steam-atmosphere. To find out the sequence · , 
of the interaction betwee1~ the ~o2-pellets, Zircaloy-can, Inconel-spacer 
and the oxiding atmosphere, single rods were systematically heated up to 
maximum temperatures beginning from 1600° C to 2200° C and from 
1000° c to 1600° C for single rods with spacers. 
4.2 Essential results 
The main influence on the meltdown behaviour is arising from the 
competitive interactions between uo2-pellets and Zircaloy-can on one 
side and the Zircaloy and the surrounding atmosphere on the other side. 
The spacers cause additional interaction between Inconel and Zircaloy 
and again this interaction is dependent on the oxiding behaviour of 
the surrounding atmosphere. 
From the ex~eriments in inert gas we find that at 1850° C, the melting 
point of the Zircaloy, the interaction between can and pellets is so 
strong, that in addition to the Zircaloy also the uo2-pellets are 
10lten down. The melt is running down and refreezes on_ the colder parts 
of the rod. 
In air, during heat up, an oxidative skin is formed,.which surrounds 
the inner parts of the rod, this is the residual Zircaloy and the uo 2, 
which is melting together again at 1850° c. The thickness of the oxid-
layer is depending on the heating rate, becoming thicker if the heating 
rate is smaller. The surface is orange peel like and at temperatures 
nearly 1800° C little hoies and crakes are formed and the melt comes 
out and runs down slowly along the skin. Experiments were done up to 
the surface temperature of the oxid-layer of 2200° C and still at t~is 
time the skin had a solid form. 
In steam atmosphere an oxidative layer is formed again. But now the 
surface is very smooth. The layer seems to be very strong, for no holes 
and crakes are formed compared to the heat-up experiments in air. The 
skin remained completely undisturbed up to 2000° c, where it decomposed 
explosively in relative large pieces, presumably caused by the pressure 
of the inside formed melt. 
The first experiments with spacers again show the influence of the 
oxidi~ing.atmosphere on.the meltdown behaviour. In inert gas already 
at ea.' 1000°· c ··the·· :tncone'l of''the spacers starts 'to interact· with the 
Zircaloy and perforates the can. With increasing temperatures larger 
regions of the can begin to melt, forming an alloy of Zircaloy with 
Inconel. Sine~ the melt runs do~n the can, this process is not 
restricted to the region of the spacer. 
Using air and steam atmosphere this interaction of the Inconel-spacer 
w th the Zry-can could not be perceived. A reason for this can be the 
formation of an oxide-layer between spacer and can. Until now 
experiments in air and steam atmosphere have been conducted only up 
to 1300° C and heating rates of 0,5° C/sec. 
5. Next steps 
The experiments with spacers in inert gas will be executed by using 
longer rods, to investigate how far the melt will run. In air and 
steam -atmosphere experiments with spacers will be done at higher 
tempetature and higher heating rates. 
The investigations on single rods in steam will be done with different 
heating rates and different quantities of steam. 
Parallel to these experiments we are working on the dev~lopment of a 
fuel rod simulator, to avoid the heating up by means of a tungsten rod. 
6. Relation with other projects 
PNS 4244, PNS 4245 
7. Reference documents 
Semi annual reports of PNS 
IRS-F-reports 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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Classification: 2.1 
Title , (Ori~inal Language) : 
Kernschmelzen: Messung von Stoffwerten von flilssigen 
Reaktorcorematerialien 
(RS 80 - 1.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Title 2 (english) : 
Core Melting - Measurement of Physical Properties of 
Liquid Reactor Core Materials 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.12.1972 31.12.1975 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date.): 
continuing December.1975 
1 • General aim 
Core melting - Measurement of physical properties of 
liquid reactor materials 
2. Particular objectives 
COUN'rRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
EURATOM, Ispra 
Project Leader: 
R. Palinski 
Measurement of the viscosity and surface tension of core melts 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
- Measurement of viscosities 
- Method: Oscillating crucible 
- Materials: U02 and mixtures of uo2, Zircaloy and 
steel ("Corium") 
(homogeneous phases only, to be identified 
by research project RS 74a). 
- Measurement of surface tensions 
- Method: Maximum bubble pressure 
- Materials: 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
Same as above 
In the reference year the work was concerned with the measurement of 
... • • • ,.. • ' ' ' ~ ' ,fl • • • ~ • ~ "' • .,. 
·t~e viscosity-o~ th~ compone~ts of the core melt, namely uo2,. steel 
1.4550 and zircaloy 4. Furthermore, a method for making samples of 
the core melt was developed and their viscosity was ~easured. 
The modification of th~ facility for measuring surface tensions. 
was terminated. As the depth of immersion of the capillary tip into 
the melt.is required for the evaluation of the results, it· is 
necessary, when inunersing the capillary tip into the melt, to detect 
exactly the moment of the first contact with the surface. For this 
purpose a device was developed and tested which signalizes the 
contact both optically and accustically. For temperature testing 
experiments up to 2000°G have been made with the surface tension 
measurement facility. Further test measurements up to 3000°G are 
under preparation. 
4.2.Essential results 
Measu1ements of the visGosity of zircaloy 4. The average of 
three measurements in TaG-graphite crucibles was 4.7 cP at the melting 
point. 
Steel 1.4550 and its components. The viscosity of Armco iron at 
the-melting point (1510°G) is 7.15 cP according to the only hitherto 
known measurement /1 / • This relatively high value, compared to the 
·vis9osity of pure iron (5.54 cP at 1532°G /1/ , 4.72 cP at 1536°G/4f); 
is attributed to the influence of the oxygen in the Armco iron. Our 
mea$urement of Armco iron resulted at the melting point a viscosity 
of 6.2 cP. The chemical analysis of the oxygen content of the 
utilized material is intended to give an indication whether this 
deviation may be due to a difference in oxygen concentration. 
The viscosity of nickel at the melting point can be considered 
as established, since the values of I 1 /, I 2/ and /3/, obtained with 
two different measurement methods, agree within 4%. According to/1/ 
the·viscosity is 4.98 cP. Our control measurement resulted a value 
of 4.81 cP. 
The measurements of the viscosity of steel 1.4550 gave at about 
1460°G the values 6.0 cP and 6.22 cP. 
Fab~ication of core melt samples and measurement of their viscosity. 
The necessary samples were made as follows: in order to guarantee a 
simultaneous melting of the components and to reduce the reaction of 
the·melt with the crucible, pellets were pressed from powder of U02, 
zircaloy and steel in corresponding weight distribution and sintered 
10 nti.nutes at 2300°C during the heating-up process. for measuring the 
. visdosity •. 
, For determining the viscosity of the core melt in TaC the 
mea~urements were made in TaG-graphite crucibles (because of the 
small wall thickness of the T~G crucible of only 0.7 mm, necessary 
in order to obtain during the carburization of the Ta a homogeneous 
composition of the TaC, the TaC crucible was imbedded into a graphite 
crucible which guaranteed sufficient mechanical solidity). 
For the determination of the viscosity of the core melt in Th0 2, 
crucibles of the company Desmarquest with high density and high puri-
ty were available. As in our experimental facility the outer 
diameter of the Tho2 crucibles must not exceed 20 mm, only about 30 g 
of the core melt could be contained. For a sufficiently precise 
measurement, however, at least twice this quantity is necessary. 
Therefore two Tho2 crucibles were inserted, one above the other, into 
a TaG-graphite crucible as described above. In the temperature 
range of the measurements the TaC crucible is well compatible with 
the Tho2 crucible and prevents a reaction b~tween Tho 2 and graphite. 
The lower Th0 2 crucible .is closed by the.bottom of the upper one. 
The upper one has a lid of Th02 onto which a further lid of TaC is 
placed. In order to solidify this system of super imposed crucibles 
by some stress in axial direction and to compensate the thermal 
expansions, a graphite felt was inserted between the TaC lid and a 
graphite lid which closes the graphite crucible. During a series of 
preliminary tests this arrangement of crucibles prooved to be the 
most suitable. Three viscosity measurements have been made in this 
way, determining the apparatus constant before each measurement. 
For the calculation of the viscosity from (1) the density of the 
core melt in the liquid state must be known. 
Viscosity 
Density of the core melt 
Change of the logaritmic decrement of the amplitudes during 
transition from the solid to the ~iquid state 
K - Apparatus constant 
As the density of the core melt "is not known so far, the result of 
fqur. measur~ements. is qu.ot:ed ~s p:roduct 7 r. 
?wF- Viscosity of the core melt during formation. 
~ -Viscosity of the core melt after formation. 
~ r 
t - Measuring time. 
Table 1 · 
. 
?w,.. r t t ~ore melt J ' ?,r: r ~niJi (min ;}uanti tyJg} 
I Measurement in TaG-crucible 0.437 
-
' 
-
62.4 
II 
" 
11 Th02 " 0.437 2 0.214 2.5 70.8 
III 
" " " " ' 
0.380 
-
0.197 5 60.8 
IV 
" " " " 0.420 4 0.221 2.5 71 
Measurement II during the formation extended over 2 minutes and 
represents the average over 16 periods of the damped oscillations. 
The temperature increase during this time was of about 10°C. The 
investigated core melt was composed of t~e main components 35 w/o UO~ 
10 w/o zircaloy 4 and 55 w/o steel 1.4550 which according to /5/ at 
2400°C are all liquid. At this temperature the formation of corium E 
is terminated after approximately 2 minutes. The values~ t" were 
measured during this formation time. After terminated formation 
dropped by about 50% (measurements II, III and IV). During the 
measurement II after.terminated formation the temperature increased 
l?Y another 1 0°C. The strong decrease of-? t after terminated forma-
tion cannot be explained by this temperature increase, but is 
presumably the result of a change of the melt by the formation. 
Assuming that the density of the liquid core melt lies about 15% 
below the density at 20°C, the following viscosity values are obtain-
ed: 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
.. 
• )' ...... T r . ~ 
'l'he·arithmetic 
i-espectively 
avera.ge 
Table 2 
'7 WF t cP J , NF (cP) 
5.7 
-
5·7 2.8 
s.o 2.6 
5.5 2.9 
is ~?~;; 5.5 cP 
?NF= 2.8 cP 
I" 
~ 
..._: .. 
' . 
' ~l 
,l 
! 
I 
. : 
. I 
I 
·i 
l 
' :.: .... ;. ~ .1. · .. 
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5. Next steps 
Measurement of viscosity of core 
melts and their components 
Measurements of surface tension of 
core melts and their components 
6. Relation with other projects 
.... 
January - December 1976 
January - December 1976 
RS 71: "Research and development studies on the measurement of 
molten reactor core materials, compatibility studies betwem 
these materials and crucible materials", BATELLE-Institute 
e.v. 
RS 74a: "Research project core melting: 5. investigation of the 
metallurgical interaction between melt and reactor pressure 
vessel wall", KRAFT\vERK UNION AG. 
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f Classification: 2.1 
. 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Eig$nschaften von Coreschmelzen I SPONSOR: (PN~ 4245- I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (en9:lish) : Project Leader: 
Properties of Core Melts Dr . G. Ondracek 
. 
' 
Initiated (Date) : Com;Eleted (Date) : 
1975 1978/79 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
I 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
'The general aim is to provide data on the properties of materials that enables 
the formulation of a code to describe a core meltdown accident and the behaviour 
of the molten Corium in the reactor pressure vessel. 
~. Particular objectives 
Preparation of samples of various types of Core melts (Corium) that arise under 
varying oxidation conditions. Determination of properties such as thermal con-
~uctivity, density, interfacial energies and thermal expansion. 
}•1 Experimental facilities 
~vailable equipment includes a dilatometer, an appara~us for measuring contact 
angles via sessile drop technique. Furthermore experimental facilities are avail-
able for the melting and powder metallurgical consolidation of samples as well as 
· measurement of thermal conductivity. 
4.1 Progress to date 
Avai~able experimental and theoretical results were critically reviewed in 
vie\i "oi estimat·i~g. pr~pe-rti~s· of melt~: such as: ~h~·rmal c·o~ductivi~y' viscosity' 
and heat capacity. On the basis of these results an experimental programm was 
initiated to cover those areas where the theoretical approach needs to be veri-
fied bymeasurements. 
4.2 Essential results 
The structural characteristics of the interaction products between the materials 
involved (uo2-Zry-Steel) are dependept on the concentration of the components as 
well as on the oxidation potential of the environment. The composition of 
Corium A was settled by assuming that the fuel pins, spacers and core support 
plate are molten, whereas Corium E involves additional structural materials. The 
indexes x1, x2, x3 refer to non, partially, totally oxidizing conditions. 
Depending on the latter a single or two imudscible melts can occur. Their esti-
mated properties are summarized below. 
CORIUM MELT MELTING POINT HEAT CAPACITY VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
TYPE at the melting (at the melting point) point ( .cal ) .. (K) (cal/g K) (cP) cm R: sec 
3.4 (at "'2675 K) 
AX1 Metal-Phase "'2275 0.085 5.4 (at "'2275 K) Oxide-Phase "'2675 0.071 5.7 (at "'2675 K) 
EX1 "'2275 0.129 5.4 (at "'2275 K) 0.049 
2.1 ~at "'2675 K) 
EX2 Metal-Phase "'1825 0.146 5.4 at "'1875 ~l 0.044 Oxide-Phase "'2675 0.080 5.7 (at "'2675 K) 0.008 
EX3 "'2075 0.202 4.3 (at "'2075 K) 
. 
5. Next steps 
Preparation and characterization of Corium EX1 and EX3 and measurement of 
properties such as thermal conductivity and thermal expansion. 
6. Relation with other projects 
PNS 4244: Constitution and Reaction Behavior of LWR Materials at Core-Melting 
RS 80 
-
C~nditions. 
Measurement of Viscosity· and Surface Tension of Core Componentes 
and Corium 
1. Reference documents 
KFK Report 2217 (1975) in German 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
,. . 
.... 
Classification 
2.1. . . 
Title 1 
Coremelting - Measurement of physical properties o£ 
molten reactor core materials 
. Initiaterl : 1 .12·.1972 Completed : 30.6.1975" 
Status : Progressing Last updati~g : March1975 
1 ) General aim 
Measurement of physical properties o£ molten 
reactor core materials to provide data for core 
meltdown analysis. 
2) Particular objectives 
.. 
Measurement of the viscosity and surface tension 
of core melts 
1 3) Experimental facilities and programme 
Measurement.of viscosities 
Method : .Oscillating crucibl·e 
tro 
, 
.... 
Country : JRC 
Sponsor : 
BMFT and CEC 
Organisation : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
Project leader 
R. Palinski 
Materials: uo2 and mixtures of uo2, Zircaloy and steel ("Corium", homogeneous phases only, to be 
identified by research project RS 7~). 
Measurement of surface tension 
Method : Maximum bubble pressure . 
Materials: Same as above 
,. 0 
., 
; . ' . 
z.cr r · 
.. 
· · 4) Project status 
1. Progress to date : The assembly o£. the apparatus £or 
the viscosity measurements was completed. The first 
·preliminary tests have shown that a number o£ modi-
fications o£ t.he ·apparatus were necessary in order 
to improve the precision o£ the measurements, the 
maximum temperature and the safety o£ the installation. 
The following improvements have been accomplished : 
The period of oscillation has been increased up to · 
about 10 sec in order to decre~se the danger of appearance 
o£ turbuience in the core melt. The best solution 
proved t~ be an increase in the length of the torsion wire 
and the corresponding displacement of the point o£ attach-
ment. Because o£ this modification, the charging or the 
apparatus also became simpler:~ 
- A cooling system has been installed .. in order to limit 
the heating o£ the torsion wire and the resulting varia-
tions of the period of oscillation· and of the damp.ing. 
- An absorption filter has been installed in the gas out-
let to avoid the dispersion of Corium. 
- The laser beam shielding has been improved. 
·~ A new high temperature furnace has been installed. 
·- The counting chains have been modernized. 
The construction o£ the apparatus £or the measurement o£ 
the surface tension was completed. The first preliminary 
tests with .liquid silver have given satisfactory results. 
and modifications have ess~ntially been completed. 
2. Essential results: The modified measuring'stand for the 
viscosity was tested. After completing calibration measure-
• 
ments for the determination of the constants of the appara-
tus, viscosity measurements were made with the follo~ng 
comp.onents .of the .core melt : ~02 , Zirc~loy ~nd Steel :-
N~.1.4450~··:· . 
. 
. . r 
, 
... 
Results obtained : 
. . ~ ........ ~~ .. 
Material Crucible Material Viscosity at Melting ~ 
uo~x 
Steel No. 14450 · 
Zircaloy 
TaC 
. · (cP) 
about 37 
" 
" . 0.6 
· The measured value o£ the viscosity o£ uo2 lies copsiderably 
above the value of 1· cP. obtained by Tsai and Oland~r ~1_7 
and corresponds more'closely to the value o£ 36-46 cP, mea-
. . . . 
sured by. Bates et al., ~2~ and to ·the value o£ 25 cP 
assumed in the safety studies. o£ Argo!U].e C3). . . . · 
The measured value o£. the steel is o~ the order o£ magni-
tude o£ iron (5 cP at the melting point) ~4_7. 
The measured value o£ Zircaioy o£ about 0.6 cP, obtained 
with an Al2o3 crucible, ~s unexpectedly small. Measurement 
with a TaC crucible however.gave a similar result. 
These data are to be considered as preliminary because 
·each result has been derived Prom a single measurement only.· 
The reproducibility o£ the results ~11 be checked later. 
~1_7 H.C. Tsai and D.R. Olander. : "The viscosity o£ molten 
uranium dioxide", J. Nucl. Mater • .1i (1972) 83 -.86. 
. . 
~2_7 J.L. Bates, C.E. McNeilly and j.J. Rasmussen, Material 
Science Research 5 (1970) 11 •. 
~3_7 Argonne National Laboratory, Reactor Development 
Program Progress·Report, ANL-7872, s. 8.1 (October 
1971). 
C4J IC. Schafer : "Eigenschaften der f.faterie in ihren 
Aggregatzustanden", 5. Teil, Bandteil a, Transport-
phanomene I (Viskositat und Diffusion), Sp~jnger 
( 1969)_. . . ' .. 
. ·. 
I. 
') 
• 
5) ~ext steps : Measurement or viscosity o£ core melt9 
and their components. -Continuation o~ preliminary 
testing o£ the surface tension measurement apparatus. 
Measurement o£ sur£ace tension o£ core melts and their 
components • 
6) Relation with other projects :·There is a close re-
lation with .the following BMFT contracts (RS) : 
-. 
RS 71-: "Research and development studies on the 
measurement o£ molten reactor core materials, 
compatibility studies between these materials 
and crucible materia~s", BA'r'TELLE-Institut e.V. 
RS 74a: "Research·project core melting : 5. investiga-
tion o£ the metallurgical interaction between· 
melt and reactor pressure vessel wall", 
KRAFT\VERK UNION AG. 
7) Reference documents : 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 
Report period Oct. 1972 - Dec. 1972 IRS - F - 14 
" 
... Jan. 1973 - March1973 IRS - F - 15 
" " 
Apr. 1973 - June 1973 IRS - F ~ 16 
. 
" 
tl July 1973 - Sept.1973 IRS - F - 17 
" " 
Oct. 1973 - Dec. 1973 IRS - F - 19 
" " 
Jan. 197~·- March1974 IRS - F - 20 
" " 
Apr. 1974 - June 1974 IRS - F - 21 
" " 
July 1974 - Sept.1974 IRS - F - 22 
JRC Safety Programme Progress Report 1974 
8) Degree of availability : Freely available 
. . .. ··-· . ... ' 
9) .:£!udget ·: The :·expected total investment including the 
cost o£ the facility and the running costs are : 
BNFT : about 140.000 UA 
CEC : " ~53.000 UA 
. ~ } 
, 
... 
~10) Personnel : 3. 7 me.n/year 
11) Additional information : 
i . • 
'~ ' . . . ~ '\ . ' 
:} 
Classification: 2.2 
!!!le 1 (Ori£inal Lansuage) : 
Experimentelle Untersuchung der Dampfexplosion 
(RS 76- I.1.5., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Title 2 (english): 
Experimental Investigation of the Vapour Explosion 
Initiated (Date): 
1.11.1972 
Jtatus: 
continuing 
1 • GENERAL AIM 
Completed (Date) : 
1976 
Last Updating (Date~ 
December 1975 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
ORGANIZATION: 
EURATOM 
CCR Ispra 
Project Leader: 
H. Kottowski 
F. Tosselli 
K. Unger 
The aims of the theoretical and experimental program performed in 
the laboratories of the CCR Ispra and the T.U. Stuttgart are the 
investigation of the process of thermal interaction of molten 
reactor core materials and the coolant as well as the estimation 
of the consequences. of vapour explosions in a core. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
In particular, it is intended to study the thermal interaction bet-
ween molten uo2 , molten structural materials (Zircaloy, Stainless 
Steel) and water. The subjects of special interest are: 
- The theoretical investigation of the fuel/coolant interaction 
- Basic oriented experimental studies of the factors influenc-
ing the process of interaction 
- Experiments simulating reactor-like conditions with respect 
to the geometry and quantity of molten material. 
The basic questions arising in a situation where molten materials 
come into contact with the coolant are to evaluate the generated 
mechanical work, in what manner it is released and what are the 
mechanisms determining the fragmentation of the molten materials. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAH 
3.1 • ·Exp·erimental· -facil·i-ties ·· · ·· · · · · 
·:secause of fh·e .di££icill~Y' pf·.modellirig the fuel/coolant in-
teraction, ·two test facilities have been built: 
a) a monodimensional ·shock tube· test rig for the study of 
the thermodynamic factors and 
b) ·a tank test facility for the simulation of reactor- like 
conditions at least as far as the geometry conditions 
are concerned. 
.u.s 
3.1.1. Shock tube.test rig 
The-test-rig-consists of an interaction chamber where 
the melting crucible (diameter: 20 mm, length: 80 mm) 
is located, a channel (diameter: 9 mm, length:2000mm) 
which is separated from the crucible by a valve and 
an expansion vessel simulating the gas blanket. 
The instrumentation equipment makes it possible to 
measure the pressure and production of vapour as a 
function of time and the velocity of the displaced 
liquid column. 
3.1.2. Tank experiment 
The-tank-faciiity consists of three main components: 
- the resistance heated furnace 
- the lock-tube system between the furnace and the 
interaction vessel with the crucible catcher 
- the interaction vessel, which is coupled with a 
storage tank and a filter system for the extract-
ion of the fuel debris from the water. 
3.2. Program 
It is planned to study the thermal interaction process theo-
retically and experimentally of: 
- stainless steel and water 
- Zircaloy and water 
- uo2 _and wat.er 
3.2.1. Theoretical studies 
The-aim-of-the-theoretical studies is the development 
of interaction models and calculation codes for the 
estimation of the conversion rate of thermal energy 
into mechanical work and pressure load of the react-
or vessel. 
3.2.2. Experimental studies 
The-detaiied-test-program has been discussed and 
defined in the frame of the expert group "Dampfex-
plosion AG". In the following the matrix of the ex-
perimental program is listed: 
r 
f.f-' ! 
Parameters determined by the test facilities 
----------~~----~~--------------------------
~elting material stainless steel Zircaloy 4 uo2 DIN 4550 
puantity melt ,..., 120 gr -..120 gr ,_, 150 gr channel exp. 
~uantity melt 
'V 3 kg . ~ 3 kg 
""" 
4 kg tank exp. 
!Temperature of 
""" 1500°C the melt -.. 1900°C 
,_ 2900°C 
!Gas content of 
unknown unknown unknown the melt 
Gas content of saturated at saturated at saturated ~t 
_the H!>O ~oo0c 100°C 100°c 
-
-
11) I 20°C ' 20°C 20°C 
- temperature H20 
- system pressure 
with inert gas 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 
2) - temperature H2o ao
0 c ao0 c ao0 c 
- system pressure 
with inert gas 1 bar 1 bar 1 bar 
3) 
-
temperature H20 220°C 220°C 220°C 
-
system pressure 
wi. th inert gas 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 
-
-
partial pressure 
inert gas 1, 5 bar 1, 5. bar 1 '5 bar 
~) - temperature H20 20°C 20°C 20°C 
-
system pressure 
with inert gas 25 bar 25 bar 25 bar 
3.2.2.1. Basic oriented shock tube experiments 
These experiments are performed in-order to 
provide data in a mono-dimensional test de-
vice to check and to adjust the physical 
interaction model and the calculation code. 
The factors measured directly during the ex-
periments as a function of time are: 
- pressure excursion 
- velocity of the displacement of the liquid 
in the channel 
- vapour production 
Parameters which can be adjusted for the 
various tests are: 
- coolar.t Temperature 
- mass of molten material (up to 150 gr) 
- system pressure (up to 25 bar) 
3.2.2.2. Experiments intre tank test facility 
The goal-of these experiments Is-the study 
of the thermal interaction of "large" quan-
tities (up to 4 kg) of fuel and coolant in a 
confinement simulating the reactor vessel. 
The factors measured directly during the ex-
periments are: 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
- the pressure excursions~and strains as a 
function of time 
-· the temperatur~ history in the tank during 
the interaction 
attempt to visualize the fragmentation 
history using a high speed camera. 
4.1. Progress up to date 
4.1.1. Theoretical work 
The-theoretical-work was concentrated on two sub-
jects which have been performed in collaboration 
with the University of Stuttgart: 
a) Development of a twodimensional computation code 
with regard to the modelling of the channel expe-
riments 
b) Development of a theoretical or semi-empirical·mo-
del of the fragmentation mechanism during the in-
teraction process. 
The fuel/coolant interaction code developed for U02 
and sodium interactions was modified. 
The~ setting up of t_he equation of state of water above 
the critical point· (up to 2 soo0 c and 1 oooo bar) , whi eh 
is absolutely necessary for the description of the 
first fuel-coolant contact and the vapour explosion 
process, was ter~inated. The testing of the modified 
code started. 
td 
' . 
., . ;· 
~ 
As far as the fragmentation is concerned theoretical 
investigations are underway to determine its boundary· 
conditions and propagation mechanisms. The·development 
of a correlation of the "vapour-bubble-collaps" model 
is executed which most probably might be the dominant 
fragmentation process in a tank geometry. 
A status report is in preparation. 
4.1.2. Channel experiments 
a)-Experiments-have been executed with stainless steel 
corresponding to the points 1 and 4 of the test 
matrix quoted above 
b) Power characteristics tests·for melting Zircaloy ha-
ve been done. · 
4.1.3. Tank experiments 
a)-Mounting-and-adjusting of the experimental facility 
has been terminated 
b) Experiments with molten stainless steel "have been 
performed corresponding to the points 1, 2 and 4 of 
the test matrix 
c) Melting tests with Zircaloy have been done in Zir-
conoxide crucibles. Difficulties arised because of 
their poor mechanical resistance. Actions have been 
initiated to substitute them by more suitable ones 
(Tantalcarbide) 
4.2. Essential results 
4.2.1. Channel experiments 
The-experimentai-conctitions for the evaluated tests 
were the following: coolant temperature: 20°C; pressure 
in the blanket vessel: 1 bar (Argon); quantity melt 
(stainless steel DIN 4550): 130 gr, 120 gr, 110 gr. 
Fig. 1, 2 and 3 show the pressure history of the three 
evaluated tests. The figures display the pressure mea-
sured downstream the interaction crucible (curve p). 
Fig. 3 displays furthermore the reaction force of the 
crucible measured under the crucible with the help of 
a force transducer. 
The quoted tes.s differ in the following points: 
a)The melt in the test No. 1 corresponding to Fig. 1 was 
covered by a crust of about ., ·mm thickness. During the 
interaction no tragmentation occurred. 
b)The melt of the experiment correspo~ding to Fig. 2 was co-
vered by sQlid lumps .. Only a gradual increase o~:surface 
.dUring the ·intep-acti·on ~was observed.· Large droplets were 
·formed which were squeezed out between the lumps. 
,. 
c)The experiment displayed in Fig. 3 was executed with a melt 
of 50°C above the melting point. The melt showed after the 
interaction a sponge like surface of 5 mm depth. In the melt 
itself a cavity of about 1 to 1,5 cm diameter about 3 cm 
penetration depth was formed. The estimated increase of the 
surface was of about a factor 1 o.. The surface 
structure is shown in Fig. 4. The pressure peaks measured 
did not exceed 10 bars. A definite analysis of these experi-
ments will be given after termination of the tests. 
4.2.2. Tank experiment __ .. __________ _ 
- Experiments: 
The first series o£ experiments up to the end of 1975 dealed 
with the interaction of stainless-steel with water in the 
following conditions: 
s.s. weight: 
Melt temperature: 
Water temperature: 
Fall-height (melt-H20): 
System pressure: 
Gas content of water: 
1500 g 
16oo0 c 
2o0 c and ·ao0 c 
30 and 10 cm 
1 atm N2 . 
saturated and degassed at 
1oo0 c 
Pressure, temperature and strain recorded ~s a function o£ 
time. 
All experiments have shown only a slight fragmentation and 
consequently the pressure rises were small (less than 1 bar). 
Fig. 5 and 6 show the pressure rise during the interaction 
of molten stainless-steel with H20 at 20° resp. 80°C. Fig. 7 shows the interaction debris of one experiment at 
2ooc. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
---
- Termination of the interaction tests with molt~n stainless steel 
and H20 
- Initiation of the tests with Zircaloy and uo2 • 
6. RELATIONS WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
. No new relations with respect to 1974 annual report. 
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS ( 1 97 5) . 
- Quarterly reports 
- Calculation Model Code of Fuel/Coolant Interaction 
H. Goldammer, H.M. Katowski; Working paper on the OECD Meeting 
.. -:. ~.n "Ca.~·~uJ5ltion M.od~l$", Parj.s_ 28/29 April 1975 ( eng-lish.) 
-·(~limited available) , · ·· 
-· ZWischenbericht des IKE und dem CCR Isrra Uber den Stand der be-
gleitenden theoretischen Arbeiten zur Dampfexplosion 
R. Benz, G. Frohlich, H. Goldammer, H. M. Kottowski 
(in preparation) \ 
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Classification 1 
. 2. 2. -
Organization : 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
' 
Initiated :. 1973. Completed : December 1976 Project l.eacler : 
Status : progressing Last updating : March1975 H. ICottowsld 
1) General aim 
I 
J 
i Assessment o£ possible pressures and mechanical ·etergy releases ' I 
.. 
due to the fuel/coolant intera~tions accompanying core melt-down 
' '•' I 
accidents. ~· ·.-
. '" 'fA; ;;'~· ; l 
2) Particular objectives 
. ; ' ~: r:t-:.Ji,h. '\. ,: : 
. -~~ ... r J"·· 
,, ...... ·~~ti :,;- 1 
.· .. '. ~: ·.·=~~~ .. ~~.~ .. -.. . 
" 
.. -t,' ~~ .... 
• : . _,..., 'l ~~- .. 1'·-lt~ \i . 
. . • ·~; '.\·.:·: ~~~:#~ •· .. 
Collection o£ experimental data on the thermal interaction ol . ·· . .: 
mol ten £uel (uo2), or reactor structural materials (stainless· ·· 
steel, Zircaloy, Inconel, etc.) with water. The exp,rimental ·· 
.. I results will be compared with theoretical model pre~ictions 
to gain a better understanding o£ the interaction phenomena. 
·I 
I 
3) Experimental facilities and programme 
Two facilities are approaching completion : 
3.1. The Tank Facility 
The core-melt mat~rial (up to 4 kg) is prepared in a 
crucible in a furnace (operating pressure up to 25 atm; 
300o0 c) and dropped through a £a11.:.guide into a reaction 
tank o£ 300 1 containing 200 1 H2o with a temperature up 
to 230°C (pressure 25 atm} Instrumentation is provided 
£or the measurement o£ the pressure ~nd temperature 
excursions accompanying interaction. 
I 
I 
,_•. 
• I 
--·-·- •·- L--- -·- ------!·-- ---
"'! • -- • - ~ ---
I 
I 
! 
i· 
:I. 
~ \ ~o-f I 
. 
r . 
. I 
. ~ 
~~e debris is analysed after each. experiment. 
About 40 experiments will be necessary to cover. the 
range o£ the various'parameters involved. 
3.2. The Channel Facility 
.. 
... 
This facility allows the measurement o£ the pressure 
excru?sion, the displacement o£ the liquid in the channel 
and the vapour production as a £unction o£ the coolant tem-
perat~re, the mass o£ molten material {up to 150 gr) and 
the blanket pressure· (up to 25 bar). The following materials 
are ~ore~een to be investigated : stainless steel, Zircaloy, 
Inconel and uo2• 
4) Project status 
1. Pro9!ess to date : 
~e rank Facility : 
- Fabrication and assembling o£ the supporting structure and 
the whole circuitry including furnace, interaction tank, 
. . 
pumps, vessels, valves and vacuum system is completed. 
- Testing o£ the interlock system completed. 
- Instrumentation £or measuring and recording pressures and 
temperatures during the interaction in the tank has been 
commissioned. 
- Adaptation o£ a high speed camera in order to visualize the 
interaction process (at least at lOW system preSSUl'e) is 
underway. 
- Preliminary experimental studies o£ a filter system to 
collect and split the debris produced during the thermal 
interaction are underway. 
- The mechani~al device for catching and turning the crucible 
to drop· the melt in the centre o£ the reaction tank has been 
fabricated and tested. 
- A high frequency induction furnace £or degassing the ~ore · 
melt materials has been adopted. 
. I 
~~ ' 
•• I 
~pe Cpannel Facility : 
The mounting of the test-rig was started ·at the end of 
1974 
' ,· 
The instrumentation f'or pt-essure, tempe:r:-atur.e. and void 
' •,. < l < ' 'i meas~:r-ements has been pi-epa~ed. 
t \ : ." ~ 
- The crucible and heating system for preparing molten 
uo2 are being tested in the· ·l~ght ()~~the .. sU:cce~sfu:i ;~ 
experienc_e on uo2/Na int~a~t.io11:.s. , , 
Theoretical deyelqpmen;t$~· for ,;the assegsment ·oP: "mild" 
£liel/c~ol~mt interactiqns; are .underway .• · ·· ' L."· . 
. "·. . 
2. !2.sential results 
' > 
., 
I' ' 
, The first. exp~riments are ... E?XP~C:ted .in. mid-1975. 
' , .• .:.. • • "t:> ~,' .. ,':_' • 
.. 1.: ... 
5) Next steps : Completion of the test facilities andlltltiation 
" ' 
of the experiments. . . ~-.. .' . ·' · ·.··: .~:.: ... ,. 
' 
··~ . . . : ':· ~ .. .,.. ' .. , ' ~- . ' 
6) Relation to other nroiects : 
. t . . . :.· . ; . .l· .. : ~·~ _:: .. -~ 
'~ ~ .. 
These studies are part of t}1encore melfdowrl'artalysis programme 
q£ ·the J3H~T • The· refer\eric-e numb~ s '()£ :_th~ p·:f.t;'j ~~·t· ~d~~lfng with 
. th~. $a~.) .,subject .are·.: ;-· ·. ·· ,. · · ·· : · t · · · · ·. • · ·· · : ': 
,. : ~ ~ • t'""' ·:-· ..... ' '~)~- "'~ .• ·:· ' ~ ,, .• .-· .. 
. RS· 72a/RS. 726', RS 73,' ·prts 4241·~ ·R·s·'48/1·,· RS 74 a, R~ 746, 
• 7' ~ • •·· ~ .,,. '.f • "! I (. i • ,·· • ~ ·. •:' :i 
PN 4243, RS_.71; RS 79,- RS BC>, '·PNS·;431·1, :PNS 4242~·, 
... ~ •, ; ~. 
·' .. ; .... 
: ' 
G. Frohlich, H. Kottowski, F. Toselli 
Theol:'et i ~c;he Ul'J..~ e_j<:pe,rJmen.tE$l·~·~t'. UrJ.·te;t? ~mchungen Ube:r> · ·d.i. e · 
\-7ecl1'seiwirkung gescP,moJ,zene.r. MateriaJ,·ien ·und Kuhlm'itte.l 
~ . ' :"' . .- .. . . ~ '.. . .• ' ~ .. .: ·. ' . .. ,. . - ..... . ' . . 
· II~·s-sem1n?.r, November 1974 
Quarterly prog:r~ss r_eport;s. 
·: • ,: ': f .,! ~.:. ~ . • . l ! '• ': ·: > • • ~ • • '. • • 
• ! 
'• . 
JRC ·.1974. S?-f~ty Programme Pr·ogres5 ·Report .. : ... • < " 
. ·. : ' .;:·· 
. t . ~ .· •. : 
~) Degree of availabi,li t4· .. : . Fr~ely· available .. · : .. >- , . 
.. 
,, 
'' " 
' . ) 
. t 
.. 
'• 
9) ~udget : The expected total cost o£ the experiment, in-
cluding the investment and the running costs are : 
,- BMFT : about 123 000 UA . 
CEC : about 210 000 UA 
10) Personnel : 10 men/year 
11) Additional information : -
'> 
/ 
-- --
. '• 
' 
Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Forschungsprojekt Coreschmelzen: 
SPONSOR: 5. Untersuchung der metallurgischen Wechsel-
\'tirkung Z'lfTischen Schmelze und RDB-Wand Br>'iFT 
ORGANIZATION: (RS 74 a - !.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) J9VV,. · Erlangen 
' 
. ' ' 
... 
. ' 
, . 
Title 2 (english): " '. l?ioJe·ct Le~: 
Investigation of Metallurgical and Chem.tc~l. Dr •. Peehs 
Interactions Between Molten Phases of Reactor-Core-
Material aud the Reactor Pressure Vessel ,. 
Initiated (Date) : COrnJ2leteg (Qate) : 
November 1972 July 1975 
Status: Last, u.?dating_ (Pate--2: .. .. " . 
.. . ' 
-
December· 1975 -
..... -
Completed 
General Aim 
Within the research program the core melting-phenomena after the 
~wo-fold improbable case of a loss-of-coolant accident and a simul-
taneous drop out of the emergency cooling system basic data were 
evaluated for the measurement of material constants of the molten 
phases and theoretical considerations of the reactor in the post 
accident stage. 
Particular Objectives 
It was the objective of these investigations 
a) to determine the metallurgical behaviour of reactor-core 
material during melting and to investigate the constitution 
of the molten phases. · 
b) to study the interaction of the molten phases of the reactor 
core material with the pressure vessel of a LWR. 
. 
• I 
! 
.. 
ExperiHt·.::ntal Facili_ties / Rer,Cfl.:r·ch Pror.ram 
The fir3t subtasl{: in the program was to define the characteristic 
overall composition of the molten phases of core materials of U'ffi. 
As this composition varies from the beginning to the equilibrium 
stage, the core-melting had to be defined for beginning (Corium A) 
and for the equilibrium stage (Corium E). 
The direct study of "Corium"-melting behaviour as second subtask 
was to be done by melting•experiments in a crucible within an 
inertgas atmosphere. Subsequent to the melting experiments metallo-
graphic and microprobe analysis as well as remelting experiments 
by direct microscopic observation had to be carried-out to identify 
liquidus and solidus temperatures of "Corium", the disintegration 
mechanism of the high-melting components and th~ phase-composition 
in the "Corium". 
To investigate the interaction of liquid "Corium" and reactor 
vessel materials as the third subtask a special test facility had 
to be developed. To achieve representative test conditions the 
possible quantity of materials to be used for interaction should 
be in the range of 1 - 2 kg. The foreseen parameters for the ex-
perimental study were the temperature gradient across the inter-
action zone, the temperature and the interaction time. 
Project Status I Progress to Date 
The investigations of the interaction of Corium A and the RPV 
wall material and the oxygen influence have been completed 
experimentally. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
At temperatures.over 2000 °C the material loss from Corium during 
its primary iiquefaction will be 20 - 25 % of the molten mass. 
With the molten samples the different eva~oration behaviour of 
the Corium components has been analyzed. The evaporation behaviour 
of Coriu~ depends on the 0-ac~ivity of the gas phase and the steel 
content of the melt. 
.-
The melting temperatures of the RPV material in contact with 
Corium A and Corlium E at 1400 °C was experimentally confirmed. 
Low temperature liquefactions of RPV material due to alloying 
effects will not occur. 
Next s·teps 
Work on this project has been completed. 
R~lation with Other Projects 
RS 154 Coremelting: Investigation of the Interacti~n between 
Molten Core and Concrete 
RS 160 Experimental Investigation of the Interaction between 
uo2-steel Molten Core and Graphite 
RS 183 Energy_Balances after Hypothetical RPV Failure with 
Respect to Concrete Destruction 
Reference Documents I Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
. ) 
.... : 
., 
.. 
.. ~~ 
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Classification: 2. 3 
• 
Title 1 (Original Language} : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Forschungsprojekt Coreschmelzen:' 5. Untersuchung der SPONSOR: 
me tall urgischen \-lechsel wirkung zwischen Schmelze und BMFT 
RDB-Wand, Feasibilitystudie ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 74 b- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Feasibility Study on Experimental Fuel Element Dr. Peehs Slumping Ir.vestigations With Respect to Coremelting 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
J. 1. 73 30. 4. 75 
Status: Last UJ2datins (Date.): 
Completed 31. 12. 75 
General Aim 
The objective of the R & D - work was to establish a study about the 
feasibility of large technical experiments to investigate fuel element 
slumping and the interaction between melt of burned down fuel and 
vessel wall of reacto~ pressure vessel material. 
Particular Objectives 
The feasibility of large technical experiments was to be tested with 
~espect to the melt down of burned out fuel elements in the hot 
cells. The heat, necessary for the melting down of· the fuel, was to 
be provided by the decay energy of the fission products and secon-
dary heating elements. Another objective was to find out if the vola-
tile fission product release during melt down and fuel slumping. ]'or 
this purpose the released fission products were to be identified and 
continuously measured during the experiments. 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
1) Identification of possible reactor and the fuel element for 
preirradiation 
2) Dimensioning of the test bundle and check of the hot cell equip-
ment available. 
3) Design study for the experimental devices. 
.. 
Project Status/Progress to Date/Essential Results 
~e BWR VAK is best reactor-facility for pro-irradiation of test 
elements. The proximity of -the reactor to the hot cells in 
Karlstein, allow~ to start the meltdown test already 100 h after 
reactor· shutdown. For the meltdolf.n experiments the middle part of a 
segmented element can be used with an active length of 1000 mm. The 
test facility "BAUTZ" has a total height of 2510 mm. Since the decay 
heat of a fuel rdd of 0.4 % of the max. heat rate, available 100 h 
after. reactor shutdown, is too low for test element slumping in a 
cool environment, it is necessary. to simulate the irradiation 
equilibrium of an inner element, in the reactor core by auxiliar 
heating elements. Because of the small decay heat of 0.4 % the 
support heaters must be heated up to the-fuel-element slumping 
temperature of 2300 °K. Consequently only refractive metal heaters 
can be used. The meltdown test needs therefore to be executed in an 
inert-gas atmosphere. 
In the design of the test facility "BAUTZ" results of a safety analysis 
were integrated, resulting, that lack of electric power supply and 
leakages in the different coolant loops are controllable. 
Next Steps 
Work on this project has been completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 154: Coremelting: Investigation of the Interaction between 
Molten Core and Concrete 
RS 160: Experimental Investigation of the Interaction between 
uo2-Steel-Molten Core and Graphite 
RS 183: Energy balances after hypothetical RPV Failure with Respect 
to Concrete Destruction 
Re!er~nce Documents/Degree of AvailabilitY · 
M.~eehs, K. Mollwitz, W. Wurtz 
Studie uber die DurchfUhrbarkeit von Kernschmelzversuchen mit abge-
brannten Brennelementen in einer HEi~SEN ZELLE 
' 
AbschluBbericht Forderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 74 B 
~ . . 
Kr~twerk Union Aktiengesellschaft (Nov. 1975) 
Company Confidential 
.. 
Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 (Ori~ina1 Lan~uase) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
ExperJmentelle Untersuchung der'Wechselwirkune; SPONSOR: uo2-stahl-Kernschmelze mit Graphit ENI.•''l, 
(RS 160 - I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish): Project Leader: 
Experimental Investigation of the Interaction Dr. Peehs 
Between UO,.,-Steel-!1ol ten Core and Graphite 
.. 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
f?ebruary 1975 December 1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Oat~): 
Completed December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The tests conducted under RS 74 A have shown, that graphite can 
resist considerably a melting core, which contains zirconium. 
This effect results frpm a ZrC-protective layer, which constitutes 
of the Zr-content of the corium. 
For the fast sodium cooled reactor the behaviour of a Zr-free 
molten corium has to be investigated. Therefore in addition to 
the results of RS 74 A the barrier properties of graphite will be 
studied, using a typical fast reactor composition of the molten 
materials. 
Experimental Facilities 
Within this task the same exPerimental facilities are used as 
with the investigation of the metallurgical and chemical reaction 
between Corium and RPV-material. 
, 
I 
Resc~F.trch Program 
1. The chemical reactions in the system uo2-Gro.phite will be j_nvestigated, using various graphite qualities and 
gaseous atmospheres. 
2. The chemical reactions in the system Steel-U02-Graphite will be 
investigated, using various graphite qualities and gaseous 
atmospheres. 
P~oject Status I Progress to Date 
· A standard test was worked out experimentally; the compatibility 
of uo2 , Steel 1.4981 and uo2 +Steel 1.4981 on ~raphit~ ~as 
investigated. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
uo2 will be dissolved completely at 1980 °C in an uo2-steel-
' . Qraphite-system; pure uo2 pellet· is liquidated on graphite at 
2375 °C. Microanalysis showed that FeCrNi-, UFe- and UFeCr-phases 
have been produced. The experimental results show,. that a rather 
strong oxigen loss due to an eO-generation occurs during the melting 
process. This results together with material evaporation in a rather 
high weight loss during the uo2 dissolution. The carbon ~ctivity 
in the melt reaches within minutes its final value. The interaction 
of the melt and the graphite mass stops. 
Next Stens 
The tests are completed. A final report with a detailed evaluation 
of experimental results will be prepared. 
Relation with Other Projects 
A 74 A: Investigation of Metaliltrgical and Chemical Interactions · 
. . 
between Molten·Phases of·Reactor-Cqre-Material and the 
Re~ctor Pr.essure Vessel. 
R~ference Documents I Degree of Availability 
N9 reports available. 
~ lo 
' ' 
Classification: ?.3 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lan~uase) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Kernschmelzen: Untersuchung der Wechselwirkung SPONSOR: 
zwischen Kernsclmelze und Reructorbeton BI1FT 
• 
(RS 154- I.1.5; Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU ,.Erlangen 
Title 2 (english): Project Leader: 
Core Melting: Investigation of the Interaction Dr. Peehs Betw~en Molten Core and Concrete 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
1. 2. 1975 ;o. 9. 1976 
Status: Last U,Edating (Date): 
Continuing 31. 12. 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
In continuation of the investigations of the interaction between 
molten core and concrete the following questions will have to be 
answered: 
- How does typical reactor concrete behave on different temperatures 
up to its melting point? 
. Which metallurgical processes occur when "Corium" contacts concrete? 
- What happens with the concrete structure, when a representative 
mass of corium (kg-range) attacnthe concrete under accident 
conditions? · 
Experimental Facilities 
Within this task the same experimental facilities are used as with 
the investigation of metallurgical and·chemical reactions between 
Corium and RPV-material (RS 74 a). To investigate the therma~ shock 
behaviour of concrete a plasma torch with an electrical input 
up to 40 kW will be available. 
Research ProGram 
The research program is devi&ed into the following subtasks: 
- Compilation of literature on high temperature behaviour of concrete 
- Investigation of concrete up to its li~uefaction 
- Determination of degassing characteristics of concrete 
- Thermal shock behaviour of concrete 
' . . " . ~ ·-
~-cdriUm·concrete interaction 
- Theoretical evaluation of the expe~i~ental .results. 
P:ro.jec.t Stat~s/P~ogress to Date 
A literature study on the properties of· con:c·rete has ·been completed. 
A. standard concrete mixture was evaluat_ed ·and· a procedure 'for 
hardening and aging was worked out. Concrete samples were produced 
~or isothermal tests, for dilatometric · te.sts, different~al 
thermoanalysis and thermogravimetric analysis. 
. . 
The Corium components for interaction tes~s with. the c_oncrete 
were defined. The test series to :investigate Corium/concrete 
interaction was started with three melting tests with large 
samples (in the kg-range) under inert conditions. 
Project Status/Essttntial Results 
D~fferential thermoanalysis and thermograyimetric an~lysis have shown, 
that the weight loss of the concret·e after h-ea~i.ng ·~z.esttl t'·s from 
water 16ss. Up to 120 °C only physically boUnd water ~ill be lost, '. .
at 500 °C and 800 °C chemically bound wat~r. ; t · ~-
The dilatometric tests have shown, that the thermal expansion of 
the concrete will be heavely influenc~d by .the ... ~ ... ag~_~ate_s. 
' ,, I • 
I.~ • 1 
Next Steps 
- ·Cont.inuati.oP. -of. the ~investigations on. the :hfgli· ·tempe-rature · · 
behaviour of concrete 
Continuat-Ion of· the investigations on th~· int··era~tibn. bet~~en..· 
concrete· ·and mol ten corium. 
) . 0 ._A 0 
·',H. 
Relation with Other Projects ... , . . . 
. ~ ... . . .. . . . 
f .~ : I 
RS ?4 a: I~"fes_t.~ga~_ion of_ Meta].lurgic~+: ~~-Qh~P:t~ca;L·Jntel'acitig~s·· r 
-~ ·~~~t~e;~-~}~o-~~e~. ~as~~· ~f_,_ ~~a~~o:r~q91!~~~e~;al. ~d,: tlle: ·; -:·' 
.t(eactor Pressure Vessel .. .... ~ . , . .- . . . . - . ,. :; 
'et;,~~.; ! :.' •t•·"'' ,, .i ••\.~.·~ .. •· •- '• 
Reference· Doc~ents/begree ~f: .Availabii-~t:yJ.:: '·.·_:: ... , 
,. ,,. -~·· • ,r , . . J.' J: 
Nq reports available. 
. ! 
.. 
·::..·" 
Classification: 2.3 
'l'i tle 1 (Ori~inal Lansua~e): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Energicbilanzen n~ch hypothetischem RDB-Versagen SPONSOR: 
untor Berlicksichtigung der Betonzerstorung BI•lFT 
(RS 183 
- 1.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish) :. Project Leader: 
Energy balances after hypothetical RPV failure with 
Respect to Concrete Destruction H. Goetzmann 
Initiated (Date) : COIDJ2leted (Date) : 
1 • 9. 1975 31. 5- 1977 
Status: Last Updatins (Date): 
. 
Continuing 31. 12. 19?5 
General Aim 
In continuation of the theoretical investigations of the energy 
balances within a pressure vessel and on the containment walls, the 
progression of the melt in the concrete structures will be studied. 
Particular Objectives 
A computer code will be developed to describe the destruction of the 
concrete. Additionally, the energy balances and the pressure build-up 
. 1ithin the containment will be studied, considering the energy and 
mass transport in the containment atmosphere. 
~erimontal Facilities 
No experimental facility necessary. 
Research Program 
1. Problem related theoretical investigations: 
1.1 Study of the existing knowledge of the available destruction 
models 
1.2 Definition an formulation of the heat transport model 
2. Energy balance for ;the ~ surrounding! 
2.1 Definition of the region in which contact with the molten 
" 
core can occur after hypothetical core melting 
~IJ 
~ 
• 
. _ .... .,.._ 
2.2 Setting up the energy balances 
2.3 Consider~tion of the conditions which have to be fulfilled 
in order to keep the molten core as long as possible within 
the containment 
3. Energy balance for the cont~inment after a hypothetical RPV 
destruction! 
.. 
4. 
Calculation of the energy and mass transport to the 
containm~nt wall 
Energy balance and computation of the pressure build-up 
in the containment 
Sensitivity study regarding the parameters,_ which influence 
the accident course 
Project Status/Progress to Date/Essential Results 
A two dimensional heat conduction model was defined in r-9-geometr,y. 
In the final stage a coupling of this model will be necessary with 
the thermohydraulic model of the TU Hannover (RS 166); therefore 
the geometry and the boundary conditions were harmonized with respect 
to the coupling. Work en the realization of the heat conduction 
model has been started. 
Next Steps 
The heat conduction model will be programmed and tested. The 
experimental results of RS 154 will be prepared for use in the 
program. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 72 a Theoretical determination of energy balances for core 
melting: Balance boundary "Containment walls" for BWR 
and PWR 
RS 72 b Core Meltdown Program 
Theoretical Evaluation cf the Energy Balances within a 
Pressure Vessel 
',, 
. \ ,• :. '. .. , .. " , ~ .,_. . ' .' 
' \ ' 
- ···:.' 
' 
RS 154: Core melting: Investigation of the Interaction between 
l'1ol ten t:;ore and Concrete 
R.S 166: Continuation of the Investigations of the Thermohydraulic 
Behaviour of the Molten Core 
Reference Documents and Degr~c of Availability 
No reports available. 
-.-· 
... ··'· 
Classification: 2.3 
Title 1 (Original Lan9:ua9:e) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Konstitution und Reaktionsverhalten von'LWR-Materialien beim SPONSOR: Coreschmelzen 
(PNS h244- I.1.5, Jahresbericht A 75) I~MF'P ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Constitution and Reaction Behaviour of LWR Naterials at H. Holleck 
Core-Me~ting Conditions 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
January 1974 December 1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date):. 
continuing December 1975 
General aim 
Theoretical and experimental investigations a) of the chemical interactions 
between core components during melting, b) of the constitution of the melt 
in dependence on the time after melting, oxidation state and temperature as 
well as on the.content of concrete, c) reaction behaviour of the fission pro-
4ucts in the melt. 
~icular objectiv~~ 
1. Phase equilibria in multicomponent systems with core components '· 
2. Reaction studies in complex systems and different arrangements to investigate 
the miscibility of melts, the oxidation and vaporization behaviour and the 
distribution of fission products 
3. Compositions of phases occurring during the melting process. 
rroj ect status 
Progress to date 
a) The phase equilibrium studies in the ternary systems U-Zr-0, U-Fe-0 and Zr-
Fe-0 are completed. Sections of the quaternary system U-Zr-Fe-0 are investi-
gated in the moment. 
b) The reaction studies are carried out with Corium A and with a mixture of 
Corium A and E in inert atmosphere; with Corium E in inert, lightly and 
strongly oxidizing atmosphere. : 
c) Simulated fuel rods, molten down~in inert and oxidizing atmosphere were exa-
mined metallographically, by x ray diffraction and by microprobe analysis. 
Essential results 
a) The previously in many parts estimated isothermal sections of the ternary 
systems U-Zr-0, U-Fe-0 and Zr-Fe-0 were confirmed experimentally. Isothermal 
sections of these systems were established at J000°C, J500°C and 2000°C. In the 
quaternary system U-Zr-Fe-0 the section uo2-zr-Fe - respresenting the compo-
sitions of a core melt in inert atmosphere - shows at J500°C the following mean 
phase fields: 
uo2+ZrFe2+L 1; U0 2+ZrFe2; U02+ZrFe2+L2; U02+L3• 
The phase relations determined in the phase equilibrium studies are in good 
agreemeat with the phases observed in the more complex reac~ion studies. 
b) Reaction studies with Corium A in inert atmosphere show that only small 
amounts of especially Fe vaporize and that in the molten·state one metallic 
(melting reg~on "' J 750-2.180°C) and one oxidic melt (melting p. ~ 2240°C) 
occurs. With increasing steel content one observesat compositions of Corium A/ 
Corium E J/J up to Corium E one metallic melt. In lightly oxidizing atmosphere 
once more a phase separation occurs in one oxidic (melting p. "' 2400°C) and 
one metallic (melting p.·"' J650°C) melt. If all the phases of Corium E are 
oxidized only one oxidic melt occurs (melting p. "' J900°C). 
c) The metallurgical examination of simulated molten rods shows at a section of 
0 
a fuel rod heated up in inert atmosphere up to 1670 C, that melting can occur 
below the melting point of Zry at the contact uo2-Zry. Zr penetrates with pre-
ference into uo2• In oxidizing atmosphere the cladding oxidizes and the melting 
points are shifted to higher temperatures. Here however the concept of heating 
must be changed as low melting U,W-oxide phases influence the melting process. 
~ ste1)s 
a) Phase equilibrium studies in sections of the quaternary system U-Zr-Fe-0: 
uo2-a( Zr,O)-Fe; uo2-z~o2-Fe (representing ligthly oxidizing atmosphere), 
U02-zro2-Fe3o4 (representing strongly oxidizing atmosphere). 
b) Reaction studies of different compositions in the system uo2-Zry-steel, simu-
lating different atmospheres and including concrete. 
c) Metallurgical examination of simulated fuel rods molten down in bundles. 
·! 
I 
Reference documents 
Report KFK 2101 (1975) P• 115 (german) 
11 KFK 2195 (1975) p. 338 (german) 
11 
·KFK 2220 (1975) (german) 
11 KFK 2227 (1975) (german) 
KFK-Nachr. 7 (3) (1975) p. 50 (german) 
Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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A program has been wr~tten 'to ca1cul':l,te the free conveotton of a 1.mi.forml;y 
heated liquid in a channel· of rectangU.lC:~.t' cross-sect}_on, the liquid b•2.ing ccolt'1d 
at the tc•p a:rld bottom surfaces. This p:rorr:r'·am resem')les the \\orl.c of J'aJw and 
Re.ineke, and the methods of 6aJ.culatio~l '"hich they descrit,e are use•:l. t'!ir.-:;e 
qt'::u;titj(~S are calcu'J.ated at laJ {points of ·a :resh c:overing the cro:::s.-::.:;ection, the 
vorticity, the strP.am fm1ction and the -tempe:r'''ture. F.r1uations fo.:' the t:ime rate 
of chancre of the "1-"o:C:t and the i"':::m·Deraturr:r a-r·,:; u:,ed to tit/le r:.te~; tho ca1cul:.~::on~ 
rud sol ~ing Poissons. equatio~ givu.:; iJt~' stremn functinn whon the vo~ticlty is k:;<..:hrn. 
'Phe ca1 culation starts v-.rith the temper;:.ture d;; si:rihu.-tion due to con 'h; :1ticr~ ;.:• .:·1e · 
n..nd. a random vort:J.c:hy~ The !calc~,tlations made Do far show that after ~1· ':':(:~"t 
inte,rval 10f time conve~tive motion starts a.'ld e:z'OWS f,:X,ponent;;::.J.ly. 
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Sponsor UKAEA 
Organisation 
AERE Harwell 
£,roJ~ob 'I.Mt,~N~ 
R. G. Bellamy 
.. '•·· 
General.Aim .. . _.._ . .':~·;;~·_;_:,~-;lj~U·:::>.>~,,/::;'.'::;::;-~~::::.\::,:~~::~:·:f} J.·:o::.:.: ·_:··~··· ..• ~· ~- '-::r-'·. : 
T~· have the ability to reta~t1\~~t~~~.;,the ~~n,t~~Ilf:ll~n~"mo;tt.en· eo~~- debris f()llowing. 
a core melt-down. ; .. 2 ··::) '',/ .. .'. ·/;::,.· .,.,'J .. ";·;·!_:·., .. ·.-.;~: .. ~. ·-.... ·\.· .. ·. 
.. 
Particular Objective·~ : : • < i '': ~ ~; :.}>:,;-._::,{'~;,~ :+' <; : ,', , ··,; ;-, · ·' 
To provide experimental· observations 'on. the; :fr'ee: convection of a ·self heating liquid· 
. particularly to e11ab~e ~:red~?t~on· of ~ea't .,_fl'f'es_ .~t the· uppe~ and lower ~iquid 
:::::::tal ;a~:nu~~'·;;; +;(_' :.:. \'~; ;- ) ,-;?V {\: <-< '0:,;' ' :}: ·. ': •· . ' . , • / , . . ... 
i.+- ,· •. •. •• 
Three e:<Peri.mental rigs CiF~: invol~ed using. weak' aclds and. ~hlnic. heating. The fi::r;-st 
rig, with a cooled upper surface, has ,demonstrated that -turbulent convect'ion sub- I 
stantially enhances the condu.ctive heat transfer.:by· as ·much as a factor of 40. Th•~ 1 
second rig employs both upper and l_ower cooled--surfaces as does the third, u.ude.r ._ ~ 
construction 1 which will ena~le Ra;rleigh numbero'appropriate to molten U02 to be I 
:~!a:;~h 0~T~~q:~-~~~;~~?;H~l~~~=~ ~~~ :t~> ~;\_ ~-t. ~=t fn ~ol ten. fuel, but 
Project Status :-:1 --:: ·:~--,_,":-: .... · ;.. f 
A two~dimensional cod~-~~- ~~~loyed. for 'now in a c~~im~; of :r~ctangular_ cross-s:ctioni1 
and~a code dealing wi tp.. turbulent aspects i.s under development. Tij~ experimental and r 
· theoretical work shoul~ provfde an unqerstandi~g of the basic heat transfer f 
mechanisms involved. ~ _. ; ~: 1 _ ._, i 
In the .real acci.dent si~u·a~i~n· there would b'~ ~~her uncertainties, for exanple, aboutt 
the b_oundary conditions ;.;._the molten layer may be enclosed in a solid crust, but t;hisi 
crust may be weak and break.: .Up. · There may also be.· a daneer to support structures 
from thel:'mal radiation." So. ·:raz., is has been arssumed that boilir..g is avoided. A · 
, . furt~er possi9il.~~V~.w~r;ph m.~Y -q~ed co9sidering ·cou1d.;b~ a_ stli)pe~si?n of sma~l fuel part~cles-~ malntGl-Ined In susi:>ension b~ turb)llence .• -: 1 ,. ···\ •• , • •· •• · · -.• , .•• _ _ ! 
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' S~smic monitoring network I 3. 1 
I 
1 
I 
I ----: OHGA.NIS/d·ION : 
I 
. 
·I 
· ITALY I ENEL 
I 
I .---------------.------------------------~---------~---------~--------- --f 
I . . ·p;· lNITII~TED 197 3 . -~~- .....- PHOJEC'l' l.i~ADill 
• 
F. Capozza 
·-- ___ __,, ...... ,--~-- ------·--.,..-----.__. 
' 
1. General Aim 
--·-
Definition of reference earthquake for nuclear power plant sites. 
Z. Particular Objec.tive_! 
Collection p! data necessary to: 
. . 
character.~ze earthquakes in the differ'ent Italian regions; 
obtain~- new con·elation between acceleration and earthquake intensity in 
order to utilize the large ·amount of hystorical slata available in Italy. 
. ...,. . 
... ·: . 
. . . . 
--'· Experimental faclljties and' program 
'1::; 
,. 
' 
The seismic network shall consist of 152 monit~ring points d~sHibuted in the 
whole Italian territory with the exception of Sardinia. · 
Each monitoring point shall be equipped with an accele.rograph capa::>le of re-
cording a maximum acceleration o.f 1. 00 g and with a threshold of 0. 01 g. 
The acceferographs are generally located inside electrical substations and in-
stalled on concrete columns directly ·anchored to the foundation~ • 
. ... , 
:/.!' 4. Proiect st~tus .... 
At present 98 accelerographs have been installed. 
Furthermore a computer program has been developed which enables to obtain 
the se·ismic· spectra (acceleration, velocity and displacem~nt) and their envelopes 
· · from instrumental recordings 
· 5. Next steps 
.;" . 
·· .. -~ij'~mpletion of ·network . 
. . . :... . . ~ . 
~-
. ' ; :~'-··::t(;J:;lp. 
/ . 
.. 
6. Relation to othe~_Erojects 
3 • 1 ( CNEN programs) 
7. Reference documents 
E. Iaccarino "PossibiUta di rilevare un tcrrem0to sul tcrritorio italiano pe:· 
mezzo di una retC' di accclerografi". CNEN RT /Prot, (71) 36 
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. !JROJECT TITLE CLASSIFICATION 
. 
~ ~EISMOTECTONIC"RESEARCHES 3. 1 
I 
I ! SP0NSOR_I_N_G_C_O_U_NT_R_Y __________ -+_O_R_G_A_N_I_SA_T_IO-N------~ 
I ITALY CNEN 
I 
PRO~: -~;c . ' i · ADER : 
I 
i 
I ~---·--------------------lr----I DATE I~!ITIATED :.January 1975 L DAT_~ COMPLETED : In progres_::_ __________ _:. ~~A~~~: '--~--·----1 
.P.2..:?~.P.tion : 
S'eismotectonic researches for nuclear plants site evaluation: 
1) Geomorfological and cronostratigraphical studies of marine 
and subaerial deposits of late Pleistocene to find out: 
- active fault~, 
- al timetric changes between lr:md !tlld sea. 
2) Glrrelations between enrthquru(es (epicentrum, ipocentr~~, 
etc.) and active tectonic. dislocations. 
3) Studies on earthquakes origins with experimental measurements. 
Helc.teq pro.jccts: 3.1 (other progrrDJls) 
I 
I 
' __ .....,_ ··---~·-- --· -
-- -·· .. -····.,: -~·· ..... •• ............. -... - - -'• • • • -·- _,, r -______ _j __ t,~.L 
Pa()JECT TITLE ·-cussmtA!'raf ___ ... I . . . - -· . - - . -
Seismic instruments development for site 3.1 evaluations 
SPONSORmG COUNTRY . ORGADISA.TION . . . 
. 
ITALY CNEN 
l 
I 
DATE INITIATED : MFiy 1974 ( prese1:~ phase) PROJECT LEADER 0 . 
I Dl~TE COMPLETED . In progress R. CER.VELLATI . 
. P_escril).tion : 1) In the frame of a collaboratton CNEN-ENEL, a network 
of accelerometers has bean set up all over Italy wi_th the aim of 
recording the accelerations of earthquakes. The "time-histories" will 
be employed in the characterization of the design earthquru{e. Up to · 1 
Uay 1975 about 2/3 of the 150 acceler-ometers expected to complete tlie -~ 
network have been installed. 
2) A seismometric equipment has been set up and operated in various 
sites where the construction of nuclear plants is planned, in order 
to have a characterization of sites in the seismological field. 
The pres~nt set up is being enlarged bJ' the addition 
of seismometric equipments located a few miles ·apart s.-1 to allow 
the determination of the earthquakes ipocent~r. 
Report:!. 
Reports obtained in a previous phase of the program are available. 
Related projects: 3.1 (other programs) 
I 
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~ I-~OJECT ·CLASSIFICATION' -· ___ ., _____ ,. ____ ,.. ..
··-·-·-i 
~esearchcs on s~~ds liquef~ctic~ 3.1 
------------------~---------------------------------i---------------------------------· 
• I ITALY 
~ ... ,. ........ . 
I 
-------------------------------------------~~--------L--------------1 
;.:r..q 1975 FROJ:SC-1".:1!::;..:~ I 
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J P~JECT TITLE : • 
f Study on the po.ssibiiity of predicting earth quake 
' by hydrogeochemical methods 3.1 
., 
' I 
I 
.-------------------~---------------------------+------------------~~-----~ . I f)PONSORING COUNTRY 
ITALY 
January 1975 . 1· 
DATE INITIATED 
L~T~ col111ET_E_n __ == 
pescriJ?.tion 
ORGANISATION 
C.N.E-.N. 
! 
I 
·-------t 
PROJECT LEADER I 
Mario ·nan 'Aglio ! 
lt; has been demonstraded that various premonitory geochemical 
phenomena occur before earthquakes. In particular the coniposition of the deeply 
circulating waters (e.g. thermal waters) can change so:ne weeks or months be-
fore the destructive seismic mouvement. · 
· Some hydrothermal italian systems are r(" gularly checked in order 
to stt;.d:r the variation of water composition in ·relation t.) seismic activity. 
1t 
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PROJECT TITLE • CLASSIFICATION I 
- . - .. ·-·---- --
. 
..... -- . 
. 
SEISMIC DESIGN FOR NUCLEAR CCMPONENTS, \ 
· SYSTEMS AND STRUCTURES 3.1 
SPONSORING COUNTRY ORGANISATION • . . . 
. 
AGJP NUCLEARE S.p .. A. ITALY MilLAlW -'ITALY 
DATE INITIATED . 
. May 1975 PROJECT LEADER . . . 
. 
DATE COMPLETED . October 1975 In~. Paolo GRILLO . 
-
Description : 
Design methods of components, systems and structuren for nuclear plants 
based on their tridim~nsional analysis with time-hi8· ory and desien spectra. 
. ' .... 
·, . 
.• 
... 
·' 
-·-
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rPROJECT TITLE : - .... 
I STUDIES OF SITE~GINEERING 
i 
i 
,..,)..~- ~~----~ ~ ~--·--.---...... w ... -4,. --· • 
. ·~ .. --~···. ?t· . 
....:lJ.LASSP'.J'I'.A!J'1ml-_ __ _ _ _____ _ 
3.1 - 3.5 
I rsro._N_S_O-RIN_:r_G_CO_U_NT_RY----------+-0-R_G_AN-ISA.-T-IO-N----~ 
I ITALY CNEN t I I 
I 
I DATE INITIATED L~A!.l•E COMFLETED November 1974 (present phase in progress PROJECT L.EAJ ·BR S. :eOLINARI_ 
Descri~~ion : Studies on parameters occurring in the evaluatio~ 
of sites for nuclear plants. 
The program is organiz~d into the following .. ts..al:cs: . ·· 1 
analysis of earthquakes strong motion re_cords 
dynamic.response analysis of soil 
. 
analysis of soil-structures interactions 
- expe~imental and theoretical determination of the vi~ratio~ 
characteristics of nuclear power plants structures 
devel~pment of codes for above analysis 
statistical analysis and studies of exceptional meteorological 
events 
- seismic prevision by random techniques. 
Reports 
;-· ... 
·~ '· 
Reports 6btained in a previous phase of the p~ogram are availaple. 
Related projects:· 3.1 (other programs). 
Title 1 
Flystyrt pa containment-bygning 
Title 2 
Aircraft impact on containment building. 
Ini1;.ji.ated (date) 
March 1975 
Status: progressing 
l ... General aim 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last u;>dating 
(date) 
February 1976 
Classification 
3.2/11.4. 
COUNTRY Denmark 
.SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Proj·ect leader 
Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsager 
S. Krenk 
11"- .. 
!~!~ Investigations on structural consequences of an aircraft impact on a 
containment building. 
!~~~ comparison of several FEM-codes available to Ris~ and evaluation of 
their potentials in this type of analysis. 
2. Particular objectives 
~~!~ To study the transient response of an idealized axisyrrmetric contain-
ment structure subject to an impact force of the linearized Riera type. 
2.2. To study the influence on the displacement and stress results of the 
element types available in a nureber of FEM-codes. 
3. Experimental facilities and progra~.e 
·None 
t' 
........ 
, .. 
4. Project status 
I A number of analyses have been carried out using 3 linear and 1 nonlinear 
code. 3 types of shell elements anq ~- types of. J.sopar.ametric solid ... ele~ 
' - . . . . 
ments have been applied. 
··. 
4.2. Essential results 
. 
The stress results seem to a remarkab~e ektehd to dePend on proper matching 
of element type and grid layout. 
5. Next ~teps 
Evaluation of results. 
Internal and external reporting. 
I 
6. Relations with other projects 
No direct relations. 
7. Reference documents 
Dynamic Analysis of Aircraft Impact Using the Linear Elastic Finite 
Element Codes riNEL, SAP and STARDYNE. 
Per Lundsager, Steen Krenk. 
Ris~-M-1817, Aug. 1975. 
Presented at the ELCALAP Seminar, Berlin, Sept. 1975. 
8. Degree of availability 
Project information is freely available 
i . ~ • 0 .. 
'• .. 
~ ., ', . 
·"'·· 
-Classification: 3.2 
TitL:~ 1 (Ori~inal Langua2e) : COUNTRY: 
Das Verhalten von Reaktorbauteilen gegen Splittereinwirkung BRD 
(RS 102-7- !.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
Bt1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
. schaft, Et1I 
Title 2 (english): Behavior of Reactor Specific Materials and Project Leader: 
Component Parts at the Impact of Fragments, Splinters and 
Projectiles of Different Mass and Velocity Hoffmann 
Initiated (Date) : Com~1leted {Date) : 
1.9.1973 31.12.1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date.): 
continuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
The increasing need for nuclear power energy and the actual size of nuclear power plants in 
twin-blocks of up to 1300 MW, each, forces to investigate and to improve the security means 
(for people against radioactiv!ty) especially in densely populated regions and near industrial 
facility concentrations. 
Within the scope of the reactor safety program extreme accidents and failures in nuclear power 
plants are analyzed as to initiation, processing and destruction effects with the aim to improve 
the actual safety of light water reactors (PWR and BWR)and to optimize - mainly from an 
economic point of view - the actual safety installations (materials, components, systems). 
2. Particular Objectives 
In connection with the legally required high security of reactor facilities against accidents 
from inside and outside (failures of the facility itself, dynamic loadings by aircraft-crashes 
:; and fragments released by explosions) and against intended actions by third hand (military 
interferences, sabotage) the present research program RS 102-7 theoretically and experimentally 
deals with the essential aspects of impacts prQjectiles, fragments and splinters on reactorf>e:ific 
materials and component·parts (especially with concrete slabs, reinforced concrete and steel). 
The dynamic resistance of slabs - up to their complete destruction at ultimate loads- is 
investigated for penetration- and perfortltion-processes with the aim to find and check 
. t 
similarity laws wich scale the physical behavior of .model- and prototype structures. This task 
includes to find the range in which the physical projectile- and target-parameters are valid 
and to adapt them to the reactor field • 
• 
3. Experimental Facility and Program 
The destruction effects (perforation, penetration, spallation and scabbing} wh~ch are e>pected . 
to occur at the -impact on concrete, reinforced conc~ete and special steel targets are 
experimentally investigated in the v~locity range from. lOO m/sec up to 2.5 km/sec in 
dependence of projectile mass. 
' 
The simulation facility was already mentioned and shown in a picture in the last•year-r:eport 
(A74). Ne>W the facility is full in action and a series of tests had been.done. .. 
lhe targets to be used are reactor specific concrete slabs and construction steels with different 
thicknesses and compressive strengths. Furthermore, the composition of the c~ncrete slabs and 
also their steel-reinforcement were varied. 
4. Project Status 
The expert in charge became Ill, for more than half a year now and the sickness will endure 
still for an uncertain time, causing delays in the realization of this program. 
The successor, now in charge had to acquaint himself with the topic first. Especially the 
theoretical works on penetration- and perforation laws for concrete and their limitations of 
validity as well as the scientific evaluation of the available, experimental ·facts obtained 
during the first t~sts were summarized in a report "Penetrations- und Perforationsgesetze fur 
Beton und ihre GUitigkeitsgrenzen 11 (Penetration- and Perforation Laws f9r Concrete arid .their·: 
Validity Limitations). After a revision, this report w.ill be printed ,now. 
4. 1 • Progress T odate 
' ., . 
.... ,• 
The required slab sizes and slab fixtures are determined through tests in the impact":'cha!Tlber 
•' 'r ·; '' ' '", 
with cohcrete slabs of our production. 
• • • 1 
. ·~ ~ :: r~ . : ~~· I :. • • • ~. _, ... :~: 
During' the first tesrphase"a total of 54 co~crete slabs of grades B~ 250 and· 3SO·~ith 
various reinforcements and meslf sieve h~les were -~tudie~(with ·r~gard to their .resistan~e 
~ ' ~ . . ~ ... · .. . . ' 
1. 
· .... ::;·; 
t . 
•• ,' ~ ....... ( 1' .. ~~ ........... ~\ "· '!.,.f.,·~.:' 
behavior against projectile impact. For these studies simple cylinder shaped projectiles 
with different calibers and length/diameter relations were chosen. In all cases the same 
projectile material (C 110 W 1) has been used. In the following the series of tests 
I 
performed are sped fi ed: 
• 
1. Impact on concrete slabs of grades Bn 250 and 350. The tests parameters were varied as 
follows: 
Projectile mass m= 20,6 and 41,1 g; velocity v = 150 up to 2000 m/s; diameter D = 1,5 cm; 
length L /diameter D = 1 and 2. This series of tests was intended to check the validity 
range of often used penetration ·formulae while testing the various evaluation methods. For 
these concrete qualities several tests results are given in the literature. 
2. In the following two test series, made with concrete slabs of grade Bn 350, the 
appl idability of model- and scaling laws when using commercial material {aggregates, 
cement,steel,matting) for the manufacturing of the slabs have been checked. The impact 
velocities were within the range of 100 up to 900 m/s. In the following table the most 
important parameters for the full scale slabs and the model slabs and the projectiles are 
listed: 
Concrete grade (compressability) 
Concrete sped fi c gravity 
Mesh si eve holes 
Steel reinforcement 
Table 
Full Scale 
Bn 350 
2,3 g/cm3 
B 16 
100x100x8x8 
(Handmatte) 
St 50/55 Rk 
Model 1 :2 
Bn 350 
2,3 g/cm3 
BB 
50x50x4x4 
(E-stri chmatte) 
St 50/55 Rk 
The distances between and the number of the reinforcementmats varies with the model scale 
and the slab thickness respectively. 
Projectile caliber 
Projectile L/D 
Projectile material 
40mm 
2 
c 110 w 1 
20 mm 
2 
c 110 w 1 
The thicknesses of the slabs range between 10 and 40 cm, depending upon impact velocity 
and the diameter of the impacting projectile. The tests slabs are square with 70·cm length; 
this size is necessary to exclude boundary effects on the impact phenomena. 
. ' 
,.). 
··l ~ 
•.!Ji(. 
4.2. Essential Resul'ts 
The tests confirm fully the applicability of model- and scaling laws when the most 
important model laws are observed. 
. : ... j ·~' ? 
, .. ~ . . ; : ' f • 
From the test series the following results we,rf! also,derix~d, which are _9f .importance 
: 1 I t ' 0 t ~ ' 
for the intended full scale tests: the hitherto chos~n sla~ sizes ar:e ~ot sufficient .... _ ,· ,. 
anymore when projectile calibers are larger then 50 mm and impact velocities ove~ __ 
600 m/s. Boundary effects falsify the characteristic data s~ch as penetration depth and 
crater volume. The consistency of the test results with the results of the empirical 
formulae is for cylinder sphaped projectiles with L/0~ 1 and L/0 :~10 insufficient, 
even for approximates. 
The Jigures 1 a and 1 b show a typical penetration_ crater and a scabbing crater on the 
backside of the test slab. The evaluation of the test slabs regarding penetration dept_~ 
of the projectiles is shown in figure 2 as well as its summarized results. The diagram 
shows the normalized penetration depths p/0 (D =projectile diameter) over the impact 
velocity v. The vafues of the full scale test and from the model tests are situated on the 
same curve. The deviations in the test result values are caused by accidental conditions 
by impact, such as touching or penetrating reinforcement steels.: The validity of the model-
and scaling laws is shown by the good consistency of full scale test and model·tesl. 
.. ... 
5. Next Steps 
In order to supplement· and recheck the test values found, a furt~r number of tests wi-th·. · 
concrete slabs of the same quality (compressability, reinforcement, aggreg~te) are necesscuy; 
More impact tests on concrete slabs with large L/0 projectiles (jet engine shafts) are sGhedu.f.ed. 
Some tests have shown, that such projectiles represent a special danger for C(!)nerete 
constructions. 
Furthermore impact research on special steels.(fypical steel for reactor construction) is planned. 
! ,:· •• • 
6. ·Relations ·with Other Projects i• • 
: ~· '--' ;..,~' . 
Do not exlst besides some cooperation with other exp_eri_mental workers of the ln~!ff~· ";-·.'lf-li~;~,·-~ .-
- • ' - l i 
' .. *'" ~ ' ' ' ~ ·'1-· • -+~' .• t ' ' 
-~'i' ... · ~ ~~ ... ~iif•": 
'1 .. .,.l I \. '. \ , 
-" l •• ,. . . •• ' • • '! . 
~· _.,. '" . . ' --~ 
-~ lA .. ' .. ...., .. ' l't, , f t , , I~ r .., ' • 
7. Reference Documents 
1) P. Rauser 
2) H. langheim 
P. Rauser 
Klassifizierung von Projektilen, Splittern und Fragmenten bei Schadens-
fallen an Reaktoranlagen 
• 
,(Classification of Projectiles, Splinters and Fragments at Accidents in 
Nuclear Power Plants) 
EMI-Bericht 2(75 
Penetrations- und Perforationsgesetze fUr Beton und ihre GUitigkeits-
grenzen 
(Penetration- and Perforation-laws for Concrete and their Validity 
limitations) 
EMI-Bericht 22(75 
8. Degree of Availability 
1) available with permission of BMFT 
2) is being printed. 
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Fig. 1 
Impact crater (a) and 
soabbing crater (b) 
in a concrete slab 
700x700x200 mm, Bn 350; 
Pw 28 = 408 kp/cm2 • 
Steel projectile caliber 15 
L/D = 2; v = 1700 m/s 
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Fig. 2 Penetration .depth in concrete Bn 350 as a function of 
the impact velocity 
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Classification: 3.2 
• 
Title 1 (Ori51inal !$an51uaSle! : COUNTRY: 
. Grenztragf~higkeit von Stahlbetonplatten bei hohen Be- BRD . 
lasturigsgeschwindigkeiten (z.B. Flugzeugabsturz) und: SPONSOR: 
Unt~rsuchungen der Widerstandsf~higkeit von Betonstruk- BMFT 
tur.en gegen Flugzeugabsturz ORGANIZATION: (RS 165 und 149 - I.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) HOCHTIEF, Ffm. 
BWB, Koblenz : 
Title 2 (eng:lish): Ultimate Bearing Capacity of Rein- Project Leader: 
forc.ed Concrete Plates under Time-Dependen-t .Load·s Riech (i.~. Aircraft Crash) and: Investigations.of the (coordination) Res~stance of Concrete Structures to Crashing Aircrafts 
. .Weymar 
Ini:tiated (Date): tom2leted (Date): 
Jul~~1, 1975 and June 30, 1978 and· 
Oct. 10, 1974 .• April 30, 1977 Sta.t.us: 
' 
Last Uegatin51· (Datek 
continui~g December, 1975 
-1. General aim 
.. 
In connection with research works performed on t4e ~ield of reactor 
safety, one of the subjects covering "Exte·rnal Evehts" gives spe-
cial emphasis. to the investigation of th~ ... beh~viour of the outer 
contai~ent of nuclear power plants under aircraft crash loading. 
For the loading case "Aircraft Crash" it. is dein.and.ed· ·that no failure 
of safety components will occur and no radioactive substances may 
escapeo This requirement will be met by an appropriate dimensioning 
of the outer containment of the structures surrounding the nuclear 
, . 
components so that a crashing air~ra~t .. ,?~n~.<;>t p~n~t;-ate the outer. 
m.t.lls. ·· · . ·.: · 
Since the loading case Aircraft Crash entails high load peak 
v~lues within short periods, the knowledge of the kinetic ultimate 
d . 
bearing loads is required for a safe and economic design of the 
p;ates and shells being used for nuclear power plants, i.e. the 
b~st utilization of all safety reserves·. 
t 
·.Both combj,.ned research projects RS 165 and RS 149, are dedicated to 
· 'the theoretical and experimental investigation of the essential prob-
l~s. of.the loading case Aircraft Crash : 
-:. ,~fi·:-.1 ~· Investigation of ·impact load/time characteristics during 
I • ·~-,: • • 
.·'.·., the impact of deformable missiles; 
2. Inv~stj,.gation of the kinetic bearing behaviour of rein-
'fo~ced'· ooncr·ete pla1;~-~· ~-- '. ·. 
• 
2. Particular objectives 
The preceding and accompanyinG theoretical investigations performed 
in the scope of research program RS 165 aim at recording the follow-
ing items: 
t~e impact of deformable missiles 
the physically nonlinear material behaviour .of reinforced con-
crete structures under ~ime-dep0ndent loading 
the influence of finite deformations 
,- the three-dimensional problem in the area of load introduction. 
The project RS 149 comprises: 
provision, installation and testing of the missile accelerator 
construction of a target abutment 
production of approximately 24 model missiles and the same number 
of reinforced concrete test plates 
procurement and installation of the measuring instruments. 
3· Experimental facilities and program 
For the following reasons the scale of the experiments was chosen as 
large as possible: 
qmall scale structures adjusted to laboratory conditions would cause 
difficulties on the following fields: 
selection of the granular size of the aggregates 
measures securing the composite of steel and concrete 
registration of the kinetic stress distribution (shock waves) 
within the structure (the velocity of the shock waves is independ-
ent of the geometric scale) 
installation of stirrups in the reinforcement and evaluation of 
their effectiveness. 
The mentioned difficulties would require special activities and com-
promise settlements and would entail additional falsifying values or 
such effects which cannot be taken into account by a realistic theo-
retical treatment. The interpretation of the results would become 
very difficult or even impossib~e, especially with regard to the 
·""' •" 
. .'. 
~eparation of the essential influence factors. 
The realization of large scale experiments was facilitated by the 
cooperation of the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology and 
the Federal Ministry of Defense. 
. . . 
At the site of the Bundeswehr-Erprobungs~telle 91 (BWB/E.St.91) at 
Meppen a gas operated accelerator will be built by which missiles of 
a maximum diameter of 600 mm, a length of up_to 7 m and a mass of up 
to 1000 kg may be accelerated to a maximum speed of-300 m/s. 
·~ ' p ,i 
Specially constructed projectile are used as model missiles, con-
sisting of concentric tubes of varying length.o The. deformation be-
haviour of those tubes grants the impact load/time characteristics 
similar to those which may be expected in an aircraft :crash. Quadrat-
ic reinforced concrete walls of 6 m edge_ length _and up to 1,20 m. 
thickness are used as targets. An abutment will be constructed.in 
order to fix the target plates. 
4. Project status 
4:. 1 Progress to date 
4.1.1RS 165 (Hochtief AG, Abt. Kerntechnischer Ingenieurbau) 
-~ Layout of the target abutmen-t and the ~easuring instrumentation:···_ :. 
• • ,1 ' 
The technical layout of the target abutment for the experimentary 
plant has been completed. The design drawings were del_ivered t._o 
BWB/E. St. 91. 
:..: 
..· . "- , 
Under consideration of the available measuring_instruments of . 
• • . • •• ; ... ,I',, 
E. St. 91, a measuring program was. establishe~ by_ Hochtief in c.9.-
operation with EoSt.91. This schedule informs about the meas~~i~g 
~izes, ·-:methods, .-inert;~;illations and those instruments ~hich sti\i 
. '· 
have to be procured. 
Preparing theoretical works: 
. : ~ 
. . . ~ . . ·~ . ' 
The investigations and calculations of the follQY~ing iP.!ij..v.iQ.u,al .. .., 
...... ' ,t ' \ • .-.' 
items were continued: 
. : 
.~ 
.. 
(.,1 
2. Physically non linear material behav:i.our of reinforced con-
crete structures under time-dependent loading. 
With regard to the calculation of physically nonlinear problems the 
following works have been performed:· 
Provision and testing of triangular elements, which permit a suffi-
ciently exact approximation of the displacements and stress result-
ants by use of the finite~element-method. 
Procedures for the calculation of physically nonlinear time-depend-
ant problems have been developed and partially tested. The following 
methods were alternatively used for considering the physically non-
linear b~haviour: 
a. Use of nonlinear moment-curvature relationships 
b. integration of the stress distribution over the thickness of the 
reinforced concrete plate. A nonlinear stress-strain relation-
ship is considered for the concrete as well as for the rein-
forced steel. 
Different stiffnesses in the area of loading and unloading are taken 
into account. 
4.1.2 _RS 149 (BWB/E.St.91) 
The construction of the experimental plant on the area of the 
test site of E.St.91 has been started. 
The construction of the track system for the acceleration machine 
and the construction of the subsidiary building were finished by 
the end of 1975• 
The calculation and construction of the acceleration machine were 
completed by Messrs. Schwartzkopff, Bonro.o 
The mounting of the bogie for the accelerator has been startedo 
A part of the nonpresent measuring instruments, which are re-
quire~ for the tests, has been procured or ordered. 
4.2 Essential results 
First results cannot be expected prior to the completion of the to-
tal experimental plant. 
,. 
5. Next ste;es 
5.~ RS 165 (Hochtief AG) 
' 
-·· ·~The measuring program will be presented to an independent expert • 
Four reinforcerl concrete test plates for the first series of 
measurements will be dimensioned and designed'·.. , .. 
' I ~ 
The calculation and construction 6f the.model miesiles~for the 
first four tests have to be renewed since .calc.u,latipns. o:f .M.es~s.r~. 
S·chwartzkopff, Bonn, gave higher pre'ssures .in t}1.e . ~~pan.e:ion tube[_l ~ : 
' - . . . . ' . . ~ ' . 
of the accelerator as originally . assumed for the d.imensi.qnipg -of ~ ., -~· 
'. . . . 
the model missiles. 
·.· .... .· . 
The thebretical investigations ~:ill be continued with the .. aim :o:e : .:·: 
' . 
improving the developed methods of calculation.· 
. : .. ~ 
5.2 RS·149 (BWB/E.St.91) . . . ~ .· . . .. 
. . . ... 
The work of Messrs. Schwartzkopff, Bonn, will be con~:i,pued ac:cqr.d-:: ... : 
. ~ . . . 
ing to the time schedule and will be finished ... ~Y .th~. end of Ju.ne 
• • • • J tl. 
1976. 
The start 6f constructing the target 
1
abutment, tp.~ m.eas1:1ri.l,lg ~~.d. 
~ - . . ~ . 
observation dug-out, the retaining wall and t;he .working area .~n:-:. 
fTont of the target· abutment will be ef.fected in Februf!.pY. 19(6 •. ·. 
The experiments for checking the mathematical. mod~~~- being used .. · ·. ·i 
' • r' • ' • • 
for the calculation of the impact load/time. char£tcteristics of . . .• 
deformable missiles will be performed during the last quarter of 
1976. 
·' 
', ' . 
.. . 
. I • 
- • .11 
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ORGANIZATION: 
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Development and application of calculational tools for the evaluation of 
structural response of reactorbuildings under dynamic loading conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
The calculations a~e directed to the evaluation of the effects of 
(1} pressure/blast waves of gasexplosion in the vicinity of the site 
(21 impact of strking aircraft on the reactor (containment) buildings. 
3. Expermental facilities and programme: none 
4. Project status 
A model was developed to describe the non-linear behaviour of reinforced 
concrete with a finite-elements technique, A special subroutine for the 
MARC-computercode describes this model. Response~calculations have been 
performed on a simple beam-model. Calculational results show a good 
comparison with experiments. 
5. Next steps 
Application of the computational method to a typical reactorbuilding 
(containment}. 
6. Relation with other projects; -
7. Reference documents 
"Beschrijving van het niet-lineaire gedrag van gewapend beton'' 
("Description of the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete 11 ) 
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'" 
1. General Aim 
Experiments with unconfined ignitable clouds of explosible gases are 
performed in order to supply information on the hazards to nuclear 
ipstallations from gas explosions resulting from accidental gas leak or 
spill. in the course of production, storage and transport of e.xplosible 
gases near nuclear power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
(~) Studies of gas dispersion after a leak or spill of explosible gas 
from liquid-gas containers or pipes and determination of the amount 
I 
of ignitable mixture at any time after the spill. 
(b) Studies concerning the explosion and detonation limits of explosible 
gases. Determination of .flame propagation rates in unconfined 
vapor clouds with linear and spherical geometry, investigating the 
possibility of a deflagration-to-detonation-transition. Determination 
of the propagation functions of the pressure waves and shock wave~ 
respectively generated -by an, explosion and assessment of their · 
impact on a reactor facility. 
· 3. Experimental Facilitie·s and Program . 
A:weather-hall of 6 X 12 m2 grmmd area is used for the gas dispersion 
t~ts. Liqufd gas will be spilled onto a beatable platform of 3. 7 m 
' ,. ' 
diameter placed at one end of the hall. The platform allows spills 
either on water, sand or concrete. The gas evaporation rate or source 
strength is me1lsured by weighing the platform with a force transducer. 
The extension of the cold gas cloud is observed by filming the foggy region 
in scattered light and measured by several traverses with 8 suction probes 
placed at a plane at varying distances from the spill point. Analysis is 
performed by infrared-light-absorption measuring devices. At the front 
side of the hall near the platform there are facilities to produce a uniform 
stream of air with wind velocities up to 2.5 m/s. The exit cross section 
of the blower section is 2.5m high by 4 m broad. 
Three gases will be spilled in amounts of 2, 5 and 10 kg each. At first 
liquid propane (20°C/8. 5 bar) is released in a way similar to the case 
when a tank is hurt getting a big hole in the bottom. Next liquid ethylene 
(-104°C) and liquid methane (-161°C) will be released from a dewar at 
atmospheric pressure as a "batch" -spill. 
The extension of the flammable region over the first minutes and the 
amount of gas mixture within the flammability limits will be calculated and 
compared with computational predictions basing on a Pasquill-diffusion-
model for an area sou"rce growing with time during evaporation. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
(a) The blower with diffuser and the platform are being mounted and will 
soon be ready for service. The experimental set-up has been prepared. 
Realistic evaporation rates for cryogenic hydrocarbon gases on different 
ground materials are being collected from the literature in order to 
feed the computational model. 
(b) Based upon several experiments for testing the measuring technique 
a series of 30 balloon experiments was carried out to determine the 
propagation functions of spherical shock waves in air in the case of 
detonating ethylene-air, mixtures. The gas mixtures were ignited by a 
microsecond jgniter and 50 g tetryl. At 15 different locations at 
distances between 5 and- 50 m from the center of detonation pressure 
transducers were installedJor the registration of the pressure-time 
dependence of the blast waves. The pressure transducers were 
- !':' ' 
. 
mounted in such a way that the pressure sensitive area of the trans-
ducers and the ground surface were complanar. 
The following parameters were varied: 
' 3 3 
- volume of the balloons 1. 5 m , 15 m (spherical) and 
• 1/2 X 1. 5 m3, 1/2 X'15 m3 (hemispherical) 
- position of the balloons 
on the ground (measurement of free propagation) 
above the ground (investigation of the reflexion of shock waves 
at the ground) 
location of ignition 
centrally, eccentrically (at the balloon surface) 
- ethylene concentration 
5, 5. 5, 6. 53 (stoichiometric) and 10 Vol.% 
,, . 
. , . 
In some experiments high speed cameras were used for the optie~l ·. . 
registration of the detonative event within the balloons. "•' " J,. , •. 
In a second series of tests the amount of explosive w~s determine.c;l :: 
which is sufficient for the initiation of a detonation in a stoichiometric 
ethylene-air mixture (11 critical11 amount of explosive). The experiments. 
were carried out with 1.5 m3 balloons as well as with 15 m3 balloo~s, 
to see if there is a dependence of the critical amount of explosive .. :· 
on the gas volume. Additionally the influence of the location of the . < 
ignition was examined (centrally, eccentrically). Pressure transducer~· 
within and outside the balloons as well as a high .speed camera made.: 
it possible to decide whether there was a detonation or not. 
In another series of tests stoichiometric ethylene-air mixtures in thin . 
walled PE tubes (length 27 m, diameter 0. 5 and 0. 8 m) were 
ignited by exploding wire or pyrotechnical bridge-wire-igniter at one · 
end of the tube ·to collect_ informations about flame propagation rates. ~ 
In some experiments the tube diameter was reduced over a distance 
of 2. 5 m to produce eventually an acceleration of the flames. 
Additionally to-- the stoichiometric ethylene-air mixtures with an 
0 2 : N 2 ratio of 20:80 mixtures with a ratio of 40:60 were investigated. 
The flame propagation rates were measured by means of 10 photo-
transistors, which were installed outside the tube at interval~ of 2. 5m. 
" 
·• 
4.2 
(a) 
(b) 
The pressure waves produced within the tube were registratcd. with 
10 pressure transducers. Additionally most of the experiments were 
filmed with a high speed camera. 
E ssenthH Results 
No results yet 
,-
The data of the balloon experiments were completely analysed and 
documented in a report (see point 7.), the essential contents of which 
are the propagation fun.ctions of shock waves in air, i.e. peak over-
pressure L1 p, . duration of the positive pressure phase t+ and 
impulse I+ as a function of the distance from the detonation center 
considering the appropriate scaling laws. As to the peak overpressures 
there were no recognizable differences between centrally and 
ecc@ntrically ignited balloons. It can be stated however. that t+ as 
well as I+ show an asymmetrical behavior in the case of eccentrical 
ignition. In contrast to the gas mixtures with an ethylene concentration 
of ~ 5. 5 % mixtures with 5 % ethylene did not detonate; this means 
that the lower detonation limit of ethylene-air mixtures is between 
5 and 5. 5 %, at l~ast for the selected ignition energy. 
In the case of 5. 5 and 10 % mixtures the peak overpressures were 
lower than for stoichiometric mixtures; this may be due to the 
lower content of explosion energy in those mixtures. 
The critical amount of explosive as defined above ·lies between 
6 and 8 g of PE'IN, i.e. ignition with 8 g resulted in a detonation, 
ignition with 6 g did not, independent of balloon size or location of 
ignition. 
A preliminary analysis of the data obtained from the experiments 
with PE tubes shows that· the flame propagation rates are between 
5 and 8 m/s for stoichiometric ethylene-air mixtures. For those 
mixtures with a o2 : N2 ratio of 40:60 the rates are higher by about 
a facto·r of 10. In those regions of the tube where the tube diameter 
has been reduced a temporary acceleraticm of the flame front could 
by observed. 
" 
.! 
' 
·5. Next Steps 
(a) Measurement of wind velocity distribution and turbulence in the weather-
hall. Propane-gas-spills. 
{b) The experiments with PE tubes will be continued with other deflagrative 
ignition sources, e. g. with jet flames to get additional insight into the 
process of flame acceleration. Moreover, experiments with larger 
gasvolumes ( > 100 m3) and deflagrative ignition are planned in order 
to deCide whether the results obtained till now are also valid for larger 
amounts of gas. 
6. Relation with other Projects 
RS 102-09 Diffraction of Shock Waves on Reactor Building~, Fraunhofer-
Gesellschllft, Ernst-Mach-lnstitut, 1973-1976 
7. Reference Documents 
-RS-report E 3/75 (Ernst-Mach-Institut~ Freiburg) 
Experiments with explosible gas/air mixtures in a 
detonation chamber (RS 102-06-1) 
-RS-report RS 102-06-3 
Propagation functions of spherical shock waves in air in the 
case of detonating ethylene-air mixtures. 
Classification: 3.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
Beugung van Druckwellen urn Reaktorgeba·ude BRD 
(RS:1c2-9- 1.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, EMI 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Leader: 
Diffraction of Shock Waves on Reactor Buildings Hoffmann 
Initiated (Date) : ~mpleted (Date): 
10.1973 31.12.1976 
Status: Last UEdating {Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
For the security of nuclear power plants also dangers coming from outside have to be taken 
into account. One of them are the dynamic loads of the reactor containment caused by 
pressure waves. They are formed in all cases where energy is transferred by air, for example 
when a chemical or nuclear exf,losion takes place. 
Therefore it is the aim of this project to find out the pressure-time-history of the pressure 
waves which are reflected and diffracted, when hitting a nuclear power plant by means of 
model experiments in the shock tube. 
2. Particular Objective 
Because there exist no data on pressure loads and their pressure-time-history running around 
a combination of buildings the objectives of this program are 
a) to measure precisely the pressure loads of the single reactor buildings and to correct, if 
necessary, the data given in the standard literature 
b) to get information on the shielding-, focusing- and reflection effects occurring in a reactor 
plant hit by a shock wave 
c) to try to elaborate some general rules for the design of reactor plants in order to protect 
them optimally against shock waves. " 
... 
. , 
.. 
~. Experimental Facilities and Program 
The two kinds of experiments 
a) shGdowgraph experiments on small two-dimensional structures 
I 
. . 
b) measurements of pressure-time-history at defin~d positi.ons of the power plant 
are done in a shock tube. Details of this shock tube ·and the metho~ Qf get~ing res~lts or~ 
given in .the annual report A 74. 
4. Project Status 
4. 1. Progress to date 
A literature report elaborated at the beginning of the year has not yielded. any: new 
aspects. So the experimental program has been started at the following state 6f knowledge:. 
1) There is no information on the pressure loads of_ combined structures . 
2) Informations on the pressure loads of single buildings (quader, sphere, cylin.der) can~ 
found in some old manuals (Draft Engineering Manual, Air Force Design Manual). 
Particularly at the rear side of the structures. they are not sufficient. 
The shadowgraph pictures provided in the experimental program habe been performed 
completely. With their help the complement of the models for the large shock tU&' with 
pressure transducers has been carried out and the most important· pressure-time-hi~tories 
'•' 
have been interpreted. Of particular interest are measurements concerning the time which:· .. 
the MACHstem takes ro overrun a semicylinder and three three-dimensional models·. 
(reactor itself, reactor with a longer cylindrical part, reactor dome) •. 
After many technical preparations the first part of the pressure measurements (reactor and 
turbine buildings as single buildings and in combination) has been performed. Shock. 
strongths were 1,2 and 1,4 , corresponding to a peak reflection overpressure of 0,4~ and· 
1,0 bar. From the pressure-time histories given by the pressure transducers at the reactor 
the maximum pressures were evaluated and plotted against various geometrical parameters. 
These ~istorie_s c~early sho~ the infl~ence of the turbine building on the l~d of the 
reactor. The pressure-time-histories with the highest pressures were completely 
interpreted by the shadowgraph pictures. 
).'._:, 
'· 
4.2. Essential Results 
From the shadowgraph pictures about the semicylinder and about the three-dimensional 
models it could be concluded: 
1) In the rear part of the structure the overrunning time of the MACHstem around the 
structures clearly deviates from the statements of the Engineering Manual. 
2) In the pressure region being of interest here there is only a slight dependence of the 
overrunning time normalized by D/U on the shock strength and the cylinder length 
(D =·diameter of the reactor, U = sho':k velocity). 
3) The overrunning time over the semicylinder and over the dome is nearly the same, so 
the focussing point on the rear side is expected being positioned on the boundary 
between dome ar.d cyl i ndri col part of the reactor. 
The most important results of the pressure measurements are: 
1) There ist no pressure increase at the transition point from regular to MACH reflection 
with respect to zero-degree incidence. 
2) At some configurations of the complex reactor and added turbine building the maximum 
pressure exceeds the peak reflection overpressure by far. The highest pressure was 
1, 54 times the peak reflection overpressure. 
The pressure-time-history where this high pressure occurs is shown in Fig. 1. lt is 
compared to the corresponding one which is obtained at the single reactor building. 
5. Next Steps 
lt is planned to evaluate the pressure-time-histories also with respect to their course, not only 
to their maximum pressure. But it is feared that there many difficulties will overcome because 
the frequency behavior of the reactor is here of great importance. 
To get more information about the pressure field at the critical arrangements which are known 
now, interferometer experiments will be done. 
Furthermore·, 'the second part' of the pressure !"easurement program with the bui I di ng complexes 
reactor/auxiliary supply/swichgear and reactor/turbine building/auxiliary supply/swichgear 
is performed. 
In 1976 the research project should be fiAished by a final report. 
, ~. : 
. ~. . ... 
,.....,., 
6. Relations with other Projects 
. Up to date there no data from other proje~ts influencing this program. Later on the results from 
. . 
.'RS 102-6 may yield valuable information on the shock strengths to be expected. 
7. Reference Documents 
a) L i teraturrecherche 11 
b) Statusbericht RS 102-9 
• 
8. Degree of Availability 
Both reports mentioned in 7. exist as a manuscript. 
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Tit.,lc 1 (Orisinal,Lansuase): COUNTRY: 
' :'" . BRD DlCE THROW-Vorstudie 
(~s 173 - I.3.2.,~ Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. SDK, Lorrach 
Title 2 (enslish) , Project Le~: 
DICE THROW-Feasibility Study H • Hofmann 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Com,12leted (Date) : 
30.7.1975 31.12.1975 
Status: Last UEdatins (D~te ): 
: . finished December 1975 
·-
1 • General Aim 
In autumn 1976 reinforced concrete buildings shall; be tested under 
pressure waves originating from explosions. These tests will take 
place at the test grounds "White Sand", New Mexico, USA, under the 
prdject name DICE THROW (4-nations project) . An explosion of 500 tons 
.: 
TNT: is planned, which will mainly serve military purposes. 
The Bundesminister flir Forschung und Technologie (BMFT = Federal 
Minister for Research and Technology) consid~red to take part in 
', 
'· . 
< 
this project, mainly being interested in detail.ed analysis concerning · 
the 
formation and propagation of pressure waves, ·in atmos:;phere and 
ground 
reflexion and flow of pressure waves arqund the build~ngs of 
nuclear power plants 
maximum bearing capacity, safety against tumbling and vibration 
of structures induced by pressure waves 
with respect to large structures. Another point he is interested in; 
is the quantification of the respective safety margins. 
·. \ 
.• ; 
• 
A review of design methods worked out during former nuclear weapon 
tests as well as a control of the results by means of advanced 
computational and measuring methods were of further interest. As a 
basis for the decision on whether a participation of BMFT is useful, 
pertinent and organizational conditions had to be clarified by this 
feasibility st~dy under the aspect of nuclear safety considerations. 
2. P~rticular Objectives 
3.1 Experimental Faciliti,es 
Not relevant. 
3.2 Research Program 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
Since a participation of BMFT with own objectives requires an 
adaption to the general test philosophy, first it was necessary to 
work out a concept and the possibilities given by the test arrange-
ment. As a basis, the technical documents ot the Bundesminister 
fur Verteidigung (BMVg = Federal Minister of Defence) and the Infra-
strukturstab der Bundeswehr (InfrastrStBW = Infrastructure Staff of 
the German Federal Armed Forces) were used. B~Wg also takes part 
with own objectives. 
Furthermore, the possibilities and limits of an additional partici-
pation could be discussed in personal conversations with the 
competent representatives of the designing and performing institutions 
- Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) and Waterways Experiment Station (WES) • 
These discussions took place at the test grounds "White Sand" and in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, on the occasion of a DICE THROW pilot test 
in August 1975 (explosion of 100 tons TNT). 
T.o simplify matters and for the sake of clarity, first essential 
results have been summarized in the draft version of two research 
proposals - "Experimental Investigation's ·and Preliminary Computational 
Analysis"; which have been submitted for judgement to the BMFT. The 
' 'I 
• 
_proposals include the design of a characteristic contai~ent 
bJilding, the corresponding pre-dimensioning and a distribution 
of mass. The final report is available, too. 
4~2. Essential,Results 
4~2.1. Possibili~ies of the Large Scale Tests 
T~e high energy release resulting fr~m an explosion of 500 tons 
TNT allows to conduct tests with large buildings of nuclear power 
plants, e.g. containments, under reduced scale problems and at 
different excitation levels - low, medium and high - depending on 
the-distahce between the test building and the explosion center 
- about 100 to 300 m. 
By the choice of an excitation level, tests in·the linear and 
nonlinear region of structural behaviour are possible. Such large-
scale tests have never been performed up to now and would be a 
valuable extension of present practice. For safety reasons, however, 
the performance of those tests will scarcely be possible in Germany. 
'4~2.2. Technical Performance 
The large-scale test DICE THROW especially will present 
a better information on the structural behaviour of large 
buildings 
a comparison between modern computational and experimentally 
results, particularly a check of the extrapolation of 
computational methods and theoretical fundamentals to large 
structures and thus 
an extension of the range of knowledge required for nuclear 
reactor safety considerations with respect to the large nuclear 
ppwer piant structures. 
On account of a participation of BMFT, it is possible to build two 
additional characteristic large scale containments and to test them 
under the influence of pressure waves resulting from explosion. 
Text to be continued on next page, 
,. 
• 
Furthermore,·· the aboveground and underground cubic buildings 
erected by BMVg may be used for the 9bjective of B~,T (e.g. for 
cable channels etc.). DNA may provide up to 300 channels for the 
jnstrumentation. As a completion, free-field records of other 
.. 
~articipants will be available in exchange for own data. 
In addition material properties necessary for preliminary analyses 
and pre~dimensioning of the structures will be determined and made 
. available on the test grounds. Results and evaluations of the pilot 
tests may be obtained under data exchange agreements. 
From the technical point of view a participation in the large-scale 
test DICE THROW is recommended. 
The final recommendation still depends o~ the clarification of 
several conditions. These include e.g. binding cost estimates fo~ 
the structures to be ordered in the USA and further details con-
cerning the efficiency of the measuring technique. 
5. Next Steps 
The project "DICE THROW-Feasib-ility Study" is completed. 
§· Relation to Other Projects 
At the time there are no other projects in execution concerning the 
behaviour of nuclear power plant structures under the influence of 
explosions with respect to tests of such a large scale. 
7. Reference Documents 
Abschlussbericht RS 173 "DICE THROW-Vorstudie zur analytischen 
und experimentellen Erfassung von Reaktorbauwerken unter simu-
lierter (Gas-) Explosionsbelastung im GrossmaBstab", Oktober 1975 
- Antr!ge an den BMFT vorn 3. Septernber·1975 
- DICE THROW - Experiment BMVg - RU III 8 -
- DICE THROW - Analytik SDK 
,. 
.. 
L 
,, 
1 i 
. I 
Reise- und Besprechungsbericht vom 26. August 1975 
- Informationsgesprache DICE THROW, Albuquerque, N.M., USA 
- Vorversuche zu DICE THROW (100 t TNT) auf dem Testgelande 
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.(in progess) 
Description : .· 
·'. ·.· 
· · · Th_e program .is .-~_tudying. th~ effects ~f. tornadoes· on main tJhysic~l· . 
nu~:J.ear plants on the basis· of da·t_a colle_cted i~ tl e U~i t.e'4. States~ A 
. •. . . . . . . . . . ~ .. . ., . . 
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. pla~ts. The behaviobr and the effects of sowe·torn:does iri I~aly in 1974, 
. . .. . . . . . 
. . . 
were: s.t~<.i~.ed making an ~ttempt for a preliminary' a.1 alys_is of the experi-
mental. d.ata. "'i'h~ probiem:-Q:f·a classific~t-ion of th( tornado .. i~tensity on 
. .. . .. ·. . . 
· ~~~--ba$is-of th~ ~r~~oked -~amages will be examinatLd ~a-correlate, if 
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_possible,· the .va!iou_s phy_sical par.~meters •. 
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Etu~e analytique das transitoires accidentels des 
-
réacteurs P .l-7. R, sRn:soa . CEA . 
. 
. 
.. . .. 
- ORGANIZATION 
G 
CEA 
. 
~' 
Title 2 (english) 1 Project leader 
Analytical study of accidentai transients for P.W.R ÇEA/DSN/SETS J. P.l>ŒRLE 
Scicntists • . 
. 
Initiated (date) Com~lcted : (date) 
1973 
Stéitus . progre s_sing Last updating (date) • • 
Janvier 1975 
"..-: · 1. But général 
Etude de la réponse des principaux paramètres de foncti9nnem,nt d'un réaëteur 
à une perturbation d'origine accidentelle. 
2. Ob1ectifs ~articuliers 
Etudes.des principaux transitoires accidentels qui interviennent dans 
1 'analyse de sOre té des réacteur œ puiss-ance. 
3. ·Installations expêrimentales 
4. Etat du-projet 
Code de calcul SIRENE (P.l~.R) en cours de tests {comparaison avec les 
résultats du.constructeur). 
S • . Prochaines étapes 
Extension des possibilités de programme (quant aux types de perturbation 
pouvant être traitées). 
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TITLE 2 CALCULATION CODES FOr. ANTICIPATED T!lANSIE~:TS 
com~TRY 
"l"qA~U~F 
ORGA.'UZATION 
E.l>.!i'. 
Proiect Leader 
E. D. F •. /SEP'rEi~/T 
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Codes opérationnels. Last updating: 20.01.75 
Etude des conséquences de régimes transitoires accidentels de 
dimensionnetnent. 
II - PARTICULAR OBJF.CTIVES 
- Code BABEL: études d'aecidents en régime sym~trique. Le code comport~ 
une rcpr~sentation simplifiée de ln chaudière nucléaire et de la ~artie 
secondaire, un calcul de pressio.n et de niveau est fait dans ~e pressuri:;etir 1 
et dans la partie secondair~ du générateur de vapeur. 
- Code ETUtCEL : études .d'accidents di$~yœtriques. Le code (modèl~ 2 boucleo) ·jj 
co~orte la rerrésentation de deux canaux dans le coeur et peut prendre 
en compte des mélanges plus ou moins importants dans 1 es zones d' cntrue ;j 
et de sortie. Il permet l'étude d'accidents conduisant à dea inversions 
de débits primaires • 
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IV - PROJECT STATUS 
4.1 -Progress to date 
Codes elabores, 
4.2- Essential Results 
. .
"' 
Etudes des regimes transitoires pour les rapports de surete. 
V - NEXT STEPS 
VI - RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
Neant. 
:t-tclange clans la cuve d 'un PWR des ecoulements provenant des 
divers~s boucles, 
VII - REFERENCY.: DOCUHENTS 
VIII - DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
!.a communication des codes ou leur utilisation pour des 
etudes appliquees doivent faire l'objet de contrats cas par cas • 
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-~sification: 4 
Title 1 (Orioinal Lansuage) : COUNTRY: 
DRD 
Untersuchung von Betriebstransionten bei Versagen des SPONSOR: 
Schnellabschaltsystems (ATWS-St;udie) BMFT 
(RS 153 - I .1.8., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
. 
Title 2 (e.nglish) : Project Leader: 
Investigation of Operation Transients during G. Frei 
Failure of the Scram System (ATWS-Study) 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
1. 11. 1974 31. ?. 19?6 
Status: Last U£2dating (Date): 
Continuing 31. 12. 19?5 -
General Aim 
The aim of this project is to determine the dynamic behaviour of 
PWR and BrlR plants during different anticipated transients with 
failure of the shut down system (ATWS =.Anticipated !ransients 
~ithout ~cram). The investigations shall show, whether limiting-
values of the fuel elements, the core and the loop components are 
exceeded. 
Particular Objectives 
The design conditions for a second scram system can be specified 
on the basis of the results of this investigation if necessary. 
For this purpose some pre-investigations shall be executed. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
PWR: 
The consequences of a failure of the shut down system were investi-
gated on the transient behaviour, corresponding to the RSK-guide 
lines. The analysis were conducted for the power plant Grafenrhein-
: ·reld and 1s valid for all 1300 ~/-reactors of the present generation. 
The analysis start.ed from normal operation of the reactor; it 
was assumed that only the shu·t down sys.tem failed and all the other 
systems wer~ operating well • 
The accid~nt analysis was concentrat~d on the new core with high 
boron content (about 1100 ppm at full power), because the density 
effect for power reduction is rather low in this case. Besides 
t4is, the Doppleieffect has its maximum value for a now loaded 
' ' - ' 
c~re. Other reactivity effects were not considered in this study. 
The case of feedwater break down was investigated, considering 
a dead time of the steam generator safety valves of 50 and 500 msec 
respectively. After this t~e opening of a life steam line cafety valve 
was investigated at the end of a power cycle (strong negative 
temperature backfitting). 
To verify the computer code LOOP 7, some commissioning tests of 
Biblis A under full power were recalculated: 
- Reactor-Scram 
- Loss of auxiliary power 
- Load rejection to zero power with rod injection 
T.Je most important process data were compared with calculated 
values. Some boundary conditions however, e. g. variable speed of 
the coolant pumps, time behaviour of the reactivity after control 
rod injection had to be adepted to the test series. Some initial 
values, e. g. water content of the pressurizer and coolant pressure, 
had to be compared and adepted to values at the begin of the test. 
Some corrections were made with respect to the time behaviour of the 
instrumentation. The influence of the undercooling water in the 
pressurizer was investigated, which has to be considered·during 
the auxiliary power ~ase or after scram. 
BWR: 
The behaviour of a typical BWR power plant was investigated for 
the KKB and KKI power plants, corresponding to the RSK guide lines 
(8 transient cases, after failure e,f. the shut down system). As 
protective actions the controlled slow down of the pumps to.minimal 
(rate: 10 °C/sec), speed, and the collective electromechanical 
~ r 
insertion of the control rods (insertion.time: 120 seconds,) were 
considered. 
' I 
'' ... 
Tlie simu:t.ation code DRAMP was improved in some details. 
I 
Pf'oject Status/Essential Results 
PWR: 
The reslut of th~ ATWS-study was that the pressure of the 
primary system does not exceed IV 10 % of the design pressure 
value in all cases; the transients were limited by voiding 
of the core. In spite of film boiling in some cases, the 
maximum fuel rod surface t·emperature will be below 650 °C. 
It can be stuted, that a second shut down system is not 
necessary. 
The recalculation of the data from the commissioning tests of 
Biblis A with the code LOOP ? used for the ATWS-calculations 
showed rather good agreement between experimental and theo-
retical values. 
BWR: 
----
The ATWS-investigations show, that in most cases the pressure 
does not exceed~10% ·Of the design pressure. The highest 
calculated pressure value is 112 % of design pressure. 
In most cases film boiling is avoided. Only in some cases of 
"loss of main heat-sink" critical heat flux is exceeded. However 
in these cases the maximal calculated cladding temperatures are 
below ?00 °C for the 8 x 8 cases (KKI) and below 850 °C for the 
? x? cases (KKB). Maximal fuel center temperatures are in these 
cases 2150 °C (8 x 8). respectively 2840 °C (? x ?). 
The maximal amount of steam blown into the pressure suppression 
system within the first 200 seconds following the start of the 
transients is less t~an 50 full-power seconds, resulting in a 
12~K temperature_ increase of the pool-water (After this period 
the reactor is subcritical). 
In cases of loss of feedwater flow or onsite power the core shroud 
(fuel-bundles, upper core plenum, separators) remains comptetely 
~ 
filled with water. Outside the shroud the level, where the start 
... 
of the emerg·ency- core cooling sy-stems is initiated, is defined only 
'for some serials. Therefore the depressurization system is not 
s.tarted. 
N.ext SteM 
PWR: Additional work is still under ponsideration. 
BWR: Investigation of ATWS accidents; Improvement of the computer 
- ' 
codes; Parameter variations: rod input time, slow down time 
of the pumps. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 153 - A 74 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availabilitl 
No reports available. 
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- . ------------------------------------------------~ J SPbNSORlllG COTJHi'RY : ORGANISA.TI01: : 
I Italy . CNEN ~ 
1 j 
• 
I ! i~---------------:·----+-------------~ I DATE INITIATED 1962 PHOJECT LE.ADE.::. : 
l DAT~ COMPI~E-·'T_E_·D ___ i... n_p_r_o_~-~~~------...___n~; Di Bartolc~---__j 
\ . 
De~::cr~l'tioJ! Concern the development of analog and l·q:,rid m·:>-
del~ for nuclear power plants for·. dynamic studies, stabil: ry prob1 E::.: 
accident analysis, etc. 
Facilities 
- 2 analog computers EAI PACE 231/R 
1 hybrid computer EAI 8945 
1' hybrid computer EAI PACER 700 
Reference documents: 
· 1). P.Giordano- A.Mathis- G.Melucci • 
Dynamics and control ~tudies for a steam-generating pressure-tube 
reactor· ·· .. 
Doc.CNEN RT/~NG(65)13- Sept.1965 
2) A.reathis - B.Musso - E.Turrini 
Accident Analysis for a fast source reactor 
Energia Nucleare - Vo.l.15 - n.7 - Luglio 1968 
3) P.Giordano - A.!~this - B.Rimini 
Aria1.og methods for studying the space-time· dynamics of :11~clear 
reactors· 
Proceedings of 5th Congress of the Int.Ass. for An.Comp. 
Losanna 1967. 
·, 
4 > !.rrathis' , - · q· .... I, 
'The 'Use of hybrid computers in the italian CNEN nuciec progr~. 
Conference on "The Effective Use of Computers in the N·.:.:lear 
Industry. 
Knoxville, Tenn.(USA} April 21-23, 1969. 
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. 5) .P.Gi.or.d.AUQ. - .t\.Mathis ·- O.Modonesi 
Use of a:iialog and ,hybrid computers .. in "tlie design of CIRENE t:rpe 
nuclear power plant. 
Enlarged Halden Programme Group meeting on Computer Control 
LOEN,{Norway) -May 29th- June 2nd, 1972. 
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Classification 4.1 
Titlb 1 
ANDYCAP: Tre dimensional dynamisk model af 
kogendevands·reaktor kerne. 
Title 2 
ANDYCAP:. 3-D-dynamical model of a BWR-core. 
Initiated: 1969 Com;eleted: 
1972 
Status: in use~ being Last UJ2datil'lf?i: 
improved Currently 
1. General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
Scientists: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
The purpose of "the model is to descr~be and follow 
transients in a BWR core due to pertubations of p.rocess variables in 
timescale 1-lOO.seconds. 
2. Particular objectives-
The project is particularly aimed at normal and abnormal con-
ditions in the reactor. The model is based on a three dimensional 
nodal description of ,the core as the neutronic part whereas the hy-
draulics model consists of a number of parallel one dimensional 
channels coupled at the lower and upper plenum. A recirculation loop 
containing a pump.is included. In pr.actical calculations the number 
of nodes has to be limited to some 2000, and· the number of hydraulic 
channels to 3~ due to the computer time which on a CDC-6600 is a factor 
of 100 times the reactor· tim~strongly depending o~ the character of 
the transient. The transients can be initiated by ·control rod move-
m~nt, steam load diseurbance, feed water disturbanc~ and main circula-
tion pump disturbance. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4-.. Project status 
1. Progress to date: " A version of the code is in use 
2. Essential results: 
'. 
5· Next steps 
Work is in ~regress directed to speed up the code. 
6. Relation wi!h other projects 
7. Reference documents 
To be i~sued 
8. Degree of availability 
Not available 
:· ..... 
'' 
' 
. i\ 
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Classification 4.1 
Title 1 
Kontrolstavs udskydning i en kogendevands-
reaktor 
Title .2 
Rod ejection transients in BWR 
Irti tiated: 1974 
Status: in progress 
1. General aim 
Completed: 
Last updating: 
currently 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
P. Skjerk Christensen 
Scientists: 
B. Thorlaksen 
The aim is to construct a model which describes the reactor 
transient following the ejection of one of the control rods in a BWR. 
The model is a)l extension of the ANDYCAP code which describes the 
dynamics of a 3-D nodal model of a BWR-core and pressure vessel. The 
movement of the control rod is calculated assuming critical flow in 
the guide tube, and the velocity limiter on the rod has been taken 
into account. 
?.. Particular objectives 
1. The power distribution is calculated·in three dimensions, but 
the local peaking factor has to be found by adequate box cal-
culations. 
2. The fuel model includes the possibility of a steam explosion 
initiated by molten fuel. 
3. The consequences of the transient pertinent to the core and 
pressure vessel are calculated. 
3. Experimental facilities 
1+. Project Status 
1. Progress to date: A model for the movement of a control 
rod after a failure of the housing has been made. 
2. Essential results 
~ • 0 5. Next steps 
6. Relation.with other projects 
7. Reference dpciuments 
The proje.ct is a Ph.D. study and the final report will be 
issued autumn 76. 
8. Degree of availability 
The thesis will be freely available. 
. ~ \ . 
-· .. 
·--------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------
: ~/ 
Classification 4.1," 4.2, 4.3 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
PWR-stations dynamik model SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
,?reject leader: Title 2 
---
PWR: A PWR power plant dynamics model 
Initiated: 1972 Completed: Scientists: 
P. la Cour Christensen 
Status: Last uEdating: P • . Skjerk Christensen 
in progress Currently 
1. General aim 
The goal of the project is to describe and follow transients 
in a power plant comprising a PWR. The transients.may be initiated 
by any process variable in- or outside the plant. 
2. Particular objectives 
The plant model must be able to calculate the transients in 
real time which however limits the number of space meshes. Further-
more, the model must be able to perform interactive calculations 
which means that the user is able to study immediately the results 
of his perturbations on the model. At last, the model must be able to 
serve as a tool used b~ investigation of control systems. 
The model includes a one-dimensional core model and a single 
cooling loop comprising a circulation pump, a steam generator of the 
U-tube type, a pressurizer, and a boron injection system. The neu-
tronic model is based on diffusion theory with a single prompt and 
three delayed neutron groups. The steady state is found by purely 
digital calculations while the transients are calculated mainly by 
analogue elements while some neutronic solutions still are calculated 
by digital techniques. 
3. Experimental facilj.ties 
I 
~ 
4. Project status 
1 
-, I 
1. Progress to date: The models for the steady state and the 
transients are almost finished and the two parts have 
been coupled together. Simple transients have been run. 
2. Essential results: 
5. Next steps 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
In preparation Riso report no. 318 
B. Degree of availability 
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-1 PROJECT TITLE : 
~ Overpower tests 
·1 ._p~--~F-I-QA-~-_ION ____ -__ -_-___ .--__ -__ -_ --
SPONSORlllG COUNTRY 
Italy 
~-----------------------------------------1 DATE INITIA~ED 
l~_E COMPLBTED 
1. General alm 
March 19'74 
Febru3.ry 1976 
4;1 
Fuel claddlng Interaction and mechanical properties of lrradlated cladding 
after rupture determined by power excursion~ 
2.· rartlcul~ objectives 
Investigating, modes· of rupture and material propert!es by neutron-radl£_ 
graphy ,dlmepslonal analysis , ·etc. of Irrad:r.ated cladding subjected to 
blcreaslng power ramps up to power burst. Investigate the 1nfluence of gap 
(150, 230, 310 cold gap). 
3. Experimental facllltles and programme 
Irradiation (Halden reactor) and post-Irradiation examlnat!ons at CSN 
Casaccla Center of C~""EN. 
4. Project status 
4. 1 Progress to date 
Irradiation compl~ted at Halden (IFA 131) up to 30.·000 MWD/t. 
Non destructive post-l:t'radlat!on tests of 6 rods prior to overpower 
test already completed.~ 
Flrst overpower test on 1 rod already pP.rformed Including non 
destructive post-lrradlatlm1 analysl.s of the same rod. 
Experlment~l procedure· and facUlties for sub~equent overpower 
tests already set-up.1 
I • 
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5. Next steps 
Overpower tests !Jerformance will begln 111 1975 on 16 rods wltn 
· lrradl:lU.on up to 30.000 MWD/t. · .. 
6. !i£!_ntlon w7.th other projects 
Interarr.p programme at Studsvik on st.~ndard lrra.dlated rods. at d!fierent 
burn-up levels. This pr<'gramme wtll start lri. September 1975 and wtll 
contlnue fo! three years. . . 
• 
'1. Degree of avallabU1:.!1 : to a llmlted extent. 
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4 l_ _ __,. 
TITLE: COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
Ont,.;rikkeling van een hybried computermodel voor de 
simulatie van storingen en ongevallen in een 
drukwaterreactor. 
TITLE :(ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel for the 
simulation of transient and accident conditions 
in a PWR 
INITIATED: 
Oct. 1974 
STATUS: 
in progress 
. 
1. General Aim 
COMPLETED: 
1978 
LAST UPDATING: 
january 1976 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social 
Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH - Delft 
PROJECTLEADER: 
Latzko 
SCIENTISTS: 
Bruens 
Development of a calculational tool wich can compute the plant response 
to var1ous transients and accident conditions (excl. LOCA) for a PWR. 
Provide the possibility to evaluate the effectiveness of control and 
protection systems under these conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Development of a hybrid-computermodel of a PWR. The nuclear core and the 
steam generator will be the basic modules. These and the other parts of 
the primary and secundary system will be modelled such that they can 
be easily adapted to any type of PWR. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme: -
4. Project Status 
The following simulation programs are finished: 
hybrid reactor core model describing the neutron-kinetics and the 
thermal behaviour 
- steam generator computer modules describing the thermal/hydraulic 
behaviour of the evaporator. 
5. Next steps 
- computer model of the steam generator recirculation 
- hybrid model of the pressurizer 
-,digital model~ of the turbine,.reheater and generator 
- digital model of the preheater 
- coupling of the different computer prc.;rams. 
6. Relations with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: -
8. Degree of availability '!! 
through Ministry of Social Affairs. 
1. 
. . 
-
Classification: 4.3 
Title 1 (Otiginal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
3D~Transientenprogramm - Modifizierung eines 
3D~Transiente~programms ~ur den SWR SPONSOR: BMFT 
(RS 178.- II.1.2, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. . 
KWU, Offen~ach 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
I -
Modification of a 3 Dimensional Transient Code Dr. Lockau 
for BWR 
Ini~iated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
September 1975 August 1977 
Status: Last U1Zdating (Date); 
Co~tinuing December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
For the accident analysis of a BWR a point kinetic or one 
dimensional model was used. Therefore r~tber conservative factors 
had to be regarded, wh~n local effects' were investigated. With 
a 3 dimensional calculation this conservative factors can be 
corrected, without loosing safety margin. Therefore a 3 dimensional 
program shall be developed, which gives more realistic details 
for the calculation of unsymmetric incidents in the core. 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
The central activity concentrates on the d~velopment of a thermo-
hypraulic boiling-channel module for the 3 dimensional transient 
model. As a first step the physical model and the efficiency of 
the numerical method shall be reviewed. This concerns primarily 
the void coefficient of ~eactivity, which influences the power 
and power density distribution strongly by. negative feedback. 
The 3 dimensional· model must' be able to treat 50- 100 boiling 
channels in parallel. 
Projc:c:t Stutus / Progres~L!·.? DatG 
A~ a first step the Standard Code FRANCESCA-MULTICHANNEL was 
. 
investigated, which can be used for the calculation of 10 parallel 
c~annels, but without any feedback to neutron physics. 
The tests shOY.Ted that extension is possible in principal. The 
code how~ver must get an overlay structure in order to save 
storage in the computer. 
Some tests runs of CISE were recalculated in order to compare the 
physical models. The data were derived from pipe tests with 
quickly closing valves, which allowed to determine the void 
coefficient as a function of the flowrate, the pressure and 
the subcooling. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
The FRANCESCA model has already been compared with a stationary 
thermohydraulic model, which uses the Dix-correlation (improved 
Levy model); this gave the best results, comparing different 
pipe- and bundle tests. Another check was the recalculation of 
the CISE tests. The parameter field was 
@ 
p = 50 - 90 bar 
g = 110 - 220 g/cm2/sec 
~Tsub = 4,38 and 10,2 °C 
The recalculated results of FRANCESCA agreed well the measured 
values. The re condensation parameter \'/as confi;rmed. 
Next Steps 
~he r~calculation of thermohydraulic experiments will be continued. 
The code's IQSBOX and FRANCESCA will be coupled; the first step 
concerns organisation proble~s. The integration of the 3 dimensional 
system into a common physical program system will be discussed. 
--·. '., .. 
'· 
' "' 
. . : ----... """-... 
'"--- -
Relatj on vti th Othgr Project§_ 
No relation with other projects. 
Reference Documents I Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
. l 
6. BEHAVIOUR, TRANSPORT AND RELEASE OF 
RADIOACTIVE SUBSTANCES 
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';l\• CLASSl FI CA noN 
5.1 
---·-··----· --·-·· ---~ . 
-----------------·-----··----- -------------------------·------------
ACTIV J'i.'E !mS P!10DUITS DI~ CO!'J~OSIO~! 
!~.!).:'. 
··-~----·---· 
r:.n.7 . 
. --·-------...t..----------------------------~-------------
Pro jcc.t Leac!.~E_ r. TI"TLE 2 
-----
~AUIO·AC.J.'IVI".LY O:F "l'HE COP..ROSlON !'~ODUCTS 
-------------------·----------·-·~-· St:ientists 
~;~ .. 
St.l\tUS 
~ ' 1 .. , , . r ·. 
. <!:;~~:~:- . 
•• • f'.-". 
.·. 
,·;t 
Ço.·.lplated 12/197~ 
1 - Gr:m~~AL AI:: 
----
Activité des produits d:• c-<.1rrosion. 
Il ORJECTI!S PA!t'l'ICm.mas 
---
Dir.tinution dt' l'activité dé9osée sur ltts parois dtts ciucuits 
primaires afin de faci.litc:>r les interventions. 
- étude de la di.r::solution des produits de corrosion (boucle :::E~.A!-!!;.:l.~'. 
CHA':'OU) 
- étude du t:.tux de relâchement en cobalt de diff~r~nts al!iar.es '!)réoents 
dans le circuit primaire (boucle ~E~Al) 
- essais de d6coQtami~ntion d'un~ boucle S!HA. 
J'· • 
1 : 
·• dt-bu.t ch~s cr.:.utis sur m!.'AI, 
·• cnmpncne dl~ tnesurt-.s ·sur l;:g;:A, 
,. 
' 
. .... 'f.~ ·-; ' 
_,f ..• ..., .. ·-.lt·¥i' ..... 
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,4.2- Essential Results 
:I 
. ,. 
. .. 
La campagne de mesures effectuce a SENA ~ permis de montrer 
que- les produits de cor.rosion, qui se dissolvent du.fait de l'abaissement 
de temperature, sont efficacement retenus sur resi.nes synth~tiques. 
V - NE.XT STF.PS 
fin des cssais de dissolution sur SERAI, 
- etude du taux de relachement, 
- essai de decontamination 4'une boucle de SENA. 
VI - RgLATION lH1'H OTHER PROJECTS 
Ncant. 
VII - RF.FERENCE DOCUNEN1'S 
VIII - DEGREE OF AVAILABJI.ITY 
E.D.F. 
. . ' 
, . 
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Classification: 5.2 
(.-----·--·~--------- -----··--------
Title 1 ~9ris-_i]J.al Languase): 
alt-Versuche zur Erfassung und. Begrenzung d~~r Freisetzurg von Sp 
und Aktivierungsp:rooukten beim Corec:.erlfn(::lzen 
(PNS 421.13 - I.1.5 .. , Jahresberic.:ht A 75) 
.Title 2 (ehgl~sh): 
---..... ----""'--
f:0:per.hnents on Deterrr~,nation and Lllnitation of .Fission and 
Acti'mt:wn Prcx:luct Release during Core Ivleltdown 
1 . Generial a.ini. 
j_ l 
) : 
DatE"': 
·-""'"j 
-· ~ 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
Bfll.F''T 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK~ Karlsru.he 
,., 
~roject Leader: 
... ----
Dr. Albrecht 
DI. Perinic 
Deter'Jrd.nation of the release fraction of the radioactive core inventory for various 
cor-emelting conditions • 
. : ~ ·"'\" -~ '•iJ,..-'-. > '\· < .\ •• ,. ••••• '' ' "."- '-J 
2. Pru:ticular objectives 
,_. ",, • ~.., '" ' i. ' '• ( ~ .·_ ..•• ' - j' , •. ··I . .,., 
Qlantitatjve inve~tlgation of the rei ease . of. 'r5 .. ssion and. activat;i,on prqducts during 
:.··:,L·~ '•·.<]' ~ ~:.\~.~)··)·_>:.:··> \ ')~·:.: )_·~, .:·,'j c, ;:·: '}:'_> .··.r·: , ·>··· ._),;,·. , , · · "' • 
core heat-up and from a ll.quld core melt, lncludJ..ng also concrete; characterJ.zatJ.on 
of the physical and chemical be~1avipr of the released produq~_s; 1 de;r,relopm~nt of tech-
• rt:· .. ;·".: ·-.:: ... ';~: .. "'·< .:-: •... _:. ~·-L ,-::::· .. ··: · .. :~-~~; ,~: ·.··~:.:" · ···· · · 
IUques for reducing the release. 
a) Melting plant SASCHA .\ Y.::Y:, • · 
A high~fi?e4uencj; l.ridu~tion(:rurnace 'in wh:i.ch·Cor±um b~itk· or about 1o6 g Cf.rrl 
be produced in inert as well· as· in oxidizing atmosphere; extension of the 
facility .. for ·!)reduction of kg - melts is presently prepared 
b) Transport and collection systelTI$ for the released pr·oducts 
c) Facility for production of slightly active Fissitim (in construction) 
J 
- ... 
r 
· ... 2 Resea:rch·in~. · 
"" .... ----.... ---~....::ca=.=t 1 - l . "!"' •'' -..,.,.#I :.~- ... ~ .. ' '. ' •• •'JT • ' . ' 
J_, .... 
. · Release experiments With 
:. - 3o g of inactive Corium for testing ani opt:i.mizing the experjmental facilities 
·- 3o g of Corium containing activated steel and Zircalqy for determination of 
•;; the release of lite, ·Cr, Ni, Mn, Zr, Sn· and~U; variation or· tbEf parameters. mSXi.:.. 
. 
~ num tenperature., atnDsphere·, presstU'e., .f'l~ :r;"ate· 
., - 3o -g. of Corium containing slightly active Fissium with simu].at~~burn-up 
. . .• - . 1. . . 
in the range of 1o.ooo- 5o.ooo MW:l/t~ same ~ters as.aboye 
- · 3o g Fissium-Corium with a.d?i tions of CaO, ·Si02, concrete am." othe:ra ·materials 
·- 3oo/"-3ooo g Fissium-Corium with a reduced rn.unber of parameter ·values depen-
ding on the results of the previous experiments 
4. Proj ectstatus 
1 
... 
' 4.1.~~~~-~2~~~~ 
'!he installation of the melting plant SASCHA and the transport ani collec-
tion system for the released products .have been conpleted. After con:lucting per-
forinance tests with these facilities a series of preliminary experiments were 
cari-ied out 
' 
- to study the behavior of cori1Jlll melts in thoria crucibles 
- to develop a draw-off system for the released products from the hot crucible 
region 
- to fin:l out if the vapors above the melt will influence the ten;>erature measure.,. 
ment by causing a selective absorption of the wavelengths detected by the two-
, 
color pyraneter 
~ 
- to determine the fraction of released products which is lost by deposition in 
, 
the transport system before reaching the filters 
In addition to these expe~:im:m~s the technique for analyz:ing .inactive Corium de..; .,·. 
posits on the filters were tested and further io.nproved. ·· 
PreJ.arations for the production of Fissium have b~n started by ·installation of 
.. . 
five shielded boxes in which the fuel am the s:imula.ted fission products will be 
~e~~t., groun:l, ~ed, ~intered, and .f~nal,ly sealed in . Zircalqy cap~es,.~~· , 
4. 2 ,Essential Results 
~---------------
-~ ,. . 
ti) 'lhe investigations on the compatibility between ,Corium ani 'Ih02-crucibles 
,. have eorrt-:irmed earlier results "that a· melt of .·24oo ..:. 26oo°C can be kept in 
[ 
.. 
..... ( ' . 
'· 
:s 
the crucible not longer than about 15 min. After this time, the crucible 
walls are washed out so far - especially in the range of the melt surface -
that the melt will penetrate and run out. 
b) For drawing-otr the released products from the hot surToundings of the 
crucible a spherical vessel of Duranglass behaved quite satisfactory. After 
melting tests with temperatures of more than 27oo °C it was not broken nor 
did it show any appearance o~ softening. An essential advantage of this 
glass system is that the occurances above the crucible (flames, eruptions 
etc • ) can be better observed than if a system of ceramic or metallic 
ma.terialr is used. 
c}"Melting experiments with various steel components (Fe, er, Ni) in an argon 
atmosphere and with Corium under air did not show any. selective influence 
of the vapors on the intensities of the wavelengths used for the tempera-
ture measurement. 
d) 'lhree release experiments have been carried out with 3o g of Corium under 
various atmospheres, with pressures in the range of 1. 5 to 2 .o bar and 
max~ temperatures.> 25oo °C. The quantitative evaluation is not yet 
completed, but from the visual inspection of the glass system and the 
filters it seems, that in the case of argon and steam atrrosphere the 
total anount of released material as well as the transport losses were 
relatively low. 
After the experiment in air, however, the glass was covered by a dense 
brown layer which became less dense with increasing distance from the 
crucible. Hot molten particles which were thrown out from the melt during 
the oxidation phase had penetrated into the glass surface at sev~ral spots 
whereas the glass system remained almost optically clear in the first men-
tioned experiments. 
5. Next steps 
lll.e most important. work to be done in the near future will be 
. ~ ' I 
~ quantitative evaluation of the release ~xperiments described above 
-continuation of these experiments (cf. 3.2.) 
- application of a condensation nuclei counter for determination of the aerosol 
. . 
concentration during the release ~eriments 
- completion of the installations for the Fissiurn production 
',-
' 
• • -~'4; 
·• :~ 
6. Relation with other projects 
PNS-42-41: Experimental investigation of the meltdown phase of uo2-Zircaloy fuel 
rods under comitions of failure of emergency cooling 
fN3-4244: Constitution and reaction behavior of LWR materials at core melting 
· conditions. 
7. Reverence documents 
. 
Report KFK - 21o3 (1974) p. 144-64. (in German) 
Report KFK - 213o (1975) p. 64-66 (in English) 
p. 251-6o (in Genna.n) 
Report KFK - 2195 (1975) p. 82-85 (in English·) 
p. 318-37 (in German) 
Report IRS-F-21 (1974) p; 1o5- 7 (in German) 
Report IRS-F-23 (1975) p. 137-39 (in German) 
Report IRS-F-24 (1975) p. 195-98 (in English) 
Report IRS-F-26 (1975) p. 135-38 (in Germm) 
f 
B. De$£ee of availability 
I Unristricted distribution 
.. ' •\ 
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Classification 5.2 
Title 1 
Berekening van hoeveelheden radioactivi-
teit vrijkomend bij een ernstig reactor-
ongeval 
Title 2 
Calculation of the quantities of 
radioactivity released as a result of a 
serious reactor accident 
1. General aim 
CountEY 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Physicist 
K.P. Termaat 
In analysing the risk of a nuclear power plant for the 
surrounding population one has, amoung other things, to consider 
the quantity and the nuclide spectrum of the radioactivity 
released to the environment as a result of a reactor accident 
with a non zero probability. 
2. Particular objectives 
Calculations are performed with the programme CORRAL developed 
by Battelle NW USA. Minor changes were introduced. 
The basic objective has .been to contribute in the risk analysis 
referring to an enlarging nuclear power programme in this 
country. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
Necessary calculations have been performed. An improvement in 
applied input data to the programme CORRAL could be useful!. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
I 
, .. -"" 
I . 
6. Relation with other proje·cts 
Equivalent calculations are performed in the USA as a contribution 
to the Rasmussen-study {WASH-1400}. 
7. Reference documents 
See 2 and 6. 
8. Degree of availability 
Internal report. 
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Classification:5.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lan~ua~ej_: COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zur Wechselwirkung von Spaltprodukten BRD 
und Aerosolen in LWR-Containments SPONSOR: (PNS 4311 - I.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
' GfK, Karlsruhe 
. 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Lead,er: 
Radioactive Pollutants in the Post Accident Atmosphere Dr. w. Schock 
of the LWR-Containment 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
January 1972 December 1977 
Status: Last UEdating (Qat:): 
c~ntinuing December 1975 
1. General A.i.rn 
The deposition of radi.oacti.ve aerosols i.ns:l.de the contai.runent bui.ldi.ng between 
formation and release to the envi.ronment has b~Em recognized as a means of 
mitigating the rad:i.ologi.cal consequences of hypothetic~l accidents. To be able to 
. i describe and assess the various attenuat).on and removal mechani.sns adequately will 
reduce unnecessary conservati.vi.sm in the safety analysis. 
.; 
2. Partlcular. Object:i.ves 
The objective of the project is to describe the removal of airborne particulate 
radioactivity from the post accid,ent atmosphere of an LWR-Containment. For th:i.s 
purpose a computer code NAUA t>.d.ll be developed on the bas:i.s of an exper:i.mentally 
verified numerical model. 
3. Experimental Faci.l i:t:i.es and Program 
After complet:i.on of a prel:imi.nary model NAUA r-~od1, the experimental facility i.s 
speci.fied and constructed. Phase 1 of the exoeri.roontal program i.s i.ntended to 
. produce, the necessary . input :i.nfoi'I11EI.t:i.on for the r.ooel and to ver:i.fy the model 
assumpti.ons. 
Phase 2 compr.i.ses e>..-perh:ents \•ri.th. aerosols prcduced fror.1 cor:i.wn l:i.ke materi.als 
and Ttri.ll be follov:ed by extrapolation to contai.rJT:l.ent si.tuati ons. 
-~ Pro:j ect Status 
4.1. ProPress to Date 
---·-- - "'"'-'· .._.:.__ 
NAUA ~·iodl has been completed contai.n:i nr; steam condensati.on and the aerosol removal 
processes coagulation, diff'us:i.on, sedi.menta.t:i.on and the:rmopboresi.s. The concepti.on 
o~ the ex:)ar1..rr:er.t.s.l vessel and the :i.nstrurr..entat:i on i.s completed. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The Modl was extended to contai.n an arb:i.trary steam source. The effect of 
generating a b:i.modal aerosol slze distri.bution by heterogeneous steam condensation 
has been studi.ed extens:i.vely under various cond:i.tions. A qual:i.tative experimental 
proof of tbi.s di.stribution was ga:i.ned. 
The first calculations with Modl exh:i.b:i.t a rather rapi.d decay of the dry part:f.cle 
peak of the bimodal distributi.on due to coagulation with the droplet peak. Thus 
· the decay of the droplet peak will pla,y the ma.i.n role in the removal of the a:J.r-
bome parti.cles. 
5. Next Steps 
A sensitivity study with r~1 will lead to the construction of the experimental 
faci.li.ty and to the def:i.n:ttion of the experimental program. Then the experiments 
9f phase 1 can be started. 
6. Relation wi.th other Projects 
PNS 421~3 
7. Reference Documents 
PNS semi. annual report· 2/1974, K?K 2130 (1975)(German) 
PNS semi annual report 1/1975, KFK 2195 (1975)(German) 
·- 8. Degree of Avai.labi.li.ty 
Unrestricted di.str:i.buti.on 
,1,' 
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Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lan~ua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Krypton- und Xenon-Entfernung aus der Abluft kern- BRD 
technischer Anlagen SPONSOR: (PNS 4240 - II.6.1., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (en2lish): Project Le~: 
Separation of Krypton and Xenon from the Offgas of R. v. Arnrnon 
Nuclear Facilities E. Hutter 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
January 1972 December 1976 
Status: Last UEdatins (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
Development of a process for the separation of the fission noble 
gases from the offgas of future reprocessing plants. 
2. Particular objectives 
The operation of a pilGt plant should demonstrate the noble gas 
separation with a simulated inactive offgas and thus provide data 
for the lay out of the offgas purification system of a large repro-
cessing plant. The method used is low temperature rectification. Two 
prepurification steps of the offgas before the rare-gas separation 
are also studied on a semi-works scale: reduction of oxygen and 
nitrogen oxides with hydrogen and separation of water and carbon 
dioxide by adsorption on molecular sieves. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
A low temperature rectification unit (gas throughput SO Nm3/h) has 
been constructed. Molecular sieve adsorption and o2-, NOx-reduction 
units will be installed on the same scale. Both prepurification 
steps ar~ a~so ~tudied on a labora~ory scale (1 Nm3/h throughput). 
3.2 Research progr3m 
Prepurification steps: Advantages and drawbacks of two alternatives 
for the o2-, NO -reduction (catalytic or thermal reaction) will be X ~ 
evaluated. The influence of catalytic poisons like fission iodine 
• 
and organic phosphorus compounds on the stability and activity of 
~he cata~ysts is being studied. - Adsorptive capacities of molecular 
sieves for co2 and H2o in the presence of trace amounts of NOx and 
' I NH3 have to be determined. - A method for the measurement and con-
trolled decomposition ofczone formed in the rectification columns is 
to be found. 
Low temperature rectification: the effectivity. of the two separation 
columns will be determined, and t~us data concerning the achievable 
Kr-decontamination of the process-gas as well as the Kr-enrichment 
and achievable Xe-purity in the second column will be obtained. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The low temperature rectification pilot plant has been laid out and 
constructed, a safety analysis for the operation of the plant has 
been carried out and plans for the simulation of the heating effect 
of Kr-85 have been considered. The molecular sieve adsorption pilot 
plant has been ordered • 
. 
The laboratory scale adsorption test apparatus has been installed. 
11 commercial catalysts for the reduction step have been tested in 
the laboratory. One catalyst (0,3 % Ru on Al2o3-carrier) has been 
selected for further tests. Criteria were maximum No-reduction and 
minimum NH3 production. A series of poisoning tests on this catalyst 
has been carried out. 
4.2 Essential results 
All 11 noble metal catalysts studied reduce NO and o2 with H2 some-
what in excess of the stochiometric amount down to values <1 ppm at 
temperatures ~400°C. However, the more active of them (mainly those 
on a Pd or Pt basis) also accelerate the formation of NH3 from the 
carrier gas N2 and H2• Eccessive NH3-yields are obtained there. Thus, 
a Ru-cata'lyst with medium specifid surface area ( ,...100 m3 /g): has been .. , 
selected where NH3'-formation is .-' 2'0 ppm at soo
0 c. Samples of this-
catalyst poisoned with varying amounts ·of tributylphosphate (TBP) 
showed some increase of the temperature of beginning reaction and 
some increase of the NH3-form~ion, but no decrease of the NO-re-
duction at 400 - soo0 c. 
' 
5. ~L~_!:eps 
The low temperature rectification plant will be installed 
during summer of 1976. The test program will start soon after-
wards. The molecular sieve pilot plant will be installed at the 
beginning of 1977. 
Laborat·ory tests on the adsorption properties of molecular 
sieves towards rare gases and trace impuriti~s in the presence 
of large amounts of H2o ~ill st~rt early in 1976. Laboratory 
studies on the catalytic poisoning and reaction kinetics of 
the o2-Nox-reduction with a2 will continue. The pilot plant 
will be specified and ordered late in 1976. 
6. Re.lation with other projects 
PNS 4112: Development of Exhaust Air Filters for Reprocessing 
Plants 
7. Reference Documents 
a) R. v. Ammon, w. Weinlander, E. Hutter, G. Neffe und 
C.H. Leichsenring: Entwicklung der Krypton-85-Abtrennung 
. 
aus dem Abgas der groBen Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage, KFK-
Nachrichten 1 (3), 63 (1975) (in German) 
b) E. Hutter, G. Neffe, R. v. ~mmon, w. Weinlander und 
c.H. Lei.chsenring: 1. Halbjahresbericht 1975 PNS, 
KFK 2195 (1975) (in German, English abstracts) 
c) R. v. Ammon, Jahreskolloquium 1975 PNS, KFK-Report 2244 (1975) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available through GfK 
• 
. 
Classification: 5.3 
. Title 1 (Original Language) : Spa 1t-Jod-f1bscl1eidung in Kern- COUNTRY: 
kraftwerken und Wiederaufarbeitungsanlagen: Storfall-Umluftfilter BRD 
zur Abscheidung von Spaltprodukten aus der Sicherheitsbehalter-
s\ffANSOR: Atmosphare 0 (PNS 4110/4111 - 11.6 .. 1.. Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. GfK, Karl sruhe 
Title 2 (enslish): Fission Product Iodine Removal in Nuclear Project Leader: 
Power Plants and Reprocessing Plants: Post Accident Recirculation 
Air .Cleanup for Fission Product Removal from the Containmeot J.G. Wilhelm 
Atmosphere H.G. Dillmann 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1971 1976 
Status: Last U;edating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 -
1. General aim 
Fission product removal from the containment atmosphere by post-accident 
recirculating air filter systems. 
2. Particular objectives 
Removal of fission product iodine and aerosols. 
3. Experimental facilities and research program 
3.1. Technical test rig for testing of original filter components (iodine and 
aerosols) under simulated accident conditions. 
Gas flow up to 2000 m3h-l 
temperature: up to 200°C 
r. h. up to lOO % at temperatures ~ 151°C 
pressure up to 5 bar 
Laboratory scale rigs for testing of sorption materials. 
3.2. Testing of sorption materials in annular filter beds for operation under 
steam atmosphere under pressure and at high temperature. 
·· Examinati'on of a·erosol ·filters ·under: Simulated accident conditions~ Testing of , · 
single te·chnical cpmponents e. g. moisture separators, heaters, prefHters under'· \, 
simulated accident conditions. · 
Irradiation tests on fiber mats and aerosol filters, respectively. 
Testing of complete filter systems under simulated accident conditions and, if 
necessarY;, improvement of the systems {in cooperation with other partners.). 
' ' 
Experimental investigations concerning Ru, Cs, Te filtration from the contain-
ment atmosphere. 
4. f!oject status 
4.1. Progress to date 
A prototype post-accident recirculation filter has been tested under various 
co~ditions in the filter test rig. 
The adsorber material AC 6120 as well as molecular sieves were examined for 
transportation of the impregnation by the air-steam mixture and for their 
stability, respectively, under simulated accident conditions. A fundamental 
concept was elaborated for an aerosol generator working under simulated accident 
conditions. Investigations have been made to find noncorrosive test aerosols. 
4.2. Essential results 
The prototype post-accident recirculation filter was exposed to hot air of 
160°C and to steam up to 1 bar at temperatures between 108° and 160°C. After 
18 days of operation it yielded removal efficiencies of ~ 99.98 % for CH3131 I 
(residence time 0.2 sec,·0 air flow 1200 m3h-1). 
An iodine filter element was exposed for more than 10 days to an air-steam 
mixture of 160°C and 72 % r. h. at a pressure of 4 bar. After that time a 
penetration of < 1 % for radioactive methyliodide was found (residence time 
0.2 sec). 
The laboratory experiments with AC 6120 performed in superheated steam over a 
period of 48 h yielded no measurable transportation of impregnation under 
different conditions up to temperatures of 200°C. 
s: Next ste~ 
Experiments under simulated accident conditions will be continued with higher 
pressure, relative humidity and temperature of the air-steam mixtures. 
Investigations of the sorption materials are to be continued. 
Tests of aerosol filters under simulated accident conditions will be carried 
out after installation of the aerosol generator in the technical filter test 
rig. 
6. -
I·,, 
, 
7. Reference·doc~nts 
- Report KFK 2130 (1975) p. 77 (german with english abstracts) 
:Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 98 (~nna.n with english abstracts) 
8. Degre,e of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
Classification: 5.3 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
Spal.t-Jod-Abscheidung in Kernkraftwerken und Wiederaufarbeitungs- BRD 
anlagen: Entwicklung von Abluftfiltern fUr Wiederaufarbeitungs- SPONSOR: 
anlagen BMFT {PNS 4110/4112- II.6.1., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karl sruhe 
Title 2 (en~lish) : Project Leader: 
Fission Product Iodine Removal in Nuclear Power Plants and ~.G. Wilhelm 
Reprocessing Plants: J. Furrer 
Development of Off-Gas Filters for Reprocessing Plants K. Ja~nakos 
Initiated (Date): com12leted (Date) : 
71 1976 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. Genera 1 aim 
To remove fission product iodine and other contaminants from off-gas of fuel 
reprocessing plants a filtration process is under development capable to retain the 
fission product iodine, including 1291, i~ a form ready for final storage. 
2. Particular objectives 
Filters have been developed for decontamination of the off-gas from large repro-
cessing plants. The filter. systems should be able to handle the majority of the 
fission product iodine and other contaminants from spent fuel elements, including 
contaminants in the form of aerosols. The loaded iodine adsorber material should 
be in a form ready for final storage of the 1291 without needing additional 
processing. 
The final objective is 
retaining the aerosols 
' to develop, build and test a prototype off-gas filter system 
and iodine from the off-gas of the reprocessing plants. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
3.1. Different test rigs in reprocessing plants and laboratories including a large 
pilot rig. 
3.2. Analysis of reprocessing off-gas in SAP Marcoule and WAK (reprocessing plants). 
Testing 'of AC 6120/H1 iodine sorption material in off-gas from .reproce.ssing. 
Construction of facilities ~or testing of filter elements under simulated 
condition of off-gas from reprocessing. 
' 
Development and testing of a halogen detector for the measurentent of the iodine 
concentration in the dissolver off-gas. 
Design and construction of a prototype iodine filter for large reprocessing 
plants for a volume flow of 250 Nm3/h. Test operation performed with the 
prototype includes testing of the remote handling system as well as the transport 
of the exposed filters to the final storage facility. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to date 
The test of the highly impregnated iodine sorption material AC 6120 was continued 
in the laboratory under simulated conditions of a 1500 t/a uranium reprocessing 
plant. The influence of NO in nitrogen as the carrier gas on the removal efficiency 
of the sorption material has been especially examined. 
Several experiments on the removal efficiency in iodine sorption of AC 6120 were 
carried out in the original off-gas of the French reprocessing plant SAP Marcoule 
while the filter system was installed on the one side directly behind the dissolver 
and on the other side behind the iodine desorption column. 
The first iodine filter developed at the LAF 11 was installed i'n the off-gas line 
of the dissolver in the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant. 
The filter system for the dissolver off-gas handling test rig of the IHCh was 
specified and ordered with an engineering firm. 
The conception ot the prototype off-gas filter system was sele~ted and a lock and 
transport system allowing to replace filters was designed and subjected for testing. 
Five alternative solutions were set up in order to find the appropriate filter 
concept. The method of selection based on the evaluation of performance criteria. 
According to the selected concept a filter drum was designed and constructed. The 
lock of the filter system has been designed and realized. Preliminary tests have 
been made. 
4.2. Essential results 
The influence of NO in N2 as the carrier gas will be harmful if there is no oxygen 
or N02 preseryt, to ~eo~idi~e the reduced Ag 1 N03 impregnation. 
The experiments in the real dissolver off-gas showed the high removal efficiency 
and the high capacity of the iodine sorption material. The removal efficiencies 
' of this material installed directly ·behind the dissolver in the off-gas behind the 
adsorption-desorption column were gre~ter than 99.9 %. In both cases the material 
> I 
• 
had a high loading capacity. The filter installed in t~e dissolver off-gas line of 
the Karlsruhe reprocessing plant is loaded with the total iodine released from the 
dissolver solution. The removal efficiency after an operational period of now 
2.5 months is still > 99.99 % (residence time: 0.4 s). 
With respect to the p1Aototype filter system f.i rst tests covering the filter drum 
and the lock system have yielded satisfactory results. They related to the 
tightness and loading of the filter drum and to the performance of the double cover 
of the lock. 
5. Next Steps 
After startup of the test rig it is scheduled to test the iodine filter, the filter 
drum and other components of the off-gas filter system. 
6. ~(.·: 1 ati on with Other Projects 
The iodine removal from the dissolver off-gas will be a necessary step for gas-
cleaning wi~h respect to the 85Kr-seperation process (PNS 4140). 
7. Rcf~rcnce documents 
KFK 2195, p. 105 (1975) 
KFK 2262, to be publis~ed in 1976 
WILHELM, J.G.; DEUBER, H.; DILLl\1ANN, H.l..; FURRER, J. 
Spaltjodabtrennung in Kernkraftwerken und Kiederaufarbeitungsan-
lagen 
Jahreskolloquium des Porjektes Nukleare Sicherheit, Karlsruhe 
17. November 1975 
KFK-2244 (November 1975) S. 65 - 84 
WILHELM, J.G. 
Die Reduktion der Jodemissionen aus kerntechnischen Anlagen durch 
Jodfilter. 
NUCLEX 75, Easel, 7. - 11. Oktober 1975, 
Kolloquium D2, Paper 3; 10 S. 
KAEMPFFER, R.; WILHELM, J.G.; (Hrsg.) 
Laboratorium fUr Filterrechnik 
Jahresbericht. 1974 
KFK-2165(Juni 1975). 
8. The distribution of the KF~ report is not restricted. 
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Title 1 (Original Lanr;uage) : Spa 1 t-Jod-Abschei dung in 
Kernkraftwerken und Wiederaufbereitungsanlagen: · \ 
Abluftfilter an Reaktoren, Alterung und Vergiftung van Jod-
Sorptionsmaterialien 
(PNS 4110/4114- 11.6.1., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Title 2 (english): Fission Product Iodine Removal in 
Nuclear Power ?lants and Reprocessing Plants: Exhaust Air Filters 
at Nuclear Installations, Ag inQ and Poisoning of Iodine Filters 
Initiated (Date): 
July 1971 
Status: 
continuing 
1. Genera 1 aim 
Completed (Date) : 
1976 
Last Updating (Datet 
December 1975 
·.' 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Project Leader: 
J.G. Wilhelm 
H. Deuber 
Improvement in the operational behaviour and removal efficiency of exhaust air 
filters. 
2. Particular objectives 
Provisions to control the effects of solvent loading on the removal efficiency of 
:~~~fodine filters. 
3. Experimental facilities and research program 
3.1. Laboratory scale test rigs for the measurement of removal efficiencies of 
solvent loaded iodine sorption materials. 
Test rigs in nuclear power plants. 
3.2. Determination of poisoning· compounds for iodine filters. 
Measurement of retention times of poisoning compounds on iodine sorption 
materials. 
Design of iodine filter assemblies with sufficient operational time. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date. 
The influence of solvent loading on the removal efficiency of iodine filter 
··charcoal w~s exjmi~q,.,~~r the exhaust air fi'lter in the shutoff rooms of an 
LWR .nuclear pm/er stat1pn. The. first laboratory studies for the determination 
.. 
of the retention times of poisoning compounds were carried out . 
. .. 
;, ..,_1 
' .. 
··. 
·,, 
4~2. Essential results 
The loading Qf solvent in the impregnated charcoal of an exha.ust air filter varied 
between 7.3 and 12.4 wt %. The removal efficiency for ~ 31 1 in. form of CH3I was 
substantially reduced ·by adsorption. The measurements with upstream activated 
filter charcoals in a nuclear power station showed that the solvent components 
xylene and toluene occurring in large quantities under the usual conditions of 
shutoff room exhaust air filtering cannot be retained sufficiently long. The high-
boiling coffi~onents of the petroleum-gasoline fraction, which also occur in the 
exhaust air. and substantially contribute to iodine sorption filter loading through 
pollutants, were retained over a period of several months by relatively low-depth 
upstream filter beds. 
5. Next StEJ1S 
!he measurement of retention times under controlled conditio'ns of coadsorption of 
solvents and water will be continued, alsoprefilters will be tested in nuclear 
power plants. 
Identification of Radioiodine Species in the Off-Gases of Nuclear Installations 
• 
1. General aim 
Improvement in the assessment of the environmental impact of radioiodine in the 
off-gases of nuclear installations. 
2; Particular objectives 
·dentification of the radioiodine species. 
3 .' Experimenta 1 faci 1 it i es and research program 
3.1. Laboratory scale rigs for the generation of iodine species and testing of 
sorption materials. 
3.2. Development of iodine samplers for the discrimination of elemental iodine, 
methyl iodide and possibly other iodine species as hypoiodous acid; application 
of discriminating iodine samplers in off-gases of nuclear installations. 
; 
' 
, 
,.-:; ... I 
·.-.,... 
,.. 
~ 
4. Project status 
'-
4.1. Progress to date.· 
' ' 
'J • ·, 
A'discriminating iodfne sam~ler for ihe applicatio~ in off-gaies o~ nuclear 
power stations is ·being deve·loped."bifferEm't materials. eligible as selective 
·sorption materia 1 s for elementa·l lodine are tested w.lth respect to their 
removal efficiencies for elemental iodine and methyl iodide. - Experiments 
on the volatilization and removal of hypoiodous acid have been made. 
4.2. !ssential results.· 
AC 6111, impregnated with potassium iod·ide, proved to be the most. suitable at 
the investigated selective sorption materials for element~l iodine under 
certain conditions. When tested in the entire .range of parameters, which is 
of significante for the examination of off-gases from nuclear power stations, 
it' caused a n·egl igible removal ·of methyl iodide! - An iodine species was 
volatilized from solutions of carrier-free iodide and elemental iodine which 
was difficult to remove with AC 6120. This species did not exhibit the 
properties expected for hypoiodous acid. 
5. Next steps 
The tests of AC 6111, impregnated with potassium iodide, will be continued with 
elemental iodine in the significant range .of parameters. Measurements in the off-. 
gases o'f .nuclear power stations will be. made. The development of a discriminating! 
iodine sampler applicable in off-gases of reprocessing plants will be started. 
7. Reference documents 
Report KFK 2130 (1975) p. 96 (german with english abstracts) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) .P• 113 (gerrnan with english abstracts) 
8. Desr:ee of availability 
Unrestricted-distribution 
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·Organisation 
: Reactor Laborato17, · 
· w.; .-tA~:~na.1 A · I i ·! 
Initiatecl 1973 Completed 
last upt:lns 
. 1,. I i ; ·I 
.,. ; . .Project leader~!: ·~i_~ .. : I 
Statue Continuing J .J .Hi]]aey 
. . 
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. ·t ·I . . : . .. 
Improvement and atandardisati~ 'of aerosol trappiq ~ th 'pirticr~·~ reference to 
ll01'II8l Olld.aaiODS frca ~1 , . . j . . i . i. ; I~~ . , :, ; : 
2. Particul.ar Ob:lectiYea · I · · •: . · · . · I: : I ; 1 F ! • · : •· · ! 
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To provide dea:Lgn ctata relative to the possible problem of rp~vw in Sul;phur :35 from! 
. normal emissions. · ! · : · . · I :· · i . ! · 
1
. !. : . · · 
. . I ; I ... I,· 3· project Status · · · 1 1 • 
, I I ! .. 
Some d:Lfficult7 with analytical techniques has been encountered, 'and untU finally 
1 
resolved, ~his has made quantitative interpretation ot results sRmewhat uncertain. . 
Nevertheless, it appears that useful trapping etficiencies could;;be achieved with , 
sU:Ltabl7 impregnated charcoal using a coolant - oley'gen (20% mixtFe). Rather poor~ , 
effic:Lencies appear to obtain with coolant which was cJ.Uuted wit!J.~ a large excess of ' ! 
air, ~ .. con~t:Lon JllOl'e close17. r&Pr!»s~t:I.Dg th~ ~~17 op~at~~~~ ~equir~ments,. ; ~~ 
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normal emissions from reactors. • 
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To define and thus control the manufacturing variables, 
charcoal to retain methyl iodide. 
vhicbi affect the abilit7 of 
3· Experimental Facilities and Programme 
A rig is in use in which methyl iodide at a defined concentration is passed through 
well characterised charcoal samples. 
4. Project Status 
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PROJECT TITLE : CLASSIFICATION 
'I 
Testing of the Filters used in Nuclear • 5 .. 3 
Plants ' 
. 
SPONSORING COUNTRY . ORGANISATION • • • 
ITALY C.A.M.E.N.-S.Piero a Grado (PISA) 
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
. 
DATE INITIATED . End of 1967 PROJECT LEADER : • 
DATE COMPLETETI • End of 1976 s . LANZA (University) • 
M. MAZZINI(University) 
(G. SARNO ( CAMEN) 
-
8 Description : 
Research program: 
To set up methods for testirig o.f. HEPA and :iodine filters, both 
in laboratory and in situ, with reference to standard and accident 
' 
conditions. 
Facilities: 
A rig and the related fi ttir<~s:for testing:EEPA filters by NaCl, 
DOP and condensa:t_ion nuclei· methods, 
charcoal filters by Freon and methyl iodi<de methods. 
A rig for testing methyl iodide trapping e';fficiency Q.f granular 
beds of materials such as charcoal and molecrllilar sieves under rigi 
dly controlled experimental conditions. 
Reference documents: 
1. G.CURZIO, A.GENTILI 
Rimozione di gas nobili prodotti per fissi(one negli impianti nu 
cleari. 
Convegno sulle attivita' di ricerca nel caanpo della sicurezza 
degli impianti nucleari ed i metodi di cal,colo e di prova di 
stru.tture soggette a vibr~ziont. 
' . Pi sa ( 21 - 26 Sctte:nbre 1960). 
. ' . , 
. \;:,. . ! .. ---
-- -· " . . 
. ·~ ) .. '. 
\ 
2. S.LANZ~ et alii 
Il controllo dei sistemi filtranti installati negli impianti nu 
cleari. 
Atti del Convegno sulle attivita• di ricerca nel campo della Si 
curezza degli Impianti Nucleari svoltosi a Pisa - 21-23 settem-
bre 1970. CNEN, Serie Simposi. Roma, 1971. 
. ' 
3 • A. GENTILI 
Caratterizzazione di filtri di carbone attivo per la ritenzione 
di gas nobili radioattivi prodotti rr-: fissione. 
XVII Congresso Nazionale dell 'Associazi (,ne di Fisica Sanitaria 
e Prote zione contro le radiazionj (Monte:.·Porzio Catone 5-7 otto 
bre 1971). 
4• S.LANZA, M.MAZZINI 
Influenza dell'avvelAnamento con vapori nitrici sulla ritenzione 
di CH3I da parte di zeoliti argentate. 
Isti tuto di Impianti Nucleari dell 'Uni versi ta' ·~i Pis a - RL 111 
(72) .• 
Tipografia Editrice Pisana, Pisa (1972). 
5. S.LANZA et alii 
Testing Methods for Iodine Filters of Nuclear Plants. 
Proce.edings of the Seminar on Iodine Filter Testing sponsored by 
' 
CCE at Karlsruhe.· (RFT), 4 ..- 6 december 1973. 
Related projects: 
·~ . 5. 3 (Removal of Iodine) 
Remark: ! 
----
Program is sponsored by CNENo A few peculiarities are investiga r 
ted unq.er CNEN contract j'ointly with the CAMEN o 
-. 
-PROJECT TITLE : CLASSIFICATION 
·-
Removal of Iodine from Containment 
Atmosphere by Sprays with PSICO 10 5.3 
Facility , 
SPONSORING COUNTRY • ORGANISATION : • 
ITALY C .i . • M .E .N.- S .Piero a 
Grado (PISA) 
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
DATE INITIATED . 1967 PROJECT LEADER : . 
DATE COMPLETED • 
-1976 R • MIRANDOLA (Uni ve:cs •. • 
. 
·G • SARNO { CAlVlEN) 
Description: 
The program has been set up with the aim of collecting experimen-
. 
tal information for a correct evaluation of the efficiency of spray 
systems used in several nuclear plants fer the removal of iodine re-
leased in the containment after a LOCA. 
Twelve runs on molecular iodine removal by sprays were carr::i.ed 
ont in the 95 m3 PSICO 10 model containment vessel. ·Both service wa-
.. :J::)rayed 
.ter and a water solution containing 1 cfo sodium thiosulphate wer6\. tnr2_ 
ugh different nozzles with, in some cases, recirculation of the spr~ 
yed solution an~ fractions of the model containment vessel volume not 
sprayed. 
Further runs are scheduled for the next two.calendar years in order 
to have information on the two hour dose reduction factor .with· longer 
fresh ::;;pray duration and with different nozzles: and other spray and 
containment atmosphere conditions. 
Reference documents: 
1 • B. GUERRINI , M .1\IAZ ZINI , R .MIRANDOLA , G .PETRAN.GELI 
' PSICO 10:a facility for testing in the field of containment techno-
logy 'for nuclear plants. 
Ingegneria Nucleare - Marzo-Aprile 1969. 
2. B.GUERRINI, S.LANZA, M.IVIAZZINI, R.MIRANDOLA 
, 
Scalbatraio Center ior research in nuclear s:afety. 
Nuclear Technology- April 1971. 
• 
M 
. .. 
I 
.. 
';'• 
. . .. ....... ~ . ~ 
3. B.GUERRINI~· S .. LANZA,. M.MAZZINI, R.MIRANDOLA 
Containment spray exPeriment~ wit~: the. :P3!co· ·1 0 facility. 
, , •. ~ • .·, ·r , . , • "; •. 
Energia Nucleare - Luglio 1972. 
,, .. . . '• . •"- ..... ,,, .. 
4• s.BAR~~LI~ R~:eov.ArLINI, F.FINESCHI, B.GUEm?.IN:r;, s.,LANZA., M.MAzzkNI, 
~ .MIRANDOLA .. 
Removal of iodine from containment atmosphera by sprays: Research 
of th~_ Univers_i ty o.f· Pisa •.. 
VII Congr~s Internationale de la Societe. Francaise de Rndioprotect· 
Versailles (France) 28/31 - Mai 1974 • 
. 
5. S.BARSALI, R.BOVAL!NI, F.FINES(mf; ~B~-:·GUERRINI, S .LANZA, M.1{..!iZZINI, 
R.MIRANDOLA 
Removal of iodine by sprays in the PSICO 10 model containment ves-
sel. 
Nuclear Technology- August 1974. 
·6. G.SARNO, S.MANFREDINI 
. 
Relazione sul ciclo di esperienze effettuate durante il 1974 ~ullo 
studir1 PE-1 (abbattimen.to delle iodic) • 
. :Jn the. press (C!J·:EN .. publication) \ / . 
The proerara has been oponsored by Ciffi ond CNEN. 
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J ~~---------------~--------------------------~--------· -----------~ lN!TIJ.s.T~D 1970 P.h'OJEC1' l.io:ADER 
G. Sudrelli 
. - --- ._.....-~-
-----------------
··~ 
. I. General Aim . ' 
Development of methods totes~ the adsorption efficiency of charcoal absorbers 
... for ~odine ~d its alkyl derivatives. · 
• 
2.· Particular Objectives .. 
. \ • • t 
'The research has been concentrated on methyl iodide • 
. 
3. Experimentaf FacUiti~s and Programine . 
. 
All the tests are caz:ried out at the LabOr:atories -~'!'·the ·Politecnich_ Institute o! Mila:"' .. 
•• Project Status ..... .. 
Two experimental test methodshav~ iK.en developed: one (discontinuous)" is baaed O!l 
an activation analysis of gas .. samples: in the other {continuous) a small gac :low 
is sent directly to a gas-chromatograph detector. The comparison betwee:: data ob-
·tained byusingthe two different techniques allow~ a beUer int~rpretation c:.ithe tes: 
results. · · 
. . . 
: A mathematical model has also been developed to determine the methyl ioeide con-
. , . 
· centration downstream of the absorber as a function.of time. With the aid o: this · 
: model,it is po.ssible to avaluate the influence of operating conditions and to limit 
thei;r negative effects. 
5. · Next steps 
. . . . 
Extension _of the teats to low methyl iodide .concentrations such as those e:-:pect~.c. 
,.. in the annulus of a double contain;mant system in the cilse of a LOCA • 
. . . -"~ . . ' . .· 
. , .,_:_'_~~--.--~-~~_;r_· __ ;:_-.. ~'-_- ·_ -· . - . . . . ". , . -; ~ 
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6. Reference Docum.ents 
I 
Facchini, Sa~drelli, Teatini, Terra~i, "A research earri~d out bY Enel 
and Politecnico of Milan on the formation and the removal of Iodirie Alkyl 
·Derivatives". 
Seminar on Iodine Filter Testing, Karlsrhue, December, 1973., 
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: CLAsSIFICATION · · · · ·; 
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I 
I gases treatment 5.3 
----------------------------~----------~----------------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
SPONSORING COUNTRY 
ITALY 
ORGANISATION 
UNIVERSITY OF PISA 
~-----------------------------TE INITIATED July, 1970 PROJECT LEADER-:~ 
TE COMPLETED End of 1976 G. CURZIO 
-----------------·----------------------~---------------
Descri.:ption : 
Research program: 
Charcoal beds adsorption characteristics determination in ideal 
work conditions. 
Evaluation of the dependence of the characteristics on the bed size 
and grain size. 
Evaluation 6f the effects of th~ decay heat, moisture, ·other impur! 
ties, pressure and temperature transients, etc. 
- Charcoal filter tests. 
Comparative analysis of treatment devices • 
. Facilities: 
- Charcoal bed testing facility 
Nuclear detector devices 
Reference documents: 
1. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Ritenzione di gas nobili su letti di carbone attivo. 
Atti del XVI Congresso Nazionale dell'A.I.F.S.P.R., Firenze 
Settembre 1970. Firenze 1971. 
"' . --- ---------- ---·---·~--- ... ·--- ------------ --------------
. ----------- --- - -- ... ·- ------ ·--------
I} ': 
2. CURZ IO G., GENTILI A:, MAINAR!H C. , PELLU!';GRINJ P • 
.. j ' 
Ritenzione dei gas nobili radio~ttivi prodotti per fissione negli 
impianti nucleari. Tip. Edit. Pisana, Pisa, 1972. 
3. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Determinazione della densit~ granulare di materiali ad elevata 
porosit~ specifica. Il Giornale.di Fisica, XIII, 4,· 286, 1972. 
4. CURZIO G., GE:NTILI A •. 
Noble gas adsorption characteristics of charcoal bed: Van.·Deemter's 
coefficient evaluation. An. Chem. 44, 8, 1544 (1972). 
5. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Lib~ration des gaz nobles par centres nucl~aires:. quclque remarques 
sur le fanctionnement des filtres de charbon de bois. VIe Congres 
International de la Societe Fran~aise de Radioprotection: "Tenda'Ces 
Nouvelles en Radioprotection". Bordeaux, 27-30 mars 1972, p. 233, 
Montrouge 1972 •. 
6. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
The effects of decay heat on adsorption characteristics of 
charcoal beds. Noble Gases Symposium, Las Vegas, 24-28 Sept. 1973. 
q. CASTELLANI F., CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Effects of ~oisture on Krypton adsorption characteristics of 
charcoal beds. To be published. 
8. CURZIO G., GENTILI A. 
Man-rem cost: a reverse evaluation. 
To be published in "Environmental Studies". 
The pro,gram has been sponsored by C. N. R. and will be spo·nsorcd 
by C.N.E.N.· 
~- ... __ ••• ..,.\, ..... -· ·····---..-~ ..... _____ ... --· --·-----~--- ____ _. ·- t --- ----------·-- .. 
'· 
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PROJECT TITLE : :· 
Removal of krypton and xenon from . I 5·3. 
the off-gas of Nuclear Plants. 
SPONSORING COUN~'RY . ORGANISATION . I . . 
ITALY . CNZN' I 
I 
I 
DATE INITIATED : 1975 PROJECT LEADER . . 
DATE COMPLETED : 1978 G. BEON~ 
.r 
Description : The puz:opose o~ the project is to develop a process 
for the re~pval of radioactive kripton nnd xenon from gaseous 
effluents o~nuclear reactors and reprocessing plants. , 
The selective-absorption. process in liquid solvents 
.... -
is one of the promising methods WlCtetk-discussion fro'll the point of 
view of the technological feasibility • 
.. 
Macrocyclic polJetherG, a new category of organic 
compoWlds capable to form incl';!sive compoWlds determining "sandwich 
. 
structures", seem to be very promising for this purpose. The particular 
aim of the experimental research program is the choice of aromatic 
macrocyclic compoWlds, solid or soluble in no~-polar organic solvents, 
and to verify the' noble gases selective-absorption possibility. 
Related projects: 5.3 (Pisa University) 
- . 
\ 
---------

• ,. 
Classification 5.4 
Title 1 
Konsekvenser af frig0relser af radioaktive 
stoffer til atmosfreren 
Title 2 
Consequences of releases of radioactive sub-
stances to the atmosphere 
Initiated: 1972 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last updating: 
1. General aim 
.COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader: 
0. Walmod-Larsen 
Scientists: 
s. Thykier-Nielsen 
P. Hedemann Jensen 
Estimation of radiation doses to individuals and population, from 
releases of radioactive substances to the atmosphere under various 
envir9nmental conditions. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of models for calculation of 
a. External gamma-doses from·a cloud or plume of radioactive 
material. 
b. Internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive material. 
c. External gamma-doses from radioactive material peposited 
on the ground. 
d. Population doses. 
e. Global doses (both to individuals and population). 
Furthermore the parameters in the models will be studied: 
Duration of ;r-elease, atm"osphe.ric stability etc. 
The .consequences of different types of releases both accidental 
and normal will be investigated~ 
~I.,. .. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
None 
4. Project status 
A model has been developed for calculation of external gamma-
doses, as well as internal doses due to inhalation of radioactive 
material. The Gaussion plume model is used assuming release from a 
point source. 
Based on the model two computer programs has been written for 
the calculation of doses to individuals: GDOS (external gamma dosed) 
and INDOS (inhalation doses). 
GDOS and INDOS is used as subroutines in the computer-program 
PLU48 which calculates population doses to a distance of 50 km from 
a point source. 
5· Next steps 
Further development as given in 2. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The models for calculation of external gamma doses and in-
halation doses are described in the report: 
a. "Modeller til beregning af eksterne gammadoser og inhala-
tionsdoser fra frig0relser til atmosfreren af radioaktive 
stoffer", S. Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0-M-1725. 
A comparison between GDOS and other models for calculation 
of external gamma doses are eiven in 
b. "Sammenligning af matematiske modeller til beregning af 
eksterne gammadoser hidr0rende fra radioaktivitetsfrig0-
relser til atmosfreren", Per Hedemann Jensen, Ris0-M-1726. 
8. Degree of availability 
Available on an exchange basis. 
,Q 
--
. 
Classification: 5.4 
Tltle , (Ori~inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen zur 129J-Radiookologie BRD 
(PNS 4132- II.6.1., Ja.hresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMPr 
.. .. ORGANIZATION: 
. GfK, Karlsruhe 
-
Title 2 (english)l Project Leader: 
I t. . f 129j . nves l.gatJ.on o · -Rachoecology H. Schuttelkopf 
Initiated (Date): ComEleted (Date) : 
muru.·y 1974 December 1976 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . 
· 1. General Aim 
129r will be the m:>st inportant nuclide of ra.dioiodine released from a nuclear .fuel 
reprocessing plant. Due to its very long half-life of 1.6x107 years the behaviour 
of this nuclide on its critical pathways will be explored • 
.. 
·_ 2. Particular Objectives . 
' The 129r radioecology can only be investigated in the environrrent of a nuclear repro-
cessing plant. The best analytical method to determine 129r ia the neutron activation 
analysis and therefore a research reactor is necessary for such investigations • 
.. ! 
~ 3.1 Experimental Facilities 
The Karlsruhe Nuclear Reprocessing Plant WAK and the Karlsruhe Research Reactor 
FR2. 
J 3. 2 Research Program 
: The 129r concentration in various sanples in the environment of the WAK will be 
·:determined in order to get a complete picture of the ecological behaviour of this 
·longlived radionuclide. 
· 4~ ·Project .Status ... · : · 
, 4. 1 Progress . to date · 
' . ' • ~ . . - ~ .·t : •. ~ :. -~.. :·. • , .J -· ! 
'1he developnent of analytical methods was conpleted at the beginning of 1975. Waste 
: air and waste ·water collection from WAK started in March 1975. Normally, air sanples 
.. 
:· are collected weekly and water sanples are collected and analyzed roonthly. The waste 
~,, 
water cleaning systems . include a distillation facility. The sanples of the des tilled 
waste water was cleaneq in a sewage system and from this \'later nonthly determinations 
of 129r are performed too. 
Starting in April 1975 129r was determined in a series of miik sanples and in sanples of 
thyroids of rabbits. During ten nuclear fuel dissolutions in WAK in 
May and June 1975 the distribution of }29 1 in the facility was 
determined. The concentrations of 129 1 were measured in feed solutioffi. 
in scrubber solutions and air. A second run of such determinations 
started in November 1975. In this run the determ1nation of 129 1 in 
medium active waste water was included. 
4.2 Essential results 
The determination of 129 1 in the waste air of WAK shows that a large 
fraction of the 129 1-throughput is released with this waste air. 
Since a filter syst~m has been installed in October 1975. the 
released 129 1-fraction has been reduced to below 1 % of the 129 1-
throughput. The concentration of 129 1 in w·aste water cleaned by 
distillation was about 10 pCi/1. The concentration in the waste 
water released from the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research Center was about 
1 pCi/1. The results of the-determination of 129 1 in milk samples lie 
between 0.2 and 7 pCi/1. ·Between 1 and 10 pCi 129 1 have been found 
in thyroids of rabbits. During the dissolution of nuclear fuels more 
than 99 % of 129 1 a~e released from the feed solution. Scrubbing 
with· water has no affect on the air concentration of 129 1. When 
scrubbing with 3 ~ NaOH between 50 % and 80 % of 129 1 are retained •. 
Since the sum of 129 1 determined did not amount to 100 %. we have to 
suppose that between 10 and 50 % of 129 1 are absorbed within the 
nuclear reprocessing plant. Part of it was released during the 
second half of 1975. 
5. Next steps 
The program of collection and analyses of air, water, milk and 
thyroid samples will be continued. A very extensive sampling of soil 
and plant material wiJl be made in 1976 to determine the degree of 
· .
1
.
29 i--conta.m.ination·_-of .. the environm·en~· of WAK. The coocentration of 
. ·u 7 I i n t h e a i -r: of . t h e e rlV i r o-n men t ·o f' the . K a r 1 s r u h e N u c 1 e a r Res ea r c h 
. .. . 
Cent er will be me as u red', s tart i n g at ·the end of 19 7 6 . 
6. Relation with other projects 
None • 
7. Reference documents 
Report KFK.2045 (Germ•~) 
H. Sch~ttelkopf, KFK-Nachrichten,. 4. 1975 
Semiannual .reports in the series IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 
B. Degree 9f ~vaila~ility 
Unrestricted distribution 
~ .. <I~ • • - ~~ .. .. .... 
' ' / I 
: ~ . . ; 
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._ ... 
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.. 
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Classification: 5.4 
Title 1 (Orisinal1 Languase>: COUNTRY: 
Theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchungen zur Ausbreitung BRD 
radioaktiver Gase ~SOR: {PNS 4312- II.6.4., Jahresbericht A 75) 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Theoretical and Experimental Investigations of the Atmospheric Dr. HUbschmann 
Dispersion of Radioactive Gases Dr. Konig 
. SchUttE:lkopf 
Initiated (Date) : COIDJ2leted (Date) : 
January 1969 December 1978 
.. 
Status: Last UE!datins (Date): 
-
continuing December 1975 
1. Genera 1 aim 
Improvement of the knowledge about the atmospheric dispersion of single short-time 
radioactive emissions 
·2. Particular objectives 
Tracer diffusion experiments· ar_e performed at the various stability categories, 
chemical tracer gases are emitted at heights between 50 and 200 m. 
Theoretical evaluati.ons of the measured data are performed in order to be able to 
predi et the activity concentration pattern downwind of a power reactor after an :11 
accidental activity release. 
The necessary meteorological instrumentation and the data recording equipment are 
defined for nuclear reactorstations. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
A' 200 m high meteorological tower is operated in the Karlsruhe Nuclear Research 
Center in order to collect comprehensive meteorological information in the lower 
atmospheric layer. Wind velocity and direction profiles as well as dry and dew 
point temperature profiles are measured across the tower height and stored on 
~agnetic tape. ; · 
Diffusion_ experime~ts ~~e. carried 6u.~ usitig triti~ted water and /or halogenated 
hydrocarbons as tracers. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Er29r~~~-!Q_92!~ 
The meteorological data measurement at the now completely instrumented 200 m high 
tower, the data registration and record have been continued during the report period. 
Six diffusion experiments have been performed in 1975. Different chemical tracers 
have been emitted at heights of 60 and 100 m, In some experiments two tracers have 
been released simulianeously.at the same level or at both levels. The gaschromato-
graphic evaluation of the air samples has been improved and streamlined by an auto-
matic injector and a peak integrator. 
4.2 Essential results 
The evaluation of the tracer experiments confirmed the validity of the results 
gained by previous experiments: the surface roughness increases the turbulence in 
tHe lower boundary layer and results in higher peak concentrations closer to the 
emitter. A set of diffusion ·parameter curves dependent on the surface roughness 
effect is developed. 
Theoretical evaluations of measured meteorological data comprise the energy density 
spectrum of atmospheric turbulence in the frequency range 1,4·10-4 to 0,125 Hz, 
definition of changes of the wind direction in contrast of the turbulent wind 
direction fluctuations, dynamic changes of atmospheric diffusion and its influence 
• i 
on the expected concentration pattern after an accidental activity release. 
A ring of several dosemeters around a power reactor station has been designed, 
~hich measures they-radiation from an accidentally emitted radioactive off-gas 
plume. Such measurements may serve as an indicator of hazards to the population 
in the nearest residential areas. 
The Reactor Safety Study WASH-1400 has been analysed in respect to the diffusion 
and dose calculations. This analysis serves as a base for applications to German 
power reactor sites. 
5. Next steps 
The diffusion experiments will be continued in the following years and will be 
extended to stable weather situations using automatic sampling stations. 
'6. Relat.ion·.with other :projects·'~ . .-~-
~elatio~ ~x~~ts io s~ver~1 .o~~~r-~~ojecii, ~ithtn the "Projekt Nuklear~ Sicherheit" 
especially' to PNS '4134 (long-term Radfo16:qic-a1 Burderi· of the Environment Caused by 
. . ·. . ' .. ~ ' . . 
an Accu~ulation of Nuclear·Pow~r·F~ciliti~~): 
. 
I' 
7. Reference documents 
I 
Report KFK 2130 (1975) p. 300 (gerwan with enplish abstracts) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 366 (german with english abstracts) 
8. Degry:e of availability 
Unrestricted d~tribution 
~ ' .. 
,, ' 
' ' 
'' ' 
" 
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Classification: 5.4 
'l'itle 1 (Ori2inal ~an~ua2e) : COUNTRY: 
' 
BRD 
Wanderung langlebiger Transurane l.rn Boden und SPONSOR: in geologischen Forrnationen Br·lFT (PNS 4412 - !.2.4, Jahresbericht A 75} ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : P.1:oject Leader: 
Migration of Lon9lived Transuranium in the Soil Dr.Dippe,l 
and Geological Formations Dr.Jakubick 
Initiated (Date) : COrnJ2leted (Date)·: 
1uary 1973 December 1976 
Status: Last U;edating (Date): 
December 1975 . cc;mtinuing 
1. General Aim 
For the case of a soil contamination by transuranium elements and for site eva.-
. luations of final depositories informations are required on behaviour and migration 
_ of plutonium. 
· 2. Particular Objectives 
In this respect the following points are of interest: 
~-applicability of tracer studies on real situations; 
- influence of soil chemist:cy on the mobility of transuranium elements;. 
- behaviour of extremely low plutonium concentrations in natural waters. 
3.2 Research Program 
· By field studies of Pu depth distribution,coming from the world wide fallout in 
natural soil, the mobility under natural conditions could be find out. By means of 
"column studies in the laboratory the more specific aspects of migration may be 
estimated additionaly. From the comparision of both, the behaviour under real 
·situations can be deduced. 
·4. Project Status 
4~·1 Pro~S·f!l to date 
- Due to a :series of fundanental resea.r.Ch activities en the interaction of trans-
. -
• 
uranium .. elements with different partS. of :the- environment a general view was attained 
in this field. They deal in detail with: 
plutonium-sources; effect of environmental conditions, transportation mechanisms 
in the nature, plutonium reservoirs in the environments. 
• 
4.2 Essential Results 
An evaluation of these problems from the point of view of geo-siences leads 
to the following results: 
- plutonitirn in soil possesses the longest residence time, 
- the knowledge of potential migration paths deserve a first order priority 
in siting of a-wasue final depositories (case of Maxey Flats). 
- the normally used relationsships may be applied tor the evaluation of 
plutonium transfer in terrestrial ecosystems.· 
5. Next Steps 
A field survey for locations which were not disturbed in the last 20 years having. 
. . -
ho other vegetation cover then grass and having different soil types will be 
started. 
Sinultaneously a line of glove boxes will be set· up for the laboratory 
studies. 
6. -
7. Reference documents 
Report KFK 2130 (1975) p. 324 (german with english abstracts) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 434 (german with english abstracts) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
, 
I 
Clas"sification: 5.4 
'l'i tle 1 (Ori9Jnal Language) : COUNTRY: 
tangfristige radiologische Belastung durch eine Anh~u- BRD 
fung kerntechnischer Anlagen SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4134 - II.6.4., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
--
Title 2 (en2lish) : l?roject Leader: 
Investigation of the Long-Term Radiological Dr. Bay er 
Environmental Impact Caused by an Accumulation of 
Nuclear Facilities 
lnitiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date): 
muary 1973 June 1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . . 
1. General aim 
·The main objective of this project is to assess and forecast the po-
.tential radiological burden that arises from an expanding nuclear 
industry, especially in regions where an accumulation of nuclear fa-
cilities is expected. 
2. Particular objectives 
·It is planned to develop an extensive computer program to estimate 
:he release of radionuclides to the environment from the various 
facilities and the resultant radiological burden to the popula~ion 
~ 
'in the Upper Rhine region. 
·-.This program will consider: 
.,- the forecasted development of the nuclear industry during the 
~ next years 
- the different release rates of nuclear power plants 
- the transport of the released isotop~s in the atmosphere and 
the hydrosphere 
.- the different "paths" of the radionuclides in the biosphere 
- the different forms of food supplies, e.g. self-supply by farmers 
or central supply of urban population 
- the population distribution and ~he age-dependent nourishment of 
the population. 
A study is planned to learn how the different variables and their 
~ 
-uncertainties will influence the results. 
," ~ 
.,. 
I 
• 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
Not relevant • 
4. Project status 
4.1/2 Progress to date and essential results 
After the incorporation of several additional atmospheric and 
hydrospheric transport effects the part of the computer program 
concerned by these effects is now nearly completed. Some subroutines 
concerning mainly the terrestrial transport and the uptake in plants 
. . 
have still to be improved. The relevant input data like site cha~­
acteristics, release rates, deposition velocities etc. have been 
updated on the basis of newer reports and personal communications. 
Partial results of a few exposure pathways are already obtained. 
5. Next steps 
First complete results are expected in the near future. Sensitivity 
studies will be started in order to estimate the accuracy of the 
results. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Relation exists to seyeral other project within the "Projekt Nuk-
leare Sicherheit", especially to PNS 4312 (Theoretical and Experi-
mental Investigations of the AtmosphericDispersion.of Radioactive 
Gases). 
7. Reference documents 
PNS - Semiannual Report 1975/1 (German with English abstracts) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) p. 129 
PNS - Semiannual Report 1975/2 (German with English abstracts) 
Report KFK (to be published) 
D. Schiesser 
Production and Release of Sr-89, Sr-90, Ru-103, ~-106, Cs-134, 
·· Cs-1351 cs-137, Ce-141, and ce-1~4 by Nuclear Power Plants and 
.• . , ~eproc~s:sing Plant:s and th~ Expected Radiological Impact untill 
·' ,. the Year· 2000 (German with English abst·racts) 
~ ' 1 ., • • - • 
Report :RFK 2153 · (1975) 
... 
• 
' 
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., 
··:. .• 
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Reports in the s~ries IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 
Semiannual reports: 
Report period Jan. 
- June 1975 
July - Dec. 1975 
Annual report A 74 
8. Degree of availabilit~ 
Unrestricted distribution •. 
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ft"ROJECT T l'l'LE. : . .:'~~~-'d. Oil· .'·:·. • ~l· : 
~ Quantitative evalua~ of the release of ra~ioac- . 5.4. S.S ~ 5.6 tive sUbstances i:n,..to the environment .:: . 
f : r• 
. ·-·------------------------+-~~~~--~·.· ORGANISATION 1' :'~F01450RINt;. COTJNTRY 
t 
.ITALY l C.N.E.N • 
• ! I IT'~~---------------------------------------r-----------------------1 • 
. ~ l .:.:ATE INITllTED . January 197 4 PROJECT LEADER : l-·-. 
. . . . ' L~TE COMPL~_E_n _____ ·===·--------------------~----~~_a_rt __ o_D_a_l_l'_A_s_U~o----~' 
' .. .: ~ ' 
..... 
Description 
.... 
/ 
. In the vicini1y of .some nu.C:lear plants has been carried out the 
study of the distribution and circulation· of the natural isotopes o, the radioac-
tiye elements which can be released by the nuclear plants, before the start 
of the industrial acti'ritr (e.g. Imptanto "Fabbricazioni Nuclear!", Bosco Ma-
rengo, Al) • 
.. ~ .... After the beginning of the nuclear activUy an environmental 
·check can supply quantitative information abOut the' IJOllution level due to the 
nuclear plants. · 
.Y 
• 
... I : 
. "':· r:. ;·:- .. : .. 
, -~ 'If : ~- l .. . . ' .· 
! .' ,. • \ 1 ··; ·' . • .• •.. ~~-· 
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t •· .1 ' •· ·"'·";-~ , I · : · ~ I' • ·.·,· 
.. 
. ; . 
rPROJECT TITLE :· 
I. STUDIES ON THE CONTAMINATION OP THE SEA 
-..·.···c-r·a·~~~,.. .. r;t..;~~-~·. "·:!~· . ·' .J ,·• ~: .. :.. ·~~~~-~'l4.l:r~YLt-~..:.... ~L~-• .:.~-~~ 
. ' 
. . 
'· 
5-,4, 5-5,5+6. 
--------~----~----~~~==~-----· ~- .. GPoNSORD1G COUNTRY ORGANISATION 
. f 
ITALY C.N.E.N.and 
mffiATQf,~t.--------~ 
r:{-!J-J\T_E_l_N_I_TI_A_T_E_D ___ .....;_ ______ -t-E-:-:"'B:-::0-::J::-ECT LEADER 
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,P.escription 
Studies of the factors wich influence the uptake, accumulatirn 
,·, 
\ j 
, and loss of radioisotopes by different 'inorganic and organic 
coneti tuents of the marine environment. The investigations e:-e carrii;= 
out on relevant radioecological and ecological factors in na~~re 
and under laboratoFy conditions. 
Studies ~n thermal pollution from nuclear plants. 
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Classification 5.4 
Title 1 
Gevolgen voor de omgeving van ongevallen 
bij kernenergiecentrales 
Title 2 
: Environmental effects of nuclear power 
plants accidents 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
B.Th. Eendebak 
To analyse the risks of light water reactors on specific sites 
in the Netherlands. 
2. Particular objectives 
To study the effect~ of nuclear accidents as a function of site, 
population density, wheather conditions, etc. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
Computer code "MAKRo• is available. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This project was started by an order of the Minister of Economic 
Affairs to make a risk analysi~ of the fuel cycle in the 
•• ' ' ,. ... • ' • .._ ' !• ' ' 
r~etherlands. This study wets f'irtished in June- 19 75. 
: ~ . . ' ,_ ' . . ' ' ' l ' ' -
See:· also_ the projects ''Ca~cula;t:I:on of the quantities of radio-
activi~y released as a result of a serious reactor accident" and 
"Failure .analysis by applic4tion bf event and fault trees". 
i 
,. 
'·. 
- ·. t· 
:¥· . 
., - ••••• , • • r-:-
.:.~.: :' ·:·: 
'. 
7. Reference documents 
Not available yet. 
8. Deqree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
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Classification 5.5 
Title 1 
Bepaling van het aantal lekke splijtstof-
staven en de kernpositie tijdens het 
reactorbedrijf 
Title'2 
Determination of the number of leaking 
fuel rods on the core position during 
operation 
1. General aim 
To reduce the wet-sipping time. 
2. Particular objectives 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Project leader 
J. Hoekstra 
- An increase of the off-gas activity combined with a one step 
control-rod movement indicates the position of ruptured fuel 
- The release of certain fission-products during reactor start-
up is a measure for the number failed fuel rods. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Oodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
5. Next ste;es 
Not applicable. 
I' 
' 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6. Relation wVth other projects 
None. 
7. Reference documents 
None. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
.. 
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Classification 6 and 14 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denn1ark 
Fejlanalyse af tekniske Systemer og 
vurdering af deres palidelighed 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Title 2 
Failure analysis of technical systems 
and evaluation of their reliability 
Project leader 
D. Nielsen 
Initiated 1970 Completed Scientists 
Status: In progress Last updating 
currently 
• J.R. Taylor 
0. Platz 
D. Nielsen 
1. General aim 
To develop analysis methods, or improve existing methods, for 
identification of potential faults that, if they occur, can lead to 
undesired consequences. 
2. Particular objectives 
1) To obtain a better knowledge of fault types and characteris-
tjcs of fault propagation, and 
2) to obtain experience with analytical modelling techniques 
for evaluation of reliability parameters. 
3. Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
. ! . 
~!!!_~~~~~~~~-~~-~~!~ 
a) The strategy·and main steps of cause-consequence analysis 
based on the concept of critical events has been developed. 
The display format (used in connection with cause-conse-
~ 
quence analysis and for documentation purposes) is the 
cause-consequence chart (CCC). The CCC is similar to the 
fault tree/event tree combination, but takes more details 
into consideration, and allows a systematic and complete 
" build-up o~ accident trees • 
• l ,, 't 
6. FAULTS AND ACCIDENT COMBINATIONS 

• 
b) 
. I 
~·r· 
St~tistical studies are carried o~t classifying incidents 
acdording to the number and types of failures involved in 
abnormal occurences reports ~f USAEC. Special emphasis is 
placed on classification of design errors according to 
cause, and methods for reducing design error frequency. 
c) Development of analytical modelling techniques for evalua-
tion of reliability parameter-s, taking testing and repair 
policies into account. 
4.2. Essential results 
----------------------The combined use of fault trees (cause chards) and event trees 
(cons~quence charts) has proven to be useful for coordinating exper-
tise df specialists so that steps can be taken towards more meaning-
ful risk analyses. 
The st~y of the abnormal occurrences reports of USAEC indi-
cates that design errors often play a significant role in process 
plant failure (the proportion of the failures which are considered as 
design errors is surprising high). 
5· Next steps 
Continuation of current works. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The project has relation to the Ris0 project concerning devel-
opment of Monte Carlo computer programs for system reliability analysis. 
z. Reference documents 
D.S. Nielsen, "The Cause-Consequence Diagram Method as a Basis for 
Quantitative Accident Analysis", Report Ris0-M-13?4, 1971. 
J.R. Taylor, "Sequential Effects in Failure Mode Analysis", Report 
Ris0-M-1740, 1974. 
8. Availability 
Reports are available from the Library of The Danish Atomic 
>: 
Energy Commission, Ris0, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark. 
i .. 
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PROJECT TITLE : 
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS FOR NUCLEAR POWER · 
' PLANTS 
SPONSORING COUNTRY 
ITALY 
I DATE INITIATED 
(. DATE COMPLETED 
• 
pescri_l.ltion : 
1973 
1975 
6 - 14 
ORGANISATION 
CESNEF- POLITECNICO DJ 
MILAN), MILANO, ITALY 
20133 
• 
PROJECT LEAJER 
S. GARRIBBA 
Formal methods are established in order to achieve the determination of minimal cut sets 
from fault trees. Methods are based upon the segmentation of the tree, construction of 
n:tinimal cut sets of subtrees and subsequent expansion into the minimal cur sets of the · 
original tree. The method as compared with the traditional combinatorial techniques has 
the advantage of consenting (i) determination oft~ minimal cut sets of any order it may 
be required,.(ii) hand calcula!rons and intemctive programming, (iii) direct or built-in semitivity 
analyses. . 
•.. 
····· ·~.
• 
• / 
I . 
7. CONTAINMENT AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS 

\ 
. \ 
I 
'· 
·'.;.f 
f 
' Classification : ?.1. 
,..._. ___ ....._ __________________________ __,~----~-----, 
I 
I 
I 
. 
I 
Title 1 . Proqramme 
-
. 
pr.essiols A.courte 
. 
de l'enceinte d''un 
d'un accident LOCA 
.. 
LOCA-2 : Evolution des 
terme dans le& logettes 
r4acteur PWR en cas 
~itle 2 : Pr~gramme LOCA-2 : A computer code 
to estimate the short term pressurization 
~n the s~bcompa~~iments s~r~ounding .the 
primary system, in case of a loss of 
coolant accident 
-
Initiated 1 I June 72 
Completed I April 73 (version 1) 
Last update : ·:..ocember 75 (version 4) 
--·-
• 
Country 
BELGIUM 
Organization 
TRACTIONEL 
.. 
t ~·· : •. et Leader ., 
I . STOBBE ... , .. 
-"!'"--
1. General aim: The l~yout of the subcompartments surrounding 
the primary gystem must be su~h as to erisure the._integrity. 
of the structbr~l elemerits in case of a los~ oi coolant 
accident. _such layout must account for the short term 
overpressurization of th~-~oncrete structures surrounding 
the break location. 
The programme LOCA-2-V4 evaluates conservatively the pre~&~-a 
evo·lution in the subcomparJ:'ments from which the forces 
acting on the concrete·structures can be estimated. 
2. Particular objectives The blowdown ma~s and energy release 
, . ~~t~ .f:t;OIJ1. plowdow~ ,co~es 1 . (~,g. ~~!lap)' are. input. to tpe; code. 
-.~he progra~ can han~le·~~aximum of 20 ho~~a with 40. in~er­
connections. The calculation ot the mass flow r~tes between 
compartments is for orifice flow (L/D c: 50). 
I 
-~ 
t 
.~ '. -~ _L .. _l 
Three op~ions are available for estimating the :citical 
mass flow rates : 
- Henry Fauske model (water, vapour + air) 
- Moo~dy model (for water -vapour only) 
- Experimental model (cfr. code ZOCO V) 
The effect of water entrainment can be simulated by speci-
fying a water entrainment factor for each compartment, and 
a time evolution of these factors. ~his option ena~les one 
to estimate the depressurization rate of steam gentrators in 
~ase of a steamline break or feedwaterline break. 
A code option is available to simulate fly-out panels and 
' ruovable plug which may be used to provide proper shielding 
during normal operation and as pressure relieve panels in 
case of a LOCA. The programme contains thermodynamic cor-
relations to deal with saturated and overheated vapour sta~bd. 
4. Program Status : 
1. ~E~2E~!!_!~-~~!~ the fourth version (LOCA-2-V4) is 
operational and is being used to guide the layout for the 
subcompartments of actual reactor systems. 
The short t~rm pressure evolution of the d~fferent nodes 
is generated in graphical form for easy inte~:~etation~ 
and also stored on tape for easy access la~c~. 
2. ~!~~~!!~!_E~~~!~~ : Extensive validation of the program 
results were performed on benchmark problems calculatea 
with other codes (TMD, RELAP). The results indicate g9od 
agreement for constant yalues of the discharge coefficient. 
The value of the discharge coeff~.cient, being tied to a 
cert~in model for the critical mass flow rate, reflects 
the conservatism of the results. 
:' , 
I 
~ ... 
~ :· 
l 
! 
i l. 
I 
•• I 
.. 
~ 
I 
I 
5. Next steps 
The code Loc·A-2-V4 is being m.odified to .:.ea~ with. flows 
in longer passages whereby inertial and fri~~ional effects 
become important. By including a pr~per mom~ntum 
conservaii~n equation, the code may be used to simulate 
flow distribution around th~ reactor ve~sel and.to estimate 
the reaction forces on the vessel in case of a primary 
break at the outlet nozzles. 
- Extention from 20 to 50 nodes is envisage~ ~~ deal with 
the fine detail of the flow around obj~ctsr whereby 
differend nodes must be used to simulate the flow pattern. 
7; Reference Documents : 
D. BROSCHE : ZOCO V, a computer program for the calculation 
of time and space dependent pressure distribution iu 
reactor containments. 
Nuclear Engineering and Design. Vol. 23 (1972) 
• 
K.V. MOORE ET AL 
Relap-IV Computer program for transient thermohydraulic. 
an a 1 y si s • I DO- 8 3 4 0 1 (1 9 7 3 ) 
• I 
F.J. MOODY : Maximum Flow rate of a singl~ Component, two-
phase Mixture. 
Transactions of the ASME February 1965. 
R.E. HENRY, H. FAUSKE : The two-phase Critical flow of a 
one-component Mixtures in Nozzles, orifices ~nd s~ort 
tubes. 
Journal of heat transfer May 1971. 
' a. Degree of availability Contact TRACTIONEL - BRUSSELS •. 
.. 
- I 
' . ~ 
... 
'lift 
Classification a 7.1 
.. 
,. 
·: 
' 
Title 1 :· PROGR~MME LOCA-3 :.Evolution de la pression 
A long terme dans l'encelnte d'une centrale nucld-
aire suite A une rupture du.circuit primaire. 
I 
country a 
BELGIUM 
t---_..;., _____________________ .. --- ·--~- ------......( 
Title 2 : i ~RC~RAMME LOCA-3:Long term pressur-e evo- ... 
Organizat1on lut.1on ir. ~he containment of nuclear power pla~Jts, 
following a loss of coolant accident. '1'RACTIONEL 
. 
I Project Initiated . ..Tuly 1974 
, .. 
Leader 
Completed I ..Tuly 1975 
·"'ast update : ..Tanuary 197'6 I B. STUBBl!: . 
·-· 
1. General aim : To calculate the pressure history in the con-· 
tainment following a loss of coolant accident. · The compute. 
code LOCA-3-V4· unables one to.: 
a. estimate the maximum pressure for which the containment' 
integrity must be assured 1 
a 
b. estimate a conservatively low .containment back. pr~ssu~e·to 
~valuate the efficiency·o~ .the·ECCS 1 
. , ·· .. 
c.; evaluate the efficiency of diffe.rent· safe;uar.,.,. syste~e 
(spray, ve~tilationt .I .. 
, , . . 
d •. evatue.te the temperature qra~~en-ts in ~he .,c~ntainment · 
. ··~ ~·~»· . ·~ "; ·~ :' . f 
·"·r .., structure in order to estimate the stress ·leve·ls. i~a·· the . ~"· ., t 
. ·.·: ·. 
·· . 
.. ·. 
' 
concrete. 
~ ~ \ l, ... 
·'·.i 
: ~· 
• 2. Particvlar objectives 
/ 
/ 
I 
I 
~· 
( 
The code was developped for·calculating 
containment loading for actual power plants. This r~quires 
the simulation of t'he various components that influence the 
pressure hlstory such as : 
- Detailed description of all passive heat sinks available. 
The code is dimensionned for a maximum of 10.str~cturea, 
each of'which can contain up to ~50 nodes with A varioble 
spacing. 
Four different options are built in to calculate the intern•1: 
heat transfer coefficient in case of LOCA, two of which are ~ 
. . ~ 
the widely used Tagami-Ushida correlation for integrity and 
ECCS calculations. 
- Simulation of the operational safeguard systems,,such as 
spray and cooling coils. 
.¥·. 
- Evaluation of the ilump water temperature resulting. fzom . ;~.,..t~. 
such sources as the spray, the spill-over Jlow rates, conden• 
sing flux, and the flashing fraction that goes to the sump.: · 
• • This temperature is important to determine the stress ·in the 
sump concrete structure and to evaluate the depressuri-
zation rate in the recirculation phase. 
- Du~inq the recirculation phase, a proper evaluation of the ( 
.. 
.. 
temperature of the component cooling water is necessary in 
order to estimate the heat absorption capacity of the cooling 
coils and the cooling capacity of the residual heat removal 
heat exchangers. 
t! 
4. ?roject Status : 
., .. 
L 
1. E~~2~~!!-~~-~~~~ The fourth version (LOCA-3-v4·) is ~·ully 
operational. ~nd provides graphical output for ~he most 
.... 
important parameters (pressure, temperatures). 
.• 
•' .• 
. ' r 
... ' 
2. !!!!~~!!!-~!!~!~! : Extensive validation of the ~od~ was 
performed and the results show good agree.ment wi.th results 
.· . ~·: 
.from other codes. such as ·CONTEMPT, C.OMPA'l'E, coco and zoco V • 
• 
• ! 
S. Next steps : The·code LOCA-3-V4 is conti.nu~.:.:y being updated 
to follow the evolution in the models used t~ ~~~~ervat!vely 
estimate tlie pressure evoluti!On (e ~ q. PLASH C;?t!. .:-.~.'i, incl~ding 
"pressur~ f~ash" or "temperature flash"). 
Work 1~· proceeding ~o include the treatment of the post-
reflood phenomena wi.th FROTH. As. the input data are usuallu 
given for a fixed 'dow~stre~m pressur~, th~ post r~flood mass 
and energy release rates must ~?e adjusted to actual ·.downstream 
epressure ~n the containment. 
~ference documents : 
D. BROSCBE : zoco v, a comRuter code for the calculation of 
time-and-space dependent pressure distributions i.n re:aetor 
containments. 
Nuclear E~gineeripg and Des~gn ~3 (1972) ( 
L. RICBARDSON.ET AL. 
"CONTEMPT~, A computer programme for pred~cting the t 
containment pressure-temperature response to a Loss-o~-
' 
coolant accident. ID0-17220 (1967).. £ 
F. ~ORDELON ET AL. 
r• ! 
·, . 
; 
·•1: 
Contai~ment Pressure Analysis Code (COCO) 
WCAP 8326 
' 
CONTACT.TRACTIONEL- BRUSSELS 
. ; , ~r . r. •. 't :~ 
I'! 
j '.! 41' r 
/ 
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Classification 7.1, 7.2 
Title 1 
Title 2 
CONTAC-II. A containment transient analysis code 
Initiated: January 1969 
Status: In use 
1. General aim 
Completed: Feb. 70 Scientists: 
Last updating: 
March 1971 
N. Kjer-Pedersen 
V.S. Pejtersen 
Development of a computer code for the calculation of 
pressure- and temperature transients in a PS-containment during 
a loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The present code, CONTAC II, is written in FORTRAN IV for 
the Burroughs 6700 computer, and it is a revised version of the 
CONTAC-code written for the IBM-7094 computer 
It calculates the transient pressures and temperatures in the 
two compartments of a PS-containment following a rupture of the 
primary system. The blow down mass flow rate and corresponding en-
thalpy may either be supplied to the code as input functions of time 
or be calculated internally in a one-node vessel representation using 
Moody's model for critical two-phase flow. 
The code uses one-node representation of drywell and wetwell. 
Core spray, drywell spray, wetwell spray and wetwell pool cooling 
as well as heat transfer from and to walls and structures are 
incorporated. 
i I 
I 
: I 
, I 
... 
" 
' ! 
~ 
- i 
~ 
' ! 
-·- . ·~ ~• 
3. Experimen~al facilities and pro~ramme 
The C~NTAC II code was used during the planning and experimental 
phase of the Marviken containment experiments, and a comparison 
between experimental data and calculation has been undertaken. 
4. Project status 
A comparison between a number of calculations and corresponding 
data from the Bodega Bay, Humboldt Bay and Marviken experiments 
show an overprediction of the maximum drywell pressure ranging from 
5 to 25 per cent. 
/.- 5. N~xt steps 
A new updated version, CONTAC II~, including ~n improved vent 
flow model, is expected to be ready in early 1975. 
6. Relation with other projects 
A multiroom containment code, CONTAC-M, is now under devel-
opment. 
7. Reference documents 
N. Kjrer-Pedersen: 
CONTAC II, A Containment Transient Analysis Code 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 47 (1972) 
N. Kjrer-Pedersen 
SIMPLI II, A Simulation Program Using Implicit Intergration 
Ris0, RD-Memo nr. 46 (1972) 
8. Degree of availability 
Available 
" 
• 
,·! 
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.I 
Classification 7.1, 7.2 
Title 1 COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Title 2 ·Project leader: 
CONTAC-M: A Containment Multiroom Transient 
Analysis Code 
Initita.ted: 1974 Completed: 
Status: Progressing Last updating: 
1. General aim 
Aksel Olsen 
Scientists: 
K.L. Thomsen 
P. Hansen 
Development of a multinode containment computer code for 
pressure and temperature transients during a loss-of-coolant 
ac~ident. 
2. Particular objectives 
The 9ode, CONTAC-M, is under development in FORTRAN IV 
for the Burroughs 6700 computer. · 
It is 1to calculate transient pressures and temperatures in a 
multiroom full pressure or pressure suppression containment 
following a loss-of-coolant accident. The blow down mass flow 
rate and enthalpy may be calculated by the code or be supplied 
as input. Heat transfer to or from structures and walls is to be 
included as well as the effe6t from core spray, drywell spray, 
wetwell spray and wetwell pool cooling. Some effects from non-
thermal equilibrium is to be included. 
I,' ' f ~· 
3· Experimental facilities and programme 
The code is to be tested against available experimental data, 
as for instance the Marviken data. 
'' ' 
• ~.... I • .• 
-
_, 
~. 
' '. 
, r , . ~ 
4. Project status 
The formulation of some physical equations has not yet been 
decided, while various possible mathematical solution methods are 
still being considered. 
5· Next steps 
Further work along the lines indicated. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The code is in some respects based on the experience gained 
during the Marviken experiments as well as experience with the 
CONTAC code. 
7. Reference documents 
No reports available 1et. 
8. Degree of availability 
' ' 
,. '~ 
r 
Title 1 
BEAMDYN - Program ti1 lineer 3-dimensionel 
statisk og dynamisk analyse af bjelkestrukturer. 
Title' 2 
BEAMDYN - Program· for the linear 3-dimensional 
. . 
statib and dynamic analysis of beam type structures. 
Initiated (date) 
November 1975 
Status: progressing 
1. General aim 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last Updating 
(date) 
February 1976 
J 
Classification 
7.1/10.4/11.2/11.4 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC, Ris~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
Per Lundsager 
Scientists: 
Per Lundsager 
To develope a computer program for linear )-dimensional static and dynamic 
analysis of beam type structures. 
2. Particular objectives 
~~!~ To make simplified analysis of Nuclear Structures, especially for 
aircraft impact and earthquake loadings. 
~~~~ To investigate the properties of various FEM techniques e.g. time 
integration methods, eigenvalue extraction methods etc. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
None 
4. Project status . ··-
• 
1~!~ A program layout has been made which ~llows for easy change or exten-
sion of essential program features. This is done by extensive use of" sub-
. programs. 
~ 
. i 
• 
4.2. The static and direct time integration parts have been programmed 
and are being tested. The modal analysis part is beinq programmed. 
~.:.~.:. At this stage standard IBM/SSP routines are used where possible. 
Newmark B time integration is used with a = 0.25 in order to obtain 
unconditional stability. 
4.4. The program is coded for an IBM 370/165 computer. 
--·-
5. Next steps 
Completion and test of the program in its initial configuration. Further 
steps have not been decided yet. 
6. Relations with other Erojects 
No specific relations for the time being, but the project is of general 
relevance to Ris~'s activities in structural analysis •• 
7. Reference documents 
None until now. 
8. Degree of availability 
Project information will be freely available. 
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· Dispositif experimental en cours d'ctude depuis octobre. 1974. 
4.2 - Essential Results 
· Neant. 
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PROGRESSING 
1. GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
The main objective of this program is to gain a validation of LEFM 
(Linear Elastic Fracture Mechaniely) applied to a reactor vessel core 
shell submitted to thermal stress similar to those occuring after a 
LOCA. At the end of the reactor life. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
. 2 •. 1. Validation. of LEF~! •,o 
2.2 Test a SA 508 cl 3 shell with suberitical cracks and critical 
cracks with liquid nitrogen in order to verify the crack ini-
-tiation and the crac\ arrest conditions. 
'' 
1,' 
3. PROJECT STATUS 
Some preliminary tests have been carried ou~ for determininq the heat 
transfer cbefficlent between a steel and liquid nitroqen. 
Based on experimental data, finite elements calculations have been 
performed for determininq the crack size which is susceptible to 
propaqate ~der thermal stress induced by .the cool down of the 
internal surface of the test piece by liquid nitroqen. The test piece 
is ordered. 
4. NEAR TERM PLANNING 
A detailed fracture touqhness characterization of the material will 
bl done prior to perform thermal shock test in order to determine 
the crack sizes. 
5. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
complementary of HSST proqram (thermal shock tests) carried out 
by ERDA (USA) • 
6. AVAILABILITY OF "RESULTS" 
Property of FRAMATOME. 
.. 
, 
: 
\, 
\ 
\ 
Classification: 7.1 
Title 1 (Original ~anguage):Untersuchu~g der VorgAnge COUN'rRY: 
in einem mehrfach~unterteilten Cantainment beim Bruch BRD 
einer KUhlmittelleitung wassergekUhlter Reaktoren t~OR: (RS 50 - I.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) 
ORGANIZATION: 
Battelle-Insti-
tut,Frankfurt/M. 
Title 2 (english):Investigation of the Phenomena Project Leader: 
Occurring within a Multi-Compartment Containment after 
Rupture of the Primary Cooling Circuit in. Water-Cooled Dr. Kanzleiter 
React·ors 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
May.15, 1971 December 31, 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
• 
I • • I December 1975 cont1.nu1.ng 
1. General Aim 
The objective of the present research project is to simulate in 
large-scale experiments rupture o£ the primary cooling circuit within 
the containment of a water-cooled reactor and to investigate the 
phenomena occurring within the containment. The experimental results 
are to be compared with the results of model calculations and will 
finally serve to improve the computer codes. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The investigations have been started ,~th model-scale experiments in 
an experimental PWR containment. The volumetric model scale is 
about 1 : 64 ·relative to the 1200 MW reactor plant Biblis A. 
Later investigations will include BWR-specific experiments and ex-
periments with highly stressed concrete structures. 
).1. Experimental Facilities 
The experimental facility consists essentially of 
- a special model containment, 
I ' : \" 
- a model. ~oolant circuit, 
measuring instrurdents, 
data collecting and processing systems. 
The model containment, built ~n conventional reinforced concrete, has 
;! . a diameter of 12 m, a height of 12.5 m, a capacity of 580 m3 and is 
., ', 
,, . 
&esigned for an internal pressure of 6 bar. The interior is divided 
~y concrete walls and removable partitions into several compartments, 
~hich are interconnected through openings of adjustable size. For 
ft(o 
~he first experiments a Plffi-configuration with nine compartments was 
installed. The model scale of the compartment volumes and the over-
flow areas is about 1 : 6~.relative to the 1200-MW-PWR-plant Biblis A. 
By exchanging the removable partitions it is possible to modify the 
interior of the containment and to simulate different containment 
shapes. 
The components of the model coolant circuit are two vessels (simu-
lating reactor vessel and steam generator), pipes of 150 and 200 mm 
' in diameter which connect the vessels with the site of rupture, and 
' 
• Em auxiliary circulation system. The maximum pressure is 1~0 bar at 
0 
a temperature of 300 c. Rupture is effected by rupture disks. 
The measuring instruments used at present contain about 200 measuring 
' 
channels for pressure, differential pressure, temperature, density, 
mass flow, jet force and water level. 
The signals from a maximum of 120 channels can be recorded up to a 
r 
threshold frequency of 5 kHz: the other signals are recorded at a 
scanning rate of 1 Hz. The data are stored on anal~gue and digital 
Jagnetic tapes and are processed by a process computer. Output is 
' 
effected by means of display, hard-copy unit and digital magnetic 
t~pe. 
3.2. Research Program 
. 
A total of about 30 blowdown experiments are envisaged. The first 
16 experiments planned simulate PWR primary-circuit ruptures. The 
conditions for the other experiments, including experiments with 
BWR-specifrf.c· .. and· PWR:-:-~pecific steam line breaks, jet force experi-
ments leading to an extremely high load on special concrete struc~ 
tures, and additional PWR primary-circuit breaks are not yet com-
p~etely specified. 
.. 
4. Pro'jckt Statu!t 
4.1. Progress to bate 
The experimental facility has been built and equipped for PWR ex-
periments. To date it has b~en used for foUr trial runs and twelve 
experiments with single- and double-end pipe ruptures of 1PO mm dia-
meter in a steam generator compartment, the nozzle compartment, the 
pressurizer co~partment, the reactor cavity and the refuelling 
cavity. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The initial conditions for the pressurized water in the model coolant 
circuit before rupture were 120 to 140 bar and 287 to 295°C. About 
0.1 s after rupture the flow rate at the site of rupture reached 
its maximum of about 50,000 kg/m2s. Maximum jet forces of approxi-
mately 140 x 103 N (diameter of the leak 100 mm) were measured 0.1 s 
after rupture over a period of about 0.1 s. From the compartment where 
the rupture took place, a water-steam-air mixture streamed through 
openings into the other compartments of the containment. Differential 
pressures between compartments were measured with maxima of up to a 
few bar 0.15 s to 0.5 s after rupture, depending on the compartments 
and transducers concerned. Approximately 30 to 40 s after rupture 
the blOlf'down finished and the pressure in the containment reached 
about 4 to 5 bar. 
Model calculations in connection with these experiments are being 
carried out by university institutes, regulatory authorities and 
plant manufacturers. These model calculations lead in general to 
conservative results, but it was also found that it is not possible 
to achieve full agreement between experimental and theoretical re-
sults by merely varying the constants ~D and 'w ( OCD = dis-
charge coefficient, ~w = water carry-over coefficient). 
5. Next Steps 
The PWR experiments will be continued with double-end pipe ruptures 
. 
in the nozzle compartment. T~en experiments with BWR- and PWR-spe-
cific steam line breaks and jet force experiments with special con-
crete structures will follow •• 
6. Relation to 9fher projects , 
• RS 0016B Invest~gation into the Phenomena Involved in the De-
pressurisation of Water-Cooled Reactors. Experiments Using 
a Steel Vessel 11.2 m in Height with Internals. 
Battelle-Institut e.V.,Frankfurt 
RS 0123A Safety Investigations performed at the decommissioned 
HDR·plant 
7. Reference Documents 
(1-4) Quarterly feports in the series "IRS-Forschungsberichte" 
t I 3 (in, German) 
IRS·-F-25 
IRS-F-26 
IRS-f-27 
IRS-F-28 
January to March 1975 
April to June 1975 
July to September 1975 
October to December 1975 
(5) IRS-F-24 "Research Reports (Anual Reports)" (in English) 
(6) BF-RS 50-23-1 "Beanspruchungsmessungen an einem Modell-Con-
tainment aus Stahlbeton", August 1975 
(7) BF-RS 50-62-2 "Druck- und TemperaturverUiufe bei Blowdown-
Versuchen in einem Modell-Containment", 
October 1975 
(8) BF-RS 50-61-3 "Experimental Investigations.of Pressure and 
Temperature Loads on a Containment after a 
Loss-of-Coolant Accident", October 1975 
( 10) 
( 11) 
( 12) 
( 1:3) 
BF-RS 50-)1-2 "Geometrie der Versuchsanlage I (Zeichnungen)" 
July 1975 
BF-RS 50-)2-C4 "VorHi:tl;figer Versuchsbericht C4", August 1975 
BF-RS 50-)2-C5 "V or Hi ufiger Versuchsbericht C5", March 1975 
BF-RS 50-32-C6 11VorUiufiger Versuchsbericht C6", March 1975 
BF~RS·. 50~32-C8 "VorUiufiger Versuchsbericht C8 11 , August' 1975 
(14) BF-RS 50-33-2 "Versuchsergebnisse vom Druckentlastungsvorgang 
im Primarsystem bei Einfachendbrftchen mit 
!anger Rohrleitung (Versuche C1 bis C3) - Vor-
~ 
laufiger Bericht -", December 1974/April 1975 
' 
i 
\ 
,, 
I,· 
i ./ 
( 15) DF-RS 50 .. JJ- J "Stra.hlkraf'tc nn der nruchstelle - VorHiufiger 
Ber;ieht" · 
April 1975 
8. Degree o'C Availability: 
Documents are available through 
Institut 'Ciir Reaktorsieherheit- Forsehungsbetreuung 
. Glockengasse 2, D-.5000 Koln 1 
Documents (9) to ( 15) are available only under special agreement. 
.. 
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Reaction and Impingement Forces on Components and 
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General Aim and Particular Objectives 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMI•'T 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
l?.roject Le~: 
Dr. Riedle 
+n the safety analysis of a loss of coolant accident it is 
necessary to calculate the mechanical loading caused by the 
pressurized water discharging through the break. The discharging 
two-phase jet applies thrust on the supporting structures of the 
primary loop components and pipe restraints. The neighbouring 
walls and structures have to withstand the impact pressure caused 
by the impingement of the jet. 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
This program deals with quasi-steady state experiments which were 
carried out to investigate on a reduced scale a guillotine break 
and a slot break. During the guillotine break tests the discharging 
jet is directed. on to a baffle plate, during the slot break tests 
two jets are directed against each other and are diverted by the 
simulated bottom of the ruptured pipe. The discharged fluid is 
· · "'' saturate'd water; in several· cases eXperiments with one-phase fluid 
; 
· were carried' out. 
: ~. 
i I ! 
'I ' 
• 
.. 
\ .. 
The test.parameter were varied in the fQllowing way: 
'• 
d~scharge diameter D, guillotine break: 
discharge diame~r D, slot break: 
distance pipe outlet-baffle plate A 
guillotine break: 
distance between the pipe outlets A 
slot break: 
stagnation pressure: 
5, 10, 25, 50, 65 mm 
5, 10 mm 
0,25 to 10 D 
0,20 to 14 D 
10 to 100 bars 
The instrumentation supplies following informations: 
• 
critical discharge rate, 
thermohyaraulic state at the pipe outlet, 
pressure distribution on the baffle plate, 
the contour of discharging two-phase jets as well as thrust forces. 
Project Status I Progress to Date I Essential Results 
The investigations concerning the critical flow of saturated 
pressurized water have'shown the following results: 
1. The critical flow rate measured agrees well with theoretical 
calculations of diverse models from literature. The hydraulic 
resistance of the pipe, the diameter of the circular outlet 
cross section and, connected with it, the flow regime are 
of particular importance. For small outlet dimension~ the 
calculation with the Moody model (flow regime: annular flow) 
seems to be successful, while for large outlet a model with 
homogeneous flow conditions should be preferred (e. g. that 
by Linzer). These facts were confirmed by the measured results. 
2. The thermohydraulic state at the outlet cannot be deter-
., . mined exactly by the measurement of the outlet pressure 
,and te~perature and by mathematical estimation of the 
steam content. These data do not allow exact conclusions 
'about flow regimes actual,ly occuring, boiling delay and 
thermodynamic non-equilibr~um. In particular the measure-
ment o;r: the pressure a few millimetres upstream of the 
I', 
' ' 
outlet plane is subject to considerable errors. 
3. The pressure distributions resulting from the impact of the 
I 
two-phase jens on the baffle plates are similar to normal 
distribution curves. For all diameters tested it was 
possible to show the radial pressure distribution as 
a two-parameter-function f ( fi, ~ ) if the local pressure on 
the plate was related to the maximal value in the jet centre • 
. They are similar to corresponding normal distribution curves 
at the impact of one-phase jets - only the parameter distance 
between outlet and the baffle plate differs by factor of 
6 to 10. The radial expansion of two-phase jets, disturbed by 
~,, 
the baffle plates, and that of undisturbed two-phase jets are 
almost the same - they differ by factor of 5 from the 
corresponding one-phase jets. Finally, it must be mentioned, that 
the two-phase jet has no conical jet core and that it loses 
its effectiveness after a distance of about 5 D. In the case 
of a one-phase jet the core has a length of 5 D and a total 
range of 30 to 40 D. 
4. As to the jet load·and thus to the design of the structures 
subject to the impact of two-phase jets it is necessary to 
mention the differences between the individual break shapes. 
In the case of the guillotine break a thrust force acts on the 
outlet pipe and an equal and opposite force acts on the baffle 
plate. For a slot break the jet causes both thrust forces and 
forces on the remaining metal joint. The thrust forces are the 
same for both break types. For the outlet of saturated 
pressurized water with large outlet diameters they can be 
sufficiently described by an impulse balance at the outlet, 
assuming homogeneous flow distrib11tion. 
f'l !··· 
1,1 l 
i' ! 
I c I 
. ; . ! -
~· 
. .... 
·:1., 
,, 
The conditions for annular flow must be taken into account for 
small outlet diameters. The method of considering the force effect 
by means of the thrust fac~or, already introduced in literature 
is especially suitable to show the influence-of parameters on the 
forces. Beside the value of the pipe resistance coefficient, these 
are the stagnation pressure, the outlet diameter and therefore the 
flow regime. The radial forces appearing in slot break geometries 
reach their maximum value when the inlet cross sections are equal 
to t~e break outlet cross section. The radial forces compared with 
the axial thrust forces show dif~erent results for the geometries 
~nvestigated. For tests on geometry I the radial force is always 
smaller than twice the axial thrust force. When diverting two 
jets by 90 ° without loss it is possible to reach maximal 
. 
RL I (2 RQ) :1 for the ratio of radial force to the sum of the axial 
thrust forces. For tests on geometry II, however, the radial forces 
assume values that can be higher than twice the axial thrust force, 
~ I (2 RQ) > 1 •. 
This is due to the fact that - in case of outlet cross section and 
inlet cross sections being equal - at geometry I only low pressure 
due to the expansion in all directions perpendicular to the pipe bottom 
becomes effective. In the case of geometry II a considerable 
additional force (due to the pressure which at A/D = 0,61 is larger 
than the critical pressure) exists on a surface, which for this kind 
of break simulation can become larger than the remaining metal joint. 
Next Steps 
Work has been completed on this project. 
Relation with Other Projects 
RS 16 Investigation of the Phenomena Involved in the Depressuri-
sation of Water-Cooled Reactors 
RS 50 
·' 1,'1 'r 
Investigation of the Phenomena Occurring within a Multi-
• ' I '•. • 
c~mpartment Containment ~fter Rupture of the Primary 
Cooling Circuit in Water-Cooled Feactors 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
W. Kastner, R. Eichler, K. Riedle 
Experimentelle Untersuchungen zu Kr~ften kritischer Zweiphasen-
strahlen bei Quer- und Langsrissen von Rohrleitungen 
Ab$chluBb~richt zbm F6rderungsvorhaben BMFT RS 93, 
KWU-Erlangen, (Oktober 1975) 
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(RS 33 - I.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) JiME~ 
ORGANIZATION: 
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Title 2 (ens:lish) : Project Leader: 
Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station Franke 
of Marviken, Sweden 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
T\ecember 19'11 March 1975 
..,tatus: Last UEdating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1. General Aim 
The Marviken experiments are carried out to investigate the behaviour 
of BWR containment with pressure-suppression system after a loss of 
coolant accident. The ~esults are used to check analytical models for 
:the design of containments and pressure-suppression systems. 
The following institutions and organisations are participating in the 
program: 
- Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Sweden 
- Atomenergikommissionen, Denmark 
- Ministry of Trade and Industry, Finnland 
- Institut for Atomenergi, Norway 
- Gesellschaft fUr Kernenergieverwertung in Schiffbau und Schiffahrt 
mbH, Federal Republic of Germany. 
In March 1973 the United States Atomic Energy Commission (US AEC), in 
May 1974 the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) and in 
June 1974 the Comissarat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) joint the project. 
2. Particular Objectives 
There were 20 blowdown experiments scheduled, 16 of which have been 
,. 
preliminarily defined in regard to the initial parameters. 
.. 
' 
The experiments were carried out under operati·onal conditions, for 
which the reactor originally had been laid out (50 bar, 264 0 K).Steam 
and feed water pipe ruptures with fracture areas up to 710 or 280 2 cm 
respectively, were scheduled. For the investigation of the pool be ha-
viour its initial temperature was varied between 25 and 60 oc. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
See ~eport IRS-F 24 (1974) p. 136 
4. Project Status 
4. 1 Progress up to Date 
The prepar~tion of the containmentfor the tests and the conduction of 
preliminary experiments to test the facility, incl~ding the instrumen-
tation and the data recording system, were carried out in the phase 
1.12.1971- 31.9 •. 1972. In the range 1.10.1972-14.5.1973 16 blow-downs 
were performed. After termination of the experimental phase the evalu-
ation and reporting of the results were started. Till to the end of 
March 1975 all reports were comple~ed and the project terminated. 
4.2 Essential Results 
4.2.1. Containment reponse to loss of coolant accident 
4.2.1.1. Basis for the computer code testing 
It may first be stated that the experiments have provided information 
which can be used for the verification of computer co.des for calcula-
ting the pressure build-up and temperature rise in a pressure-suppres-
si~n containm~nt, which was actually the main objective fo the series 
of blowdown experiments. 
Dry containment analytical models may be tested against the short-term 
pressure transients in the drywell compartment, before the onset of 
venting to t~~ w~twell compartment. 
4.2.1.2. The project computations 
The limited testing of computer codes for containment response analy-
sis whithin the project has shown that these can reproduce the contain-
• 
ment pressure and temperature conditions fairly well. The current opi-
' ~~ ' : 
( 
·r: 
:!,_, 
,•' 
.j 
nion that computer codes give a conservative prediction of the contain-
ment pressure response was further strengthened, although it is appa-
rent that nonconservative features exist in the analytical models. 
I 
' Consequently, there are some.points in the reodels which can be im-
proved so as to Y.ield more realistic calculations and thereby more re-
liable determinations of the safety margins. 
4.2.1.3. The Tests as demonstrations 
The sixteen simulated blowdown tests, carried out under different con-
ditions, have repeatedly de~onstrated in full scale the ability of a 
water pool based pressure-suppression containment to receive large 
quantities of mass and energy at varying rates, condense the steam and 
control thP. containment pressurization, as intended. The tests have, 
in that sense, confirmed the applicability of pressure-suppression 
systems,as previously stated on the basis of e.g. the small-scale Uum-
boldt Bay and Bodega Bay tests. 
The occurrence of minor damage, which in a real accident situation 
could have been a potential risk, indicated the importance of careful-
ly ensuring the integrity of the containment and vital safety systems; 
in this context it is necessary to point out that the assessment and 
licensing of the Marviken containment systems had never been completed. 
4.2.1.4. The presence of pressure oscillations 
~ specific phenomenon demonstrated in these tests was the presence of 
pressure oscillations of significant amplitudes, not only in the wet-
well water pool but also in the vent pipe system and in the drywell 
compartment. 
Since the oscillations impose additional loadings on structures in the 
containment, it seems· necessary to gain some insight into their nature 
or cause. This does not seem possible, however, on the basis of the 
limited information from this series of tests; the data acquisition 
system was not designed for the recording of pressure oscillations. 
4.2.2. Jodine and Xenon experiments 
4.2.2.1. Leak testing of the containment structures 
The absolute method and a radioactive tracer isotope method using 
1 3 3x . 1. d • \.. • d. • e were app 1e 1n two leaka 5 e rate tests under stat1c con 1t1ons . 
. From the investigation it may be concluded that: ~ 
' ! 
• 
133 The leakage of Xe was somewha~ higher than that of dry air, the dif-
ference being 30 - 50 %. 
The absolute method is to be preferred for a proof leakage rate test· . 
..:· .: . 
This test is carried out infrequently, .so that the long time requi.re·d 
for the test is not a serious drawback. The isotope method however, is·· 
very promising, and might well be applied for intermittent control• 
'· ~f containment tightness as an alternative to the absolute method. 
The application of the isot9pe method is limited to cases where a ves-
sel can be.completely surrounded by a limited volume. It must be pos-
.sible to take representative samples of this volume, preferably by 
ventilation and subsequent sampling of the contained air. 
4.2.2.2. Containment leakage during accident conditions 
The leakage rate in runs with elemental iodine is apparently c. 500 
times smaller than in runs with methyl iodide. The reason for this is 
that iodine is removed from the air, probably by deposition on the · 
containment walls and washout. Another contributing reason may be that 
leakage paths for elemental iodine are blocked after blowdown. A small 
fraction of the iodine i~ converted into organic iodine compounds and 
this fraction may be responsible for the leakage. 
The leakage rate 'nf methyl iodide is 2 - 3 times lower than that of 
xenon if the activities are injected before or during the blowdown. 
This difference ist, in part, accounted for by removal of·the iodine 
from the air space as a result of retentions in the wetwell pool. Spray 
cooling also removes some methyl iodide. 
The leakage rate of xenon determined ·under static conditions was about 
five times higher after all the blowdown runs than before the runs. The 
reason for this may be an increased leakage through the structure and/ 
or the conduits through the walls. New conduits were introduced during 
the experimental period. No tendency was found towards an increasing 
l"' • ' I " 
leakage rate a~ the number of experi~ents performed incre~sed •.. 
The leakage rate under blowdown conditions was higher than that deter-
mined under static conditions both before and after all blowdown runs, 
,. 
;·; 
.. 
•' i 
1 
the leakage rate of xenon increased with time in parallel with a de-
• 
crease in the total pressure in 'the containment. The reason for the 
increase in the l~akage rate is not clear. It may be connected with 
the effects of coAdensation and evaporation of a water film in the 
leakage paths as ~team and heat penetrate into the containment walls, 
and/or a decreasea tightness of the containment structure. A timede-
pendent distribution of xenon in the drywell atmosphere might also 
contribute to an increasing leakage. 
4.2.3. Component Tests 
The component tests were carried out in order to find out how the dif-
ferent components stood up to the atmosphere under bl~wdown conditions 
Most of th~ components were left inside the PS containment between the 
blowdowns, and for some days before and several days after each blow- 1 
down they were exposed to an atmosphere with a high humiditj and an 
increased temperature. 
In addition to certain components which were selected and installed 
for testing, some of the components originally installed were also in-
• 
eluded in these component tests. These tests involved the registration 
of signals from measuring devices and the operation of valve actuators 
during the blowdowns. 
fhe following groups of components were tested: 
Electrical equipment( Measuring devices, Switches, Installation mate-
rial, Electric motos, Electric valve actuators) 
Mechanical equipment ( Pneumatic valve actuators, Hydraulic valve ac-
tuators, Heat insulation) 
Building materials. (Surfacers and paints for concrete). 
The aim of the tests was not to obtain quantitative results. The tests 
were principally of the go/no-go type, an~ the investigations and data 
collecting we~e carried out accordingly. In some cases it was pos$ible 
' ' • I 
to obtain q~antitative information from the reported results; however, 
the intention was not to evaluate in the sense ·that the cause of a 
malfunction would be discussed in detail. For more information about 
<: 
J 
the resutts, ref~rence should be made to the _complete test reports. 
I 
S~ Next Steps 
In order to get more detailed information about the pressure oscillati-
ons, a new project with specially instrumentated expe·riments is foun-
ded (RS 33a). 
6. Relation with other Projects 
RS SO: Investigation of the phen~mena occuring with a multicompartment 
containment after rupture of.the primary cooling circuit in wa-
ter-cooled reactors. 
Batelle Institute, Frankfurt, 1971 till 1976. 
RS 33a:Jo~nt Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station of Marvi-
ken, Sweden Part 2 ~ Oscillationexperiments! 
7. 
Gesellschaft fUr Kernenergieverwertung· in Schiffbau und Schiff-
.fahrt mbH, Geesthacht, 1975 till 1977. 
Reference Documents 
I. Reactor Safety Experiments in the PS-Containment of the Marviken Po-
wer Station, H.G. Thoren et al., AB Atomenergi, Studswik/Sweden 
July 1971. (written in english) 
2. Annual Report A 72 
Annual Report A 73 
Annual Report A 74 
3. Intermediate Report December I 9 7 I 
June 1973 
till 
· .. 
IRS-F-12 written in english 
IRS-F-18 written in english 
IRS-F-24·written in english 
IRS-F-16 written in german 
4. Full-Scale Containment Experiments performed in th~ Marvi~en Power . 
. Station, H.G. Thoren et al., AB Atomenergi, Studsvik/Sweden 1973. 
(written in english) 
5. About IS MXA-Reports from the project, table 1, list of MXA-reports, 
in IRS-F-24 p. 140-141. (written in english) 
~ ' ' 
a. Degree of Availability 
References l - 4 are free available~ Reference 5 ist available only to 
the contracting parties and free available in about I year. 
r ! 
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Title 1 (Ori~inal•Lan~ua~e): COUN'I'RY: 
Sicherheitsexperimente im Kernkraftwerk Marviken, BRD 
I Schweden. Teil 2 - Schwingungsuntersuchungen SPONSOR: (RS 33 A - 1.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
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GKSS, Geesthacht 
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Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power Station · w. Franke 
of Marviken, Sweden. Part II - Oscillation Experiments 
. . 
Initiated (Date) : Com;eleted (Date) : 
February 1975 March 1977 
Status: Last UEdatins (Date): 
-
. 
continuing December 1975 
I. General Aim 
In February 1975 a second agreement for full scale containment experi-. 
ments in the Marviken power plant was signed between Denmark, Norway, 
Germany, Finland, Sweden, France, Japan and USA. The containment res- -
ponse tests are mainly. carried out to investigate the pressure oscilla-
tion behaviour of the containment with pressure-suppression system 
after a loss of coolant accident and to make measurements of parame-
ters thought to be important for the understanding of these phenomena.' 
After the preparation phase (1.2.75- 30.1.76) the Blowdowns shall be : 
carried out during the experimental phase (1.2.76 -· 30.9.76). The eva-
luation and reporting stage shall be started on 1.10.1976. 
2. Pa~ticular Objectives 
There were 8 Blowdown experiments (Nr. 17 till 24) scheduled, all of 
them have been preliminarily defined in regard to the initial parame-
ters. 
The experiments were carried out under operational conditions, for 
which the iea~toi 6~iginally had b~en laid out (50 bar, 264· 0~~. 
' 2 
·Pipe ruptures with fracture areas up to 900 cm and Flowrates up to 
2000 kg/sec were scheduled. For the investigation of the pool beha-
viour the submergence depth (0,5 - 2,8 m) and ventarea (4 - 2 m2) is 
varied. 
'. 
,·. 
3. 1 Experimental Facilities 
The experimental. facility is the decommissioned reactor of Marviken, 
Sw~den. This fac~lity has been,design~d and constructed as a 140 MWe 
direct circuit boiling heavy water reactor. Soon after completion it 
had been decommissione~ and offers the opportunity to conduct full 
scale safety experiments. 
3.2 Research Program 
The experimental program i.e. the choice of testparamewrs,is done due 
to the following reasons: . 
Blowdown 17,This is a close simulation of Blowdown 10. in the earlier 
series which had indicated significant pressure oscill~tions. The 
tc s t should reproduce those conditions and thereby provide a data base 
for inst}umentation check-out. 
Blowdown 18.This is similar to Blowdown 17 but with a reduced vent 
flow area. The purpose is to get an increased vent mass flux. The 
blocking of the vent pipes should be arranged so as to provide a simp-
le symmetrical and compact pattern. The' arrangements will be ~ompa­
tible with the new pool geometry in Blowdown 21. 
Blowdown 19. This test will utilize prepurging of the drywell air in 
order to investigate ~he influence on oscillations of noncondensibles 
in the vent flow. 
Blowdown 20. This test will be run with a reduced.submergence depth 
associated with a reduced pool water mass. A significant change of 
submerg~nce depth is wanted and for geometrical reasons can only be 
obtained by reducing the pool water volume. The lower temperature in-
dicated at the start of the prepurging is meant to compensate for the 
decreased pool mass. 
Blowdown 21. This test will be carried out with the pool volume re-
duced to about three quarter of the normal volume. The reduction will 
• be achieved. by introducing a~ internal stru·cture forming a new pool 
around the unblocked vent pipes and thus reducing the pool cross sec-
tion. The smaller pool mass will result in an increased temperature 
rise. The reduced pool mass may also have an effect on the pressure 
'"1 I 1 ' 
oscill~tions. 
Blowdown 22.This test should show the effect of air on pressure os-
cillations as compared to Blowdown 21. The dynamic loads on thestruc-
tures above the pool can be compard to the results from Blowdowns 17 
and 18. ~ 
' I 
I t,, 
't 
• 'l• 
I'. 
'.t, I 
Dla:;downs 23 and 24. These tests intended to show effects on the pres-
- . 
sure oscillations due to changes in vent system geometry. The speci-
fic changes should be determined on the basis of further theoretical 
studies. 
4. Project Status 
4. 1. Progress up to Date 
The preparation of the containment for the tests and the conduction 
of preliminary experiments to test the facility, including the in-
strumentation ·and the data'recording system, were carried out in the 
phase 1.2.1975- 31.12.1975. 
4 • 2 • Essential Results 
As to the end of the reported period no experiments were carried out 
at this place the instrumentation installed (during the year 1975) 
shall be described. 
The main part of measurements consists of the pressure, differential 
pressure and temperature measurements. The semistatic measurements of 
these quantities will be recorded by a VARIAN 620/L process computer 
on digital tape while the so-called dynamic measurements will be re-
corded by a Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)-system. In addition, the pres-
sure in the pressure vessel, drywell and wetwell and the differential 
pressure in the pressure vessel - one channel for each - are recorded 
by pen-recorders. These latter measurements are primarily for control-
ling purposes i~ the control room. 
The water levels in the wetwell pool and vent pipes are measured with 
level probes of spark plug type. The signals from these measurements 
are recorded by PCM-system. In measuring the water level in the pres-
sure vessel a special type of level probes are used and the recording 
is made on a light beam recorder. 
The impact load in the wetwell will be investigated by using nine ac-
celerometers and three strain gauges all of which are recorded on 
PCM-system. , . , 
I.n the wetwell the behaviour of the water is observed via two TV-ca-
meras. At the same time the sound in the wetwell is recorded by a mi-
crophone. Another microphone is placed near the room 122 (break room) 
in the dryw~ll. ~ 
The flow related measurements in the break pipe and the downcomers 
will be performed using the radio tracer method and the infrared-ab~ 
sorption-tech~ique. 
:s. , Next Steps 
·It is expected to start the experimental phase in February 1976 and 
carry out all 8 experiments till end of September 1976. 
6. Relation with other Prejects 
RS.50: Investigation of the phenomena occuring with a multicompart-
ment containment after rupture of the primary cooling circuit 
in water-cooled reactors. 
Battelle Institute, Frankfurt, 1971 till 1977 .• 
7. Reference Documents 
Commentary on the proposal for The Marviken II containment response 
tests, AB-Atomenergi Studsvik 1974. 
a. Degree of Availability 
The above mentioned reference is available only to the contracting. 
parties. 
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PR. 0 /bar/ /K/ m/A /kg m s-J./ 
---
-
-
- -
...... ~ ~ 
Parameter 2.00 2,25 2,50 30 40 50 75 107 125 
-
V /HzL I 4,44 4,48 4,50 4.50 4,35 4,32 4,25 4,50 L. .... -, I .1. 
• I 
• 
: 
-
2 .6.p1 /bar/ • 0.35 0,30 0.25 0,25 0, 20 0,15 0, 30 0,25 0, lC 
- - ·-
2 bp2 /bar/ 0,80 0,60 0.45 0.45 .o.·3o 0,25 0,50 0,45 0,20 
-
-
I I - /m/ R. 0,39 0,39 0.40 0.,40 0, 41 0~42 0, 34 0,40 0, 41 . ,_ 
. j I 2.6.R /m/ 0,23 0,21 0., 11 0.11 0,09 0,08 0, 19 o,:_J 0, 06 -
- ·-·- - ~ 
,Table 1: Parameter variations for the MARVIKEN geometry. 
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Fig. 1: Comparison between the theoretical and experimental pressure transir:::.ts 
in the wetwell during Marviken-13 blowdown • 
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Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung und Verifizierung von Rechenprogrammen BRD 
zur Beschreibung von Containment-Problemen SPONSOR: (AT~ 085 A- I.1.4!, 1 Jahresbericht A 75) BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
. LRA, Garching 
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Development and Verification of Codes Simulating Dr. H. Karwat 
Containment Problems 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
S~atus: Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
General Aim of this work is the application of existing codes to ver-
ify results of relevant experiments and to improve existing codes 
. . 
which simulate effects associated with the pressurization of contain-
~ ment systems and its long time behaviour with respect to pressure, 
temperature and hydrogen distribution of the loss-of-coolant accident. 
2. Particular Objectives 
During the reporting period the work concentrated on pre- and recalcu-
1 latians of containment experiments carried out at the Battelle-Insti-
tute in Frankfurt, the improvement of codes simulating pressure sup-
pression system effects and on a code simulating hydrogen distribution 
within'containment systems resulting from radiolytic decomposition of 
water during the emergency core cooling process. 
' ' I 
... ,. 3 •. Experimental Facilities and Pr·ogram 
,t,' 
I; 
Experimental work·carried out in connection with the pre- and recalcu-
lation mentioned above is repo~ted under the headline "Investigation 
... , of the phenomena occuring within a multi-compartment containment after 
a rupture of the primary cooling circu~~ in water-cooled reactors" 
(RS 50) by the Battelle-Institute, Frankfurt. 
4. :Project Status 
4. 1 Progress t·o Date 
An improved version of the containment cpde ZOCO has been generated 
which has more flexibility with respect to the simulation of heat 
transfer processes between the fluid and the containment structure. 
The necessity for the improvement was given by devi.ations observed in 
the first series of the recalculation of blowdown-experiments which 
have a surface-to-volume ratio of approximately 2.4 compared to the 
ratio of a typical DWR of 0.4. The new version ZOCO VI is described in 
detail in /1/. 
Work concerning the simulation of separate effects of pressure sup-
pression systems resulted in the generation of a code describing 
harmonic oscillations associated with the condensation of steam in 
water pqols. These osci~lations were observed in the Marviken experi-
ments (RS 33) as well as during GKM-experiments (RS 78a). The code 
KSWING has been successfully applied to verify these oscillations with 
respect to its amplitudes and frequencies. The model is based on a 
selective description of heat conduction- and condensation processes 
at the surface of a steam bubble. 
KSWING may be considered as an important part of a new comprehensive 
model still under development which simulates in detail a complete 
pressure suppression process. 
In connection·with the experimental program carried out in the 
Battelle-Institute Frankfurt (RS 50) the analytical verification of 
the experimental results has made progress. 
' ' 
Six tests have been subject to intensive recalculations using the code 
ZOCO VI. The comparison betw,een analysis and experiment allowed some 
preliminary,conclusions with respect to the applicability of codes for 
the prediction of pressure diflerences, the neccessary improvement in 
·measurement technique in future experimental programs and with respect 
... 
f ' 
. ·f 
to future code development work. 
A first version of a code simulating hydrogen distribution within a 
containment system has been finished and is now in use to perform 
! I 
some parametric studies for the determination of important parameters 
influencing the calculated results. In connection with this work a 
proposal has been elaborated for a relevant experiment to back-up the 
analytical work. 
4.2 Essential Results 
The analytical verification of the containment experiments showed the 
capability of the existing codes to predict the fluiddynamic behaviour 
of full pressure containment systems under accident conditions. Heat 
transfer processes are of importance in specific to describe experi-
ments with large surface-to-volume ratios. With respect to the predic-
tion of pressure differences the adopted procedure to study all pos-
sible locations of primary system ruptures in large containment sys-
tems in terms of generated pressure differences probably exclude large 
design errors. It seems;however,desirable to improve the analytical 
technique which describes the fluiddynamic processes of containment 
pressurizations by switching from multi-node point model technique to 
one- or three-dimensional codes. This may improve the possibility to 
predict pressure differences also in those areas where no energy re-
lease from the primary or secondary system has to be assumed for the 
containment design calculations. 
Improvement in measurement technique is highly desirable in specific 
in the field of two-phase flow transient measurements and local den-
sity measurements. Up to now the only reliable fluiddynamic informa-
tion useful for the verification of codes is expected from pressure 
and temperature measurements. 
A· careful selection·of flow resistance and water entrainment para-
meters is required in the analysis to guarautee conservative results 
of.'containment design calculations. A specific experimental program is 
going to be envisaged to study ~he possible· range of water entrainment 
and flow resistance values for typical containment flowpath orifices. 
' \' 
< I 
KSWING studies performed for Marviken blowdown experiments showed the 
importance of the absolute pressure, coolant temperature and mass flow 
density for the behaviour of condensing steam bubbles surrounded by 
cold water. Fig. 1 shows as an example the good agreement between 
frequency and amplitudes between experiment and analysis. Table 1 
gives quantitative results of the reference case corresponding to 
Fig. 1. 
5. Next ;steps 
With respect to the development of improved codes.work on a compre-
hensive code describing pressure suppression system effects will con-
tinue within the next year. For codes describing full pressure con~ 
tainment systems an improvement is expected with ~espect to pressure. 
wave propagation simulation by additional development work. The simu-
lation of hydrogen distribution is going to be subject to experimental 
verification ~s mentioned above. 
6. Relat·ions with Other Projects 
Strong relations exist between our code-development and -verification 
program and the experimental facilities operated by the Battelle-
Institute in Frankfurt (RS SO), the Marviken II experiments and the 
HDR program. 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
G. Mansfeld 
ZOCO VI - Ein Rechenprogramm zur Berechnung von zeitlichen und Ortli-
chen Druckverteilungen in Volldru'cksicherheitsbeh3ltern wassergekUhl- \ ... 
ter Reaktoren. Programmbeschreibu'ng 
MRR-P-14, Dezember 1974 
.. 
.. 
..,. 
• .. 
/2/ 
G. Mansfeld 
Instationare Druck-, Druckdifferenz- und Temperaturverlaufe in viel-
fach unterteilten Volldrucksicherheitsbehaltern. Vergleich zwischen 
Thsorie und RS SO - Experiment C1 
MRR 149, Mai 1975 
/3/ 
P. Schally, W. Schweiger 
Versuch zur modellmaBigen Erfassung von Kondensationsschwingungen. 
Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-45, Mai 1975 
/4/ 
s. Herzog 
LTOLHZ - Ein Programm zum Uberspielen von Oaten, die in PICT-konformer l 
Weise erstellt wurden. Programmbeschreibung. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-46, Mai 1975 
/5/ 
s. Herzog 
Behandlung der digitalisierten MeBergebnisse im Rahmen der Experimen-
talversuche RS 16 und RS 50. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-47, Juni 1975 
/6/ 
H. Bauer, C. Stellmach 
Nachrechnungen zu den Hauptversuchen C2, C3 und CS des Forschungsvor-
habens RS 50 "Druckverteilung im Containment". Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-56, Dezember 1975 
/7/ 
H. Karwat 
Analytical verification of containment tests 
Trans. ANS 197s,·vol. 22, p. 495 
8. Degree of Availability 
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BRD 
Auslegung, Vorausberechnung und Auswertung der HDR- SPONSOR: Blov;down-Experimente zur dynamischen Belastung und 
Beanspruchung von Reaktordruckbehaltereinbauten BMFT 
~PNS 4221-I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
. 
Title 2 (en9:lish) : Project Leader: 
Design and Pre-calculation of the HDR-Blowdown-Experi- Dr.Krieg ments on Dynamic Loading, Stresses and Deformation Dr.Schlechten-of Reactor Vessel Internals dahl 
Initiated (Date) : COIDJ2leted (Date) : 
:tober 1974 1979 
~tatus: Last UEdatinS{ (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
Up to date methods and codes are available to design LWR-reactors in 
such a way, that a blowdown-accident due to failure of one of the 
primary coolant circuits can be safely contained. However, in the 
case of such a blowdow~ it is not known so far, up to which degree 
the load carrying potential of the plant will actually be utilized. 
Hence, on present knowledge a further development to probabilistic 
safety analysis is not yet possible. To investigate the safety margins 
' in detail more realistic methods and codes verified by appropriate 
experiments rather than the well known conservative models must be 
developed. 
· 2. Particular objectives 
In particular to assess the proper function of both the shutdown-
system and the emergency-cooling-system after blowdown, the dynamic 
stresses and deformations of the vessel internals must be investi-
gated. To get realistic results the phenomenon of fluid-structure 
interaction, i.e. the feedback of structural flexibility upon the 
imposed pressure field has to be included. That means, in experimen-
tal investigations the thickness of relevant structural members 
should be relatively small as to allow for appropriate flexibilities, 
while with respect to theoretical investigations the development of 
· computer codes for coupled fluid and structural dynamics is mandatory. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Most important fo~ investigations as described above are experiments 
· which allow for an adequate instrumentation without creating scaling 
problems. In fact, the (out-of-service-)HDR-reactor, which is being 
changed to an almost full-scale model of a PWR-reactor, is·an appro-
priate experimental facility. A PWR-typical temperature distribution 
of the water within the reactor vessel can be provided by a special 
'' 
lo9p system with fossil heating. The blowdown is initiated by a 
bursting membrane at the end of a so-called burst-nozzle, which simu-
: lates the entrance nozzle of the primary cooling circuit. According 
· to:existing knowledge the maximum stresses and deformations will 
occur either within the first phase which is dominated by propaga-
tiRg expansion wates, or within the second phase which is dominated 
by inertia (acceleration). Hence, only this time region must be 
si~ulated properly by the experiment. Since the flow resistance most-
ly-influence the blowdown for later time regions, a detailed simu-
lation of the flow resistances within the core was of minor importance. 
Consequently the vessel internals are only represented by the core 
barrel carrying a mass which is to simulate the core mass. Fuel ele-
ment dummies will not be used in the first series of tests. 
3.2 Research program 
Several blowdown tests under varying thermodynamic conditions (diffe-
rent temperatur differences between inside and outside the core 
barrel) are planned. The experimental results will consist of pressu-
res, pressure differences, temperatures, core barrel strains, dis-
placements and accelerations for representative locatfons all over 
the outer surface of the core barrel. All these signals as well as the 
flow rate in the blowdown nozzle will be measured as a function of 
time. The experimental results will be compared with results obtained 
from computer models. Some of these computations will be done before 
and others after the particular test run. Depending on agreement bet-
ween experiment and theory the computer codes will be confirmed, or 
else, the physical model or the mathematical procedure in the codes 
will be improved. 
, Some of the advanced computer programs for coupled fluid structural 
dynamics in the case of.a reactor blowdown are now under development. 
Details can be found in the annual report for project PNS 4223. 
4. Project status - Progress to date - Essential results 
As a basis of the HDR blowdown testprogram a reference test was de-
fined, which resembles most the blowdown in a typical PWR (failure 
in the cold line). Starting from this reference te~t the thermodyna-
mic conditions for the other tests were changed to such an extent 
that - as far as possible and foreseeable - the following effects 
can be studied seperately: The pressure drop from the initiating con-
ditions to saturation conditions, the transient mass flow in the 
blowdown nozzle, or the size of the annular space in which early boi-
ling_ must be anticipated. · 
·Care was taken to realize an upper end core barrel support which can 
be idealized by a fixed support. At the same time the upper end core 
barrel flange had to have a minimum flexibility to allow for a well 
defined pre-stressing. Therefore, flange torsion assessments as well 
as finite element analyses for the flange cross section had to be 
carried out •. The. key point of core barrel design was the core barrel 
:wall thicknes·s which should be as small as possible. First, the tran-
\sient load was obtained from calculations of expansion wave propaga-
tions within annular space. These were done by LRA and by IRS. Then 
a detailed transient finite element stress analysis was carried out 
·for the core barrel as a cylindrical shell with bending resistance, 
including the upper and the lo~er flange. It was found that for a 
wall thickness of 23 mm the stresses will be always within the elas-
tic re~ion. 
• 
.,. 
t' 
; ., 
To simulate the temperature difference. between inside and outside 
care barrel before blowdown, it was planned to replace the hot water 
w±thin annular space by colder water, which enters at the upper end 
of the anhular space. Recently it had been turned out that this method 
will lead:to an ~xtremly instable temperature distribution. However, 
for proper test interpretation the exact temperature distribution 
within the reactor vessel before blowdown has to be known. Therefore 
another meihod with the colder water entering the annular space from 
the lower plenum has been proposed. In this way it seems to be pos-
sible to establish a stable temperature difference between inside 
and outside core barrel of at least 48°C. 
5.'Next steps 
Since in the design methods used up to now the load reducing effect 
of coupled fluid structural dynamics could not be included, it is 
likely, that only a part of the elastic load carrying potential of the 
core barrel will be utilized. For optimal test interRretat1on the 
full utilization of the elastic potential of the core barrel is desi-
rable. Consequently work is on the way to find out appropriate modi-
fications for increasing the blowdown load. With respect to the 
establishment of the fluid temperature distribution before starting 
of the test runs, a decision has to be made, whether or not the hea-
ting loop concept will be changed. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This research program is based on the RS16 program, where blowdowns 
of a vessel of about the same height but a diameter of only about 
0.8 m are investigated; Furthermore, as mentioned before, parallel 
to this experimental code verification program, blowdown codes with 
coupled fluid structural dynamics will be developed under project 
PNS 4223. 
7. Reference documents 
L 1_7 R. Krieg: Zur Geschwindigkeitsmessung von Anlaufstr6mungen mit 
Hilfe des drag-body-Verfahrens. To be published in Brennstoff-
W~rme-K~aft, 1976 
/-2_7 R. Krieg: Die wichtigsten Uberlegungen zur konstruktiven Ge-
staltung und DurchfUhrung der DWR-Blowdown-Versuche am HDR-
Reactor. (1975) 
L-3_7 R. Krieg, B. Laursen: Auslegung des Kernmantels und der Kern-
manteleinspannung fUr die DWR-Blowdown-Versuche am HDR-aeaktor. 
(1975/1976) 
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1 • General Aim 
Methods and code are presently available \vhich allmv Ll~R reactor design in 
such a way that a blowdmin accident due to failure of one of the primary coolant 
circuits can be safely contained. However, in the case of such a blmvdO\m the 
deeree is not yet known up to which the load carrying potential of the plant 
will actually be utilized. 'To investigate the safety margins in detail, the 
conservative models nrust be replaced by more realistic methods and codes \vhich 
will have to be verified by appropriate experiments. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The dynamic stresses and deformations of the vessel internals must be investi-
gated in parti~ar. To get realistic. results, the phenomenon of fluid-structure 
interaction has to be included, i.e. the feedback of structural flexibility upon 
the pressure field imposed. 
Consequently, in appropriate experiments the variables of state in the fluid as 
well as the dynamic reactions of the loaded s.tructures must be recorded sinrulta-
neously by measurement technology. It is the objective of this task to measure 
the structure response (strains, accelerations, displacements) in the planned 
. ... blOlvdO\m tests to. be perfonned in the HDR facility and to evaluate. the experi-
mental data. Experience gathered in other similar projects have shown that the 
instrunentation used rust satisfy very stringent quality requirements if an 
excessive number of failures and··a negative influence on the experimental results, 
respectively; is to be avoided. ThU$, the aim of the task includes developing 
an appropriate instrumentation for large-scale experiments, testing this 
I I ' ' 
.instrunent~tion and making it availabl~ for the scheduled experiments. 
,· I 
1":' ' 'J 
I I 
( ... t 
'' ~ 
3.1 Exrerjnrental Fac:i li ties 
J:xpcrimcnts allO\vinr; to provide an adequate instnunentation without creating 
scaling problems arc most important the investigations described above. 11lere-
forc, the (ouf-of-service-) HDR-reactor, which had been converted into an 
almost full-scale model of a PWR-reactor, is used as an appropriate experimental 
facility. Details can be found in the annual report of the PNS 4221 project. 
In the laboratory an autoclave system is used for the development and testing 
of the instrumentation. 
4. Project Status - Progress to Date 
A proposal was worked out for instrumentation of the core barrel and after minor 
modifications included in the test specification for the HDR Blowdmvn-~xperiments. 
It was agreed that part of the necessary instrumen~ation lvill be p:rovided by 
Battelle (temperature, pressure and differential pressure transducers) and part 
by IRE (strain, acceleration and displacement transducers). An autoclave test 
device was conceived to. test the instnnnentation to be suppl.ied by IRE. It ldll be 
possible with this device to expose the prototype transducers to realistic or 
even tightened up conditions of operation. Investigation started of the measure-
ment techniques,which are best suited for the present case of application and 
a first instrumentation test program is being prepared. 
5. Next Steps 
The test autoclave system will be ordered, installed and subjected to test 
operation. After delivery of the prototype transducers the instnunentation 
tests will be carried out. These tests will pursue a double objective: (1) 
detennination of the mechanical and electric operating relia~ility under the 
given test conditions, and (2) determination of the accuracy of measurement 
under the given test conditions. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The data on the structure response under blowdown conditions, which were found 
in the experiment and subsequently· processed, will be made available to the 
PNS 4223 project for future use. 
7. Rcferenc~ Dbcum~nts 
PNS-Arbeitsbericht Nr. 47/75 (august 1975) 
8. Dc_grE_9 of AvaiJ ahil itv 
Restricted distribution 
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.. -:·;cl·assification: -. ... -7~'1 '-.. ~ ,,, .. -. q.•" -: ~ --:-; ' ., .. .. ·_ .-
Title 1 (Oii~inal Lan2ua~e): COUNTRY: 
I BRD 
Weiterentwicklung und Verifizierung gekoppelter fluid- SPONSOR: und: strukturdynamischer Codes zur Analyse der dynami-· 
schen Spannungen und Verformungen von ~DB-Einbauten · BMFT 
bei; KUhlmittelverlustunfiUlen in LWR ORGANIZATION: 
(PNS 4223 - I.1.4, Jahresbericht A 75) GfK, Karlsruhe 
I . 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Le~: 
~evelopment and Verification of Coupled Fluid-:- Dr. Krieg, Structural-Dynamic Codes for Stress and Deformation 
Analysis of Reactor Vessel Internals under Blowdown Dr. Schlechten-
Loading dahl 
Initiated Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
Oct. 1974 1979 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
continuing Dec. 1975 
1. General aim 
Up to date methods and codes are available to design LWR-reactors in 
such a way, that a blowdown-accident due to failure of one of the 
primary coolant circuits can be safely contained. However, in the 
case of such a blowdown it is not known so far, up to which degree 
the load carrying potential of the plant will actually be utilized. 
Hence, on present know~edge a further development to probabilistic 
safety analysis is not yet possible. To investigate the safety margins 
in detail more realistic methods and codes verified oy appropriate 
experiments rather than the well known conservative models must be 
developed. 
2. Particular objectives 
In particular to assess the proper function of both the shutdown-
system and the emergency-cooling-system after blowdown, the dynamic 
stresses and deformations of the vessel internals must be investi-
gated. To get realistic results the phenomenon of fluid-structure 
interaction, i.e. the feedback of structural flexibility upon the 
imposed pressure field has to be included. That·means, in experimen-
tal investigations the thickness of relevant structural members 
should be relativeli small as to allow for appropriate flexibilities, 
while with respect to theoretical investigations the development of 
computer codes for coupled fluid and structural dynamics is mandatory. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
- • 1 •' Most important for investigations described before are exper1ments 
which allow for an adequate instrumentation without creating 'scaling' 
problems. Therefore the (out-of-service-)HDP.-reactor, which has been 
changed to an almost full-scale model of a PWR-reactor, is used as 
an appropriate experimental facility. Details can be found in the 
annual report for project PNS~4221. 
Furthermore a series of small-scale experiments for investigation of 
:special blowdown:phenomena are going to be planned. 
l ' (> 
.. 
' 
3.2 Research program 
The experimental results will be compared with computer results for 
stress and deformation analysis of reactor vessel internals under 
blowdown loadingi Appropriate computer codes which take account for 
the effect of coupled fluid and structural dynamics are under develop-
ment. For analysis of the fluid dynamics within the annular space 
between reactor vessel and core barrel the finite difference tech-
nique will be used. Basically these codes will be two-dimensional, 
I 
~ 
but having special features to allow for dynamic variations of the 
thickness within the third dimensi0n. The so-called singularity 
method is under discussion ·as an alternative method especially for 
the fluid region within the ~ore barrel. For analysis of dynamic 
.stresses and deformations of the core barrel care must be taken to 
~btain reasonable computer times which allow several time steps with 
iterations in the case of fluid st~uctural coupling. Therefore, a 
method will be used which is based on analytical solutions of a shell 
with dynamic loading. 
I 
4. Project status - Progress to date - Essential results 1 
The YAQUI program developed in Los Alamos'(LASL) for calculation of 
two-dimensional transient flows was used as a basis for the fluid 
part. It was adapted to PL/1 and made available as a REGENT subsys-
tem. Trial computations had been successful!. Also special features 
for non-rectangular boundaries and variaple thickness of the flow 
channels.are built in. In addition, top down design was started for 
another fluid dynamic ·code FLUST01 which is more flexible than 
YAQUI for complex geometries. Also progress was made on the method 
of singularity whioh is in discussion for analysis of the fluid re-
gion within the core barrel. A shell model (static, linear-elastic, 
without bending resistance) was formulated and verified. It was found 
that bending resistance must be taken into account. Therefore, an-
other shell model was formulated which included bending resistance and 
inertia effects. Comparisions between this model and STRUDL/DYNAL 
computations yielded agreement with respect to natural frequencies 
and modes of vibrations. The development of a computer program on 
this basis is under way. 
5. Next steps 
The most difficult problem is the coupling of the models for fluid 
and structural dynamics. Depending on the effects of coupling upon 
stability significant modifications of the particular codes may be 
necessary. 
6. Relations with other projects 
This resea~ch program is based on. the RS16 program, where blow~owns 
of a vessel with a relatively small diameter are investigated. Further-
more, as mentioned'before, parallel to this theoretical program, full 
scale blowdown experiments will run on the HDR-reactor under project 
PNS 4221. 
I 
1 
• 
1. Refere~ce documents 
R. Krieg: Ein halbanalytisc.hes Verfahren zur Spannungs- und 
Verformungsanalyse fUr eine linear elastische Kreiszylinder-
Schale unter nicht-rotationssymmetrischer (spiegelsymmetri-
scher) dy~amischer Belastung normal zur Schalenflache. 
8~ Degree of ava~lability 
Restricted distribution. 
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PROJECT 'I' I TirE 
Development of a code for transient 
anaJ.ye:is 
..,..__ ...... ----·----
. 7. 1 
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I~ SPONSORING COUN:.I'HY -·--· ·--·-----------;-0-R-G---A-1~-I-Sl_k_T_I-ON-----·· .... 1,ITALY 
I I 
I MRA-arue 1 ! ! r DATE rN_r_T-. I-A-T,...ED--1-9_7_4 _____ -----l-PR_O_J_E_C_T_L-.E-A-D-ER-:·--·--·--·-
1
1. 
L DA_T! COI"'lPJJETED end of 197 6 NIRA 
Scope of the work ~s the development of the TILT code for the analysis 
of the transient following a LOCA in a pressure tube heavy water reactor, 
• The work is performed in the framework of thecon~ract awarded from 
CNEN to NIRA for the design of the C~RENE prototype Nuclef.i:r Island. 
· Reference.·documents 
MRA Report 
1111 Programma di calcolo TILT MRA" - 01300 - RT- 19 
I 
,, ./ 
., 
i :~ 
;,,, 
Classification: 7.2 
Title 1 (Original 
I 
Langua51e) : COUNTHY: 
BRD 
Versuche zum Warmelibergang bei Eiskondensation 
(Rs: 67 - I.'1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: B~1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
TU Miinchen 
TitJ:e 2 (english} : Project Leader: 
Experiments for Heat Transfer at Ice-Condensation Prof. Dr. 
Grigull 
Initiated (Date} : Com12leted (Date} : 
.3.1973 29.2.1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
i1. General aim ·--------~~~--~ jA leak in the primary loop of a reactor results in a pressure increase 
;in the reactor containment due to outflow of water-steam mixture. If the 
f 
~steam can be condensed e.g. on an ice surface the pressure increase is 
• 1nearly avoided and therefore the danger of contamination following after 
ja containment failure minimized. 
' 
' 
Particular objectives 
- .. is research program will investigate the heat- and mass transfer 
.after the condensation of steam at vertical ice-surface and establish 
:analytic means for calculating ice-condensers. 
I 
! 
' ~~3..;;.. __ .....;;E;.;;.x.p-....;e;;.;r;;..;;i;;.;m;.;;.;e;;.;n;;;..t.;;..a;.;;.;l;;;__f;;;.a;;.;.c=i.;;;l.;;;;i.;;;t.;;;;i.;;;e..;;s.....;;a;.;;.n;;.;;d~p;;.;r;;..;;o;...gt.;;r;;.;a=m 
;see 2nd Annual Report RS 67- I.1.4, A 74 
i 
:4 • Project status 
~ ~4.1 Prog:ress to date 
:The following work has been completed 
. " ,_ ~~~~truction·. and. test of the thermopiles 
- test runs with steam flowing upwards 
'- improvement of the hard- and software of the data acquisition system. 
I , 
A thermopile consists of 14 thermocuples in series with a junction 
dis·tance of 10 mm and is used for the measurement of the melting rate 
in "18 points. 
The test run showed that the measurements of temperature, total 
I I pressure a~d dyn~ic pressure of the steam as well as the melting 
rate of the ice in the ice channel are reliable. 
Filmshooting of the waterdrops in the steamflow is also practicable •. 
4. 2 · Essen.tial results 
The steam velocity in the ice channel is dependent on the steam flow 
rate and alters along and across the ice surface as well as with the 
distance from it. The steam rips the liquid film of molten ice and 
condensed steam. 
If the steam velocity is high ( - 100 m/s), then the· water drops drift 
in the steamflow. If it is low ( - 40 m/s), then they may fall downwards 
into regions with higher velocity and are carried up again. The two 
Phase flow is very turbulent. 
The melting rate at high.velocity is about 5 mm/s, at low velocity 
about 2 mm/s. 
5. Next steps 
- further test runs with the steam flowing upwards 
- test runs with the steam flowing downwards 
6. Relation with other projects 
- see Annual report IRS - F - 24 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly Reports (German) in the series "IRS-Forschungsberichte" 
Oct. 1974 - Sept. 1975: IRS - F - 23, 25, 26, 27 
- Annual Report (English) in the series: "IRS-Forschungsberichte" 
Dec. 1973 - ·oec; 1974: IRS - F - 24 
- Progress Report (German) "Versuche zum Wiirmeilbergang bei 
Eiskondensation" March 1973 - July 1975 
" 
ttl 
8. Degree of avail~bilit~ 
The reports in the series 11 IRS-Forschungsberichte" are available 
from the Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit, Koln. The progress report 
is :available from the Technische Universitat MUnchen, Lehrstuhl A 
I 
fUr· Thermodynamik. 
.. 
of""'., 
]IqeelfEfseglgg: T .a
rttle 1 (Orlslna1 *anguage):
Sreoretische Arbeiten zum D:ruckabbarusysteu
(Kondensation IY, [et1 1) l(BS ZA B - I.1.41 Jahresberich,€ A Til i
COUNTRY:
BITD
SPONSOR:
BMF'I
ORGA$ITZATION:
KlilU, Frankfirrt
Title 2 (engllsh) 3
l' ,
llbooretical Investigations of tho Prossure i
Suppression Systen (Condonsats.on fV, Par.t" 1)
Proiect Leader:
Dr. Sobottka
Inlttated (Dgie]: @:
_
15. 10. 74 March 76Status: Last Updatl.nq, (Date}
Continuing ,1.:,12. ?5
-
BvaLuation of theoretlcaL nodels to describe speclal eveats ig the
p:tessure (unsyznetnlc lrater swell and coadorsa-
foo ;
I
tion oscillat$a*1... . dgriag of coolant aooident. llo use exist-
' tal nateiftU. for the uodel developnent, a speclal datalng e qrerine4
evaLuatioa for tbe proD\ns uentloaed nust be executed.
\
SroJect StatnslPrggress to Date
-
Unsymetric Water SwelL z '
----tro-
lDre reason for the rrnsfinetric water swell was j.avestLgated. Ore
olairlvapour nixture was calculated on different plaoes la the uBper
ring room of tbe pressune charuben, uhlch was parted theoretlcally
,iato eeveraL enaller Fooms wlth bomogeaous aLt/vapour mLxtuls.
Concerntng the aLrstrean iato the water of the condeasatloa chambert
the unsyrnehric water swelL traE calculated wlthout lateral fLor of
water.
Ore air transport thr.ougb'tbe water was deternined wlth a aew
nodel for the bubble asceasioa.
'! Ia order' to imlrove the nodel rlth respect to the expeni.nental
- 
resu!.ts, the radiai. exteasd.oa of the alr bubbles was taken iato
tign. For the calculatioaE a two-dineasional nodel was
':,
h,'
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· \ 4;1\~C; · · · · ' - - ~... . ~ ' . Condonrmtion Oscillations 
--~---------------------- i " . 
As the ancient model, describing· the conijensation oscillations 
only based on a pure vapour supply, the model was extended to mixture 
of vapour and ~ot condensing gases. Besides this the model for the 
heat transfer on the surface of a bubl?le was improved. After this,:' 
stationary oscillations and collapsing can be calculated, which were 
observed during the experiment-al tests. 
The model KS~1NG IV was re~ined an1 prepared for routine calculations. 
With various parameters the Marviken and GKM tests were· reexamined. 
In order to describe the pressure extension in a fluid of a certain 
geometry during collapsing of one or several bubbles a 
monocell-modell was developed, which attached every bubble to a 
certain fluid room or a ~ertain effective mass. Coupled with 
a single mass oscil.lator, considering elasticity and e.igenfrequency 
of the containment walls, the pressure in the containment.can be 
calculated on ev.e:ry point. 
-:~}!'ti·:;•: ... 
Project Status/E~ati!tial Results 
~~~l!!£~~!£-~~~£E_§!!!!l 
A parameter study showed, that the new model with the refined 
~ubble model gives lower oscillations of the water surface. A 
/ comparison with experimental data showed, that the ascension velocity 
J'' of the bubbles in the initial phase is probably higher than expected 
recently. 
Condensation Oscillations 
Tests with the new model showed that the results were in good 
agreement with the results obtained from the condensatio~·oscillation. 
The recalculation of the Marviken and GKM tests gave a smaller 
bubble diameter at higher frequences compared with the radial 
symmetric energy transport formula. After the introduction or a 
new boundary layer·concept the results were in good agreement 
with the experimental data. 
With the monocell-oscillation model the measur.ed pressure course 
of different containments were confirmed, results for other geometries 
were obtained. 
Next Steps 
~~~!~~~!~-~!~~~-2~~!!l 
Evaluation of the boundary co11ditions 
Condensations Oscillations: 
~-----------------~--------
Continued work on the model KSWING IV. The monocell modell wil be 
refined, using a three dimensional potential. ·, 
Reference with Other Projects 
see RS 78-A 74 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
•. 
Classification: 7.2 
-
•ri tle 1 (Originu.l Lan~uase) : COUNTRY: 
Dynamische Beanspruchung von LWR-.Druckabbausystemen BRD 
(PNS 4211 - 1.1.4., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMF"r 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (enslish} t I?J::oject Leader: 
• j 
Dynamic Load of LWR Pressure Suppression Systems R.A. MUller 
~ 
Initiated (Date) : COIDJ2leted (Date) : 
Jahuary 1972 December 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date}: 
-
continuing December 1975 
' 
General Aim 
The pressure suppression systems used in boiling water reactor facilities are exposed 
to dynamic loads during specific conditions of operation and in a loss-of-coolant 
accident, the characteristics and intensity of which is not yet sufficiently known in 
all cases. The aim consists in enlarging knowledge of the extended steady-state 
condensation process so that the dynamic loads applied to the components can be 
determined. The implementation of this task is governed by the availability of 
suitable test facilities. 
Particular Objectives 
Evaluation of the intensity and characteristics of pressure pulsations taking place 
during condensation in the water pool (essential parameters: mass flow density, pipe 
diameter, number of pipes, water temperature, pressure leve 1 and a:ir content of the · 
steam). 
Influence of the drywell on the condensation process. 
Stresses and dynamic behavior of containment structures under the influence of 
condensation loads. 
Project Status 
Progr-ess to Date 
In the contairment experiments performed in the Marviken Nuclear Power Station in 
1972 and 1973 higher pressure oscillations were observed to occur in the pressure 
.. 
suppression system, above all in tests Nos. 10 and 13, which seemed to indicate 
possible syntem resonances. To explore these~ problems, the natural frequenci,~-~ of 
. the Marviken plant were calculated. A toodel was used for the calculations, which 
takes into account coupling of the three most important single systems,namely bl~~ 
down channel, header and vent pipe. The results are strongly dependet on the velo-
city of sound which in turn is determined mainly by the steam moisture. 
For realistic values of the velocity of sound the first three natural frequencies 
calculated by this model come close to the measured values to be derived from the 
test data. S~nce also the excitating frequency from the.water pool, which is caused 
by condensation, lies within the range of the first and second natural frequencies, 
conditions could· actually have been passed during blowdown under which the steam 
and water volume fraction, respectively, in the drywell has generated such a sound 
. . 
velocity and hence natural frequency close to the frequency range of excitation 
that resonance took place. This would explain the greater pressure amplitudes 
observed. 
The development work in the laboratory scale of the infrared measurement technique 
was terminated and an offer submitted to the Marviken II Project. After the order 
for one measuring position had been received, the measuring equipment was conceived, 
designed and ma.rufactured. 'lhe sl,lpporting frames and the supply lines were installed 
in Marv.iken while the optical source and receiver components as well as the electric 
and electronic supply units were pressembled ani tested in the workshop. This deve-
lopment work was carried out together with Institut fUr Thermische Str~­
ma.schinenen (rrs) of Ka.rlsruhe University. 
As a supplement to the tests with the pressure relief nozzles performed in the 
BrunsbQttel Nuclear Power Station in October 197' further tests were made in 
June 1975 with a vent pipe of 600 nm 0. The measured yalues recorded by IRE in the 
two test series were evaluated. In all tests standing pressure waves having low 
amplitudes were generated in the Bnr'\Ular water pool in addition to the local events 
taking place. 
A transient calculation was performed in the studies of the dynamic behavior of the 
containment structure. For this purpose, a pressure field in tenns of time and 
space was interpolated f'rom one test of the first Bl:'unsbUttel test series applied 
as a load to the model of calculation. The displacement with respect to time of 
interesting points of the containnent was determined. The actual displacements were 
~ 
assayed by double integr-ation of the meast¥"~ accelerations and thus canparable 
with the calculated results. The agreement is not yet satisfactory. 
vJ1thin a m:w seri~~s of condensatjon te~;ts i..nvolving sinr;le and multipipe 
arrangements an:i carried out by KWU in Karlstein (previously GroB~trelzheim) 
measurements were performed in a total of 11 tests. fuese measurerrents related 
to the pressure development with respect to time at 15 points of measurement 
arra~d on three coordinates at right angles to each other. 1he origin of 
the coordinates was the expected bubble center. fue evaluation first preferably 
concerned the tests having a mss flow density of 16 kg/m2 sec since this 
value had been used to investigate all the configurations (pipe diameter, 
number of pipes). 
Moreover, first parameter calculations were started within the period of 
reporting, using a computer program which describes the thermohydraulic events 
'5"o .. r 
of the condensation process. In this program vent pipes operating in parallel are 
treated and significant coupling mechanisms on the steam and water sides are taken 1 
into account. 
Essential Results 
The computations are well as the observations mde during the Marviken I tests 
support the assumption that events resembling resonances might taken place 
in pressure suppression sy~tems under specific conditions of geometry and operation, 
which might lead to pressure pulsation amplification. 
According to the results of laboratory tests use of the infrared absorption 
measurement technique is promissory for determination of the moisture content 
of a two-phase flow in blowdown tests arrl for determination of the velocity of 
the liquid phase. 
In toroidal water pools of pressure suppression systems standing pressure waves 
haVing low amplitudes are generated in addition to the local events caused by 
the individual vent pipes. 
The high pressure peaks generated during condensation of air-free steam and super-
imposed to the usual pressure pulsations with smaller amplitudes have a very short 
base width of about 0,15 msec. Therefore, their significance with respect to current 
structural components is generally low. 
r 
Next Steps 
• Final assembly work, cormri.ssioning ani use in future tests of the infrared 
measurement equipment delivered to Marviken. 
'lhe calculations will be continued relative to the dynamic behavior of th~ 
containment structure. Analysis of further test results is to yield the reasons 
of the as yet unsatisfactory agreement between ·the calculated and experimental 
displacernents so that an improvement of the calculation model can possible by 
achieved. 
The parameter calculations concerning the condensation at one and several parallel 
pipes are being continued, partly by use of inproved progr-ams • 
Reference documents 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) 
Report KFK 2262 (1975) 
Appelt, K.D.; Cramer, M; Eberle, F.; Kadlec, J. 
Vorl~ufige Resultate der Untersuchungen des Druckpulsationsfeldes in der Wasser-
vorlage der Kondensationskammer der entsprechenden dynarnischen Reaktion des 
Sicherheitsbe~lters w[hrend der Entlastungsventilversuche tm Kernkraftwerk 
Brtmsbiittel. 
Reaktortagung, Niirnberg, 8. - 11. April 1975, 
Deutsches Atomforum e. V. , Kerntechnische Ges. tm Dt. Atomforurn e. V. , 
Leopoldshafen 1975 
Appelt, K.D.; Kadlec, J.; Wolf, E. 
Investigations of the Fluctuating Pressure Field in the Suppression Pool of 
the r~iken Containment during Blowdown, 
3. Internat. Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, 
Lorrlon, September 1- 5, 1975 
Appelt, K.D.; Crarner, M.; Eberle, F.; GBller, P.; ~lee, J.; Laursen, B.M.; 
Schlechtendahl, E.G.; 
Experimental and Theoretical InvEfsti~tions on the Dynamic Response of the 
Containment at the BrunsbUttel BWR tluring Blo\'ldown, 
C • 0 0 3. Interna.t. onference on Structural Mecham.cs ~n Reactor Technology, 
London, September 1-5, 1975 
B. Goller, B.M. Laursen, E.G. Schlechtendahl, 
Computation of the Dynamic Bebavior of a Nuclear Reactor Containment with 
TOPOIJXiY and STRUDL-DYNAL, 
15. Worldwide ICES Users Group Conference, London, Sept. 25-26, 1975 
R.A. Milller, E.G. Schlechtendahl, 
D.ynamische Belastungen und Strukturverhalten von Reaktorsicherheitsbe-
h§.ltem mit Druc:ka~bausystemen, 
KFK-Nachrichten, ~ (1975) No. 3, S. 12-21 
J. Kadlec, R.A. Muller, 
Dynamic Loading of Containment during Blowdown. Review of Exper:imental Data 
from Marviken and Brunsbi.ittel, 
B. GOller, B. Laursen, E.G. Schlechtendahl, 
Results of Calculation of the Dynamic Behavior of Pressure Suppression System 
during Blowdown · 
Extreme Load Conditions and LDnit Analysis Procedures for Structural Reactor 
Safeguards and Containment Structures, Berlin, Sept. 8 - 11, 1975 
Degree of Availability 
Unrestricted Distribution 
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lho vapour Euppres$ion oyston.is one of the inportant safety
componente of the J.,.'r?.R.
After the emergeney due to cooLarrt Loss, begi.rro bLow-rlown lnto.
water tank frorn tlre preosure vessel in orcler to prevent the
reJ.eaee of radtioactive rraterials. I'b is possirrLe to invosttgete
thE behavj.our of steara Jets in subcooled. vater with an
experLnenta-l appanatus rvhielr al3.onB a plrotografic evldence of
the baslc pherrorricng J.n the vaporrr suppression contalrrqent.
fhe reseerch is perf6rmed in a smaL]. erqlerimcrrtaL loop which
utilizes irtglr sp6ed. clnenato{frap}ry and schLleren techniques.
Ileat trayrsfer (vepour to Lirtuirl) oooffiOients a^nd' tlreraodynamlc
,,1instabilities are tho raain objects of the rooearch.
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PROJECT 'II2:·LE ;; 
SOPRE 1 - Research on t\e beha~iour of 
pressure suppression contairuneflt system 7.2 4 
I after LOCA . :: .: ... ; I -= I . ! SPOl'lSOP.Il{G COUltTRY : ORG.AliiSA.TION i I ITALY IJ!'IVERSITY OF PISA J 
~--------------._------------------------~----------------------~ l DA:E INITI~~TED 1974 (actual phase) PROJECT LE.A::53R i 
l DA~E C011PLE'lED 1976 (actual phase) ~~. MAZZINI f 
Description : 
Research pr~gram: 1 !:. 
\ 
... Experimental investigation of pressure and temperature transients 
wit~in a model of ~L~RK II pressure. suppression containment system. The 
effects of blow-down flow rate, inlet area and flow rate distribution 
· . among· the vent pipes, are exanined. 
Assess of capability o.f ccnputer codes, like CO~TEMPT-PS,. to fit 
experimental data. 
In the next future it is possible that MARK III type systems will 
be studied. 
-Ocili ti.es: 
SOP~E 1 a~paratus, ;.;hich is a 1:13 scale model of MARK 11 system. 
Steam is supplied by a pressure ,·essel; its main fe·atures are: de.sign 
pressure lOO Kg/ co2, des~gn ter.tperature :no °C, capacity 100 litres, 
blow-d0\\'11 are~· variable up to 6' cci of ·equivalent di~meter. 
Reference docu~ents: 
11• B. GUERRIXI, ~~. !>L~Z:I:;r, 
L'apparecchiatura sperimentale SOPRE 1 per ricerche sui sistemi di 
contenimento a soppressione di. pressione. 
To be issued. 
.. 
.. . . .......... - _____ .,-
,; Related projects: 
1 1.1 .1 .... f, t( CNEN) 
.I 
'i 
( 
Remark: 
The·research is performed on C.N.R. contract. Financial support 
by C.N.E.N. and ENEL is hoped for the future. 
,.- .. - ...... ~~·f""""" H•l' ,1.,•••'••> '"' !·~·~· •:"•"' 'I'' •<f'·""~ '-~ "'! '•")-'!'~'<>.--. • ,•~·· •• - .......... ,, •• .,..a-
!'lo 
• 
0 
,_ ..... 
--· 
_....., _____ .... ..,...._.. __ .. ____ , ____ --· 
---·---·-.... ....._........-. _____________ ...... _.__ .. 
CLASSIFICATION 
... 
7.3 
--·---·-··· ....... ___ :. ____ ;,.  .o:.•-----..,...----..._.....---·--~ ..... ___ ~ ~ ---------·--~......,..,_... .. 
Trti,E t · co:mocxmt Etl AJ~BlA;.1CES rlATU~J~l.L!~~ l~T A-?.1.'IEIClKLt.ES ..,....._ ___ .. 
.g.o.F~ , 
-------~-
----------------------------------~------..... ----------------------·--~---F·D.F. 
nn.E- 2 
~-- CORROSION OF !!ATERIAI.S ItlSl'CE CF '!liE CONTAit!HENT · 
---------------~------------------~~~---------~-------------~------ Scientists 
-!!!·' ·~ fevrier 1975 
Status 
tn. nu:?.:~Atl 
B~~C& 
~t upd!,ting: 20.01.75! 
-~---------~----------------------------------------~------~----------------------
II ~ PARTICULA!t OBJ~C~IVEC ;.._--_.;;..;;... ___ . . 
D~termiaation de la quanti te d 'bydrogcne produit~ lorn de .. 
. 1 'as!)ersion dons 1' enceinte cJe confinement d 'une ~haudicrt .. a eau r:;ou:.;. t>rNa;i an 
d 1 une solution d' acide borit!ue et de soude a!_)rcs une ruuture de tuyautcr je 
priL'lllire. 
(. 
r III - EX?E!\l!!ElfTAL FACILITIES A~!) PR'J~?.A!::'tE 
---. -- .....---:--.-
Etude d_e la corrosion de 1 'alliage 1e~er A!; 5 et df-8 zincs de 
galvanisa-tion Z6 et Z9. Influence de ln tem9erature du !)!!, du tlOdl' 
de contnc:t metal· .. solution et de la com9osition des alliar.c:l 16gern. 
t IV - P?.OJECT STATUS. 
' Debut des cssais en 1975. 
V ~ UEXT STF.PS · 
- cssais en immersion, 
- essais vn a~9ersion. 
.. 
... 
:·.t 
VI - RELAT 10~ \:l'u~ O'nrER PROJEC'l'S 
-------· --. 
Neant• 
VII - REFERJ.mC£ DOCU~IH!iTS .. __ .... ________ . 
Aspersion de i'enceinte de confinement d'une chaudiere a eau 
sous-pression. Aspects chirniques. Note E.D.F./SEPTEN (restreinte E.D.F.) 
IX - ~~E OF AVAIJ.~;.;..R~IL;;.;l;;.;;'I'..;;..'l 
E.D.F. 
-·-- .i... •. A~ 
S'i.( 
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PROJECT TITLE • ·---~LASSI~C~T.J;9!i __ -·-,.- __ . • 
·' 
Control of Hydrogen Conce~tration in. 7.3 
Containment Following a LOCA 
SPONSORING COUNTRY • ORGANISATION • • • 
ITALY C.AM.E.N.-S.Piero a 
.. 
Grade (PISA) 
tmr.lf.VERSITY OF PISA 
DATE INITIATED • 1975 • PROJECT LEADER · : 
DATE COMPLETED • 1977 • . s. LANZA (University) 
s. I'IANFREDINI (CAIVJEN) I 
R • lMI:LlANDOLA (Univers.) 
. 
. Description: 
· The aim of the research program is to study hya~ogen transfer insi 
de a containment with the final goal of evaluating the capability of 
·proposed devices to keep hydrogen concentration i~ ·reactor containments 
·below the flammability point in post-LOCA conditions. 
. ' ' 
Guide1.ines of the program are: 
- theoretical evaluation of the nrocesse~. able to cause hydrogen tran-
sfer 
I 
- experimental study ~f hydrogen transfer inside the PSICO 10 vessel 
I 
to appro.ach the BWR .post-LOCA conditions 
- control of hydrogen concentration.· 
The PSICO 10 facilit.y:N100 m3 vessel is its main component; featu ... 
res are design pressure 5 ATA, design temperature 150 °0. 
This program will be sponsored by CNEN with collaboration of the 
CAMEN. 
References documents 
1. GUERRINI B. et alii 
PSICO 10:a facility for tes~ing in the field of containment techno 
logy for nuclear plants. 
Ingegneria Nucleare - Marzo-Aprile 1970. 
' ..... ---~· -... ----~-~ ... __ -~-·· ..... ---~ ... ~-- .. ~ . "" .......... -,.~ - .... -~ .. ----- -~~-·-- _,._ ... _ -- .... .-................. --
2 .• GUERRINI B. et alii 
L'apparecchiatura sperimentale PSICO 10. 
: Notiziario CNEN - Ottobre 1972. 
·---
I 
• 
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I. 
RCN 
TITLE: 
Advies inzake periodieke controle van insluitvaten 
op lekkages. 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Advice on periodic supervision on leakage 
tightness of containments. 
INITIATED: 
June 1·974 
STATUS: 
progressing 
1. General aim 
COMPLETED: 
end 1976 
LAST UPDATING: 
february 1976 
CLASSIFICATION: 7.4 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of 
Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
Reactor Centrum 
Nederland 
PROJECT LEADER: 
· H.J. van Grol 
SCIENTISTS: 
J.W.H. van den Bergh 
H. frui11lboom 
To assemble data ori. the measurements of leak rate· ·on containment vessels 
in order to advise the authorities concerning periodic supervision of · 
leakage performances as compared to design leak rates. 
2. Particular objectives 
The programme consists of: 
- making an inventory of the generally used methods of leakage rates 
measurements including an evaluation resulting in a general purpose met~od 
- specification of main and secondary variables when measuring leakage ~ates 
- performing an analysis of extrapolation modes in order to establish the 
safe lower limit of overpressure in relation to design pressure when 
performing periodic leak rate measurements 
- listing experiences obtaines elsewhere when measuring leakage rates. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
Literature study proceding. About 50% of the questionnaires sent to 
different power reactor stations have been returned and will be evaluated. 
5. Next steps: -
6. Relation with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: -
8. Degree of availability 
The reports will be written in the English language. They will be 
submitted to the Ministry of Social Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 

8. INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND COMPUTERISED 
PROTECTION 

Classification: 8. 
Title 1 (Ori2inal Lansuase>: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungen tiber die Zuverlassigkeit von Druck- SPONSOR: 
und Differenzdruck-MeBumformern unter GaU-Bedingungen BMFT 
(RS 110 - I.1.L~, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Investigation of the Behaviour of Pressure and K. Riemann Differential Pressure Transducers under the Influence 
of an I\1CA 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
-Ct. 1973 Dec. 1975 
Status: . Last UEdatins (Date): 
~pplied for prolongation 31. 12. 1975 
~eneral Aim and Particular Objectives 
Testing of pressure and differential pressure transducers suitable 
for operation at temperatures up to 150 °0 and pressures of 5 bar. 
f 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
In order to increase reliability under operation and MCA the 
primary pressure and differential pressure transducers shall be 
arranged within the safety shell. 
crntil now data of the reliability of suitable temperature and 
pressure transducers are only available from the producers. Before 
they are installed in the reactor, it is indispensable to test "wet" 
transducers being on the market under simulated MCA-conditions 
(~= 150 °0, p = 5 bar). If the transducers do not satisfy this 
conditions it is intended to weld in automatic tube rupture fuses 
in the pulse pipes. Several types are to be tested and eventually 
improved. 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
.Tests with pressure.and differential pressure transdu~~rs of 
·various producers were conducted. Ranges on test were·O- 210-bar 
an9.:oc- 10 bar. 
r 
' 
I 
I ; 
j 
1 
I 
Project Status/Essential Results 
Transducers of one producer have not satisfied the simulated HCA 
conditions. The instruments were destroyed by moisture or showed 
rather big measuring errors (up to 11 %). The tests showed that 
casting of the electric components does not secure operation.under 
MCA conditions. 
Transducers of another producer worked however quite well under 
simulated HCA conditions (N2-H2o vapour-atmosphere, of 150 °0 
and 5,8 bar overpressure). ·After cooling and adjusting the trans-
ducers reached the specified measuring accuracy. No destruction 
was found on the instrumentation and electronic components after 
inspection. Another MCA test was conducted at 180 °C-for half an 
hour; the transducers operated without difficulties. 
T.he transducers had an error of+ 0,2% to+ 1,1 %, the differential 
transducers of + 0,7 % to + 2,5 %. 
Next Steps 
The equipment of the transducers, which have failed, will be 
improved (pressure tight boxes). After this, the MCA tests will 
be repeated. 
Another producer has offered transducers for a test under MCA 
conditions. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 110 - A 74 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available • 
.. ! ' 
--
Classification: 8. 
Title 1 (Ori9inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Einsatz von ProzeBrechnern in Leistungsreaktoren zur 
Verbesserung der Betriebssicherheit SPONSOR: 
(ATT 085 A - II.4.4., Jahresbericht A 75) BMI ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Title 2 (en2lish) ': Project Leader: 
The Use of Process Computers in Power Reactors for Dr. H. Hoermann 
Improyement of Operation Safety 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
(a) 
Improvement of the operational safety through the use of computerized 
inspection and plant supervision techniques. 
(b) 
Development of methods and guidelines for the const,ruction of saf~ 
process computer systems and for the verification of desired safety or 
reliability margins. 
2. Particular Objectives 
(a) 
Development o~ a general concept for computerized inspection of 
engineered safety systems, in order to improve failure detection and 
localization with respect to time conditions and overall performance. 
Investigation of the capability of new methods for on-line analysis of 
plant disturbances. Development of methods to implement new concepts 
for incipient failure detection using process computers. 
' 
(b) 
Investigation of hardware and software structures for safety related 
computer applications in nuclear power plants. Reliability and availa-
bility evaluation of such systems in comparison with hardwired solu-
tions. Development of guidelines for the design, construction and 
implementation of computer systems with safety related applications; 
providing methods for the verification of their reliability or their 
correct performance. Application of the·research results and experi-
ences to the computer-based fuel rod protection system for the German 
LMFBR. 
• 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
(b) 
For the tests performed on a computerized reactor protection system 
for BWRs an AEG 60-10 computer has been installed at the Laboratory. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
(a) 
Using the results of the first simulation experiments the developed 
inspection routine for engineered safety systems has been refined and 
improvements concerning the hybrid model have been implemented. During 
the subsequently performed simulations·runs stochastic failures of the 
mechanical components, as well as instrumentation faults, have been 
generated with the following conditions: 
- Ari equal failure probability was assumed for all components and the 
associated instrumentation. 
- The maximal number of sim~ltaneously generated faults was limited to 
three, allowing the mixed o~curance of component failures and in-
strumentation faults. 
- The probability for the generation of multiple fault disturbance 
patterns was based on the binomial distribution. 
Such simulation experiments have been carried out substituting differ-
ent modeling and measuring inaccuracies to derive the achievable per-
formance of the disturbance analysis during the inspection dependent 
upon these parameters /1/. 
For the used reference system (simplified core flooding system oper-
ating in the recirculation mode) a useful and tested concept for the 
computer controlled inspection is now available. 
b) 
Investigations concerning the hardware related reliability and avail-
ability of redundant m-out-of-n computer systems with repair lead to 
evaluation formulas, which, up to now, had not been presented in the 
.relevant literature with the necessary degree of accuracy. In addi-
tion, the influence of individual failure detection rates for differ-
ent failure modes on the overall availability figures of a triple-
modulary redundant system has been derived. Based on this theoretical 
background recommendations for the construction of such systems and 
for appropriate failure detecting measures could be given. 
he reliability assessment work directed to the KWU computerized 
protection system for BWRs lead to improvements concerning the com-
pleteness of failure detection and the availability of the process 
interface unit (AD converter) • The hybrid computer test of this system 
comprised more than 105 test cases. Based on that work a reliability 
study comparing the computerized protection system with a hardwired 
(dynamic solid state) system has been elaborated as far as unambig-
uously safety increasing actions are c·oncerned. 
Using the gained experiences and further theoretical work a lot of 
.guidelines, have been formulated for the software development directed 
· · · to ·the 'computer-based· fuel rod protection system of the LMFBR I 4/. 
,. "' • 1. 
I" 
.. , 
4.2 Essential l~sults 
(a) 
The verification of the normal operating characteristics of a system 
as well as the detection of system disturbances can be carried out 
easily and with sufficient reliability by chec~ing a predefined set 
of relevant system variables or p~rameters against their nominal 
values. 
To achieve sufficient reliability and performance of the disturbance 
analysis, a system decomposition is undertaken and the analysis is 
carried out in two steps. In the first step the disturbed and undis-
turbed subsystems are separated. Even if complex disturbance patterns 
occur, for which a prime cause analysis would fail, the subsystems 
check still has a high reliability. 
As the consequences of basic .faults only can be predicted qualita-
tively, the prime caus~ analysis, which is the second step, is to be 
restricted to single failures in each subsystem. This, in principle, 
leads to limitations of the inspection performance. The loss of 
performance can be kept small, if the subsystems are made small enougl 
by extensive system decomposition. For the basic fault analysis com-
ponent faults and instrumentation faults are handled separately. Thus 
misinterpretations are very unlikely. 
(b) 
The derived relations between the availability of computer systems 
with repair and the failure detection rates and measures allow their 
specification dependent on the predefined reliability margins. Vice 
versa, the hardware related safety performance may be ascertained for 
differently structured systems w~th given failure detection features. 
Preliminary results indicate that with regard to unambiguously safety 
__ , :'f ' ' ' 
increasing protection measures the probability for a dangerous failure 
• 
of a seriously constructed computerized system may be kept on a reas-
onable low level but will not a'chieve the values offered by advanced 
• hardwired solutions. 
5. Next Steps 
(a) 
The method developed will be applied to an emergency core cooling 
Jystem of a PWR, since for this system considerable work on systems 
I 
analysis has already been carried out. It is intended-to verify the 
concept of indepehdent basic faults and to estimate the amount of 
instrumentation equipment required before the method will be proved in 
a nuclear power plant. 
(b) 
The comparative reliability assessment study for reactor protection 
system will be continued with the consideration of measures which have 
no unambiguously safety increasing effect. 
he work on guidelines for safe system design and verification methods 
will be continued and applied during the advisory co-operation for the 
computer-based fuel rod protection system for the LMFBR and further 
comparable applications. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
The project is related to the following activities: 
~ Project N~clear Safety (GfK) • 
-Project Fast Breeder Reactor (GfK, IA). 
- Project Process Control with DP-Systems (GfK). 
- Halden Reactor Project (OECD) . 
._ 
• 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
W. Hawickhorst 
A General Appro~ch to Computerized Inspection of Engineered Safety 
Systems • 
IAEA-Symposium on Reliability of Nucl~ar Power Plant, Innsbruck, 
Austria, April 1975, IAEA-SM-195/19 
/2/ 
R. Schwaiger 
Simulation des dynamischen Verhaltens einer Rechnerlogik 
Diplomarbeit am LRA, Januar 1975 
/3/ 
K. Wenzl, w. Ehrenberger 
RUckUbersetzung von Speicherabzligen der AEG 60-10 
Datenverarbeitung AEG-Telefunken, 1974, Heft 2/3, published April 1975 
/4/ 
U. Voges, W. Ehrenberger 
Vorschlage zu Programmierrichtlinien fUr ein Reaktorschutzsystem 
Report KFK-Ext 13/72 - 2, Mai 1975 
/5/ 
W. Ehrenberger, E. Hofer, H. Hoermann 
Probability Considerations Concerning the Test of the Correct Perform-
ance of a Process Computer by Means of a Second Computer 
Paper presented at the IFAC-Congress, Boston, Mass., USA, August 1975 
/6/ 
H. Hoermann, E. Nieckau 
Novel Features in Instrumentation and Automation for the Control of 
Nuclear Power Stations 
Kerntechnik 9/10, vol. 17, 1975 
/7/ 
Quarterly Report! in the Series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
~ 
8. Degree of Av~ilability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung 
D-8046 Garching 
Federal Republic of Germany 
9. Additional Information 
Concerning the computer safety aspects members of the LRA partici-
pated in a working group of the VDI/VDE (Document-VOI/VDE 3553: 
Failure detecthon and location in process computer systems) and in 
the TC 'Safety and Security' of the Purdue Europe.Workshop on 
Industrial Computer Applications. 

9. OTHER SAFEGUARDS 
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Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansuase>: COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungspro~amm zur Erprobung einer SPONSOR: Berstsicherung fll Reaktorkomponenten BI"iFT 
(RS 104 - I.1.7, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KvlU, Erlangen 
J 
Title 2 (english) : Pr:oject Leader: 
Investigation Program for the Testing of a Fracture Dr. Kopp Safety Device Protection System for Reactor Component 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
~br. 19?3 31. 12. 1977 
Status: I Last UEdatins (Date): 
. 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
Under this project, burst tests are to be carried out on burst-
protected pipe cross-sections of various dimensions in order to 
prove the effectiveness and functional worthiness of a burst 
protection structure. The break behaviour of shielded main coolant 
pipes, phenomena subsequent to a fracture and the loading of the 
burst protection device system are to be determined. 
The project is being used simultaneously for the technical 
estimation of phenomena and loading within the scope of the 
research project "Fracture Safety Device for Reactor Pressure 
Vessels". 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
I The investigation program encompasses the following works: 
.' : 1. ·Preliminary· Tests on Burst-Protection Structure Components 
A • The material behaviour of insulation concrete subjected to 
steam and/or water jet loads as well as to step and impulse 
loads is being investigated. In addition the optimal con-
structi'on and arrangement-.of the elements of the fracture 
safety device is to be determined. 
I 
'il.S 
• 
2. Prcliminc.rv ,Tests on Pipe ~acments 
The carryin~-out of fractul·e-mechanic tests on ~ 3·55 x 10 
pipes ma.de of 15Ho3 to determine the critical crack size 
and crack growth. These tests will provide the nece~sary 
crack lengths in the test pipes for the burst experiments. 
3. Preliminary Tests on Pipe Elements 1><.":.L:q.g Protected by a 
Burst Protection Structure 
Four pipes ~ 355.5 x 1'9. 7, Material ASTI\'1-A 533, Size B 
. ( 20 MnJv1oNi 55), which are enclosed by a burst protection 
structure, are to be caused to burst at a temperature of 
300 °C, at a pressure of about 175 bar. The pipes are provided 
with sealed, wall-penetrating longitudinal slits, the length 
of which was determined in the preliminary te.sts (Point 2). 
Pressure rise in the burst protection structure, its loading 
and the fracture behaviour are to be measured. In addition 
the break behaviour of pipe elements, being protected by a 
burst protection structure, is to be investigated for various 
clearance between the pipe and burst protection structure. 
4. Primary Exneriments for Testing the Burst Protection Structure 
For 5 pipes~ 872.2 x 36.1, Material ASTM-A 533, Size B. 
(20 MnMoNi 55), burst experiments are to be carried out at 
a temperature of 300 °C and pressures around 175 bar. The 
pipes have sealed, wall-penetrating longitudinal slits and 
are enclosed by a burst protection structure. Results from 
the preliminary tests (Point 3) are to be taken into account. 
The break behaviour of the pipes inside the burst protection 
structure as well as its loading and its components during a 
fracture are to be investigated. 
Progress State / Pro~ress to Date 
.. ~. ' ~ 1 ~ 
Int.eratom .has completed one pipe element f:.>r the preliminary. tests ;1 
it was returned to the producer in order to test the sealing. 
• 
~. 
Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansuase> : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Untersuchungspro~amm zur Erprobung einer SPONSOR: Berstsicherung fi..t Reaktorkomponenten BHFT 
(RS 104 - I.1.7, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
KvlU, Erlangen 
. ~ • Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Investigation Program for the Testing of a Fracture Dr. Kopp Safety Device Protection System for Reactor Component 
Initiated (Date) : Coml)leted (Date) : 
br. 19?3 31. 12. 1977 
Status: 
' 
Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
Continuing December 1975 
. 
General Aim 
Under this project, burst tests are to be carried out on burst-
protected pipe cross-sections of various dimensions in order to 
prove the effectiveness and functional worthiness of a burst 
, protection structure. The break behaviour of shielded main coolant 
pipes, phenomena subsequent to a fracture and the loading of the 
burst protection device system are to be determined. 
The project is being used simultaneously for the technical 
estimation of phenomena and loading within the scope of the 
research project "Fracture Safety Device for Reactor Pressure 
Vessels". 
Exoerimental Facilities and Pro~ram 
The investigation program encompasses the following works: 
1. . Preliminary,:Jests on Bur·st-Protection Structure Comnonents 
The material behaviour of insulation concrete subjected to 
steam and/or water jet loads as well as to step and impulse 
loads is being investigated. In addition the optimal con-
structi'on and arrangement~of the elements of the fracture 
safety device is to be determined. 
I 
2. Prelimiucrv tTests on Pipe ~acHJt:nts 
The carryin~-out of fractu1·e-mechanic tests on yi 355 x 10 
pipes made of 15Ho3 to determine the critical crack size 
and crack growth. These tests will provide the neceiPary 
crack lengths in the test pipes for the burst experiments. 
3. Preliminary Tests on Pipe Elements being Protected by a 
Burst Protection Structure 
Four pipes ~ 355.5 x 1'9. 7, Material ASTI1-A 533, Size B 
. ( 20 MnMoNi 55), which are enclosed by a burst protection 
structure, are to be caused to burst at a temperature of 
300 °C, at a pressure of about 175 bar. The pipes are provided 
with sealed- wall-penetrating longitudinal slits, the length 
of which was determined in the preliminary te.sts (Point 2). 
Pressure rise in the burst protection structure, its loading 
and the fracture behaviour are to be measured. In addition 
the break behaviour of pipe elements, being protected by a 
burst protection structure, is to be investigated for various 
clearance between the pipe and burst protection structure. 
4. Primary Exneriments for Testing the Burst Protection Structure 
For 5 pipes~ 872.2 x 36.1, Material ASTM-A 533, Size B. 
(20 MnMoNi 55), burst experiments are to be carried out at 
a temperature of 300 °C and pressures around 175 bar. The 
pipes have sealed, wall-penetrating longitudinal slits and 
are enclosed by a burst protection structure. Results from 
the preliminary tests (Point 3) are to be taken into account. 
The break be~aviour of the pipes inside the burst protection 
structure as well as its -loading and its components during a 
fracture are to be investigated. 
' . 
Progress State / Pro~ress to Date 
,"' '' 
In~eratom,h~s completed one pipe element f~r the preliminary. tests;' 
it was returned ·to the producer in order to test the sealing. 
• 
'! 
The two residu~l pipes have goL seal~d, wall-penetration longitu-
dinal slits and are delivered to Interatom for crack growth by 
pressure oscillhtion. 
With two test pipes burst tests were performed, but bursting was 
not reached. 
Project Stntus I Essential' Results 
During oscillation of pipe No. 3 after 5000 cycles leaks occurred 
which stopped the procedure. 
During the burst test No. 1 the water temperature and pressure 
were forced up to 300 °C and 250 bar. As· no bursting occurred, 
the test had to be stopped because the instrt~entation was in 
danger to be destroyed. Now the notch in the wall will be enlarged 
before another test is started. 
During the burst test No. 2 with a wall penetrating longitudinal 
slit the temperature and pressure were also forced up to 300 °C 
and 250 bar, when a little leak was visualized. However bursting 
was not reached. 
Next Steos 
Evaluation of the results. 
Burst-tests on preliminary pipes. 
Construction of the pipes for the main experiments. 
r 
I ' 
' 
- i 
Relatiun_vlith Other Pr·ojccts 
RS 108 Frqcture Safety Device for the Primary Circuit 
RS 157 Investigation of the Heat-Insulting Cooling System 
under Dynamic Load Conditions with a View to Fracture 
Safety Device Protection ·for Reator Pressure Vessels 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available 
" 
Classification: 9 
.'l'i tle 1 (Original ~anguage) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Berstsicherheit fUr Primarkreislauf SPONSOR: 
{RS 108 - !.1.7, Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Leader: 
Fracture Safety Device for the Primary Circuit Dr. Dorner 
Initiated {Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
ug. 1973 April 1976 
Status: I Last UEdating (Date): 
. Continuing December 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The concept of a fracture safety device for the primary circuit 
has to be developed, which offers changes for a better protection 
after MCA. This is relieved by components with simple geometry and 
small surfaces. Under this project investigations are carried out 
1 to change the present design in order to protect the containment 
after a pressure vessel rupture without reducing access from the 
outside for inservice inspection and without reducing reliability. 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
The investigation program encompasses the following work: 
1. Design of a fracture safety device system for the pressure 
vessel 
2. Design of a fracture safety device system for steam generator 
3.· Design o! ;1.fracture safety device for the pressur.i~er 
. 4. 
1\ 
Design of a fracture safety device for the main coolant pumps 
5. Design of a fracture safety de"'ice for the primary circuit 
(piping) 
Project Status/irogress to Date 
Model tests on semi-axial pumps were completed. Analytical tests 
on the vibration performance of steam generator primary chamber 
components were made. Stress analysis of the steam generator 
primary components as well as determination of the eigen-frequencies 
are being conducted using the computer program STARDYN. Geometries 
of the semi-axial and axial pump components were reproduced for 
use .in the program. 
Burst protection work on the tubing which consists of single inter-
locking rings has been finalized for the time being. 
An order to r1essrs. Krupp was bein·g prepared covering the develop-
ment of a missile shield cylinder for steam gener~tor burst protec-. 
tion. The cylinder will preferably be fabricated as multilayer 
construction. A change was made in the missile shield so that the 
multilayer rings were welded to one cylinder. Thus the cylinder 
can also absorb axial loads. Consequently, the axial rods can be 
neglected. Further advantage of this design is a simplified closure 
head of the missile shield achieved by means of shear wedges. 
Major part of the work concerning construction and calculation of 
the hydraulic cylinder for tightening the steam genera~or to the 
RPV burst protection has been completed. Detailed calculations 
on the lower bottom plate of the steam generator missile shield 
resulted in stress values which were too high. It is assumed 
that this will require an increase of the height of the bottom ., 
plate from 1.20 m to 1.40 m. Cantering of the steam generator with 
the bottom plate v1as prepared, \·ihich positions the steam generator 
by three legs welded to the bottom of the primary chamber, absor-
bing the forces and moments which might occur. 
Calculation~ have ·been performed on the upper locking device of · 
· the RPV burst protection. The dimensions of the supporting flange 
have been optimized. Calculations showed that slight relative 
movements might occur between the two construction units due to 
the temperature differences in the supporting flange and RPV top 
during start-up and shut down. The RPV support construction with 
round sprinzs, i. e. necked-down bolts hew been optimized. 
Since elastomcr bearings seem to be extremely useful for the 
steam generator assembly, the following tests have been performed 
on full size bearings: 
pressure tests 
shear test 
shear oreak test 
pressure test with eccentric vertical stress 
temperature test 
accompanying tests (e. g. Shore-hardness) 
In anticipation of the test results it can be said that the tests 
proved the suitability of the elastomer bearings. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
Use of the round spring rods for RPV support construction results 
in suf~icient design safety factors. Like the turbine vane 
anchorage, the U-shaped springs, having a rectangular cross-
section (100 x 30 mm), will be tightened to the spring legs by a 
lugged support. A lateral lift-up of the springs will be eliminated 
by a cross-piece attached laterally to the lugger. This construction, 
however, requires an immense amount of work and a·very costly and 
exact manufacturing process. 
The primary chamber of the steam generator will be provided with 
a. thicker forged ring and attached nozzles (as have been used be-
fore). The main steam nozzle.was moved up to the upper center and 
the steam generator cut dovm for the length of the inside steam 
guide tube, which is no longer needed. 
The results ·of the tests performed on the elastomer bearings prove 
the suitability of the type bearing for steam generator assembly; 
they also indicate, however, that influence of temperature has to be 
examined in more detail. Construction and calculation of the hydrau-
, 
lie cylinder for tightening the steam generator to the RPV burst 
' protection has been finalized. 
! 
• 
Stress calculation of the lower bottom (height: 1.40 m) of steam 
generator missile shield construction. Armored elastomer bearings 
are preferred with bridge construction and temperatures of about 
-20 to +30 °C. Since in the discussed construction temperatures are 
involved \'Thich will be about 100° higher, the influence of tempera-
ture has to be investigated in more detail. First of all one has to 
find out whether or not Chloropren-caouchuc, which is usually used 
for bearings for bridge co'nstructions, will be the optimum elastomer 
for our purposes. It can be seen from the literature that different 
types of elastomer e. g. Silicone-caouchuc or caouchuc fluoride 
should used with increased temperatures. 
The components of the steam generator primary chambers will be 
calculated with the STARDYN program. 
Detailed tests on the reactor components and burst protections will 
. be continued. 
Relation with Other Projects 
see RS 104 
Reference Docwnents I Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
'!' 
.. 
. I 
!\ • 
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Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Original •Lan~uage) : Un tt;PS uclwng des Verhal- COUNTRY: 
tens des VJarmedamm-Kuhl-Systems (WKS) der Berstsiche- BRD 
rung (I3S) fi.ir RDBbei dynamischer Belastung SPONSOR: (RS 157 1.1.7., . Jahresbericht A 75) - BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Dyckerhoff & Wid-
. mann AG,MOnchen 
Title 2 (enslish): Investigation of the Heat-Insulting Project Le~: 
Coollng-Systern under Dynamic Load Conditions with a 
View to Fracture Safety Device Protection for Rep.ctor 0. Seidl 
Pressure Vessels Dr. Bittner 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
5.3.1975 31.12.1975 
Sta;tus: I Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
In order to establish absolutely reliable characteristic data for 
the behavior of reactor pressure vessels during the fracturing pro- ~ 
cess, a serie~ of dynamic loading experiments was carried out. l 
2. Particular objectives 
The experiments involve the heat-insulating cooling system. For 
this purpose a test set-up using lightweicht insulation concrete 
(Bn 550) both with and without a special filling material (spheri-
cal steatit, 0 20 mm) was constructed in model form on a scale of 
1:1 and subsequently subjected to various dynamic loadings. The 
test Specimens were 500 and 260 rr.m in diameter, the test length 
700 and 400 mm. Gaps of 20, 12, 6 · a.nd 0 mm were fixed in order to 
allow free acceleration paths~ 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
It was possible to obtain time-deformation functions on the basis 
of this test project. 
3.2 Research proeram 
, • I .. ~ 
The load was applied dynamically by means of a system of spring-
coupled masses, consisting of steel plates and 58 m-long DYWIDAG-
pre~tr~s,sing b,arsl (quality 110/~35). 
' 'l • Since no exper'imental values for the dynamic behavior of concrete 
with this type 6f filline material w~re available, it was first 
necessary to establish limit values. These limit values were ob-
tained by varying the specific unit pressures between the rneterial 
causinc the imp~ct (steel p~Rtes) and the material sustaining the 
impact (lightweight insulat1on concrete). The specific unit press-
ures provided for i~ the test proeram were approximately 175 bar 
• 
Rt the lOPd Ppplication point, i.e. between the steel and the con-
crete, ~nd itO •and 175 .har at the load reT.'OVc:l point, i.e. frorr. the 
filling material to the support structure. The loads applied ranged 
from 100 to 500 Mp. 
0 
·The loads \oJere applied dynamically by means of the prestressin~ 
bars and a hinred nut. 
The test values were recorded with the aid of electronic measuring 
equipment. 
The strains in the prestressed bars were determined by means of 
strain gages. 
Carrier frequency and direct-current bridges were used for the 
measurements. 
The dynamic test values were stored with a magnetic tape recorder 
(frequency range 0 - 15 kHz) and subsequently recorded via an 
ultra-violet printer (frequency range 0- 13kHz): 
The load application time was 1 - 2 ms. The times required for 
a maximum of elastic and plastic deformations to occur range from 
5 to 10 ms. 
For each dynamic loading process i'Tith the associated accelerations 
there are at least three test recordings suitable for evaluation 
purposes. 
4. Project status 
The tests were carried out according to plan. The course of the 
impact through the test material was determined integrally be-
tween the load application point and the transmission of the load 
to the support structure with the aid of time and deformation 
measurements. 
The recordings, in the form of ultra-violet diagrams, (time-
deformation diagrams), provide exact information on the dynamic 
loading and unloading processes as a. function of time. 
The acceleration rates of the impact plate can be read off these 
diagrams at each point in the recordings by examining the vari-
ation in themngent curve. 
The paths of the prestressing bar ends - and consequently the 
movements of the impact plate as a function of time - can be 
determined by step-by-step integration of the measured values 
along the prestressinr, bar. The time-deformation function at the 
load application point is thus obtained. The measured values at 
.. the measuring.cylinder indicate. the load-time function. 
The load-deformation function· for the complete test is obtained 
by combining these two functions. • 
The final report contains a summary of the test values, including 
a serie~ of detailed dicgra~s. 
... 
: ,. ' 
5. Next stens· 
It is our intention to extend the ranee CJf experiments to include 
the accelera.«ion and deformation processes within the test speci-
mens. To this end the test program is to be extended by incorpora-
tine a number or exp~rirnents which will be or considerable im-
portance for calculation purposes. New~improved electronic instru-. 
mentation will be used. Whereas previous e~periments were invari-
ably one-dimensional, plans have been made to expand the test set-
up to include two-dimensional loading. Further proposals are being 
investigated and adopted at the present time. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Th~ tests described in this report proved characteristic data for 
the fracture calculation~ on reactor pressure vessels which are 
currently being carried out by the Kraftwerk Union, Erlangen. 
1. Refer,ence do2urnents 
Forschungsproeramrn Reaktorsicherheit AbschluEbericht F6rderungs7 
vorhaben BMFT RS 53, Voruntersuchungen zum Prograrnrn Berstsicher-
heit fUr ReaktordruckbehAlter KWU, Reaktortechnik Erlangen 
Fehruar 1974. 
Berstfolgeschutz aus Spannbeton fUr Reaktor-Druck-Beh!:i.lter von 
Drucki'lasserreaktoren 600 !J!vle, Forschungs- und Entwicklungs?.uftrag 
Br..YFT RS 108 - KHU BS 006D, Bericht 1975, von Fa. Dyckerhoff & 
Widmann AG, MUnchen. 
Dynamische Belastungsversuche und Bestimmung des StoEfaktors fUr 
die Spannglieder des Kernkraftwerkes der BASF, Dyckerhoff & Wid-
mann AG, MUnchen 1974. 
AbschluBbericht Nr. 1 "Spezielle Materialmodelle fUr PISCES-
Berechnungm,KIVU, Jan. 1975. 
8. Degree of availability 
Some of the tests are being recalculated by KWU Erlangen usi~g 
the PISCES program in order to compare the accuracy of the PISCES 
calculation for the fracturing of reactors. 
' I 
" 
' 
Classification: 9 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Funktionsversuch zum Schwungradabfall, 2. Versuch SPONSOR: (RS 168- II.1.6., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Functional Test of an Automatic Fly-Wheel Detach at H. Schafer 
High Pump notation Speed 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
20. 6. ?5 31. 10. ?5 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
. 
Completed· 31. 12. ?5 
General Aim/Particular Objectives 
In a functional test the detach process of a fly-wheel of a primary 
coolant pump was investigated in order to verify the precalculated 
rotation velocity where the fly-wheel should detach and to get 
informations of the detach-procedure and the slow down behaviour 
of the fly-wheel. 
Experimental/Facilities/Research Program 
A test equipment was built up by KWU, which imitates the original 
in all essential parts. As drive, a motor of a fly~wheel bunker 
was used. 
1 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
·The test equipment was built in a fly-wheel-bunker. The T.V. and 
:measuring lines were installeq. A test run was carried out and the 
measuring values as well as the T.V. pictures were recorded till 
the standstill of the fly-wheel. The results were evaluated and 
reportet to the IRS. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The fly-wheel was detatched at the precalculated rotation velocity 
and was slow~d down safety in the hold up equipment. 
The analysis of the experiment~ data showed good agreement with 
th~ theoretical ~vestigations. 
I I 
Next Stcns 
----
\Jork on this pro'ject has been completed. 
Relation with Other Projects 
No relations with other projects. 
Reference Docu~cnts/De5ree of Availability 
No reports available. 
,. 
Classification 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 
Title 1 
Rekenmodel voor de simulatie van 
transienten in kokendwaterreactoren 
Title 2 
Computercode for the simulation of 
transients in boiling water reactors 
Initiated Completed 1977 
Status Progressing 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
R.M. van Kuijk 
Scientist 
P. Kloeg 
Calculations of the dynamic response of BWR's in the case of 
transients and small accidents. 
2. Particular objectives 
Study of the control systems, capacity of safety valves, influenc · 
influence of setpoints, heat transfer in the core, fuel 
temperatures, scram action. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Computer code REBOR. 
4. Project status 
Operational for Dodewaard BWR. 
5. Next steps 
Other types of BWR's. 
Compari'sans with experiments iri Dodewaard. 
... 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
' 
I 
i 
f. 
' 
6. Relation with other projects 
Not applicable. 
7. Reference documents 
Internal KEMA reports. 
8. Degree of,availability 
Free on basis of exchange with other programmes. 
I 
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10. CORE AND PRIMARY CIRCUIT IN STEADY 
STATE CONDITIONS 
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llio.JECT TITLE 
,.Statistical ~alysis of random signals 
· for safety problems 
-· 
. ~l(o: 
--..-.--~ ... - ... ~··---- •• l.;. 
·.· 
r 
·---·--------·----
CLASSIFICATION: 
10 - 14 - . 8 
___ ;...._ ____ , _____ --·-----------: 
SPONSOHHIG coui\a .. RY : ., ·. oRGAlHSll~eion 1 
Italy CNEN 
/ 
Descr~_ption_ : Concern the devef_opment of methods for acquisi tiqn 
and.elaboration of data coming from nuclear reactors and experimenta~ 
-.loops. . 
'Th~se methods give the p9ssibili ties to stv 1 y reactor physics, 
- thermohydraul ic and mechanical effects in n~·-rmal and accidental 
.•·. ~.~cond~ ti ons. (Possible application: early failure detection). 
.. 
. ·. 
. \ 
Facilities 
- iransducers, amplifiers, filters, magneti-...: recorders. for data 
acquisition. 
1 hybrid computer EAI 8945 
1 hybrid computer EAI PACER 700 
Software for E:tatistical elaboration runn .. ng on the hybrid 
computer men~ioned. 
-Reference documents 
1) L.Cimorelli - A.Federico 
Applications of spectra analysis tecniques·to examine natural . 
and superimposed neutronic flux fluctuations in a nuclear power.· 
reactor 
Rapp; CNEN - IN(69)3 - Marzo 1969 
2) A.Federico - S.Taglienti 
Frequency and time-domain 'systems for statistical· signals ela-
boration developed in CNEN laboratories ... IAEA specialist meeting1 
on Analyois of rteasurements to Diagnose Potential Failures. 1 
.Roma, Aprile 10-11, 1972 
Classlfication: 10. 1 
Title 1 (Orisin~l'Lansuase): COUNTRY: 
Anwendung statistischer .Z\nalysenverfahren in Leistungs- BRD 
=~eaktoren mit dem. sicherheitstechnischen Ziel der Frtih- SPONSOR: 
prkennung von Schaden BHFT 
(RS 68 A - II.4.1., Jahresbericht A 7 5) ORGANIZATION: 
TU Hannover 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Application of Statistical Analysis Methods in Power Prof. Dr.-Ing. 
Reactors under the Safety Oriented Aspects of Early Stegemann 
Fault. Detection 
Initiated ,(Date) : Completed (Date) : 
.1.5.1972 28.2.1977 
St!tus: 
' 
Last Updatins (Date); 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of these investigations is the development of an early fault 
detection system for power reactors, based on the analysis of the 
stochastic neutron flux fluctuations during operation and correlation 
with other available signals of relevant reactor parameters. 
:2. Particular objectives 
'Noise measurements in both Boiling- and Pressurized Water Reactors 
have to be performed in order to gain extensive experiencesabout· 
space-dependent reactivity effects caused by press~re-, vibration-
- or coolant density feedback. 
Since in many cases a suitable in-core instrumentation is not 
available, special effort had to be concentrated on the development 
of a new and reliable measuring system, using 11 self-powered" detectors. 
The application of these improved devices allows neutron flux distri-
bution measurements with high spatial resolution and additionally 
reactor noise measurements without disturbance of the normal plant 
operation. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
The interesting reactor operation parameters can be measured either 
by means of the existing instrumentation (pressure and temperature 
sensors, in-core and out-core fission charrbers ••• ) or from addition-
ally inse~ted sensors, like self-powered detectors, in-cqre gamma 
• 
chambers and vj_brntion sensors. 1\ftcr sunnrcss.ion of the statj_onary . . . . 
component, the fluctuating part.of the signals will be amplified 
and filtered before analysing "on-line", using a digital correlator 
and spectrum display, or recording on analog magnetic tape for later 
processing via ADC and a digital computer. The latter method had been 
preferred becausc·of the advantage to evaluate the stored data later 
on under different aspects. 
3.2 Research pro~ 
During the report period the research program consisted of: 
(a) Continuation of the measurements at the PWR Obrigheim (KWO), 
concerning axial neutron flux distribution and local neutron 
. 
noise by means of several self-powered neutron detectors as well 
as pressure-, temperature and coolant flow fluctuations. 
(b) Production of new self-powered detectors for the instrumentation 
of three in-core assemblies for the 7th cycle of the KWO pm•rer 
plant. 
(c) Investigations in the field of self-powered detectors, with 
special regard to the improvement of the neutron-to-gamma signal 
ratio. 
(d) Systematic investigations of the space dependent neutron flux 
fluctuations in the boiling water reactor Lingen (KWL), using 
different types of SPN-detectors, which could be inserted in a 
tube of the TIP-system and moved at any axial position in the core. 
(e) Computer analysis of the recorded stochastic signals and evalua-
tion with respect to the identification of noise sources which 
might be relevant for safe reactor operation. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Proaress to date 
At the PWR Obrigheim continuous measurements of the stationary axial 
neutron flux distribution and reactivity fluctuations have been per-
formed during the first months of 1975 by the help of six cobalt-SPN-
• I I • ' o o • 
det;ectors, positioned one above .the other in a central core position. 
Three new assemblies, each with six detecto~s of the Cobalt, Erbium 
and Hafnium-type, have been manufactured and built in into the 
reactor during the refueling~period of the plant in July. From these 
in-core sensors stationary and fluctuating signals were available and 
recorded \'Teekly on magnetic tape up to now. 
Since the time for computation of the characteristic flucticns in 
time and frequency domain_and evaluation with respect to nuclear 
and thermohydraulic parameters is rather large compared 't'li th the 
measuring time, only some selected records, taken during any changed 
reactor operation conditions, could be analysed. 
Systematic measurements of flux distributions and space dependent 
noise phenomena have been performed in the boiling water reactor 
Lingen (KWL) in October 75. A special arrangement of two Erbium- and 
one Hafnium-SPN-detectors had been prepared at the Institut fi.ir 
Kerntechnik for insertion into a dry thimble of the TIP-System. The 
three detectors could be moved through the core and additionally one 
against th~ other during reactor operation. Measurements and tape 
records from a large number of axial core positions nave been ana-
lysed "off-line" with the digital computer at the institute. 
4.2 Essential results 
Characteristic functions like auto and cross power spectra and 
coherences have been obtained for a pressurized water· reactor from 
three fuel cycles, different fuel elements (Pu and U) and several 
core positions. Furtheron some experience was gained about the 
influence of the power level on shape and structure of the noise 
spectra and the space dependent noise amplitudes. 
The large amount of BWR in-core data, gained by the help of the three-
detector-construction, permits the determination of important nuclear 
and thermohydraulic parameters with high local resolution and good 
accuracy. 
From the different neutron spectral sensitivities of Erbium and 
Hafnium detectors,for example,the absolute thermal and fast neutron 
flux profiles could be calculated. 
The mean local steam bubble velocity has been determined from the 
very beginning of bubble generation at about 45 cm from the core 
bottom over the whole height with a spatial resolution of 8 per cent 
and an accuracy of about ± 3 per cent. Comparison between the mea-
sured bubble velocity profile at a given flux pro~ile and a para-
metric calculation yields the mean thermal power of the adjacent 
bundles. Furtheron it is possible, by introducing a recently develo-
ped theoretical model, to determine the mean local steam void content 
~ 
from t.hc space dependent notse amplitudes. 
5. Next steps 
Measurements at the KWO power plant will be continued during this 
one an:d the next fuel cycle with special remark to changes in the 
stationary signal behaviour and frequency spectra as function of 
different reactor operation conditions and long-time effects. Addi-
.tional effort'will be concentrated on the detection of subcooled 
boiling, which is presumed to occur in the upper region of high 
' loaded fuel elements in PWR's. 
With respect to boiling \tTater reactors, further experiments are 
planned at different plarits, using partly the available in-core 
instrumentation and special self-built SPN-detectors with improved 
sensitivities to permit even higher spatial resolution. 
Data acquisition will be done under several aspect~: 
inc!rease of general information particularly from mvR-cores. 
measurements of steam bubble velocity profiles with better 
resolution and higher accuracy including comparison with 
theoretical values. 
investigation of the spatial·detection range of the applied 
in-core sensors. 
further development and application of methods for the deter-
mination of local steam void content and thermal power of the 
fuel bundles. 
acceleration of the analysis and evaluation by·development of 
an "on-line"-systern for continuous surveillance of the dynamic 
behaviour of relevant nuclear and thermohydraulic parameters and 
consequently of a safe reactor.operation. 
6. Relation with other projects 
see IRS - F - 24 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports V 75/1, V75/2, V 75/3 (german) 
Zwischenbericht zum Forderungsvorhaben RS 68A, Jan. 1976 (german) 
.a. Degree of availability 
Documents are available through 
Institut fUr Kerntechnik 
Elbestr. 38 A 
:D-3000 Hannover 21 
• 
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Classification: 10. 1 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansua~e) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Fruherkennung von Fehlern und Schaden 
(ATT 085 A - II.4.1., Jahresbericht A 7 5) SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
. 
. LRA, Garching 
Title 2 {ens:lish) : Project Leader: 
Incipient Failure Detection Dr . w. Bastl 
.. D. Wach 
Initiated (Date) : C?mpleted {Date) : 
Status: Last UEdating {Date): 
-
continuing December 1975 
r 
1 • General Aim 
The general aim of this research work is the development of measuring 
methods which permit the on-line monitoring of the mechanical status 
of main components in the primary system of a power reactor plant. 
Special attention is paid to the fact that already exi~tent signals 
can be used for this purpose and that the need of additional sensors 
is kept to a minimum. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The following objectives are envisaged: 
- On-line monitoring of the vibrational behaviour of reactor vessel 
internals. 
- Detection and identification of malfunctions inside the reactor 
vessel. 
I 
- Detection and location of loose parts in the primary system. 
3. ExEerimental Facilities a~d Program 
Not relevant. 
. ' 
4. Project Status 
4. 1 Progress to 'Date 
To realize on-line monitoring system~ surveying the vibrative behav-
iour of reactor internals and diagnosing other malfunctions (loose 
parts, blockages) one has to use indirect measuring methods 
due to inaccessibility and safety reasons in a power reactor. This 
means that during power operation only external vibration and accel-
eration signals measured at the pressure vessel wall, neutron noise 
inside and outside the core and dynamic pressure signals are used as 
information carriers. The main problems of the indirect measuring 
I I 
methods are the identification and separation of signal components 
being representative for the vibrations of the individ~al reactor 
internals. To solve these problems theoretical models are necessary 
describing the coupled multi-mass system of the mechanical structures 
as well as the composition and transfer pathes of the signal sources 
in the available physical parameters. Identification methods are 
applicated for optimal estimations of model parameters. The verifi-
cation of the mechanical vibration models is gained by extensive 
vibration measurements during hot functional tests without and with 
the core in reactor proto-types, performed in collaboration with the 
industry during the pre-operational test phase. At the same time 
correlations of component vibrations measured inside and outside the 
reactor vessel are determined empirically. The measured data are used 
as a reference state of the reactor for the on-line monitoring. 
Based on experiences from investigations in the reactors Obrigheim and 
Stade (operational measurements) , in Stade and Biblis-A (pre-opera-
tional measurements) a proto-type vibration monitoring system has been 
planned and installed in the Neckarwestheim PWR. With this system the 
advantages of the on-line monitoring will be demonstrated. 
Besides we shall be able to gather further 
dperational experiences and knowledge about perturbations which, are 
due to normal operational handlings. First measurements 
of the reference state of the reactor could be performed 
during the first hot functiona~ tests in the end of the report period . 
Special attention has been paid to improvement of theoretical models 
developed so far. The double pendulum model of the system core barrel/ 
pressure vessel was extended by considering more degrees of freedoms 
' (3-dimensions and additional components) and an unsymmetric distribu-
tion of the spring constant of the pressure vessel supportings. 
Similar investigations have been performed on the sodium cooled test 
reactor KNK-I. To interprete the measured vibration signals, beam-mode 
and shell-mode vibration models have b~~n developed. In spite of the 
sophisticated vibration behaviour of the different thin-walled con-
centric tanks of this reactor good agreement could be obtained bet-
ween ·theoretical. and experimental results. 
I . 
A,further activity is directed to the detection and triangulation of 
loose parts inside the primary system of .the reactors. Accelerometers 
mounted immediately on the vessel wall surface and working in the 
acoustic frequency range were found to be appropriate for this pur-
pose. 
4.2 Essential Results 
The fixed installation of a proto-type vibration and a loose part 
monitoring system in the Necka~westheim reactor is based on success-
ful results obtained on different PWRs investigated within this 
project in the last years. A survey of the most important results is 
given in the publications /1 - 7/. Summarizing we can state: 
- All investigated signals (noise signals of incore and out-of-core 
ionisation chambers, dynamic pressure signals, vibration signals and 
accelerometers both attached to the ~esse! surface) contain signal 
components being applicable for surveillance purposes. 
- Horizontal core barrel movements can be monitored by neutron noise 
of out-of-core chambers as well as by seismic vibration gauges at ~ 
' ' ', ·• 
the cover fla'nge. 
- Pressure signals can be used as a good measure of the driving forces 
which are required as the ,·input signals in the theoretical models. 
In addition they contain information about internal vibrations being 
• 
the response of the structure to the fluid. 
,• . 
- Chara.cteristic bursts in the accelerometer signals can be related to 
loose parts inside the primary system. Using a binary modification 
of the signals the delay times beLween the bursts are calculable by 
means of normal hard-ware correlator. Then the determination of the 
locus of loose parts is possible using a pre-calculated normalized. 
triangulation nomograph. 
5. Next Steps 
The proto-type vibration mopitoring system will be available in the 
near future. Long time behaviour, normal operational influences and 
signal variations during the first fuel cycle will be investigated 
systematically (e.g. variations of the neutron noise due to reactivity 
coefficient changes) . Studies are planned for the on-line processing 
of the data and deriving of alarm criteria indicating an abnormal 
reactor state or malfunctions inside the primary system. It will be 
investigated wether methods of pattern recognition and learning codes 
for the reference functions can be involved to solve these problems. 
The experience in internal vibration monitoring as gained at PWRs will 
be applicated also to BWRs. In this sense at the Brunsbtittel BWR 
measurements during pre-operational tests and during the first opera-
tional period will be performed. The installed external accelerometers 
are also used for loose parts detection during the whole starting 
period of the plant. 
The work performed on the KNK facility will be continued with the aim 
to develop diagnostic systems for the SNR fast breader reactor. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
See annual report 1974. 
,. 7. Reference. Documents 
/1/ 
D. Wach r 
Fortschritte bei der Entwicklung von MeBmethoden zur Frtiherkennung von 
Sqhaden in Leistungsreaktoren 
Reaktor!tagung 1975,, Nlirnberg, April 1975 
/2/ 
D. Wach 
Korrelationsanalyse in der ReaktormeBtechnik 
ATM, Blatt v 8238-5, Mai 1975, ·s. 85-90 
/3/ 
v. Bauernfeind, L. Kasprzytzki 
Untersuchung der Varianz und der spektralen Zusamrnensetzung diverser 
Schwingungssign,ale. Zwischenergebnisse aus der laufenden Auswertung 
Biblis A. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-41, Mai 1975 
/4/ 
v: Bauernteind, B. Olma 
Untersuchung zum Schwingungsverhalten des Reaktors KNK. KNK-Versuchs-
programrn. AbschluBbericht KNK-I 
Gesellschaft fUr Kernforschung mbH. Karlsruhe, Versuchsanlagen, Be-
richt in Druck. 
/5/ 
E. Sadtler 
State Identification and Parameter Estimation of the Pressure Vessel 
:vibrations of the BIBLIS-PWR 
9th Informal Noise Meeting at EIR Wlirenlingen, Semptember 1975 
/6/ 
V. Bauernfeind, B.J. Olma 
Experimental and Theoretical Vibration Analysis by Noise Measurements 
of a Liquid Sodium Cooled Reactor 
3rd International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Tech-
nology, London, September 1975 (not printed) 
/7/ 
w. Bastl, D. Wach 
On-load Vibration and Noise Monitoring in Sodium Cooled and'Light 
Water Reactors ~ 
2nd Power Plant Dynamics Control and Testing Symposium, Knoxville/ 
Tennessee,USA, September 1975, Paper No. 11 
-
' 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung 
p-8046 Garching 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I and MRR-V are confidential and therefore normally not 
available. 
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Classificat~on 10.2 
Title 1 
Statisk Reaktorfysik 
Title 2 
Development of calculation methods for static 
and quasistatic reactor physics in light 
water reactors 
Initiated 1968 Completed 
Status Last updating 
progressing 
1. General aim 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader 
Hans Neltrup 
Scientists 
C.F .. H0jerup 
G.K. Kristiansen 
L. Mortensen 
H. Neltrup 
T. Petersen 
. 
Provision of static and quasistatic reactor physics informa-
tion relevant for safety assesment of light water reactors. 
2. Particular objective 
Reliable methods for calculatjng -
Power. shape as well within fuel boxes as overall for the 
reactor as function of burn up. 
Reactivity as function of burn up, 
Reactivity control and reactivity budgets. 
Reactivity coefficients . 
Stability . 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 1 _____ .. _____________ ' • ! 
. a) M~lti-group c~oss sec~ion generation from UKNDL compl~ted 
b) Multi-group G~76, collision probability methods for fuel 
rods completed and coupled to multi-group diffusion theory 
calculations com~leted • 
.. 
. .,., 
' 
',"'~ 
.;~ ''lt -~}: 
\, 
' ~. 
-.. 
c) Few group 2D and 3D diffusion theory calculation codes, 
using finite difference techniques, flux synthesis and 
nodal theory for the reactor·core completed. 
d) 3D flux synthesis coupled to hydraulic channel calculation 
for BWR including burn up completed. 
2. Essentiel Results 
Reactor physics code system .verified in calculation on 
Yankee Rowe, Connecticut Yankee and Dresden. 
5· Next Steps 
1. Complete 3D flux synthesis with multichannel hydraulics 
for PWR (in progress) 
2. Test the system further against BWR measurements - to 
the extent they become available. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Provision of cross-sections and parameters for dynamics 
projects. 
7. Reference Documents 
1. A.M. Hvidtfeldt Larsen, H. Larsen and T. Petersen. Cal-
culation on a Boiling Water Reactor as a Test of the 
:llis0 Reactor Code Complex. Ris0 Report No. 268, 1972. 
2. Torben Petersen. Aspects of Prediction of the Perform-
ance of a Boiling Water Reactor. Ris0 Report No. 289, 
1973· 
3. H. Neltrup and Per B. Suhr. Survey Calculation on the 
Hadam Neck (Connecticut Yankee) Power Plant as a Test 
of the Ris0 Reactor Physics Code System. Ris0 Report No. 
298' 1973· 
7· Degree of availability 
Partly available, partly available on exchange basis. 
, 
. ,, .. _ ...... 
Title 1 (Original Language) : 
• I 
. 
Classification: 
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10.2 
.Dynamik groBer leichtwassergekUhlter Reaktoren 
(ATT 085 A- II.1.2., Jahresbericht A 75) 
. 
Title 2 (en2lish) : 
Dynamics of Large Water Reactors 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
cdntinuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMI 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Proje~t Le~: 
Prof. Dr. Birk-
hofer 
Dr. Frisch 
Dr. Werner 
The general aim of this project is the development of reactor and 
plant dynamic models and computer programs, and reactor and plant 
transient analysis with respect to safety problems in large water 
reactors. 
2. Particular Objectives 
One main objective of this research project is the development of 
three-dimensional models of large reactor cores in order to analyze 
local effects during power transients. This requires the development 
of new computational methods in order to solve the problems with 
sufficient accuracy within the limits of computer memory space and 
computation time. 
Another objective is the ana·lysis' of reactor plant transients· (system 
·analysis, analysis of anticipated transients with and without scram), 
requiring complex models of t~e entire plant as well as core models 
and safety systems. 
" 
'· I 1' i 
• 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
The performance of experiments is not part of the project, however, 
the results of experiments and especially of light water reactor 
start-up tests are used for model verification purposes. 
4. Project Status 
The code development was concentrated on five types of models: • 
TYOBOX A three-dimensional code calculating space dependent neutron 
flux 1 power 1 temperature and coolant density in boiling water 
reactor cores. The program uses a coarse.mesh method for 
solving the neutron kinetics equations. The hydrodynamic 
model is taken from the code TYOFUX. 
QUABOX/ A series of programs for space-time-kinetics simulation 
CUBBOX using a new coarse mesh method for space discretisa,tion and 
an implicit matrix decomposition time integration method. 
ALMOS 
ALMOD 
KEMOL 
A series of plant models for BWRs with one-dimensional solu-
tion of the hydrodynamic equations and optional a point ki-
netics model or a space dependent solution of the neutron ki-
netics equations. The model includes all important plant 
components and the safety system. 
A plant model for PWRs similiar to the BWR model ALMOS. 
A core model for light water reactors (BWRs and PWRs) with 
one-dimensional hydrodynamics and optional zero- or one-
dimensional neutron kinetics. For dynamic hot channel cal-
culations the model contains several parallel coolant 
channels. 
I 4.1 Progress to Date 
Program development and testing for TYOBOX is completed. Program 
description is published /1/ • 
.. 
.'• 
' ' 
. . 
For the QUABOX/CUBBOX models further improvement in computation time 
for the dynamic solution was obtained by a more efficient time integ-
ration method~ The development of the program QUABOX was completed and 
the program is in use at several institutions in Germany and the us. 
Literature on the method used in QUABOX is available /3/. 
There is further progress in the development of the program CUBBOX 
(cubic approximation of the local flux distribution within a box). It 
has been verified that CUBBOX permits larger box sizes than QUABOX, 
especially near and in the reflect0r. 
The BWR plant model ALMOS had already been completed in 1974. Only 
minor changes, mainly concerning more convenient handling of the prog-
ram have been done recently. ALMOS was in use' frequently (see 4. 2)·. 
For the PWR model ALMOD the program development of the single compo-
nents (core, piping, pressurizer, steam generator) is essentially 
finished. Test runs with single components have been carried out. 
The one-dimensional light water reactor .core model KEMOL, derived from 
the ALMOS code and extended to pressurized water reactor conditions, 
has been finished. Test runs included ATWS-calculations for a PWR. 
4.2 Essential Results 
t 
Generally, it has been found, that with xy-mesh sizes corresponding to 
the fuel element structure of modern LWR's (15 - 25 cm) and 20 - 30 cm 
in the axial (z)-direction, quadratic approximations {QUABOX) yield 
accuracies comparable to FD-calculations using a 5 cm mesh, and cubic 
approximations (CUBBOX) yield accuracies comparable to FD-calculations 
using a 2 - 3 cm mesh. Per space point and time step the QUABOX 
version requires about 1.5 times the computing time of FD-codes, and 
the CUBBOX version about twice the computing time of FD-codes. Thus, 
for' Static solutions, which require about the same number of time · · -· 
steps (or· i"teratiqns) a computing time reduction (relative to the -,, 
above indicated FD-calculations) by a f-actor 40 - 300 is reached for 
3d-cases. For time-dependent cases, the computing time reduction is 
! 
I 
• 
! 
even greater: Since the temporal dLscretiz~tion error always depends 
on inverse powers of the spatial mesh size, the described method 
generally permits larger time steps at comparable accuracy. Thus, for 
example, a 3d-quarter core simulation of a rod ejection accident in a 
large BWR using adiabatic heatup and doppler feedback model and fol-
lowing the transient from cold reactor initial state over first max- -
imum, first minimum, second maximum to about three times the peak time 
requires less than 15 min cpu time on a CDC 7600 or IBM 360/195. 
' With the BWR plant model ALMOS numerous applications were carried out· 
such as: 
- Comparison of point kinetic and one-dimensional calculations for a 
feedwater disturbance, showing the importance of space-dependent 
I 
models. 
- Comparison with start-up test measurements as part of the model 
verification. 
- A complete ATWS study. 
Extended sensitively studies in order to analyze the feedback 
mechanism during pressure transients. 
Results are published in /2, 3/. 
5. Next Steps 
Coupling of the QUABOX/CUBBOX program with the hydrodynamic part 
(modified COBRA III/c) of the MIT developed MEKIN code will be the 
first step toward a 3d-core model. In parallel action an advanced 
fluiddynamic model will be developed which will replace the fluid-
dynamics used in COBRA III/c at a later time. 
With the plant model ALMOS further sensitivity studies and compari-
sons with other models will be carried out. In addition the model will 
be used for the investigation of other component failures than the 
fast shut-down system. After the completion of the PWR plant model 
I ALMOD, further test calculations such as comparison with start-up 
tests at the power plant Biblis A will be carried out. Furthermore the · 
model will ~e applied in ATWS analysis. 
~ 
First steps toward 3-D plant models are planned, because for certain 
·-
transients, such as a steam line rupture at a PWR, a 3-dirnens.ional 
simulation of a neutron kinetics is necessary within the plant model. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Investigations with similar objectives with respect to core simulation 
are carried out at KWU (RS 26, RS 178). 
Results of experimental projects are used for code development and 
verifications (RS 64, RB 455). 
I 
1. Refet.ence Documents 
/1/ 
s. Langenbuch, w. Maurer, A. Schmi~t 
TYOBOX-STATIONAR - Dreidimensionales SWR-Kernmodell mit Brennstoff-
und ModeratorrUckwirkung. Programrnbeschreibung 
MRR-P-19, November 1975 
/2/ 
P. Peternell 
ATWS - Rechnungen fUr KKB mit ALMOS. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-57, Dezember 1975 
/3/ 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung 
D-8046 Garching 
Federal Republ~c of Germany 
Reports MRR-I are confiden~_ial and therefore normally not available· ··: 
' i 
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Classification 10.3 I f 
Title 1 ~c_o_u_N_TR_Y ___ n_e_n_m_a_r_k ____________ l 
I SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 ~ 
~------------------------~---f ORGANIZATION { 
DAEC Ris0 t 
1----------+---___:.,__~ 
Title 2 
SDS, a thermohydraulic subchannel programme 
for steady-state analysis of water-reactors 
Initiated: May 1970 ComEleted: 
Autumn 197L~ 
' -
Status: J.Jast uEdating: 
Code made, verification Autumn 1974 
continues. 
1. General aim 
Project leader 
A. Olsen 
Scientists: 
F. Cortzen 
V.S. Pejtersen 
To provide a general subchannel code, for the analysis of 
thermal-hydraulic, steady-state conditions in water-reactors. 
2. Particular objectives 
The objective is to make a calculation model (code) which can 
predict, based on sound physical models, local void, mass flow, 
enthalpy and burn-out margin for safety evaluation and design. 
3. Experimental facilitie~ and Eroeramme 
The experimental programme has been executed concurrently with 
the code-development to supply data on local phenomenas in fuel-el-
ements with respect to thermo-hydraulics. 
Experiments were made on a 7-rod and a 9-rod BWR geometry, as 
well as on (concentric and excentric) annulus geometries. 
4. Project status· 
!!-~!~5::~~-!~-~~~~ 
A FORTRAN ~ code, exist8, capable of solving, on a 
basis, steady-state thermal hydraulic problem3, for BVJR' s 
Specifically predictini void~ and maRs-flow-distributions 
subchannel 
and PWR's. 
on a 
fuel-box or core-basis. (No limit on number of subchannels,so far 
up to 400 has been tested). 
2. Essential Results 
On the modelling side a substantial improvement have been made 
with respect to the formulation of the subchannel equations, physically, 
mathematically and codewise. This in turn has made it possible to 
simulate, on a sound basis, hitherto not approachable experiments, 
such as flow-blockages. 
5· Next step 
Physical models and correlations must be verified in respect to 
new and further experimental data. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The basic subchannel project was a joint venture of three 
Scandinavian organizations: Danish AEC, AB Atomenergi, Sweden, and 
Institutt for Atomenergi, Norway. The nordic co-op~rative project was 
completed 1973, and the present Danish project is an extension of the 
work. 
7• Reference documents 
z. Rouhani: Review of Momentum balance in Subchannel Geometry 
Eur. Two-phase flow meeting (ETPFM), Brussels 1973 
J. Bosio, 0. Imset: Two-Phase flow ~nvestigations in a 7-rod bundle. 
ANS European Meeting,Karlsruhe, October 1973. 
8. Degree of availability 
Not available. 
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Classification: 1 .. 1 o. 3 
Title 1 (Orisinal Lansua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Mischungseffekte bei paral~el durchstromten Kani:i.len BRD 
(RS 81 - II.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: BfJifi''l' 
ORGANIZATION: 
EURATOM, Ispra 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Mixing Effects irt Parallel Ch.annels with Water H. Herkenrath 
Two-Phase Flow w. Hufschmidt 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.1.1975 31.12.1977 
Status: Last UEdatins (Date): 
c~ntinuin'g . December 1975 
1. General aim 
The investigation of the interaction and m1x1ng effects between 
adjacent subchannels of a fuel rod bundle cooled by boiling water 
is aimed at providing experimental data on the local distribution 
of mass-flow, enthalpy and void-fraction so as to achieve a better 
thermohydraulic description and more precise DNB margin for a BWR 
core. Furthermore, studies in steady-state conditions are a neces-
sary preliminary to studies of the mixing process in transient 
conditions such as those occurring during power transients or 
blow-down. Therefore, the first phase of the programme will be de-
voted to steady-state and the transient conditi9ns will be studied 
later. 
2. Particular objectives 
The mixing programme was started in the frame of collaboration 
contracts between CNEN (Rome) and BMFT (Bonn) on the one·side and 
Euratom on the other. These contracts involved the studies of the 
boiling mixing phenomena using two different test sections: 
A two-channel test section for fundamental studies (pressure up 
to 150 bars; high-pressure water loop PRIL) and a 16~rod cluster 
test section with BWR geometry (pressure 70 bars; high-pressure 
water .loop BOWAL). Later, the BOWAL studies will be extended to a 
... pr~ssure · ·af 11 6o' bar'· using PWR · geometries. After first operational 
tests with the two-channel. test section in the PRIL loop at the 
beginning of 1974, this part of the programme was interrupted 
and effort was concentrated on various preparations for the 16-
rod bundle test in BOWAL. 
i 
I . 
2.1. Experimental facility 
---------------------
I 
The high-pressure water loop BOWAL, to be used for the boil-
ing mixing experiments with the 16 rod cluster test section, 
has been described in detail in / 1 /. Meanwhile, the total 
power available for the test section has been increased to 
3.6 MW. The loop modifications needed for the tests are 
mainly concerned with the special measuring facilities re-
quired to monitor the mixing process in the test section. 
The latter, which is being constructed by CISE-Milan, has 
16 rods of 15.0 mm OD. on a pitch of 19.3 mm assembled in a 
square array of 80.3 mm and having about 3 m heated length. 
To measure the enthalpy exchange between the different sub-
channels at the outlet of the test section, 5 subchannels 
will be sampled simultaneously using a sophisticated flow 
splitting device with appropriate taps for the measurement 
of the static pressure at each subchannel exit. The enthal-
py.of the steam-water mixture at the outlet of each sampled 
subchannel will be obtained from the measured heat-balances 
of different condensers. During sampling 7 the difference 
in static pressure between similar subchannels will be set 
to zero (isokinetic method) by means o£ sensitive regulat-
ion valves in the pipes carrying the single phase (water) 
flow beyond the condensers. The subchannel mass-flow rate 
will also be measured in these pipes by means of diaphragms. 
For stability reasons the condensators will be cooled on 
the secondary side with high-pressure water at lower tempe-
rature and a supplementary heat-exchanger has been install-
ed. From the measured heat-balances of the different conden-
sers, the outlet quality of the steam-water mixture in the 
subchannels can be calculated. As this calculation involves 
considerable error when the steam quality is small, it is 
planned to install a device for measuring the void-fraction, 
and hence the steam quality, at the outlet of the test 
section. In the case of the transient conditions to be s~u­
died later, (the BOWAL loop is capable of·partial blow-
down) the calorimetric method for the determination of the 
outlet enthalpy will fail because of the transit time de-
lays between the test section and the condensers. In this 
case special voidmeters become indispensable. 
One system which has been· proved suitable for the determi-
natiqn .. 9f ~he ,void-fracti.on ~n two-phase flows is th~. ab-. 
sorption method, using X-rays or Gamma-rays. Theoretical , 
·comparisons of these two methods have shown that, in the pre..! · 
sent case, X-ray voidrneters are more appropriate. Detailed 
calculations led to a X-ray tube with an energy of 30 KeV 
(power 600 w). This shou~d be able to determine the void-
fraction over the whole range with a precision better than 
5% and a time constant of about 10 ms. 
3.2. Researc~ programme 
------------------Expcrim~ntal investigation of subchanncl interactions in 
two-phase flow conditions (mixing). 
The original program provided the following studies: 
- Steady state measurements of the subchannel interaction 
in two-phase flow conditions with a two-channel test 
section of different geometries for fundamental studies 
and with a 16-rod bundle test-section in BWR-geometry. 
- Investigation of the mixing phenomena in transient con-
ditions for partial depressurization with the above men-
tioned test-sections. 
·oue to personnel reasons in the JRC Ispra the fundamental 
studies with the two-channel test-section have to be post-
poned and a new program has been set up concentrating on 
the investigations with 16-rod clusters. The fundamental 
,studies will be resumed only in case of necessity for the 
interpretation of the test results with the-bundle expe-
riments. 
The actual program covers 
steady state measurement of mixing effect with a 16-rod 
cluster in BWR-geometries (70 bar) 
-mixing studies in transient conditions with 16-rod clus-
ters in BWR- (70 bar) and PWR- geometries (160 bar). 
4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date 
----------------The whole activity in this field has been concentrated on 
the modification of the high-pressure water loop BOWAL in 
three main parts: 
- increase of power supply from 2.4 to 3.6 MW 
- installation of special loop elements for the mixing 
studies (condensers, heat exchangers, valves, diaphragms 
etc) · 
- adjustment of the measurement device (temperatures, pres-
sures, mass-flows and void-fractions etc) 
The first two items have been completed during 1975. The 
third item will be terminated in the early beginning of 
1976. 
4.2. Essential results 
-----------------The theoretical work carried out has been concentrated on 
the development of the necessary measurement techniques, 
• especially that for the'void-fraction where rather little 
experience existed. The result of this study (published in 
/ 2 /) has shown t!lat in the present case a X-ray void-me-
ter is appropriate. During 1975 two X-ray devices have been 
tested on an opticdl~bank and different troubles could be 
removed. 
5. Next steDs ___ .___......__ 
- Comp1etioll of the whole installation of loop BO\vAL, 
Calibration of the X-ray void meters on the optical bank as 
well as under real operational conditions in a calibration 
loop ( PRIL), 
- Pretests of the whole components of loop BOWAL for the mixing 
studies, 
Steady state measurements with a 16-rod cluster test section 
in BWR geometry (70 bar) 
- Development and construction of the 16-rod bundle in PWR geo-
metry (160 bars) together with CI-5E, Milan. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 109 Experimental investigation of the influence of PWR loops 
on blow-down. 
7. Reference documents 
I 1 I Herkenrath H., Mork-Morkensteil! P·. 
The pressurized and boiling water loop of the technology 
division at Ispra- EUR 4683 e (1971) (English) 
I 2 I Herzberger P., Hufschmidt w., Wind F. 
Die Verwendung von Gamma- oder Rontgenstrahlen zur Messung 
des Darnpfgehaltes in zweiphasenstromungen 
EUR 5415 (1975) (German) 
8. Degree of availability 
Reports mentioned in 7 are not classified and are on sale at 
the office for official publications of the European Communities 
37, rue Glesener, Luxembourg. 
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Classi.f'ication 
10.J 
Title 1 Countrx Italy 
--Burnout· ex·periments in ··BWR round tubes Sponsor 
CNEN 
Orcanisation 
CNEN-CISE 
Title 2 
Initiated 1.1.75 Completed J0/9/75 ProJect leaders 
V .J.larinelli 
' Status planning· Last updating Dec. 79 
1. General aim 
In order to optimize the burnout correlation tor a rod bundle 
it is necessary to have accurate reference ta rounde tube data. 
Afterwards the rod bundle and mixing e.f:fccts can be taken into 
_ account. 
2. Particular objectives 
Accurate round tube CHF correlation. 
J. Experimental .f'acility and procram 
A set or JOO point data 
on two tubular sections 
an~ 1.7 cm at pressures 
rate between 12 and 200 
. .. 41 
will be obtained in the CISE Ieti-I plant 
600 cm long and having diameters of' 1.26 
of 10250,30 bars and specific mass .f'low gr/cm sec. 
4. Project status 
1) Progress to date The installation of' the test sections has 
been initiated and test duta matrix hus been 
decided. 
2) Essential results none 
5· Next·steps 
First preliminary experiments. 
6. R!lption with other projec~s 
7· 
8. 
The. experimental results and the correlation \dll. serv~ as basis , 
:for the burnout experiments in DWR fuel elements. 
Re:ference documents 
None 
Dudt~et ~ 
35 ~0-i t. I Personnel: z,o~n-1 
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10.3 I • I : 
.. 
Burnout experiments 1n BWR fuel elemcmts 
I 
I 
·---------------------~~----------------------SPONSORTI~G COUWI.'RY : ORGAHISATION : 
.. 
Italy CNEN-CISE 
i DA~L'E INITIATED : 1972 PROJEC1' LEADE:R--: --~ 
L ~::_TE COYJ.PLETED _M ay ___ l9_7_6 ________ ...L,;;;;..:v:..;;.~M;..:;a:::r:;:,ln;:::.e.?-Jl:;;.;l:....;:(:;.:C:.::J\TE.~-=.::..N) I F. Lucchlnl, G. Ga.sparl (CISE) 1 
----..l 
· P...£.~<l,riTition 
1. General arm 
Development of burnout correlations based on the cr!tlcal qual!ty-boUlr.g. 
length concept, utUlzlng both the bundle parameters and the subchannel 
parameters. 
2. Particular objectives 
Measurements of CHF data on BWR 16-rod test sections,· 12 ft long, having 
different ·radial sub axial nux dlstrlbutlons •• 
· 3.1 E!Perlmental facUlties and programme 
The exi>erlments arc done ln the CISE IETI ~m loop of 8 MW, ln the follow'ln.g 
·range of parameters: pressure 70 ata, speclflc flow rate G=12 -200 gf cm2 sec. 
4. Project status 
4. 1 . Progress to date 
The measurements have been completed obtaining data from 6 different 
test sections. 
4. 2 Essentln.l results 
Crltlcal qual!ty-bo!llng length parameter correlate well the data on a 
bundle parameters basls and a new calculation procedure, named ACH~B 
method, has been developed to predict the CHF margin ln terms of 
. power rat:to. 
.f. 
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· 5. Next steps ; 
The analysrs or the data wlll be completed . It has been recogn!.zed the 
necessity of obtaining new round tube CIIF data ln order to optlmlzE" the 
rod-bundle CHF correlation. This new CHF tests wlll be done on round 
tubes having the Dame heat}fed diameters as the rod-bundle _subchanncls. 
6. RelatlOJ.1 wlth other projects 
CHF rol.tlld tube experiments wl.ll provide da~a to be used ln the 
theoretical de-velopments of thls programme. 
• 
'1. Rcfercuce documents 
G. P. GASTONI E:t al. 11Exper!mcnts on the Influence of Radial Heat 
Flux D!strlbutlon on Crl tlcal Heat Flux In BWR Bw1dle Geometry=• -
Reactor Heat Transfer Meeting of Karlsruhe -October 9-11 1973. 
• 
• 
V. MARI:t\'ELLI at al. "Dryout Experiments 1n a le-rod B"WR Geometry 
wtth Six Different Radial Test Flux Distributions"- 19'15 Heat Transfer 
Conference - S. Franc:tsco , Cal. -August 11-13 1975 
8. Degree of avallabUlty 
Open 
9. Budget 
115 M Llt. Personnel100 MM • 
• 
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Classification 
10.3 (1 ., .2.) 
Title 1 
Basic studies o£ two phase mixing in fuel cluster 
geometries 
Initiated : 1973 C6mpleted : 1977 
Country: JRC 
) 
Sponsoi'f1'2E~ 
Organization: 
JRC ISPRA 
Establishment 
' Project leaderl 
. . . . ~· . ~~ ...... . ~· · .. " 
k. Herl<enrath Status : ·: progressing Last updating.: March 1975 
. ' .. 
.. , . 
• . J -~ 
1 ..') General aim 
Basic studies o£ thermohydrauli.c m~xing be~V!een the subchannels 
o£ a boiling fuel cluster. 
, 
2,) Particular objectives 
TO examine boiling mixing (steady state and transient conditions) 
in a 16 rod cluster (Bot-lAL loop). Validation o£ cluster thermo-
hydraulics codes. Calibration o£ different void meters £or steady 
state and transient conditions (PRIL loop) • 
. . 
. (a) PRIL loop 
This loop consists o£ : 
- controilable forced circulation; 
-partial blowdown (tv 20%) facility for 
- pressurizer, condensor, subcoaler. 
The characteristics of PRIL are : 
Maximum power · : 600 KW 
Maximum pressure 
Maximv.m temperature : 
: 200 bar 
: 365°C 
·:~ 
the transient tests; 
Special Instrumentation : different void meters 
.. 
• 
J 
, 
... 
i 
(b) BOWAL loop · 
This loop consists o£ : 
.- controllable forced circulation; 
. 
·-partial blowdown (20%) facility £or the transient tests; 
·-·pressurizer, ·condenser, subcooler and preheater (500 KW). 
The characteristics o£ BOWAL are : · 
Maximum PO"'er : 3. 6 MW 
Maximum pressure : . 250 bar 
Maximum temper~ture ·: 365°C 
Special Instrumentation : distribution o£ temperature and 
power along a number o£ the rods; 
. pressure distribution along the 
test section. Outlet enthalpy j 
distribution among the 6 basic 
subchannel.s o£ the cluster. 
,,. 
4.) Projects status 
1 •. ·. Progress to n?te : The modification o£ the BO\iAL loop is 
underway and will be'£inished in 1975. The 16 rod cluster 
test section (PELCOS-CISE) has been mounted in the loop. 
2. Essential results : To be reported when available. 
5 .) Next steEs.: See item 4 above 
r, t 
6 ) Relation with other projects : 
7 ) Reference documents : JRC 19.74 safety programme progre.ss report. 
8 ) Degree o£ availabilitx : Freely available 
9 ) Buduet : The expected total investment from the.CEC is 260 000 UA 
which includes the modification-of the loop (BOWAL) and 
the power unit, and the running costs. CNEN and BMFT are 
contributing 330 000 UA in the frame o£ collaboration 
~ 1 ' \ contracts. 
10 ) Personnel : 7 men/year 
11 ) Additional Information ~ 
. i 
I 
··~ 
• ! 
. 
Classification: 10.4 
Title 1 (Original Langllage) : COUN'£RY: 
BRD Vorhaben Korpcrschallmessungen an Reaktordruckbehal-
tern und Primarkreislauf von Kernkraftwerken SPONSOR: 
(RS 97 A - II. 3.5, Jahresbericht A 75) 'BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. ALLIANZ GmbH 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Leadter: 
Solid-Borne Sound Measuring on Reactor Pressure Raible 
Vessels and on Primary Circuit of the Cooling 
System 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
.~opril 1975 April 1977 
Stn.tus: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The object of this project is the detection of impending damage to 
the core components and in the primary circuit of the cooling system 
at an early stage. An essential feature.of this measuring system is 
1 
~'~ I 
I 
• 
f 
I 
I that the transducers are located outside of the reactor pressure ves- I 
sel and the remaining cooling system, and that information can thus 
be obtained on the behaviour of the core components and the primary 
circuit during operating, with simultaneous monitoring thereof. 
2. Particular objectives 
The particular objectives and main emphasis of the work are: 
a) Study of parameters on an experimental loop for a Leak 
Detection and Monitoring System based on acoustic emission. 
b) Development of an enlarged Loose Parts Monitoring System 
(LPMS), with which loose and loosened parts can be detected 
and located. 
,., 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
l 
1 
. 
For the study of parameters, the Kraftwerk Union Erlangen has made l 
available an experimental loop, which makes it possible to simulate I 
leaks under specific reactor cbnditions. The solid-borne sound noises 
i 
are recorded on magnetic tape and then analysed off-line with the 
,, 
' "\ 
aid of auto and cross correlation. If the propagation velocity of 
the noise in the material is known, the location of the leak can 
be determined by cross correlatlon. 
For testing the loose parts monitoring system, the burst signals of 
loose parts from the Stade Power Station recorded in 1973 are used. 
As, in this case, the locations of both the transducers and the loose 
parts are known, an a~gorithrn for the triangulation can be found. 
3.2 Research program 
The research program for the study of parameters for the leak monito-
ring system embraces a total of thirty experiments: 
Variation of the following parameters is planned: 
Three types of leaks: leaking flange, leaking valve, crack 
Two leakage rates: 24o 1/h, 24 1/h 
Three enthalpies: steam, water/steam, water 
Underground noise: yes/no 
Investigations will be carried out to determine in which manner diffe-
rent types of leaks are discernible in solid-borne sound (noise ana~ 
lysis, correlation, power spectra, delay-time measuring). 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
In cooperation with the Kraftwerk Union Erlangen and Battelle-Institut· 
Frankfurt, the research program was elaborated. The Kraftwerk Union has 
been cornmisioned to ~repare the experimental loop for measuring and to 
set-up and produce the different types of leakage. 
4.2 Essential results 
Essential results are not yet to hand. 
5. Next steps 
It is planned to conduct the experiments in two stages. The first 
measurements will commence in ~pril 1976. The results of the sub-
sequent evaluations will then decide further procedure. 
. ~~ 
-~ 
6. Relation with other projects 
Battelle-Institut Frankfurt: 
"Pre-Experiments for Leak Monitoring by means of Acoustic Emission 
Analysis". 
7. Reference documents 
None 
8. Degree of availability 
None 
. 
, 
Classification: 10.4 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD ModellmaBige Behandlung der Schwingungen von Kern-
einbauten in Leichtwasserreaktoren SPONSOR: 
(RS 0066 A - II.4.1., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
University 
Er langen -Ni.irnbg. 
Title 2 (english) : PI:oject Leader: 
-
Model Calculation of Vibrating Core Components 
in Light Water Reactors 
. 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
March 1972 December 1977 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
!.:. General aim. 
Apparatus and plants using large quantities of fluids are often dama-
ged by flow-incluced vibrations. It is not possible by theory to gain 
information concerning the best way of laying out a mechanical 
structure to reduce or eliminate vibrations. Under real conditions 
the flow pattern itself and the geometry defined by the mechanical 
structure are very complicated. It therefore remains for the experi-
mental engineer to explain the relationship between the movement of 
the mechanical structure and the excitation caused by the.flow. For 
a systematic investigation in the planning stage experiments rnakin.g; 
use of models can also be carried out complementary to measurements 
taken at the plant itself. Model technology is justified theoreti-
cally in mechanics of similarity. 
II. Particular objectives 
Under investigation are the flow-induc~d vibrations of the core 
components in the reactor pressure vessel of light-water-reactors 
caused by the flow of the main coolant. The measurements are taken on 
a press~re vessel model (scale 1:10) of normal construction 
(4-loop-plant). Figure 1 gives a diagrammatic representation of the, 
investigation-program. 
Using only the hydrodynamic .-analogy of the flow, the structure of the 
model should be rigid, because it doesn't correspond in its elastic 
1o 
properties to the actual installation. There are three dimensionsless 
numbers enabling a transfer of measurements taken c;~.t the model to the 
actual reactor-pressure-vessel. An additional requirement is the r: 
observance - in a sirr.ilar way - of the hydrodynamic boundary condi-
tions. In this model it is possible to investigate fluid-dynamic and 
fluid-resonant feedback - when ever they exist in the hydrodynamic 
system. 
If one takes into accdut not only the hydrodynamics but also the 
kinetics of the core components one obtains a hydroelastic similar 
model. This model allows the investigation of fluid-elastic feedback 1 
between structure and fluid. The feedback mechanism is important since 
it will excite the core components to vibrate periodically. The diffi-
culty. of this model is that six dimensionsles numbers and the bounda~y 
conditions of the flow and the structure must be fulfilled. As the 
flow - induced excitation ·of the structure is of stochastic nature -
whenever there exist no dominant feedback mechanisms - one needs 
statistical procedures for the analysis of the measured signals. 
III.1. Bxperimental facilites 
A.) §~E~E!~~~~2-£2~9BS~~g_Q~_!h~_hY9E29Y~~ID!£~!!Y_2!~!!~E-IDQ9~! 
A geometric scale-model of the pressure vessel with core compo-
nents is constructed. The experiments are conducted in open 
circuit with air as flow medium. The points at which measurements 
are taken are where the flow medium enters and leaves the model, 
in the ring gap between the pressure vessel and the core barrel, 
on the lower core support, on the simulatedfuel elements and on 
the control rod guide assemblies. Dependent on various parameters 
the pressure fluctuations on the cor~ components are measured 
by means of pressure transducers. 
B.) ~~E~E!ID~~!§_£QU9~2~~g_QU_~h~_hY9E2~!~2!!S~!!Y_§!ID!!~E-IDQ9~! 
This model corresponds not just in its hydrodynamic similarity 
but even in its elastic features ·to the actual installation. The 
experiments conducted in this model are carried out in closed 
circulation with water as the flow medium. 
~ 
Figure 2 shows the instrumentation of the hyd'ro-elastic model~"Three· 
main groups of variables.will be measured: 
r 
1.) vibrations, i.e. displacements and accelerations, of the structure 
2.) cl.eformations of the strl.!cture due to the vibrations and ,.. 
3.) pulsations of hydrodynamic pressure, which induce the structure-
to vibrate. 
' I 
III.2. Research program 
~he representation of the measured data shall be made in a dimension-
less, semi-empirical mathematical model. To do this the input of the 
system - flow velocity and external pressure pulsations - must be 
correlated with the relevant output of the system - movement of the 
structure. The main goal is to get a_criterion for a safe design of 
the core components for a pressured-water-reactor of this type. Th.ere-
fore it is of interest to get theoretical realtionships, which are 
representative for the above-mentioned input-output correlation. To 
asshure the validity of these results it is necessary to compare the 
measured signals of the model with those of the original reactor. 
IV. Progress status 
IV.1. E~29f§§§_~g_§~~§ 
a) completion of the signal pick-up and the data processing equipment 
including the software for the analysis of stochastic signals 
b) completion of the core assembly and experiments with the hydro-
dynamic model. The flow medium being air 
c) planing of the hydro-elastic model; preparing of drawings and start 
of production of components of this model 
d) analysis of original data from a nuclear power station 
e) implementation and testing of computer programs to calculate vibra-
tions - free and induced - of the structure by lumped-mass and 
finite element techniques. 
IV.2. ~§§§U!!~!_f§§Y!!§ 
The experiments with the hydrodynamic model will be concluded at the 
end of 1976 and subsequently published. Figure 3 shows signals of 
pressure pulsations, which were measured in different positions in 
the ring gap between core barrel and pressure vessel. By transfering 
the data thus obtained to the actual design - according to he simi-
larity numbers - one obtains pressure fluctuations of about 0,25 bar. 
Figure 4 shows a general plan of the hydro-elastic model. The design 
data are 
~ain coolant flow 
;I I 
temperature range 
pressure 
total heaq of the pumps 
electrical power ~ 
max. flow of cooling water 
4 x 180 m3/h of water 
30 ·upto 120 °c 
16 bar 
70 m H2o 
4 X 45 kW 
4 x 4 m3/h 
The copy of the reactor-pressel-vessel with core components as a 
hydro-elastic model is very complicated and laborious. Experiments 
will start in the midst of 1976. 
V. ~ext steps 
See illustration 5 
VI. Relation with other projects 
See this report for 1974 
VII. Reference documents 
Annual reports for the·IRS (German) 
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I II m I!Z I II Ill N 
Construction of a hydro-elastic model of a reactor-pressure-vessel including 
core components. Flow medium: wafer 
Experimental irNestigations with the hydro -elastic model 
Hydrodynamic simulations with air 
conclusion 
as flow medium. 
. : 
.... 
Development of a sef!li- empirical multiple input I output system 
Development of a theoretical mxlel to calculate flow- induced vibrations in the 
reactor-pressure- vessel 
~ 
Schedule for the research project R S 66 
Abb. 5 
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PROJECT TITLE . CLAS.SIFICATION _ I . . . Vibr~tion Behaviour of Core Comp~nents l 
' 
: i 
: 
.. 10.4 I ., . . . ... . . . ~·' ... •.• I .. ... f . 
I 
: I 
....... 
SPONSORING COUNTRY ORGANISATION ' • : 
.. I .
. 
' . . : 
' 
ITAty 
.. 
UNIVERSITY .OF PISA I 
·. ! 
DATE INITIATED . PROJECT LEADER . 1973 : . 
•.. 
DATE COMPIJETED. . . 1976 . E • MANFREDI . 
. 
~escription 
Research Erogram: · 
It has been devised .a research program aimed to study, eith~r by· 
experiments and through a theoretical approach' th.~ vibr<rtion behaviour 
of. core components when subjected to fluid flow. The fuel· element vibra 
tion. behavioui is the first objective of this research. 
I 
. 
~. 
· ··_jhe _theoretical st~dy will be ~cv~loped ~a~nly through the u~e of the 
carried out by . ··finite elements method. )An experimental research lvill be 
· _: neans .'of a test· facili ~y .designed for ~his sc·o.pc·. 
. . : . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . · .. 
·Facilities: · . · .... ·· .... 
Water ~~st loop which·is able to carry out.exp~riment with test 
sections up to 3 meters ·lenght and ·200 mm outer diameter with flm.,r 
~elo~ities up t~ 10 ~/s~c 
vibration transducers and flow measurement instruments 
- signal processing instrumentation 
. . . 
. - cqniputers IBM 370 of· CNUCE and IBM 1130 for the analysis of test data 
·and for the development of theoretical studies. . . 
·,' 
----·.-:-·-·-- --,.---·- --·-
Reference documents: 
1. C. CARMIGNANI, E. MANFREDI, S. REALE 
Influence of assembly configurations on the flow induced 
vibrations of a BWR fuel element. 
rd · 3 SMIRT Conference - London 1975. 
The program has been sponsored by C.N.R. and C.~.E.N. 
I 
• 
Classification 10.4 
Title 1 
Ruisanalyse van de reactor en het 
primaire circuit 
Ti.ttle 2 
Reactor and primary circuit noise 
analysis 
1. General aim 
On load surveillance of vital systems. 
2. Particular objectives 
Dynamic behaviour of a BWR. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
5. Next steps 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Scientists 
J. Hoekstra 
J. v.d. Veer 
E. Tii;r:k~an 
Same investigation at Borssele nuclear power plant by E. TUrk~an. 
7. Reference documents 
None. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organizations KEMA and RCN. 

11. MATERIALS AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS IN NORMAL 
AND ACCIDENT CONDITIONS 

--~-·-· --r~·-r--------------------------------•·--------------------------------------------------
Title 1 
· Title 2 
Mixed oxide fuel element behaviour under 
irradiation •. 
Classification 11.1 
Country : Belgium 
Sponsor : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE 
Organisation : 
BELGONUCLEAIRE-CEN/SCK 
Initiated : 1972 Completed : - Project !eader : 
Status : in progress Last updating : - Mr. H. Bairiot 
1. General Aim 
2. 
3. 
Study of mixed oxide fuel element behaviour under irradiation. 
Post-irradiation examination. 
Particular Objectives 
a) Fuel densification study and evaluation of the qualitative and quantitative 
effects (e.g. neutronic point-of-view, physical mechanisms,.attempt to deduce 
emp.irical correlations for predetermination calculations); 
b) Fuel behaviour under accidental condition ; 
c) Power ramp capabilities ; 
d) Surveillance of statistical behaviour of Pu fuels in BWR and PWR power plants. 
Experimental facilities and programme 
- In-pile (BR-2 reactor) and out-of-pile .tests for mixed oxide fuels. 
Neutron radiography. 
l 
~ - VENUS critical facility for study of local power peaking effects with simulated~ 
4. 
axial gaps. 
- Fuel assemblies irradiated iri BR-3, SENA, DODEWAARD, GARIGLIANO, etc 
Project status 
Progress to date : VENUS tests, some BR-2 irradiations. 
Essential results : Power peaking effects. 
5. Next steps : -
6. Relation with other projects : -
7. Reference documents : -
8. Degree of availability : Proprietary. 
' .. 
'. 
Classification: 11.1 
Title 1 COUNTRY: Denmark 
Ramp Testing of uo2-zr Fuel SPONSOR: DAEC, Ris0 
ORGANIZATION: DAEC, Rit0 
Title 2 Project Leader: 
Ramp Testing of uo2-Zr Fuel P. Knudsen 
Initiated: 1972 Completed: Scientists: 
Status: Progressing Last Updating: 
1. General Aim 
To examine the performance of uo2-Zr fuel pins during overpower ramps. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To submit BWR- and PWR-type U0 2-Zr fuel pins of medium-to-high burnup 
to power increases mainly simulating nominally normal operating conditions· 
in power reactors. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
DR 3 Reactor at Ris0 with associated loops. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to date: BWR- and PWR-type fuel pins h3ve been tested, 
with burnups up to 35,000 MWD/t U02 • 
4.2. Fuel pin failures indicate the existence of limiting combinations 
of design and operating conditions. 
5· Next Steps 
Continue tests to support and extend present experience. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Results will be used for verification of fuel model calcula~ions. 
7. Reference Docum0nts 
. " 
(a) P. Knudsen, H.H.Hagen, J. Stiff, Atomwirtcchaft 3 (~974) 135-136. 
(b) P. Knudsen, K. Bryndum, Trans. ArTS \·!inter Hecting 1971~, p. 140. 
8. Degree of Availability 
Classification: 11.1 
Title 1 COUNTRY: Denmark 
Fuel Modelling 
SPONSOR: DAEC, Ris0 
ORGANIZATION:' DAEC, Ris·0 
Title 2 Project Leader: 
Fuel Modelling N. Kj~er-Pedersen 
Initiated: 1972 Completed: Scientists: 
Status: Progressing Last Updating: 
1. General Aim 
To develop a computer model complex for fuel pin performance 
evaluation under nonaccident operating conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
A new version, WAFER-2, of the WAFER model is under development. 
Differences from WAFER-1 are: a) An improved finite difference treatment 
of the pellet with the aim of obtaining a more realistic fuel stress 
distribution and cracking pattern, and b) programmatic changes to mini-
mize accumulation of error. 
A simplified (disc) model, HOTCAKE, covering several fuel pin 
cross-sections is being built for faster a·nalysis and improved fission 
gas release evaluation. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
Danish ramp testing programme. 
4. Project Status 
4. 1 • Progress to date: WAFER-1 in normal prod~ction status. 
5. Next Steps 
Completion of WAFER-2 and HOTCAKE. 
" 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Will utilize data from Danish overpower test programme for 
verification. 
7. Reference Documents 
P. Knudsen and N. Kjrer-Pedersen: Performance Analysis of PWR 
Power Ramp Tests. ASME Winter Annual Meeting 1975, Houston, Tx. 
(75-WA/HT-68). 
N. Kjrer-Pedersen: Mathematical Description of WAFER-1, 
A three-Dimensional Code for LWR Fuel Performance Analysis. Nucl. 
Eng. and Des. 35 (1975) 387-398. 
8. Degree of Availability 
Not generally available. 
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- planning 
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'l'i tle 1 (Ori9:inal Language): 
' lo 
Classification: 11. 1 
Untersuchung~n zur chemischen Wechselwirkung Brennstoff/Zircaloy-
Hi.ille 
(PNS 4235.3 - I. 1. 3. , Jahresbericht A 75) 
. 
Title 2 (enslish) : 
Investigation of the Chemical Interaction between Fuel and 
Cladd~ng 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
1973 1978/79 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 197.5 
1 • General Aim 
COUNTHY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMI~T 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Project Leader: 
P. Hofmann 
. 
Determination of the extent of internal corrosion and of the influence of chemical · 
interactions with the oxide fuel and the fission products on the mechanical 
properties of Zry-cladding tubes at temperatures up to 1200°C. It is the aim of 
these experiments to ·determine the deformation behavior and the failure mechanisms . 
of cladding tubes. Essentially the limiting values of parameters governing clad-
ding expansion and crack formation of cladding tubes will have to be determined: 
quantitatively •. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Influence of the 0/U-ratio (oxygen potential) of uo2 and of the reactivity of the 
fission products (Cs, I, Te) on the mechanical properties of Zry-cladding ·tubes 
at high temperatures and large differential pressures. Determination of the burst 
temperature and burst pressure of the cladding tubes as a function of the oxygen 
and fission products present. Determination of the strain rate (€) of tube 
specimens. 
' 3. Experimental Facilities 
FUrnace for tube burst experiments under a cover gas at high 
temperatures. 
, 
" 
4. Project Status 
In 1975 theoretical estimates have been made relative to the maximum fission pro-
duct concentrations and stoichiometric shift in oxide fuel as a function of burn-
up. Subsequently, the influence of the 0/U-ratio of uo2 and the reactivity of the 
fission products Cs, I and Te on the strain and rupture behavior of Zry-4-tubes 
has been determined experimentally at ·small differential pressures up to tempera-
tures of 1200°C. 
Along with the experiments on short tube s.pecimen experiments have been conducted . 
0 
with Zry-crucible specimens up to 1300 C in order to study the chemical inter-
actions between the fission product doped uo2 and Zry. 
4.2 Essential Results 
---------------------
The experiments, performed at temperature · 
• 0 . . . 
trans1ents of 2-15 C/s showed, that in the presence of·oxide fuel (0/U > 2.00) 
-distinctly greater plastic strains of the cladding tubes occur compared to argon-
filled reference specimens. Part of the Zry-tubes behave like superplastic materi-
als with circumferential strains up to about 110%. 
The effect of the Cs, I and Te fission products on the chemical interactions with 
Zry and hence on the mechanical properties of the cladding tubes depends to a 
different extent on the 0/U-ratio of the fuel. In addition to oxygen tellurium 
and iodine enter into reactions with Zry and this results in embrittlement of the 
cladding material. By contrast, Cs reacts preferably with the hyperstoichiometric 
uo2 forming Cs-uranate. In the presence of stoichiometric uo2 part of Cs is pre-
sent in elemental form in the fuel simulator and therefore substantially contri-
butes to pressure enhancement at elevated temperatures leading to failure of the 
tubes. 
S. Next Steps 
Systematic investigation of the oxygen and fission product influence on the mecha-
nical pro~erties of Zry-cladding tubes. at high differential pressures. __ The exper.~-: .-
ments will be performed with temperature and pressure being measured simultane- . 
ously. The strain of the cladding tubes will be measured continuously by means of 
an optical method. Experiments zre planned under oxidizing test conditions (air, 
water vapor}. 
·. 
l ,.,. 
' ' 
6. Relation with other Projects. 
PNS 4235.1 and 4235.2 
7. Reference documents 
/1/ 1st PNS Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2195 (German with English.abstracts) 
/2/ 2nd PNS Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2262 (German"with English abstracts) 
/3/ KFK-Nachrichten 3 (1975) ·page 34.(German) 
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Initiated 
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• 
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Qlassification 11.1 
Fuel Clad Distortion under Accident Conditions. Count~ PlC 
1971 
Continuing 
Completed 
last updatins 
,. 
I, 
... 
• i 
I f .I 
S;egnsor ~ 
Organisation 
Reactor Fuel Laby. 
·springfields 
Project leaders 
Dr. K. M. Rose 
ii· 
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"~ :- . To secure acceptable core conditions following~ loss~of•pressure·accident (LWR). 
I . . :I i . I ' j 
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3· E!Perimental· Facilities and Prog;:amme ~ : · ., ~ I ! i 
, • j I ! 
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and pressure sequences. The bundles ar~ dismantled and .~istortif~ me~ed. 
. . . . ; ,1: . . . 4. Project Status 
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Classification 11.1 
'. 
.. 
Title 1 Hig.lt Temperature Creep ot Zirealloy Country; UK ' 
. 
Title 2 
SEonsor UKAEA 
Orsanisation 
Reactor Fuel Lab~. 
Initiated 1971 
Status Continuing 
General Aim 
Completed 
last updating 
. 
. 
" 
~~n,....;,.,,.,.+-.t .,, ~ .. 
' 
·Pro~ect leaders 
,( 
i 
I 
I 
Dr. K. M. Rose " I 
I 
. 
. 
' 
! 
. 
: 
' To secure acceptable core conditions following a loss ot ·pressUre ~ccident (LWR). 
. I': 
: .. I' : 
. . . I : :,. i 
0 ., ' 
. I·: 
To define limits of temperature and stress for_ which t~e zirc.allo~: fan ~~ not . 
creep significantly. . ~' I . : I i ! i . • 
Experimental Facilities and Programme 1 : . I ~ i : · 
'11 Short lengths of fuel can are taken through a defined equence o~;tempera~ure and 
internal pressure. The final deformation of the can is measured.''· · 
! : 
l ~ ' i I ;1· 
I I :-
Particular Objectives 
Project Status 
1 
. 
Many tests have been performed, originally with inert gas atmpspl"iere, currently with 
a steam atmosphere as this significantly affects the rjsults. The test is specific 
to the reactor temperature transient, so the tests are repeated f~pm time to time 
as changes are made to the reactor design. . 1• ' : • '! 11: 
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s: rteJ:t steps 
Overpower tests performance will begin in 1975-on 16 rods with 
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5. Next steps
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I 
Clafldtng 1n LOCA conditions 
- ' 
I_ CLASSlFig~T:tPN _ ·---=~:=--~ 
, .. 
11.1 I 
i 
I ~~------------·------------------------------+-·----------------------~ ~ SPONSORll·IG COUNTRY ORGANISATION. i 
f ! I .. I l Italy CNEN l 
. ·--------·-+------- ·-----t 
• ,. DATE INITIATED January 1975 PROJECT Li!:ADER i 
l ~ATE COI1PLETED Dec. 1976/'19 p. CerretU. • 1 
,pcscr~;ption 
1. General aim 
. 
Investlgatlng modes of rupture and ballooning of lrradlated and non 
Irradiated zircalloy cladding under slmulat ed LOCA condltlons. 
2. Particular objectJves 
M easurem~nt of diameter of ballooned cladding at rupture, tempera.ture, 
Internal pressure and other relevant parameters ln Zr-claddlng, under 
· simulated LOCA cond!U.ons. 
3. E!J?erlmental fa.cJ.litles and programme . 
Facllltles: 
a) Elllpt!callrradlatlon oven (Casaccla) 
. b) Clad~!ng heating by Joule effect (Casaccia) 
c) In-plle loop (ESSOH. reactor) (Ispra) 
Pr.ogramme 
a) Tests on unlrradiated and Irradiated material under Inert atmosphere 
(1975-76) 
b) Tests on unlrradlated material under oxidant atmosphere (1975-76) 
c) In-plle tests on single rod and small cluster (1979). 
4. J?r~ject status · · 
4. 1 · Progress to date : construction of experimental facUlties a) and b). 
Classification 11.1 
Title 1 
Splijtstofverlenging tijdens bedrijf 
Title 2 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Fuel elongation during power rating 
Scientists 
W.R. van Engen 
J. Hoekstra 
1. General aim 
Pellet-clad interactions. 
2. Particular objectives 
W. Slegers 
To detect possible pellet-clad interaction situations in the core 
of a power reactor by means of 
a) absolute elongation of the fuel rods or whole assemblies 
b) change in time constant for heat transfer of the fission heat 
to the coolant 
3. Experimental facilities 
Dodewaard nuclear power plant. 
4. Project status 
Still in progress. 
5. Next steps 
To come to an additional method for incore measurements to have 
better knowledge over actual core conditions. 
-·· 6. Relations with other projects 
Measuring technique is based on the·Halden incore instrumentation 
experience with differential transformers. 
" 
·! 
.. 
I 
' 
7. Reference documents 
None. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through.the organization KEMA. 
\ 
·: 
Classification: 11.1 
I --- - -----------.,-\·---· -------·-'·~·------__:.·-----
Title 1 ~ountry ·. 
Multi - Rod Burst and Flow Blockage 
BRD (U.S.A) 
Sponsor 
Initiated: June 1974 
Status: 
Babcock and Wilcox 
Propriet~ry 
grganisati<?n 
BBR 1.Jannheim 
. . 
-·---·---· 
Completed: Project leaders 
Dr. B. E. Bingham 
Last updating:Dec.1975 Dr. w. A. Fivelanr 
~------------------------------------
// 
1. General aim 
To provide data on rod swelling and burst characteristics of B & W 
production Zircaloy- 4 cladding under loss-of-coolant accident 
~' ~ (LOCA) conditions and to investigate possible channel flow 
blockage conditions. 
2. Particular Objectives 
3. Experimental Facility and Program 
In 1975, rod burst and flow blockage tests were conducted with 
single-rod and five-rod test sections. These tests were conducte~ 
over a range of pressure differentials from 400 to 1400 psi at a 
heating rate of 50F per second. 
The rods are internally heated by a resistance element. The test 
section containment is evacuated to minimize natural convection 
and the shroud is heated at the same rate as the cladding to 
simulate the proper boundary conditions of adjacent rods during 
the postulated LOCA. Test section power, rod pressure and tempe-
rature, and containment pressure and temperature are monitored. 
After the rods have been burst, blockage factors are determined 
over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Finally, the test. sections 
are encased in epoxy and sectioned at 1/2" intervals to determine 
the diametral expansion, blocked flow area, and thinned cladding 
thickness as a function of axial length at both ruptured and 
swelled locations • 
. . 
- 2 -
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The experimental phase has been com:pleted. 
Evaluation of the data is in progress. 
4.2 Essential results 
5. Next Steps 
Publication of topical report. 
6. Relationship With Other Projects 
7. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Available 
Proprietary 
(It is intended to publicly release the results during 
the fourth quarter of 1976) 
I: 
I 
I 
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• Fuel Post Irradiation Examination 
.country 
BRD (U.S.A) 
~.Q!]}3or 
-· 
Title 2 
BaDCC·ck and Wilcox 
Propr:Letary 
Organisation 
- . 
.,__ ________________________ !-·--·-------- .. 
Initiated: Mid 1974 
Status: Progressing 
1 • General Aim 
Completed: Project leaders 
M. H. Montgomery 
Last updating: End 1975 L. J. Ferrell 
This program consists of two parts; Part I, surveillance 
of the Mark B (15 x 15) assembly, and Part II, surveillance 
of the Mark C (17 x 17) assembly, Part I provides verifi-
cation of performance for the 15 x 15 design in the present 
generation of ~W reactors. Part II will provide verifica-
tion of performance for t~e Mark C (17 x 17) design of fuel. 
2. Particular Objectives 
To obtain performance data on irradiated fuel. 
3. Experimental Facilitica and Program 
a The following data will be accumulated with a non-destruc-
tion examination at the reactor site of Oconee I fuel at 
the end of each of three cycles. 
a) fuel assembly length and grid location 
b) fuel assembly grid spring and holddown spring constants 
c) guide tube inside diameter_ 
d) fuel rod length, diameter and bow 
e) rod to rod spacing 
f) 
g) 
h) 
surface deposit characterization 
gamma scans 
visual examination 
The destructive examination of a fuel assembly at 
the end of each of three cycles of Oconee I will 
be performed at the B&W Lynchburg Research Center. 
This will include the following work. 
a) visual examination 
b) gross and spectral gamma scan 
c) fuel rpd length 
d) fuel rod diameter and ovality 
e) eddy current examination of clad integrity 
f) ultrasonic clad thickness 
g) internal gas volume pressure and composition 
h) mechanical properties of cladding 
i) pellet density determination 
j) crud analysis 
k) chemical burnup analysis 
1) graphics of tube and clad 
4. Project Status 
A. Progress to Date 
Precharacterization was performed on selected fuel 
assemblies in Oconee I core 1 • 
The non-destructive examination of Oconee I cycle 1 
has been completed and the second cycle examination 
iDi tiated. 
The destructive examination of a selected fuel 
assembly started September 1975 and will be comple-
ted by mid 1976. 
B. Essential Results 
Mark B (15 X 15) 
The first refueling of a B&W 177-Fuel Assembly NSS 
took place in later 1974. During this refueling, 
six (6) fuel assemb~es that were reinserted in the 
core, as well as thirty (30) discharged fuel assem-
• 
, 
• 
• 
blies, were examined. All fuel assemblies were 
visually and/or dimensionally examined. 
All four sides of each fuel assembly were viewed 
along the entire fuel length. The visual examina-
tion showed the fuel assemblies to be structurally 
sound with no evidence of wear or gross rod bowing. 
One hundred seven (107) 'fuel rods were gamma scan-
ned for fuel stack length. Measured fuel column 
shortening was conservatively predicted by the B&W 
densification kinetics model. In excess of 7000 
water channel spacings were measured and results 
showed that 95 % of all rod-to rod spacings changes 
less than 14 mils. Fuel rod and fuel assembly. 
growth measurements were well within the design 
envelope. Fuel assembly holddown spring measure-
ments show little or no spring relaxation resulting 
from irradiation after one cycle of operation. 
Mark C (17 x 17) 
The two demonstration fuel assemblies have been 
fabricated for insertion into Oconee II cycle 2. 
Next Steps 
Program will be continued as indicated in attached 
time schedule diagrams. 
6. Relation With Other Projects 
7. Reference Documents 
8. Degree of Availability 
Proprietary 
1. Budget 
2. Personnel 
3. Additional informations 
~ See attached time schedule 
diagrams. 
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.#
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$tatgg s progressi,ng
Cornplef.El : (date)
Last updattne (date)#
t. oB.JJrgIIr P,RJgcr?Ar
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Etapes de fabrlcatlon.
proprldt6s mesur6es:
planning 72175.,
i
2l - ComportenenE i_!1 rupcu:e brutale des aciers utllls6s pour la
constructrqn
a/ i,Iesure IlC sur grosses'dprouveEtes 
- CT et sur petites
6prouvetEes (mesure de J.)
effet de ltlrrqdiation exentn6.
I
- tempdrature - 269"C e 29O"C
cuves en constfuctlon
reprdsentatl(s des diverses
tractlon - rdsllLence
...t...
prcniers r~::;ult~ts publics clans le 'cadr~ du programme'coordonne 
de 11 AIEA. 
b/ Restriuration desproprietesdcs aciers pour cuves PWR' degradees par 
!'irradiation. 
Planning 74/75 
c/Determination des vitesses·de propagation des fissures sur l'acier 
AS08 d3 irradie. 
essai sur eprouvette CT en cellule chaude 
planning 74/76 
d/ Preciser le comportement en fatigue plastique des materiaux utilises 
dans les reacteurs ~ eau. 
' 
- influence de l'cffet de l'environnement 
en fatigue olygocycle 
- essai de fatigue en flexion - en temperature et en press ion 
en presence d'eau. 
planning 73/75 
e/ Amcliorer la valeur des analyses 
sous pression de manierc a mieux 
des chargeme~ts olygocycliques. 
l 
de tenue a la fatigue des enceintes 
apprecier la sarete sous l'action 
Les eRsais ont pour but de preciser les marges de 
securite ohtenues clans le cas de !'application des 
recommandat ions du code AS!·ffi pour 1 1 ana lyse a la fatigue. 
efforts cycliques - de pression 
- de flexion sur les piquages 
en cours. 
f/ Evaluer !'imprecision de la mecanique de la rupture en cas de 
gr~nde dlHormation. 1 • 
analyse de structures ·ftssurees de geometric simple 
en cours. 
3/ Contr8les non destructifs 
Amelior~tion des rnethodes de controle non destructif, dans le cadre 
des. inspections periodiques des circuits primaires de reacteur, en particulier en 
vue d'une meilleure definition des parametres caracteristiques des defauts decales. 
~loyens ':llis en oeuvre 
a I Ultrasons : 
' mise au point de traducteurs a haute resolution permettant .: 
i 
- le controle au travers du revltement inoxydable des cuves 
- le dimensionnement ~orrect des defauts 
- le contr6lc des soudures d'acier inoxydable austenitique 
evaluation de 1 1holographie acoustique : comparaison de ses 
possibilites avec les mcthodes precedentes . 
. . . I . .. 
b/ Courants de Foucault : 
: ... .J. 
{~~ 
Amelioration des procedes actuels en vue des inspections periodiqtJes 
des tubes d 16changcurs (gener3tcurs ue Va?eur). 
cl Traitement des donnees 
Mise au point de procedes permetta~t une evaluation rapide des 
resultats d 1 inspections periodiques. 
Etat d 1 avancement 
- Ultrasons 
- les traducteurs sont actuellcment au point. 11 reste 
a qualifier la methode sur defauts reels et a comparer 
les dimensionnements obtenus par ultrasons et par micrq 
ou macrographie. ~ 
en cours les developpements pour le contr8le des soudJres 
d'acier inoxydable austenitique, la detection des defauts 
mal orientes, l'holographie acoustique. 
- Courants de Foucault : 
developpement en cours de sondes speciales et 
de 11electronique modifiee. 
Traitement des donnees : en cours 
d/ Utilisation des techniques de contr8le par emission 
acoustique pour la surveillance en service des cuves. 
- but : developpement d'un systeme cornplet de surveillance 
en service avec localisation des defauts des cuves 
appareillage operationnel 
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Classification: 11.2 
Title 1 (Orisr.inal Lansuase) : COUNTRY: 
Konstruktive und rechnerische Entwicklungsarbeiten BRD an 
Druckbehaltern in Stahlbauweise SPONSOR: 
(RS 35 - II.1.7., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fried. Krupp 
GmbH 
Title 2 (enslish)': Project Leader: 
T 
Design and Calculation of Steel Pressure Vessels Jorde 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
May 1 ' 1969 December 31 ' 1975 
Status: Last UJ2dating: (Date): 
finished December 1975 . 
1. General aim 
Steel pressure vessels are currently finding an ever increasing 
field of application. Their use in modern technologies, such as 
reactor engineering, requires considerable design and calculation 
procedures as well as intensive theoretical and experimental work, 
because reliability of operation here is a prime consideration 
aside from the ever important aspects of economy. 
This research programme, therefore, aims to analyze, by theoretical 
and experimental work and by development of appropriate designs the 
reliability and manufacturing economy of pressure vessels and to 
develop new.approaches. Detail problems are to be solved and pro-
gress is to be made in the two, often opposing, aspects mentioned: 
reliability and economy. 
2. Particular objectives 
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the strength 
behaviour, i.e. strain and stress characteristics, of such 
vessel components as closure shells with holes, flanges, seals, 
nozzles and nozzle arrays, supports. 
- Design of a removable vessel seal 
,. 
- Analysi~.of the plastic behaviour of vessel components for the 
assessment of their burstirtg properties. 
.-Experimental fabrication of nozzle bodies while joining them to 
the shell of the vessel 
- Extensive static and cyclic loading tests on vessel models made 
of 22 NiMoCr37 steel with arrays of nozzle. 
- Accoustik emission tests 
3. · Experimental facili ti.es and programme 
Extensive static and cyclic loading tests on 6 vessel models 
(diameter 2200 mm, wallthickness 30 mm) made of 22NiMoCr37 ste~l 
with arrays of nozzle. Stress and strain measurements in the 
elastic and plastic range, accoustik emission analysis, bursting 
tests. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date 
2. Essential results 
Methode to calculate flanges weakened by bolt holes and loaded 
by concentrated and distributed moments directed tangentially 
(upturning moments) 
·, 
Study of the available literature on stress distributions in 
cylindrical and spherical pressure vessels with nozzle 
connections 
- Approximate strain and stress analysis of perforated shells of 
revolution 
Program to calculate plastic deformations of shells 
Removable vessel seal (patent application P 2118254.7) 
Extensive results of the stress and strain measurements and 
of the bursting tests 
Results of the accoustik emission analysis 
5. Next steps 
r 
• 
> 6-f~ 
6. Relation to other projects 
Development of large pressure vessels of multi-layer steel 
construction 
Investigation relating to the manufacture of components with 
large cross-sectional areas by the deposition of Ni-{Cr)-Mo 
steels by machine welding 
Connection of multi-layer wall areas to solid components for 
~ressure vessels. 
7. Reference documents 
(in 
-
German language with 1 exception) 
Study report 50/70 
Design and calculation of steel pressure vessels, 
Report No. 1 
Study Report 79/70 
Design and calculation of steel pressure vessels, , 
Report No. 2 
Study Report 1001/71 
Design and calculation of steel pressure vessels, 
Report No. 3 
Patent application P 2118254.7, 
Removable vessel seal 
The behaviour of circular rings with bores loaded by equidistant 
upturning·moments; F. Baurngart, R. Dietze, J. Jorde. Structural 
mechanics in reactor technology, Berlin September 20- 24, 1971. 
Approximate determination of the strains and stresses of 
perforated shells of revolution; H. Coenen, H.P. Lehrke, J. Jorde. 
Structural mechanics in reactor technology, Berlin September 20 -
24, 1971. 
Q~arterly and annual. reports in the series. IRS-Forschungsberichte, 
report period from January 1971 to December 1975. 
r 
!!.:__P~.9.!'_ee of availability 
Address for request: 
BMFT, Bonn 
9. Budget 
Cost of labor 
Cost of material 
10. Personnel 
14 men/month 
DM 130.000,--
DM 90.000,--
11. Additional informations 
Side view of the vessel models 
-:--·-r , 
•t. J l ; 
,. :: liY; 
f .,.~s; 
•.""~. 
I 
t• 
I 
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Classification: 11.2 i 
Title 1 (Ori9:inal Language): COUNTHY: 
Statusbericht Rdaktordruckbehalter BRD 
(RS 63 - II.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
m1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
IRS, Koln 
Title 2 (en~J.ish): PJ:oject Leader: 
Status Report Reactor Pressure Vessel Rohrs 
Rittig 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Dec. 28, 1971 1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
-continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
Within the Reactor Safety Research Program the studies relating to the 
· .. 
reactor pressure vessel technique.are one of the key points. Thi? 
Status Report was made to determine really substantive priorities for 
·the use of the available funds. 
2. Particular objectives 
In detail the following targets are aimed: 
1. To show the latest status of the technical development in the 
Federal Republic of Germany with respect to design, fabrication, 
test, and examination of reactor pressure vessels (RPV) for light 
water reactors fabricated by means of rolling construction or 
forged steel construction by pointing out the principal aspects 
for the safety assessment. 
2. To set up a research program for the extension of the basis of 
the RPV safety assessment and for an· improvement of the techniques 
of design, manufacturing, and test. 
3. Concentrated representation of targets, research programs, and 
essential results. of the .12 ._topics of the Heavy-Section-Steel-
Technology-_.(HSST) Program executed in the USA. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
Not relevant 
3.2 Program 
To provide a broad spectrum of experiences and guaranteed objectivity 
to a large degree it was decided to proceed as follows. 
By order ·of the Federal Minister for Education and Science (BMBW} the 
Institute of Reactor Safety {IRS} took the lead. Experienced industrial 
firms, associations, and safety consultant institutions elaborated 
special contributions according to specifications and by order of the 
IRS. ·A group of independent .experts analysed these reports w.:.. th respect., 
to principle essentials as to the safety assessment of RPV. An editing 
board consisting of leading experts with special experience in RPV-
technique took the whole leading. 
The Status Report will consist of three volumes. 
Volume I will contain all results in concentric form. Starting from 
the state of RPV-technique at the end of 1973 positive as well as 
negative knowledge aspects will be shown. As the status report will 
essentially serve for setting up substantiated priorities for research 
activities the concise form of volume I will concentrate partly strongly 
on the gaps of knowledge. 
Volume II will consist of text and figures of the data- and information 
collection. Here the status of RPV-technique will be layed down as 
found out by the authors of the special reports and as coordinated 
subsequently in detail. 
Volume III will give a summary of the HSST Program presently running 
in the USA. For each of the 12 topics of this program information will 
be given as regards objective, research program, project status and 
essential results. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
Drafts of Volume·, II (Collection of data and information} and Volume 
. ,., - ' ' ' . . ~-. " ' "':. ' . ; ' ' 
III (HSST-Program} were £inished. 
4.2 Essential results 
Volume I of the Status Report "Reactor Pressure Vessel" (summary of 
results) is avail~ble as a print. 
volume II and III are ready to be reviewed by the editing board. 
5. Next steps 
The review of Volume II and III by the.editing board will take place 
at the beginning of 1976. After passing the board Volume II and III 
will be printed and published. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 46 Study on Current and Planned Research Projects in the 
Pressure Vessel Field 
STAATLICHE MATERIAL-PRUFUNGSANSTALT, Stuttgart University, 
1969 - 1971 
7. Reference documents 
Reports in the series IRS-FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE: 
Jan. March 1975 IRS - F - 25 
Apr. June 1975 IRS - F - 26 
July Sept. 1975 IRS - F - 27 
Oct. Dec. 1975 IRS - F - 28 (in German) 
Annual reports: 
A 72 IRS - F ~ 12 
A 73 IRS - F - 18 
A 74 IRS - F - 24 (in English) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution. 
. 
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Classification: 11.2 
'l'itle 1 (Original Language): COUNTRY.: 
Grob- und Detailspezifikation des Forschurtgsprogramms "Kompenen- BRD 
tens i cherheit .. SPONSOR: 
(RS 192- 11.2., Jahresbericht A 75) Bt-1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. MPA, Stuttgart 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Rough and Detailed Specification Research Program Structural Dr. Sturm 
Integrity of Components Dr. Issler 
Initiated (Date): Corn,eleted (Date) : 
November 13, 1975 April 30, 1976 
Ste:ttus: Last UEdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. GENERAL AIM 
The research program "Structural Integrity of Components" integrates all activities 
concerning reactor pressure vessel problems running or planned in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Objectives of this program are to give basic information for 
the quantification of safety margin in order to further reduce the remaining risk 
through a specified further development of the reactor pressure vessel technique. 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
In order to be able to work on this research program "Structural Integrity of 
Components" with largest possible efficiency it has been planned to divide the 
program into subsequent phases. For the first phase, which will last approx. 4 years, 
a rough specification will be worked out and in addition for the first year a detailed 
specification. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND PROGRAM 
E?\PERitvJENrAL FACILITIES, , 
I t I "'• ' '> ~ '• I :• ~ ' ~ ,I :•1 ' I it ' I . ! I 
.·.-. rl?t nece.ssa~y·-:- . . .. ,, '. 
PROGRAM 
• 
The first phase of the research program "Structural Integrity of Components" covers 
the fol I owing single projects : 
6~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
! 
! j 
' . 
·' 
' 
• 1 
1) Possibi I ity of Defect Detection (Defect Classification) 
2) Homogeneity,of the Mechanical Properties (small scale specimens - not 
irradiated, irradiated) 
3) Integral Test on Large Scale Specimens 
4) Integral Test on Intermediate Size Vessels 
5) Theory 
They have to be classified in regard to basic proceedings including test setupJ test 
performan~e, test time, temporal operating sequence and costs. 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
4.1 PROGRESS TO DATE 
Statement of the problem list for the five single projects. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
Completion of the rough specification, consisting of problem list, structural project 
plan, network plan with dates and costs, as well as the detailed specification, in 
which the tests for the first test year ought to be listed and described in detail. 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
Reactor Pressure Vessel I High Priority' Program 22 NiMoCr 3 7 (AS 101) 
HDR Safety Program (AS 123) 
7. FORMER REPORTS 
-none-
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
Upon request at BMFT 
9. BUDGET 
OM 329.000,-
'' ., ' 10; . PERSONNEL 
51.5 MM 
11. ADDITICNAL INFORMATIO~ 
-none-
' \ 
,- --------~------------ ------ . -------------,-------~----.. 
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CLASSIFICATION: 11.2 
TITLE: 
Breukanalyse Onderzoek aan ~tompen (BROSl 
COUNTRY:- NETHERLANDS _ 
SPONSOR: 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Fracture analysis on nozzle intersections (BROS) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: 
March 1972 end 1977 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: 
in progress february 1976 
t. General aim 
Ministry of Economic 
Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
Rotterdam Dockyard 
and others 
PROJECT LEADER: 
. C.J. Drijver 
SCIENTISTS: 
M.J.G. Broekhoven 
H.~.M. van Rongen 
A. de Sterke 
Crack extension behaviour in heavy section nuclear steel pressure vessels 
in ar~as of complicated geometry. 
2. Particular objectives 
-
In particular attention will be paid to cracks occuring in areas of 
comp~icated geometry and stress distribution, notably nozzle corner regions. 
The programme covers the following items: . 
- early detections of defects 
- detailed surveillance of the growth of defects 
- establishment of prediction for further growth of defects. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The main activities are: 
- theoretical research directed towards the development of efficient 
computation methods to calculate the crack extension behaviour for 
complicated configurations, such as nozzle corner cracks, using advances 
analytical and finite element techniques, 
experimental investigations of crack extension behaviour in uni-axial 
and bi-axial loaded cracked nozzle-on-flat-plate models, manufactured 
from nuclear grade pressure vessel steel (ASTM A508 C1.2), 
determination of fatique and fracture (elastic and elastic-plastic) 
related material parameters for A508 and model materials, 
research on the applicability of Acoustic !:mission technics to detect, 
locate and characterize crack extension in the materials of concern, 
t~_e,_ma~t:~: test fac~lity to be used is a bi-axial loading bench, suitable .-
, fbr' plate ,,di~ensicins 7.00x70dxl 5 mm, cap'aciey· ,200. tonn~s static force, 
· 150· to_nnes :dynamfc-load.J.tig, fr'equei:lcy ·z Hz.' 
: ~. 
4. Project status 
- Test pieces have been stressed on an Amsler fatigue test bed. 
- Computer programmes have been completed. 
- The bi-axial loading bench is under construction. 
5. Next stel's 
The next step will be the testing of the nozzle on flat plate 
test pieces. 
6. Relation with other projects: EPOSS 
7. Reference documents 
A series of about 50 technical and progress reports have been prepared. 
Nearly all these reports are written in the Dutch language. 
8. Degree of availability 
The reports have been submitted to the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
Laan van N.O. Indie 123, The Hague. Requests for obtaining copies 
should be sent to this address. 
62~ t· 
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TH - Delft CLASSIFICATION: I 1.2 
TITLE: 
Elastisch-plastisch breukmechanica onderzoek aan 
stompen van nucleaire hoge-drukvaten (EPOSS) 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANO 51 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
TH - Delft 
TITLE (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): PROJECT LEADER: 
Elastic-plastic fracture analysis research on cracks · Latzko 
at nozzle intersections of nuclear high-pressure 
vessels (EPOSS) 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: SCIENTISTS: 
August 1974 1977 (scheduled) Broekhoven 
V.d. Ruijtenbeek 
STATUS: LAST UPDATING: Peeters 
in progress january 1976 
1. General aim 
\ 
~ 
-
Crack extension behaviour in heavy section nuclear steel pressure vessel~ in 
areas _of complicated geometry. 
2. Particular objectives 
Evaluation of the .applicability of the J-integral concept (an elastic-plastic 
fracture mechanics concept} for predicting elastic-plastic crack extension 
for complex crack configurations in nuclear pressure vessels, notably crac~s 
in nozzle corner regions. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Main activities are: 
a. !~~2f~!!£~!_!~Y~2!!8~!!2~2 
Computation of J-integral values by the finite element method for 
2-dimensional configurations, ranging from simple test specimens to 
uniaxially loaded plates with cracks emanating from a central hole; 
• Computation of J-integral values by the finite element method for 
some 3-dimensional configurations, viz. 
- bars with a quarter-circular edge crack 
- uniaxially loaded plates with quarter-circular cracks emanating 
from a hole 
- flat plates with a central nozzle and a crack at the nozzle corner 
• Evaluation of the applicability of simplified approximation procedures 
to determine J for said configurations • 
f /IF '~"ft • •! .: ,:;z - ' < > <"' ,t '. I : ~ ' ! J-
b. !;~~!~!!1~~!!-~!!:!~!!2:8~!~~!!2 ~ -
Jic-test·s on ·standard specimens. for the modeL material., i.e •. AI 2024-1'3 
•. Z.todel-te:sts. ,on' 2-dimensionat configurations·, i. e: uniaxially loaded 
plates t~ith cracks~ en1anating from a central hole 
Model-tests :on: thel 3-dimensional configurations mentioned under a. 
4. Project status 
• Procedures for efficient computation of J-values by the finite element 
method have been established. 
• Computations of J-values for simple 2-di~ensional configurations have 
been completed • 
• Computations of J-values for more complicated 2-dimensional configurations 
are in progress . 
• Jrc-tests on standard specimens are in progress • 
• ExperimeRtai investigations on uniaxially loaded plates with cracks 
emanating from a central hole are in progress. 
5. Next steps 
Continuation of investigations of 2-dimensional configurations; initiation 
of theoretical and experimental investigations on 3-dimensional configuratio1 
6. Relation with other. projects 
The study is an extension of the BROS-project into·the ~lastic-plastic regime. 
7. Reference documents 
Report MMPP-110, Delft Un. of Techn., Lab. for Thermal Power and Nucl. Engineering. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through Ministry of Social Affairs, C.R.V., Postbox 69, Voorburg, Netherlands~ 
9. Budget 
Approx. Dfl. ~5o.ooo,-
. l 
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· Cla~sification~ 
11.2;1. 
··--····---------·-·-----·-----
Title 1 · OUNTRY Denmark 
Dynamisk Brudmekanik SPONSOR DAEC 
Ris9S 
--·------·----·------------------
Title 2 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC RisszS 
Dynamic-Fracture Mechanics Project leader: 
-------------------------------------------------------lA. Nielsen 
Initiated 
January 1973 
Status : progressing 
1. General aim 
Completed C. Debel 
C. Engel 
La·s·t updating 
Evaluation of the influence of weld defects on the inte-
grity of steel structures. 
2. Particular objectives 
The model used in treating the problem is a crack propa-
gating with a certain speed in a low toughness material surroun-
ded by a high toughness 1naterial. The conditions for a continued 
crack propagation in the tough material is considered. 
The set up of relations between crack length and crack 
propagation speed and available energy is attempted. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Experiments are carried out in common tensile testing ma-
chines using special equipment to control fracture conditions. 
Instrumented impact and fast bending machines are available for 
testing of small test pieces. Large test peices are prepared by 
welding dissimilar steels together. Smaller test pieces are pre-
. ?ared by welding brittle weld metal in tough steel or by local 
· embrittling tough steel.by electron beam fusion of Titanium in the 
base metal. 
... 
'. : . . ·..t ' ;, 1 
I,'' 
1 .. I ~ 
' .... -1 ,, 
. •, ' I 
' : i"c 
''. 
I I ~ ! . . 
1 
\.' 
4. Project status 
A.mathematical analysis has been carried out indicating 
that the~e is a large difference in the critical length between a 
resting and a running crack. 
Locally embrittled small' test pieces have preliminarily 
been tested by instrumented impact testing. 
5. Next steps 
Experiments are continued. 
6. Relation with other projects 
This project is related to work carried out by students 
at the Technical University of Denmark and the Danish Engineering 
Academy. 
7. -
8. Degree of availability 
No limits to the availibility of results of this investi-
gat ion. 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Bestimmung bruchmechanischer Sicherheitskriterien fiir SPONSOR: 
elastisch-plastisches Werkstoffverhalten BNFT 
(RS 90 - II.2, Jahresberi.cht A 75) ORGANIZATION: ~ :-
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (ens:lish) : P.roject Leader: 
-Determination of Fracture Mechanical Safety Criteria E. Klausnitzer 
for Elasti~-Plastic Behaviour of Materials Prof. Dr. Detert 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Dec. 19?2 Sept. 19?5 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
. 
Completed Dec. 19?5 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
Three approaches have been made for treatment of fracture which 
considers the elastic-plastic deformation occuring during fracture 
process. 
1. The COD-concept 
2. The J-integral concept ( &-curves) 
3. The concept of resistance~curves (R-curves) 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
The accuracy of the experimental results depends on the exact 
determination of the crack opening displacement at the frontside 
of the specimen. A measuring system'for COD with high accuracy 
was manufactured. 
The next approach was to establish for each specimen-type a cali-
bration curve, showing the relationship between the ratio displace-
ment/load and the crack length. The'calibration-curve once 
established would serve to control the fatique crack propagation 
under cyclic loading •. Fll.rthe}:'more, in evaluating OR~curves such . 
" r ~, 1-1 - , ;·~ ~ 1 , ·1- ;_ • , • ' I · • ) l 1 • • • • '" ~ ' " • ' "r '' "' ' • ' ~ 
".. ~ 'c'a:J.ibration~curves '):~e' ¥tctis,pensible_ •. ;.: : . . . ' .· ' ' r. . 
' . 1: • ' ' ' .• -. ' ' ' ' ' 
·Fol:', each: specim~n I ge,ojlie,~ry 'whi~h is 'p];-ovidej to :be investigated 
in this program 'the !cprresponding calib~ation-curves have been 
, ; , I I I ,I 1 , , 
es:tablished.:The G-c~it-ves and the correction functions have been 
' I ! I ', ,. 
calculated for each ·specimen geometry~ 
' 
. 
In order to obtain the various data necessary for establishing 
a critical fracture mechanics criterium a great number uf specimen 
had to be tested. The specimen·· have been prepared for tensile 
test by initiation fatique cracks of different lengths under cyclic 
loading. The experiments were carried out on samples of steel 
22NiMoCr37 (similar to ASTM A 508 Cl 2) at room temperature. Load 
deflection diagrams were taken from which the necessary data 
could be gained to determine the values corresponding to the three 
abov.e mentioned methods. 
The observation were so far concentrated to CT- and SEN-specime~ 
In order to study the influence of specimen thickness on the ex-
perimental results CT-specimen of 20, 30 and 40 mm thickness were 
used. Using specimen of a particular· thickness but with different 
initial crack-lengths. the parameter of crack lengths were investi-
gated. 
Project Status/Prggress to Date 
Three samples with the shape of 6T-CTS-samples, but different 
thickness of the samples, were tested at room temperature. The 
test run was observed by ultrasonic emission to determine crack 
initiation. 
The 5T-CTS and COT-samples were analyzed. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The evaluation of the results of the 3T-CTS-samples has shown, 
that the COD -values are in the same order compared with the 
max. 
2T-CTS-samples. Stable crack growth was not observed. 
The evaluation of the R-curve-concept has shO\in, that the crack 
propagation resistivity increases linearly with the effective 
crack length. 2T and 3T-samples have different slopes, the larger 
sample results in a steeper slope. 
~~. ~T .sampl~s showed different fracture behaviour and various 
critica~ COD-values, which agree with the plastic deformation 
capability. The R-curves are equal and have a constant slope. 
The crack length has no influence on these results. 
" 
• • I • 
' I Jl' ,, 1 
The COT-samples showed no instable crack propagation, because 
the whole residual cross-secti~n w~s deformed plastically. The 
R-curves were independent from the ·crack length. 
Next Steps 
Work on this project has been completed 
Relation to Other Projects 
RS 102 Fracture Behaviour Under Complex Loading Conditions 
RS 69 Evaluation of Tube and Vessel Tests by Means of 
Fracture-Mechanics Relations 
Reference Doctments/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
. .., ~ ' 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
--
•ritle 1 (Ori~inal Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
' 
SchweiBversuche zum Plattieren von Reaktor-Druck- SPONSOR: 
gefaBen BM]'T 
(RS 91 - II.2., A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. 
KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (english) : Project L~ader: 
Welding Tests on Cladding of Reactor Pressure E. Klausnftzer 
Vessels Prof. Dr. Deter1 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date): 
Dec. 1972 July 1976 
Status: Last UJ2datin~ (Date): 
Continuing December 1975 . 
General Aim 
It is the aim of the present work to examinate the influence ex-
erted by different parameters on residual stresses using a suitable 
measurement method. 
Particular Objectives 
In order to protect the inner surface of reactor pressure vessels 
against corrosion, band or strip welding procedure is used for 
cladding the ferritic vessel with austenitic stainless steel. 
During cladding high residual stresses occur in thick-walled 
components. In addition, the different thermal expansion coeffi-
cients of stainless steel and ferritic steel induce further resi-
dual stresses. These stresses cause under-clad-cracks during 
p~stweld heat treatment. Therefore, the knowledge of the magni-
tude and of the distribution of residual stresses after welding 
and after postweld heat treatment are of special interest. 
Experimental Facilities and Program 
.Cladding was·- ma_de on .A 508. The dimension of the plates was about 
~125 .mm' thick, · 24o mm ·wide and. 300 mm long, ~he thickness of the 
' I ' f I ' J 
.a~stenitic clad~ing_was about 5 mm~ The following measurement 
'method: was us~d: st,rairi ,_gauges _were placed on the surface of the 
ferritic side of the plate ~d the cladded, opposite side was 
machined in steps. The strain r~?<::ponse to the removal of 1 
the material was measured using strain gouges. These strains are 
used for compensating the stress distribution in cladding direction 
of the plate in dependance of the plate thickness. 
Proj~ct Status/Progress to Date 
Residual stress investigations on plates with different welded 
cladded materials were terminated. Samples whiyh were welded under 
low thermal stresses were glowed to stress-relieve. 
Creep rupture tests and relaxation tests were carried out on specimen 
with simulated superheated material in the temperature range of 
550 ° - 620 °C. During the creep rupture tests the load was chosen 
to cause rupture within 100 hours. The elongation of the samples 
during the relaxation tests was 0,5 %. The results of the acoustic 
emission analysis on stress-relieved cla.dded specimen were compared 
with metallografic investigations. 
The residual stresses were measured 
a) on a helically welded ring before stress-relieve-glowing 
b) on a close welded bore hole of a 205 mm thick specimen of 
22NiMoCr3? 
With the finite elements method the residual stresses of a circular 
welding seam on the RPV were calculated. 
Regarded were the thermal history (melting, solidification, heating 
velocity and cooling velocity) and the mechanical properties as a 
function of time and temperature. 
Project Status /Essential Results 
Austenitic cladding materials with different heat extension 
.. coefficients showed no rather different residual stresses on 
~ ,• ~ ·~, I t i' ' ,.. -• or ' ' I ' ' - ' ' 
· 'coid basic ~aterial.' Under~clad-~racks arise however from 'such r I ;,1 •J i ~ : J; ' ~ 1 • 1 ! ' , :. I ' 
'~ingle welded' claddings during crack,;;.relieve-glowing·, which are 
• • 1' I J ,., '• 1 I I y ,! 
w~ld~d, ~der rather low h~at transaction. 
' • ' ) ,.t I 
' I , 
• I 
I 
The error of c:::cporimentally determined stresses increases with 
lower detract rate. When layers of 0,5 mm are detracted the error 
will not exce~d 12 N/mm2 (usually lower+ 2 N/mm2). The seathering 
. -
data are greater on the begin and decrease linear with the thi~kness 
of the sample. An extension error of + 5 • 10-6 m/m results inja 
stress error of+ 12 N/mm2• On the helically welded ring with ~he 
bore-kerncl-meth~d residual stresses up to 450 N/mm2 were found 
on the inner surface. On the exterior a value of 274 N/mm2 was 
measured. 
The finite elements calculations showed that stresses under a 1 
first band welding zone are not increased by next overwelded.bands. 
The highest stresses were found in the heat affected zone. The 
deviatoric residual· stresses are reduced about 14 % of the value 
after welding, while the hydrostatic tensile stress reduce about 
35 %. This results in a very high three axial tensile stress 
condition. 
Next S·t;eps 
a) Experimental investigation on material characteristics 
temperatures (for 22NiMoCr37 and 20MnMoNi55) 
• 
E = f( £ '6' ' T) 
E = f(T) 
f{ B::: f(T) 
Melting temperature (Liquidus and solidus) 
Al/1-curves with T, t-dependancy 
b) Introduction of better materiai characteristics in the 
computer program 
at higher 
·-
,, 
-
.. 
I 
e) Measuring of the residual stresses with the bore-kernel-method 
r 
.and. x-ray methods. 
!' ,, / 
' I I ' ! ·- • ·-, ,,,. 
·· ' ··Relation with Other. Proj~cts 
·- .. I - I -
' ,. 
-RS 101. - Reactor Pressure Vessel Urgent Programm 22NiMoCr37 
' j 
: ! 
,. 
I 
i' I 1J 
Reference D6cuments/Degree of Availability 
I I ' No reports available. 
' . 
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Classification: 11.2.1· 
•ri tlc 1 (Ori9:inal Lun~1Ua<Je): COUNTRY: 
Forschungsprogramm~Reaktordruckbehalter DRD 
Dri ngl i chkei tsp1~ogramm 22 Not\1oCr 3 7 SPONSOR: (RS 101- 11.2., Jahresbericht A 75) B~1FT 
.. ORGANIZATION: -
Title 2 (english) : l?roject Leader: 
Reactor Pressure Vessel Prof. Dr. Krageloh 
High Priority Program 22 Ni~1oCr 3 7 Prof. Dr. Uetz 
c 
Initiated (Date) : Com:eleted {Date) : 
December 1, 1972 March 31, 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): . 
continuing December 1975 . 
1. GENERAL AIM 
Determination of possible critical conditions in welding seams (strength seams) and- . 
their effect on strength or safety against fracture with the objective of optimizing the 
material choice and the parameters during welding and heat treatment (see also 
annual reports IRS-F-18). 
2. PARTICULAR OBJECTIVES 
Thorough metal lographic as well as electron microscopic investigations have confirme.d 
that intercrystall ine micro cracks can develop in the coarse grain zone of weldings 
(strength seams) in the material 22 NiMoCr 3 7 (A 508 Cl 2) during heat treatment 
after welding- especially during stress-relief heat treatment. While the reason for 
crack formation can be explained by the relaxation embrittlement in the range of the 
stress-rei ief heat treatment temperature, the question is, how much such coarse 
grain zones can influence the strength and toughness of the structural component. 
The urgent Program 22 NiMoCr 3 7 is supposed to compile the necessary documents • 
· for a safety analysis for reactor pressure vessels in accordance with the specific 
. . 
material crack conditions. 
r 
As a way towards sol ut ions parameter studies have been considered, which can be 
... 
divided in tests with small and large specimens as well as "component tests". In 
I. I , I 
, I 
.,. 
' ~ ' l •• ~~ :: ~' \ 1. 
addition to the conventional simulated welding treatments, which can only be carried 
out on small specimens, simulated t~sts on large specimens are scheduled. For the 
creation of geometrically defined HAZs electron beam welding is intended. 
Parallel to the experimental tests it is tried to determine temperature fields and 
heat stresses theoretically. 
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 
See annual report IRS-F-24. 
3.2 RESEARCH PROGRAM 
The research program has been classified in the following nine partial projects 
a) intermediate vessels (ZB 1) 
b) welding of discs into reactor pressure vessel ring (S-UP-Ro) 
c) simulated specimens- tests on the welding simulator (Si-SSi) 
d) simulated specimens - annealing heat treatment and relaxation tests (Si-G/R) 
e) simulation with electron beam (Si-E-Strahl) 
f) submerged-arc-welding, circumferential seam (S-UP-RN) 
,. 
,I 
g) submerged-arc-welding, longitudinal seam (S-UP-LN) 
h) deformation and fracture mechanism (VBM) 
i) device for the testing of large specimens ( 10 000 Mp Project) 
4. PROJECT STATUS 
a) ZB 1 
In 1974 a bottom of a vessel tore off during pulsating internal pressure test. After the 
carrying vessel (material : 13 MnNiMo 54, o.d. x s = 1713 mm x 120 mm) was 
repaired with two new bottoms (material : 13 MnNiMo 54 and 22 NiMoCr 3 7) and 
two new welded-in discs (material : 22 NiMoCr 37, MPA-melts 14 and 15), the 
pulsating test was continued under the former conditions (p = 320 bar, 
max 
p . = 3 bar). 
m1n 
.. 
... '•I 
, ,.. '" ,..., .. 1 ' ' I 
: . When after 500 cycles still no sign of crack development could be fo~nd, the t.... ,. . . . -
'"J ' I J ' I :I 
longitudinal seam of the disc number 3 (MPA-melt 15) was yv~akened by a notch· 
' .~ . ' - : ' ' . ~ ' .. ' ', ' ' ' ,,.._ ' . 
: (~~() 111.m :1~rig anq 145} ~m ~eep) cut f'om inside into the HAZ of the radial welding 
flank. Aft:er 6296 c~cles, ia.s~ r~ferr~d to the original condition of the disc, the fatigue 
, , - , • , ~~ 
1
• • ·: ' I ' ',' I 
! ·; I 
crack, originating in· .thP. notch, had.cut through the wall; the disc is taken out for 
investigation purposes •. 
The welding seam areas of the taken-out disc number 1 were investigated mechanically 
I 
and metallographically. 
{. 
b) S-UP-Ao 
The mechanical investigations of the disc materials, the metallographic investigations 
of. the longitudinal disc seams, the evaluation of the measurements with the stress-
probing extensometer as well as the evaluation of the temperature measurements 
on the forged discs 1 and 2 were finalized. 
c) + d) Si-SSi and Si-G/A 
The simulation tests were continued with variation of the overheating temperature,· ' 
of the heating rate during stress-rei ief heat treatment and of the chemical composition 
of the material (basis 22 NiMoCr 3 7), as well as with the simulation of the multi-
layer effect. 
e) Si-E-Strahl 
Possibilities and I imitations of the electron beam welding were investigated with 
parameter studies. The coarse grain zone of the HAZ was simulated by the application 
of simple and special dummy seams and its mechanical characteristics were 
determined. During the welding the temperature field was measured in regard to 
location and t.ime. The possibi I ities for the manufacturing of compound specimens 
were clarified under consideration of the test results. 
f) S-UP-AN 
r 
The submerged-arc-welded circu.lar seam was investigated after the post weld heat 
treatment non-destructively by ultrasonic and magnetic particle inspection. For the 
mechanical testing_ of the par,ent materi.al, HAZ and weld n:t~tal, ,. .. nQ.t.cb- ir;npact-:bending 
·r- • ~.. '' ' , • t• .,.r ,. , ~ •· , '1'!1-< ,. ,, • ' , • ) 
. , .• V r ~ rspec·imeh$, DWTT spe9imeq~ ~ P~ll'ini-: and large scale bending ~~pecimen.s ~s we I I as 
• ~·11 i. ' I .. ' ' • ' I· ' p ' • f ' ' 1 
<1 ... ', j)~~ctur~ mechanic~ s~eci~~n~ were tak~n from the test bod~ .and tes'i~d at different 
: ...... ~~ .· .. ~.'ti ~' ~ l' •• •. ' ' 
temperatute.s. Transversal and tangential cuts were manufadured for metallographic 
investig(jlt ons. 
' ' :: I 
I l 
• I ·. 
1 I,, 
I i. 
I, I I I 
I 
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g) S-UP-LN 
On the 143 mm thick seams I and 11 Pellini-, creep- and DWT-tests as well as ori~ 
notch-bending test (notch within the H~Z) were carried out. Further two 150 mm 
repeated seams 18 and ItA were welded according to the parameters of seam I and 11. 
On the seams 11 I ( 150 mm thick) and IV (250 mm thick) the following tests were made : 
tangential cuts, tensile and notch-impact-bending tests (weldment and HAZ), 
fracture mechanics tests (HAZ, parent material), Pellini- and DWT-tests, creep-
and simulation tests, weld metal analyses as well as notch-bending test. 
Besides that two faulty boring samples (322 mm~) from a forged half-ring (770 mm ~) 
were tested in regard to ultrasonic findings, strength and toughness characteristics and 
chemical analysis. 
h) VBM 
The evaluation of the measurement with the stress-probing extensometer was further 
followed up within the scope of the project S-UP-Ro and finalized. The calculation 
of temperature fields was discontinued. 
i) 10 000 Mp PROJECT 
The single parts of the plant including hydraulics with complete electric and electronic 
installation as well as hydraulic damping equipment are completed. The setup can be 
started. 
4.2 ESSENTIAL RESULTS 
a) ZB 1 
The mechanical and metallographic tests of the seams in disc number 1 showed no 
indications of local embrittlement or stress-rei ief crack.ing. In disc number 3 
, (longitudinal seam with notch) leakage before fracture occured at an average tangential 
2 
stress of 210 N/mm • 
:~, .. ·b) · S-UP-Ro 
----------
' 11 • 1 ~' 
The metallographic investigations of the discs and longitudinal seams showed that 
+ •• I.., 1 ' 
·' 
1 after the stress-rel'ief heat treatmen\, relaxation cracks are existing on all seams .in 
~ ' • ' ·~ -+ • ' " ' I ' " 
., , I ' I' 
the coarse grain zone of the HAZ. In some cases also hot cracks were found. 
' T ' I ~" 
When evuluating the temperature fields the course of the peak temperatures within the 
HAZ generated by the welding layers could be determined according to size; connections 
between the temperature cycles, associated with the single points of the HAZ, and 
the created grain sizes could be proved~ 
c) + d) Si-SSi and Si.-G/R 
The most important results are shown in the following table (next page). 
e) Si-E-Strahl 
By synchroneously parallel applied seams coarse grain zones with a useful cross 
·section of 4 to 5 x 50 mm2 may be generated, however, the resulting hardness is 
lower than on the submerged-arc-welded seams on account of the lower cooling rates. { 
Abrupt drop or transition temperature of notch-impact strength are displaced by 
30 to 40 °C in the direction of higher temperatures as compared to the parent material. 
The coarse grain zones generated on dummy or connecting seams show characteristics, 
which practically are in agreement with those of the submerged-arc-welded seams, 
since comparable cooling rates are on hand, however, they are only 0.3 to 0.6 mm 
wide. 
The developed welding technology allows the production of seams with 150 mm 
thickness. The compound specimens, of which a greater number (approx. 1000 pieces) 
was produced through connection seams, proved useful as the tests have shown. On 
. . 
the CT compound specimens the resulting residual stresses are influencing the result. 
f) S-UP-RN 
The non-destructive testing of the circular seam showed no indications of larger defects.,. 
Neither did the metallographic investigation with the aid of. transversal·and tangential 
· , ; . ·· ; --,~t~.j~hpw· ·al)~ ~~ult~·; especial'iy no cracks; could be f~und. The me~h·~~i.~.fe~~, ~a~e , 
I I I ! ~ I I ,, 
1 l' · .; sighi,f;~c~nt that the ducti I ity is better within the HAZ than within the weld metal. 
:, I . 
; I i 
., 
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Results Si - SSi I Si - G/R 
22 NiMoCr 37 comparative 
treatment, 
influencing parameter condition 
========~========================== 
overheating . 1300 °C/Ss 
simulation ~tSOO/SOO = 10s 
variation of the 
e:~~-~e~~e=~~~!: ____ _ 
multi layer effect 
~~~~~ ~ .?.Y.?!~:~~i!'£L--
very slow cooling 
influencing of 1) 
cracl< sensitivity toughness 
(or crack danger) (service suitability) 
negative positive negative positive 
===========-========== ===========-===~======== 
----------- ---------- -----------~-----------
>1100 °C <1100 °C >1100 °C <1100 °C 
-----------r---------- -----------
1300+12000C 1300 + 1300+1200°C 
Or 0 ~~~~~-?~~-~ _9_0_9_+_1_9_9_9~~ ~~~~~-?~~~~ 
X X 
1300 + 
900+1100°C 
==============·======== ============== =========== :============ =========== F============ 
simulation of the 
stress-rei ief 
heat treatment 
-------------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- -----------· 
larger relaxation-
(creep1 strain during 
stress-rei ief 
heat treatment 
X X 
-------------------- -------------- ----------- ---------- ----------- -----------· 
extended o.nneal ing time creep strain 
without mechanical!~ ebl !i 0,2% 
evident damage --------------
with mechanically 
evident dnmage ;;, 
----------------~---
slower heating rate 
temperature of stress-
rei ief heat treatment 
tbl >o,2 ~ 
--------------
600 ~/h. 
0 
-----------
0 
-----------
<approx. 
100°C/h 
-----------
550 
0 X 
---------- ----------- -----------· 
0 0 0 
---------- ----------- -----------
< epgrox. 
IOC C/h 
---------·· 
-----------
-----------· 
:: 
650 550 650 
=================================== =========== ====================== ==~========= 
analysis variation 1300°C/Ss; 
basis 22 NiMoCr 37 600°C/6h 
increasing contents 
of Mo 
-----------------------------------
increasing contents 
of Cu, P, Sn 
-----------------------------------
vanadium 
chromium 0,3- 0, 7 
(with Mo~ 0,·8) I 
----~------------~--1' 1: 
nickel 
~-------------------large number of 
~nS-slags 
-.,.-,..--------~-
X X 
------------
>0,5 )0,5 
X X 
----------- ---------- ----------- ------------
__ _?..~!~~-~--
0 
____ , ______ _ 
X 
-~-~~~~~--- ------------
0 0 
----------· ____ , ___ ..J ___ ____ :_.:. _____ _ 
~1~ ~1~ 
---------------------- ------------
X 
' .,1 J ~ •• ---------------------------~---------------------L----------------L-------------~---------------~---------------~ 
~ n . . . 
. , .. , !. from subsequeht tensile, hotch.:impact-bending and fracture mechanics test 
i j ' I I 
I ! 
~, -, I 
I i 
I. 
. , 
... ,. 
g) S-UP-LN 
0 . 
Seam I and 11 : creep tests at 610 C with transversal specimens from the weld 
metal (S) and·the parent material .(GW) showed that S of seam 11 is showing higher 
tendency for creeping than of seam I. S of seam 11 is creeping faster than the GW 
next to it. 
Seam 18 and IIA : a macro crack with rei axation cracks I ike on seam I were not found 
on .seam 18 after the heat treatment. The transversal and tangential cuts show hot 
cracks. Notch- impact values of specimens from the HAZ are unchanged on seam IIA 
as compared to seam 11 , on seam 18 I ower than on seam I. 
Seam Ill ano IV : hot cracks were found in the tang.ential cuts along the HAZ. The 
results of the notch~ impact-bending and tensile tests with specimens from the HAZ 
and the weld metal are meeting the requirements of the parent material. All 
K 1c -values in the fracture-toughness-temperature diagram are above the reference 
curve (NDTT = -15 °C). 
Boring Samples : the found ultrasonic defectindications concern separations within the 
segregation zones. The strength and toughness characteristics do not allow a 
conclusion of embrittlement. 
.. 
h) VBM 
The evaluation of the measurements with the stress-probing extensometer shows that 
the method is not sufficiently exact·for a rei iable determination of strain variations, 
which occur during the stress-rei ief heat treatment. 
5. NEXT STEPS 
a) - h) 
Compilation Qf the 3rd technical report as Final Report. V 
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i) 10 000 Mp PROJECT 
Presumably fromon March 1976 erection of the foundations. Transport of all large 
pieces from the manufacturers (Osnabruck) to Stuttgart and starting of the machine 
assembly fromon September/October 1976 •. Beginning of operation of the plant may be 
expected in spring 1977. 
6. RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
S:e annual reports IRS-F-18. 
. ' 
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 
Quarterly Reports in IRS Research Reports, period reported on : 
January 74- December 74 (German) 
Annual Report IRS-F-24, May 75 (English) 
8. DEGREE OF AVAILABILITY 
Upon request at BMFT. 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUN'rRY: 
BRD 
Bestrahlung von Druckgefa5stahlen im Rahmen des "Koordinierten 
Programm•:'!S" der IAF..A SPONSOR: 
(RS 85 - II.2., Jahresbericht A 75) Bf.1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. 
GKSS, Geesthacht 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Leader: 
Coordinated Programme on Irradiation Embrittlement of Pressure Dr. Schmitt 
Vessel Steel 
: 
Initiated (Date) : com1)leted (Date) : 
April 1973 1976 
Status: Last U_gdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . 
I. General aim 
The purpose of the programme is to promote coordinated research in the field of ir- 1 
radiation embrittlement of reactor pressure vessel steels, at an international level:. 
The results obtained will give a possibility for a more precise interpretation of 
individual surveillance results. 
2. Particular objectives 
Eight institutes in seven nations are participating in this programme whose basic 
goal is to establish that the bases for describing embrittlement, measurement of 
the neutron spectrum and fluence and mechanical properties (on a typical - standard , 
reference - heat of steel) were sufficiently standardized to permit direct intercom-! 
parison among international programmes and to compare embrittlement sensitivity of 
national steels with the standard steel. I 
I 
"1 
I 
l 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Samples of the pressure vessel steel ASTM A533 Grade B Class I will be irradiated 
and different materials tests are to be carried out. 192 specimens Charpy V-notch, 
48 tensile and 10 WOL-IX-specimens will be neutron irradiated in several capsules 
in· the Material Test ·Reactor FRG-2 in Geesthacht. .,. · ·· · 
.1 
' 
J 
-·[ The' irradiation temperature is lOO .oC ahd 290 °C respectively. The n~utron doses 
.. 
; i 
... 
18 19 20 2 " are 5 • 10 , 2 • JO. and 1 • 10 . n/cm • The "fluence is measured with several neu-; 
tron monitors (Co, Ag, In, Ni etc). 
, 
' • ' ~ I :' I I· 
. -~ . 
.:,.' 
After the irradiation, the following tests will be done in the.hot cell facilities: 
Ir.1pnct test at the whole transition region and determination of the transition 
tetnper a:ture 
- Tensile test (tensile strength, yield strength, elongation, reduction of area) 
'· fracture toughness test. 
4. Project status 
1• Progress to date 
Two irradiation series with Charpy-V-notch- and tensile test specimens, which were 
taken from the standard steel blocks in the parallel and transverse rolling direction 
have been completed. The irradiation temperature was 290 °C and the doses were 
2 • 1019 n/cm2 and I • 1020 n/cm2• The i~pact and tensil~ tests were carried out 
in the hot cell facilities. Several Charpy-V-notch specimens, which were irradiated 
. 19 2 
with a neutron dose of 2 • 10 n/cm were postirradiation annealed at different t~ 
peratures to determine the degree of recovery. 
2. Essential results 
The results of the first irradiation testwith a dose of 2 • to19n/cm2 are: 
!!2!£!:_!:~~!:! 
The shift of the NOT-temperature for transverse specimens is 
NDTT = 45 °C (5,2 mkp/cm2-criterium) 
" = 40 °C (50 % fibrous fracture) 
0 The lateral expansion of 0,9 mm was reached by a. temperature of 56 C. 
The shift of the NDTT for longitudinal specimens is 
t NDTT = 52 °C (at 5,2 mkp/cm2) 
" = 30 °C (at 50 % fibrous fracture) 
0 The lateral expansive of 0,9 mm was reached at 54 C. 
2 2 Increase of the tensile strength at room temperature from 63 kp/mm to 69 kp/mm • 
9,5 %. 
Increase of the yield strength from 47 kp/mm2to 55 kp/mm2 = 18 %. 
The decrease of the total elongation and the reduction of area are 6 % resp. 4,5 %. 
The test with an irradiation dose of 1 • 1020n/cm2 gave the following results: 
!!2!£!:_!:~~!:~ 
Transverse specimens: 
NDTT = ' 120 °C (at 5,2 mkp/cm2) 
•• • 98 °C (at 50 % fibrous fracture) 
The lateral expansion of 0,9 mm was ·reached at 135 °C. 
Longitudinal specimens: 
NDTT = 113 °C (at 5,2 mkp/cm2) • 
n = 86 °C (at 50 % fibrous fracture) ;· 
~ 
j " 
'.' 
' 
/' 
' 
The lateral expansion of 0,9 mm was reached at J20'°C. 
Tensile tests 
-------------
Increase of the tensile strength at room temperature from 63 kp/mm2 to 78 kp/mm2 = 
23 %. 
' 2 2 Increase of the yield strength from 47 kp/mm to 67 kp/mm = 43 %. 
The decrease of the total elongation and the reduction of area are 22 % resp. 13 %. 
~~£~Y~E~-~~~£~!i~S 
Charpy-V-notch specimens, which were irradiated at 290 °C to a dose of 2 • to19n/cm2 
were annealed at two temperatures of 700 °F and 800 °F.for 168 hours. 
Using the three criteria (5,2 mkp/cm2, .50 % fibrous fracture and 0,9 mm lateral ex-
pansion) for the comparison of the only-irradiated and postirradiation annealed 
conditions, the recovery is 50 % for the lower and 70 % for the higher temperature. 
5. Next steps 
Further irradiations with Charpy-V-notch and tensile specimens at an irradiation tem-
perature of 100 °C and three doses are planned. 
Other specific goals include the advancement of fracture toughness measurement pro-
cedures and post-irradiation annealing for restoration of initial properties. 
fi· Relation with other Projects 
RS 101 "Reactor pressure vessel urgent programme 22NiMoCr37". 
RS 61 "Experimental investigations of brittle fracture behaviour of thickwalled· 
cylindrical components". 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the s~ries IRS-Forschungsberichte RS 85 - (V 73/2 - v 75/4) 
(in German) • 
8. Degree of availability 
Available from the IRS, Cologne, Germany 
., ' 
'. 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Original Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD Tiefspaltschw~iBen 0 
(RS 102-01 - II. 2. , Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMFri' 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Ges. 
If aM 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Le~: 
Narrow-Gap Welding Dr. K. Seifert 
I.D. Henderson 
Initiated (Date) : com12leted {Date) : 
1.5.1973 31.12.1~76 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . 
1. General aim 
The research project involves the joining of heavy sections of the 
fine-grained low-alloyed pressure vessel steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 using 
the gas shielded arc welding process.of Narrow-Gap welding. During 
the report period, welds were produced in 100 mm rolled sections 
and thereafter in 200 mm forgings, whereby the mechanical properties 
of the welded joints were found to be equivalent to or better than 
tnose exhibited by the base material. 
2. Particular objectives 
a. Following preliminary investigations on a range of welding 
consumables 3 solid welding wires were subjected to· a program of 
Narrow-Gap welding tests on 100 mm rolled steel with a s.eries of 
pre- and post-welding heat treatment conditions. The results of 
metallurgical and mechanical testing of the resulting joints 
permitted tne selection of a single welding wire and the optimal 
f 
heat treatment conditions for the subsequent welding tests on 
200 mm forged sections. A series of 8 welds were then produced 
.and~ initially. -suhjected to non ... destructive testing. For' the X-ra:y 
I .investigations, full thickness' specimens were tested with a 
f. 
17 MeV-Betatron and revealed a low and acceptable level of 
porosity~ Ultrasonic testing supported this result. Mechanical 
testing involved tensile, impact bend and fracture mechanics 
" I 
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investigations and the results were compared with those from base 
material specimens. Metallographic studies were primarily aimed 
at ensuring that no micro~cracking occurred either in tne weld 
seam or in the HAZ. Electron microscopy has been used to study 
fracture characteristics on impact and fracture toughness specimens. 
b. Since Narrow-Gap welding employs a one-sided welding t~chnique, 
additional tests on 500 mm thick steel were conducted to 
investigate the use of ceramic backing strips. In laboratory 
tests the welds are usually made with steel backing strips, which 
~ust be removed prior to cladding operations. 
c. The welding of heavy section steels using a gas shielded welding 
··process with heat inputs in the order of 6 KJ/cm is not common. 
Therefore primary interest rests on the soundness of the bond 
' 
at the fusion boundary and the size of the HAZ. In order to 
specify the HAZ during Narrow-Gap welding, tests on 100 mm 
sections were done to establish the temperature distribution in 
the base material region adjacent to the fusion boundary. 
3. Experimental facilities 
The Narrow-Gap welding machine has proven to be reliable equipment 
although specifically the life of the welding torches remains a 
problem to be solved. Fig. 1 shows the welding head on the track and 
~arriage system and the dual torch assemblies consisting of welding 
torch, gas feed tubes and torch position control probes. Test 
sections from 200 mm forgings are shown prepared with end7pieces and 
held in' a specially ·developed fixture which acts to maintain a 
parallel gap of e mm width during welding. The weldments are pre-
heated to 200 °C prior to starting th~ weld and thereafter an inter-
pass temperature of 200 to 250 °C is maintained. 
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Fig. 1: Narrow-Gap welding head and 200 mm thick weldments prepared 
for a welding test. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progpessto date 
Satisfactory welded joints have been produced in 200 mm forged 
sections o~ the steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 using the MIG-wire Griduct SF-
K4 and· a welding heat input of '6 KJ/cm. Preheating is ·essential 
' '1 ... 
· to obtain·· optimum mechanical properties and when fracture toughness 
is an important criterion the welded joints should be stress-relief 
heat treated at 600 °C. The problem of reheat cracking in the HAZ 
·, 
---1 I ' ~ .. J 
I j 
j 
' during or following this thermal treatment has not been detected 
in metallographic investigations. This result can be directly 
attributed to the low heat input during Narrow-Gap weld~g. 
4.2 Essential results 
4.2.1 Base material: Surprisingly large variations in the notch 
impact toughness and fracture toughness of rolled and forged 
sections of the steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 have been measured. Fig. 2 
summarizes the results of tests on base material and welded 
specimens in the as-welded condition (3D) and following ~tress­
relief heat treatment at 600 °0 (3F). In all tests Schnadt-sharp 
notched specimens were used. 
250~----------------------------, 
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·. · ··.·Fig.· 2:Notch impact toughness of base material 22 NiMoCr 3 7 
. · ·, and Narrow-Gap welded specimens af: a function of test 
temperature 
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The large spread of results in the transition· region is due to the 
large number of specimens taken from various positions in the 
material section. The results of COD-tests also reveal the forged 
material to have a transition temperature which lies approximately 
+ 40 °C above that for the rolled mat~rial. With regard to tensile 
properties, similar strength values resulted fo~ each charge of the 
base material. 
4.2.2 A macrograph of a Narrow-Gap weld 
in 200 mm forged reactor press~ vessel 
steel is shown in Fig. 3. The weld seam 
is· parallel and only 13 mm wide and 
approximately 55 passes of the welding 
head are required to complete such a 
weld. The HAZ is only 1,2 mm wide and 
microscopic studies have revealed the 
zone of coarse grain growth to be only 
250 1um wide. During these tests a 
steel backing strip was used for start-
ing the weld. 
Fig. 4 contains a macrograph of a Narrow-
Gap weld produced with a ceramic backing 
strip. An acceptable root geometry is 
obtained which permits the cladding of 
the undersurface without need for 
additional preparation. 
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Fig. 3: Section of a Narrow-
Gap weld in 200 mm 
22 NiMoCr 3 7 
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Fig. 4: Section of a Narrow-Gap wel'd produced with a ceramic 
backing strip 
Some porosity is evident in the section which is due to 
unavoidable rust spots on the welding wire. 
4.2.3 Using 18 thermocouples during two welding tests to determine 
the temperature.distribution in the HAZ, peak temperatures of 
1400 °C were measured at the fusion boundary and at a distance of 
1,1 mm from the fusion line the peak temperature had fallen to 
?00 °C. Temperature cycling due to the dual torch welding system and 
the multi-pass welding technique was observed at each measuring 
point in' order' to correlate the~metallographic structures"in 
different part's of the HAZ. · 
: ' 
The preparatory work for the Narrow-Gap welding investigations in the 
horizontal-vertical position are completed and following minor alter-
ations to the welding head, these tests can proceed. Initial~y these 
tests will be conducted on 50 mm thick plates and later on 100 mm 
thick sections. 
The Narrow-Gap welding of 300 mm forgings of the steel 22 NiMoCro3 7 
will complete the planned research program. Since the welding equip-
ment is designed only to accomodate 230 mm using a one-sided welding 
technique, an attempt will first be made to modify the equipment to 
permit 300 mm to be welded. Should this attempt fail then the weldin~ 
.~ 
of these heavy sections from both sides will be investigated. · 
6. Relation with other projects 
With respect ot the fracture toughness testing and non-destructive 
testing of base materials and welded joints, the related projects are: 
RS 102-11 Quantitative investigation of the fracture behaviour of part 
through cracks in structural components. 
IFKM, Freiburg; May 1973 - April 1976 
RS 102-12 Investigation of unstable crack initiation and crack arrest 
by fracture mechanics analysis. 
IFKM, Freiburg; May 1973 - April 1976 
RS 102-13 Crack-opening-displacement for the assessment of structural 
components. 
IFKM, Freiburg; May 1973 - April 1976 
RS 102-16 Non-destructive testing of metallic structures by ultra-
sonic methods. 
IzfP, Saarbrticken; May 1973 - April 1976 
z. Reference documents 
I.D. Henderson 
.. , . H.~n ... Ste!fens . 
' 
"Narrow-Gap welding of alloyed steel". 
Welding Congre~s '75 in Brno Czechos.lovakia, 
June 10-15, 75 
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I.D.Henderson 
H.-D.Steffens: 
I.D.Henderson 
I.D.Henderson 
H.-A.Crostack 
H.-D.Steffens 
· . 
"Fracture toughness of Narrow-Gap \'Telded joints 
in the nuclear pressure vessel steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 " 
Paper G 5/3 SMIRT,September 1 - 5,1975 London. 
"TiefspaltschweiBen - ein neues Verfahren fUr den 
Behalterbau ", DVS-Bericht 38,Entwicklungsstand 
und Anwendungsmoglichkei ten neuzeitlicher Sch\'.'eiB-, 
Lot-und PrUftechnologien, Seite 152 - 157. 
"Untersuchungen zur Bruchzahigkeit mit Schallemis-
sionsanalyse", DVS-Beri'chte 38, Entwicklungsstand 
und An\tendungsmoglichkei ten neuzei tlicher SchweiB-, 
Lot- und PrUftechnologien, Seite 17~ - 180. 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lan2ua~e): COUNTHY: 
Bruchverhalten von teilweise durchgehenden Rissen BRD (RS 102-11- 11.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
·ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, 1FKM 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Fracture Properties of Part-Through Cracks Dr. E. Sommer 
H. Kordisch 
Initiated (Date) : comeleted (Date) : 
1.,?.1973 30.4.1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating: (D.ate): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
The general aim is to study the fracture properties of part-through cracks 
in nuclear reactor components with experimental methods, based on the concepts 
of fracture mechanics. 
2. Particular Objective 
3. 
To show the propagation characteristics of part-through cracks, artificial 
markings on the fracture surfaces are induced during a fatigue test and are 
used to analyse the process of crack growth in relation to such parameters · 
as initial crack geometry, boundary conditions and type of loading. In order 
to establish the test conditions, a calibration curve of da/dN versus~ 
measured on compact-specimens is used. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme 
The fatigue tests were performed on a 1.6 MN servohydraulic machine with an 
internal pressure device givin_g up to 150 N/mm2 and the calibration tests on 
a 0.25 MN servohydraulic machine. 
4. Project Status 
'• T ' 
,. j 
4.1. Progress todate 
The models of reactor pressure vessel components which have been examined, 
are tubes of the reactor steel 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 with part-through cracks 
aligned either axially or circu~ferentially and loaded by a pulsating 
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internal pressure, with an axial tension s-uperposed. Crack gro\'lth char-
acteristics and their dependence on the i ni t·i a 1 notch geometry have been 
obtained from the final fracture surfaces through an analysis of the 
crack front extension using the artificially induced fracture surface 
markings. During the test the crack front positions which were to be 
marked were estimated with the aid of an ultrasonic device. 
4.2: Essent~al Results 
T~e safety analysis of partially cracked nuclear reactor components 
requires a prediction of the crack behaviour. Such predictions can 
be obtained from this work and, for example, in fig. 3 are shown the 
results from the fracture surface analysis for an axial (fig.l) and 
a circumferential crack (fig.2). The normalized crack extension 
through the thi~kness, ai/d, is plotted versus b;/d, the normalized 
extensions in the axial and the circumferential directions respecti-
vely. 
5. Next Steps 
Further investigations of the effects of the same parameters on part-through 
cracks in tubes (22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 ) and on surface cracks in plates of the 
same material are under way. 
6. Relations with other Projects 
This investigation is closely related to the other reactor safety projects 
in the IFKM. 
7. Reference Documents 
Annual Reports in the series IRS Forschungsberichte 
A 73: IRS - F-18 
A 74: IRS - F-24 
Report at the 7. Meeting AK 11 Bruchvorgange 11 of DVM, Aachen, W.-Germany, 
Oct. 1975 
8. Degree of Availability 
Th.e lRS-Reports can be ordered through Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit der 
TOV e.V.,! 5 Koln 1, Glockengasse 2, the Report of the 7. Meeting of the., 
AK Bruchvorgange through Institut fUr Festkorpermechanik, RosastraBe 9, 
78 Freiburg, Germany. 
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Fig.l: Fracture surface of 
an axially aligned 
crack in a tube 
Fig.2: F~acture surface of a 
circumferentially 
aligned crack in a tube 
Fig.3: Crack extension behaviour of axial 
and circumferential cracks in 
tubes 
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. 
continuing December 1975 
1. Genera 1 Aim 
The general aim in connection with the reactor safety program is to improve 
the knowledge of the fracture behavior of reactor components in which cracks 
or cracklike defects have to be assumed. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The particular objective is the investigation of crack initiation and crack 
. . 
arrest phenomena. Stress analytical and materialspecific aspects are con- · 
sidered for components of the reactor pressure vessel steel 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7. 
The tools of analysis are from linear elastic fracture mechanics. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Programme 
·A wedge loading system (ideally stiff} to initiate cracks in double-canti- l · 
i lever-beam (DCB) specimens has been developed· and is used together with a t 
Cranz - Schardin high speed camera to measure velocities and stress intensity 
factors for·propagating tracks. 
The research program is carried out in 2 stages: a} In model experiments 
the principal influence of dynamic effects on the crack arrest process is 
., . I . 
investigated. b) Experiments with"steel specimens are perform~d ~o me~sure 
crack initiatio~ and especfal~y crack arrest toughness values. In both 
cases the crack velocities prior to arrest - varying as a consequence of 
length and sharpness of the st~rter notches - are measured. 
4. Project Status . 
4.1 Progress todat~ 
a) Applying the shadow spot method dynamic stress intensity factors 
. for propagating and subsequently arresting cracks in DCB-specimens 
(made from an epoxy resin - Araldit B) have been measured and 
compared' to corresponding statically determined values. Several 
test series in which the crack veiocity prior to arrest was 
varied from 15 up to 300 m/s were carried out. 
b) Following the guide line of the model experiments a series of 
18 DCB-specimens {25 'mm thick) with different heat treatment of 
the material and different test temperatures has been tested for 
a number of crack initiation conditions. The experimental devices 
for measuring crack opening and crack veloci~ have been tested. 
4.2 Essential Results 
I' 
• 
a) The model experiments showed that dynamic effects influence the·: crack 
arrest·process and have to be taken into account in determining 
crack arrest tough_ness values and in applying a crack arrest 
safety analysis. In particular it was found: At the beginning of 
crack propagation the dynamic stress intensity factor Kdyn is 
smaller than the corresponding static value Kstat, at the end of 
crack propagation Kdyn > Kstat and after arrest ~yn oscillates 
around Kstat at arrest (see fig.l). Crack arrest toughness values 
K~!at determined conventionally .under use of a static analysis 
depend on the crack velocity; only values determined by a dynamic 
analysis(K1in> seem to characterize the arrest capability of a 
material correctly. 
b) The optimized wedge loading system with an anti friction insert 
allows for an undisturbed symmetric (controlled by means of stress 
coating techniques) loading of the steel specimens and a faultless 
measurement of the crack opening to calculate stress intensity 
factors. Substantial variations of the condisions of crack initiation 
and of the crack velocity prjor to arrest could only be produced 
for· the prevailing material and room temperature by hardening 
of the whole specimen or by using so called Duplex specimen~ which 
haye an electron beam welded sta'rter region made from an ultra 
high strength steel. In these cases the crack velocity strongly 
could be influenced by a variation of length and sharpness {still 
!' ,-., I ' J, 
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of poor reproducebility) of the starter'notch. Then crack arrest has 
been observed after a .few mm or some cm. The crack velocity could not 
be measured in a reliable manner by contact strip methods because 
of the effect of tunneling. But the momentary crack tip could be opti-
cally localized and registered by high speed photography. First 
evaluations gave values of maximum crack velocity between ~0 and 
150 m/s. 
5. Next Steps 
Further crack arrest toughness vaiues for 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 in particular 
for different condi~tions of crack initiation and velocity prior to arrest 
will be determined and analysed in comparison to the results found by the 
model investigations. 
' 
6. Relations with other Projects 
This project is closely related to RS 102-11, -13 and -14. 
7. Reference Documents 
Annual Reports in the series IRS - Forschungsberichte 
A 73 IRS - F - 18 
A 74 IRS - F - 24 
J.F. Kalthoff; S. Winkler; J. Beinert 11 Dynamic Stress Intensity Factors 
for Arresting Cracks in DCB Specimens 11 will be published 
in the Inter. Journ. Fracture, April 1976. 
8. Degree of Availability 
The reports can be ordered from 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit der TOV 
Glockengasse 2, 5 Koln -1 
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• Classification: ·11. 2.1 
' 
~itle 1 (Ori~inal Lan~uage): cou:~TRY: 
i Baufwei tungsmessun3en .COD/COS DRD 
~RS 102-13- II.2., ahresbericht A 75)' SPONSOR: 
.I BMFT 
.. ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft,IFKM,Freibur~ 
~itle 2 (english) : P.roject Leader: 
The Use of COD/COS Fracture Criteria in the Assessment of Dr. J.G. Blauel 
Component-Strength T. Hollstein 
. 
lnitiated (Date) : COID;Eleted (Date) : 
IY 1973 Dec. 31, 1975 
.:~tatus: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
.. 
' ' 
r 
\ 
~2. 
r 
1 
~. 
.. j 
. ,
. 
.. I, . :·· . 
General aim 
The general aim is to improve the knowledge on the assessment of safety for 
components of a reactor plant, in which cracks or cracklike defects have to 
be assumed. 
Particular objectives 
The particular objective is the assessment of the fracture behavior of com-
ponents by measuring the crack opening displac·ement as a function of geometry 
and load parameters and comparing it to the material·specific values CODe/ 
cos c. 
Experimental facilities and programme 
The crack opening displacement is measured by mechano-electrical, photo-
electrical and photographical means for Compact {C) and Single-Edge-Notched 
(SEN) specimens with different .thicknesses -~nd crack lengths-up to fracture. 
The load-displacement curves are evaluated in terms of the crack resistance R 
and the energy integral J. The material is 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 corresponding 
to the ASTM 508 Cl 2 • 
-. 
. . Project status 
t ~~ ' T •• , ~ i"· " }'_. .. , 'f' ' 
···! . 
4.1 Progress to date 
r 
~ 
.. 
·; \ " ,'' 
The crack opening displacement has been determined experimentally for 
· inqreasing l,oads along the full crack length for a series- of C-speci'"' · 
1\.' 1 .. 
~, , r 1 , 
l' . j', ; 'I ,, I I ' 
mens and SEN-specimens \'lith different crack lengths and thicknesses at 
room temperature. Critical, values of COD, G, J of the material at frac-
ture have been deduced and their correlations have been examined. 
4.2 Essential results 
4.2.1 For the C-specimens the COD-values allow a reasonable definition 
of the crack opening stretch {= crack tip opening displacement) by 
linear extrapolation of the straight parts of the crack contour to 
the visible crack tip. This value coslin can be deduced from the 
clip gage reading vglA at the points of load application if a simple 
rotation mechanism {plastic hinge model of Ellio~t and May,l968) is 
assumed: 
(1) coslin = r~-a~ r-a+a ylA g 
with W being the specimen width and a the crack length. The rota-
tional factor r has been found to be independent of thickness and 
crack length and to be best described by 
( 2) r = 0. 48 "\]COS 1 i n • 
Fig. 1 compares this with results from other authors. 
4.2.2 As a critical value the crack opening stretch cos~in at the onset of 
_the stable crack growth has been determined by the method of inter-
rupted loading. We have found for C-specimens (thickness 8=30 mm) 
from two different plates 
lin + + COSc = 0.28 - 0.04 mm and 0.42 - 0.04 mm. 
Up to now it has not been possible to derive the same detailed in-
formation from either magnetic flux or acoust1c emission techniques. 
4.2.3 For one series of C-specimens the J- Integral has been calculated 
according to Sumpter {1974) 
(3) J 2.2 u 
= B {W-a) 
., U is .. the energy-represented by the area under the load-displacement 
record - to open the crack to a certain value. In accordance with 
existing theories a linear relationship between J and coslin is 
fou.nd : 
•, 
' 
I , 
,, ... I 
• I 
~I 
i 
. I 
'l 
., I 
( 4 ) J = ~ G" o . 2 COS 1 i n 
where ~ is the yield stress. For the plastic constraint factor p 
o.2 . . 
the expe.riments give 1.51 ! 0.15. Using the critical value COS~in = 
0.28 mm one gets a critical value of the J-Integral Jc = 0.2 MN/m. 
From this va 1 ue one can derive criti ea 1 1 oads and flaw sizes, respecti- · 
vely . 
. 5 .. Next steps 
The results of the $EN-specimens will be evaluated and the programme will 
be supplemented by more experiments with specimens of the afore mentioned 
geometry. Critical COD/COS-values will be determined and the correlation 
. 
to other fracture mechanics parameters will be investigated. 
6.. Relation with other projects 
This project is closely related to RS 102 -11, RS 102-12 and RS 90. 
~ Reference documents 
Annual reports in the series IRS- FORSCHUNGSBERICHTE 
A 73: IRS-F-18 
·fi A 74: IRS-F-24 
: 8. Degree of availabitily 
'' 
\ . 
The reports can be ordered from 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit des TOV 
5000 Koln -1, Glockengasse 2 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Langua~c) : COUNTRY: 
cExperimentelle Spannungsanalyse BHD ' 
· (RS 102-14- II.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, IFKM 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
·Damage of Nuclear Reactor Components by Shock Wave Loading S. Winkler 
Initiated (Date): Coml)leted (Date) : 
1
.5.1973 30.4.1976 
.__atus: Last U:edating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
3. 
In addition to static or quasistatic and thermal loading of reactor pressure 
vessels and components - which are very well investigated - extremely dy-
namic loading conditions (shock waves) may occur, for example by impinging 
fragments or projectiles, by internal explosions or- after certain cases 
of partial failure - by impact of the accelerated reactor pressure vessel 
against the containment. The investigation of damage in these dynamic cases 
is general aim of this work. 
Particular Objectives 
The particular objective is the investigation of (1) the distribution of 
the produced dynamic stress fields (shock waves) (2) the interaction of these 
shock waves with the material and (3) the initiation of damage in the material • 
. 
Experimental Facilities and Programme 
In this programme plane shock waves are produced by impinging a target with 
a flat impactor in a gas gun. Reflected shock waves cause tension fields in 
the target by which microcracks are nucleated and subsequently activated to 
, grow further,. thus leading to internal damage in the material. Metallogra-
., phic methods are used to study the·crack initiation proces·s. ;'fhe influence·•: · ~ ·· ·· 
of material structure,. temperature, and material history, e.g. heat treat-
ment on the crack initiation process are investigated. The decay of the dyna-
mic stress fields with time is of special importance, therefore stress 
pulse profiles are measured. 
,, 
'· ' '' ' .. 
4. Project St~~us 
1.:. '· ,1. 
4.1 Progress todate 
Damage thresho I ds - especially for the commonly used steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 
- have been measured in relation to material structure, annealing 
and specimen temperature during impact. The nature of crack nuclei 
has been investigated. 
The strength of the shock loaded (i.e. damaged) material has been 
investigated in various directions in tensile experiments. 
Effort has been made in applying a new method for measuring the shock 
profile at the rear ··surface in order to get a better knowledge of the 
stress distribution at the instant of damage. 
4.2 Essential Results 
a) For steel, in particular the reactor pressure vessel steel 
22 NiHoCr 3 7 the following results on the nucleation and growth of 
microcracks were found: Damage occured by exceeding a shock wave 
pressure theshold of approximately 25- 26 kbar {~120 m/s impact 
velocity at 25°C and about 20- 22 kbar at 300°). The exact value 
depends slightly on texture and annealing. 
Two main types of crack nuclei were found: impurities {sulphides 
and oxides) and ferrite precipitatations, latter are less important 
for the reactor pressure vessel steel. Microcracks were nucleated 
either by brittle cleavage of grains ~r brittle cracking of grain 
boundaries. Ductile extension and coalescence of microcracks lead 
to macroscopic fracture, by which the integrity of the vessel or 
component may be endangered severely. 
b) Tensile specimens were machined from the damaged zone of the targets 
impacted with different velocities. Especially because of cracks 
nucleated at flat inclusions parallel to the rolling plane the · 
tensile strength perpendicular to the rolling plane decreases 
linearly by about 50 % by increasing impact load from 30 to 60 kbar. 
Controversely the tensile strength parallel to the rolling or the 
transverse direction decreases only by less than 10 % of the 
strength of the unloaded material. 
c) Shock profiles are measu~ed successfully by using the ~ethod of 
voltage generation at a bimeta 11 ic. juncti.on during pressure loading. 
From these measurements the stress distribution at the damaged plane 
·inside the specimen can be extrapolated with a higher accuracy than 
" before. 
,.. 
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The conclusion which can be made at this status of the investigations is 
that the effective tensile stress at the damage plane in our·experiments 
does not reach the value of the impact pressure. The reason is the finite 
risetime of the shockwave (e.g. 0.5 microseconds for an impact pressure 
, of 45 kbar in a 22 Ni Mo Cr 3 7 sample of 6 mm thickness. That means that 
the material especially at ·lower impact velocities, where the risetime·in-
. . 
creases, will be damaged at even lower stresses than reported above. 
5. Next Steps 
The work in progress will be continued. This is in particular: Damage 
threshold values for the austenitic steel X 6 Cr Ni Mo 18.11 will be 
measured; shock wave behaviour will be investigated in more detail, to 
correlate the damage within the target with the actual load history in 
the respective plane. 
6. Relation with other Projects 
. 
This work is related to the investigations 11, 12 and 13 within the 
project RS 102 . 
7. Reference Documents 
Results are published in the IFKM-Report 8/74 "Shock Waves as Possible 
Causes of Damage to Nuclear Reactor _Components", Dec. 1974 
Annual Reports A 73: IRS-F-18 
A/74: IRS-F-24 (Englisch) 
B. Degree of Availability 
I I 
The Reports can be ordered from 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit der TOV 
Glockengasse 2,• 5 Koln- 1. 
The IFKM Report can be ordered from Institut fUr Festkorpermechanik 
Rosastr. 9, 78 Freiburg 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
'l'i tle 1 (Original Lanszua~e): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
BestrahlungseinfluB auf Festigkeit und Relaxation SPONSOR: von hochfcsten austenitischen Stahlen und Nickel-
legierungon flir Verbindungselemente der Kernstruktur BMFT ORGANIZA'l'ION: 
(RS 133 
- II.2., Jahresbericht A 75) KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (enszlish) : Project Leader: 
Irradiation Influence on Solidity and Relaxation of 
Austenitic Steels and Ni-Alloys for Core· Structure H. De bray 
Connections 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
1. 2. 75 31. B. 76 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
Qontinuing 31. 12. 75 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The influence of neutron irradiation on the solidity and relaxation 
of materials for core structure connections of light water reactors 
has to be investigated. 
Experimental Facilities 
Irradiation in special irradiation channels in the Obrigheim Power 
Reactor (KWO). Post irradiation testing in the hot cell facility of 
KWU, Erlangen. Testing of unirradiated samples in the materials 
testing laboratory of KWU, Erlangen. Machines used for this program: 
Tensile testing machine and high-frequency pulsator (Fatique tester). 
Research Program 
For three characteristic materials and two heat-treatment conditions 
of each quantitative experimental results are expected: 
1. Steel Nr. 1.4550, representative for ·austenitic steel as used · 
' 4 in LWR's. 
~ 
;, 
2. Inconel-X-750, representative for connection material 
i (frequerttly used in USA) • •. ' ·~ •• ...... -·· ~-- •Y. 
I ' " ' I 
3. Steel ~r. 1.4980 (USA: A 236) with lower tendency towards 
selective corrosion and fower thermal expansion coefficient 
compared with Inconel-X-750~ 
I ,; 
' ' 
'. 
•• I ,' 
, I .. ;, 
Proje~tStatun/~~~gress to Date 
The irradiatcd.si..iiDples wore.dismantled in the hot cell, assorted 
and identified. The monitor capsules were opened and inspected. 
As a first step the temperature monitors and neutron flux monitors 
(Nb and Fe) were investigated and evaluated. The residual spring 
power of the relaxation samples was measured. Tensile stress 
was determined on some samples. An oscillation fatique test ''~as 
conducted on a nonirradiated auxiliary sample. 
Project Status/Essential Results. 
The auxiliary sample test showed, that the samples will preferably 
break on the thread of the screw and not on the shaft. 
The inspection of the temperature monitors showed, ~hat the 
irradiation temperature was lower than 304 °C; because no monitor 
was' molten. 
Preliminary results from the irradiated samples point out, that 
the relaxation increases under irradiation more than under 
temperature (at 300 °C). 
Next Step 
Evaluation of the results from the irradiated samples. Determination 
of the fatique behaviour from tensile stress data. 
1elation with Other Projects 
~o relations with other projects. 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
·i l,l 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
'l'itle 1 (Original Ldnguage): COUN'fRY: 
BRD 
Literaturstudie: Selektives Korrosionsverhalten von SPONSOR: in Leicht'1'10srwr-Renlttoren eingesetzten Werkstoffen BT-!T•'T (RS 159 - II.2, A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
. 
KWU, Erlangcn 
Title 2 (eng:lish) : Project Le~: 
Literature Study on Selective Corrosion of LWR- Stieding 
Materials 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
April 1975 June 1976 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
. 
Continuing December 1975 
General Aim 
Some materials (austenitic, ferritic and martensitic steels and 
Ni-alloys) which are used in ~he nuclear steam generating system 
are to be investigated, whether they can be attacked by selective 
corrosion under certain conditions. As a first step a literature 
study will be conducted on the behaviour of some selected materials. 
Particular Objectives 
In order to raise the safety of operating reactors and to get more 
information about the risks of longtime effects the knowledge of 
the behaviour of primary materials has to be extended over the 
limits of the usual operation lifetime data. 
Experimental Facilities 
No experimental facilities necessary. 
1- ' r ,. 1 • , • 1, 1 1 I . 
t , 1 -. • . tt ~ o •I 
Research Program 
In the first step the following details will be studied from the 
lfterature: 
, .. 
' ~ 
'' I 
! . 
' ' 
, I i 
'''~ : 
'( .. -
+' . ·~ 
' • j :: < ~.. < 
corrosiorl under H~)V-cladding, cauued by material failur·es 
influence of the corrosion on the fatique behaviour and the 
crack growth 
hydrogen induced corrosion 
~etermination of the corrosion limits of materials containing Ni 
influence of gaps and different material combinations 
electrochemical investigations on the corrosion mechanism. 
Project Status I Progress to Date 
A literature study of the hydrogen induced corrosion and vibration 
induced corrosion was performed. The literature was evaluated with 
respect to the influence of gaps on the corrosion resistance of 
reactor materials. 
Project Status I Essential Results 
~ first result was that the corrosion process in gaps can be 
-~creased by diffusion of ions into the gaps, leading to concentrated 
pollution of the water in the gaps. This procedure depends on the 
geometry of the gap and the existing electrochemical and chemical 
relations. 
Next Steps 
The literature study will be concentrated on more quantitative 
values of the electrochemical and chemical relations in a gap. 
8 1 j \"' '",. 
The program will be continued corresponding to the research progr~m •. , ... 
! ' ' • ' "l: ' ~ '1' 
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Relation with Other Projects 
No relat~on with other projects. 
Reference Documents I Desree of Availability 
Ho reports available. 
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Classification: 11.2.1 
., 
-I title 1 (Ori~inal Languase>: COUNTRY: 
I BRD Fremdstoffe in LeichtwasserreaktorkUhlmitteln 
f(PNS 4123 - II.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
_BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
. 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
,. 
Title 2 (enslish) : Pxoject Le~: 
Corrosion Substances in Light Water Reactor Coolants J. Michael 
. 
Initiated (Date) : ComEleted (Date) : 
. 
. l74 1977 
;:n;.atus: Last Updating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . 
1. General Aim· 
' 
The metal loss of primary loop materials to pressurized water is 
t. examined with a view to reducing the primary loop contamination 
{ 
of pressurized water reactors. This examination mainly relates 
~ to the INCOLOY 800 steam generator material. 
2. Particular Objectives 
A lower primary loop contamin,tion is expected from the reduction 
of metal loss mainly by means of water chemistry measures. 
Experimental Facilities 
A high pressure autoclave system with a volume of 4 litera is . 
available. The inner surface of that autoclave is coated with 
a thin. layer of gold. 
Atomic. absorption spectrometry is used for the water chemical 
·. 
analysis. The surfaces of test samples are examined according 
to the solid-state analytic methods of the secondary ion and 
Auger electron spectroscopy. 
. ..
3.2 ReGqarch ProGram 
· The rnain components of the alloy - iron, chromium and nickel -
released from INCOLOY Boo to pressurized water - are determined 
by 500 h tests at 342°C and 150 bar. The water chemistry 
conditions are varied during this process. 
4. Project Status 
In several test runs the oxygen content of the pressurized water 
was lowered by means of thermal degasing, flushing with noble gas, 
and addition of hydrazine. 
4.1 Progress to Date 
The measures described above brought about a reduction by one 
power of ten of the deionate oxygen content by one power of ten. 
4.2 Essential Results 
In the process of lowering the oxygen content the metal content 
in the pressurized water was reduced by 33% of iron after 500 
hours at 342°C and 150 bar. The metal content of nickel 
decreased by 40% while the chromium content could not be well 
defined due to the very low intitial values which were within 
the range of the detection limit of the atomic absorption 
spectroscopy. 
The surface layers formed on the INCOLOY samples after 500 h 
under operating conditions exhibited oxide, hydroxide and 
hydride fractions of the main components of the alloy. As 
compared to the fractions of the other main alloy components, · 
there is a noticeable enrichment in the chromium content in 
the surface layer so tha~ such surface can be assumed to behave 
chemically as a protective layer. 
5. Next Steps 
The investigations of the metal loss to pressuri~ed water are 
supplemented by variation of the pH-value of the pressurized water. 
Also, the solid content in the pressurized water will be especially 
analyzed. 
To speed up the program, a second autoclave system is presently inte-
grated. 
6. J~lations with Other Projects 
Work is performed in contact with reactor operators and reactor 
manufacturers. 
1. Refer~nce Documents 
G. Bechtold, I. Michael, R. PrUmrner 
Zur Gold-Innenbeschichtung von Autoklaven durch Explosivplattieren 
(in German) 
Metall 29 (1975) H. 7, pp. 685- 687 
8. Degree of Availabilitu 
Preprint available at GfK, Karlsruhe 
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Classification 11.2.1 
; -
1 
2 
title 1 
Title 2 
Initiated 
Status 
General Aim 
Metal Fracture (Crack Growth) 
1971 
Continuing 
Completed 
last updating 
: l 
. . 
: 
.J .. i 
., ' 
Country UK 
Sponsor UKAEA 
Organisation 
, Reactor Fuel Laborator, 
Springfields ' 
Project leaders 
Dr. B. Tomldns 
. 
To recognise and assess modes·ot failUre ot nuclear re~tor pres~ure vessels. 
, . I . I· . 
. . . . . . . . I I I' ; Particular Obaectives· , .. · . . ..... I . ·. !· 'jl 
• I . I 
: .. ; : I 
To examine the possibility of component-defects growing-to a cri1~~~ size as a 
result of reactor transients. · , ' ', i . ~ · 
' : 1 I . ·. . 
: ! ; j! • .,. : I .. 
I • I 
Experimental Facilities and · .. Programme 
I A number of special purpose machines have been assembl,d, Which p~pmit specimens of 
about 1" section to be stress cycled and thermal cycled-under well~controlled 
conditions. · · = ! · i ,. • i 
4. Project Status 
• ' ; I ,, ! ~ 
. I I' . 
. ' I • . . · I  · . 
(a). Cladding integrity. Crack propagation tests have!oeen performed on 304 stainles1 
steel at room temperature under push-pull loading conditions to derive basic crack 
.. growth data under elastic and plastic straining conditions. The information· from 
these tests is.being used to assess whether under-clad cracks can be expected to pro-
pagate through the cladding as a result of service cycles. Further tests on weld 
metal cladding/base metal compound specimens are being considered.· 
(b) Fatigue properties of base metal - A programme of work is continuing to assess 
the fatigue crack growth properties of pressure vessel steel. A~series of tests have 
been done on Ducol steel (owing to the scarcity of A533-B) and crack growth has been 
studied in both elastic and plastic regions under both push-pull and zero-tension 
loading. The study of the growth of small cracks has enabledfcorrelation to be made 
between crack growth data and the more conventional S-N data used in nuclear vessel 
codes such as ASME III. ~lrther work will consider the effect of stress gradient and 
environment on crack propagation at relevant transient frequencies. Recent US work 
has shown marked environmental effects on crack growth rate. 
(c) Thermal-biaxial fatigue - A rig is being developed to study crack propagation 
under thermal shock loading with varying constraint. As reactor transients are cainl: 
of a· thermal nature, most cycling strains which cladding experiences are from thi,s 
source and are biaxial in nature. These .. laboratory tests on thermal shock loading 
should give result.s for. use in~ the ·rractlire models. . ! · · · 
., ~ • • I . ' i' .. .. Reference Documents 
I· 
Internal documents. 
' 
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. . ·. QlasaiticatiOA 11.2.1 
~ 
.. 
title 1 Metal Fracture (Stabilit;y) Country; 
.... 
Sponsor 
title 2 ..... i :: · .. •, !: .\,·. 
.... . i ·. :- Organisation 
;. 
I 
Reactor Fuel Labora~or, 
SpriMfields 
Initiated 1971 
Status Continuing 
General Aim 
Completed 
last updating 
. 
Project leaders; 
Dr. B. Tomtins : 
.·1 ·.; 1• I 
• j i ·i: 
~o recognise and assess modes of failure ot nuclear reactor pre~ure vessels. 
. I · i . · lr . 
Particular Objectives I . • : I . ! · I ; li j ~ , 
To develop a way of producing a sharp crack in a .comp nent, to E able the critical, 
crack length to be measured. . . ! : · 1 1· ; I 11 · I i ; .' . ' I I I . I 
I . - I . . i ' I ., . : ... 
r. . ~ . I ! Experimental Facilities and Programme 
I . 
A high pressure technoloQ exists at Springfields; si_ eady Pz-es~~s of 100~000 p~ 
(6000 bar) may be employed and cycles of about half' that magnitude. This has been 
applied to locally fatigue crack the base of a notch ·~d: th~ 1 pr!o!iuce ~ell-defined 
crack. starter conditions. ·1. • · ... ·. • j i'. · : .' L·r: j-'. il , 
. . . I I ,, ,. ~ I . , .. I •. 
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Classification 11.2.1 
Country; UK 
Sponsor 
Organisation 
Fuel Element Labs.· 
Snringfields ' 
Project leade,!:! · -
Dr~ B. Tomld.ns 
To recognise and assess modes of failure of nuclear reactor pressure vessels. 
2. Particular 'Objectives , I; ' ! 1' j' ! 
• • 11 I 
To measure the deformation in a thick cracked plate uP. to the po~nt of fracture. 
. I I; I . 
Experimental Facilities and Programme ' 11 I· I i I I • 
I , .li : : · 
A rig has been constructed in which a high pressure (circa 3000 ~~) may be applied 
within a crack in the plate. · j ' j!l j · --
The use of internal pressurisation means that fracturJ c~ite~a ~:thick section. 
material can be studied under well defined boundary c~nditi.ons. j .Direct surface 
strain measurement around the crack tip will be done and fractograph1 employed to 
fl 1 o as~ess fracture devel~e~t -~or ~o. f~s~-. f~ac~~.e. P~j~i.~t1!7·. . i ... ~ ! ! . 1 : j' i 
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! SPONSORING COUNTRY : ORGANISATION 
I 
r 
I 
ITALY PISA - UNIVERSITY 
I DATE INITIATED 
~TE COI1PLETED 
1968 
1977 
PROJECT LEADER 
C. CARMIGNANI 
I 
pescription 
The aim of this ~esearch program.is to evaluate the possibility of 
using linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts to forecast the star 
ting of crack propagation in a ductile material. 
In the first phase it was developed a theoretical work to evaluate 
the elastic stress field around the tip of the crack (Ref. 1.2). After, 
several cylinsJrical pressure vessels of diameter 100 + 200 mm, thickness 
5 + 6 mm, with on axial through the thfckness cracks of length 60 + 100 
mm, were butsted by internal pressure (Ref. 3.4.5). The results of this 
experimental work demonstrated the possibility of using cylindrical 
pressure vessels, li~e those above mentioned, to determine the critical 
parameters (K or COD) of the material. 
c 
NOl., is under execution an experimental work devoted to evaluate 
size. effect on the determination of the critical p~rameter with the 
method above indicated. 
Facilities used are a pressurization system with a manual pump for 
bursting test at room temperature, using oil, and an electric pump for 
bursting test at lOl\' temperature (-170 °C), using liquid nitrogen. 
The research program wa~ initiated with a research contract ~ith 
the CNEN and now it is presented with ~n analogy ~ontruct with the CNR~ 
" 
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TNO - metaalinstituut 
TITLE: 
Literatuurstudie - (1) Invloed van omgevingscondities 
op vermoeiingsscheurgroei; 
(2) Invloed van veroudering op de 
mechanische materiaal-
eigenschappen. 
CLASSIFICATION: 11.2.1 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social Affair~ 
ORGANIZATION: 
TNO-metaalinstituut 
TITLE .. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): PROJECTLEADER: 
Literature study- (1) Influence of Environment on · Van Rongen 
INITIATED: 
June 1974 
STATUS: 
near completion 
1 • General aim 
Fatigue crackgrowth; 
(2) Influence of aging on fracture 
related material properties. 
COMPLETED: 
mid 1976 
LAST UPDATING: 
February 1976 
SCIENTISTS: 
To improve the understanding of material behaviour during lifetime· ~f 
nuclear vessels and other pressurized components as influenced by aquous 
environment and aging effects. A "state of the art" report will be submitted. 
2. Particular objectives 
To review the knowledge in the areas 
• influence of reactor coolant on fatigue crack-growth in LWR pressure 
vessels, with particular attention to chemical composition of the coolant. 
type of pressure vessel steel, frequency, amplitude and threshold 
phenomena. Interpretation will be in fracture mechanics terminology. 
• phenomena which deteriorate the fatigue and fracture related material 
parameters of nuclear grade pressure vessel steels, such as thermal 
aging and high strain aging. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
1. Progress to date : substantial part of literature survey completed 
2. Essential results: to be reported mid 1976. 
5. Next steps 
Systematic analysis of data from literature to provide final conclusions. 
6. Relation with other projects: -
7. Reference documents: -
8. Degree of availability 
Through Ministry of Social Affairs, C.R.V., Postbus 69, Voorburg, The Netherlands. 
9. Budget Hfl. 50.~00,-
10. Personnel 2 scientists 
4 
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NIL & MI - TNO CLASSIFICATION: 1 1. 2. 3 
TITLE: 
Literatuurstudie van materiaalparameters die nodig 
zijn bij de interpretatie van defect-localisatie met 
AE-apparatuur. 
COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social 
Affairs and others 
ORGANIZATION: 
NIL, MI - TNO 
TITLE .. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): PROJECTLEADER: 
Literature survey of material parameters which are . Steenhuizen 
necessary for the diagnosis of defects localized with 
AE techniques. 
INITIATED: 
September 19'74 
STATUS: 
in progress 
1. General aim 
COMPLETED: 
September 1976 
LAST UPDATING: 
february 1976 
SCIENTISTS: 
This particular survey is a preliminary study of effects to be included in 
an extensive study which will be initiated in the future and which can be 
characterized as follows: 
I 
"Evaluation of the practical application of Acoustical Emission (AE) , 
: 
! 
techniques during construction, testing and operation of welded constructions, 
in particular pressurized components to be used in the energy and process 
industry in order to improve safety, reliability and economic construction 
of components". 
Optimum utilization of AB-apparatus for defect localization arid diagnosis 
is only possible f sufficient data on the AE behaviour of constructural 
material are available (AE material parameters). This study comprises the 
use of AE material parameters for nuclear vessels and their application to ·I 
the diagnosis of defects localized in experiments. 
-,.. 
2. Particular objectives 
Study and inventarization of AE research in literature. 
Visits to industry and institutes in the Netherlands. 
3. Experimental facilities and progrannne: 
4. Project status: just started. 
5. Next steps: -
6. Relation with other projects.: see under l. 
7. Reference documents: NIL-lastechniek, 40e jaargang, no. 5, mei 1974. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through Nederlands Instituut voor Lastechniek. 
9. Budget: Approx. Hfl. 30.000,-
10. Additional information 
Survey will be executed by ~etaal Instituut (TNO) and will take 
approx. 4 months. 
:' 
i' 
Title· 1 
Sp2ndingsanalyse af prim2re trykberende stllkom-
ponenter: Sammenligning mellem beregnede og malte 
t~jninger oq sp2ndinger i en BWR-pumpestuts. 
Title 2 • 
. 
Stress analysis of primary steelcomponents: 
A comparison between cal·culated and measured stress 
and strain in a BWR main circulation pump nozzle. 
Initiated (date) 
1974.04.01 
Status: progressing 
1. General aim. 
Completed: (date) 
1976 
Last updating 
(date) 
February 1976 
Classification 
11~2.2/11.2.3. 
COUN'I'RY Denmark 
SPONSOR D.AEC, 1Usf6 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project lead!!_ 
·s.I. Andersen 
Scientists: 
S.I. Andersen 
P. Engbzk 
·.6. Krenk 
The purpose of the project is to evaluate the accuracy, which can be ob-
tained by stress analysis of a complicated pressure vessel component, and 
to determine the degree of sophistication, required in such calculations. 
2. Particular objectives 
The pump nozzle in a BWR-steel pressure vessel has been selected as object 
for this investigation. The nozzle is located in the transition zone be-
tween the spherical bottom head and the cylindrical vessel part. The nozzle 
axis is parallel to the centerline of the vessel. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
comprehensive strain measurements were performed. on the pump nozzle during 
the manufacturer's hydrotest of the vessel in september 1975. 
4. Project status 
A 3-dimensional finite element model of the nozzle has been generated, 
and 3 load cases run: hydrotest, stresses due to stationary temperatures, 
and stresses during normal operation conditions. 
Strain measurements have been performed on a pump nozzle as mentioned above. 
4.2. Essential results 
The stresses and strains due to the ~ve mentioned loads have been estab-
lished and compared to hydrotest strain measurements. 
5. Next steps 
Evaluation of the comparison between the calculated stresses and the 
measured strains. 
Strain measurements on a second BWR vessel during hydrotest. 
Documentation of the investigations. 
6. Relations with other projects 
The work is of importance to the Ris~ project, dealing with probabilistic 
fracture mechanics, where information about the degree of confidence of 
calculated stresses are needed (classification 14). 
7. Reference documents 
None released up to now. 
8. Degree of availability 
Summary report will be published. Detailed project information is re-
stricted. 
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DATE INITIATED . PROJECT LEADER . 1973 . . . 
·,, 
.• 
DATE COMPLETED . 1976' . A. DE P_AULIS . 
. 
Description : · 
'· 
·Research program: · . · · .· 
. ' 
A.multi-pu.rpose coJ_nputer ·prog~am has to be devela>ped ·with the a.im to 
sttidy. ~t~_uctu~a·i. ~nd a,~oust.ic vlb.ration's of plpimg. systems.... . ..· 
. · . ·.: This p~·ogram will he ~sef~l . to minimiz~- ~bj e~t.:lo~~bl~ piping vi bra 
.·::. . . . . . -
· tions a·t resonance anci to COllt'rol ·and/or eliminat:e exce~sive vibrations 
. . . . . :. . . I ·. . . . : . . 
· d~vel6ped in service·. An ·dxperimPntal r-esearch i:rn. the same field has 
· been .. Pi-~nned to ch~ck px:ogrjm ·evaluations. · ... 
.. ·. -:. . . 
· .. ·~ Facill. t'ies·: : 
.. ; iBM ·370/168 Computer ·-b~-i~ng.in&· ·t·o· CNUCE ·of Pisa~ 
• • • • ./' :. -c ••• • 0 °f • • • • • • • 
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1. C. CARMI'GNANI, A. CELLA, A. DE. PAULIS . . ·.. ·: .... ·. 
I ~ • : 
Strtic~ural Dyna~ic·s ·by' Finite Elements: Modal iand Fouri~r Analysis · · 
· · nd · ·· · 
Proc. 2 Int. Con£. S.M.i.R.T. ·- Berlin 1973. 
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Classification 
11.2.3. 
----.--~~ COUNTRY ·-Title 1 Denmark 
DAEC 
. i SPONSOR et. al. 
Anvendelse af Akustisk Emission ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris~ 
Danish Wel. Inst. 
--------- -
Title 2 Project leader 
Industrial application of Acoustic Emission Arved Nielsen 
Initiated Completed Scientists: 
1970 w. Swindlehurst. 
Status . progressing Last updating S.E. Iversen . 
.N. Thorp 
~ 
1. General aim 
Increase of the effeciency of-non-destructive control and· 
surveillance by application of AE methods. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of a system to store on magnetic tape informa-
tion from a large number of AE transducers in order to do a careful 
location analysis after testing or surveillance. 
Develop~ent or testing of commercially available discrimi-
nators to operate with the above mentioned storing system or to opera-
te in connection with other applications of AE than location. 
3. Experime.ntal facilities and programme 
Suitable tape recorders and suitable electronic equipment is 
available. Large steel structures in which the need for advanced 
surveillance is severe are present particularly within the conven-
tional power production. 
Laboratory experiments are planned in order to provide in-
formation on materials properties with respect to acoustic activety. 
This is t6 form basis.jor' turther development of discriminators. 
4. Project status 
The storing system has been finished and.is ready for field 
use when a set of discriminators have been build. 
A more simple syctem for ourvcill~ncc of smnllcr pressure 
-
' ,. 
vessels during periodic inspection is operating under field conditions. 
. 
I 
5. Next steps 
Development of more advanced discriminators and development 
of' sof t. ware to handle the information stored on tape. 
6. -
1. Reference documents 
A. Nielsen: Acoustic Emission Surveillance Methods. 
Ris~ Report No. 277. 
A. Nielsen: European Progress Report on Acoustic Emission. 
July 6, 1974. IIWZ::-752-74. 
8. Degree of availability 
For commercial reasons the availability of information of 
the storing system might ba rest~icted; 
J • 
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~ Classification: 11.2.3 
; 
~itle 1 {Orj_~inal Language) : COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Zerstorungsfreie WiederholungsprUfung an Reaktordruck- SPONSOR: 
~ehaltern mittels Wirbelstromverfahren BI'1FT 
(RS 89 - II.:;.2; Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: Kwti, tirlangen 
. 
Title 2 (english): Project Leader: 
Non-Destructive In-Service Inspection for ReactQr Grab en er 
Fressure Vessels with Eddy 9urront ~ethods 
" 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
*~ember 1972 March 1976 
atus: Last Updating (Date): 
~ontinuing December 1975 
' ~General Aim and Particular Objectives 
~The eddy current method was to be qualified for the examination o! 
·cracks on the surface of cladded reactor pressure vessels. Appro-
-
~priate conditions, detectors and procedures of registration for 
T' ;this method were developed. The limits for detecting flaws on 
2sections under water have been investigated • 
. 
. 
.. 
(Experimental Facilities and Program 
~e program was devided into two main parts: 
~In a pre-program first tests were carried out with existing detec-
~tors and evaluation equipment concerning the detection of flaws 
:depth, considering thereby possible interference effects (detector-
:surface distance, material inhomogenities). T.he pre-program showed 
~which detectors and equipment were the most appropriate. 
3In the main program apropriate detectors and evaluation equipment 
~ 
~were developed according to the know-how obtained in the pre-pro-
, 
:gram. With this prototype experiments were carried out under defined 
-conditions. Data registration and processing were equally developed, 
~) 
·as well as a system for carryin~ the detectors • 
. , 
'" 
Project Status and Progress to Date · 
The main tests are finished. Various laboratories (KWU, Iz:rP and 
Inst. Dr. Forster) have examined vibration induced flaws and cuts 
in the weld deposit cladding of the test probes. 
Paramet~rs with respect to flaw geometry were: 
- length, depth and breadth of flaws and cuts 
- e~ansion along or transverse to the welded zone of the 
deposit cladding 
- partial expansion in austenitic and ferritic material 
Parameters with respect to disturbing influences were: 
~ plate materials ( '-ferrite content) 
- welding parameters (cracks under plate) 
- wavy plates (wobble effect) 
All the investigations were carried out under laboratory conditions. 
The transfer of the results on power station conditions was seen 
to be possible. or some special interest was the influence of water 
during underwater inspections, the pressure stable detector device 
and the influence of contaminated materials. It was calculated 
that the conductivity will not be influenced markedly after neutron 
irradiation and the permeability will not be changed. 
Essential Results 
The evaluatiqn of the results is still under work. The first 
impressions are: 
- the eddy current ~ethod can be used for the inspection of 
austenite cladded ferrite steel; 15 - 20 mm deep material 
cracks which start from the surface. can be detected. Under 
certain conditions even covered cracks can be found 
- disturbing influences will be eliminated by suitable frequencies 
and detector arrangements 
- the eddy current method giv~s rather detailed information of 
. ' ' 
the expansion anJ type of the ~aterial separation when the 
disturbing influences (structure, surface) are well known. 
Next 8t:r.ms 
Documentation of the results. The measuring technique has to be 
improved, visual inspection device and simple recording are not 
sufficient for rational inspections. Automation will be necessary. 
Relation with Othr~r Pro;jf~cts 
RS 27 11Devclopr.1ent of non-Destructive Inspection Techniques for 
In-Service Inspection Tests of R~actor Pressure-Vessels" 
Reference Documents and Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
.·, 
\ 
' \ 
(, 
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-Classification: 11.2. 3 
'1'i tle 1 (Ori~inal Langua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Studie zur Anwendung der akustischen Holografie bei der zerstH- BRD 
~ungsfreien PrUfung von Reaktorkomponenten und Reaktoranlagen SPONSOR: : 
(~S 102-20/2- !1.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) Br1FT 
-
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
. schaft, IzfP ~ 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
Studies Concerning the Application of the Acoustical Holography Dr. V. Schmitz 
in Nondestructive Testing of Reactor Pressure Vessels 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.8.1974 30.11.1976" 
status: Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
In non-destructive testing they have not yet succeeded in reaching an identical three-dimensional 
picture of flaws, respectively of greater areas with defects, by conventional ultrasonic methods. 
An exact knowledge of these flaws is necessary to determine the influence of such areas on the 
stability or safety of reactor pressure vessels. 
The acoustical holography links the conventional method of pulse-echo with the attitude of optical 
holography and allows non-destructive testing and a geometrically identical projection of flaws 
concerning either the basic testing or the repetitional testing. 
2. Particular objective 
We ore working at two kinds of application: 
-testing of the basic material, the cladding and the interface between austenitic and ferritic 
junctions of the reactor pressure vessels, 
- testing of thick-walled components. 
For determination of exact size and locus of international flaws it is very important to have an 
appropriate choice of parameters like frequency, long- of shear-wave, inclination angle, number 
~ ¥ • ~ 
of wavelengths of the emitting pulse, rep~ti'tior .rate, diminuishing of the hologram, inclination 
of the reference source etc. 
For further developing of practical applications we ore going into laboratory tests working with 
,. 
models. 
; 
·' 
3. Exper~mt.:_r:~_tal faci_l_ities and programme 
This project is divided into the following two points: 
1) study of I i terature 
2) development of a test system. 
4. Project status 
4. 1 Progress toda te 
The results of \he first port have been pub I ished in a report (see reference documents). 
In the meantime first experiments have been done (see reference documents). 
\n acoustical holographic equipment ~as .been installed. 
4.2 Essential results 
Beside tests by holographic methods, experiments with focusing probes have been carried out 
which allow to show an isometric projection of a three- dimensional object from different views. 
This principle is called .D-scan. 
Concerning ultrasonic holography we have done systematic laboratory experiments by changing 
frequency, inclination angle, size, orientation and depths of artificial flaws. The frequency was 
changed between 10 mm and 180 mm, the orientation from 90° to 45°. In all cases the resolution 
capability of holography has been demonstrated. 
5. Next steps 
le shall continue with systematic experiments at test-specimens with artificial and natural defe~ts, 
experiments with focussing probes, examination of the mathematical and physica_l possibilities for 
numerical reconstruction. 
6. Relations with other projects 
none 
7. Reference documents 
/1/ Acoustical holography, Vol. 6. Ed. by Newell Booth. (New York: Plenum Press 1975) k. 
/2/ Schmitz, V.: 
Studie zur Anwendung der akustischen H()lographie bei der zerst~rungsfreien Prufung von 
. . 
Reaktorkomponenten und Reaktoronlagen. Teil 1: Literaturrecherche. 
lzfP-Bericht Nr. 740106-TW zu RS 1'()2- 20 
. 
. /3/ Schmitz, V.: 
Eignung des Holscan 200 der Firma Holosonics zur Fertigungs- und WiederholungsprUfung an 
Reaktorkomponenten und -anlagen. Teil 2: Prufsystemanalyse. 
lzfP-Bericht Nr. 750207-TW zu RS 102 - 20 
/4/ Quarterly report in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte, Report period Jan-Dec 1975 (IRS-F-28) 
i I 
' ' ·, ~ 
. Classification: 11. 2.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lansuase> : couwrHY: 
DurchfUhrung von Untersuchungen zur RiBerkennung an druckfUhrenden BRD 
Reaktorbauteilen mit Hilfe der optischen Holografie SPONSOR: (RS 132- 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT 
. ORGANIZATION: 
TU-Hannover 
Title 2 (english) : Project Le~: 
·Crack Detection in Pressurized Vessels and 
by ·opti ea 1 Ho 1 ography 
Reactor Componente Prof. Dr. ~1ayi nger 
Initiated (Date) : Coml">leted (Date) : 
lly 1974 June 1978 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
. 
cohtinuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of the activities is to develop a quick and reliable optical method in or-r 
, der to detect cracks in reactor vessels during fabrication and later in repeating 
I, 
~ tests. 
I 
2. Particular objectives 
In the last few years a new nondestructive technique - holographic interferometry -
was developed by which one can detect material defects. Up to now it was, however, 
,nly used for nonmetallic components. 
' Our aim is to apply this technique also for the testing of steel. The special ob-
' jective of this investigation is to detect cracks in or near the surface of reactor 
·· vessel steels using surface waves which are recorded by double-pulse holography. 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
The principle of this holographic technique is to make visible the deformation of 
surface waves due to small irregularities in the material. This waves cause sur-
face deformations which can be measured with holographic interferometry. 
i l 
To produce the waves it is usually necessary to strike the testpiece at a small 
~ point. This impact excitation may be generated e.g. by a free falling steel ball, 
by the bullet .of an air-gun, or an electromagnetic stress wave generator. The lo-
,. 
' cal impact is only a short-time exci~ation after which the waves will travel in all 
directions. In order to record this very fast event holographically a Q-switched 
ruby laser must be used which produces two short light pulses. The first giant 
pulse illuminates the testpiece shortly before the impact and thus the testpiece 
in its unstrained condition is recorded. The second laser pulse appears at a cer-
tain time after the impact to make v'isible the propagation of the wave. The whole 
experimental set-up was already discussed in the annual report A 74. 
3.2 Research program 
To detect cracks with the described method it is necessary to strike the testpiece 
in such a manner, that the amplitude of the wave has a minimum value of 1/2 A 
{A·= 694 ~m, wavelength of the ruby laser light). In order to estimate the influ-
. . 
ence of the various parameters on this amplitude the surface deformation after a 
single point excitation was at first studied theoretically. 
Experimental investigations were made subsequently to verify the theoretical re-
sults. After these experiments several types of defined cracks in testpieces of 
simple geometry were examined in order to find the smallest crack that can be de-
tected with this holographic method. Further experiments shall be carried out with 
testpieces of any geometric shape. After these preliminary investigations experi-
ments will be made with real reactor components like pipelines, elbows, T-pieces, 
etc. to proof the reliability of this new nondestructive test-method. For these 
measurements in a nuclear power plant during a repeating test the holographic set-
up must be reconstructed to a compact and versatile device. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The theoretical and experimental investigations have been made in order to describe 
the surface deformation which depends on the impact energy, the thickness of the 
plate and some impact parameters like E-modulus and the mass ratio of the striking 
ball and the plate. The experiments with the testpieces of simple geometric shape 
~steelplates of different thickness) and cracks of various length have been partial-
ly completed. In addition, basic investigations were made for the construction of 
a stress generator which allows the easy variation of the impact parameters ip a 
wide range. A model of such an electromagnetic stress generator was built and is 
now under test. This device operates by discharge of a high-energy, high voltage 
_capacitor bank. In its present configuration the impact force rises from zero to 
' - - ' ' '~ • I 
maximum in 5 ~s and decays to approximately zero in another 5 ~s. 
Simultaneously the whole holographic set-up was rebuilt from the first optical bench 
construction into a device that i~ compact enough to be readily moved. The illumi-
nating wave can be turned around the axis of the laser beam and thus allows the re-
cording of heav.v objects in any given position. 
4.2 Essential results 
After an impact the maximum of the surface deformation of a plate concerning the 
first mode vibration can· be described with the following equation 
2£5 Uomax .= 2 71 M x m 
0(1+xm)(1+ yz-,;rJ 
= Deformation at the point of impact 
=Energy of.the impact 
= Function of static deformation 
r,-x = Deformation parameters 
m = Mass of the striking steelball 
M = Mass of the plate 
( 1) 
The function of Uomax versus the impact-energy is shown in fig. 2 in comparison to 
the experimental results measured with holographic interferometry. In this tech-
nique the surface deformation becomes visible in form of an interference pattern. 
From this the amplitude at any given point of the surface may be computed using the 
following equation {fig. 1). 
2(cos e, fo cos 82) 
nA. {2) u = 
n = Number of fringes 
A = ~lavelength of the laser-light 
~.e2 = Angles of the optical illuminating set~up 
In fig. 2 it can be seen that the correspondence between the theoretical and expe~ 
rimental results is very good. However, the deformations, measured in the experi-
~ents are always a little smaller than the theoretical values. This is due to the 
fact that an ideal elastic stroke cannot be realized in the experiments. 
After finishing the investigations of flawless components cracks were cutted into 
the steelplates to measure the surface deformation near that material defects after 
a wave-exciting impact. The arrangement of the cracks is shown in fig. 3. With this 
crack-configuration it was possible to !determine the approximate length of the de-
tectable crack by means of this new holographic test-method. As can be seen in 
figs. 4,5,6,7 in all the different plates the 10 mm-crack can be realized clearly 
because it creates a good visible ;,regularity in the interference pattern. After 
this positive results, cracks, even smaller than 10 mm were examined (fig. 8). The 
interference pattern obtained from this cracks are shown in fig. 9. The irregulari-
ty of the fringes is of course smaller than in the case of the 10 mm-crack, but it 
is yet possible to detect cracks down.to a length of 2 mm in up to 40 mm thick 
plates. 
5. Next steps 
Future investigations will be made with cracks of different shape and depth and 
here after with natural cracks. As can be seen in fig. 2 the surface deformation 
of a ~0 mm thick steelplate is very small. For testing the even much thicker walls 
of reactor pressure vessels it i·s necessary to increase the sensitivity of the test 
method. This might be possible with an electronic interpolation proceedure which 
allows the measurement of surface deformations in the range of about 1/100 A 
( - 7 nm}. 
6. Relation with other projects 
There are some more nondestructive test methods like ultrasonic inspection, radio-
graphy, acoustic emission etc. which will be applied to the testing of reactor ves-
sel steels. The new holographic technique of detecting the motion and disturbance 
of surface waves near cracks is an additional test method of high sensitivity and 
accuracy. 
7. Reference documents 
Annual report A 74 
• 
Quarterly reports in the series lRS-Forschungsberichte 
Report-period Jan. 1975 -.March 1975 IRS-F-
Report-period April 1975 - June 1975 IRS-F-
Report-period July 1975 - Sept. 1975 IRS-F-
Report-period Oct. 1975 - Dec. 1975 IRS-F-
8, Degree of availability 
The quarterly reports are available by Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit (IRS} • 
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·PROJECT TITLE :. , Assessment of nuclear . 
,pressure vessel integrity through acoustic 
• 
. ;!emission moni taring. · 
_CLASSili'l.CA'l'lON 
11.2.3. 
4 • , i 
------------ ·--- ----------- ----~-- --------·------. t 
r----------------------------------------------r------------------------~ ORGAUISA.TION : ., SPONSORD{G COUNTRY 
CISE sponsored by ENEL 
I 
PROJECT LEADER 
G. Possa and F. Tonoli.ni 
! ~-DATE INITIATED : October 1971 
l DA:E COMPLETED : 1978 
"' -· 
.. JI.atus (latest updating): June 197 5 
Description : 
- . 
1. General aim: to develop non-destructive techniques based on 
acoust~c em~ssion moni t'oring for th~ assessment of nuclear 
pressure vessel. integrity. 
2. Particular objectives: to develop acoustic emission monitoring 
system·s and methods to be utilized 1) during pressure vesRel 
hydrotests in cold unirradiated conditions, 2) during pressure 
vessel hydrotests in hot and possibly irradiated conditions, 
3) during power operations as·a continuous automatic pressure 
vessel surveillance. 
3. Experimental facility and programme 
3.1. ~~2~E!~~~!~!_f~s!!i!Y 
No applicable 
a.2. frQgr~~m~ 
3.2.1. Development of an acoustic emission instrumentation system 
capable of detection and precise location of emitting 
. defects durine pressure vessel cold hydrotests in unirra-
diated conditions. 
3.2.2. Development of acustic emission sensors capable of with-
standing the environment of a nuclear pressure vessel in 
?Peration (temperature; 't and neutron flux; remote handl-
1ng). · . . 
Development of devices for long distance' (/VlOO m) signal 
transmissi0n from sensors to preamplifiers. 
Development of instrumentation for automatic continuous 
auscultation of nulear pressure vessel acoustic emission 
during power operation. 
4. Project status 
4.1. Er2gr~~~-!Q_9~!~ 
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(3.2.1.): design and construction phases almos.t completed; 
the acoustic emission instrumentation system is 
now being tested in various pressure vessel hy-
drotests. 
- (3.2.2.): activity not yet initiated; .. 
4.2. ~§§~n!!e!_r~~~!!§ 
. , 
- Development-- of--an---enti-rely--·new--non-destruct-i ve --technique., .. 
which allows detection and location of all relevant pres-
sure vessel propagation defects. 
- Significant improvement of nuclear pressure vessel integri-
ty assessment during power oper~tion • 
5. Next steps • 
Completion of program i tern ( 3. 2 .1. ) , in partic·ular with 
extensive. tests of acoustic emission instrumentation in 
various steel pressure vessel hj(f.'otests. 
Activity on program item (3.2.2.) ~Jtll begin in 1976. 
6. Reference documents (Main titles) 
1) E. Fontana, G. Grugni, B. Pirovano, G. Fossa, F. Tonolini: 
"Controllo non distruttivo di recipienti a pressione me-
-diante analisi dell'emissione acustica nel corso della 
prova a pressione idrostatica", Energia Nucleare, Vol. 21 
n° 10, ottobre 1974. 
2) .E. ·F-cntana, G. Grugni, C. Panzani, B. Pirovano, G. Possa, 
·, F. Tonolini: "Acoustic Emission Honi toring During Iifdro-
tests of a Thin Wall Pressure Vessel", Ene;r>gia Nucleare, 
-. 
Vol. 22 n° 5, maggio 1975. · 
7.' Cost estimate 
The e·stimate cost of this R & D program is about 200 mil-
lions lire per year. 
8 Means of cooperation 
Various means of cooperation may be envisaged:· for example, 
Italian partecipation in research programs carried out by 
partner countries, cost sharing, etc. 
I 
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Classification 11.2.3. 
Title 1 
Automatisch ultrasoon onderzoek van 
PWR-componenten 
Title,2 
, Automatic ultrasonic examination of 
PWR-systems 
Initiated 
Status 
1975 
Tests are being performed 
during shut-down February 1976 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Sponsor 
PZEM 
Organization 
KEMA, MatEVal NDT Co 
Projectleader 
R. Huizing 
Scientists 
H. Jackson 
V .d. Berg) 
De Jong ) 
Boer ) 
Vroman ) 
(MatEval) 
KEMA 
Performing inservice ultrasonic inspection on PWR-systems in 
accordance with the APME-Code and Dutch authorities. 
2. Particular objectives 
Development of automatic positioning and scanning devices used to 
carry inspection equipment, such as ultrasonic wheels, to remote 
areas where manual acces is restricted for reliable inspection 
operations. 
The data acquisition equipment is a special purpose mini-computer 
to provide optimum data; easy command of the data and mechanical 
systems; and convenient, easily interpreted, real-time display 
of all essential information. 
~. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
Pre-tests have been performed in KEMA- and MatEval (Warrington) 
laboratories. 
The programme consists of: 
- ultrasonic inspectiQn of Circumferential welds and nozzle 
welds in a pressurizer; 
- ultrasonic inspection of circumferential welds and nozzle 
welds of a steamgenerator; 
- ultrasonic inspection of circumferential and longitudinal 
welds in mainloops. 
4. Project status 
Tests are being performed during shut-down February-1976. 
5. Next steps 
The main devices to carry the inspection equipment will not be 
removed and will be used for the next inspection period. 
6. Relations with other projects 
Not applicable. 
7. Reference documents 
Not applicable. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
• : .. 
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Classification 11.2.4 
Title 1 
Onderzoek naar het scheuruitbreidingsge-
drag van onderplateringsscheurtjes in 
PWR's 
Title 2 
Evaluation of the behaviour of under-
cladding cracks in a PWR 
Initiated 1971 
Status Completed 1975 
1. General aim 
\ 
Country 
The Netherlands 
§J2onsors 
PZEM, GKN, TNO, KEMA 
Organizations 
KEMA~ TNO 
Projectleader 
R.M. van Kui)k 
Scientists 
A.P.A.M. Beyers 
L.B. Dufour 
H.C. van Elst 
Crack extension behaviour of undercladding cracks in heavy 
section nuclear steel pressure vessel during service. 
2. Particular objectives 
Investigation of the crack extension in ASOS-02 under cyclic 
load conditions, load and temperature simultaneously. 
Reasurements of crack depths were performed by sampling and 
statistical approaches. 
3. Experimental facilities and programme 
The tests have been performed in TNO and KEMA laboratories. 
The programme consisted of: 
- making a testpiece of ASOS-2 containing undercladding cracks~ 
- development of apparentus for realizing simultaneously 
cycling load and temperature~ 
·--
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I j 
testing two testpieces with undercladding cracks under cyclic 
loading (1000 times) and constant temperature; 
- testing two testpieces with undercladding cracks under cyclic 
loading (lOOb times} and cyclic temperature from 70° - 300°C 
simultaneously; 
- sampling the testpieces after the tests, measurements of 
cracky depths, statistical approaches. 
4. Project status 
Completed end 1975. It was shown that undercladding cracks grow 
very little in the base material and no indications were found 
that the cracks will grow through the cladding. 
's. Next steps 
None. 
6. Relations with other projects \ 
Through TNO with similar projects (TNOr Breda 
7. Reference documents 
A serie of about 30 technical and progress reports have been 
prepared. All these reports are written in Dutch. 
8. Degree of availabilit~ 
Through the organization KEMA. 
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rm-'tJrtc- fl.esearch' Program on Coucret
; for ttrclelrr'Reactor Vessels
;.IO!{SORIiIC COIJI{TRY : ITALY
L.i'I3 1NITIATED I l9?0
:,
..t'3 co.t{PLE[ED ' r
'Del;criotlon :
o'
General Atm
-
. 
'Determlnatlon of concrete propertlee
prograrn'with CEGB-CERL. ;
CIASSIFICATIN
ORGANISAIION : ENEL
PROJECT ii:ADffi , 
-l
P. Bertacchl
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lr.
to provide. data for predlctloa of vLbsel '
rf,e.in
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behavlour.
Partlcular Oblectlves
- 
I
- Systeiatlc lnveatlgatloa on the betlavlour of concrete eubJected to
multiaidal 6tresses.
- Determlnatlon of concrete etrength after wo.l a,rrd d:'y thormal ireatmetltS
- Study of concrete creep. . !'..
. 
1.r:: ..'::.
Experlmenlgl Fqcilitles.aDd PToeralffr}e . :;.
All the teBrE are carried out both at ENEL - i.liguaraa LaborJory (tvtltaa)
and at ISMES Laboratory (Bergamo).
These inveetlgatioaa are carrled out la tbe frame .work of a . joint research
t
t.
il
r
Ij
. &lss!&!ss'=.ffiictestshavebeeacarriedoutonconcreteepec1merrs(cubicaland
cyllndrical) eubjecteh to bi- and triaxlal gtresses withan alm at de:ermi-
' ning thetrruphrre surf,acof
- Investigations have been carried out on the mechanlcs of on6et ad
propagation of micro-crackg to gather lnformation on the poesibility of
defining the limit of concrete elastlc behavtour unddr multiaxial stress
d
,t
. /.
I 
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I. 
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_......_ ___ ~ ... ~---~·~·~- ~ -:-.--. 
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Sonic methods have mainly been used with equiprnent for measuring 
propagation velocity of costant-frequency s.ignals. 
A large number of specimens have been subjected to. thermal treatment 
·at temperatures of90° and 120° C, both in dry· and in moist ambients; 
moreover, they have· been subjected to thermal cycling and to ~ contii"uous 
treatment. 
The effects of thermal treatment on the.bending and compression strength 
and on Young's moqulus (static and dynamic) have. been determined 
5. Next steps 
6. 
7. 
a. Study of concrete creep. 
The installation of automatic load control equipment ~t the Niguarda 
L~boratory, with the po.ssibility of subjectii.ng concrete prismatic 
and cylindrical specimens up to a max load of lOO tons, ~akes it possible 
to start systematic research in order to determine the· specific surfaces of 
creep and to study the influence exerted on concret c creep by various 
.factors, such as the shape and size of the spec:imens subjected to loads 
which are kept constant with time, 
. ., 
b. Development of novel techniques (optical holography)for determining the 
state of strain and early stage of fissuring in conc::t·ete. 
Relation to other Projects 
Develo:;?ment of acl.vanced solutions for pre-stressed co :1crete pressure vessels 
(thin-wall so}utions) (11. 3. 2- 11. 3.4) 
Reference Documents 
R. Bellotti ,"Joint Re~earch Programme of ENEL-·DSR/CEGB-CERL on 
concrete for Nuclear Reactor Vessels - Enel Cont :ibution .. State of the 
research as at December 1973." CRIS n. 2425. 
R. Bellotti a P. Rossi ,11 New Prospects for Evalu:::.lting the Degree of 
Safety in Concrete Structures Subjected to Multiaxial Stresses." 
Ill - 5; Seminar on:. Concrete Structures Subjected to Tri~xial Stresses -
17th - 19 th May, 1974 - ISMES- Bergamo. 
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'l'itle 1 
Brudunders~gelse af Betontank-lagmodeller. 
'l'itle 2 
Overload behaviour and ultimate load capacity of 
PCRV-closures for BWR-plants. 
Classification 
ll • 3 • 2/.ll. 3 • 4 • 
.COUNTRY Denmark 
.SPONSOR DAEC, ais~ 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC, Ris~ 
Project leader 
s.r. Andersen 
Scientists: 
Initiated (date) Completed: {date' N.S. Ottosen 
July 1971 
Status: progressing 
1. General aim 
1976 
Last updating 
(date) 
!'ebruary 1976 
S.I. Andersen 
'l'o study the overload behaviour, failure mode and ultimate load capacity 
of PCRV-closures for a Nordic BWR/PCRV reference design. 
2. Particular objectives 
'l'o investigate the influence from different design parameters, such as 
depth-to-span ratio, reinforcement and supporting flange geometry, etc. 
~perimental facilities and programme 
'l'ne test facility, situated at Ris~, includes a steel pressure vessel, in 
which model specimens in scale 1:11 of the reference vessel closure can be 
press~ized to a max. hydraulic pressure of 450 bars. 
~he programme includes testing of 9 different closure models and a series 
of comparative calculations by means of a finite element computer programme. 
P-479, which has been developed by Ris~ for the analysis of axisymmetric 
PCRV-structures, taking into account the effects of concrete creep, plasti-
city and cracking together wit~ the plastic behaviour of the steel parts. 
4. Project status 
9 closure models have been tested during the period between February 
1972 and January 1976. Extensive calculations on the unreinforced spe-
cimens show good agreement with the experimental observations. 
In general the computer programme has been verified thoroughly by the 
comprehensive test results. 
5. Next steps 
Final reports are under preparation. 
6. Relations with other projects. 
The programme is part of a joint Nordic development work on a PCRV for 
BWR application. 
7. Ref~rence documents 
[1] Ultimate load behaviour of PCRV top closures. 
S.I. Andersen, N.S. Ottosen 
Paper H 4/3,2. Int. conf. on Struct. Mech. in Reactor Technology 
Berlin (1973) 
[2] Theoretical and experimental studies for optimization of PCRV 
top closures. 
N.S. Ottosen. S.I. Andersen. 
Paper H 3/6. Trans. of the 3rd Int. Conf. on Struct. Mech. in 
Reactor Technology, London Sept. 1975. 
8. Degree of availability 
Project information restricted. 
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ORGANISAfICN :
ENEL, .ISMES
a
r-r-+ . , rr. ' r.
' l:irQJ.ECt 'fJfL[ : Developmeat of Advanced
. 
:-CIAllsEICAtf 0N- 
-- -
,Soluti6ns for Pre-Stressed Concrete' Prensure
'Vessels (ttrin-Wall Solutione) 11.3.2
11. 3. 4
t 
.'.r,fllso8lilc COIJ}ITRY : I?ALY
a'
t,rt
,
.-d
II.IITIATED :
l.
a.
r, r I
,iil.tE CO.!{i{LEIED .
r970 PROJDCT I.i.:ADER :
F. Scottot. r I
" &g!griPtlo$,.:
l,' General Aim '.
-
' the rbalstance of trlaxially etieeoed concrete.
2, Partlcular Oblectlves
Reductloa of the wall thlcknesg of currgnt pCpVs
To dovelop advanced econorhlcal aad safe sirlutloaa for pc-pva by better enploiting
philoeophleo and tendon layouts. I l.
3. E:"Pe.rirnentalFacllities and Progranc,-.re
' All tbe teste'ire carrled opt ;ttti; IsffiS Laboratory at Bergamo.
. 
-. 
The Proposed solutions are- tnvestigated by'meansir6f suttablJdesign toole, such] ae phyelcal and rri3,thematlcal models of tbe stnrchrre e,nd rheological lnodele
'.::.of the materlal (cincrete).
Sophiettcated small-scate phyetcal modole (ecal.e l:t0, l:20) h;t'a been developed,butlt and tested to cove, thl eatlre range of structural behavlour up to collapse.
Prolect Status
-
a. Progrese to date
The following models have been built and teeted w to. collapse:
- One thick- andthree thtn-wall modols (scale f :Z-O) for a :bO-uwe HTR
' - One thin-wall ttcontinrloust!model (ecale 1:10) for a 1000-M$re 'BWR.
Uee has been made of mathematlcal modele for tbe selection of the optlmal
' 
' geometrical solutione by;meane of an interactlve typg of rnan-machine a4B-lysls. . r 
.
.A cbmputer program was developed to take into'a.ccount also the frictional
---i4teraction between the ltd and the maln cylindrical structure.
lr:;:1'
t'"i:i:.
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b. 
--·-~W&< ...... ~ .. 
-~ssential ~esults 
The proposed thin-wall solution can lead to a reduction in the PCPV weight 
from about 37, 000 tons to 14, 000 tons for a 300-MWe HTR, and from 
8000 to 4000 tons for a 1000-MWe BWR 
-
0 
5. Next Steps 
a. Development of a new concept of pre-stressed concrete lid for thin-walled 
· ~CPVs, and experimental and theoretical verification. 
b. Recycling of the results of the physical model tests to the mathematical 
model. 
c. Testing of the final solution of the thin-walled PCPV by means of one o: 
more physical models (scale 1:10). 
I I 
Relation to Other Projects _ 
a. "Research Program on concrete for nuclear reactor vesse'ls" (11. 3. 1) 
b. ENEL-A. B. Atomenergi Agreement concerning "Collaboration for the 
·Development of PCPVs for LWRs". 
~· 7. Reference Documents 
F, :?cotto, "Triaxial State of Stress of' Thin- Walled 1 PCPVs for HTGRs; 
Comparison with a Conventional 'Thick'Solution 11 , IABSE Seminar on 
Concrete Structures Subjected to Triaxial Stresses, Bergamo, 17-19 May, 
1974. 
\ 
M. Fanelli et al., "Finite-Element Analysis of Prestressed- Concrete 
Pressure·vessels ". IABSE Seminar, 17-19 May 1974. 
E. Fum~galli and G. Verdelli, "Small-Scale Models of PCPVs for Hig~­
Temperature qas Reactors. Modelling Criteria and Typical Results". 
IABSE Seminar, 17-19 May 1974. 
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Conrp.t etql 19'15
LatL uqfgllng : 20.o1 .75
.SPONSOR
;.r n 7.rta..r a 
- 
.
Ofi,Cr\\12A1'LOli
1.. lr x.
ProJacc 
.Leqd-g:
B.D.r;/fitpTlt$/1{
scLg.nSJ.$ts
t:. ccs'i'Aj,
-' I- CEIIEIAL AIil . D6finition drrrn nouveau tyae dtenceinte de'confinement 91u:$onorffi sans gdau clt6ranch6ir6. Bnccinte doublo cn b€ton'
11 - PIS?ICULA: 3I}J}:CTI1T3g
-
La cosception et la r6alisaLion des peaux drEtanclt6it€ pi!ta11'!.ques
dtanceintee en b6tln armS ou gr6contrai.nt lrr6sentent dc nombrt:rrscs
difficultds 
-lrovenant de la nicescird rte liniter It6':aieseur des t6les ii
. des'valcurs laibl.es (6 ou 9 n'n) nour des ':a-{.sons i.:cononiquec.
- 
Un nouveau systome de co'nf!.nerrent A.6tE nis i lt6rucle, il eat
composd de cteux partiei : i
- un@.enceinte interne e1 b6ton prEcon[raint' san3 geau dr6tanch6it6 n6tal1i1ue
" une enceinte excorne en b6ton arm6.
En cas dtaccident, lec fui.tes traversant lrenceinte i"nterne,
r6cup6r6es dans I'csp.ae.e annulaire eE liltr6es avant rejet.
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III - EXPERH1ENT.\l F/I.CILITIES AND PROGRA!'f.'lE 
Les etudes et moyens d'essais associes sont 
- etude de la structure sous l'angle du Genic Civil, 
- essais d'etancheite du bcton, 
- essais d'etancheite des peintures, 
- essais de controle d'ctancheite du beton en cours de construction. 
IV - PROJECT STATUS 
4.1- Progress to date 
etude d'un avant projet detaille d'cn~einte (1973) 
- essais d'etancheite du beton arme ou precontraint (1973), 
4.2 - Essential Results 
Fais<1bi lite dcmon'trce. 
1.---..1-
Choix par E.D.F., en accord avec les Autorites ae SGrete Fran~aisc,_ 
de ce typ·e d'cnccinte pour equiper lcs tranches nucleaires a venir \-1 1350. 
V - NEXT STEPS 
·etudes d'avant projet detaillees de l'~nceintc W 1350, 
- essais d'etancheite de revetements elastomeres sur beton, 
- essais concernant le controle de l'etancheite du beton en cours de 
construction. 
VI - RELATION WITH OTHER PROJECTS 
Ncant. 
. .. 
·• 
•. 
·~ 
• i 
/ 
~~-r . ,.:, · ..• ~· ........... _ , __ _ " .. , -
VII - REFERENCE DOCUNENTS 
Note E.D.F. SEPTEN GC 72-30. Double enceinte sans pcau. 
Sp6cification technique. 
-note E.D.F. SEPTEN GC 73-01. Double enceinte sans pcau. Synth~sc des 
etudes et essais realises en 1972, 
-note E.D.F. SEPTEN GC 73-09. Presentation et analyse des essais 
realises. 
VI~I - DEGREE OF AVAILASILITY 
Interncs E.D.F. 
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. Classification:1) .5 
Title 1 (Original Langua~c) : COUN'rRY: 
BRD Untersuchungen zum EinfluB der GroBe und Form von 
KUhlkanalblockagen auf die Kernnotkilhlung in der Flut- SPQ~SOR: 
phase eines KilhJ.mittelverlustunfalles BMI• 
(PNS 4239 - 1.1.3., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Influence of the Size and Shape of Cooling Channel s. Malang 
Blockagesupon Emergency Core Cooling in the Reflood 
Phase of a LOCA 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.1.19'73 1979 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975" 
1. General Aim 
The aim of this project is to investigate the influence of cooling 
1· channel blockages on the cooling conditions during the reflood phase 
;· 
of a LOCA. Such blockages can be caused by ballooning of the fuel 
1, rod claddings due to the internal pressure. Prefabricated "balloons" 
are attached to the fuel rod simulators prior to the tests. 
,. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The main objective is to investigate the influence of size and shape 
of the flow blockages on the cooling·conditions. Velocity and 
spectrum of the water droplets in the mist flow have to be determined 
with optical methods. 
3.1 Experimental Facilities 
The main facility is a test loop suitable for up to 25 rods with a 
heated length of 3.90 m. This loop is designed for a constant 
flooding rate and a constant back pressure. A SCR controlled power 
supply is used. The digital~ata system with 128 channels is con-
trolled by a central computer. Power supply and data system are used 
also for PNS 4238. A separate te~t rig is used for fuel rod simulator 
test and some scoping tests. 
• 
3.2 Research Program 
The following configurations are to be investigated: 
a) row of 5 heaters without blockages 
b). row of 5 heaters with uniform blockages 
c) 5x5 bundle with uniform blo·ckages 
d) 5x5 bundle with blockages only in a part of the coolant channels 
The main parameters are: 
a) flooding rate 
b) initial clad temperature 
c) back pressure 
d) size of the balloons 
e) shape of the balloons 
The largest number of test are planned for PWR's. Some experiments 
will be performed later for BWR's. 
~. Project Status 
The construction o~ the test loop, the data system and the power 
supply have been completed. Also completed are the test section and 
5 instrumented fuel rod simulators. The shake down of the entire 
system has been started. The heater rods had been successfully tested 
under operating conditions in a separate rig. Less expensive and 
more precise methods. for the instrumentation of the heater rods and 
the attachment of the"balloons" are under development. Some methods 
to avoid a too early wetting of the observation windows at the. 
test section have been tested and showed some improvements. 
·Films have·been taken through these .windows with a frequency of 
~000 picture/sec. 
The exposure time was still to long to obtain sharp pictures of the 
water droplets. 
5. Next Steps 
• -~ After an extended shake down period the experiments will start with 
a row of 5 fuel rod simulators. Tests witQ a 5x5 bundle will follow 
·: at the end of 1976. 
'· . 
' ' 
. 
. ' 
A computer code for the calculation of heat transfer coefficients 
will .. be adjusted to the test conditions *nd will be used for the data 
reduction. 
6. Relation With Other Projects 
;; Theve is a1 close connection to a simular project using a larger 
bundle which is planned by KWU (RS 36). on·e of the goals is to define size 
shape and mechanical design of t~e flow blockages for that project. 
The results will also be used for the verification of the code 
system which is under development in the project PNS 4231. 
Relations exist also to the project PNS 4238. 
In that project however the main emphasis is placed on the inter-
action between deformation and cooling. 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 1st PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2195 (German, ~l.abstr.) 
/2/ 2nd PNS-Semi-Annual Report 1975, KFK 2262 (Ge!'l'll9Il, Engl.abstr.) 
/3/ Heat F.lux Density on the Surface of a Heater as a 
Consequence of an Artifical Blockage 
G. Hofmann, H .• M. Politzky, K. Rust 
PNS - Arbeitsbericht Nr. 54/75, Sept. 75 
8. Degree of availability 
KFK-reports unrestricted distribution 
PNS-Arbeitsberichte: restricted destribution 
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PROJECT TITLE CIRENE pmo~er channel pres- __ . _cLASSUriCATION. ·---- ---~ 
t sure tube burst tests. 
' Effetti dello scoppio di tubo a pressione 
: CIRENE. 
SPONSORING COUNTRY Italy 
1.1. 5 ! 
' t 
t 
I ; 
' ORGANISA.TION : I 
CISE sponsored·. by CNEN 1 
f 
' 
! ... _..;, 
DATE INITIAT;ED 
I 
DATE COI1PLETED 
October 1970 
1976 
i . 
PROJECT LFADER 
G. Possa I . 
Status (latest updating): May 1975 
·nescri:P.tion : \ 
1. General aim: to investigate the ·conseque~ces of the hypotheti-
cal explos~on of a power channel pressure tube for the CIRENE 
-reactor. ~ 
2 •. Particular ob~ective: to measure the preE3ure waves produced 
by explosion ~n the n2o tank ~~d to deter~ine the associated 
stresses on major mechanical structural c~mponents. 
3 •. Exr;erimental facility and prograr._"!!e 
3.1.' ~~E~rf~~~!~1-fe£~!f!~ 
- BETUtLA: .. facility located in CCR Eu~atom c.:. Ispra including a 
· pressure vessel (with nearly. CIRE,:E dimensions) for 
e~plosion containment. 
3 •. 2 • r~2sre~~ 
. 
3. 2 .1. Preliminary burst tests to individuate :nost relevant plant 
parameters •. 
3.2.2. Burst tests in full height scale with a du~ny explosion 
tube (full length ·rupture). 
3.2.3. Burst tests as in ~.2.2. with explosi'~ tube and aqjacent 
target channel siculating in full sca~e (dimensions and 
structural materials) the CIRENE pmve:r channel. 
3. 2. 4. Burst tests for determination of consc~uences of a hypothe-
tical pressure tube rupture due to hot spot. 
4. Project status 
4.1. rr2Br~~2-!~_9e!~ 
- (3.).1.): completed 
- (3.2.2.): nearly completed 
- ( 3. 2. 3.): design and component r.:an~facture c·;mpleted 
(3.2.4.): in the design stage 
..,.. 
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• 
4.2. ~~~~n!!~!_r~~~!!~ 
Basic understanding of the dynamics of underwater ·e~plo­
sions in· a confined volume. 
~ Understanding of the rupture process ·of a pressurized 
Zircaloy tube artificia.lly defected, under typical con·-
ditiops of a pressure tube·reactor. 
Gathering information on explosion stresses in reactor 
structural components. 
5. Next steps 
Completion . . . of program i tern 3. L. 2. ; then program i tern 
3.2.3.; then program item 3.2.~. 
6. Reference documents 
1) M. Famiglietti, A. Parmeggiani, G. Possa, L. Galbiati: 
"Pressure Burst Due t~ Power Channel Explosion in a Pres-
sure Tube Reactor", to be.presented at the 3rd SMIRT Con-
ference, London 1-5 Sept. ·19 7 5 . 
7. Degree of availability: to a limi~ed extent.· 
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12. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

[ ~ --- Cl as~_:' i ea tion: 12:.1 -. 
· 1'~tlc 1 (Ori9:inal Lan~ua9e): COUNTRY: 
BRD . 
Statusbericht Qunlitatssicherungssystem SPONSOR: -~Darstellung des Istzustandes - · BI1FT 
(Rs 124- II.3.1., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZli.TION: 
KWU, Erlangen 
e 
Title 
t 
2 (english) : Project Leader: 
~ 
S~atus Report of the Quality Assurance System Dr. Kaden 
" 
.. 
.. 
In"J. tiated {Date) : COmJ21Cted (Date) : 
), 
8. 75 31. 6. 76 
s~Qtus: Last UJ2dating (Date): 
~ 
-
C(5ntinuing 31. 12. 75 
General Aim 
I~ a study the present state of the quality assurance system for 
d!sign, manufacturing and examination, procurement, shiping erection 
and commissioning of the components (NDES) including nuclear 
a~iliary and ancillary components and the containment will be 
described. 
Pirticular Objectives 
components are considered, which are used in the nuclear 
steam generating system. ,. 
L 
Eiperimental Facilities 
N~ experimental facilities necessary. 
Research Program 
a~ Listing'- of various steps of the work for the representation 
'{ 
5 of t:n:e·present state. 
b~ Detailed de$cription of the activities, the boundary conditions 
~ and the qual:i_ty as_s~~ce l;e~uring ~ -
1 I" 
; 
i 
;.; 
; 
,I 
Projact Status/Proeress-to Date/Essential Results 
A first draft of a status-report; was-finished and discussed with 
members of the IRS. The result was, that some new items have to be 
considered and some details have to be explained. 
Next Step 
The status-report will be revised. 
Relation with Other Projects 
No relation with other Projects 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
r 
• ,. 
l' 
'I 
I 
.. 
: 
Description : A research has been initiated in thd field of 
. reli~bilitt studies focused on components (electronic ~d 
mechanicalLof water reacto~. . 
Partictilnr attention will be given to fo.ilure rnodt' 
ana.lysis of-mechanics~ components of expcrimontO.l loops and to 
the methods for collecting failuPQ... .£.,~t·a.with the nim to evaluate 
th3 possibility of using1 in the most suitable way, do.ta baruts • 
.... 
.. 
:.t . . :' :: · r~/·::.·. -~~ .~-~? ·i~:r.~ ~ ·-~··:· ::~~~~ t. r. -~~~-···t ·!,:'··-~:. . . ·< .. ':' ~~· ~· .. , ....... · ...• ··• 
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Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Lcmguage): COUNTRY: 
Untersuchungen lib er die Anwendbarkeit 
BRD 
dGY' Ultraschall-
Impulsspcktrometrie zur Verbesserung der Aussagesicher SPONSOR: 
he it bei der Materialprufuns mit Ultraschall Bi'"lF'r (RS 54 - 11.3.2., Jahresber1cht A 75) '"'ORGANIZATION: 
Bundesanstalt f. 
MateriaJprlifung 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Spectroscopy in Ultrasonic NDT Prof. Dr. Mundry 
"" 
Initiated (Date) : Corn12leted (Date) : 
Pcbruary 10, 1972 February 10, 1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
The project aims at the complete evaluation of the information 
furnished by ultrasonic echoes. 
2. Particular objectives 
By means of frequency analysis type, size and orientation of a defect 
in materials of larger thicknesses (reactor pressure vessels) shall 
be determined. 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
Spectrum analysis can be performed with two different devices. The 
first device· is a swept frequency RF-receiver, which is plugged into 
an oscilloscope mainframe. The other device is a digital Fourier 
J Analyser, which calculates real and imaginary part (or amplitude and 
phase) of a spectrum of a given pulse. Additionally a set of broad 
( band (shock wave) probes, ultrasonic transmitter/receivers, a set of 
steel specimen, an immersion tank and an electronic switch for time 
windowing are available. 
During the experiments the echoes of artificial defects of different 
type, size and orientation are to be analysed, to study the influence 
of the~e parameters on the frequency spectra. 
. . 
4. Project status 
4.1. Pror;rer.~s "tl<? date 
The project has been finished. During the last two months of its 
duration invest.igations on the influence of the angle of incidence 
on amplitude and phase spectra took place. The experiments were 
carried out in immersion technique so, that the test reflectors were 
tu~ed to vary the angle of incidence from normal incidence in steps 
of 0.2°. The distance between transducer and reflector was held 
constant. 
4.2. Essential results 
1lf 
A result of the measurements is shown in the picture. The angle of 
incidence for a 20 mm circular flat reflector was varied in the range 
of 0° to 10° in steps of 0.2 degrees. The upper part of the picture 
shows the time function of six of the recorded echoes in the range of 
0° to 5° in steps of 1°. 
The second line of drawings shows real and imaginary part of the 
spectra of the above pulses after Fourier transform. 
Next the mountains of spectra are cut through along the drawn plane, 
which is normal to the frequency axis. In these two planes one can 
find the curves of the third line of.drawings. The left curve gives 
the real part and the right curve gives the imaginary part of an 
amplitude di.stribution versus the angle of incidence. In a rough 
analogy to holography a reconstruction of the reflector may be 
obtained from that distribution by inverse Fourier transform. The 
width of the peak of the last curve is strictly proportional to the 
width of the reflector. 
•' -~ -' \: . 
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L Classification: 12.3 
'l'i t.le 1 (Or.i9inal Language) : fiLulii~ i.iber den d~rzei tgeu Stand COUNTRY: 
der Hchallemissionsanalyse (SEA), ihrc Orenzen und Moglichkeiten BRD 
auf dem Gebiet der Reaktorsicherheit SPONSOR: (RS 0031 D - 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A ·r5) BN.F'r 
~ ORGANIZATION: 
' Battelle-Institut 
Frankfurt/Main 
Title 2 (enSflish) : Literature Survey of the State of the Art Project Leader: 
of Acoustic Emission, its Potentiality and its Limits in the Dr. lt~i s enbla t ter 
~ield of Reactor Safety Dr. Jax 
i 
~nitiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
-~ 1, 1975 November 30, 1975 
tus: Last Uf2dating (Date): 
finished December 1975 
• 
1. General Aim 
~The aim of these evaluations is to present critically the status of' 
;knowledge and technology of acoustic emission for testing of thick-
t . 
~walled components, especially those of nuclear reactor vessels. 
2. Particular Objectives 
his literature survey shall be of use 
to present completely the results of the work done so far at 
Battelle Frankfurt during the past six years 
to compare this knowledge with the status of research in the 
~ Federal Republic of Germany and other countries ~ ' 
f-·to mark out the problems still existing. 
~ :J. Research Program 
;The results of o_ur own experimental work which are represented in 
·more'_: th:an• _20 -t--echnic_~l-:r·eports · (:refe;ren_c~- RS O_OJ1 to. RS OOJ i D_) have 
. ' . . ' --
been taken in~o consideratio~ as- ·:well as the relevant literature 
_published lately. 
', 4. Project Status 
The investigations are terminated. The corresponding report will be . 
completed in Februnry 1976. 
4.2. Essential Results 
First in literature the knowledge in seismology concerning the 
source mechanisms of earth-quakes and the propagation of enrth-
quake waves have been applicated on aco.ustic emission. Thus it was 
possible to understand the· most important fundamentals of acoustic 
emission originated by different processes (crack formation, crack 
propagation, plastic deformation, friction) and to present them in. _, 
a consistent form. Besides presenting these fundamentals, the scope 
of this su~vey was to show the still existing.problems, especially 
in inspection of thick-walled vessels. Nowadays these are mainly 
concentrated in the classification of located defects. Related 
investigations conducted until today mostly do not furnish valuable 
information about this problem because of the following reasons: 
- structures with unknown defects did not contain critical defects; 
those defects which have been found are not large enough to be 
identified unambigiously by other NDT methods; destructing 
methods are not possible, 
- in.thc case of specimens with intentionally built-in defects 
mostly the natural defects occuring.in structures have not been 
simulated correctly so far. .~ 
Therefore for the future special attention should be drawn on funda-
mental evaluations of thick-walled vessels with built-in natural 
defects.~ 
5. Next Steps 
./. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
This:literature survey represents-the completion of the following 
. .. . - . . . - ... . ' '' 
projects: RS 00)1, RS 00)1 A, RS 00)1 B, RS 00)1 C. 
7. Reference Documents 
./. 
• 
• 
...... 
,' 
J 
l ' 
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f_·; Classification: 12.3 
1 Title 1 {Original Language): 
Zetstorungsfreie PrUfung des GefUgezustandes mittels 
strallrUckstreuung 
(RS 102-16/1 - 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Ti~le 2 (english) : 
Ultra-
N ) d . oo- estruct1ve Structure Evaluation by Means of Scattered 
Ultrasound 
Initiated (Date): 
.1973 
Completed (Date) : 
'• 
30.9.1976 
COUNTRY: 
BRD 
SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
scha ft, I zfP 
Project L~ader: 
Dr. G. Deuster 
Dr. K. Goebbels 
St.atus: 
continuing 
Last Updating (Datek _ 
December 1975 _ 
-
f. General aim 
J 
~mong other things the material constants of steels are structure-dependent. Therefore the deter-
. ' 
1fination of the structure of steels is dn essential task and has to cover the whole volume, especially 
. 
for big components like reactor pressure vessels. Under this category the structure of welds ,is to 
:I 
~gard too and the evaluation has to be done in a ndt way. NOt-methods for these requirements 
~re not yet technical standard, but in an advanced stage of developme11t. 
1 • Particular. objecti,ve 
I 
*easurements of scattered ultrasound can be used for qualitative and quantitative determination 
~f metal structures. Compared to attenuation measurements, they present e.g. the following 
cldvantages: 
.. 
i no need of plane-parallel, polished test specimens, 
'I ' 
.:. evaluation of the structure inside the material, 
\ 
., quantitative separation of absorption and scattering coefficient from attenuation coefficient, 
i quantitative grain-size determination, independent of other methods • 
. ~e airn.pf tflJsJ~roj~t·.thetefor~-i~t. tJ:,~.~u~otft:atJ.v:e ~valuation· of horo~~en~~us ~~d .inhomo-
"" ...... 0 ,,,,. ,, • \" 0 "\" • T" I • ... , 
0
< 
geneous: (e.g; wetd~) .. steel ~triJctu~s··~ · : :: · .: :: :. :. . . ·. 
: ;, • I t : ~ !1 ,, I ,'1 • I : l ~~ • ,' ' f 
I;. '; ~ • ,~' • I I ' I t '! ;·' ' 
• 
3. Experimental facilities and program 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
I> 
.. For very accurate measurements of ultrasound velocities and attenuation an experimental device 
'\ 
(MA TEC) is used. 
- Scattering measurements are made with two apparatus: 
:.. - At first a device built by Koppelmann 1), record~ng the analog scattering signal on a XY -recor-
der. 
- A secon'dapparatus was built in the institute, marked especially by an analog-digital-co':'verter 
(100 MHz sample rate) and the on-line-evaluation of the scattering measurement in a computer. 
3.2 Program 
After the first s~eps, done in 1974 the following program was pursued: 
a) Scattering measurements on different steels with homogeneous structure, with different frequencies. 
b) Measurements on welds, expecially on materials corresponding to the reactor technology. 
c) Tests of the new device for scattering measurements. 
d) Optimizing the judgement of weld-quality with ultrasonic scattering measurements. 
e) Measurements on austenitic materials and welds for better understanding of the steel structures 
~. and for obtaining a better signal-to-noise level in ultrasound examination. 
4. Project status 
4 .• 1 Progress to date 
PCjnts a) -c) of the program mentioned under 3.2 are mainly completed. 
Parts d) and e) are of special interest in 1976. 
4.2 Essential Results 
- Three methods are developed to determine quantitatively the scattering coefficient and thereby 
the mean grain size: One sample and two frequencies. If the frequency-dependence of the 
ultrasonic absorption is known, the separation of absorption and scattering is· possible after two 
scattering measurements. 
'bne frequency and two samples~ If the absorption-coefficient is equal in both samples the sepa-
·ratioti necessary for grain~size determination is possible after the scattering measurement at 
' '~ . - ~ . ' . - . . .. 
«!eh test piece. 
These two methods are described .further ·i-n a ~ecent publication 2) • 
... 
-, 
.. 
I 
·-
' 
' 
Multiple scatterin~. If multiple scattering is present, already one measurement at one sample 
and without s,uppositions on absorption delivers th'e quantitative value for the scattering co-
efficent3~ 
t, These methods are positively tested at half a hundred samples of steels with different structures 
and will be tested further for optimizing the scattering measurements at about two hundred 
samples. 
- The judgement of the structure of welds with ultras6nic scattering is difficult because of the 
. ' 
, inhomogeneous character of the composition unaffected material -heat affected zone- weld • 
. 
Today the scattering measurements are made with sound paths parallel to the weld direction 
either in the unaffected steel or in the heat affected zone or in the weld itself. The attenuation 
coefficient in each region is determined from the scattering measurement and related to its 
{ position relatively to the weld. Therefore one measures the rise of. attenuation from unaffected 
" steel to weld by a factor of two to four e.g. and this rise is characteristic for the weld. Some 
I 
experiences with 22 NiMoCr 3 7 - welds and the simulation of these welds are made and 
described in the quarterly reports • 
. 
I 
5. Next steps , 
~he next steps are the parts d) and c) of the program listed under 3.2. The application test of the 
~rain-:-size determination, mentioned under 4.2 will be executed too. 
, Relations with other projects 
No essential relations with other projects are present. The work concerning austenitic steels in 
RS 102- 16/1 and RS 143 are tuned together • 
. 
7. Reference documents 
1) J. Koppelmann: 
( 
2) K. Goebbel s: 
2) i<. Goebbels:, 
' ... ..
~i . ~"' ,, ....... __ :·' :: . '!' ~· -·: ' ' -: • - .... 
• 't" ' ~ . ·, 
' • ,I l 
'· 
• i 
Materialprufung .14 (72) 156- 159 
MaterialprUfung 17. (75) 231 - 233 
Ultraschaii-Streuung. Mcsglichkeiten der zerstcsrungsfreien 
Gefugebewertung. Grundlagenbericht. 
lzfP-Bericht Nr. 740311-TW, 1974 
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Classification: 12.3 
TL~le 1 {Original Lansua~e) : 
Anpassung und Wei terentwi ckl ung el ektri.scher, el ektromagneti scher 
und magnetischer PrUfverfahren fUr den Einsatz an Reaktoren 
{RS 102-18- 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) 
Title 2 (english) : 
Adaption and Continuat~on of the Development of the Electrical, 
Electromagnetic and Magnetic Test Methods 
Initiated (Date) : 
1.8.1973 
Status: 
continuing 
General aim 
1 
for the Use at Reactors 
Com12leted (Date) : 
30.9.1976 
Last UEdating (Date): 
December 1975 
COUNTRY: 
Blm 
SPONSOR: 
B~1FT 
ORGk~IZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, 1zfP 
Project Leader: 
R. Becker 
Dr. W. Mohr 
-
I~ the field of the electrical, magnetic and electromagnetic test methods the project has the 
general aim • 
..... 
..:,to transfer the status of knowledge into the concepts of techniques and devices, 
... to expand the foundations in mathematics· and physics as much as necessary, 
_: e~tablish rules and models for interpretation of measurement results, 
- to adjust the techniques to the specific problems in reactor testing. 
Based on the research results, special developments orientated towards application are to follow 
as individual projects. 
1 • Eddy Current Test Method 
1. 1; Particular objective 
We'are working at two kinds of applicati~n: 
a) testing of installed heat exchanger tubes, 
b) testing of the cladding, the basic material, the weld and austenitic/ferritic junctions of the 
. reactor .pressur~ ve~el for location, of cracks near the surface. 
, • • . . , " , . , . 1.. ·,. . ., ' • J" ·: , • , • I . ' . ' 
I~ both cc:'ses a great number of para111eters g.ive measuring effects • .The signa,ls of defec_ts which 
g~nerally are the relevant parameter's can b·e·sup~rimposed by signals of othe~ parameters, so that 
. ' ' . .. ~ . . . ' . ' . 
tile presence of th~ defects cannot be recognized or th~ indication of the defect depth can be 
.. 1 . 
fd_lsified. Therefore the signals from the disturbing parameters must be suppressed and only the 
signals from the defects must be given out with the indication of the defect depth. 
1 
I, 
~ 
. 
\ 
·('o solve this task the multifrequency method is to cpplywhere is worked with several frequencies 
simultaneously. Th~s method is to develop further wil.h regard to the practical application end to 
: test in several test si tuotions which are simulated by models. 
1-
l.2·Experimental facilities and program 
c9 application of computer programs to determine the optimal test frequencies considering the · 
~ separation of the relevant parameters and to provide ideal coil design; 
t ' 
b3 construction of a laboratory test device which works simultaneo'usly with up to 4 frequencies in 
I ~ the range of 10 - 500 kHz; 
l 
ci application ~f this device concerning reseorchs w(th multifrequency m~thods; synthesis of pro-
. cesses, otpmation of numerical evaluation methods using a mini-computer; 
I 
,, 
dl trial of the t~st system. 
t 
i 
h3 Project status 
i 
· 1 ~ 3. 1 Progress todc te 
T~e laboratory test device as mentioned in 1.2.b has been completed. As mo~el for an austenitic 
h~at exchanger tube we used a tube with 3 sew cuts of different depths, variation of inner and 
ou.ter diameter, change of electrical conductivity, an austenitic spacer and a ferritic tube sheet. 
T~e·multifrequency device has also been applied for testing various wel~-claddings of the reactor 
pressure vessel. We have examined a multitude of specimen with saw cuts and pulsed cracks. 
mathematical and physical problems of the encircling coil around a tube and of the pick-up 
cc¥1 above a two-layer specimen have been treated, and we have written computer programs for 
n~erical evaluation as mentioned in 1.2.a. ; . 
• 1.13.2 Essential results 
Th~ testing of installed heat exchanger tubes is carried out from the inside of the tubes with an 
absolute running through coil. lt is possible to indicate defects at the outside of the tubes greater 
th~n 35 per cent of the tube wall thickness and to suppress simultaneously the signals from varia-
ticfns of the geometrical and electrical properties of the tubes, the signals from the tube sheet and 
th. spacers,qr.t.d the signals from variatiors of th~ ppsitio11 of. the. coil tn the tube /1/. ·: ... 
"I ' • - j ' •• • " • • " • • • 1 ., '~" ., ~ • ' : •• ' "', I' " - - ., 'lo lt '., " ' • ' 
Th~ testing ofthe austenitic plated sorface in~. re~ctor pr~ssure ~essel is made with Qrl (lbsolute 
., , - ', -. • ... 1• • • .... I • ~. •• ' "1 '' • : f:" ~ "'.~ '~ I I • '' ' ' , , 
pi~-up· coil which is1 moved over t~e surtac·e. In this case undesired signals which can be suppres-
·' · . • · I 1 . . 
se, are c.aused b{lo~a.l·va~iotions of theo '-f~r'rit .content and of the electrical conductivity of 
the two layers,· and above all by the lift'-off effect as a consequenc·e of the not plain surface /2/. 
7 ' ; ' 
To provide the multifrequency system with appropriate frequencies we have calculated the effects 
of variation in tube material for any frequency /3/. 
The sqme work has been done for pick-up coils above a two-layer specimen. The influence of the 
coil dimensions on the direction of the effects in the impedance plane has been examined. Further·· 
more the relation between choice of frequency and eddy current distribution in the two layers has 
been treated for different coil dimensions. Plotted results are summarized in the intermediate report 
/4/ .. 
1.4 Next steps 
The multifrequency device will be prepared for the 'in-situ' employment to test a heat exchanger 
and the pressure vessel of a reactor. 
Numerical results will be applied for the examination of plated materials with subcladding cracks. 
1.5 Relations with other projects 
Concerning the testing of the cladding specimen there exists a relation to project RS 89. 
1 • 6 Reference Documents 
/1/ Seeker, R. : 
Parametertrennung bei der Wirbelstromprufung von Rohren nach einem Mehrfrequenzverfahren. 
lzfP-Sericht 740205-U zu RS 102 - 18, Teil I 
/2/ Seeker, R.: 
I 
PrUfung von plattierten Oberfl<:ichen m it Abtastspulen nach einem Mehrfrequenz-Wirbelstrom-
verfahren. lzfP-Sericht 760602-TW 
/3/ Seeker, R.; Setzold K.: 
Theoretische und numerische Untersuchungen uber lmpedanzortskurven bei der Wirbelstrom• 
prufung von Rohren m it AuBenspulen. lzfP-Sericht 750413-TW 
/4/ Seeker, R.; Setzold, K.: 
Theoretische und numerische Untersuchungen zur Wirbelstromprufung geschichteter Materia-
lien mit Abtastspulen gegebener Abmessungen. JzfP-Sericht 760501-TW 
.. 
' 
' ~ ' .;:~ :" ~ 
• I "!- 'l" • Ji*" "f ... 
• 
•• 
2. Electr,ical Resistance Probe Method 
2.1 Particular objective 
The method is used for crack-depth measurements of surface cracks in metallic materials. By 
. . 
contacting the body with potential probes an electrical flow field is impressed. The associated 
potential field, measured on the surface is a function 
- of the electrical conductivity 
- of the distance of the potential probes and 
- of the surface geometry. 
Every surface crack disturbes this geometry and therefore the potential distribution. The normalized 
voltdge U/U0 measured above the crack ·is only a function of the depth of the crack while U0 is 
th~ .voltage in the undisturbed case. The theoretical formulation of the problem leads to a Neumann 
boundary value problem. 
2.21Experimental facilities and program 
a) analytical solution of the Neumann boundary value problem in the case of homogenious excita-
tion by a direct current. 
b) application and test of num~ricol methods os the finite differences and finite elements methods 
for solving the boundary value problem in the case of partial flow excited by the point sources 
of the potential probes. 
'c) Treatment of the alternating current resistance method and the phenomenon of the skin effect as 
a sol·ution of on Helmholtz equation in the quasi-stationary case. 
2.3 Project status 
2.3. 1 Progress todote 
A report /1/ is made on the analytical solutions 2.2.a. The problem of partial flow is solved by 
finite element method for two-dimensional geometries. 
2.3.2 Essential results 
The test of the numerical methods by the problem of h6mogenious excitation has shown that the 
finite element method is the better method to solve our partial flow problems. 
The experime~t with a plate model shows a good agreement with the numeri~olly. c~lcuiQted cali-
~~~rton·4~e;.: :.~·· :: :. ;: : <. ·::, 1 :::~· •. -~ ~ • • • . . . . :·.· · · ·~ : . 
* "! • "''I • • '< , ~, • • ,o -·~ , to ~ • • '1 .,. .,.. • t I" .. ' 
-. ~ .. • • •• ·~ ••• ~ .. l • .. • ... ~ .,. ' 1' ' , , t r ,1 • "' • 
The. infh1enc~.>Of' the nearne~s ~f the erc~k r~lcittv~: td. ~n· ed9~ oi the· test object could be _cleared; 
'the cal'ibic.tion~curv:e ;,u~t be modifl~d •. ··. 
ol I '\,_' 
'. 
., 
2.4 Next steps 
a) Application of the finite element method to three-dimensional geometries as screw-threads and • 
nozzel surfaces in reactor pressure vessels. 
b) Integration of Helmholtz equation in the case of ahernating current. 
2.5 Relations with other projects 
none 
2. 6 Reference Documents 
/1/ Dobmann, G.: 
Potentialsondenverfahren. Berechnung und Messung zweidimensionaler Potentialsverteilungen . 
bei hom<>lJener Anregung. lzfP-Bericht Nr. 7.50102-TW. 
3. Guided ultrasonic waves electrodynamically excited 
3.1 Particular objective 
A technique shall be elaborated which allows to inspect heat exchanger tubes for lingitudinal and 
transverse cracks by guided waves. The guided waves shall be excited and received contactlessly 
by electrodynamic transducers. 
3.2 Experimental facilities 
The equipment has been in essential the same as last year with the difference that the electro-
dynamic receiving coil is located within the tube directly below the transmitting coil outside of 
the tube. This technique improves the local resolution of flaw echoes. 
3.3 Project status 
3.3. 1 Progress todate 
New transducer coils have b~en developed for the purpose of exciting torsional waves in the tubes. 
lt was found that longitudinal flaws are detected best with torsional modes while transverse flaws 
· give better echoes with longitudinal modes. 
3.3.2 Essential results 
In addition to trans'(erse flaws longitudina' flaws with a maximal depth of 5 per cent of the tube 
' • ' ' '' • ·- • 1 - • ,. ·• ' I. ~ • ' • : ' ' ' ·.. • 'r 
wall thickness could be d~tecte.ct". ~ut' :the.· rafi,o" of."signal t~ coheren·t distu~nces is ~ow~r for 
1 l ~ ~· . . i 
longitudinal than for trcms'l.erse fl~ws .• : i 
,. 
• 
• 
3.4 Next steps 
The prevenl ion of unwanted modes and the suppression of the coherent disturbances have to be 
more improved, especially for torsional modes.· A first trial shall be strated to apply electro-
dynamic trcmsducers as angle probe, the angle being adjustable by frequency change. 
•I 
3.5 Relations with other projects 
none 
3. 6 Reference Documents 
Mohr, W.: 
Elastische Rohrwellen. Erste experimentelle Ergebnisse zur PrUfung dUnnwandiger Rohre·mit elektro-
dynamisch angeregten gefuhrten Ultraschallwellen. 
l~fP-Bericht'Nr. 750513-TW zu RS 102- 18, Teil 11. 
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Classification: 12.3. 
Title 1 (Original Langu~ct: COUNTRY: 
• BRD Automatisierung und EDV der US-1mpulsechoprUfung 
(RS 102-17- 11.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
. schaft, IzfP 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Automation of Pulse-Echo-Testing and Electronic Data Processing R. Werneyer 
of the Results 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
~5.10.1974 31.12.1977 . 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
D.uring the production of reactor pressure vessels both, the basic materials and the single compo-
nents undergo a nondestructive and fully volumetric test~ After the completion of the reactor a 
.basic test ist made, and then, at certain intervals, fully automatic in-service inspections take 
place under more complicated conditions. This is to locate and evaluate defects. Evaluation is 
effected in a computer after the reconstruction of a three-dimensional fl~w picture not dependent 
upon the different testing methods. These flaw pictures are compared with the specifications and 
standards. 
2. Particular objective 
The aim of this project ist the reconstruction of flaw pictures with infonnation on geometry, locus 
and flow kind. Only such infonnation allows the application of fracture mechanical criteria of 
empirical rules for the valuation of the defects. To obtain such reconstructions the following steps 
have to be carried out: 
- gathering information on different arrangements and sound pathways for each volume element 
· (tandem, pulse-echo- angle-transmission··a.o.);-
..,. 1 ~ ~ ...., ~ • ..,... .-. • • ,, • • • • > 't '" • • ' '' I '.,_, ;'I •'• 
~ .. • .~ • •• 1 · ' · • .~· • t "'I •"" r · t 
~ ~ • •• - , • • • • • • • 'f • • • '"• rf' - .,..: ,... r 
... utilizatior'i of information iridud~d ~~ echo-dyndmtcs; .... : 
: •• ' ~ •, • .. • • • < • ·~ ... • • l - .. 
- providing for ~~in~ t~e ·i~fo~~~;~on ~f;th~~ spect;~m ~t a later ~ate; 
":! utilization of neighbouring relations; 
)lt( 
_ correction of transfer flu~tuations beside changes of so.und. press~re caused by sound field charac-
teristics, suppression of 1form echoes and redisturbances; · 
_ reconstruction of a three-dimensional, completely corrected flaw picture allowing different 
two-dimensional projections in any direction. 
3. Experimental equipment and programme 
For the realization of this concept it is necessary to place efficient hardware electronic and soft-
ware - the pre-condition for constructing and displaying a three-dimensional flaw picture wlth 
the help' of a computer- at disposal. Software has to be developed under consideration of neigh-
bouring. relations. This is realized by the associat~d institute IITB Karlsruhe. The preparation of 
the hardware component, running parallel 'with the realization of experiments to get data records 
of artificial and natural flaws is done by lzfP. 
' 4. Project status 
An experimental set-up. has been completed for the development of data records of artificial and 
natural defects in test specimens. Tests at a specimen have shown that the artificial flaws can be 
detected with the test methods pulse-echo and tandem with a signal-to-noise ratio not under 30 dB. 
The experimental set-up consists of a modefied ultrasonic testing device, a function generator for 
external triggering, an analog-digital converter and a computer HP 2100 with teletype and tape 
' puncher as connected periphery. 
Triggered by the trigger signal the transmitter sends a pulse to the probe. The same trigger signal 
starts the ~nalog-digital-converter (ADC). The transmitting pulse and the signals received by the 
probe - the whole image of the ultrasonic testing device -are amplified and rectified and fed to 
the ADC, which digitizes and stores the signal. The image displayed in 2048 words is read into 
computer on request. By the aid of a programme amplitudes and transit times are determined and 
stored for each arriving pulse. 
When the _test cycle (transmission, pulse-echo on the left, pulse-echo on the right, tandem) is 
finished, x- and y-coordinates are read into computer, the data block ist made available and 
displ.oye9 on t~letype.and punched tape. 
,_. •• .... ' •• • • ~ ~ ~ - ' • '" ~ ' .! - l • '... \ • ' • ~- ~ • :, 'I l I ·,: T"· ~ t i I j ' ' •' ' ' ' ' ', ' ~· ' ~t 10 , ~ t ' • • 
Arithrnettc for correction o.f omplftude~ for"determtnatio~ ~f.~iz~. and locus pf 9efe~ts in. pulse-
: .. ,.,~.: • .'.· ' .:':'" 7 ... '-t' -1 ·i ' 
ech? a~d. t~d~ -~~s._ting_ ~asbe~r1 ~evel6p~d. -~~ ::l. :_~· -"•:. :;:' .. 
~ , y • ~ ~ r ,, "r t _ 'I ~ 
This arithmetic hc;~s been brought 'into"a data proce5sing programme in Fortrah JV .• By this programme 
. . . . . .. . . . "': . '; . 
•. 
those data sets arc filtered out which represent a flaw echo. Appearing ambiguities are cleared at 
the same time and the appertaining flaw characteristics and coordinates are analyzed. Documen-
tation of defects has been made in projection on x, y- and x, z-plane • 
. 
5. Next steps 
Firstly, data recording prC?grammes will be shifted to automatic recording. The necessary devices 
as automatically running manipulator and hardware components w.ill be developed by the lzfP. 
The programmes provided for evaluat!on will be joined in a. dialog system under consideration of· 
expansions as display unit, digicoder or intermediate results. 
6. Relations with other projects 
This programme is partly based on the results of the reactor safety research projects RS 27-1 and 
·RS 27-2 and will be carried trough in coordination with the still running projects RS 27-2 and 
RS 169. 
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Classification: 12.3 .. 
Title 1 (Ori9:inal Lan~ua~e): COUNTHY: 
Holografische Interferometrie BRD 
(RS 102-22- II.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
' BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Fraunhofer-Gesell-
schaft, IFAM 
Title 2 (en~lish): Project Leader: 
Holografic Interferometry Dr. Jilptner 
Initiated (Date): Cori'll1leted (Date) : 
1.7.1975 31.3.1976 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim. 
.j 
Using holografic interferometry, the field of deformations of work- I 
piece surfaces is registered by interferometric comparison of two 
states stored in a hologram. The appearing interference fringe 
syste~ yields quantitative informations about the deformation in 
three axes. To produce the two stages the unloaded object has to be 
holographed, consequently it is subjected to the normal load and . 
holographed again. 
The field of deformation, obtained in this manner, can be used for 
. calculation of the states of stress even of geometrically com-
plicated workpieces. Furthermore by qualitative and quantitative 
evaluation weak points become evident. In fracture mechanical tests 
informations about the stress intensity could be obtained from ex-
perimentally determined plastic zones, and thus about the influence 
of crack displacement. 
2. Particular Objective 
:I~· -~Pp~a:r;_f3 .reas~n_abl!3 ... ~o apply the above mentioned advantages of 
'• ·-.; .. • ' ••• I ! ' I I ' ' I • ''• I • ' I I ' , "'· ; ' • I -~ ' , 
'hol6grafib ihtErrferoinetcy! for 'safety controls of reactor compone·nts. 
• 
-l 
J • 
~)I.ow~'t{~_~, ·:?efqr;e~:~t~is ,
1
met.hod ea~ tie. emp~oy,ed foi_ · gqmpo_~-eiit.s_ ~w{th ~. · · · ··· 
. p6ssioie ''interfeu~: cracks' or other' damages, on the' basis of this ' 
·;e~~,~A~~h· ptoj'~;t th~/ .follo~~ng~ p't9bloms havo to b~ sol v~d: 
' • ' I ! • l , ~ , "• '~ 'I, 1 ,, , .. k > 
' I~ 
I I 
' ,. i' 
f' 
a) Can defects be detected in components with thick walls? 
~) Which are the conditions for critical stresses to be 
determined from the holografic fringe system? 
c) Is it possible to recognize critical deformations in 
the region of weld seams? 
d) Which equipment is suitable for measurements without 
vibration protection? 
These points shall be investigated in this project. 
3. ~erimental Facilities and Programme 
The research work is done in the following stages: 
1. optimizing the experimental equipment 
1.1 Construction of suitable loading equipment 
1.2 Installation of the holografic system 
2. Measuring of deformations with the normal holografic equipment 
2.1 Measuring of deformations 
2.2 Comparison with theoretical models 
3. Measurements without vibration isolation. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Pro~ress todate 
4.1.1 Experimental work 
. ·:r 
In the first experiments it was tried to couple the reference and 
the object beam very rigid while making the hologram. Although g~od 
results were obtained with holograms of vibrating objects, the 
equipment is not suitable in this form for practical measurements 
because the holografed area is too small. 
The equipment for holografic deformation measurements of thick sheet 
is in construction. 
Theoretical ·work 
·To· answer ·the above mentioned' question,· i.f def·ects· can b'e ·rec-ognized · 
and if the endangerment ea~ be quantified, a first theoretical model 
was made on the basis of fracture mechanics. By the aid of this 
model first estimations about~the deformations on the surfaces of a 
thick wall are possible. 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
L~. 2 Essc:mtial Results 
. ' 
Calculations. are made by the following assumptions: 
a) The area under consideration is a plain part or pipe wall. 
b) It is permitted to use the fracture mechanical model with 
plain stress. 
c) The stresses du'e to the. defoxmation field of a pipe under 
internal pressure can be superposed additively with the 
stresses calculated from the fracture mechanical model. 
d) The tangential stress in the pipe is the normal stress for 
the fracture mechanical calculation.· 
e) The geometrical distribution of the stress field of a 
fracture specimen does not change essentially with the 
specimens' thickness. 
Some of these assumptions have to be investigated more precisely 
in the future. But using the assumptions, a system of equations was 
set up and the deformation in the axial direction of the pipe ~ 
along a tangential line (y-direction) was calculated, not considering 
an additional constant movement, pie. 1. This first estimation 
suggests the possibility that cracks can be detected by measurements 
n the surface and the stress intensity factor can be calculated. 
5. Next steps 
In further theoretical work a better model for the deformation 
calculation shall be evaluated. Hereby the assumption in the last 
chapter must certainiy be modified. With the calculated deformations, 
the holografic interference frin_ge system can be evaluated. This 
leads to statements about the possibilities of holografic measure-
ments and yields data for experimental investigations. 
For comparison deformation measurements will be prepared. Besides 
, th£$:_th~~-Texp1eriments· __ w~th ._equi~mept;:;: "!hiph are. fo~t 1i~.:r~J~-~~':·~s~~ ,,: 
· lated 'will be '~continued. ' • ' 
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Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Language): COUNTHY: 
BRD 
Ermittlung von SchweiBeigenspannung mit Hilfe der SPONSOR: 'Rontgencgraphi~ im ambulanten Einsatz B.r.1FT (RS 13o 
-
II.3.2, Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
ALLIANZ 
"" 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
The Determination of Welding Residual Stresses Dr.Christian 
with th~ Aid of Ambulant X-Ray Diffraction Dr.Elfinger 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
.6.1.974 31.5.1976 
status: Last UJ2datins (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
r
! 1. General aim 
The object of the work in progress is to clarify to what extent it is 
I 
I· 
l 
l 
possible 'to discuss, from the aspect of strength factors, the residual 
stresses determined by non-destructive x-ray diffraction measuring in 
th~ surface or in the surface-adjacent zones of welded joints, and to 
I 
compare the values thus obtained with the results procured by destruc-
tive, mechanical measuring procedures. Furthermore, to perfect measuring 
1ethods and apparatus in such manner as to render possible their ambu-
t 
1 lant application in respect of reactor components. 
[
1 
!; Pa~:~:~~::a~~~:c~~::sthe evolution of surface stresses and stress 
gradients in and in the vicinity of welded joints, dependent on 
.. 
b) 
I 
'. 
- . ~ 
c) 
t 
I 
·r 
welding parameters and heat treatment and their connection with 
the mechanical properties • 
Comparative measurements using destructive measuring procedures. 
. r· ~: . ... . ... , . 
' ~ 4 ·i ' ' .I • 0 ' I ' • • : "•:, ! I ! : ' ''! 1 ' ~ ' 1 ~ \ • ' '> • 
AdAi?tatiori and 'reconstructio1n 6£ th~ x.:..ray dlf~rft9tion m.e~suring 
" ! 1 '':" • '> r " r f • ' , ~ "'- " ' T 
·equipment 'for ambulant use and' test measuring bn' reactor corn.:. 
., r . .. I" 
ponk'n.ts. .. ' : :. 
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3 •. 1. Experimental facilities 
In x-ray diffracbion measuring, two centre-point free x-ray gonia-
meters are employed, of which one is reconstructed for a~bulant use. 
A hydraulic tension apparatus is available for determining the x-ray 
diffraction elasticity constants. 
3.2. Research program 
Residual stress investigations are carried out ?n eight series of 
specimens prepared by subme.rged ar-:.: welding from St. 52, a filler metal 
S 2 NiCrMo 1 (4 mm ~) and granulated flux LW 32o, 9 by 595. As para-
meters for the individual specimen series, both the welding data and 
the heat treatment of the weld seams during and subsequent to welding 
are varied. 
Determination of the residual stresses is effected perpendicular to 
the weld seam and in relation to the depth. 
Comparative measurements using destructive measuring procedurep are 
conducted. 
A goniometer for ambulant use is being designed and constructed and 
initial test measurements carried out. 
'4. Project status 
4.1. Progress to date 
Determination of the quality values of the welded joint in respect 
of the first four specimens was effected in line with the AD Leaflets 
"Manufacture of Welded Pressure Vessels, Series H". 
X-ray diffraction stress measurements, perpendicular to the weld 
seam, in the surface of the heat-affected zone and the weld material, 
as well as determination of the stress gradients relative to the depth, 
we're· carried 6ut on the first four specimens. The measurements in 
• ' ~ ' '- • .. • - I' .4 ~ . . 
- . respect of the oth~r four ·Specimens are in progress. . · 
' ·' 
Comparative measurements using the·R±ng-Kern-Procedure to determine 
the stress gradiEmts ~er~ condutted on two specimen series. 
I 
I. 
I i ,. I, 
, .. 
-. 
~' 
An initial prototype of a goniometer for ambulant use has been 
constructed and the first test measurements carried out on major 
components. The final design versi9n of this ambulant goniometer 
has now been completed. 
4.2. Essential results 
The course of the residual stresses perpendicular to the weld seam on 
the surface of the specimen show a clear relationship to the heat 
treatment of the weld seams during and subsequent to welding. 
The stress gradient ~~' relative to depth, in 3o mm th~ck weld seams 
not subjected to heat treatment was practically nil up to a depth of 
t ~ 3 mm. This result also agreed with comparative measurements using 
the Ring-Kern-Procedure, which is not a non-destructive method. One 
·reservation which must, however, be. made is that mechanically non-
treated weld seams are present. If this is not:the case, at least 
o,4 - o,S mm must be electrolytically removed. 
An initial prototype of a goniom'eter for ambulant huse has been 
constructed and the first test measurements carried out. The design 
for a final improved version has been.completed. 
, • Next steps 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Construction of the improved goniometer for ambulant use. 
Completion of stress measurements on the test weld specimens. 
l 
Test measurements on reactor components. 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. ·Reference documents 
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'l'i tle 1 (Orj.qinal Langu.::.ge) : COUN'rRY: 
. 
Hologaphisch-interferometrische Untersuchungen zur BRD 
·Material- und Bauteilprtifung von Reaktorkomponenten SPONSOR: (RS 148 - II.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) B.r-1FT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Dornier System 
. 
Title 2 (en9:lish) : Project Leader: 
Holographic-Interferometric Investigations in the Dr. Grlinewald 
Field of Testing Pressure Vessel Materials and 
Components 
Initiated (Date): Com12leted (Date) : 
1.10.1974 31.1.1976 
Status: Last U.edatins (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim Qf the investigations is to establish whether and how the 
holographic interferometry can be applied to material testing in the 
field of nuclear safety. 
2. Particular objectives 
Theoretical and experimental investigations to clarify the possi-
bility of finding faults in pressure vessels with thick walls. 
' ~-1 Experimental facilities 
Holographic test facility with a 4 W-argon-laser 
·3. 2 Research program 
Theoretical investigations: 
calculation of the deformation of pressure vessels under load and 
of the influence of local irregularities of different shape and 
position on the deformations 
calculation of interferograms of pressure vessels with 
irregularities under pressure. load. 
Experimental investigations: 
qualitativeand quantitative holographic deformation 
measurements of steel tubes with faults under pressure load 
(tuLcQ of SO, 100, 203, 419 clm diameter and a wall thickness 
of 1.6, 2.2, 6.3 ~nd 10.6 mm; the extension of the Laults 
amou~ts.from 6% to 30% of t~e wall thickness), flange-lids 
and welded steelpieces u~der thermal load, and plastic 
def'?rmation measurements around the tpp of a crack under stress. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
The investigations listed under 3.2 have been.carried out. Within 
these investigations different modes of load have been proved and 
the sensitivity of the system has been increased by means of varying 
.the optical arrangement and testing procedure. 
4.2 Essential results 
As one essential result it can be stated that cracks ·in steel tubes 
with a diameter-to-wall-thickness relation of about 40 can be detec-
ted even when the size of the crack amounts to 6 %·of the wall· 
thic~ness and the crack is loc~ted at the inner side of the ~all 
while during testing the outer side of the wall is inspected. 
~The sensitivity was obtained in an advanced testing mode. By optical 
means the normal interference pattern was suppressed and the high 
sensitivity .for the detection of the irregularities was obtained. 
' The test pieces with cracks under a stress load led to interfere-
grams with an irregular fringe-shape in the range of plastic 
qeformatioh nea~ the cracks. The calculation of deformations and 
strains from the interferograms are not yet completed. 
S. Next steps 
Evaluation and discussion of the·~esults 
- -
• 0 ••• •••• •••• • ••••••••••••••••• 
6. Relation wi'th other projects· 
The investigations were carried out in.connection to the projects 
RS 132, executed by the TU Hannove~ and RS 102-22, performed by 
the Fraunhofcr-Gesellschaft,: IFaM, Bremen. 
r 
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Classification: 12.3 
Title 1 (Original Lan~Juasze) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung von zcrstorungsfreien Prlifverfahren fur BRD 
Wiederholungsprii.fungen an ReaktordruckbehAltern SPONSOR: 
(RS 2702 - li.4.2., Jahresberieht A 75) m1B"I, 
ORGANIZATION: 
: MAN Niirnberg 
Title 2 (enszlish) : Project Le~: 
Development of Non-Destructive Inspection Techniques J., Lindner 
for In-Service Inspection Tests of Reactor Pressure 
Vesse·ls 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
1.10.1972 Decemb-er 1975 
--
Status: Last U;edating (Date): 
. 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
The general aim of this task is the development of inspection 
equipment with the aid of which in-service inspection tests can 
be carried out on pressurized components of nuclear reactors in 
the scope considered necessary by the authorities, such inspec-
tion tests to yield qualified test results without subjecting the 
inspection personnel to excessive irradiation. The inspection 
tests under this research programme are limited to ultrasonic 
techniques. In addition to the Federal Institute for Materials 
Testing (BAM) the task is being handled by the firms of Kraft-
werk Union AG (KWU), Krautkramer GmbH (KK) and Maschinenfabrik 
Augsburg-NUrnberg AG (MAN). 
2. Particular objectives 
The task is divided into the follov-ling objcc ti ves: 
1. Basic investigation into means ·or inspection by ultrasonic 
techniques and the influence of boundary conditions; in-
spection studies on primary circuit systems. 
2. Development of inspection systems for the various inspection 
areas. 
I" 
3. D·:)VClopmcnt, manufacture,. and testing of manipulating equipment 
for internal and extern~l tests. 
4. Onward development of componc:nts of electronic systems and 
data logging systems for ultrasonic inspecti~n work. 
5. Testing of inspection sy::tems. 
3. Experimental facilities and programmes 
Experiment#~,l facilities \'>lere set up to simulate internal and 
external test conditions for the purpose of testing the in-
spect:!.on system embraci.ng the probes, the manipulator, the ul-
trasonic electronic gear and the data logging system. To this 
end, a large pressure vessel wall specimen with artificial 
flaws was devised and subjected to a·voluminous inspection 
.programme to establish the influence of various parameters 
on the detectability of flaws. In addition, there are ex-
perimental programmes to examine the influence·of the clad-
ding, the inclination of separations, the crack structure and 
the crack position in the material on flaw detectability. 
4. Project status 
4.1 ~~~~~~~~-~~-2~~~ 
A larg~ number of tests were made to establish the in-
fl~ence of the cladding on the probability of fault 
detection and on fault indication behaviour. In addition, 
the influence of other-parameters was exam~ned, such as the 
angle and surface structure of planar reflectors and the 
influence of surface conditions of the test specimen. These 
investigations were made theoretically and were supplemented 
by experiments. 
Ultrasonic probe systems were improved for better inter-
pretation of the inspection results and higher probability 
of fault detection. 
Ultr.ason.ic electronics \>lere matched to the increased demands 
·. 
on the probe systems. Appropriate computer programmes were 
set up to .evaluate the data stored ~n tape. 
~~nipulators for internal and external inspection and for 
inspection of the spherical closure and closure head of the 
reactor pressure vessel were advanced to a level where most 
of the pressure vessel can be tested by remote control. 
The whole system was tested by employing the equipment set 
forth in 3) and improved on the basis of experience gained. 
4.2 Essential results 
All equipment and processes have been improved to a stage 
where almost all essential areas of the reactor pressure 
vessel can be·examined with a high probability of fault . 
detection. Limitat~ons ne~d only be imposed in certain 
areas regarding the interpretation of inspection results. 
5. Next steps 
Work under this programme will terminate on 31st December 1975. 
As individual problems have not yet been solved completely. ·all 
parties are making efforts to obtain a continuation order 
covering an extension of the inspection zones of the reactor 
pressure vessel as well as an improvement in the interpretation 
of the inspection results. In addition, the parties want to set 
up a working programme for inspection of the~primary circuit. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Reference is made to what has been said in Report A 74. 
7. Reference documents 
The participants of the present project issued the following 
comprehensive reports in German during the period under review: 
Author 
M.A.N. 
KK 
Title 
Investigations into the 
inspection ability of 
inner nozzle radii during 
external inspection of the 
reactor pressure vessel 
Noise level due· to grain 
structure and size at 
spherical closure of a 
reactor pressure vessel 
Date 
----
March 1975 
April 1975 
.• 
Author 
KK 
. BAM 
M. A. N. 
'BAM 
KK 
Title Date 
Ultrasonic inspection of April 1975 
perforate'd spherical bottom 
closure 6f light water 
reactor pressure vessels 
Manual ultrasonic single-probe May 1975 
echo dynamics on artificial 
reflectors in spherical closure 
of a reactor pressure vessel 
Study .of a telescopic mast for May 1975 
the central mast manipulator 
Tandem echo dynamics October 1975 
Study of reflection behaviour October 1975 
or various inclin ed notches in · 
connection with the inspection 
or the spherical closure of 
light water reactor pressure 
vessels. 
8. Degree of availability 
A·relatively small number or reports were issued. A limited 
number are still obtainable from the issuer or IRS. 
r 
1S'b 
' 
Classification: > 12.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Langua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung und Bau einer Ultrasqhall-PrUf- und Aus- BRD 
werteelektronik cinschlieBlich Vorverstarkerkasten SPONSOR: (RS 169 - II.3.2., Jahresbericht A 75) BMFT , 
ORGANIZATION: 
Krautkramer GmbH, 
Koln 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Pxoject Le~: 
Development and Design of an Ultrasonic Testing and G. Gutmann 
Evaluating Electronic System Including Pre-Arnplifier 
Box 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
July 1, 1975 
' 
approx. May 1976 
. 
Status: Last UEdating: (Date): 
continuing December 1975 . 
1. General Aim 
The development of an ultrasonic electronic evaluating system which 
will meet the present day safety requirements and which can be used 
universally for all types of reactors. Based on past experience and 
in view of envisaged technical development this electronic evaluating 
system is to meet the following requirements: 
maximum number of channels: 60 
maximum speed which can be attained by the manipulating system: 100 mm/s. 
rate of scanning: 1 scanning cycle per mm. 
In addition the function and stability of the installation are to be 
~ontinually monitored. 
2. Particular Objectives 
a) Digital gate cards 
b) Summing ampli~ier 
c) ~1r i te-read -memory 
d) Code converter 
' e) Miniature transmitter 
f) MF-generator 
" g) Miniature pre-amplifier 
3.1 Experimental Facilities 
Development and design of the evaluating electronics according 
to the established requirem~nts. 
3.2 Research Program 
Development and Desing of the pre-amplifier box. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
All the electronic modules especially required for this 
electronic evaluation have been developed and tested as a 
functioning model. The requirements regarding function, 
accuracy and stability of the modules have been· met. 
The design and development of the pre-arnplifier box has been 
started. Special attention has been given to a compact size and 
t~ the prevailing on-site temperatures. 
4.2 · Essential Results 
The complete blockschematic design has been developed and the 
design a~d development of the entire installation has commenced 
whereby the following requirements have been met: 
a) Maximum number of channels: 60 
b) Maximum possible speed of the manipulating system: 100 rnrn/s 
c) Scanning rate of the testing system: 1 testing cycle per mm. 
d) Full_y automatic and continuously effec;tive function and 
stability check. 
e) Maximum allowable deviation for stability+ 1.5 dB. 
a) 
b) 
,, . 
Carrying on with the work commenced in 3.1 and 3.2. 
Special research for suppressing interference from multi-
conductor systems. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
RS 2702: Development of Non-Destructive Inspection Techniques 
. . 
for In-Service In~pection Tests of Reactore Pressure 
Vessels, MAN Nlirnberg 
RS 102-17:Automation of Pulse-Echo-Testing and Electronic Data 
Processing of the Results, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, 
IzfP, Saarbrlicken 
7. Reference Documents 
Semi-annual report in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
Report period: July 1 -December 31, 1975 
IRS-F-28 
a. Degree of Availability 
The report is available on request from: 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit der Technischen Uberwachungs-
Vereine e.v., Koln, Abteilung Forschungsbetreuung 
13. SYSTEMS OPTIMISATION, STANDARDISATION, 
NEW CONCEPTS 

. 
' 
Classification: 13 
Title 1: (OriQinal Language) : COUNTRY: 
J BRD ;Verminderune dcr Primarkreiskontamination durch Ein-
1satz eines Elektromaf,netfilters~ Versuche zur prin- SPONSOR: 
_Btl1-:'.T_ 
~zipiellen Durchfuhrbarkeit. ORGANIZA'I'ION: 
(RS 171 - II.1.6., Jahresbericht A 75 ). KWU, Erlangen 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Leader: 
,_ 
Reduction of the contamination of Primary system Dr. Nceb 
.. Components by Electromagnetic Filt&rs 
Initiated (Date): Com,eleted (Date) : 
' 
7. 75 30. 4. 76 
Status: Last U;Edating: (Date): . 
Continuing 31. 12. 75 
General Aim and Particular Objectives 
The possibilities for reduction of corrosion product activity and 
'" 
' co~tamination by means of electromagne.tic filters, which have been 
,.used in fossile heated plants will be studied. Some tests will be 
conducted in order to find out, whether electromagnetic filters can 
"be.used in the primary system of a ~m. 
Experimental Facilities 
~e experimental studies will be carried out in the Pressurized 
·:Water Chemistry Loop (DCK) of KWU-Erlangen. A high-pressure 
:'electromagnetic filter has been fabricated and is used in connection 
with the DCK. Measurements by normal and radio-tracer analytical 
~techniques are done by the KWU laboratories. 
·Research Progr~ 
:a) Tests on the effeciency of electromagnetic filters will be 
conducted, using low concentrations of corrosion products in 
highly cleaned water at temperatures up to 300 °C 
' . 
, o l .,. • -<~ I I • • .. A 
b) Investigation of the influence of boric acid· and LiOH with · 
' ·, 
concentrations as used in the coolant system of a PWR 
·.c) Metal release rates of the balls of the electromagnetic filter 
in boric ·acid and LiOH-solutiens, as far as po3sible in this 
experimental facility 
d) The ponsibili ty of backflushing harr to be tested 'tsith respect to 
the corrosion product oxides, separated on the balls of the 
elect~omagnetic filter 
Project Status/Progress to Date 
After cleaning the Pressure-Water-Ch~mical-Test-Loop the 
electromagnetic filter was installed. First tests were run with 
highly cleaned water and 1 - 2 ppm Li. The corrosion product 
·concentration (Fe, Ni, Cr contents) was determined in the ,.;ater 
phase before and after the filter. 
-Project Status/Essential Results 
From the first tests using non-radioactive measurement techniques 
only very raw data on the decontamination effects in the e. m. f. 
test device could be obtained. In the lower concentration range 
(below 20 ppb Fe) obvionsly no deposition of corrosion products was 
effected, at higher concentrations the results are somewhat erratic~ 
More information is expected from the radiotracer tests. 
Next Steps 
a) Radiotracer tests with radioactive corrosion products 
b) Tests with boric acid and LiOH-water 
c) Metal release from different ball materials 
d) Backflushing tests 
Relation with Other Projects 
No relations with other projects. 
Reference Documents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
., 
'' 
' 
.. 
14. PAOBABILISTIC METHODS OF SAFETY ANALYSIS 

-----~----------------------~--------------~-------------------Classification 14 
Title 1 Countr\· ·Denmark 
.. 
••' 
Vurdering af systemers.p~lidelighed ~·· ' Spo~sor DAEC Rise 
ORGAN:~ZA1ION DAEC Ris0 
Title 2 
Evaluation of the Reliability of Systems 
·'· 
Proiect leader 
Hans Erik Kongs0 · , 
Initiated .1970 
Status: In progress 
Completed 
Last updating 
Currently 
Scientists: 
Hans Erik Kongs0 
1. General aim To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability of 
systems as an aid in design and safety analysis. 
2. Particular objectives Development of computer codes, primarily base~. 
·Upon the simulation method. 
3. Experimental facilities Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
~!!!~~~e~~~~~-~2-~~~! The computer code, RELY 4, has been develop~d~ 
The code is written in ALGOL, it is of the Monte Carlo type and both 
direct simulation and simulation with variance reduction can be applied. 
The code calculates reliability and availability of systems both with 
and without repair. 
A cumputer code, MARKOVA, has been developed. The code is written 
in FORTRAN, it is an analytic program, and it can be used for solving 
Markov equations, both the differential equations and the linear equa-
tions at equilibrium. 
A computer program, REDIS, has been developed. The code is 
written in FORTRAN, and it is of the Monte Carlo type, based upon 
direct simulation (no va~iance.re4uction). The progra~ calculates a 
seri~s of .reii~bi'!i t~ :~h~~a~~a;i~tic:s fo;· a given system, and it has 
been desi.gned with particular emphasis on fl.:exibili ty and for analysis 
of details in component- and system performance. 
The program can be used f~r any system in principle,and it is· 
design~d for analysis of standby systems, taking into account the 
various kinds of errors, that can arise during operation as well as 
., 
... 
I' 
. 
. 
. 
;: 
I 
' .. 
... 
•I 
•·· • 
~ . 
... 
;. 
• •' 
standby conditions; in addition the program can take into considera-
tion,that in standby systems certain groups of components will have 
common operation and standby periods. Dependencies between faults and 
faults with spread on the data can also be considered, and routine 
testing of selected groups of components can be taken into account. 
4.2. Essential results The REDIS and MARKOVA codes have been used for 
calculation of the unavailability of the feedpump systems in two 
conventional ~ower plants. 
5· Next steps 
Future work will include development of computer codes for very 
large systems and attempts to apply the Monte Carlo technique for 
cause-consequence analysis. 
6. Relation with other Rrojects The projects has close relations to 
the Ris0-project concerning the cause-consequence method (classifica-
tion 6), 
7. Reference documents RELY 4. A Monte Carlo Computer Program for 
System Reliability Analysis. Ris0-M-1500, H.E. Kongs0. June 6, 1972. 
REDIS, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis by 
direct Simulation. IAEA-SM-195/17, H.E. Kongs0. April 1975· 
REDIS, A Computer Program for System Reliability Analysis by 
direct Simulation. Program Description and Manual. Ris0-M-1781. 
Hans Erik Kongs0 and Robert Korre Larsen, June 1975. 
8. Availability The project information is freely available apart from 
cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
··.r. 
Classification 14 
Title 1 
Probabilistisk brudmekanik 
Title 2 
Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics 
Initiated 1970 Completed 
Status: In progress Last updating 
' Currently 
COUNTRY Denmark 
SPONSOR DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
DAEC Ris0 
Project leader 
Per Becher 
Scientists 
Per Becher 
1. General aim To develop methods for evaluation of the reliability 
of pressure vessels for the purpose of safety analysis. 
2. Particular objectives Development of computer codes, based upon 
probabilistic methods and fracture mechanics, for evaluation of tho 
. reliability of pressure vessels. 
3· Experimental facilities 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
Two computer codes was developed, PFM 690 and PEP 706. Both 
are written in FORTRAN in versions for a Burroughs B 6700 and a 
IBM 370/160. 
PFM 690 is a monte carlo program, which calculates the crack 
distribution as a function of time, on the basis of an initial crack, 
crack growth characteristics and stress transients. PEP 706 uses 
monte carlo with importance sampling and calculates the probability 
of·failure of a pressure vessel, based upon the distribution functions 
~-.-1 fo:r c~a~k~., Tst:r;.esse~., ,:Y·i,eld. stre~gth: apd .. charpy-V . .- , . . . 
~ .. . - '. .. ... .. . ~ ' . . . ''· 
·4.2 E'ssenti'al··results· ·' 
5. Next steps So far the models have been based upon linear elastic 
fracture mechanics, but attempts will be made to incorporate elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics into the models. 
In coorperation with other·research institutions and power reac-
tor vendors analysis of actual reactor pressure vessels will be carried 
out, based upon more pertinent ~ata from practical experience. The· 
specific objectivs being assessment of the influence of the neutr9n 
.. ~!'l~~i ttlem_~~! -~nd ~_:ve].o_p_ment of a new cz:ac:k gro~-~~ _mod~~ • 
. 6. Relation wjth other projects The project has relations to the 
Ris0 projects, dealing with stress analysis of primary steel components 
and with evaluation of the reliability of systems. 
z. Reference documents Ris0-M-1650. Application ot etatistical 
linear elastic fracture mechanics to pressure vessel reliability 
Analysis, september 1973. P.B. Becher, Arna Pedersen. {Presented as 
paper no. M6/4 at 2. Smirt Cont., Berlin 10- 14th September 1973). 
8. Availabilitz The project information is freely available apart 
from cases, where commercial interests may be violated. 
',.. ' .... , . ... I 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Oris:inal Lan.9ua9:e) : COUNTRY: : 
Die Berechnung der ZuverHiss igkei t groBer komplexer BRD 
Systeme nach der Methode ·der relevanten Pfade SPONSOR: (RS 106 - I -'•1. 8., Jahresbericht A 15) BMF'r 
,. 
. 
.. ORGANIZATION:· 
.. 
.TU Berlin 
. 
Title 2 (en2lish} : Project Leader: 
' 
Calculation of Reliability Data for Complex Systems Prof. Dr. 
Using the Success Paths Method Memmert 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
~.4.1973 30.9.1975 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
f~nished December 1975 
1. Gener.al aim 
A computer program is to be written to determine reliability data for 
complex systems with components which 
1. are unrepairable, 
2. 
3. 
. 4. 
The 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
can be repaired immediately if fa.ilure occured, 
can b~ maintained in periodical intervals, 
or whose 'occurrence probability of failure is given by a time 
independent value. 
results to be obtained are 
the occurrence probability of the first systemfailure Q(t), 
the unavailability U(t) and its mean value U, 
the mean time of systemfailure as a function of time, 
the steady state values, mean time to repair MTTR, and mean 
time between failures MTBF, if the system is in steady state. 
2. Particular cbje~tives 
The program should employ analytical methods to find the cut-sets of 
.. 
{ 
1 . ... the .. sy_stem and to compute the .r-eliability data of these sets, which 
· 'f --~-~~bn~;tiitu~·e;_~:L;r's£ ·b-~tl~r~ ipp~~iint.~~i,~D:'· t? .~he ·-~~~~ .. o~· the .sy.st~m. It . 
! should}' be p~ss:ible to us.e~1 fa~l ~:.:~re~s ·.a~~ .logi~a:l b~ock diagrams and I to tise· a cu.t-off method f:'r ·lat:~ systemS· (mot'e than 3.000 cut-sets). 
3. Expe~jmental facilit~es 
., 
Not relevant. 
I 
) 
·-
-
-
4. Project status 
4.1 Progress to date 
- ---., ---
A report on the theoretical background of ARP II was given last 
year /1/2/3/4/~ so that now the application of this analytical 
reliability program to an example is of interest. 
The largely simplified version of a nuclear power plant energy 
supply is shown in fig. 1 and the corresponding fault-tree in fig.2. 
1 short circuit in the main circuit connection (self· 
indicating) 
2 and 6 transformer failure (maintenanced) 
3 and 4 switch opens unintentional (self-indicating) 
5 generator or reactor failure (s~lf-indicating) 
7 short circuit in the 6 kV supply (self-indicating) 
8 and 9 switch does not open on demand. 
As the top-event (Gate 16) the break-down of the 6 kV supply i~ 
defined. 
T~ compute this example with ARP II the following card-deck is 
required (real values in the format E 10.0 and integer values in 
the format I 3). 
1. card: 9,16,7 
2. card: 10,1,1,8 
3. card: 11,1,5,9 
4. card: 12,0,1,2 
• 
1 7 • ·· ·e:·ard: 16 , 0, 1 0, 1"1 , 1 5 , 6 , -7 
.. " - .,, ~ • ~ .,. •, , ,- - ... ' ' ... • • ""'" ,. I ~, • ... 
I I 
j' I , ~ 
18. card: 100 
max. number of components 
max. number of components and gates 
max. number of gate-entrances + 2 
and-gate 10(1) with entrances 
1 and 8 
and-gate 11(1) with entrances 
5 and 9 
or~~ate 12(0) with entrances 
' . 
1 and 2 
or-gate 16(o) with entrances 
1" ., ' . 
, 1 0, 11 , 1 5 , 6 and 7. . .. 
I • • ' • 
; . the'· coinputa tion is·· carried out 
. using a hundred time steps 
,, 
' 
.. 
19,. car~: 100.0 time·step length is a hundred hours 
20. card: 1.0 . lOS mean time to failure of component 1 
. . 
29. card: 1.0 . 104 mean tiine to failure of component 9 
30. card: 100.0 (first column) mean time to repair of component 1 
39, card: (second column) 500.0 maintenance period of component 9. 
4.2 Essential results 
·The results.are presented in fig. 3. 2,5 sec of computing time 
were required on the CDC 6500 of the TU-Berlin. 
5. Next steps 
Work was finished at Sept. 1975. 
6. ·Relation with other projects 
At present no other work is being done on .reliability problems in 
.connection with the reactor safety program of the BMFT. The author's 
. ' 
present report is related to the following analytical computer pro-
_grams: 
ARMM-69 and ~AMM (both programs use the theorem of Bayes as a basi.c 
method), 
SICHERHEIT (utilizing the Truth-Table-Method), and 
SAP (semi analytical with repair and inspect~on). 
7. Reference documents 
1 Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
2 Ri'chter, G. and Memmert, G.:· Berechnungen von ZuverHissigkeits-
daten komplexer Systeme mit analytischen Methoden. TUBIK 28, 
Report of the Ins~itut filr Kerntechnik, TU-Berlin (Oct. 1973) 
,.... t 
·. ~: ~ :~·: ~.':~.· .,:J.~ _' ~.' ~~ _: •. · • ~~· -~: ~·: .·~ :~~·~· · ~~ ~ t-~· ~·~ .. J'
1 
··"!.~~~ :', ; -. '_: ~ .~' .,. .. ' ~ -~r •• ~ • -
~ 3 :.:Rfc~ter·,: G.~·: ·,ni·e: .Bere'chnu~g:·:d~·r :zuverlAssigk~dt groBer 
,, . ' '• '. ' ·~ I ~ • . • ' ' ' i ..: ) I I l ' 
· · ,lkomplexer1·systemEVnac~-:,.d~r Me!thode der relevanten Pfade. 
· · (Diss·e~tation am' Insti tut · fili~· Kerntechnik, TU-Ber'! in,. Febr. 19 7 5) 
-.· 
4 Kamarinopoulos, L. and Richter, G.: Vergleichcnde Unter-
~uchungen verschiedener'Methoden zur Berechnung der Ausfall-
wahrscheinlichkeit komplexer Systcme (Atomkernenergfc 26/2), 
"' .. I - ' . 
· Figure 1 
.. . 
... ·.· · ... r, ... '· 
power line {1) 
transformer (2) 
. S\IVitch (31 8) 
SV-Iitch (41 9) 
transformer (6) 
generator _.....__power supply (7) 
(5) 
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Classification: ' 14 
Title 1 (Ori9:inal Lan~u.a9:e) : 
' 
COUN'rHY: 
-Sicherheits- und Zuverlassigkeitsanalyse kerntechni- BRD 
scher Anlagen SPONSOR: (RS 134 - !.1.8., Jahresbericht P~ 75) BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Ingenieurbiiro 
Buck 
Title 2 (english) : P.roject Leader: 
Safety and Reliability'Analysis of Nuclear Plants Dr. Buck 
·, 
Initiated (Date) : Com~)leted (Date) : 
.. 
• 10.1974 30.9.1976 
otatus: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
., 1. General· aim 
l This research program concerns the safety and reliability analysis of 
[ nuclear plants. In part 1 the so-called long..:term effects were in-
~ j. vestigated, in part 2 it is intended to calculate the short-term 
I; · effects. 
~ 
't r, 
~ 2. ·Particular objectives I In part 1 of this program the reliability parameters of the emergency 
core cooling system of the BWR/6.were determined following a large 
loss-of-coolant accident. 
In part 2 it is intended to develop a computer code in order to in-j vestigate the reliab~lity parameters of nuclear plants during the 
t short-term pe.riod following an accident' or during off-normal con-
f ditions. 
t ~ Special objectives are: 
.-.Loss-of-coolant accidents. 
·· . ..;,··:~n:~~9ipa.t:Jd,';.~ranslElu1ts,.·,,\o,iithqutt sdrarb. ~-· . ,. 
i. Re~·ct-ivity·~ .fni tiated a~ciden'ts ~ : '· 
• • ,, • ' • '• 1;:- i : . ~ " J'lo. ' ~ t' ' ' : ~ • 
. ; . I" ; ., 
i i i! \1 
' t I 
·" 
3. Project status 
3.1. Progress to date 
Part 1, i.e. the investigation of the long-term effects, is completei. 
' 
The first step of part 2 was to outline the possible scope of appli-
cations for the new technique. The development of the code was 
started. 
3.2 •. Essential results 
The BWR/6 emergency core cooling ·system, which was investigated in 
part 1, contained some hundred components. The particular aim was to 
determine the influence of the accuracy of the component data on the 
resulting reliability parameters of the system. 
As expected, the results showed that there is considerable influence · 
from the bias while no influence from the precision is detectable. 
In part 2 it is expected that the new, highly sophisticated method 
will yield results which are much more trustworthy than those cal-
culated with the ordinary fault tree method for the short-term period 
concerned. 
4. Next ste;e 
The next step will be the completion of the computer program and a 
first application on one of the problems mentioned ·above. 
5. Reference documents 
The latest results of part 1 are contained in report no. 23-2/8.1., 
with the title: 
Reliability Analysis of the BWR/6 Emergency Core-Cooling System. 
The first report of part 2, no. 23-1/8.2., gives a description of the 
scope of applications for the new method. The title is: 
0 • • 
_ 
0 0 
t?l?j~_ctiyes. ~~·r .shor~-~erm Rell~b .. ility Analysis in LWRs. 
0 The- reports· ar~ written: .. in German. ·:• · 
•': 
6. Degree of availability <; \ 
l' . ' 
'\. : 
The reports may be available from:t~e:Bundesministerium flir 
I 
' 
Forschung und Technologie, Bonn. 
:! 
·' 
~ 
Classification: t4 
Title 1 (Ori9:inal Langua9:e) : COUNTRY: 
ProzeBmodelle und.Reaktorregelung BRD 
(ATT 085 A - !.1.8., Jahresbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
.. 
_BMI' 
' 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, 
. ' 
Garching 
Title 2 (en2lish) : . Project Leader: 
Process Models and Reactor Control Dr. w. Bastl 
Dr. A. Hold 
Initiated (Date) : Cornpieted (Date) : 
Status: Last U:edating (Date): 
continuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
Development of tneoretical process models in order to describe the 
dynamic behaviour of different types of power reactors (together with 
· their conventional parts). 
Application of modern control theory, as developed in recent years for 
complex multiple iqput/output systems, to on-line control of large 
nuclear power plants by process computers. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Since several years· the institute is occupied with the development of 
theoretical process models (and corresponding digital codes) which are j l 
able to describe either the frequency response and stability or the j 
transient behaviour of different types of nuclear power reactors (BWRs,! 
I 
PWRs, sodium cooled reactors) and their conventional parts (heat ex-
ch~u1gers, steam generators) • 
\ .. ¥ ., • • • • • ~' ~ ': '! 
• ..,~ ' t l • • t" .. ' I ., •'f «> • f ' I ' ' ~ I ~ 
' ', J'~ ' 1 '' ; 4 1 " 1 ,f{ 1 f ' '1: ' lj: " •; • _..., ;:..t - ! i• I I \. ' •1 if ,~ 1 , f 
., ~ ' ' • 'I' "" ,I ~. '"' ~ • ' '• t· ' ,.. • 'f• ,. .. ... ~ I ' t ., ,..., .). 
tn. addi..tion ~. afforts . .have., been made: to ~apply th& ·optimal cOI1t:r:ol 
.th.eqry·:to.' n~~lear.:pow~~.· pf'a~~~.:.::The; wo;k cove.:re~i. two. main .objectives:. 
.. ; ,! ., 'I' •\'' 11' ~ I I '! " \ . 
I , t 1 , I j '• • j, 
1 
'~: ~ ~ , ' 
• I. ' ' ' ,' \ ~ ~· 'I I I, 
a) Simulation· of an op.bi~al erb:t~ power distribut.ion CQntrol loop. 
I '· 
b)';Development of an optimal control for a BWR nuclear power plant. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Program 
Not relevant. 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
a) Frequency response models: 
The development work on frequency response models ~or BWR, PWR and 
sodium cooled (both thermal and fast breeder) reactor plants and 
their computer codes ADYSMO, ADYPMO and ADYMSOR /1 - 5/, and for. 
conventiona~ parts of such nuclear power plants, e.g. for u-tube 
steam generators /6/ or. shell-and-tube type counterflow heat ex-
changers and its digital code TUMHEX /7, 8/ could be brought in to a 
final state by concluding the work on a similar frequency response 
model for u-tube heat exchangers /9/. 
Additionally, a combined numerical and analytical method (and, based 
on it, the digital code FRETI /10/) has been established in order to 
be able to calculate the transient behaviour of linear or linearized 
systems after being perturbed by a step or any other .system driving 
function from its pregiven frequency response data. Thus, evidence 
about the transient behaviour of the above mentioned reactor types 
and/or their conventional parts can be obtained indirectly by using 
their frequency response models. 
b) Non-linear transient model for U-tube steam generators: 
..,,": • r 
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.desci.:ipt:lon o~ '.t;be ~ dyriand..c.:,benavi.our .. of .. a P~vR nuclear power plant 
after. large exdur~ions ··fsee. afso :project "Dynamics of Large Water 
. I , . 
Reactors") the derivation of an ~xt:ensive transient model for u-tube 
I ' , · I 
steam generators at natural circulation conditions has been one of 
I 
! 
=t1S 
the main tasks during.this period. 
The heat exchanging zone of the· generator has been ~ssumed to be 
represented by a number of identical U-tubes. The primary' coolant 
flows· on·the inner (having a eo-current and a counter-current'branch), 
the secondary on the outer side of the tube. The coolant channels can 
' I 
axially b.e divide.d into max. 7, the tube wall radially into max. 3 
nodes. The steam dome is characterized by its parameters:: system 
pres~ure, water volume and water level. The steam removal system 
takes into account a steam·mass ~low perturbation which can be caused 
by isolation-,,safety-, bypass-, turbine-trip and/or turbine-control 
valves, but also feedbacks from the steam turbine. It has been con-
, sidered that perturbations from the system pressure o~ ·from the feed 
water line propagate through the downcomer thus entering the heat 
exchanging tubes only after a certain delay-time. The resulting mass 
' ! • • 
flow'from natural circulation will be calculated by solving the 
m~mentum balance equations along the whole recirculation line. 
The theoretical work in establishing the non-linear transient model 
is finished. The work on the corresponding computer code UTSG ("U-tube 
_!team ,generator") is done to a large extent. 
c) Core power distribution control: 
In order to create the possibility of .assuming the safety of a digital 
power distribution control of a reactor core, a simulation of t~e 
core control loop has been implemented on the computer. The control 
program CORECON was taken ov~r from the OECD Halden Project. The 
program is based on /15/ and has been .enlarged and further developed 
by the rtalden Project! CORECON'has been coupled with the three-dimen-
sional core simulation QUABOX. To test· the· control performance on a 
large core, the input data of QUABOX \'le re chosen to correspond with 
the core of the Biblis-A PWR. Test runs have shown the correctness of 
·coupling and .. proved that the control, which was developed for small 
~ i ; 1 •I) .. "t' .,.. ' \' , ~ 
reac-l:ors, is extendable to large cores. 
d) Simulation of BWR nuclear power plants: 
"' 
simulates the real po-v1er plant with sufficient accuracy, but avoiding 
to cause too heavy a computational burden .. For simulating a BWR 
nuclear power plant a lumped parameter non-linear transient model and 
its comp~ter code LIMBO ("lumped parameter simulation !!!odel for !!WRs") 
has been developed /11/ and- by adding artificial noise - enlarged to 
the code NIMBO. 
A linearization and a strong simplification of the model to only 5 
characteristic parameters of a BWR plant yielded finally the code 
SIMBO which is small enough' to be. applicable within the modern control 
methods. 
e) Model building and parameter identification of a BWR nuclear power 
plant for use in optimal control: 
For purposes of adaptive optimal control, low-order models are needed 
~hich describe the dynamic behaviour of the process to be controlled. 
Besides the code SIMBO mentioned in the preceeding section, two non-
linear model structures have been set up. The models were both 
derived by simplifying the basic physical equations. The simplifying 
assumptions differ for the two models, resulting in a different 
degree of complexity. 
The model parameters were identified by two proced~res. First, a 
least-square cost function wa~ minimized by means of a gradient 
technique. The method yields good estimates when process and meas-
urements are noise-free, but tlie parameters are biased when the pro-
cess and the measurements are noisy. For this case, a much more power-
ful algorithm based on .a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) criterion was 
employed. The algorithm also estimates the parameter values as func-
tions of time /13, 14/. 
·f)" Optimal co.~trol--of ·a BWR 'hucHear 'power 
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·an optimal control loop.'These'tasks 
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c~ns~st in optimal_filtering to 
include non-·measurable:. vari~ole.~;·~·~n; on-line parameter identification 
and in calculatingrthe optimal 1eontrbl. For steady-state control and 
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for small deviations from the steady-state, a feedback law has been 
derived includir~g weights on the velocity of state, and input vari-
ables. For large deviations, a control.program able to handle hard 
constraints in both states and .inputs ·has been completed. 
4.2 Essential Results 
a) 
The combined application of TUMHEX and FRETI calculating the transient 
behaviour of a shell-and-tube type counterflow heat exchanger at a 
special situation showed very satisfactory results. A report about 
this procedu~e had been given at the NAMUR-VDI/VDE-GMR.conference at 
· Frankfurt-Hochst /12/. 
b) 
The digital code UTSG is still in its testing state., only preliminary 
calculations with encouraging results could be done. 
c) 
A 'simulation of·the core power distribution control loop has been set 
up, making possible the analysis of pertormance and safety of the 
control system. 
d) 
·, 
The work on the digital codes LIMBO, NIMBO and SIMBO has been com-
pleted. 
e) 
Models of a BWR nuclear power plant have been established for control 
purpo~es. The employment of powerful identification procedures has 
proved to be effective in adapting low-order models to complex 
systems. 
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5. Next Steps 
a) 
The work on frequency response models is terminated. 
b) 
The digital code UTSG will be tested. The natural-circulation part, 
which is not yet built in, will be added to the program and test 
calculations again undertaken. 
c) 
··~Further improvements of the core control simulation have to be con-
sidered to achieve a close correspondence to a real case. They 
comprehend extensions on the core simulation and determination of the 
best allocation of sensors and controls. An extended control program 
including xenon transient control and boron as power controller will 
be taken over from the OECD Halden Project and tested on the QUABOX 
core simulation. The simulation of the whole loop will be utilized to 
analyse failures of the c'ontrol such as ~n-core detector failures or 
rod drive failures. 
d) 
If necessary, smaller improvements on the digital codes LIMBO, NIMBO 
or SIMBO have to be done • 
• 
e) 
The models will be improved and enlarged. Each model change has to be 
followed by an identification run to adapt the new model to the .plant 
simulation. 
f) 
An optimal steady-state control acting on the BWR-plant-simulation 
LIMBO will be established, its performance tested and control fail-
.~--:: ~ ure,S fan~ily$:~~~- fpttl'(~;- ,_· ~a:rg,e ~<?,.ad .cl_langes have to be .considered, . 
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6. Relation with Other Projects 
Co-operation with GKSS Geesthacht and the OECD Halden Project on 
behalf of optimal power distribution. 
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Classification: 14 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lansua~e) : COUNTRY: 
System- und Zuverlassigkeitsanal~se an Leichtwasser- BRD 
reaktoren SPONSOR: (ATT 085 A- I.1.8., Jahresbericht A 75) · B~1I 
ORGANIZATION: 
LRA, Garching 
Title 2 (enslish) : Project Leader: 
Systc;:!m and Reliability Analysis on Light Water Dr. w. Bastl 
Reactors Dr. Hortner 
Dr. Kafka 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1 • General Aim 
The detailed investigation of possible accident sequences, especially 
of their probability and the implementation of the results in a risk 
concept. 
Particular Objectives 
- Detailed investigation of typical 1200 MWe-PWR-plants. 
- Set-up of cause-consequence diagrams in order to find out the most 
important accident sequences. 
- Detailed analysis of the engineered safety features installed to 
·cope with the associated accidents and estimation of their reliabil-
ities. 
- Systematic investigation of important electronic equipments with the 
aim of finding the failure rates of the relevant failure modes. 
·r 
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4. Project Status 
~4.1 Progress to Date 
.For the nuclear power plants considered, the reliability investiga-
tions of the engineered safety features needed to control the design 
basis accident "Large LOCA" were extended to the long-term residual 
heat removal after the accident. Furthermore, a very detailed relia-
bility analysis of the reactor control rod scram systems for different 
transientc was carried out~ 
. for different electronic modules additional investigations were per-
formed in order to find out the various failure modes and to evaluate 
±he associated failure rates. 
On the basis of five test fault trees, a comparison of different 
reliability computer programs from various institutes was done. The 
results of our CRESS programs were in good agreement with the results 
gained from other institutes. A detailed report is under preparation 
in co-operation with the Institute for Reactor Safety (IRS). 
A report with critical comments on the Reactor Safety Study WASH·-1400 
was prepared /8/. Possible contributions of our institute to a risk 
assessment of a German PWR plant were specified /17/. 
4.2 Essential Results 
• 
The carried-out investigations for the engineer~d safety feature~ were 
Clf_scussed in paper.s /4, 5, 10/; detailed reports describing the 
analyses were worked out /13, 16/. The essential results of reliabili-
ty investigations for electronic devices were described in detail in 
/1, 14/. 
····In· the· 'fratn:ew~~k···p·~ tt>;e ~Mt-j;>'ro'ject \"Risk Strateg~" "t~e: resu.~t~·-· of ····the 
risk seminar tnat too~ pla.ce .ir{ Bonn in Febrtlary 1975, were compiled 
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in /3/. The present state of the risk concept was discussed /6/. A 
paper on the problems of risk quantification with respect to reliabil-
ity investigations was presented /11/. 
By means of the results presented in /2/ it is possible to estimate 
the influence of various parameters on the unavailability of cold-
standby systems. Especially, the influence of consecutive testing and 
of the repair time is discussed in detail. 
5. Next Steps 
The results of the reliability analysis of the engineered safety 
features necessary to cope with the design .basis accident "Large LOCA" 
will be discussed more comprehensively in part II of /13/. 
When this work is completed, the engineered safety features which are 
necessary for the control of further important accidents will be 
analysed. In this context the small LOCA in the primary circuit and 
accidents in the secondary feedwater steam circuit should be men-· 
tioned. It is conceivable, that in addition to the fault tree investi-
gations, accident sequence analyses need to be done. Hence the appli-
cation of dynamic calculation models to determine the various acci-
dent parameters is necessary • 
• 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
Blow-down and refilling calculations for LOCA's as well as investi-
gations concerning the dynamic behaviour of plant in the case of 
transient events are done within other. sections of the LRA. These 
investigations are taken as the basis for the reliability analysis. 
,, I 
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Status: Last Updating (Date): 
-
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
The aim of the project is the comparison of the efficiency of existing 
codes which are used to evaluate complicated fault trees. The 
comparison and the assessment of the methodical status reached by the 
programs, shall serve as basis of decision for future research in 
fault tree analysis within the research project "Risk and Reliability" 
which is sponsored by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology 
in the framework of the Reactor Safety Research Program 
' 2. Particular objectives 
Analytical and simulative programs of various institutions are to be 
checked, in calculating several fault trees, which were worked in 
. advance by three institutions (1. !nstitut fUr ~eaktor~icherheit- IRS, 
2. ~aboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung - LRA, 
3. Qesellschaft fur Kernforschung - GfK) which themselves took part in 
the calculations. 
·. _, 
:, 
•'l 
.... 
3.1 Experimental facilities 
3. 2 . Research program 
The fault trees having been set as the task considered e.g. repair 
work, inspection and switching processes. by multiphase calculations. 
A short description of the fault trees· is contained in table 1. 
4. Project status 
4.1 Progrecs to date 
Following instructions and project leaders took part in the project 
in calculating the fault trees completely or partially: 
Ingenieurburo Buck, Lemforde 
Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung, 
Karlsruhe - GfK -
Industrieanlangen-Betriebsgesellschaft, 
Ottobrunn - IABG 
Interatom, Bensberg 
Institut fUr Reaktorsicherheit, 
v:.tln - IRS -
Euratom, Ispra 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und 
Anlagensicherung, Garching - LRA -
Messerschmitt, Bolkow u. Blohm, 
Miinchen - MBB -
Te.chni.sGh,e Un~versitat Berlin, 
.Insti tut fUr Ke·rntechnik 
TUV Rheinland, Koln 
' .. 
. J. 
'., ..... - .. ~. 
' •' I ~' 
r· ' ., 
(Or. Buck} 
(Dr. Caldarola) 
(Or. Keller) 
(Or. Rosenhauer) 
(Or. Heuser) 
(J. Amesz) 
(Dr. Kafka) 
(Fiedler) 
(Pro£. Memmert) 
(K.R. Hartung) 
:. ~ . 
The results received by the various instLtutions and the pro~rams 
used were judged provisionally by IRS, LRA und GfK and a provisional 
final report had been written up. 
4.2 Essential results 
The first evaluation had demonstrated that there is a high standard 
of code development among all institut~ons, taking part in the 
calculations. Most of the reports, produced by the single institutions, 
however, did not show in detail the exact status of the methodical 
development of the programs. Furthermore in some·cases there were 
big deviations in the results • 
. ,As it seemed necessary to solve these problems in discussions with 
each calculating institution only a provisional assessment could be 
made till the end of the originally proposed date. 
5. Next steps 
The status of development of the various programs and differing 
results shall be discussed with the vari9us institutions having 
taken part in the project. Then the final report will be written. 
6. Relation with other projects 
RS 106 Calculation of reliability data for complex systems 
using the success paths method 
RS 134 Safety and reliability analysis of nuclear plants 
1. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte. 
Report period July - Sept. 1975 
Oct. - Dec. 1975 
8. Degree of availability 
IRS - F - 27 
IRS - F - 28 
(german) 
(german) 
Doc.uments are avp.ilable_ thJ:',ough I~S, D-5000 Koln, Federal 
Republic o£ G~rmany 
t· . \ , .• ' 
.. , 
t - ~ 
'. .... ... ...... ..._, 
' ' 
t . 
' . 
Table 1: Description of Fault Trees 
FT General Problem Concrete Example Asked Values 
1 Calculation of reliability System of components with Reliability and availability 
and availability taking constant failure rates, of s~ste~mean elapse of time 
into account inspection regularily inspected, repair until detect-icn of system 
and repair times small as compared to failure 
duration of time for 
' detection of failures 
2 Testing of simulatio~ Failure behaviour of an System reliability and 
routines (changes between electrical energy supply avail~bility, contributions 
service states) for a nuclear plant of subsystems to the failure 
behaviour of the tota~ system 
3 Differentiation between Emergency power supply Reliability and availability 
standby and operating of the emergency power 
1 _, state distribution 
4A Reliability analysis of Emergency energic system 4A: Mean unreliability of the 
4B a safety system safety system 
4B: Failure Probability in 
the after cooling phase 
nrost important failure 
combinations· 
5 Simulation of an Evaluation of a High- . Minimal cut sets, 
investigation from the Pressure Injection System unreliability of the system 
Rasmussen report of a PWR 
' .' 
. 
' 
' Classification: 14 
Title 1' (Original Language): COUNTRY: 
BRD 
Risiko- und ZuverlAssigkeitsanalise von SPONSOR: Kernkraftwerken BMP'r (PNS 4530 - I.1.8., Jahresbericht A 75) ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (en2lish): Project Le~: 
Risk and Reliability Analysis of Nuclear Power Plants L. Caldarola 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
1.1.1974 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
General aim of the project is the reliability analysis of systens with respect 
to nuclear power plants. 
2. Particular Objectives 
The objective of the progr-am is to develop an analytical conputer program as 
well as a Monte-Carlo-program for fault tree evaluation and to develop methods 
for the automatic construction of fault trees. 
3. Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
The project is a natherratical and analytical one. 'Iherefore no experimental 
facilities are needed. Each program step depends on the results of the step 
before. (See Essential Results and Next Steps). 
4·. Project Status 
4.1/2 Progress to Date and Essential Results 
A computer progr-am has been written and tested. Main features of the program are 
the follo\'Iing 
~- Four cij.ffe~t t~es (·classes) of conponents can be ·handled· 
1 ' ' - ' '• I 
' ! 
a) Irreparable cozrponents 
b) Reparable components, with failures which are imrediately detected 
(revealed faults) 
c) Reparable cozrponents, with failures which are detected upon. inspection 
_1 • ~ w:revealed faults) . ;1• 
'•' 
. ., .. _J 
. . l 1 
d) Components characterized by a constant unavailability 
, I 
- · Capability to identitY all rninlmal cut sets in order of importance 
- Capability to analyse systerrscharacterized by ~wo phases on following the other 
in time 
- Ccmpatibility test allO\'ls ore to find out if the two fault trees are logically 
conpatible. 
- '!he following quantities can be calculated as functions of tirre 
· a) System point unavailability . 
) b) System ~verage unavailability (unavailability averaged .over the time) 
·c) System failure intensity 
d) System average failure intensity (failure intensity averaged over the time) 
e) System integral of failure intensity (in the present from of the program 
this quantity is used as system unreliability) 
- The system average failure rate (1/MTTF) can also be calculated with all 
components intact at the initial state /2/. 
The computer progr-am needs 480 K in CPU. This allows to analyse fault trees 
either with a maximum of 256 elements and 200 points on eaCh time axis or with 
a maximum of 2000 elerrents and no calculation on the time axis (average and 
maximum values only) • 
}f. new and nore· sophisticated theory /1-2/ to calculate the unreliability of 
complex repairable systems has been developed. The method is based on a set of 
integral equations each one referring to a specific minimal cut set of the system. 
, I 
Each integral equation links the unavailability of a minirral cut set to its · :·. ·. , 
failure probability density distrib~tion and to the probability that the minimal 
cut set is down at time "t" under the conditions that it was down at tire "t' " 
(t' ~ t) • 
• ,. .. • '~ • ... "'... '"" • . • t ~ • ~ •. .• . , • • • 
Three test problem of the "BMFT Leistungsprufung" were solved with the Karlsruhe 
canputer program. The results are shown in /3/. 
5. Next Steps 
, 
- A firth class of corrponents will be included in the computer program. This will 
·' 
~ncl~de c~nents wh_ich. are.: inspecte,p and :r:-epaired when they ~ demand~d, to. ,, .,. . .. 
, r ' .. .
'• r • .... 
operate ( unrevealed faults) • 
- The theory under section 4 will be incorporated in the computer program. 
- The feature to handle systems characterized by many operating states will be 
built in the program. ~ 
- The feature to handle correlated faults (among: various components) will be 
also built in the program. 
6. Relation with Other Projects 
iNO direct relation but cooperation. 
'.. 7. Reference D::>cuments 
/1/ L. Caldarola 
"A method for the calculation of the cumulative failure ·probability 
distribution of conplex repairable systems" 
{being published in "Nuclear Engineering and Design") 
/2/ L. Caldarola, 
"Calculation of the mean time to failure of a redundant repairable system" 
Bericht Nr. IRE/1/4530/17/75 
/3/ L.Caldarola and A. Wickenh~user, 
"BMFT-LeistlD1~prUfung - Vergleich von Rechenprogranmen zur Zuverl~sigkeits­
analyse von Kernkraftwerken, RS 172 - Abschlu.P.bericht" {in English} 
Bericht Nr. IRE/1/4530/19/75 
. 
PNS 59/75 
8. Degree of Availability 
/21, 131, Internal Reports 
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I PROJECT TITLE 
I Fault analysis of the conventional is-
~ f ! land in a L\·lR nuclear power-.. plant. 
. . 
.. ·.·. 
.· .. 
; . 
CLA.SSIFICATION 
14 
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.f SPONSORmG COUN_T_R_Y~~~~~~~~~~~~--0-R-G-~~I-ill_l_T_I_O_N~.~~~~i 
. i I 
FRANCO TOSI S.p.k. 
' 
f 
ii 
! 
! 
~ 1. DATE INITIATE~ 
l DAT_~?~"lPLETED 
April 15, 1975 
April 15, 1~76 
·-------t 
PROJEC1' LEf: DER I 
I 
~ 
-------------------------~------------------------~ 
pcscri.Qtiog 
.· 
.. 
1) Research program 
- Fault tree (jef:i.ni tion of the conventional island of a :".iR 
nuclear power plant · 
-,Fault data collection of the systera's components. Anc.:.::.:;is a.,...:: 
.treatment of the fault data. 
-'Reliability and availab:i.li ty evaluation of the ..:::,,stcr::s:. 
• Parametric. analysis of the sys terns rel:i.abiJ.i ty Vi tyi1::; the !:?.:_ 
lure rate ·of the critical elements and of the compon(::::.s whc.se 
fault data are not available or not sufficiently relia~le. 
2) Facilities 
-_Computer and computer.codes. 
3) Reference documents 
D 
- E.E. Bc.rlow, F. Proschan "Hathematicc:tJ. theory of r·eli::.'Jilit::.-r:-
John \Yiley & Son., Inc., New York 
A.G. Colombo "CADI, a coraputer code fer system av~.:l.ilc.":ility :::..::::: 
reliability evaluation" - Report EUR 4SAO e (1973) 
J .. B .. Fuss cl "A formal methodology ·ror .fault-tree co:r:..s-::.~·ucti.c:::-.:r 
Huclea:r:· Science and Engi'ncering, 52 ( 1 S7 3) , pp·. 421-4;2 
. ·-. 
4) Related projects 
None (?.Tosi)' . 
. . 5) The works is done in relation to· the desi~rn of the EW.::L "~ and 
nuclear pmver stations.' 
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· RCN CLASSIFICATION: 14 
TITLE: COUNTRY: NETHERLANDS 
Faalweg en faalkansvoorspellingen van r~actorsystemen. SPONSOR: 
Ministry of Social 
Affairs 
ORGANIZATION: 
Reactor Centrum Nederland 
TITLE .. (ENGLISH LANGUAGE): 
Failure mode and failure rate prediction of reactor 
systems. 
INITIATED: COMPLETED: 
June 1974 
PROJECT LEADER: 
W.F. Heshuysen 
SCIENTISTS: .. 
STATUS: 
progressing 
LAST UPDATING: 
March 1976 
1. General aim 
· To predi~t the chance of failure of systems on basis of possible failure 
modes and component reliability, taking into account accidental as well as 
systematic failures due to external causes or inherent faults of components. 
2. Particular objectives 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
The first stage of the programme consists of: 
-making an inventory of the general available methods·of reliability 
analysis and "data banks" on failure rates 
- establishing a standard procedure to collect data on failures in nuclear 
power stations in The Netherlands 
- developing procedures to evaluate the reliability of reactor systems for 
specific cases applicable to Dutch power reactors. 
ExEerimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
Project status; -:-
Next ateEs: ... 
Relations with other E~ojec~s; ~ 
Reference documents~ ~ 
Degree of availa.b.ilit~ 
The reports. l'lill b.e written in the English language. 'l'hey l'lill be 
... submitted· to the Hinistry. o~ Spcial Affairs, Postbus 69, Voorburg. 
. 
. ' 
. ~ 
• t ..,_.,. : ~ •• -
Classification 14 
Title 1 
: Faalkans-analyse met behulp van gebeurte-
, nissen- en foutenbomen 
Title 2 
Failure analysis by application of event-
and fault trees 
1. General aim 
Count;x 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Project leader 
R.W. van Otterloo 
To analyse new systems or changes in efisting systems. And by 
application of this technique to make decisions concerning these 
new systems or changes in existing systems in the right way. 
2. Particular objectives 
- Analysis of the unavailability of reactor safety systems and 
of the unreliability of reactor systems. 
Analysis of the probability of different groups of radioactive 
releases of a nuclear power reactor. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Project status 
Methods and computer codes have been comp3red. 
5. N~xt steps 
Not applicable. 
6. Relation with other eroject·s 
This project was started to do the "Fisk analysis of the fuel 
cycle in the Netherlands" (RA~IN-study) which was finished in 
June 1975. 
\ 
i .... 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
7. Reference documents 
See 6. 
Several applications of this method are written in the Dutch 
and the English language. 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
' ' ' i 
\ 
.. 
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15. INTERRELATION BETWEEN REACTOR PLANT AND 
OPERATING PERSONNEL 

Title 1 
Anlmgsbeskyttelse 
Title 2 
"Study of the Process Operator". 
·classification 
15 
.COUNTRY 
Denmark 
"SPONSOR 
DAEC Ris0 
ORGANIZATION 
·DAEC Ris0 
Project leader 
L.P. Goodstein 
--------~----------------------------------------------------------~Scientists: 
/ 
I 
Initiated Completed: L.P. Goodstein 
O.M. Pedersen 
C.D. Gramberg 
P.Z. Skanborg 
,J. RasqtUssen 
Approx 1966 - in its pres-
ent form 1973· 
Status: progressing Last updating 
1. General aim 
2. Particular objectives 
To study the process operator - his work situation and procedures 
- together with methods for supporting him, especially in abnormal situ-
ations. 
Experimental facilities and programme 
- Experimental computer-controlled date acquisition and CRT 
display. system. 
- Interactive CRT graphics terminal. 
4. Project status 
- Experiments have been run to demonstrate the feasibility of 
supporting the operator by means of comp~ter-controlled dis-
plays. Ideas from these experiments have been incorporated 
in several of the newest Danish power stations. 
- Information,from the analysis of tape recordi~gs made .b~ 
operato~s 'at, pa_rlis:h polt{er st~ti~ns .-ha~~ be~~· U:~ed in the 
fo~~ulaticin o~.~o~eii n1 the:opcrator as a system component. 
J.foni toring or; operator performance at 'the DR 2 and DR 3 re-
' actors at Ris~ is also currently active. Other studies made 
" in cooperation with Danish power stations have been concen-
Lrated on the control room. tasks of the operator. 
.. ·5. Next steps 
- A program to continue with the testing and validation of 
~hese models of the operator is ~eing planned. Improved 
methods for the evaluation of risks which include human error 
will be evaluated. 
6. Relation with other projects 
7. Reference documents 
Goodstein, L.P., "Operator Communications in Modern Process Plant" 
IEE Conference on Display, Loughborough 1971. 
Rasmuss en , J • , 
Rasmussen, J. , 
1. Budget 
2. Personnel 
"On the Communication between Operators and Instru-· 
mentation in Automatic Process Plants. Ris0-M-686 (1968). 
"The Human Data Procession as a System Component - Bits 
and Pieces of a Model ~ Ris0-M-1722 6/74. 
Approx 4 Engineers. 
.. ~~ .' , '• :~. I 
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Classification: 15.1 
Title 1 (Ori9inal Lansua2e): COUN'£RY: 
Ermittlung und Analyse menschlicher Funktionen beim BRD 
Betricb von Kernkraftwerken SPONSOR: 
(SR 100- II.5.2., Jahresbericht A 75) BI>1I 
ORGANIZATION: 
TUV Rheinland, 
Koln 
Title 2 (en2lish) : PLoject Le~:/ 
Identification and Analysis of Functions of the Human Prof. Dr. 
Opera~or in the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants Kuhlmann 
Initiated (Date) : COmJ2leted (Date) : 
ril 1973 1975 
status: Last UEdating (Date): . 
finished December 1975 
1. General aim 
Operation experiences in nuclear power plants indicate that the human 
operator considerably contributes to the system output on normal as 
well as on faulty operating conditions. Thus an effective power plant 
design and development has to take into systematic account the possi-
bilities and limitations of the human element. In view of this the 
study aims at identifying and analyzing the functions of operating 
1d maintenance personnel. 
2. Particular objectives 
The objective of the project is to find out to what extent the above 
requirements are met in existing plants, i.e. to identify what the 
human operators are required to do and how they achieve it. It is 
expected that these analyses will result in basic Human Factors 
recommendations for the design of safe and effective operating and 
maintenance procedures. 
~~!~§~E~E!!!e~~!-~!5!~!~!!~ . 
None. 
"' 
· .... 
(1) Search, compile and annotate the literature of both technical 
and Human Factors origin in 'order to give a survey of the present 
state of the art. 
· (2) Analyze functions of the plant personnel in terms of tasks and 
responsibilities assigned to them by operating procedure manuals, 
work regulations, etc. 
(3) Analyze incident reports to better take into account random 
events that cannot be observed directly. 
(4) Administer interviews to operating and management-personnel in 
order to obtain informations on the functions as well as on 
their subjective evaluation. 
(5) Observe directly personnel carrying out routine and, if possible, 
non-routine work. This is considered a major source of information 
for identifying and analyzing tasks .• 
4. Project status 
!~1-E!2S!~§§_~g_g~~~ 
Functions of operating and maintenance personnel in three nuclear 
power· plants were investigated by consideration of ·both nonfunctional 
and dynamic factors. The latter were established by observations of 
tasks carried out, by interviews administered to personnel, and by 
analyzing reported operations of all kinds. The former ones included ~ 
recording and evaluating equipment, facilities, job aids, regulations, 
etc., as well as interviews. Besides, pertinent literature references 
and incident reports were compiled and evaluated. The data collection 
activities have been terminated. 
4.2 Essential results 
----~~----------- .. - .. I .., e, ~ """ • '!' 'Ill'~' •• •• .,. ,.. ., I '~.• ., •t~ •~' 
Resu:l ts were :obtilined ·Oil, the'' roie of static characteristics such as 
I I e ( I l 
the. design. o~ displa~s, cont~ol.;;, and 'communication facilities, 
structural and technical design~ job aids, and personnel and work 
organization. Further results concerning the performance of tasks 
include the use of information transmission equipment and of 
manuals, the analysis of individual activities and the structure of 
tasks, the impact of characteristics of work and personnel organiza-
tion, and of particular working modalities such as the physical 
environment. 
5. Next steps 
Organize and report the results of the study •. 
6. Relation with other projects 
The study is related to projects RS 70 (completed September, 1973) 
and SR 36 (in progress). 
7. Reference documents 
Quarterly reports (in German) in the series "IRS-Forschungsberich-
te'': 
Report period covering Jan.-Mar. 1975 
Report period.covering Apr.-Jun. 1975 
Report period covering Jul.-Sep. 1975 
8. Degree of availability 
The "IRS-Forschungsberichte" can be obtained from the organization 
issuing these research reports. 
• I ·•t•· 
' 
! -: 
'. 
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' Classification: 15.2 1 
.... 
. • (Orisinal Language): Title 1 COUNTRY: 
' BRD Entwicklung und Aufbau eines Ausbildungssystems im SPONSOR:-Iiedienverbund zlir Intensivierung der Schulung und - BMFT 
Ertuchtigung von Betriebspersonal von Kernkraftwerken ORGANIZATION: 
(RS 152- II.5.2., Jahresbericht A 75)· KW, Frankfurt 
Title 2 (en2lish) : Project Le~:, 
Development of a Training System for the Staff 9f 
Reactor Plants H. Martin 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date) : 
'1. 1. 1975 1. 12. 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
Continuing 31. 12. 1975 
General Aim and Particular Objecti~ 
Information systems will be investigated which are suitable for 
training the staff of operating reactors. Criteria for the choice 
,, 
-~f an optimal schooling program are to be developed, considering 
~everal information carriers and media. An example of a training 
program will be produced and tested. 
Experimental Facilities and Research Program 
Work is concentrated on the following program: 
a) Investigation of the applicability of various information systems 
b) Development of a suitable combination of several media 
c) Production criteria for schooling programs 
!!! 
d) Build-up of training programs for the staff 
e) Production of special training examples 
f) Documentation 
~. 17oject; Statu§/Progress to Date 1 : , . ., . • _ 
' ' "' ~ ' 'I 'I •·r '' I ' • · • , ' ·' i I '• 1 ~ ' ' • ' J'' 1 ~ 
. Info~m,tio~ a~o~t ~r9fe~si9nal ~ardware: sound film automates, 
· ~aylight-projectors, :oyerhead~projectors, magnetic tape recorders, 
~udiovi~ional:equipment. · . 
~es were worked out for the improvement of animation, using 
polarization materials of various structure and raster. The effect 
(.J 
'~ .. ,.'·. 
~ ' 
.. 
of recognition of different letters (shape, size) was studied. 
Trick-filming by double-negative exposure and with the help of 
polarization foils was improved technically. For comparison 
several automatic projectors, combined with tape recorders 
were tested. A multiplan-trick technology, which operates on 
various photographic levels, was investigated, based on turning. 
trick phases. 
Project Status/Essential Results 
The study of prospect material has shown, that only few apparates 
are suitable !or group schooling purposes. Specific informations !or 
power plant staff were not available on overhead foi1s. 
Trick-filming with the help of polarization foils reduced the ani-
mation time about 30 - 40 %. The photogra!ic technique has to be 
improved (accurate cover of negatives). 
First tests have shown that magnetic recording is suitable !or 
representing !low and turbulent effects, using polarization 
filters and !oils. 
Next Steps 
Diapositive-projectors with higher power and tape recorders with 
~etter sound quality will be compared. The multiplan-photogra!ic 
. ~echnique will be developed !or practical use. Synchronization 
problems will be cleared up. 
~elation with Other Projects 
No relation with other Projects. 
Reference Doc~~ents/Degree of Availability 
No reports available. 
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Classification 15.2 
·' 
Title 
Specificatie van eisen voor bedienend personeel 
I 
in kern(energie) centrales. 
Title 2 
Specificatiot, of requirements for operating 
personnel et nuclear (powe~)stations. . ., 
Country 
Nederland 
~ponsor . 
Ministry of 
Social Affairs 
·Organization 
Reactor Centrum 
Neder.land 
Proj ectlead er 
F.M. de Meulemeester 
Initiated August 1974 Completed July 1975 (intended) 
Status Progressing Last updating n.a. 
1 • General aim 
To advise the authoritie~ on the training requirements for operating 
.·personnel at .nuclear power stations. 
2. Particular objectives 
.The programme will consist of: 
- an inventory and evaluation of requirements imposed on t~e operating 
. . 
personnel bij the Dutch utilities and the requirements prescribed by..' 
. , the authorities in other coutries, 
,~~~.P,repa~~rs a~:f::~p~r.t !~. t~e~P-~.t~~ ~~~h~r~ti~~ ?.ri.the 
obttdned frOm: the forement.1~n~ed, 'study~ i • • 
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3. Experimental facilities ) 
4. Project status ) 
s. Next steps ) not applicable 
6. Relation with other projects ) 
7. Reference documents ) 
8. Degree of availibility 
. -
The reports will be written in the Dutch language. They will be sub-
mitted to the Ministry of Social Affairs, Postbu~ 69, Voorburg. 
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16. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
• ..- .... ii: 
"!I 
Classification: 16.2 . 
Title 1 (Original Langua2e) : COUNTRY: 
StereobildUbertragungssystem BRD I 
(RS 113- 1.2.3 .• Jahresbericht A'75) SPONSOR: 
BMFT 
ORGANIZATION: 
Forschungslab.Klei~ 
wachter, Lorrach 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
Stereo-Television System Prof. Dr. Klein-
wachter 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted {Date) : 
tri l 1974 June 1975 
Status: Last UEdating (Date): 
. 
finished June 1975 
I 
General Aim 
The aim of this investigation was constructing a three dimensional picture trans-
mission system for observation tasks in radioactive contaminated surroundings. 
Television equipment can give spatial view to man, attribute of remotely controll-
ed saving and repairing operations - especially in telemanipulator applications. 
Particular Objectives 
The objective of the project•s first step was the conception of an elementary ste-
reo-tv-system for demonstrating that you can effect a spatial impression of trans-
mitted movable pictures in man·s mind; The principle is to transmit the signals of 
two cameras that are arranged in man~s eye distance beside each other. These 
pictures are reproduced in two different colours on a colour monitor. The pictures 
are separated by coloured spectacles. Subsequentely, stage 2 and later on stage 3 
provided the progressive improvement of a fadeless colour stereo-tv-system. 
Prg~Ject Status 
Progress to Date / Essential Results 
$everal stereo-tv-systems have been realized. After having completed all works on 
· · / ttie~·complementary eolour systf;!m, the· elements for a chopper system were selected • 
.. \ •J;a, 1. ·~ w. I ''f • • ..- ... 1 • t- 4 • A • ' I ''' I ' •~ 1 , , o • ' .,. '" • • 
·,~ ~- T"re" 'itlo.~t ~u.itab1e: inateri~l' i:s. ferrcie~e'ctrical.~cerarnic' because af ... fts et:lort :rise . ·~ 
. / 
• • • ' I ' '>: ! I .. I~ I I'' I f' ~) ' I . '' .. I. • I • ' 
and fa~l.time~. 1 These elements are.still.in. the experimental status and some pro-
. : ,' i : I :, : I' i ' I i I I 
bes arrived with ~lera at .. t~e enGf of .the prpject ti1119, so that not all works could 
' I I I I ., ' I ' I ' 
be completed in:tima. All ~~iectrenicB.'l.· unit~ were prepared. 
' i ' 
To reach th~ aim explained above - especially in colour - a twoway-systB•n ~Nith co-
lour-tv-L~quipmtmt was planned and realized. The camerA head connisting of two co-
lour-tv-cameras was optimized, all degrees of freedom are remotely controlled. 
These deg~es are focus, zoom, convergence - pitch and azimuth-axis of the camera 
head. The aperture is controlled automatically. 
The complementary system of stage one as well as the colour-tv-system of stage two 
and three give a very good spatial impression to the viewer if the cameras are OP-
timally adjusted. 
Next.steps 
The chopper system should be completed~ A prolongation of the project was propos-
ed at the end of stage 3. 
Relation with other Projects 
The development is done for the KTH of the GfK-Karlsruhe and coordinated with 
RS 21 (Synchronous Telemanipulator System). 
Reference Documents 
Quarterly reports in the IR8-Forschungsberichte (German), 
Report period April 1974 - June 1974 V 74/2 
July 1974 - Sept. 1974 V 74/3 
Oct. 1974 - Dec. 1974 V 74/4 
Jan. 1975 - March 1975 V 75/1 
April 1975 - June 1975 V 75/2 
Annual report April 1974 - Dec. 1974 I~s-F-24 
(Engl.) 
Degree of Availability 
Request necessary. 
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Classification: 16.2 
Title 1 (Orig:inal Langua9.:e): COUNTRY: 
Ferngesteue~te Arbeitsgerate und mobile•Systeme BRD zur Schadenser-
±'as sung .. SPONSOR: 
(PNS 1~422 - I. 2. 3., Jahresbericht A 75) B~,Jli''r 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (english) : Project Leader: 
-
Remotely Controlled Working Gear and Mobile Systems for Damage G.W. Kohl er 
Assessment 
Initiated (Date) : ComJ2leted (Date) : 
1971 December 1975 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
-finished December 1975 
General aim 
For the damage assessment after emergency cases in nuclear facilities it 
can be necessary to dispose remotely controlled mobile systems with 
manipuators. 
The development and improvement of those systems is the aim of this project. 
Progress to date and essential Results 
The chassis of the lightweight MF3 manipulator vehicle for the Nuclear 
Emergency Brigade was·completely assembled and subjecte~ to works trial 
runs and acceptance tests. 
All funktions of the MF3 chassis with its variable geometry chassis were 
verified in accordance with specifications. 
Two electric MasterSla~e EMSM II manipulators and the action control 
system for the whole ~F3 system including command transmission, . 
transmission of information and·power supp~y were subjects of a 
tendering procedure after the end of the project design phase and 
following cocpletion of the design. Fixed price bids have now been 
submitted by·.;industries on· the EMSM II manipulators and the acti-on· 
, , '>~ • j ·~. .,._ w • t "'I I • ~ "' ••I , , , .,- ·~ , , , "-'"•" -... • ,.,. ,. _,. - , ~ , .. 
• · ,· ·1 ·contrbl system.·. ' · ,: ·,,·, ·. t • • •• .. · • - •· 
~ ~ . , r , ' • , ! 
·T~.e. p~ssibili tie,a: ,of, employfni. "~3~' have~ been: _ studie~ in depth ·and 
I., 
covered in an internal report• 
' I l j• • 1• 1\ I .. , I • 
I I (~ 
I ' i "'I 
' I : 
The Expert Committee on "Equipmcnt·for Emergencies and for Removing the 
... 
··consequences of Incidents" of th~ FederA-l Ministry of Research and 
Technology has not been able to recommend the application for funding 
• . I 
the development projects· of electric MasterSlave manipulators, "EJ4SM II" 
and of the action control system for "MF3"· This is due to the 
responsibilities-for the Nuclear Emergency Brigade, which presently are 
in need of clarification. 
The additions for test rigs to the electric EMSM I MasterSlave prototype 
manipulator have been finished. 
The "EMSH" manipulator has peen tested in detail. In the light of the 
. . 
experience accumulated, the load carrying capability and the cooling 
system were improved upon and the elasticity of the system was reduced. 
Next Steps 
.The "EMSM II" project and the action control system will again be 
submitted to the responsible body of experts as soon as the 
. 
responsibility for the Nuclear Emergency Brigade has bee clarified. 
' Reference Documents 
"Manipulator vehicle system MF2 and its possibilities of application", 
Kerntechnik (1975) No.12 (german and english) 
Report KFK 1859 (1973) P• 215 (german) 
Report KFK 1908 (1973) P• 235 (german) 
Report KFK 2050 (1974} P• 268 (german} 
Report KFK 2130 (1974} P• 336 (german) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975} P• 446 (german) 
Report KFK 2262 {1975) P• (german) 
Semiannual reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
. Report period Jan.-June 1974 IRS-F-21 (german) 
July-Dec. 1974 IRS-F-23 (german} 
Jan.-June 1975 IRS-F-26 (german) 
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17. NUCLEAR ACCIDENT RECOVERY AND DECOMMISSIONING 

. 
Classification: 17.1 
Title 1 (Oriqinal Langua~e) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung von Dckontarninationsverfahren BRD 
(PNS 4411 -.I.2.4., Jahrcsbericht A 75) SPONSOR: 
Br-TPr 
ORGANIZATION: 
GfK, Karlsruhe 
. 
Title 2 (en~lish) : Project Leader: 
Development of Decontamination T. Dippel 
s. Kunze 
D. Hentschel 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
lUary 1973 December 1976 
Status: Last Updating (Date): 
. 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
Development of methods and technics for the treatment and removal of surface con-
taminations by fission products, actinides and activated corrosion products. 
2. Particular objectives 
- classification of paints and floorings used in nuclear facilities with respect to 
their decontamination behaviour depending from the composition and fabrication 
parameters; 
the development of a pas1e type cleanser 
- the testing of molten salts as a decontaminant for metall surfaces. 
3. Experimental facilities and program. 
3.1 Laboratories are in operation with the equipment necessary to handle radioactive 
materials. To sane extend lab scale results can be used and checked with a 
technical installation. 
3.2 'Ihis work is part of the R + D program of the Nuclear Safety Project: confinement 
and elimination of the consequences of incidents in nuclear facilities. 
, ·: ,,.,.·4 .. Project status : ·• ... ,,. • .: 1 ,. • •• ' 
: .. J, • ·· 1 •• •• : 7r .. ". ~ 1 -~:" ....... '"· ~~ ~. "r, ·.~--~~;1;~~Q~~~~~~Q-~~~·§. :;''" l•r 1 ,:, . ·~ '·f.> I • : ~.. . 
. . 
... i . -~ . : : EXpedinents and. iClas$ification' ,:or flooring ·rr.aterials :am paints: hB.ve beeri· 
I • i ·. I • ' lj 1 'I : ' I - ' ( '' I: I ~ • p ' • I . p ! ' 
· :finished~· The cleans~ Pastes ·and" mblten salts are tested in laboratory 
. .. •• .• . ' .. . . , ( , ' I I ' 
· • · e{meririle~ts.l t: · · ' · i: ~ · ' ~ ' .~.t"','' I ' ' I I ,, I ,, j .. , •• If j I ' I .. ~. ' ~· • 1 
"I •'' '" I I "I" ''' ' I I '] 1 I ~ 1 '. 
1 • I ,1· ~ ,. , 11 .; • r'! ... 1· 
1 : 1 r ' 1 I 1 1, ~ 1 1 
4.2.~~§~~~i~!_r~~~1~§ 
Floorings 
PVC J!'loorings, fabricated by mixing of the basic corrponents, showed no relation 
between content of fillers and decontaminc~tion results. Decontamination results 
are partly poorer, if the flooring contains a high concentration of the filler, 
especially if the latter consists mainly of hydrophilic rraterials. The coloring 
i of the floorings seems to have no influehce on the decontamination. 
fubber Floorings, fabricated by chemical reactions between polymeres, vulcani-
zation materials and fillers, show decontamination results depending definitely 
from the proper choice of the filler. Flooring types, containing lampblacK, 
graphite, kaoline, baritun sulfate and titanitun oxide are easy to decontaminate. 
Increasing contents of hydrophilic filler cause a fall off in the decontamina-
tion results. 
Clearsing Pastes 
The decontamination effectiveness and the homogenity of clea sing pasles based 
an hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, titanium oxide and poly...-ethelene powders is 
stro l1f"J.Y depend end on the content of hydrochloric acid. Reduction of the 
content of this component to less than 2 w/0 remains the effectiv.ness un-
changed only if the titanium oxide-polyethelene povrler mixture is substituted 
by a high density, highly surface active po'VJder material. This type of paste 
containing no hydrochloric acid shows nearly the same decontamination effectiv-
ness as standard pickling pastes containing about 30% hydrochlorid acid. 
Molten Salts 
1 Properly prepared salt powder turn out to be easily and sueessfully aplied to 'I 
metall surfaces by a flame spray technique. 'The thin layer of molten salts is . 
a very effective decontaminant also in application to samples contaminated in 
the primary loop of a PWR. 
5. Next steps 
. Equipment for paste and molten salts coating will be deve-
lopped and constructed. These tools have to work re:JJably, automatically and under 
remote controll. 
.6. Reference documents · 
lj 11 U ~I -~ep(.)rt KFK ~l30 :(1975) . 
·~ep~rt I<FK. 2i95 :<1975): 
german 8nd english abstracts 
, 11 "'' , '11 ge~ ~ ~r~lish absttacts 
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Classification: 17.3 
Title 1 (Ori~inal Lansua9:e) : COUNTRY: 
Entwicklung von Methoden und Verfahren zur Stillegung und End be- BRD 
seitigung n~learer Anlagen SPONSOR: 
(PNS 4421 - 1.2.4., Jahrcnbericht A 75) BNF'r 
ORGANIZNriON: 
. GfK, Karlsruhe 
Title 2 (en9:lish) : Project Leader: 
Development of t-1ethods and Procedures for the De commissioning G.W. Kohler 
and Final Disposal of Nuclear Facilities 
' 
Initiated (Date) : Com12leted (Date) : 
nuary 197!~ 1978 
Status: Last UJ2dating: (Date): 
. 
continuing • December 1975 
General aim 
The aim of this project is the development of methods to enable the 
decommissioning and final disposal of nuclear plants either at the end 
of working life or after a·n accident. 
This providence is required in the comprehensive frame of a systematic 
use of nuclear facilities. 
Progress to date 
Because of the greater urgency involved, studies were begun on the project 
design of a plant for decontamination and processing fit for ultimate 
storage of radioactive, heavy reactor components (conditioning plant); 
work on decommissioning of nuclear facilities and especial on clearance 
of a reactor core damaged by a major incident has been suspended for the 
time being. 
The most important sub~areas investigated were these: 
-Operating experience in large hot cell facilities in dismantling 
work and treatment of radioactive wastes. 
Analysis of the process, flow .. di~grams of six treatment techniques 
appii.cable. to heavy ·radioactive" reactor -components--and d~termi.na~io_n .... 
of most ~mportant process steps and thei~ sequences~-· 
- Esti'mation of the importance and the probability of the different 
'" I 
• I • • kinds of treatment. 
'I i' 
I 
I 
I' 
,, I r 
j 
E1f 
- Basic dcaien of the plant and design of the cells to fit different 
purposes. 
- Introduction of a reactor component without causing any contamination. 
- Methods of separation and disasst~mbly for different materials and 
combinations of materials and wall thicknesses and dimensions of 
components. 
-Packing and fixing wastesrand·ba.gging them ·out1without causing any 
contamination. 
- Remotely controlled transpbrt and handling, respectively, of reactor 
c~mponents, tools, waste parts and waste containers in the plant. 
- Visibility in remotely controlled operations. 
. 
Maintenance of mechanical equipment in the disassembly cell. 
- Building design features of a facility built of concrete bricks and 
prefabricatedcomponentsso as to be capable of dismantling in most 
·of its parts. 
Essential Results 
. Design ·drafts of the medium active part of. a conditioning plant have 
been elaborated for a central facility, one facility each to be built up 
in the close vicinity, e.g., of a nuclear power station with vertical and 
horizontal loading, and one standby solution. The underlying design 
component covers all the components of a nuclear power station ot the 
category of Biblis A. 
A description of the building design features and the sequences of 
operational steps and the data and cost estimates are included in 
PNS Report 61/75• 
In view of the lengths of the cuts and the sometimes excessive material 
thicknesses, the disassembly of large components can be carried out 
within reasonable periods of time and under both practically and 
economically tolerable conditions only by thermal cutting techniques. 
Depending upon the material or the combinations of materials concerned, 
au~o~nouks flame. cutting o;r ,pi:asma fus~on c~tting 0~ ·a·. 90JI!b;n~t~~!l: of l: 
the t\to techrd.ques must be applied. in preference to any of the" nulffer·ous ... 
other techniques. The results qf the studi-es carried out so far are 
summarized in PNS Working Report 60/75. 
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N0xt Stons 
For a conditioning plant to be set up in the immediate vicinity of the 
nuclear power station, the part designed for the treatment of low level 
components and the whole facility, including the auxiliary systems, will 
be designed and the problem of transferring a large component from the 
reactor building into the conditioning-plant will be clarified. The 
suitability of different plant concepts should be investigated with 
respect to the safety of the personnel. Because of the results to be 
expected from parallel stu~ies carried out elsewhere (e.g., on transport, 
activities, amounts of material), the design drafts must perhaps be 
modified. 
Underwater flame cutting techniques will be thoroughly investigated with 
respect to their suitability, capability and limits of applicability 
and also with a view to the further developments necessary. 
Reference Documents 
Report KFK 2050 (1973) P• 267 (german) 
Report KFK 2130 (1974) p .. 335 (german) 
Report KFK 2195 (1975) P• 437 (gcrman) 
Report KFK 2262 (1975) P• (german) 
Semiannual reports in the series IRS-Forschungsberichte 
Report period Jan.-June 1974 IRS-F-21 (german) 
July-Dec. 1974 IRS-F-23 (german) 
Jan.-June 1975 IRS-F-26 (german) 
Degree of Availability 
The distribution of the KFK-reports is restricted • 
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18. FUEL CYCLE 
, 

''l· 
. 
Classification: 18 
•ritle 1 (Original Languaqe) : COUNTHY: 
BRD 
Kritikalitats-Studien SPONSOR: 
(ATT 085 A - !.4.1., Jahresbericht A 75) BMI 
ORGANIZA'I'ION: 
. LRA, Garching 
Title 2 (english) : £_roject Leader: 
Criticality Studies Prof. Dr. Birk-
hofer 
w. Thomas 
Initiated (Date) : Completed {Date) : 
Status: Last U;edating (Date): . 
continuing December 1975 
1. General Aim 
Problems of criticality safety are investigated and solved under this 
topic for the nuclear fuel cycle. Safety criteria, critical and safe . 
parameters will be established for fissile material in fuel manufac-
turing and reprocessing, storage and transportation. Risks and conse-
quences of criticality accidents in processing nuclear fuel outside 
reactors will be evaluated. 
2. Particular Objectives 
Special problems of neutron interaction and isolation will be treated. 
The influence of concrete structures of hot cells on neutron reflec-
tion will be considered. Problems of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
neutron poisoning are investigated especially for reprocessing facili-
ties. Assessments of radiological consequences of criticality acci-
dents or other severe accidents in plutonium and uranium, fq.b,;r;:i,qation .. 
. _faciliti~s are includ~d. 
.·3. Experimental Facilities and Program .. , 
... 
·~) J. t I 11 
·· ··~ -··No 
,. 
experimental wotk. • 
'-
- -- ,-r· - ~ " - I . 
" . ... ,, ~ ~ ~ J ·: ,. .! • ""t •' 
,1 .... ;. • -1~ '·. " ], 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to Date 
During last year criticality data for uranium and plutonium nitrate 
solutions with homogeneous poison, including gadolinium have been 
computed. A study of plutonium accumulations in vessels containing 
boron raschig rings has been performed. These calculations are sig-
nificant for nuclear safety in reprocessing facilities. A series of 
calculations investigated the influence of various concrete reflectors 
on criticality of oo2 containing slabs. The Alize-core has been cal-
culated using various computer codes as a benchmark problem for het-
·erogeneous plate poisoning. 
'\ In the field of risk analysis in the nuclear fuel cycle two studies 
~ have been performed for the air transport of plutonium and the impact 
~ 002 fuel manufacturing to the environment. A computer code has been 
wr~ten for the calculation of radiological consequences of criticali-
.ty ~cidents (computer code RADCA). 
', 
'·\ 
4.2 Esse~\ial Results 
- \ 
A new supplement has been issued to the "Criticality Handbook" 
containing data for uo2F2 , ADU and AUC. Data for homogeneous gadoli-
nium poisoning of U-Pu-solutions have been collected in a report. For 
the computer code RADCA an input description is available. 
5. Next Steps 
Our "Criticality Handbook" will be completed by one or two supplements 
dealing with the following topics: neutron interaction, reflector 
effects, new data for plutonium carbide, U-Pu-mixtures and homogeneous 
poisoning of 233u-solutions. A study of heterogeneous poison will be 
~~~formed especially for storage of spent fuel elements and'the first 
extraction cycle of PUREX repr.ocessing scheme. 
'\ 
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6. Relation with Other Projects 
Relations exist with design studies for a new reprocessing plant 
performed at INR, Karlsruhe. Similar work is under way in the UK, 
France and USA, as documented in: 
-Handbook of Criticality Data, J.H. Chalmers et al., 
AHSB 1965/7 
-Guide de Criticite, CEA~ CEA-R-3114, 1967 
- Criticality Handbook Vol. I-III, R.D. Carter et al., 
ARH-600, 1968/72. 
7. Reference Documents 
/1/ 
W. Heinicke, W. Thomas, W.J.· Weber 
Handbuch zur Kritikalitat 
LRA Garching, Januar 1975, 6. Teillieferung 
/2/ 
W. Heinicke 
Nachrechnung der kritischen Experimente der ALIZE-Versuchsanordnung. 
Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-42, Mai 1975 
/3/ 
w. Thomas 
Gefahrdung aus der Verarbeitung von niedrig angereichertem Uran zu 
Leichtwasserreaktor-BrennelementbUndeln. Interner Bericht 
MRR-I-49, Juni 1975 
/4/ 
I I! 
W. Thomas 1 I I' 
RADCA ·- Ein Rechenprogramm zur Berechnung der radiologischen Auswir-
kung von Kritikalitatsunfallen. Programmbeschreibung 
MRR-P-18, Oktober 1975 ~ 
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/5/ 
W. Thomas 
Kritikalitatssicherheit durch Gadoliniumvergiftung und Konzentrations-
beschrankung fUr Spaltstoffl~sungen bei der Wiederaufarbeitung von 
Kernbrennstoffen 
MRR 142, Februar 1975 
/6/ 
W. Thomas 
Kritikalitatsprobleme durch Spaltstoffablagerung in Behaltern mit 
Borglas-Raschigringen 
ATW 7/8, Juli/August 1975, S. 361-363 
8. Degree of Availability 
Documents are available through 
Laboratorium fUr Reaktorregelung und Anlagensicherung 
D-8046 Garching 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Reports MRR-I and MRR-V are confidential and therefore normally not 
available. 
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pescr~,l?.tiozi :The purpose of the project is to control the ma.in 
chemical ~ physical properties of active solidified wnstos to 
reduce possible long-term enviro~~ntal impacts. , 
Radio~ctivQ solid wastes of nucleRr re~otors uro 
'  ! 
:·· 
fixed in beton or plastic compoUll"'J.s._·on: .the resulting solid wa.stcs 
many tests will be carried out~o evaluate the following character! 
sties: lea.ching, ·thermal sta.bili t:.r. · r.cdiation damr.t.gc, coi:lprcssion, 
etc •••••• 
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PROJECT TITLE . _CLASSIFICATirn~- I . 
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. . 
.Research and -development on fuel casks 18 ! I 
. • i 
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' 
SPONSORING COUNTRY : ORGAUISATION : I 
ITALY CIH"":~-121EIJ-J\GIP lTIJCL3Ai.1~ 1 
. FIAT ~TUCL:::AHD - IWOVO i ! 
PIGHOITZ 
-
UHIV. PISA I 
DATE INITIATED . 1974 (present phnse) PROJECT ;LEADEll . . . 
DATE COMPLETED . 111 progress CHEN-Dfvisione Hie. Sicut-. czza 
./" 
pescrip_~: Preliminary desi€~, experimental researches, calculations· 
(shielding, mechanics, heat transfer), model elaboration, tests, opti:J_; 
zation studios on typo of cn.sks and means of transport related to po·.-:e~ 
plants and reprocessing facilities, for the develop~ent of spent fuel , 
shippine caslcs. 
ltclnted nro:iect 
18 (Pisa University) 
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I~. PROJECT TITLE 
Safety Problems in Design of Packaging& 
: and Transportation of Radioactive 
• Materials. . . · 
... ·.· 18 
-------------------------------------------+------------------------; ORGANISATION I SPONSORL~G COUNTRY : 
Italy 
I DATE INITIATED 
l DA:E COMPLETED 
Descri,Etion : 
1968 
1980 
Pisa - University 
PROJECT LEADER 
G. Forasassi 
Prescni research activity refers to determination of energy 
absorption characteristics of steel structures and tests on modzls 
and components to support the design of spent fuel shipping casks. 
Facilities in Scalbatraio Center of University of Pisa can 
be utilized for. experimental studies as well as to carry on IAEA 
standard test.series on packagings for radioactive materials. 
· The following equipments are operable: 
- Drop test ·tower for casks and models up to 2000 Kg of weight. 
Thermal test station (open fire). 
- Spray test facilities. 
Vessel for hydraulic and tightness tests. 
- Instrumentation for measures of acceleration/ displacements and 
temperatures. 
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REFERENCES 
1. G. ELETTI, R. ZAMBRIN'r, G. FORASASSI, P. SACCO).fANNO 
Sicurezza del trasporto dcl·matcriale radioattivo. 
Atti del convegno·sulla sicurezza negli Impianti Nucleari 
Pisa 21 - 26 Setternbre 1970 
2. P. CITTI, G. FORASASSI, B. GUERRINI 
Rilievi su prototipi di un contenitore per il trasporto di 
rnateriale rtdioatti vo. / 
Atti del 1° Convegno AIAS - Palermo 1972. 
3. G. ELETTI, G. FORASASSI 
Italian testing station follmdng IAEA Regulation; CF6 a 
fissile Class II Type B packaging. 
4° International Symposium on packaging and transportation 
of Radioactive materials. 
22 - 27 Sept. 1974. 
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Classification 18 
Title 1 
Ontwikkeling van een computercode voor het 
schrijven van een 6enduidige en optimale 
herladingsprocedure 
Title 2 
Development of a computer code which 
writes an unambiguous and 
optimum reload procedure 
1. General aim 
Country 
The Netherlands 
Organization 
KEMA 
Projectleader 
K.P. Termaat 
The programme "Reload" will provide the operator of a nuclear 
power plant with a stepwise written optimum reload procedure. 
The programme is based on octant symmetric reload patterns, 
however non symmetric fuel element movements can be included. 
2. Particular objectives 
The programme is developed to be applied in 'the Dodewaard nuclear 
power plant. The objective is to minimize the number of 
refuelling steps and the quantity of time to reload the core. 
The programme will prevent errors which can possibly be made by 
handwriting the elaborous procedure, especially when a large 
number of reload elements, shuffle elements, dummy elements and 
inspection elements are involved in one reload scheme. 
3. Experimental facilities 
Not applicable. 
4. Proiect status 
..... The programme .is in the development status. 
,' I 
1 t •• 
• 1 • 1 '\~ \' I ' I ' ' ~ -: . ' 
8t1 
'. 
• 
.•.. 
J I • ' 
5. Next steps 
Complete development and test wi.th previous handwritten reload 
'· procedures. 
6. Relation with other projects 
Physics reload scheme, fuel inspection programme, fuel test 
programme. 
..... 
7. Reference documents 
To be made • 
8. Degree of availability 
Through the organization KEMA. 
..... 
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flassification: 20 
Title 1 (Ori~in<'.tl Lan~ua~e) : COUNTRY: 
mm 
.HDR - Sicherheitsprogramm SPONSOR: (RS o123 A - III, Jnhresbericht A 75) B~ ~ -ORGAN!Zl-iTION: 
GfK, I<c:trlsruhc 
. 
Title 2 (en~lish) : Project ..,gader: 
HDR Safety Program W.Mullcr-Dietscr 
Initiated (Date) : Completed (Date): 
.• 4.1974 1981 
Status: Last Updating (Date): . 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The safety program which will be performed at the deco missioned 
HDR-plant near Frankfurt/Germany, serves for clarification of 
important problems within the fram~work of the light water reactor 
safety research program of the Federal Minister of Research and 
Technology (BMFT). 
The unrestricted availability of this reactor for investigations 
concerning safety technology offers the rare possibility to check on 
a complete plnnt, the validity of engineering theories , applied 
design methods and the results achieved in current research projects 
up to the actual limits of stress bearing capacity of specific 
reactor components. 
2, Particular objectives 
The HDR safety program is devided into five project-areas: 
HDR 
safety Program 
I 
I I I I I 'h 
·l ' Proj ~ · ar·. Proj~ ar. · I?roj.- ar: · Pr'oj. · a':t. j 'Proj~ ar~· 
... rooo · · ' '20db"i' 3000 ' .. 4000 .. , •5ooo--
---
Non-de- Pre'ssu·r·e BlOw down r:arthqnake Leakage 
vessel ~nd :i.nvestiga-I investiga- rate in-structive 
testings • , • I • 'tions I tions vestiga-p~J.ang ~n-I vestiga- ' -~ tions 
tions. l- ~ 
-
~ swt*J~ 
... 
e 
These five projcct-are~s w~re determined due to the main objectives 
presently persucd under the Reactor Safety ReAe~rch Progrnm of the 
Ministry after harmonizatio~ with the involved authorities. 
3. Experimental facilities an~ogram 
3.1 E~p~imental foc~lities 
The HDR with lOO N.~-Jth power was built to demonstrate the possibility 
of nuclear superheating. Type\<~ise, it largely co!responds to the 
German water boiling reactOJ; design9d around 1967/1960. The main 
data Oln be seen from Table 1. Particular importance is attached to 
a full pressure containment and the reactor pressure vessel. No 
nuclear operation is envisaged for the experiments. The _experimen-
tal conditions will be obtained with an electrically heated boiler. 
3.2 Program 
~~~~!-~~2i~s!=~~~~-!QQQ!-~2~=~~~!~~~!!Y~-!~~!!~~~ 
Non destructive Testings serve for controlling the reactor pressure 
vessel and the piping under pressure tests and blow down-tests and 
for testing in-service inspection systems under development. The 
following objectives will be investigated. 
- Assesment of record of the initial conditions 
- Detection of failure generation and failure propagation 
- Testing of inspection methods: Proof of the suitability of new 
test methods. 
- Comperative evaluation of non-destructive testing systes such as: 
Ultrasonic impulse testing, magnetic particle testing, penetration 
testing, eddy current method, ultrasonic scattering, acoustic 
emission ., acoustic holography , radiography 
~~~~~-~£2l£S!:~~~~-~Q9Q!_E~~~~~~£-Y~~~~!-~~~-E!E!~9-!~Y~~!!9~!!2~~ 
Investigations of pressure vessels and piping should be a further 
step of intensifying and securing the basic kna~ledge of their safe 
. design. The most .important aspect is a study of the effect_~ ye -· 
"''1-_ ..... ,: ..... ~ '" • ' 't... ! ' -'1 • 1 • 'f' •" • · • 
-·.: . , . :safe,;ty~ margin, above tl}e ·. ~es19n ,··ra_tihgs. c~· compone!lts. The following 
t ~ 1 1 - r 
. . obj,ecti ves a:J;"e pu~~q.1ed: 
- material properties at the·beginning of the experiments 
- component bchavior under special loading conditions 
p.e.: operat~ng conditions, blow down, thermoshock, earthquake 
' ' 
- component behi.wior under specific \1-leakening - fabricational nnd 
operational defects and crack formations - to determine boundary 
strengths or critical defects 
- reliability of the employed methods of calculation. 
~:.~.:.~_Er2j~£~:~!!::~~-~QQQ.:._f:?19~-~2~!!-!~~~~~!.g~t!2!!~ 
In the blow dm·m investigHtion it is possible t:o measure radial 
stresses of reactor pressure vessal internals, containment structu-
res and full scale valves by means of reactor typical impulse and 
mass-flow exitations in their realistic dimemiions. The investJga-
tions comprise the following objectives: 
- stress behavior of the reactor pressure vessel internals an con-
tainment structures 
- behavior of full scale valves under mass-flow exitation 
-testing and further development of the various fluid and structural 
dynamic computercodes. 
~.:.!.:.1-E~Qj~£~:~!~~-1Q22.!-~~~~hg~~~~-!~Y~~!!S~!!Q~! 
Vibration-investigations serve to improve and correct the basic 
knowledge about the safe design of building structures and pipe-
systems with respect to the effects of earthquake. This implies the 
following objectives: 
- verification and optimization of available analytic methods 
- influence of material and soil characteristics and desigtn 
conditions 
- testing of experimental techniques 
- advancement of analytical procedures for the non-linear range. 
~.:.!.:.~-E!:Ql~£!:~!:~~-~QQQ!_~~~~~S~-!:~!~_!.nY~!!!9~~!.9~! 
These investigations serve to determine the previously unsettled 
parameters with the aim to standardize the leakage rate procedure 
and the in-service investigations of nuclear power stations. 
.. r. . 'l'hi~·:<i:niVol~e~ ··the fbll.owing ~bj e~ti ves: · __ 
·~ ,,.. fY " ~ , ...., I , ., ~ • , • ' I - t I • ~ ' l ' ' ' '~ f r I 0 
. ~- .. -·· leakage· behavior o'f a cold plant 
'1 ' I ' 
.;. :leakage beh~vi'or of ~ plant· at. operatlng temperature :' I' 
- verification and optimizat~on of existing analytic procedures. 
' 'I .... 
4. Project Status 
4.1 Progress to ~ate 
£~~~~~!-E~~E~E~!!~~-~!_!~~~~~!s~~!9~~ 
The total IIDR-safety program was drawn up en the basis of five detail 
specifications to the project areas. The test loop, a central data 
acquisition system and a documentation system were conceived. 
The conversion was planned of the HDR_facility allowing accommoda-
tion of the experiments •. The preparations to this effect lncluded 
dismantling above all of radoactive plant· components which are no 
longer required. 
f~gi~Et-~~~~-!QQQl-~Q~:9~~!~~Et!Y~-!~~!!~g 
Non destructive tests were performed at. the pressure vessel in 
order to determine exactly the actual state of the pressure vessel 
by 
- ultrasonic impulse testings, ultrasonic manual-tandem-testings, 
ultrasonic testings with focusing heads. 
The measurements yielded some small defects in the base material 
and the circumferential welding joints, which, howcwer, are so low 
that the safety is not endangered by the planned load tests. 
E~2l~£E-~E~~-~QQQl-~~~~~~E~-Y~~~~!-~~~-~!Ei~~-!~Y~~!!S~~!2~~ 
Specimens are taken at the wall of the pressure vessel and at the 
piping system and used to determine in mecano-tcchnological and 
metallographic investigations the characteristic material proper-
' 
ties, strength, ductility, structural state. In the earthquake 
tests performed at.low excitation (cf. project area 400) extensive 
·' strain measurements were made at the reactor pressure vessel, the 
reactor piping system and the containment. The stresses occurrinq 
at different vibration excitations were determined. A ne't7 theore-
tical ~tress analyses for the pressure vessel was completed which 
f~i.ies -;on the finite .element ·:,method. It:- wiil serve as .a ba~i.'s--: of , .... ~-··. ,.._ . · · ·.!I l 
.• • r ~ : . J ' ' • 
• t the· ·comparison between measurement and ~calcualtion • 
. t ~~ • ,,.. • • ~ ' : 1 • • r · "' • 
' 11 • 
EE~j~£~-~E~~~~QQQl-~1Q~9~~~-!~~~~!!S~!!2~~ 
Preliminary calculations w~re made relative to the loads and stresses 
of the:containment and of the pressure vessel internals and a first 
,. . , 
coarse theoretical analysis \'1as carried out of the fluid dynamic 
processes taking place during blowdown. The test components, espe-
cially the pres~ure vessel internals, and th~ extensive measurement 
technology for testing have been conceived. Preliminary experiments 
started to test the measurement technology. 
~~21~£~-~E~~-~2QQl-~~E!~~~~~-!~Y~~~!S~!!2~~ 
The experiments at the HDR facility wer<~ completed in September 1975. 
They hau been performed at low vibrational excitation and on the 
basis of preliminary calculations. The reactor building and single 
plant components were excited systematically at ~ifferent frequen-
cies and intensities by shaker, snap back and explozion, and the 
exited vibrations were measured by means of accelerometers. Specific 
resonance ranges were investigated. The evaluation of results will 
be terminated in January 1976 and the results will form the basis 
of comparison with comprehensive calculations planned for 1976. 
~~ei~£~-~~~~-~222l-~~~~~s~-g~~~-!~Y£~~!s~!!e~~ 
The prgram for the investigations was set up and preparations started 
of plant and measurement technology for the first measurements in 
the cold facility (to be performed approximately in April 1976). 
~.2 Essential Results 
The total test program was completed in December 1975. The concep-
tion of the test facility and of the measurement technology has 
been largely worked out and preparations are in progress. 
The new theoretical stress analysis for the reactor pressure vessel, 
the results of non-destructive tests and the knowledge of the exact 
~tat~·- 0.~ ~h~ component-material p.rovid7 an important .. b .. ?.si~ -~Q~ .. tpe_ 
,.. 
~- imp~e!l'etl:ta:tion 9f. ·the :~xper~ments. 
The:earthquake tests allowed 
~ > 1 I 1 I I o ! I r 
searcned vibrational l::chaVi.or 
I , ' 
of frequency and amplitu~es) 
! 
i' I I 
evaluati<;?.n. at low exci ta't;ion of the 
(time history and local distribution 
of the facility as a whole and of 
specific. components (pressure vessel, p1p1ngs, containment}. The 
strain measurements performed in parallel yielded an insight into 
the stresses occurring during vibrations. 
5. Next Steps 
Installing on electrically heated vessel the test loop will be com-
pleted allowing simulation. ofcperating conditions and for realiza-
tion of the blowdo'Vm tests in 1976. 
Main points of further investigations include 
- detailed experimental stress analysis (project area ·2000} in the 
"cold" pressure test (143 bar, 60° C) with acoustic emission mea-
surements (project area 1000} 
leak rate investigations at the containment with the facility in 
the "cold" state (project area 5000) 
- automatic ultrasonic examination of the pressure vessel (project 
area 1000) 
-calculations of the vibrationalbe~ in the scope of earth-
quake examinations (project area 4000) 
- preliminary calculations and preparation of blowdown tests (pro-
.J j ect area 3000) 
- laboratory experiments in the test rig on the failure of piping 
sections (project area 2000). 
6. Relation with other projects 
1. Investigation into the Phenomena Involved in the Depressurisa-
tion of Water-Cooled Reactors RS 16/2 
2. Investigation of the Phenomena Occuring within a 
Multicomparment Containment after Rupture of the 
Primary Cooling Circuit in Water-cooled Reactors. 
r~~.~':"J. .. ,~~·~""' "~'if~ .,·,~·~····!'~o'l I ·'"f·' 1•1·' ~· t .. 'r ·'"f 
1 ~. ' • 
",; 'I ·' '' ' 
13. 'Reacti'on ~"and . !mpingement t'orces on Compohent§ 
' '\',:, " 'r' If r ' •• '> '' f' r• I )'' ,_. 
· 
1 1 
• I and~ Structures Caused by ·a Two Phc:se Jet Dis-
i' t • t , ,. : ,. 1 1 ' I ~ ~ • • ' ~. ! + ' • 1' r 
ei:h~r:Jrfed a~ pfirl;l~t.y, pip~, b;reaks,. 
'1' • I lt :. "' 
.) I,, 1 I 
•' I 
I I 
I' ' 
'' 
RS 50 
·~t • I ,. ·"·· I i ~·"'I v··' •l•q ~ : 
,, ! ' • I of« • .L. 
,. ' " . RS' 9 3 " · 
'I 
'· 
Joint Reactor Safety Experiments in the Power 
Station of .Harviken, Swcr1cn. 
s. Ultrasonic Pulse-Echo Spetroscopy in 
Ultrasonic NDT .. 
6 ... Investigations on a Continuously Operating 
System for Crack Growth Surveillance in Pressure 
Vessels, Part IV: Further Development of Accoustic 
Emission with Regard to the Application at the 
Reactor. 
Nondestructive Inservice Inspection for Reactor 
Pressure Vessels with Eddy Current Methods. 
i. Development of Non-Destructive Testing Methods 
fur In-Service Inspections of Reactor Pressure 
vessel. 
i. Reference documents 
RS 33 
RS 54 
RS 31/3 
RS 89 
RS 27/2 
Paper for: IEA - SLT - ERD - Expert Group on Reactor Safety 
"Safety Investigations in the decommisioned HDR-Plant" 
April 1975 (english) 
-Quarterly reports: In the series IRS-Research Reports (german) 
Reports IRS - F - 21, 23, 25 - 27 
- Annual report: IRS - F - 24 (english} 
~egree of availability 
·unrestricted distribution 
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Table 1 
Safct~ Contain~cnt: 
Inside height 
Inside diar.~eter 
Test pressure 
Oes!gn pressure: Overpressure 
Underpressurc 
ucsisn tc~perature 
Wall thickness of 
cylindrical part 
P~teri~l spezification 
of steel cladding 
free cor.tain~ent volurr.e 
Pressure V~ssel: 
Nu!T.ber 
Inside dic::Jeter 
Overa 11 height 
Wall thic(ness (average) 
Design pressure 
Design te~~erature 
~~terial 
flow: primary 
secondary 
Water Circuits: 
Design pressure 
Desi;n te~perature 
r~terial 
·Inside· diaa:eter 
f -l ~ ~ . ~: . :'"·:: ; j ~ ' i ,. ,. I .... ,, • '!1 •' • !j I I· 
'! \1 
... , .,. r { , • "' --.. ~ • •tt ., • t "• • t I " ' 
I,., '' fiGtes:•t . t ·I 1 ' 
'''l"'""!' ~ :~! 
'•• I ~eactor 
1
pre$su re ves~el1. · 
Suj)erheit e<htea:n 'eci'IVtr'ter 
; . Saturat~d stea~, corovert~·~ . 
Subcoolet I 
' I· I ' I 
I ' I· 
·-· 
• 
,. 
I• 
' 
•I i 
' ! 
,....,in Plant Data 
Dim en-
' . 
sions 
m . 60 
Ill 20 
at~.g. 7,12 
at.1:.g. 5,60 
m::~ water 350 
oc 155 I I 
mm 30 5 
-
fB 50 S fine grained steel . 
Cl; 10,853 
Diaen- ROB t!OU sou UK 
sions 
-
1 1 1 2 
2960 1765 15?e/i~a I ?"·" J a. m .... 12 700 14 110 iO 92~ I ~ ~-~ r.m .iC) I 
lt!ll 112 45 61/~6 Z3 I 
atiil.g. 110 110 110 .. ~ 11'-i 
. 
oc 360 550 ~Gv I· 32J 
-
23 Ni~oCr 36 BH'to' }a an:. 30 I 3:: 39 s 
t/h 
-
170 i70 ~iO . 
t/h 
-
130 130 13{1 
Dim en-- Primary circuit between Secor.d3ry Reci rc:Jl c: tior: 
sions ~OB and HOU HDU and SOU SOU ar:d R03 circuit 1.1;> to )OO;l rc~~cer s~c-
tior: 
atm.g. 110 110 112 , ..... .v ~!2 I 
oc 550 ~00 3£0 .,~v ;:J I 
:1o. 4961 tio. 455V .. 455C i !iJ • 733; I ~J • . ·~:..· - .,o. .. ,,~ 
250 ~ ~0 l?J 200 I ~J- .~;v .. .. ;):) ~,.;~ ''f .Ill~, I "I .. >,''>1f';t: 
' I 
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-anuary 1974 December 1976 
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. 
continuing December 1975 
1. Genera 1 aim 
The aim is pursued under this task to study the impact of emissions from large 
cooling towers on the environment. 
2. Particular objectives 
A three-dimensional simulation model should be developed which allows calculation 
of the rise and of the dispersion of heat, humidity and droplet emissions from 
cooling towers as a function of ambient conditions. 
3. Experiments 
Experiments .have not been performed (compare 6). 
4. Project status 
The already available three-dimensional model has been extended so that also the 
vortex-pair structure of the cooling tower plume can be simulatedno1t1.The compari-
son between the calculations and the measurements(compare 6), which can be made 
but qualitatively for the time being now gives a good agreement as to the profile 
and structure of temperature, humidity and vertical velocity distribution in the 
plume. 
~ .j l :r : . , , ., . r . 
,. I I_ I I 
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... ~. Nex;tr steps ,. · · · ·, ; 
' ' - I ' 'I' 'I j I 
It is intended to adapt to the real situation the program parameters by test cal-
i 
J ;' 
I ,'fl I:.· .. ,. 1;_" ,' 
i : ~ 
culations based on the conditions during the measurements and by comparison with 
' ~ .~·~ •. r: .:th~ :re~:pective measured data. For this adaptation of the computer program the 
~ ~, ' " • I •• • p "' ' I ., I t ! f " I ' '• • ·, 
. ; ~~-: .: : cileta=ile.d patcU· a~e.: supposed: to be. ava-ilable in 1976.; ' ·· 
I • ,. ,, I .,, : i., t ·' ,, ••• / • -, 
1 • \ ' ' ' I j '- 1 I I • ~ ) I 'I I !' ' t ... ' 
,., I I I• 
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6. Relation to other projects 
The measurements in cooling tower plumes required for testing are carrie~ out by 
DFVLR and Deutscher Wetterdienst within the framework of the HHT Project of the 
JUlich Nuclear Research Establishment. 
7. Reference documents 
Report KFK 2195 (1975} p 141 (German) 
Report KFK 2155 (1975) p 118 (G~rman) 
Semiannual report IRS-F-26, 1975 (German) 
8. Degree of availability 
Unrestricted distribution 
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,_ 
1. General Aim 
-----
Evaporation, convection and heat radi.at5.on as well as conventional meteorological 
and hydrclofP_cal datas are to be rr.easured directly over the water surface. Available 
heat loss models are to be tested and advanced. The results w5.11 g:i.ve improvew.ents 
to temperature profile mcdels and cooling strategi.es. 
2. Particular Objectives 
'Jhe three ~.mt'ortant heat t'luxes and thei.r variati.on td.th microc~i.m;1tic situations 
shall be determined directly. Investi.gations on best regional heat loss models, 
using general avai.l.able input data, are to be perfomed on the bas:J.s of the in-
. situ-data. By means of statistical analyses the most relevant situati.ons, as fap 
as waste heat pollution is concerned, shall be revealed and characterized. 
3 1 Expe • "-al - i ....... • • ruren., l'·ac . .L.1..,::r.es 
A fioati.ng meteorologf.cal mast wi.th one single· degree of f'reedom in vertical motion 
is installed i.n the Rhi.ne d ver, 60 m off shore, 5 lan downstrea.'l'l of the Phi.li.pps-
.... • • <I J:).t.Wg_.N\lc+~ar Pet'ie:' Station now under construction. Probes are installed 1.n water 
!,t~~~~ I~~\·!···,,~ ~e,~ 2 ~d 8 -~ ove;:.the watey, suri'nce as well·as 4Q m Sbl 6ve .. ,grotWd, op shore __ .. 
. I :Jr .. :' ~l!·' • ; 1' · i : 1 I I · ,.. ! 1 f • · 1 I · ~· , · l ' , 1 , r . , ~ ~::;,~ ·j->· ~~¥e the,top. or .t~s>:.at .a second rnast." The 'observed pa.rari-eters are: tern-
,. t. I , • • ~ t• -·, , , , '"""~' -... .,, ~· , 
~,-.'~·~f\",i "1(; . , •. Jj,, "'hunti.Ci~ty, wi.nd' sneed,· :\':-ater surface r:;:J.rJ-.t~e33 and ·oxygen ·content. A su~,_ 
. . , .. ,,! j ' ,,. . ,.. ., ~,:'P . . ! ' • . 1': • • i:'-T~?·<~r:·~.t.r. '.:~ .. ~~·~e~the~~~~ cc:>rln.ined ~th a rrdni?ture thenrttsto:rlzed psychrometer. · 
, .... 
1
'''' ~>~:·f~es" fbr diredt 'brt .. lir.E! e!br~utati.on "or evaporati.on, convection 'ani turtiiuence, . 
·t, .. ;~::r::· .. ~ ,;.1 ·tr~:'" .,. "'!'7:· 1: .. "·d·~··· .. ~ . . . 
1 . .-1 · .:; !i··'t·· -~ ~~ · .: ~.r~ , :~t· ;:~:~.J · :~;'< ~r .. ;. : ~- ·~ ... ·; .· ~ · l· ·, ,,.. 'J. I """ !': : ~: ·.•. ' '1 ·• r·~··i· t .: "' l·o ~ • 'li : I .• j• ,: r ••. ,. ~~-.. ~-, : ;_L f! )~ ~rru t .. ;~ )·;~ ~:( ~Ii;r~ .. :~- .. ~ .. _-~(--~!tL.! (>- i~i- ·!·~ .··r -~~--
. '·"' 
0 
,, -
. . l. . t. . uaki.n.~ u~.~ of tho oud:;-cm~r-clati.on r.:cthr.d. All oatt-1 tn'!"lut, J.nem··wa: .ton r!-:o 
avera.gi.l1f.~ (10 mi.n. intervalS) i.s done by _a PDP 11 computer. Output :ts avaUuiJle on 
teletype 1 pape...-ta:.e punch or cassette recc!'Q.er as well as on analor;eous multi.-
chttrU'l(!l prir.ters. ?he d:lta gathecl.ne; syste."!t· :l.s housed i.n a 3.50 x 3.50 n steel 
hut on shore. 
3. 2. Resem-ch Pro;.;rra11 
Microcli.mat:i.cal and hydrologi.cal data are to ?e gathe1"ed. The slte shall be re-
presentative for the upper Rhi.ne valley. 'l'he mi.ni.mum period of ti.me i.s rep:arded 
to be about one year before and one. year duri.ng di.scharge from the PQ\'>"er stat:i.on. 
Results or eddy correlation computations are to be set :f.nto relation w:i.th diffe~nt; . 
. I 
heat exchange calculations in order to f'i.nd the best descri.pt:i.on of the effects 
of rather rap:f.dly nowtng water surfaces. or spec:i.f'i.c :tnterest :l.s a good 
generalisation of the results to obtain a reH.a.ble ':tnstrLmJent for doing better 
heat loss calculations for the whole river. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Prorress to Date 
Since November 1975, the stat:i.on has been working with a fe\'1 interrupts. 
Installation activities are .finished. 
4.2. Essent:iAl Results 
5. Next Steps 
Canputer codeS for data evaluation have to be progra..1ll!!ed.. Usual maintenance or 
the station has to be continued. 
6. Relation l4-ith Other PrO.jects 
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Code Development in Multi-Dimensional Continuum H. Banasch 
Mechanics 
.. 1 
Initiated (Date) : COIDJ2leted (Date): 
1.9.1974 31.12.1976 
Status: Last UJ2dating (Date): · 
continuing December 1975 
1. General aim 
The aim of the project is the development of methods in the field 
of multi-dimensional continuum mechanics in order to describe 
- shock and pressure wave propagation together with one and two-
phase large scale fluid flow in a general geometry (compressible 
as well as non-compressible viscous hydrodynamics in an Eulerian 
coordinate system) 
- and coupled with that the elastic-plastic 1eformation, penetra-
tion and failure of complex structures (in a Langrangian coordi-
nate system). 
2. Particular objectives 
The experimental verification of all important aspects of the 
methods developed is a particular objective of the project: 
-evaluation of available·tests 
- participation in the vessel explosion programme being performed 
at Euratom/Isp~a Cpre- and p9st-shat theoretical analysis) 
1' . ,- 1 . 
,~ :1 I!' :..!! ' • I !' 'I ~ ' " • ' 
:1 3. ·Research programme 
\r ·· :. ~ iiierature survey :of i available methods for sol vi~~ ;~~blems in 
!, l •1, ' t< ' ' I I J.! 
.... continuum mechanics 1 .) 
~ .~ev~l.9p~e~t ~~ ·p~qccdures )or 
i, ~ ' I I I /' • ' • 1 ! I 
discrete· ·Eulerian meshea . 1 
·i 
• 1· ,, • 
' i l~ . 
~ I I ' I ' 
the hydrodynamics' calculation ih 
l . 
'I ' 
- description of the solid structures in a·Lagran~ian system (finite 
elements, thin-shell theory, multi-ax~al stress and strain con-
ditions, general materials laws) 
- coupling of the Eulerian and Lagraneian procedures for solvine 
the integr~l hydrodynamic and structural dynamics problem 
- development of a theory describing the high pressure gas bubble 
through an Eulerian coordinate system 
- inclusion of energy dissipation due to fr~ction (e.g. flow 
through perforated plates) i~to the description of hydrodynamics 
- verification of the theoretical methods by analysis of appro-
priate tests. 
4. Project status 
Separate code routines have been written for the compressible 
hydrodynamics (application of the conservation equations for mass, 
momentum and energy for·discrete meshes·in a general Euler-La-
grange-formulation) and structural dynamics (theory of thin shells 
multi-axial elastic-plastic stress conditions are determined by 
the Prandtl-ReuB-law.in combination with·Miese's yield criterion~. 
These routines have then been coupled and successfully tested in 
a working version of a code-(KOELSCH) representing the geometric 
features of the SNR-3oo reactor vessel for stationary conditions. 
The separate routines have been checked out by various test cases. 
5. Next steps 
The working version of·the established code will be tested for 
transient conditions and the verification will be performed by 
analysis of appropriate tests. 
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I. Objectives 
The objective of this work is to improve methods of the accident 
analysis of sodium-water-reactions due to water tube failures 
·in steam-generators af sodium cooled breeder reactors. A closer 
inspection of basic experiments carried out by Interatom on 
sodium water reactions has led to the suspicion that the large 
hydrogen bubble that follows the sodium will be filled entirely. 
with small sodium droplets. 
Due to this phenomenon deviations have occured between computed 
and measured data of the sodium-water-reaction and subsequent 
events. The objective ot this work is to develop computer·code 
POOL, version GT, in which the sodium is not replaced by pure 
hydrogen but by hydrogen filled with sodium droplets. This 
computer program s~ould replace the older version G in which a 
computer model by Salmon h~s been used. 
2. Basic work and resulcs 
Jn the first place, results of the following basic tests have been 
~· ,_,,. :':mor&f' closely lnspecfed'f'ASB, s·te·p ·1 ,r straight. tube sfe'ani'" generator·, 
·i~ ·~~· -~ ,.i ;;Lc~ilf~ci-. tub~· :~~~a~· g·~·fi~~klt~t mdde'l. Th~· results· of· t'h~~Efl'ite~i ts · · · ···-• ........ ,. 
I~ ~·-:;;:~ •. ·-~~k have~d~~·n· ·~ewor'ked and ~d-mpared with the n.ew c~~pu t·e~~ m~:d~;l,. .. : ;;; ·;., ;·, ·~;r:' 
~ ·~ ~j •. ,;,·~., 1~ .(, . ' ' ,. . 
!L;·i1~.~, i4'·t~it:Jte. ·}.!i1; b~~ut:t mode:~_: ;h~s been brought into a fo~m tll~~ ·~~·a~ ~.~ ~sed 
;:, h ~~;:;~fT#;L~a.; ~H·Pl'-Out.:a.~e in q:ther comput~r programs deal1ng w1th1 a;C:c1dent 
,· 'li .. f ' ''L' ' " .. 11 I I ' . j' I' . ~ 
j' ·~ : ~L. ·1 ·~: 'an'a~~sVI'. ·: \ · .
1
·• ~. , f.; ' · .' 1 • 'f td ~. ' ' ~ 'T' I t tl!!l '• ' · :•r 
·~ ·.:- ! !·~1···~·<: 'P'' jl· ~ I i!' •t'' i ~ \·. :: : .. ~ .: :, :. ·~~ .J:. ~ -1~ ·~i~-~. ~-~4 :; •• +-:~ !~:, :t: ~ ·l·. !I ·:_·r.r;· ~ i1 ··-~ -· ~ ·• 
\_: ··-ht •·-·~.· .; .•. r-- -,- h.;. "": • t t ·+ :~ ,.~ -~ __ ol· _I _• -~.., 
~ .... f 
Initially, the basic test series and ASD, step l, have been dealt 
with by using computer program POOL, version G. 
In· the· course of this work, computer program PARA Ill has been 
used in order to get some values for otimum parameters. When 
evaluating the calculations it could be shown that the computer 
model of Salmon is not in agreement with reality. It could be 
shown that the sodium droplets in the gas do not change speed 
as quickly as t~e gas itself. Therefore, all 'accelerations of the 
sodium droplets are accompanied by an additional flow resistance. 
At the same time, it should be considered that extremely large 
difference in speed between gas and sodium droplets eventually 
result in a further breakdown of these sodium droplets into 
smaller ones. (critical Webernumber = 6). A very intensive heat 
exchange will also occur between gas and sodium due to the large 
surface area of the sodium droplets. Hydrogen can also be 
expected to diffuse into the sodium and, therefore, gaseous 
hydrogen will be lost. Due to the high rate of change of this 
phenomenon, the surface area of the sodium can be expected to 
be the decisive quantity for the diffusion of the hydrogen gas. 
The above abservations h~ve led to the introduction of a point 
' 
model to describe the phenomenon. The increase in pressure-loss 
due to the presence of sodium droplets in the hydrogen is 
correctly accounted for in this computer program. The approach 
results in ordinary, non-linear differential equations that can 
be solved using iterative procedures. A numerical difficulty 
has occured in that at some points three solutions were found 
instead of one. By introducing adequate logical elements it 
will be possible that correct solutions are selected. 
., "t ~ ! .· . 
t 1. ,, ,\' 
The computer program POOL has been further developed to a stage 
in which the increase in pressure-loss, due to the sodium 
droplets can be correctly accounted for. The influences of the 
_tt;P!P~rat,ure .. changes ~t~s:l q£ the .. diff.usion of hydrogen~have notT 
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The computer program PARA III is useful for the following 
reasons: 
- The sodium mass in hydrogen can be determined by accounting 
for the separation of a film from the inside of the tube or 
the vessel. 
- The thickness of the film changes with the sodium speed and 
decreases with decreasing speed. 
- It will take some time to reach the eventual film thickness. 
Information on this .subject in the open literature is scarce. 
- When using computer program PARA Ill the velocity and the 
change in film thickness on the wall can be determined. At 
the same time the temperature of newly formed aydrogen can be 
controlled. It appears to be important, that small leaks are 
accompanied by much bigger sodium quantitie~ in the hydrogen 
than larger leaks. This leads to differences in the overall 
behaviour. 
3, Further Work 
Computer program PARA III will be further refined. In computer 
program POOL the influence of the temperature changes of 
hydrogen and of the diffusion of hydrogen into the sodium will 
be introduced. It will be considered whether the generation of. 
sodium hydrides should be introduced into the program. At the 
same time the results of basic test series with different 
boundary conditions should be more closely inspected and it 
should be checked, whether a close agreement between experiment 
and calculation has now been reached. Results obtained by using 
computer program PARA III should be reasonably close to 
experimental ones. 
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J. SCOPE 
The scope of this task is the development of an ultrasonic tes-
ting method for austenitic welds as well as of remote controlled 
manipulators for testing instruments applied for out-side inspec-
tion of the reactor vessel. 
For the development work of the ultrasonic testing heads and of 
the manipulators, the ambient conditions expected for the repea-· 
ting inservice inspection of the reactor vessel of a sodium cooled 
fast breeder reactor plant have to be taken into consideration: 
- Temperature of the reactor vessel wall and the ambient atmosphere 
f -radiation level about to 4 rad/h 
- Nitrogen as a medium surrounding the reactor vessel 
- Reactor vessel loaded with fuel. 
2. PtRFORMED WORK AND OBTAINED RESULTS 
2.1 £en~~E~£~!en_~n~_E£2~~£~!en_ef-~!~E~!en!£_~~~~!ns_h~~~!_feE 
!~!~~n!~!£_~~!~_ie!E~! 
' ' 
- For the calculation of the testing heads the 6Q m~. th~~k weld 
was devided into 4 test zones of each 15 mm extension in,depth 
and 15 mm width (Scanning pattern). The test zones were 
placed among one ano~her. On the basis of the obtained cal-
culation data an ultrasoaic testing head for the test zones 
1-3 was designed, manufactured and tested. The following 
demands were met: 
' 
.. ' 
•' r 
'. 
- Partly damp out respectively fade out of simultaneously 
proceeding transverse waves occurring at SEL-testing heads. 
- Highest sensitivity of the testing head at the middle of 
the test zone. 
- Generation of a wall stabilized impuls. 
These first SEL-angle-testing head-series used for longitu-
dinal defect testing lead to satisfactory results with the 
"cold" testing. The design work of ~hose heads for "hot" 
testing was started. FQr the 4th zone a testing head will be 
developped which will work differently than the testing 
heads with transversal waves used for the other ·test zones. 
After the concept for the transverse defect testing was 
found the trial fabrication was startet by the end of 1975. 
Because the problems with the coupling medium are not yet 
solved, the dry coupling will be developped further - some 
experiments took already place. 
2.2 g~!!sg_!g~_£2g!~!~£~!2g_2f-~h~-~!g!E~!!~2!_!2!_!g!~!!!!~!2g 
2!-~h~-~~!~!gg_!~!~!~~£~~! 
Altogether 12 inspection manholes with an inner diameter of 
49o mm, above which the testing system is put into position~ 
are distributed on the vessel periphery in order to cover 
the welds of the vessel wall at the periphery. 
Working position is the annulus between reactor vessel and 
reactor guard vessel with a gap width of min. 28o mm. The 
testing installation will be moved to the test place by a 
rail-chain-system. The rail-chain-system renders the 
vertical testing _motion possible. The horizontal motion as 
well as the necessary rotary motion for circular seam weld 
testing is provided by an extentabl~ installation. 
The design development of the test carriage with jib system 
for testing of welds within_th~ cyli~drical range is.nearly 
, . ' '~ 
.completed. ,...Difficulties ar.e .b~ing encountered in the range 
of the spherical vessel bottom as well as for the testing 
of circular seam welds and stud welds for the nozz~ls. 
. \ 
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Because the problems for the liquid coupling have not been 
solved - test results about removing the coupling medium 
from the vessel wall after t.esting are not yet available -
further design work had to be reduced considerably by the 
end of. 1975. By the end of the first quarter 1976 the 
further procedure· will be decided. 
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1. Genera 1 Aim 
To understand the effects of overprompt-critical power excursions of fast reactors 
chemical charges are fired·in well-instrumental tank models. At the same time 
it is tried to verify these experimental data.with computer codes. Thus the 
reliability of the codes used for hypothetical accidents should be augmented. 
This report concerns a participation at this program over a. period of one year~ 
2.'Particular Objectives 
The topics of this program are the 
- tank models 
- the instrumentation 
- charge 
- analysis of tests by computer codes 
3.1. Experimental Facilities 
• 
The ·models to--be used:r.are of lo'Op'"(.SNR) and pool {CFR) reactoF proportions.· 
The modeJsystem is sufficient .large to enable the components to be well made. 
The models consist of a base plate and a top plate held together with tie-bars 
and with the base firmly fixed to~the large mass (~47 tons) of the bottom of 
r • 
' new bunker. . 
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The general aim of the instrumentation to be used in these experiments is to 
place it at a standar~ized set of measuring locations that can be used in all 
.experiments performed for validation. Strain gauges as well as pressure 
transducers are mounted at the \·1alls and the latters in the fluid too. 
To check the accuracy of all transduc~rs, they are calibrated statically and 
dynamically before and after every shot. Permanent elongations can be measured 
additional by putting a rectangular grid over the \'/hole of the outer cylinder 
area. 
The ex.peri ments except the fir? t four unes wi 11 be carried out using a 1 ow 
dens1ty high explosive charge (LD HE) in order that the stress levels reacted 
in the various components will be comparable with the stress levels achieved 
by a U02 vapour explosion or U02 - Na interaction. The propert]es of the LD 
charge which is developed in the UK represent a compromise between the demand of 
a start pressure as low as possible (o,S -1,0 kbar) and the necessity of repro-
duci.bi 1 i ty and the independence of confinement. 
3.2. Research Program 
The safety assessment of fast reactgr design has emphasized the need for validated 
codes. Therefore it is decided to start the series of experiments with very simple 
rigid tanks without internals filled with water. For every test a preshot cal-
culation is made and if necessary a postshot calculation. If all relevant details 
of the experiment are also represented by the calculation the next more compli-
cated test will be performed. A time step of about six weeks for each experiment 
is planned. At the end of the program a complex model of a reactor tank with 
flexible inner and outer walls, curved bottom, neutron shields, diagrid and dip-
plate shall be fired and calculated. 
To reach this goal a parallel development and improvement of the computer codes 
is necessary. 
4. Project Status 
4.1. Progress to Date 
-At--the begin of. the reference period t!le first three (of 22) experiments were 
1 • already performed. These tests should be identical and \'lere made to enable 
1 ~ ' ' 
a cross check concerning the instrumentation ~tith t\-10 other laboratories in 
the UK where similiar experiments are carried out. A further test with a 
. ~ 
diJfe~ent height of the w.ater level should give informations about the in-
fl'oence of this parameter on the 1roof 1mpacL By reason of the big failur~. 
~! ' 
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rate of pressure transducers (up to 50%) at high pressures, new transducers 
had to be ordered from the UK. Additional an improved type was developed and 
manufactured in Ispra. The new pressure gauges arrived in december, so that 
·no further test could be performed. Analysing the results of the first three 
tests, they showed an excellent agreen~nt with each other. Im comparision with 
the results of the calculation the agreement was good, except some few po,ints 
wh.ere the discrepancies could be explained by the numerical treatment i'n the 
calculation or the insufficient measurement. Nevertheless even this simple 
test showed the necessity of code validation experiments. 
~ At the present, the following codes are available at the JRC Isp~a and provided 
for validation: REXCO - H Release 2, SURBOUM Version VD 7 and V~ 8, ARES 3 and 
ASTARTE. The CDC-Version of ARES 3 was adapted to the IBM-machine. In early 1975 
it wa·s decided to introduce compressibility into the incompressible eulerian 
SURBOUM-code. This work is almost finished i.e. simple experiments with rigid 
walls can be treated. The possibility of the graphical output of the results 
is given at all available programs. 
4.2. Essential Results 
The first experiments with a high explosive high density charge in a rigid tank 
are performed. It is proved that the experimental equipment, the instrumentation 
and the data recording system work satisfactorily. An experimental and a theore-
tical test report is produced. All relevant and available european computer codes 
are established at the JRC Ispra and are running on the ISM-machine. The limi-
ted code development of a compressible version of SURBOUM is encouraging. The 
LD charge and the according facilities as well as new transducers are arrived 
from the UK so that the next tests are prepared. 
5. Next Steps 
not relevant for this contract 
\ 
6. Relation with other projects 
none 
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